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. Appendix (A. A.)

RETURN.

To an Address of the Legislative Assembly, dated the 24th ult., praying that
His Excellency, the Governor General, will cause to be laid before the
House a RETURN, in continuation of the several latest Returns sent down
to the House, for Upper Canada, and for Lower Canada, of all the receipts
and expenditure of the CLERGY RESERVE moneys or funds in Upper and in
Lower Canada, in detail, up to as recent a period or periods as the records
of the Public Offices may enable the accounting Officers to make ; the
said Return to show the resources, the sales of lands, timber, &c., the
proceeds of rents paid, and the expenditure, with the particulars of each
receipt and outlay ; the salaries and pensions paid to Missionaries of the
Church of England and their Widows, in both Canadas, as per Imperial
Statute of 3& 4Vic., c. 78; the allowances paid to theMinister of the Synod
of the Presbyterian Church of Upper Canada, under the same authority; also
the salaries of Wesleyan Methodist Missionaries, and all sums paid to or for
the use of the Roman Catholic Church, and other denominations, and to
whom and forwhom paid, in both Canadas ; the state of the Clergy Reserve
Fund or Funds appropriated to the united Church of England and Ireland,
and the Church of Scotland, in the Canadas, since the dates of the last Ré.
turns, as administered by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign parts ; the moneysreceivedout of the Revenue Fund derived from
the lands reserved for the Clergy of the Church of England, in Lower
Canada, with the expenditure, since the dates included in the last Returns
to the House; the like account as to all other Clergy Reserve lands in Lower
Canada.

he Return to show also, what balances there are of moneys received out of the
Clergy Reserve Funds, and where deposited, and whether the Banks or
other depositaries are paying interest on the said balances, and if so, what
sums have been so paid ; the receipts from lands sold or rented, the
principal and interest on sales, the charges of management, and to whom
paid, and the disbursements.

By Command,

A. N. MORIN,

SECRETARY'S OFFICE, Secretary.

QUEBEC, 13th September, 1852.

16 VictoriS. A. 1852.
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No. 1.
RETURN of the Expenditure of the Clergy Reserve Moneys or Funds in Upper

and Lower Canada, in detail, up to as recent a period as the Records of this
Office will permit, being a continuation of the Returns sent down to the Honor-
able the Legislative Assembly in 1851, now furnished in compliance with the
Address of that House of 24th August, 1852.

Rigous Amount cur-
Denominations. Particulars. rency id n

___ ___ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1851. il _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Church of England,
Upper Canada. j

Church of England,
Lower Cana.da.....

Church of Scotland,f
Upper Canada.,.....

Chureis of Seotland,f
Lover Canada .

U7nited Synod of the
PresbyterianChurch,
Upper Canada.........

Roman Catholie
Chureh, Upper Ca-
@ a....................

.enMethodi
Uipper Canada ...

Salary of the Archdeacon of Kingston.....................

Salary of the Venerable G. O. Stuart as Minister
Church of England ........................................

Salaries and Pensions of Missionaries and Widows.....

Paid to the Reverend A. N. Bethune,
Reverend H. J. Grassett, and Thomas

S G. Ridout, Esquires, Treasurers to the
R urplus Society for Propagating the Gospel in,eveues. Foreign parts (Old Sales) .............-....

J Do. do. New Sales..............

Total for the Church of England, Upper Canada....

raid Thonmas Trigge and T. B. Anderson,
Surplus Esquires, Agents to the Society for

Revenues. Propagating the Gospel in Foreign

Amount Old Sales..................

Amount New Sales.................

Total for Church of England, Lower Canada......

Salaries of the Ministers of the Presbyterian Synod
in Canada in connection with the Church of Scot.
land, Old Sales..................................................

Salary of Reverend W. Bell, Presbyterian Minister at
Perth. Old Sales............ ..............................

Surplus 1 To Hugh Allen, Treasurer to the Board of
Fund. f Commissioners, appointed by the Synod.

Old Sales...............................

New Sales..............................

Total for Church of Scotland, Upper Canada ....

Salaries to'Ministers, Old Sales ..............................

Surplus , To Hugh Allen, Treasurer to the Board
Supus omusners of 

the Syuod of Ca-

Old Sales.............. ..

New Sales.............................

Total for Church of Scotland, Lower Canada......

Salaries of Ministers. Old Sales............................

Salary of the Bishop, Old Sales, lst six months, 1851.

Stipends of 22 Priests do. do.

Do. do. New Sales...

Total Roman Catholie Clergy of Upper Canada...

{old SalesL....
salaries of Missionaries..................... old Sals.

Total to Wesleyan.Methodists, Upper Canada.....

£ s. d.
333 6 8

111 2 2

5409 0 7

3307 5 4

3485 13 2

12646 7 11

2022 9 7

151 7 11

2173 17 6

430 13 4

111 2 2

4830 5 1

1742 16 7

7114 17 2

277 15 6

.733 9 3

75 14 0

1086 18 9

565 13 0

277 15 7

740 13 4

648 4 6.

1666 13 4

574 010

203 14 8

.777 iL 6

ForTarticulars see No. 2

For Accounts of Expeaditure of'the@
sums, See Nos.

IForExpeoditur of the suma, Me

For details, e No.

For detail, see No.

For detai en No.

For -expenditare o thie ms se

vide No.

INspEcToR GENERATls OFFICE,
QuiEc, 6th-September, 1852. JOSEPH CARY,

A. 1852.
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No. 2.

RTRN of Salaries and Pensions paid to Missionaries of the Church of England
in Upper Canada, and Widows of late Missionaries, for the year 1851, as
guaranteed by the Clergy Reserves Act 3 and 4 Vie., cap. 78.

NfIES.

Armour, Samuel, ........................
Atkinson, A. F., ........................
Bethune, A. N., ....................
Bettridge, Willam, .....................
Blake, D. E.,....,... ...................
Blakey, Robert, ..........................
Boswell, Edward J.,.....................
Burnham, Miark, .........................
Creen, Thomas, .........................
Cronyn, Benjamin, ......................
Denroche, Edward, .....................
Evans, Francis,...........................
Flood, John,..............................
Flood, Richard,..........................
Geddes, J. G., ...........................
Grier, John, ..............................
Givins, Saltern, ..........................
Gunning, W. H.,.......................
Harper, W. F. J.,........................
iHarris, Michael, .........................
Leeming, William, ......................
Macaulay, William, .....................
Mack, Frederick,........................
McMurray, Villiam, ...................
McGrath, James,........................
Mortimer, Arthur, ......................
Padfield, James, .........................
Palmer, Arthur, .........................
Patton, Henry, ...........................
Rolph, Romaine, .............. ........
Short, Jonathan, .........................
Stuart, George O'Kill, ..................

Total Salaries to Missionaries......

RETIRED MISsIoNARY.

Leeming, Ralph, ........................

WMoWs ECEIVING PENSIoNs.

Mrs. Addison, ...........................
Archbold,...............
Johnstone, .........................
Morley, .............................
Mountain, ..........................
Sampson, ...........................
Stoughton, ..........................

'Total Pensions,...................

rAZJSHES.

Cavan, ........................
St. Catherines,...............
Cobourg, .....................
Woodstock,..................
Thornhill, ...................
Prescott, .....................

Williamsburg,...............

St. Thomas,..................

Niagara, ......................

London, ......................

Brockville, ...................

Simcoe, .......................

Richmond, ...................

Delaware, ....................

Hamilton, ....................

Belleville, ....................

Oakville, .....................

Elizabethtown, ..............

Bath, ..........................

Perth, .........................

Chippawa, ....................

Picton, ........................

Amherstburg, ...............

Dundas, ......................

Toronto Township, .........

Adelaide,.....................

Beckwith, ....................

Guelph, ...........

Cornwall, .....................

Osnaburg, ....................

Port Hope, ..................

Kingston,.....................

.................................

.................................

.................................

.................................

.................................

.................................

.................................

.. .. .. .. .. *... . .. . . ... .. .. .... 1

I

A. 1852.

BEERKS
AMOUST

STERLING.

£ S. D.
170 0 0
100 0 0
170 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
100 0 0
170 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
100 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0

58 2 6
100 0 0
100 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
170 0 0
100 0 0
170 0 0

4418 2 6

100 0 0

50 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0
50 0 0

350 0 0

Died,June 14,
1851.
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No. 2.-REURN of Salaries and Pensions paid to Missionaries, &c.,-(Continued.)

AMOUNT
STEBLG.

RECAPITULATION. £ S. D.

Salaries of Missionaries, .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4418 2 6
Pensions to Retired do., .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 100 0 0
Pensions to Widows, .... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 350 0 0

Total Sterling, .... ... ......... .. ... ... ... ... 4868 2 6

Equal to Currency,..... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5409 0 7

JOS. CAR-Y,
Deputy Inspector GeneraL

INSPECToR GENERÀALS OfCE.
Quebec, Gth September, 1852.

No. 3.

RETURN of Allowances paid to Ministers of the Synod of the Church of Scotland, in
Upper Canada, having claim under the Clergy Reserves Act 3 and 4 Vie.,
cap. 78, for the year 1851.

.iES. sTTION. M .
CRRENCY.

£ S. D.

John Machar, D. D., .................. Kingston,.....................63 6 8
John Mackenzie, ........................ W illiamstown,............... 63 6 8
Hugh Urquhart, ......................... Cornwall,..................... 63 6 8
Robert McGill,..... ............. Montreal..........63 6 8
Peter Ferguson, ............. ........... Esquesing,.................... 63 6 8
John Tawse,..............................'King, .......................... 31 13 4
John McLaurin. ......................... .Martintown, .................. 63 6 8 Pied,
Heirs of late John Smith, ............. Beckwith, .................... 19 O 0 April 18,

151.
Tota Currency............. ...................... 430 13 4

JOS. CARY,
Deputy Inspector General

INSPECToR, GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Quebec, 6th September, 1852.

A. 1852.
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No. 4.

RiruiN of the Presbyterian Clergy in Lower Canada in receipt of Government
Alowances for the year 1851, having claim under the Clergy Reserve Act, 3 and
4 Vic., cap. 78.

ÀrouNTNAMIEs. STATIoN. EMARKS.
CURRENCY.

£ s. .
Revd. A. Matthieson, D. D......Montreal................... 39 13 71

" J. Cook. D. D.,................ Quebe................39 13 ï
" D. Moodie,................... Dundee ................ 39 13 7.
" J. C. Muir,....................South George Town 39 13

Jas. Anderson,................Durha ........ ..... 09 13 -
W. Muir,.......................Chatha ................. 39 13
Thos. TcPherson' Qu........anaser,....................39 13

Total CurrencyD...............u ........................ 277 15 oý

JOS. CARY,
Seputy Inspector General.

InSPECTOPR GENEAL*S OFFICE,
Quebec, 6thu September, 1852.

No. 5.

%ITuRN:of Allowances paid to Ministers of the late United Synoci of the Presbyterîart
Chureli of Upper Canada, for the ycar 185 1, as guarauteed by the Clergy Reserves
Act 3 and 4 Vie., cap. 78.

NA31ES. STATIONX. A31MUNT REMARKS.

£ S. D.

Wilam Smart, ..................... Brockville, ............... 70 il41-1
Robert Boyd, ...................... Prescott,................. 70 14 il
William. King,.....................N'elson,................... 70 14 1-1
Andrew Bell,...................... Dundas .................. 70 14 14
George McGlutchy, ................ Clinton,................... 70 14 1i1
John Bryning ..................... Mount Pleasant ........... 70 14 1 -1Thomas Johnson,.................. Chingruacousey ........... 70 14: 14ý
James Rogers,.....................DIemrorestville ............. 70 14 1.

Total Currency... ....................... 565 13 7

Lancaster,.................... 3 3 7

INSPECTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE,
QUEBEC, 6th September, 1852

JOS. CARY,
Deputy Inspector General.

A. 1852.
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No. 6.

Rrrtns of Salaries of Wesleyan Methodist Missionaries in Upper Canada, for th.
year 1851, as guaranteed by the Clergy Reserve Aet, 3 and 4 Vie., cap. 78.

"OM

William Case,...... ... ...
Wiim Sco.... .....
William Ryerson,.......
John Sunday,..... ... ...
Peter Jones......... ... ...
Benjamin Slight,........
William Herkimer, ... ...
Sylvester Huribert, .... ...

Total, Currency,...

186 Q O
83 4 0

100 0' O
33. 6 B
91-10 2
33 6- B
33 8
33- - ,

£571 1l10

JOS. CARY .
Deputy Inspector GeneraL

uSECTOR G L OMCE,
Quebec, 6th September, 1852.
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16 Victorie. , ppénd;(AA.) 5

No. Il.
DEÂmm STATmEmNT of the Disbursements of the Clergy Reserves Fund, by thé

Treasurers of the Venerable the Society for Propagating the Gospel in Foreign
Parts, from lst July; 1852.

July 1i.........Cooper, Henry, ...................... Etbicoke .............. 6 16 '
c.......Osler, H. B. ......................... Loydtown,..............60 16 8
c....... Blake, D. E. ........................ Thornill...............4211- 8
cc "....Cambell, R. F. ...................... ayfield ................ 60.16 a-
c...... Marsh, Thos. W. ............ Pickering ............... 60

et ~.........Kennedy, Thos. S. ................ Darlington..............60 16 8
tg .... McKenzie, J. G. D. ................ Yorkville...............50
........ Marsh, F. W. ...................... Elora ................. 30 
cc ..... McGeorge, R. J. ................... Streetsville..............60 16 8
ci .... Baldwin, Edmond, .............. Toronto,...............6016 8
etd<..... Mayerhoffer, V. P. .............. Superannuated........2....... 11.Hi, Geo. S. J. ...................... Markham ............... 60 16 8

..... Garrett, Richard, ................... rock ................. 60 16 8

....... Ven. Archdeacon of York, ...... obourg...............83 6 8
d...... Taylor, R. J. C ...................... Peterboroug ............ 55 il 1
...... Mitchell, Richard,.................Toronto ................. ..
..... Scadding Henry,...................Toronto ............... 30 8 4

3.........Gibson, J. C., son of deceased J....................
.. rJ. Gibson......................... .................. 45,12

i5.. .Lett, Stephen.................Toronto..................75 0, 0
di . .Shnklin, Robertn.............Oakville, ..................... 50 O 0
cc C.... .Stinson, E. R.g...............t. Pleasant,................37 10 0

... Bleasdell, W. ................ Port , ....Tr ................. 60 16 8

.... rLord Bishop of the Diocese ............ .............. 380 4 2
i6... .Merritt, R. N . ................Barton ................. 50 0 0
idII .Pentland, JohnT ................Whitby. ............... 60 16 8
I... .Graham, George, .............. Ntasagaweya,................ 36 10 .O
...... Alexander, James S...................Saltfleet................68 8 9
..... Greene, Thomas, .................... Wellington Square........60 16
..... C...Harding, Robert, ................... Eily .............. 60 16 8
........ Groves, T. J. S....................County ofHastings........30 0 0.
....... Fletcher, John........................Mono ................. 35 O
..... HMi, Arthur ........................ W. Gwlinsbery.........50 0 0

7 ...... nDarling, W ,......................Scarboro ............... 60 16 8
r James Eastern District..........30

Il ...... Revel, Henry, ................... Ingerso l 6016 8
..... Strovg, S. S., ................... Bytown ................ 60 16 8
...... Plees, HJoh....................Kemptville..............50 O
i.......Lindsey, r , ........................ Cornwall...............27 15 6

64 8 ......... Tucker, W. G., .................... Chinguacousy............60 
.... Atkinson, A. J. ..............St. Catherines , ............... 30 8 '4

Il . .Rogers, R.V..l...............Kingston .................... 60 0 O
. .... Men., Thos. W. ............. Portsmouth, .................. 37,10 0
....... Bothwell, Jno................. Amherst Islandr. ............ 45 12 6
.... Brent Henry, ............... Pittsburg ..................... 50 0 O
......Ca e Shirley,Paul Camden................60 16 8
...... Watkins, N. ..................Johnston District, .. .......... 30 O O

CC .... iStwart, E. M.. ..............uelph ........int..... 15 
..... lOsier, T. M Tecumseth. ..............

.... "';iM ono, .........................-

St....Godfrey, James, ........................
21



eiYVktoriaS. Appendix (A. A.)

DETAMED SÂTEMENTS of the DisbuTsements, &C. (ContinuecZ.)

1852.
July 8.........

"9 " .

CC4 C
C c"

" " c

cc c"

c " .4

" " .
c" "" "......

" "......

" "......

ce

44

16
'C

17.........
c

Townley, .,A................. .........
Boomer, M., .........................
Greig, W m., ...........................
Lawson, Alexander, ..................
Brough, C. C., ........................
Morris, E.,..............................
Street, Geo. C., ........................
Read, L. B., ...........................
Mullholland, A. H. R., ..............
Wilson J., ..............................
Mockridge, James,....................
Caulfield, St. Geo., ...................
Logan, Wm., ..........................
Ker, Matthew, ........................
Elwood, E. L., ........................
Hickie, John ...............
Theological Institution, .............
Fuller J. B., ...........................
Tucker, W . G.,........................

McIntyre, J., ..........................
Anderson, G. A., .............. ..
Grassett, Elliot,........................
Ramsey, S. F., ........................
Ruttan, Chas., .........................
Pettit, C. B., ...........................
Ussher, James C.......................
Fauquier, F. D., ......................
Grout, Mrs., ...........................
Deacon, Mrs., .........................
Hill, B. C., .............................

"......... Lampman, A.,.........................
............ Jamieson, A., .........................
......... Ritchie, T. W ., ........................

e.....:... Lander, W . B., ........................
"......... Bonsfield, Thomas,....................
"......... Allen, George, .........................
......... Elliot, H. F., ...........................

9......... Lewis, J. F., ...........................
"......... Pyne, Alexander,......................

20......... Bourn, George, ........................
......... Garrett, Nugent,......................
......... Kennedy, T. C., ......................

"......... Tooke, J. R., ....................... ..
c......... T. W . Sandys, ........................

Port Maitland,...............
Galt, .............

Kingston,.....................
York Mills, ..................
London Township, .........
Merrickville, ................
Port Stanley,.................
Port Burwell, ...............
Owen Sound, ................
Grafton,.......................
Warwick,.....................
Burford, ......................
Cartwright, ..................
March,........................
Goderich,.....................
Fenelon, .....................

Thorold, ......................
14 days, he leaving the

country, ...................
Carrying Place, .............
Bay of Quinte,,............
Fort Erie, ....................
New Market, ................
Paris, .........................
Wellington District,........
Brantford, ....................
Zorra, ........................
Grimsby, .....................
Adolphustown, ..............
Grand River,.................
London District, ............
Walpole Island, ..... ,.......
Sandwich, ....................
Napanee, .....................
Wolfe Island, ................
Penetanguishene, .........
Colchester, ...................
Hawkesbury, ................
Carlton Place, ...............
Orillia, ........................
Barrie, ........................
Sec. Trens. lst April........
Marysburg, ..................
Chatham,.....................

Balance in hand, as per Account of 30th June,..........................£

Overdrawn,......................................................................£

A 1852

60
60
30
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
55
60
50
55
75
50

600
60

4
60
60
50
75
55
30
60
50
27
27
60
60 0 0
0 16 8

5511 i1
50 0 0
31 12 6
60 16 8
60 16 8
75 0 0
60 16 8
5511 i1
37 10 0
12 10 0
36 15 0
50 0 0

5709 0 0
5367 11 8

341 8 4

Certified,
JOS. CARY, Dep'y. Insp. Gen.

Note.-The foregoing Statement is not signed by the Treasurers of the Society, but wu furnished to show that
the Funds of the Society iad been over paid.

J. C.

8
8
4:

0

0

8
8
8
8
8

8o
8
0

0
0
8

8
8
0
0
o
1
0
8
0
6
6
8



No. -12.

EXPErftU. o itof âplus'Clergy Rékqme Funds-päid to the -ChurchnStotland
in Upper and Lower Canada-in 185L

Dn.

To Paid'Rev. A. Mathieson, D.D.,....
" " Düncan Moodie......
"9 ".W.1aïar............. 

"c " ines Anderson.
" " John Cook, D. D..

James C. Mir,............
"i " William Simpson,..........
"C " David Shanks, ...........
"i "i John Meilin,...........,...
" " John Davidson,............
" " James Thorn,..............
"g " îAlexander Wallace,.......
4 " Robert MGil..........
S . C R. Macfarlane,.............
"t "k James T. Paul,............
"t "d Thomas Haig,............
" " John MacKenzie,.........
"t "i Hugh Urquhart,...........
" "e .John McLawson,..........
"g "t Thomas Macpherson,.

1851.
July 1 ......

"i " .

" .....

c" " .

"C " ....

... ..

"t cc

"t " .

"C " .

"t " .

" " .9

"C c

cc c

cC cc

"e "i ......

C c"

"e c"

"i " . .

c " .

c " .

" " .

" c'

" ......

"d " .

"e " .

"e " .

cc " .

Ct gC

"C " .. ..

" " .

" c"

CC tC

Isaac Parkes,...............
John DIckey,............
.<Eneas McLean,...........
Donald Munro,............
John Machar, D. D..
Robert Néile..........
Thomas Scott,............
William McEwven,.......
.Axchibald ColqLuhoun,...
John Siith,.............
Joseph Anderson,.........
.:lexander Mann,........
David, Evans, .......

oas Fraser............
William Bain,..............
Joi Mc1qÔiine,...........
John Robb, ................

lexanýder ephe, ........
olno e,..........

P. .Ferguisson,.........
Jamest George,
John Fawse,.......,
T. Jo.nston...............
Alexander Leis,.......
John Mcurcky.

Ier er Ross.....
am Porter, J.. .,.4..

36 8 2
36 8 2
36 8 2
36 8 2
36 8 2
36 8 2
56 5 O
56 5 0
56 5 0
56 5 0
56 5 0
56.5 
24 11 .8
56 5 0
56 5 0
56 5 0
24 11r 8
24 il 8
24: 11 8
36 8 2

c

C'

ci

c'

CC

ii

' c

ci

c'

c'

ci

44

ci

ce

"

"C

-"

" .

"

"C

"

'C

ci

'cc

"C

"

"C

"C

"C

c"c
"c
"
''C

et

ccSc

cc

ce

ci

ce

ce

"'

"'

"

"C

"C

"

"C

"

" f

M ntreal,...........
Dinièe,.................
hah , East,........

Oimestown,.............
Quebec,.................
Georgetown,............
Lâhiiie,................
Cuiàberland, ...........
Hemmingsford,........
New Carlisle, ..........
Three Rivers,..........
Huntingdon,...........
Montreal,...............
Melbourne, ............
St. Louis,...............
Beauharnois, ...........
Williamstown,..........
Cornwall,...............
Martintown,............
Lancaster,..............
Osnabruck, ............
Williamsburg, .........
Dalhousie Mills,.......
Finch, ..................
Kingston,...............
Seymour,.. ......
Camden, East,.........
Belleville,........
Duminer,...............
Beckwith, ..............
South Gower, .........
Pakénham, .............
Kitley,..................
Lanark, .................
Perth,...................
Ransay, ................
bahousie, ..............
Bytown, ................
Sinth's Fals, .........
Pickéring,..............
Esquesing,..............
Scar ro..............
Kiñg, .........
Chinguacousey, .......
Mono,...................
Eldon, ..................
Toronto,................
.Wèst Gwillimbury,...

..l&.....".....

5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
1 8
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
1 8
5 0
5 "0
5 0
50
5 0
5- 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
S .0
1 -8
5 -0
8 4
8 0
5 0
5 .0
5 .0
5 0
5 .0

56
56
56
56
24
56
56
56
36
24
56
56

56
56
56
56
56
56
56
24
56
56*40
20

5656
.56
56
56u

J
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No. 12.

.EiNDirURE out of Surplus Clergy Reserves Fund, &c.-(Continud.)

Dn.

William Burr,..............
James Stewart,............
John Whyte,...............
William King,.............
John Bryning,.......
G. McClutchey,............
Alexander McKid,.........
Andrew Bell,...............
Hugh Mair, D. D.,........
Colin Grigor................
William Bell.........
George Bell..........
J. B. Mowat,...............
Daniel McNee,.......
Hamilton Gibsone,.
John Robb,..........

i £ s. d.
Hornsby, ...............
Markham, .............
Brockville,..............
Nelson,..................
Mount Pleasant, ......
Clinton, .................
Goderich,...............
Dundas, ................
Fergus, .................
Guelph, .................
Stratford, ................
Simcoe, .................
Niagara, ................
Hamilton, ..............
Ga1t,.....................
Chatham, West,.......

July 1 ...
ctiL

CL ct

cLt ct

ci cct

Li ct

Ltc C

Lcc L

Lti C

<C C

Lte C

cL LL

1852.
Jan. 1 ...

ctcL

<ccL

Lt t

4t L

ct LL

Lt Lt

Lt Lt

ct Lg

cL Lt

4L ci

6 <t ce

Lt Lt

Lt Lt

Lt Lt

CL Lt

Lt Lt

Ct ci

Lt Lt

c i L t

eLl

Lt Lt

ct

24

To Paid Rev.

di CgcL tc

ci et

Cl ci
CC Ct

ci cg

cC Lt

ci cc

Lt tg

dt c

cc cc

Lt Lt

et ct
dt Lt

Lt Lt

Lt CL

C4 dé

cc il
t Ct

ct ce

di lt

Cc cL

C4 cc

tt tc

Ct ci

c c

tC Lt

Lt c

cC cc

cc Ct

ci et

cc ct

Ct4 Lt

Lt ct

A. Mathieson, D. D,.... Montreal,...............
Duncan Moodie,........... Dundee,................
William Mair,.............. Chatham, East,........
James Anderson,.......... Ormestown, ............
John Cook, D. D.,........ Quebec, ................
James C. Muir,............ Georgetown,............
William Simpson,......... Lachine, ................
John Merlin,............... Hemmingford,.........
John Davidson,............ New Oarlisle,..........
James Thorn,.............. Three Rivers,..........
Alexander Wallace,...... Huntingdon,............
Robert McGill,............ Montreal,...............
James J. Paul,............. St. Louis,...............
Thomas Haig,.............. Beauharnois, ...........
John Mackenzie,.......... Williamstown,..........
Hugh Urquhart,........... Cornwall,...............
John McLaurin,........... Martintown, ...........
Thomas Macpherson,. Lancaster,..............
Isaac Parkis,............... Osnabruck, ............
Eneas McLean,........... Dalhousie Mills,.......
Donald Munro,............ Finch, ..... e....
Joseph Anderson,......... South Gower, .........
Alexander Mann,.........Pakenam,.......
David Evans,......... Kiley, ..........
Thomas Fraser,............ Lanark, .........
William Bain,.............. Perth, ..........
John McMorine,........... Ramsay,.................
Alexander Spence,........ Bytown, .........
Solomon Mylne,........... Smith's Falls,.
David Shanks,............. Cumberland,.........,
John Whyte, .............. Brockville,..............
Duncan Morrison,.t........ Beckwith,
George Thomson,.........Horton,.....
John Machar, D. D.,..... i .gston,...........

56 5
20 18
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
66 5
22 18

36 8
36 8
36 8
36 8
36 8
36 8
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
24: 11
56 5
56 5
24: 11
24: 11
24: 11
36 8
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5
56 5

- 56 5
56 5
56 ' 5
-56 5
56 5
54 7
28 ~2

- 28 2
24 11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
4

2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0

8

2
0
0
0 -
0
0
0
0
0
.0
0
0
0 .
6
6
6-
8
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No. 12.

EXPE1ErrTURE of Surplus Clergy Reserves Fund, &c.-(Continued.)

D£.

1852. ji £s.da.
Jan. 1 ...

t ci

cc et

cc ce

cc C

et ci

et ci

ce ec

ci ci

cc ct

cc c

rit cc

di 4c

cc ct

cc ce

ce ci

4c t.

cc cc

ci ce

et cc

< ce

,et ci

ire Ct

ci t:

Ici cc

ce cc

ci cc

Ct cC

cc cc

tC C
o n ob , pULL £ S on-

ary Service,..............
Clerks' Allowance,.................. Secretary,

Do. Expenses and Contingencies,.
Professor Smith's expenses on business

of the Commissioners,..................
Balance carried down..................

o Paid Rev. Robert Neil,.......... .....
Thomas Scott,..............
William McEwen,.........
A. Colquhoun,....... ....
P. Macnaughton,,........
P. Ferguson,...... ........
James George.. .....
John Fawse................
Thomas Johnston,.........
Alexander Lewis,.........
John McMurchy,.....
John Barclay,..............
Alexcander Ross,..........
Samuel Porter.............
William Burr,......
James Stewart,.......
A . C. Blair..................

c William King,.......
John Bryning,..........
George McClutchy,.......

cgAndrew Bl,.......
ccAlen MacKid, ..........

cHugli Mair, D. D.,........
Colin Grigor,...........

cc William Bell,..........
cc cc George Bell,.........

J. B. Mowat,............
cc ce Daniel McNee,............

Hamilton Gibson,.........
"C "C 'L P-k1 1

Total,...........

Seymour,...............
Camden, East,.......
Belleville, ........
Dummer...............
Pickering, .............
Esquesing,..............
Scarboro, ...............
King, ....................
Chinguacousey,........
.Mono, ...................
Eldon,..................

Toronto, ................

West Gwillimbury,...

Clarke, .. ........

Hornby, . ..........

Markham................

Toronto, ........

Nelson, .................

Mount Pleasant, ......

Clintôn, ...........

Dundas, ...............

Goderich,....

Fergus, . ...........

Guelph, ...............

Sratford, ...... ......

Simcoe,........

Niagara,..........

Hamilton,....

Galt,............

Chatham, West,.......

............... . . . . . .

...... .... .......... .. .

C. £ s. d.
1851.-July 1.-By Warrant from Government,......... 5175 1 4

Do. do, do. ......................... 1800 5 3
Do. do. do. ..................................... 798 6 9

Do, do. do. ..................................... 173 7 0
Do. By Interest,............................................................... 663 9 1

11711-10 4

1852.-January 1,-By balance brought down on hand,............................ 5521 1 0
Errors and Omissions excepted.

(Certified,) Jos. CARY, Depy. Insp. Genl.

Montreal, Srd January, 1852
(Signed, HUGH ALLEN,

Com. Hon. Seey. to the Com.

A. 1852.

56 5 0
56 5 0
56 5 O
56 5 O
56 5 'O
56 5 0
56 5 0

76 5 0
100 0 0

54 12 6

25 0 0
5521 1 0

11711 10 4

cc c c

c "C

" Ct

"C CC
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Copy.)
QuERzc, 10th Septem72er, 1850.

SiR,-Vith reference to your enquiries as to the present state of the Clergy
Reserves Fund, I have the hionor to subjoin a memorandum explanatory of the dis-
position of all balances previous to the present year:

£ s. d.
.Balance as per Account rendered 3rd January, 1852...... 5521 1 0
Old Governmen. Debentures, paid..................... 2724 5 5
Stock in Bank of Montreal.......... ............... 4203 8 5
Bonds in Senhinary of Montreal........................ £000 O0 0
Champlain and St. Lawrence Railroad Bonds.......... 2000 0 0

16,448 14 10

Of which, the sum of £ 12000 has since been voted away for building Manses, acquir-
ing Glebes, or perfecting titles to those alre,ady acquired.

I have the honor to be,
. - Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
(Signed,) HUGH ALLAN,

Secy. Clergy Reserve Com.
Jos. Cary, Esquire,

Depy. Inspector General.

(A true copy,)

JOS. CARY,
Depy. Inspector Generai,
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SUPPLEMENTARY RETURN
To an Address of the House of Assembly, dated 24th August, 1852 ;
praying (inter alia) for " A. Statement of the Receipts from Clergy
1" Reserve Lands sold or rented,-the principal and interest on Sales,-
"the charges of management,-and to whom paid, and the disburse-
"ments."

By Command.
A. N. MORIN,

Secretary..
SECRETARY'S OFFICE,

Quebec, 19th October, 1852.

STATEMENT-of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS on account of
CLERGY RESERVES for LOWER CANADA, for the year 1851,
in compliance with the Resolution of the Honorable Legislative Assem-
bly, dated 24th August, 1852.

Land Sold. Received on Old Sales, Geo. IV., &c.

Year.
Acres. Amount. - Principal. Interest.

S.s. d. £ S d.
1851 ................. 11175 3066 2 9 324 10 8 Ni.

Received on New Sales.
3 & 4 Vic. Cap. 78. Rents Timber

Year. Received Quit Rent Inspections.
ori Lots not Dues.

Principal. Interest. Leased.

£ .S. d. £'sd' £Isd £1 s.d. £ s.d. £
1851........ 2074 7 7 268 15 8 01 2 7 110 0 76 10 0 76 411

Paid over on Account Paid over on Acèount Disbursement
Old Sales to Receiver New Sales to Receiver

Year. General. General. on Account of

Principal. Interest. Principal. Interest. Old Sales. New Sales.

1851.£. .5 £ Ns.d. 21 3 1  £ S.d. 1 S.d. £ l S. 1 .
1851 ........ 30 3 .c N l*. 2173 15 si1 o 251J1~9 9j 9 J161J
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STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS on account of
CLERY RESERVES for LOWER CANADA, &c.-(Continued.)

RECAPITULATION oF RECEIPTS.

£ s. d.

Amount Principal received, Geo. IV., Old Sales ............................ 824 10 8
do Interest do do do ............................
do Principal do Victoria, New Sales .......................... 2074 7 7
do Interest do do do ............................ 268 1 5
do Rents do on Lots not Leased............................ 80 0 2
do Quit Rent do on Lots Sold ................................ 7 10 0
do Inspections do ............................................ 76 4 11
do Timber Ducsdo ............................................ 76 0 0

£ 2906 14 9

RECAPITULATION OF PAYMENTS.

£ s. d.

Anount Principal Old Sales, paid Receiver General....................... 305 1 8
do Interest do do .................. .... ..
do Principal New Sales, do ......................... 2173 15 9
do Interest do do .......................... 251 19 9
do Disbursements on Old Sales...................................... 19 9 5
do do on NewSales .................................... 156 8 7

£ 2906 14 9

JOHN ROLPH.

CROWN LANDS DEPARTMENT,
Quebec, October 19, 1852.
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RETURN
To AN ADDRESS from the Legislative Assembly, to His Excellency the

Gavernor General, dated the Sth instant, praying that His Excellency
would be pleased to cause to be laid before the House, "Al documents
"and information respecting the Marriage License Fund arising in
"Lower Canada, and copies of the Commissions, or authority given
"since the Union of Upper and Lower Canada to the persons from time to

time entrusted with the issuing of such Licenses; together with an
" account in detail of all moneys collected, received, or paid for Marriage
"Licenses in Lower Canada, and of all expenses attending the collection

and payment thereof, specifying thes ums received, the sums retained,
" and the sums paid into the hands of the Receiver General in each yéar,
"by the several and respective persons charged with the issuing of such
"licenses, and shewing also whether any of the money so collected,
"remains to be accounted for."

By Command.

A. N. MORIN,
Secretary.

Provincial Secretary's Office,
Quebec, 14th Sept., 1852.
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RE TURN
Lo AN .ADDRESS of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, relating to the

Marriage License Fund of Lower Canada, bearing date the Sth September,
1852.

For former documents and information respecting the Marriage Licenses, a
reference is respectfully suggested to the printed Journals of the Legislative
Assemby, 1843 (Appendix R. R.) and 1845, page 281, &c.

The authority upon which the different agents act, is simply an official letter,
enclosingasmall number of blank Licenses and Bonds, and generally instructing them
to be careful to ascertain thatno legal impediment exists to thé marriage of applicants
to procure a certificate of consent from Parents or Guardians, where parties are under
age, and then to cause one of the bonds to be executed by two sufficient sureties.

A blank License and bond are attached to this return.
The executed bonds are returned to me as the General Distributor and Receiver
The agents do not account to the Receiver General, but remit to me from time

to time, as their supply of Licenses becomes nearly or quite exhausted, and fresh
blanks are then forwarded.

The general receipts, after deducting expenses, are paid over by me to the Re.
ceiver General, every quarter, and the only money so collected, now remaining to be
accounted for, is for the current quarter, which will not expire till the close of the
month.

Quebec and Montreal are the oily places in Lower Canada, where the issue of
Licenses is of any extent. In all other parts the supply is very limited indeed, and
the different Protestant Ministers are constantly in the habit of writing for three or
four Licenses and Bonds at a time, and they account for them when more are wanted,
which sometimes is not the case for an entire year or two. They are authorized to
charge an applicant for a License at the rate of thirty shillings, of which sum ten
belong to them, and they may exact it or not, as they please, but they must account
to the Government, through me, at the rate of twenty shillings for every License sent-
to them and sold.

An account of the monthly reccipts and the annual disbursements, since the
Union of the Provinces, and also a list of the existing local issuers, are subjoined to
this return. Those marked thus (X) in the latter vere acting at the Union, the re
mainder have since applied at different intervals. Since 1851, all Licenses have
been numbered, for the purpose oftracing the particular agent, who may have issued
them in case of inquiry being made ; and as the old book, from constant reference,
had got into a very deteriorated condition, and was inconveniently filled, owing to
the rapid increase in the number of agents, an opportunity was then taken of
opening new accounts, and the return subjoined only embraces, therefore, the num-,
ber of Licenses sold, &c., by each, since the Ist January, 1851. The old book was
packed away with other old papers when the Government was last removed, in
cases which have not been opened, or not brought down, as not likely to be required.

The per centage to me is given lot only to pay for my duties as Receiver of
these Fees, but also as Accountant for the contingent expenses of the Publie De-
partments.

All which is respectfully submitted.
T. DOUGLAS HARINGTON,

Receiver of Marriage License Fees.
Quebec, 13th September, 1852.
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LICENSE.
PRovINCE OF

CANAnA.

Bis Excellency The Right ffonorable JAmEs, EARL o ELGIN AND HINcARDINE, R. T.,
Governor General of British North America, and Captain General and Governor
in CJhief in and over the Provinces qf Canada, Nova Scotia, New Bnwmick, and
the Isiand of Prince Edward, and Vice Adniral of the same, .f., 4c., &c.

To any Protestant Minister of the Gospel.

WHEREAS there is a mulual Purpose of Marriage between

for which they have desired my License and have given Bond, upon condition that
there is no lawful let or impediment, pre-contract, Affinity or consanguiniiy, to
hinder their being joined ii the Holy Banns of Matrimony ; these are therefore to
authorize and empower you to join the said

in the Holy Banns of Matrimony, and them to pronounce Man and Wife.

No. Entered in the GIvEN under my Hand and the Prerogative Seal, at Quebec,
Prerog. Office. the day of in the year of Our Lord,

one thousand eight hundred and
Clerk Prerog. Court.

BOND.
PROVINCE OF

CANADA.

KNOW all men by these presents that We,

are held and firmly bound, jointly and severally, unto Our Sovereign Lady Victoria,
by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen,
Defender of the Faith, in the sum of Two Hundred Pounds, of current money of
this Province, to be paid to Her said Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors ; for the
which payment, well and truly to be made, we do bind ourselves, and each of us
by himself, and each of our heirs, executors and administrators, firnly by these
presents, sealed with our seal, dated the day of
in the year of Her Majesty's Reign, and in the year of Our Lord, one
thousand eight hundred and

The Condition of this Obligation is such, That whereas the above bounden
hath obtained a

License of Marriage for himself and
now if

it shall not appear hereafter that they, or either of them, the said

have any lawful let or impediment, pre-contract, affinity or consangninity, to hinder
their being joined in Holy Banns of Matrimony, and afterwards their living together
as Man and Wife, then this Obligation to be void and of none effect, otherwise to
be and remain in full force and virtue.

Signed; Sealed and Delivered
in the presence of
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Marriage License Receipis, Lower Canada, since the Union of the Provinces, 10th
February, 1S41.

N.B.-From the 10th February. 1841, to 31st December, 1842, the receipts were at the dis-
posal of the Governor General, but from the last mentioned date the Fund was de.
clared a Provincial one, to be placed to the credit of the Province, and consequenty
a small baaince remaining in my hands from the gencral receipts without reference to
either section of the Province, was paid over by me to the -Receiver General, amount-
ing to £161 1Gs. 10d. The receipts from Lower Canada, during the above stated
period, were as follows, viz

Amount transferred by the lion. Dominic Daly, received by
him between the 10th February. 1841 and 30th June,
1842............................................................£ 571 19 6

30th September, 1842, Receipts for quarter................... 181 15 0
31st December, 194 0 0

Monthly Receipts-1843. Monthly Receipts-184 3 .

1 - 1 £ s. d.
£ s d £ s d Broughtup, .202 5 0

January, ... ... 0 0 0 July, ... ... 60 15 0
February, ... ... 3 10 0 August, ... ... 34 10 0
March, 43 15 0 Septemuber, ... ... 123 10 0
April, ... ... ... 67 15 0 October, ... ... 18 12 11
May, ... ... .. 40 0 0 November, ... ..... 5 0
June, ... ... .. 47 5 0 December, ... ... 54 7 1

202 5 0

1844. 1844.

£ s. d.

7 0 0
71 15 0
28 10 0
67 0 3
64 15 0

244 5 3

1845.

£ s. d.1
105 5 0

37 15 0

34 0 0
... 37 0 0

245 10

Brought
July, ...
August,
September,
October,
November,
December,

234 5 3
19 13 7
36 15 0
28 2 6
9811 6
36 15 0

7 0 0

1845.

Brought up, ... 245 10 0
July, ... ... ... 6 0 0
August, ... ... 8100
September,. .35 0 0
October, 26 0 0
November ... .. 14 0 0
December, ... ... 23 0 0

£ s. d

947 14 G

499 5 0

471 210

430 10 0

January,
February,
March,...
April, ...
May, ...
June, ..

January,
February,
March,... -
April, ...
May, ..
June,
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Marriage License Receipts, Lower Canada, &c.-(Continued.)

Monthly Receipts-1846.

January,
February, ... ...
March,... ... ...
April,.........
May,.........
June,........

Carried forward,.

£ s. d. £ s.

32 0 0
91 0 0
il 0 0
22 0 0
50 0 0
25 0 0

2.31 0

1S47.

Mouthly Receipts-1840.

Drought up,
July......

1August,
September, ...
October, .
November ...
December,

0

£ s. d.

231 0 O
30 0 O
67 0 C
4 0 0

22 0 c
85 0 0

3 0 0

1847.

January, ... ... 46 0 0 Brought up, 274 0 0
February, ... ... 55 0 0 July, .......... 26 0 0
March, 59 0 0 August, ... ... 18 0 0
.April, ........ 2 0 0 September, ... ... 36 0 0
May, .... ... ... 22 0 0 October, ... ... 39 0 0
June, ... ... ... 90 0 0 November, ... ... 34 0 0

December, ... ... 62 0 0
Carried forward,. 274 0 0

1848. 1848.

January, ... ...
February, ... ...
March,... ... ..
April, ... ... ...
May, ... ... ...
June, .... . ..

Carried forward,.

14 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
34 0 0
31 0 0
55 0 0

194 0 0

1849.

January, ... ... 37 0 0
February, ....... 31 0 0
March,... ....... 23 0 0
April, ... ... .. 28 0 0
May, ... ....... 49 O O
June, ... ....... 31 0 0

Carried forward... 199 0 0

Brought up,
July ... ...
August, ..
September, ...
October. ...
November ...
December, ...

194 0 0
31 0 0
22 0 0

105 0 0
48 0 0
41 0 0
10 0 0

1849.

Brought up, 199 0 0
July, ... ... ... 38 0 0
August, ... ... 12 0 0
September, ... ... 44 0 0
October, ... ... 56 0 0
November, ....... 42 0 0
December, ...... 28 0 0

£ s. d.

442 0 0

489 0 0

451 0 0

419 0 0

G
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Marriage License Receipts, Lower Canada, &c.-(Continued.)

Monthly Receipts-1850. Monthly Receipts-1850.

January, ... ...
February,......
March.... ... ...
April ... .....
May.... ......
June, ... ... ...

Carried forward..

£ s. d.I £ s.
10 o 01
13 0 0
27 0 0
43 0 0
48 0 037 0 0

1851.

January, ...
February, ...
March,... ...
April,.
May, ... ...
June......

Carried forwar

... 72 0 0

... 0 0 0
... 32 0 0

33 0 0
57 0 0
48 0 0

1d,.

1852.

January, 23 0 0
February, ... ... 25 0 0
March,... ...... 50 0 0
April. 8 0 0

Carried forward,.j

242 0 0

106 0 0

Brouglit up,
July,......
August, ...
September, ...
October, ...
Novenber, ...
December, ...

£ s. d.

178 0 0
57 0 0
23 0 0
34 0 0
77 0 0
23 0 0
38 0 0

1851.

Brought up,
July, ... ...
August,
September, ...
October, .
November, ...
December, ...

... 242 0 0
60 0 0
43 0 0

... 50 0 0

... 23 0 0

... 41 0 0

... 59 0 0

1852.

Brought
May, ...
June, ...
July, ..
August,

106 0 0
36 0 0
67 5 0
61 0 0
46 0 0

I 't

£ s. d

430 0 0

518 0 0

316 5 0

Total Receipts,..............£5413 17 4

T. DOUGLAS HARINGTON,
Rec. of M. L. Fees.

A. 18~

(E. E.)

M-

--- -Il-
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Abstract of the Foregoing.

£ s.

From 10th February to 30tli June, 1842, Mr. Secretary Daly
received the Fees, but was then ordered to pay them
over to me for that period, he being placed upon a
fixed salary fron the first date,-accordingly he
transferred, after deducting expenses, a balance of

Between lst July, 1842., and 31st August, 1852, the No.
sold is as follows, viz ;-

662 at 35s.-Price previous to 1845 being 40s., the Agent re-
taini g os., ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

174 at 40s.-The agent at Quebec being in the Provincial
Secretary's Departnent, retained nothing, ... ... ...

13 at 25s.-The usual charge to Soldiers,... ... ... ... ...
3325 at 20s.-Price fixed in 1845 being 30s., the Agent re-

taining 10..... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
10 at 30s,-The Quebec agent retained nothing for same reason

as above, ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ...
.5 ait 5s.-To poor people inl Magdalen Islands, ... ...

Deduct a balance due by Mr. Lemoine, Agent at Quebec, at the
time of his decease in 1844, ... ... ... ... ... ...

Total receipts, ... ... .. ...

571 19 6

1158

348
16

3325 0 0

15 0 0
1 5 0

T. DOUGLAS HARINGTON,
Rec. M. L. Fees.

A. 1852.

5435 19 6

22 2 0

5413 17 6

(E. E.)
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DISBURSEMENTs from Marriage License Fund, Lower Canada, since the Union of
the Provinces, 10th February, 1841.

During the period the Fees were disposed of by order of the Governor General, (to
31st December, 1842) the Disbursements were defrayed without reference to any particular
section of the Province, and bore no special relation to Lower Canada. £250 sterling was
directed to be paid to 31r. Secretary Daly, to compensate him for loss by being placed on a
fixed salary, in lieu of receiving fees, but that allowance was discontinued on the 30th Sep.
tember, 1843.

Commencing therefore from the lst January. 1843, taking as a guide the expenses of the
year for the Province gencrally, and the annual recipts for cach section, the proportionate
anount of Disbursements defrayed for Lower Canada, will be as follows, viz

1843.

5 per cent. to Receiver,. on £499 5s., ... ... ... ...
Printing Licenses and Bonds ... ... ... ... ... ...
Postage. . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .

1844.

*Recciver's per centage, (Proportion,) ...
Printing, ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Postage, . ... ... ... ... ... ...

1845.

Receiver's per centage, ... ... . . ... ... ... ... ...
Printing, .
Postage, ... ...

1846.

£ s. d.

24 9 0
7 5 0

48 0 0

18 13 0
4 10 o

46 0 0

15 0 0
4 0 0

45 0 0

£ s. d.

79 14 0

69 3 0

64 0 0

eceivers per centage
Printing, ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Postage ... ... ... ... ... .. .... ........... ... 46 10 0

65 10 0

1847.

Receiver's per centage, ... ... .. . . 15 15 0
Printing, . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 l1 0 .
Postage, ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 56 7 0

76 13 0

*N. B.-To 31st December, 1849, the Receiver was allowed 5 per cent. on receipts, but subsequently (byo.der of CouncU, 5th January, 1844,) till the amount reached £100, and then to stop.

A. 1852
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Disbursements from Marriage License Fund, Lower Canada, ýy.-(Continued.)

1848. £ £ s.,

Receiver's per centage, ... ... ... ... ... ...
Printing,....................................
Postage, ... ... ... ............. ... ... ...

1849.

Receiver's per centage, ... ... ... ... .
Printing, ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ...
Postage, ... ... ... ....... ...... ......

1850.

Receiver's per centage, .... ... ... ... ..........
Printing, ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Postage, .........

1851.

Receiver's per centage, ... ... ... ... ...
Printing and two new Account Books,................
Postage, ... . ... ...... ... ..

1852 (to 31st August.)

Receiver's per centage, ... ... ... ............
Printing, ... ..... ... ..... ... ... .........
Postage to 5th July, ... ... ...

Total Disbursements, ... ... ... ... ... ...

N. B.-The postage decreased as the cheap rates came into
effect.

14 13 0
4 2 0

44 0 0

13 4 0
4 10 0

33 12 0

12 0 0
3 7 0

28 0 0

12 2 0
5 10 0

14 0 0

11 12 0
1 17 0
4 17 0

62 15 0

51 e 0

43 7 0

31 12 0

18 6 0

£562 6 0

(E. E.)
T. DOUGLAS HARRINGTON,

Rec, M. L. Fees.

B

A. 1852.
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NAuis of Lower Canada Marriage License Agents; the number of Licenses sold by
them during 1851, and up to 31st Augusi, 1852 ; and number at their debit at
the last menfioned date.

Names.

Arnold, Rev. W ...................
Bancroft, Rev. C.,.................
*Butler, Rev. J., ..................
*Balfour, Rev. A.,..................
Borland, Rev. J.,...............
Brock, Rev. J.,..................
Burrage, Rev. H............ .
Boyle, Rev. F.,.....................
Connell, Rev. D...................
Campbell, Rev. T., ...............
Chapman, Rev. T. S.,.............
Dunkerley, Rev. D., ..............
Davis, Rev. G. H.,.................
Edwards, Rev J.,..................
*Flanaghan, Rev. J.,..............
Flanders, Rev. R. D, ...........
Falloon, Rev. D1.,..................
Green, Rev. J.,.....................
*Hall, Rev. r. V.,.................
Hellmuth. Rev. J.,...............
Heard, Rev. C., ...........
Ingalls, Rev. E. S., ...............
*Johnston, Rev. J.,...............
Lanton, Rev. H.,..................
*Lonsdell, Rev. R., .........
LJang, Rev. M.,....................
Lancashire, Rev. H.,..........
Lindsay, Rev. D.,..................
*3Milne, Rev. G.,...................
Morris, Rev. W.,...............
Moulton, Rev. A..................
Montgomery, Rev. H.,............
Mallory, Rev. C. P.,...............
McLeod, Rev. N................ ...
McDonald, Rev. M.,...............
Neve, Rev. F. S.,..................
*Parker, Rev. A. J.,..............
Robertson, Rev. J ...............
*Reid, Rev. C. P., ................
*Ross, Rev, G. M., ............
Robinson, Rev. F............
Slight, Rev. B ....... .... .......
*Steven, Rev. J.,. .........

*Agents at the Union.

Rlesidence.

Gaspé Basin,....................
St. Jolins,................
Kingsey............. ....

Do ...... ...........
1ebourn....................

St. Johns,........................
iatlev. ..........................
Magdalen Islands,.............
Cowansville...............
Three Rivers,...................
Dudswell.........................
Durham,.........................
St. Jolins,.........................
Petite Nation,...................
Lachinz,..........
Shelford,.........................
Melbourne,......................
Barnston........................
Stanstead, .................... ..
Sherbrooke........ .............
Hatley,....... ...................
Clarenceville, ...................
Aylmner,..........................
Sherbrooke, ......................
Laprairie,..... .................
Odelltown, ......................
Manningrville,...................
Shefford.........................
New Carlisle,..............
Huntingdon,....................
Stanstead, ........
Manningville....................
A scot,............................
Megantic,.....................
Compton,.........................
Clarendon,.......................
Dannville, .......................
Sherbrooke,.....................
Compton,...... ..............
Drummondville,... ............
Abbotsford,.....................
Melbourne,......................
Ristigouche, ....................

L No. of Li- No. atLIZo. of Li-
cenzes s censes sold debit on

dluring 1851 lp t 1t-1tAgAug., 1852. 1852.

o.,

G
G
4
3
O

G
3
G
3
3

4:

9
12

3
4:

3

4:
3
1-
4:

7
4:

G
4
9

12
1

.4
G
9
4

4
4

4
4
4
5
4
6

5
4
4
4

•

7>

1
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Names of Lower Canada Marriage License Agents, &c.-(Continued.)

No. of Li No. of Li. No. at de.
Naines. 1esidence. censes sold censes sold bit, onSeus to 31st 3ist Aug,.

during1851 Aug., 1852 1852.

Scott, ev. J............... ........ 2
Sherrill, Rev. E. J.,.............Eaton .................. 7 5 7
Scott, Rev. W.,...............ebourne.......4 10 7
Stephenson, Rev. R. L., .......... Bucnham
Tompkins, Rev. J.,..............Stanstead ................. 5 7
Whitten, Rev. A. F.,..........Waterloo, Shefford....... . 4 5
Wallace, Rev. A., .............. dmanchester............. 12
1toss, Arthur,..........,...Montreal................262 143 30
Irvine, J. G.,................Quebec,...................1 69 25
Hughes, H. F., ................. Three Rivers................ . il
Taylor, J. F.,................. r ................... O 6 8
Careron, John.................Dundee, .. ...... O 0

516 316
sud by me toE personal applicants............................ 2

ucn g320 330

Wtro Sfr.... at the Union.
i~315 ut 20S., and 5 at 5S., MIagda1en Islands.

(E. E.)
T. DOUGLAS HARINGTON,

TrRec. of M. L Fees.

A. 1852.
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PRINrTED BY JOHN LOVELL, AT HIS STEAM PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,

MOUNTAIN STREET.
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RETURN
To an Address of the Legislative Assembly, dated 7th September, 1852;
for " Copies of all Correspondence between the Executive Government,
"or any Member thereof, and the Contractor or Contractors for furnish-
" ing Steam Tug-Boats on the River St. Lawrence, or with the Mon-

treal Board of Trade, or any other person or persons, on the subject
"of withdrawing the said Tug-Boats, and discontinuing the accommoda-
"tion afforded by them to the Trade of the Province."

By Command.

A. N. MORIN,

Secretary's Office, Secretary.

Quebec, 16th September, 1852.

(11,810.) PULIc WORs,
Quebec, 16th September, 1852.

Sir,-I am directed to transmit to you herewith, Copies of Correspondence upon
the subject of Tug-Boats, as called for by your letter of the eighth instant, as
follows :-No. 15, 507.-No. 16, 153.-No. 10, 360.-No. 10, 499.-Statement
A., Towage for 1851.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

THOMAS A. BEGLY,
The Honorable The Provincial Secretary. Secretary.

GARDEN ISLAND,
Kingston, 30th December, 1851.

Dear Sir,-Enclosed we send you Statement required by the Honorable H. H.
Killaly, by which you will see that we have employed six different Boats on the
Line, and not at any one time less than three Boats, and by taking the time run on
the Line by each Boat and adding it together, will find a total amount of 26
months and 22 days, or very nearly an average of four Boats constantly from the
1st of May to lst December, and we find that the average running expenses of the
Boats, without insurance and commission, is £221 for each Boat per month, making
a total of £5,898 cost of running, and our Collections, including Bonus, as you will
observe, are only £6,255.

We have purchased, in consequence of the Tug-Line, two Boats, which, with the
repairs necessary, augmented our Stock £4,000 in addition to £4,000 of Stock
which we had before we took the Tug-Line, which puts us into a Stock of Old
Boats, four in number, and at an average value of £2000 each; in all, £8,000
Currency.
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We should be glad to have the Government take two or three of the Boats
off our hands, at a charter or purchase; but, in case they should not wish to do so,
we should like to get the Govern ment Coutract for the Tug-Line again, with a view
that we could employ the Stock at a less loss in that way than any other business
that such Boats could obtain, as they are not calculated for freight.

Would it be in keeping to arrange with us soon, in order that we may know how
we are to dispose of the services of our large Stock of Tug-Steamers for the coming
season.

We remain, dear Sir,
Your obedient Servants,

CALVIN & COOK.
T. A. BEGLY, Esquire,

Secretary Department Public Works.

OFFIcE oF THE BoARD oF TRADE,
Montreal, 17th March, 1852.

Sir,-The attention of the Council of the Board of Trade has been directed to a
Statement in the Newspapcrs, to the effect that the arrangements hitherto made by
the Government for the Towage of Vessels on the Upper St. Lawrence, are about
to be discontinued, and that the niatter is to be left open to private enterprise.

The notification of this change having been made at the present late period of the
season, and within a very few wceks of the opening of the navigation, leaves but
little time for the public to make other arrangements, and the result of this, in the
opinion of the Council, will be to throw the wiole Towage business into the bands
of a few of the large Forwarding Houses, and others, and thus materially to enhance
the rates of Towage and Freight.

In proof of this, the Council are given to understand, that the Forwarders
already decline to inake Contracts for bringing down Flour in the Spring at 1s. 6d.
per Barrel from Toronto ; whereas, last year, the same vas donc as low as from 10d.
to is. per Barrel, while parties in Canada and the Western States owning Schooners
will not venture to send them down, with the uncertainty of being able to have
then towed back again at any reasonable rate.

The Council, therefore, respectfully beg to draw your particular attention to this
important matter, and recommend that the Government continue the towing
arrangements during the present year, giving notice, at the same time, of their future
intentions, in order that parties interested in the Trade may make their arrangements
for subsequent operations.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient Servant,

ALEXANDER CLERK,

The Honorable JoHn Yom;G, &c., &c., &c., Secretary, Board of Trade.
Chief Commissioner b Public Works, Quebec.

(No. 10,360.-Copy.)
PuBLIc Wonrs,

Quebec, 4th March, 1852.1
Gentlemen,-In further reference to vour letter of the 30th of last December

requesting to be furnished with certain information as to the contemplated. Towagge
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arrangements for the next season, I am directed to inform you, that the Government
have determined to leave the matter to public competition.

I am, Gentleman,
Your obedient Servant,

(Signed,) T. A. BEGLY,
Messrs. CALvrsý & CooK, Kingston. Secretary.

PUBLIC WORKS,
Quebec, 22nd March, 1852.

Sir,-I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 17th instant,
addressed to the Chief Commissioner of this Departinent, upon the subject of the
Towage of Vessels on the St. Lawrence, and, in reference thereto, I have to state,
that the Commissioners are fully sensible of the advantages of an efficient system of
Steam Towage on that Navigation; but, that suchC an important result could
reasonably be calculated on as certain and permanent, it is indispensable that the
whole of the arrangement made, and the number and power of the Tug-Vessels
engaged in the Towage, should be such as to inspire confidence in the minds of ail
interested in the Trade.

As an abstract principle, the Commissioners are altogether opposed to the«Gov-
ernment becoiming the Proprietors of Tug-Lines, or in any manner interfering with
ordinary individual enterprise and speculation; and it was only under the circum-
stances of the case, which were considered so peculiar as to lcad them to look upon
it as an exception, that they were induced to make the arrangements for Towing
which have been tried during the last two seasons of navigation.

Those arrangements were not entered into without the advice and opinion of
almost all the principal Forwarders being first obtained, and every care and consid-
eration were given with the viev/ of rendering them eflicient and satisfactory. The
nost suitable vessels available were engaged. The Conditions of the Contract with
the Proprictors were drawn up in the most penal and stringent manner possible;
and, after the experience of the first season, such further steps were taken as that
experience led the Commissioners to expect might ensure satisfactory results.
Notwithstanding, it is a matter of notoriety to all concerned, that the attempt, if not
a total failure, was extremely unsatisfactory. Daily complaints were received of
delay, in many instances of from four to six days; and several owners of Vessels
declared, that they would not again subject them to such detention. The Commis-
sioners were satisfied, therefore, that, unless a very much inproved and more
effectual system were adopted, continued disappointed and dissatisfaction would be
the result, and that the character of the navigation and of the route would suffer
severely, and Trade be diverted into other channels. And as they found that they
could not effect such improvemuents without causing the Departmnent to embark in
the building of Vessels, (for which there was not time, even if it were considered
desirable to do so,) they decided, after due consideration, on withdrawing from the
business of Towing altogether, and upon leaving it open to individual enterprise and
competition, as the-most prudent course, and the one most likely, in their opinion,
as ivell as in that of others competent to judge, to lead ultimately to a system of
Towage which would secure the important benefits sought for.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(Signed,) THOMAS A. BEGLY,
A. CLERK, Esquire, %Secretary.

Secretary to the Board of Trade, Montreal.
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RECAPITULATION.

RAFTSMAN... .. .......

CHARLEVOIX ........

CHIEFTAIN... ..........

TRAVELLER .........

CANADA ...........--.. .

WILLIAM IV·..........-

ADD-Amount Bonus recei

£ 8.

................ ............-----... .··... ..... I 172 Il

............................... .................... 1110 14

...................... ........... .. .··........... 1299 10

...... .. .......................--....-......... 935 14'

..................... ... ... .........•......... 502 9

- ........--. ...............................--.... 484 1S

£ 4505 13
ved from Government........................ 1750 0

Total.......................................... £ 6255 13

STEAMER

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

d.

10

5

11

2

5
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RE T UR N
To an Address from the Legislative Assembly of the 80th ultimo, for a
Copy of the Contract entered into for furnishing Tug Boats on the St.
Lawrence, betweea Prescott and Montreal, with the Name, Tonnagp
Draught of Water, and Power of each Boat.

By Command.
A. N. MOUN,

Secretçry.
SECRETARY'S OFICE,

Quebec, 14th April, 1853.

PuBluc WonRe,
Quebec, 13th April, 1853.

Sir,-In accordance with the address of the House of Assembly, dated -the thlr-
tieth ultimo, (transferred by you to this Office,) I am directed to transmit to you
herewith a copy of the Article of Agreement entered into by this Department with
Thomas Maxwell, for the establishment of a line of Tug Boats upon the River S.t.
Lawrence. The Boats to be used are described as follows:-

Horse Power. Draft of Water. Tons.
Canada, (new).....................45 .......... 4 feet. 0 inches...,..,.... 126
Mazeppa............................35 ......... 4 do do ..... fr)*tut 130
Traveller............................94 .......... do 9 do 300
Canada, (old)...............65.......... do 6 do 190
Gildersleeve........................66 .......... 6 do 6 do 176
Charlevoix.............65.......... 5 do 0 do ...... ,. 190

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

THOMAS A.£3T

E. PAÂNr Esq.,
Assistant Secretary.

(Corr.)
An Agreement made the fourth day of Ap'd, in the year of Our ltord øse

thousand e' ht hundred and fifty hree, between Thomas Maxwel 4
the City -of 'Kngston, Upper Canada, Mariner, of the irst prt, a»e nd
Majesty Queen Victoria, represented herein by the Honorable JeaA.Çba44
Chief Commissioner of Public Works for the Province of Caoada, idle
Honorable Ramilton Hartley Killaly, Aistant Çpd .edoner pf 'kg*
Works for the said Province, of the second pt ;
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Whereas, the said Commissioners (acting for and on account of Her Majesty, as
aforesaid,) caused publie notice to be given that tenders and proposals would be
received by them for Tug Boats to be placed on the River St. Lawrence, for the
purpose of towing vessels and other craft between Lachine and Kingston on the
said River, and whereas the said Thomas Maxwell tendered for the same, and the
said Commissioners have accepted his tender, and resolved to enter into a Contract
with him for the supply of such Tug Boats accordingly. Now these presents
witness that the said Thomas Maxwell, in consideration of the bonus or sum of
money hereinafter mentioned, and the covenant and agreement hereinaer expressed
and contained on the part and behalf of the said Commissioners (acting for Her
Majesty as aforesaid,) doth hereby for himself, bis heirs, executors and adminis-
trators, covenant and agree with Her Majesty, Her 1-eirs and Successors, in manner
following, that is to say :-

That he will, during the period of Navigation, in each of the years one thousand
eight hundred and fifty-three, and one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, ana
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-five, well and sufBciently tug and tow all vessels
and other craft for which such service shall be demanded or required by the owner
or owners, Master, Captain, or person in charge thereof, from any port or place
to any other port or place on the main and usual line of communication between
the Ports of Lachine and Kingston, on the said River.

That the said Thomas Maxwell shall and will, during the season of Navigation
in each of the years aforesaid, well and sufficiently furnish, provide, maintain, re-
pair, and keep in repair, at least Six Steamboats for the performance of the service
of Towing aforesaid, that he will provide and nan the said Boats, and each of them,
with sufficient Crews and experienced and skilful Engineers, for working and man-
aging the same, and shal and will furnish and equip the said Boats with ail manner
of supplies and materials which may be necessary for promptly Towing al such
Vessels and other Craft for which such service may be required as aforesaid, between
the said Ports of Lachine and Kingston, or for any part of the distance between
the said Ports on the main and usual line of communication, at any time during the
period aforesaid, and also that he will procure and keep ready for use such extra
supplies and materials as may be necessary to prevent delay or inconvenience in
case of accident.

That he shall not nor will at any time during the period aforesaid carry or per-
mit any of the said Steamboats to take on boardl or carry Freight of any kind, or
take Rafts in Tow, or perform or permit the said Boats to perform any other ser.
vice than that of Towing Vessels and Craft engaged in Trade.

That he shall and will, upon the opening of Navigation, in the present year one
thousand eight hundred and fifty-three, place and continue the following Steam-
boats (to be used for the purpose of Towing as aforesaid,) on the following Routes
respectively, viz.

The I New Canada' between Lachine and the Beauharnois Canal.
The "Mazeppa" between the Beauharnois Canal and Cornwall.
The "Traveller" and " Old Canada" between Dickinson's Landing and Prescott.
The "Gildersleeve" and " Charlevoix," between Prescott and Kingston.
That if any or either of the said Boats or any Boat or Boats, which may at any

time be substituted for them or either of them shall at any time be found incapable
of fully and efficiently performing the business of towing on the route on which the
same is placed, he the said Thomas Maxwell, shall and will immediately replace
such Boat by another and more suitable Boat, capable of performing such duty
efficiently.

That he shall not nor will permit the said Boats or either of them to be taken
through the Canals while engaged in towing as aforesaid, but shail and will keep and
eontinue them on the routes to which they are respectively assigned.
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That he shal and will during the continuance of this agreement cause and make.
the said Boats to make and run the following trips respectively, to wit:

The Boat placed on the route between Lachine and the Beauharnois Canal, shal
make three trips daily, that is to say, three trips from Lachine to the Beaubarnois
Canal, and back to Lachine.

The Boat placed on the route between the Beauharnois Canal and Cornwail,
shall make two trips daily, that is to say, two trips daily from the head of the Beau-
harnois Canal to the lower end of the Cornwall Canal, and back to the Beauharnois
Canal.

The two Boats placed an the route between Dickinson's Landing and Prescott,
shall each make a daily trip over the route, starting from opposite ends of the said
route.

The Tow BI>ats placed on the route between Prescott and Kingston shall also
make a daily trip each over the route in opposite directions.

That lie shall and will from time to time, and at all times during the continuance
of this agreement remove the said Boats or any or cither of them from the route on
which the same may be placed, to any other route which the said Comissioners or
their Successors shall designate.

That he shall and will, during the continuance of this agreement, so manage and
conduct the said Boats that Vessels shall be Towed from Lachine to Kingston
within five days, and from Kingston to Lachine within three days, unless such
Vessels or Vessel shall be detained for an unusual or unreasonable time in passing
through the Canals, or some one of them.

That he shall and vill, in the event of any accident or damage happening to the
said Boats or either of tliem, by which the Towing of Vessels may be interrupted
or delayed, procure another or others with all possible despatch to supply the place
of the Boat or Boats so damaged.

That lie shall and will, during the continuance of this agreement, furnish and pro-
vide good and sufficient Tow Lines for the purpose of Towing Vessels.

That he shall and will, at all times, take in Tow, Vessels and Craft for whichsu h
service may be required, and shall continue to Tow every such Vessel or. other
Craft to its destination, without partiality or favor of any kind, and shall not -nor
will cast off any Vessel in order to take in Tow some other Vessel, without the con-
sent of the person in charge of the Vessel so cast off; and shall and will in case of
any dispute between the Captain, Master, or person in charge of any Vessel or
Craft, and the said Thomas Maxwell, his Servants or Agents, as to the time when
or order in which such Vessels or Craft shall be taken in Tow, refer the said. dis-
pute to sucli Officer as may be appointed by the said Commissioner to hear and de-
termine disputes at the Port or place where the same shall happen, and shalf and
will abide by his decision.

That he shall and will, at all times during the continuance of this agreement,
make or cause to be made all such entries, certificates and memoranda, and give or
cause to be given all such information, and do and perform, or cause to be done and
performed all such acts, matters and things as may, from time to time, be requirèd
or directed by the said Commissioners and their successors, (if notice shall be given
to the said Thomas Maxwell, his Servants or Agents,) for the purpose of keeping
a record of the name of every Vessel or other Craft taken in Tow as aforesaid, the
name of the owner or Master thereof, the breadth of beam and draught of water
thereof, amount of tonnage payable in respect thereof, the name of the Port or
place where the same was, or is, taken in Tow, and of the Port or place to which
she is bound, the hour of departure from Port and of arrival thereat, and generally
shall and will do and perform all such acts and things as may be required or direct-
ed by the said Commissioners for the purpose of obtaining and keeping record of
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any facts of statistics arising out of or connected *ith the execution of this agre
ment or any part thcreof.

And it is hereby agreed by and between the said parties, that for every hodr
*hich any vessel may be detained beyond the time hereinbefore limited for the
downward and upward trips respectively through the act or default of the said
party of the first part, hie Servants or Agents, the following sums shall and may be
deducted by the said Commissioners or their successors from the money payabe to
him as hereinafter mentioned, viz:-

For a Vessel of twenty-five Tons and under, five shillings per hour.
For a Vessel over seventy-five Tons and under ninety Tons, six shillings and

three pence per hour.
For a Vessel over ninety Tons and under one iundred and ton Tons, seven

shillings and six pence per hour.
For a Vessel over one hundred and ten Tons, and under one hundred and

t*enty-five Tons, eight shillings and nine pence per hour.
Foi a Vessel of one hundred and twenty-five Tons and under one hundred and

fifty Tons, ten shillings per hour.
For a Vessel of over one hundred and.fifty Tons, eleven shIlings and three pence

per hour.
And it is hereby næreed that the said Commissioners and their successors shai

and may decide in all cases whether such detention was caused by the act or default
of the said party of the first part, his Servants or Agents, but the deduction of any
sum as aforesaid shall not discharge the said party of the first part fromn any claim
by other parties for damages for or on account of such detention, but all persons
injured by such detention shall be entitled to recover in any action as if such deduc
tion by the Commissioners as aforesaid had not been or could not be made.

And it is further agreed, by and between the said parties, that the rates per mile
whieh may be charged for the Towage of all such Vessels as pass through the Ca-
nals or either of them, shall not exceed the sums specified in the Schedule hereunto
annexed and signed by the parties to these presents, for Towage upwards, and shall
not exceed one third of those rates for Towage downwards, and the following shall
be deemed and taken to be the number of miles respectively for which such rates
iay be eharged on the following routes respectively:-

From tachine to the lower entrance of the Beauharnois Canal, Nineteen miles.
From the upper entrance of Beauharnois Canal to Corn wall, Forty miles.
From Dickinson's Landing to Prescott, Forty-one miles.
Pfom Prescott to Kingston, Sixty-one miles.

And when any Vessel shall be taken in Tow at any other Port or place than
those above mentioned, it shall be lawful to charge for the whole distance b
tween the Port or place to which such Vessel is tôwed, and the Port or place from
which the Steam or Tug Boat started at the commencement of the trip.

And it is further agreed by and between the said parties, that it shall be lawful
for the éaid Commissioners or their successors, at any time during the continuance
of this agreement, to change, modify, or alter the rates of Towage mentioned inthe
Schedule hereto annexed, and to adopt some other mode of ascertaining and le-
vying the same; Provided always, that in making such change or alteration the aid
Commissioners shall endeavor to adjust the same, so that the amount of Towage
tvhich the said Thomas Maxwell may charge upon a given number or fleet of Ve ,
sels, including those of the largest and smallest Tonnage, shall be as nearly as p
sible equal to the amount which he would be entitled to charge upon the same
number of Vessels under the Schedule hereto annexed,
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And it is further agreed by and between the said parties, that it shall be lawful
for the said Commissioners or their successors to extend this agreement to the term
of seven years from the date hereof, upon giving notice in writing of their intention
so to do to the said Thomas Maxwell, at any time before the expiration of two
years and nine months from the date hereof, and all the covenants, clauses, stipula-
tions and agreements hereiu contained, shall(except as hereinafter mentioned,) remain
and continue in full force and effect, after the giving of such notice, as fully and
effectually, to al intents and purposes, as if this agreement had been made and
entered into for the term of seven years in the first instance.

And it is further agreed by and between the said parties, that it shall be lawful
for the said Commissioners or their successors, acting for Her Majesty as aforesaid,
at any time during the continuance of this agreement, to cancel and put an end te
the same, if they shall see good cause for so doing, and in such case the said Thomas
Maxwell, his heirs, executors and administrators, shall be entitled to receive compen-
sation for such losses as he may sustain, for or in respect of charters and materials
on band, and other losses which lie may actually and bonâ fide sustain by reason of
such cancelling and putting an end to this agreement, but no loss of profits or
prospective advantages of any kind shall be deemed a loss for which compensation
can be claimed in the event of this agreement being so cancelled and put an end to
as aforesaid; Provided nways, that in case of dispute or disagreement between the
said Commissioners and the said Thomas Maxwell, bis heirs, exceutors or adminis-
trators, ni to the amount of such compensation, the question in dispute shall be
referred to and he discussed and determined by two indifferent persons, one te be
nominated by the said Commissioners or tlieir successors, and one by the said
Thomas Maxwell, bis executors or administrators, by writing under their respective
hands, and every award or determination, to be from time to time m.ade by such arbi-
trators, shall be binding and conclusive as to the matters so to be eubmitted to them
respectively; provided every such award be made in writing, and ready to be deli-
vered to the said Commissioners, or their successors, and to the said Thomas
Maxwell, and his executors or administrators, within the space of thirty days from
the date of such reference as aforesaid ; but in case such Arbitrators, so to be froin
time to time nominated as aforesaid, shall not make their respective awards within a
space of thirty days next after such respective reference to them as aforesaid, then
every such dispute shall be referred and be discussed and determined by such one
indifferent person, as such first name, 4,bitrators, shall fromn time te time by any
writing or writings under their respective bands, nominate or choose as an Umpire
in the matter so referred to them respectively as aforesaid ; and whatever end or
determination the said Umpire shall from time to time make of or.concerning thé
matters te him respectively referred, the same shall be binding and conclusive be-
tween the parties hereto, provided such umpirages or awards shall be respectively
made in writing, and ready to be delivered to the said Commissioners and the said
Thomas Maxwell, his executors or administrators, within the space of thirty days
next after the nomination or appointinent of such Umpire.

And it is further agreed by and between the said parties, that it shall be lawful
for the said Commissioners, or their successors, at any time during the continuance
of this agreement, to prescribe for the towage of vessels not destined for Canadian
Ports other and different rates of towage than those specified in the schedule here-
to annexed, which rates se prescribed as aforesaid, shall thereafter be charged and
collected from all such vessels as not destined for Canadian Ports as aforesaid.

And it is further agcreed by and between the said parties, that it shall-and may
be lawful for the said-Thomas Maxwell, at all times during the continuance of this
agreement, to carry, convey, or cause or procure the carnage and conveyamee
through the Canadian Canals, of all such fuel ns he may require for the use of the
sa Tug Boats, without payment of Canal tolls or dues in respect thereof.
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And it is further agreed by and between the said parties, that it shall at al times
be lawful for the said Commissioners to cause the said Boats, or any or either of
them, and the Engines, Boilers and Machinery thereof, to be inspecetd by a com-
petent Engineer or Engineers, and if such Engineer or Engineers shall report the
same to be dangerous or unsafe in any respect, the said Boat or Boats shall be im-
mediately removed or repaired, and made safe as the said Commissioneré shall direct.

And it is hereby further agreed by and between the said parties, that it shaUl not
be obligatory to start from either of the Ports of Lachine or Kingston on the Sab-
bath Day, to make an upward or downward trip, but if the said Boats, or either of
them, shall be at any intermediate Port or place on such day, it shall be lawful for
the said Boats or Boat to continue and finish the trip so in course of being run.

And it is also agreed by and between the said parties, that Printed Copies of the
Schedule hereto annexed, and of each and every Schedule of Towage Rates which
may from time to time be prescribed by the said Commissioners, or their successors,
pursuant to this agreement, shall be put and placed by the said Thomas Maxwell in
each of the said Boats, in the most conspicuous part thereof, so that all persons de-
sirous of seeing and inspecting the same, may have the opportunity without incon-
venience or trouble.

And it is further agreed as aforesaid, that in any question or dispute arising upon
any covenant, stipulation, or agreement herein contained, no reference shall be had
or made to the original tender of the said Thomas Maxwell, but the same and every
other tender, advertisement, proposal and notice to or from any person, or in any
manner relating to the subject matter of this Contract, made or published before the
date hereof, shall be deemed and taken to be wholly superseded by these presents.

And Her Majesty (represented herein by the said Commissioners), for Herself,
Her Heirs and Successors, doth promise and agree to and with the said Thomas
Maxwell, his heirs, executors, and administrators, in manner following, that is to
Say :-

That upon the due and faithful performance of all and singular the covenants,
stipulations and agreements herein contained, and on the part of the said Thomas
Maxwell to be kept and performed, the said Commissioners and their successors
(acting as aforesaid,) shall and will pay or cause to be paid to the said Thomas
Maxwell, his heirs, executors or administrators, the bonus or sum of Four thousand
six hundred and fifty pounds for each and every of the said three years, (if this agree-
ment shall remain in force,) the said yearly bonus or sum to be paid in three equal
instalments of one thousand five hundred and fifty pounds, on the first day of Au-
gust, on the first day of October, and on the first day of December, in each
year.

That the said Commissioners or their successors shall give notice as aforesaid of
their intention to extend the term of this agreement to seven years, as hereinbefore
mentioned. The said Commissioners and their successors shall pay, or cause to be
paid, to the said Thomas Maxwell, his heirs, executors and administrators, for the
first year after the expiration of the first three years of this agreement, the bonus
or sum of Four thousand one hundred and cighty-five pounds, to be paid in three
equal instalments on the days and times above mentioned, and for every succeeding
year of the said term a bonus or sum, which shall be less by ten per cent. than the
bonus or sum of the next preceding year, and payable by instalments as aforesaid.

And it is further stipulated and covenanted between the aforesaid parties, that
the said Thomas Maxwell, of the first part, shall provide and furnish the several Tug
Boats with suitable and sufficient tow-ropes by which the vessels shall be towed,
and for the use and wear and tear of which tow-ropes he, the said Thomas Max-
well, shall be cntitled to charge at the rate of thrce pence per mile, which charge is
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to be paid by the respective masters or owners of vessels, together with the charges
for towage.

In Witness whereof, the said Commissioners, acting for and in the name of Her

Majesty, have to these presents signed their names and set their Seal at Quebec,
in the Province of Canada, this fourth day of April, in the year of Our Lord One
thousand eight hundred and fifty-three, and the said Thomas Maxwell has to these

presents signed hie name and set bis seal at Quebec, in the Province of Canada
aforesaid, this fourth day of April, in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and fifty-three.

(Signed,) THOMAS MAXWELL.

Signed and Sealed by the said Thomas Maxwell, in the presence of

(Signed,) JAS. W. HARPER,
ce J. GREY.

(Signed,) J. CHABOT, Chief Com. P. W.,
« H. H. KILLALY, Assist. Com. P. W.

THOS. A. BEGLY, Secy. P. W.

Signed and Sealed by the said Commissioners of Publie Works, and Counter-

signed by the Secretary, in the presence of

(Signed,) JAS. W. HARPER,
«c J. GREY.
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RETURN
To AN ADDRESS of the Legislative Assembly, to His Excellency, the Governor

General, dated. the 24th August, 1852, praying that His Excellency wil
cause to be laid before this House, a Statement, up to the 1st August
instant, showing the amount of cash at the credit of the Government of
Canada, subject to the draft of the Receiver General thereof, acting on
its behalf, in the various banking and other moneyed institutions of the
Province, or in the lands of individuals, holding Public Deposits in and
out of Canada, including the Agents or Brokers who transact the business
of the Province in Europe, specifying the amount in each place of deposit,
and what rates of interest are payable to Government on any part of the
Public Deposits, in wbat cases, and under what arrangements or conditions.

2ndly. A Statement of the Publie Debt of Canada, naming the date and pur-
pose of each loan, the rate of interest and where payalle, the times when
the Debentures were sold, and at what rates sold ; the amount of interest
payable on the said debt ; showing also the several loans made to com-
panies or individuals, and the amount of exchange or Bills on London
bought by the Government and remitted to London since 1848, for pay-
ment of interest on the Publie Debt, the rates at which said Bils were
purchased, and from whom such Bills in all cases were purchased.

3rdly. A Statement of the amount of money at the credit of the Sinking Fund
of this Province, and how and where invested or deposited, stating the
amouit invested in 1850 and 1851. .

4thly. A Statement of the amounts paid by Government for managing or
attending to the Publie Debt, and the payments of the interest thereon,
as Commission to Bankers, Agents or otherwise, since January, 1848,
and 5thly. Copies of all Correspondence (not already laid before the
Legislature) between the chartered Banks of Canada and the Govern.
ment, relating to the transfer of the Publie Accounts from the Banks of
Montreal and British North America to the Bank of Upper Canada.

By command,

A N. MORIN, See'y

Secretary's Office,
Quebec, 20th Sept., 1852.
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STATEMENTS.

STATEMENT of Cash at the credit of the Guvernment of <Danada, subject t0 the Draft.,
of the Receiver General, in t! various Banking stitutions, or otherwiseinl
this Province, on Ist Augist, 1852, showing what portion bears Interest-andat
what rate.

INMTIN.Rate of Amounts at Amounts with't
iNTIUTON.Interest. Interest Intere-at.

1 Bank, of Upper Canada, .......... s per cent. 145,633 6 8 84,452 8 1 250,085 14 9
2 Bank of Montreal, ............... 4 d 113,333 6 8 6,095 4 5 119,428 il 1:-
3 Bank of British North America, ... 4 75,000 0 O 2,850 0 0 7,86e 0-
4 Banque du Peuple ............. d 39,083 6 8

... ............... 4 49 19,666 13 4 11,076 2 2 69.826r 2 S'
5 Commercial Bank, M. D., ......... 4 50,000 O O 4,M4 9 9 54,864ý 9 IW
6 Quebec Bank, .................. 4 12,500 2,68 2 8 15, S'
7 City and District Savings Bank

Montreal, .................. 11000
8 Gore Bank, .................... ... ....... 1 5
9 City Bank,.................... .... ..... 1,316 3 8 136

Il Curreney ... «........... £ I 486,216 13 4 116,310 1 2 602,526 14 S.

E. E. E. P. TAC· I d

Receiver General'a Office,
Quebe3, p7th Sept,, 12552.

The Cash not beari" 11ateret 33 al payable o4 demand.
The Cash at Interest ini the Bank of Upper Canada 18 also payable on demand.
The Cash bearing Interest 3 per cent. in Banque du Peuple is also payable on dezaand
The Cash bearing Interest l.a Bank of Montreal is payable by 6 Month.ly Instalbaente, comrueni#g -from

l4t Augu7t, 1852.
Thèï other Moneys nt Interest 4 per cent. subjeet te Governasent gi-ring 60 days notice of withdava.

4 _" 19,66 134 1,7622 6.26. T.S

STATEMERNT of Cash at credit of this Province in Europe, 8ubject to the Dràft or
order of the Receiver General, as on ,st Augus9, 1852.

4 ".11,000 0o0d.......1 £188 8 0

Glyn, Mils & Co., do..... ........*s 3*, 29,473,9 5
9 i Baring, Brothers& Co. do..... ........ .16 @ '28,100 13- 8

Sterlingury. ......£4,11 416 57794 19 -8

None of the above amounts bear tnterest, as they are ail subject to cal. The
amounts in the hands of Messrs. Glyn, and Barings, have been placed there for the
purpose of purchasing any 5 per cent. Debentures of the Province maturing withiu the
coming two years, provided the rate including al charges does flot exceed par.

E. E. E. P. TA.CH(,
R. G.

Receiver General's Office,
Quebec, 17th September, 1852.
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STATEMENr of Bills of Exchange purchased by the Provincial Government, and
remitted to London since July, 1848,for payment of the Interest on the Publie
Debt, up to Slst July, 1852.

When

rurchased.

1848.
Ang't 23 . . .. Bank

1849.
Marchî1.... Comn

May 19 .... Bank
• 26 ....

Bank
June 2....

1.... Hon.:
2.... Con

" 8 .... Bank

Nov'r 24 .... * Bank
" 24....

Dee'r 5 .... Banik
Nov'r 23 ....

1850.
Feb'y 28 .... Bank

.1851.
JuIy 23 ....

Aug't30 ....

NoV'r 10 ....
1852.

Feb'y 14 ....
Mar. 16 ....
May 13 ....
jly 28 ....

From whom.

of Montreal,.

misarjGeneral,..

of Montreal, ....
do

of Br.N. America,
do

M. Cameron, ....
iissary General,..
of Montreal, ....
e's Bank, .......
of Br. N. America,

do
of Montreal, ....

do

of lpper Canada,

do

do

do

do
do
do
do

Totals,.

30 days.I

60 days.
30
60 "
30
60

h

il

10
il
10+
h
11+

11~

10~

11+
10~i

Amount
Sterling.

£ & d.
2,500 0 &

5,000 0 0
5,050 0 0

5,000 0 0
10,000 0 0
2,500 0 0

400 0 0
5,000 0 0
2,100 0 0

10,000 0 0
10,000 0 0

300 0 0
20,000 0 0

47,200 19 2

755 0

10,065 3 0

47,200 19 2
15,150 0 0
10,050 0 0
47,200 19 2

306,918 0 6

Amount
Currency.

£' & d.
3,041 13 4

I12395
14,733

24,666

24,683

24,777 l
371

24,177

12,562

58,345

18,642

12,385

58,345
18,642
12,255
58,214

378,843

0 0

6 9

10 0

12 6

18 4

14 5

8 4

10 3

2 1

To whom sent.

Bank of England.

do

Glyn, Mills & Co.

do

do
Baring, Bros. & Co.

Glyn, Mills & Co.
Bank of England.

do

do

By Order in Council of 16th May, 1851, the Bank of Upper Canada was authorised
on their tender to provide for the payment of the Interest on Public Debt due at
various periods in England, and to be reimbursed for such payment at the rate of one-
half per cent. above the New York rate of Exchangre on England, at the time of the
production in this country of Vouchers, showing their having made such payment-
no allowance being made them for Interest for outlay between remittance and produc-
tion of Vouchers referred to in this country.

E. P. TACHÉ,
R.G.

Receiver General's Office,
Quebec, 17th September, 1852.

A. 1852.>

.
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No. 4.

A STATEMENT of Debentires issued on behalf of various Special Accounts,
which the Government are partially liable on 3lst August, 1852.

On what Accoant. 1 Authority.

Quebec Loan, (Fire)........... 9 and 10 Vic., cap. 62 and 55..... 88155 0

$-RebéWon & nason is 9 Vic., cap. 65, & 12Vic., cap. 58 8642 12
Law Society, Upper Canada,.. 9 Vic., cap. 33...................... 3000 0
Lunatic Asylum,................ 9 Vic., cap. 61, &12Vic., cap.32 26750 0
Upper Canada Building Fund, 13 and 14 Vic., cap. 2 and 68,.... 30000 0
Court H ouses,Lower Canada,. 12 Vic., cap. 112..................... 293873 15
St. Lawrence and Atlantic 14 ana 15 Vie., cap. 3 13

Railroad,. ......... 1 c . 46666 1

Currency . ..... ......................... £ 7

t. Remaks.

D. } The Government liable for Interest at 6 f et
O -wards which 4 Î ct. is to 1n collected ftom

parties loaning.
1 } Intertunder lastmentioned Act charged ag

0 Principal and Interestpayable ont of Law Fee,
0 Do do Asesment
0 Do do do
0 Do do Law Fees, L
4 Do do payable in Englan

4 .400,0e0 sterling, being amunt ofDebent

3

ME.-Interest on the above Loans at 6 per cent., except for erection of Court Houses, which is 8 per cent.
The whole of the above Loans negotiated at par, except £300,00 sterling, which sold at 3 per cent premium on account ofS

Lawrence and Atlantic Rallroad.

Inspector CencraVs Office,
Quebec, Semptember, 1852.

No. 5.

A STATEMENT shewing the 1anoant of the Credit of the Sinking Fund of
Province of Canada, up to the 1st August, 1852, and how, where, and wh
invested.

Sterling.

For armount of the Receiver General's Draft for £44,000 sterling, transmitted to the
Bank of England in December, 1844 ; as also the gain and dividends aceruing
thercon, the same being invested in 3 per cent. Consols, say up to the 5th April,
1851, .. ....................... ..... ................................

For £60,000 remitted for investment on account of Sinking Fund for 1849, in July,
1851, the same producing................................................

For half year's Dividends on £54,650 10 3, with gain on investing same, say to 5th
October, 1851 ........................ ...............................

For 12 month's Dividende accruing on £40,000, Montreal Harbour Debentures to Ist
January, 1852, with gain on investmuent,...................................

For half year's Dividends and Gain on £119,884 0 10, to 5th April, 1852, ........
For six month's Dividends on Montreal Harbour Debentures-say £40,000 less loss

oninvesting sameto July, 1852,.........................................
For transmitted to Bank of England, 1oth July, 1852, on accounf of Sinking Fund of

1850, the Receiv er General's Draft for thi arnount for investment, the receipt
of which is acknowledged per letter of 27th July, last ..................

Total invested to 1st August, 1852, sterling,........................

Do do currency, ...................... £

£ s.

54660 10

62337 13

846 7

2039 10
1809 il

988 17

60000 0

182682 9

2222,3 13

Inspector General's Office,
Quebec, September, 1852.
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STATEMiENT of the amounts paid by Government for managing or attending to the
Publie Debt of the Province, such as payment of Interest in England, Commis-
sions on Sales or Redemption of Provincial Debentures; to Bankers, Agents or
otherwise since January, 1848, up to the lst August, 1852.

TO WHOM PAID.

Bank of England ................
Baring, Brothers & Co........
Glynn, Mills & CO...............
-D. Low. MacDougall .............
Various London Brokers .........

Sterling............

On Sales.

Debentures.

£ s.

2695 17
2500 0

60 16
1295 0

6551 14

7

8
'0

'3

On Redemption

Debentures.

s. d.

151 i 3!
68 7 2j

...... ........57  10 0
277 8 .5

On Payment 1

ITterestDividendsi

£ s. 1d.
1329 15 9
1312 1s 3
1638 4 6

...... .... ....

...... .... ....

4280 18 6

The Commission paid Baring, Brothers & Co. and Glynn, Mills & Co., is as follows:-
On amount Interest Dividends paid by each....... 1 per cent.
On sales of Debentures ..... ............... 1 per cent.
On redemption or purchasing of Debentures....... 1 per cent.
The Commission paid to Brokers ............... per cent.
The Commissions paid the Bank of England for

paying the Interest Dividends is .......... per cent.

E. P. TACHÉ,
R. G,

Receiver Generals Office,
Quebec, 17th September, 1852.

A. 1852.

Total

Sterling.

£
1329
4160
4206

60
1352

11110

da.
9

8
8
0

2
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REcEVIER GENERAL's DEPARTMENT,
QUEBEc, 171h September, 1852.

SmR,-Touching the reference from your Department of the 26th ultimo, of an
Address to the House of Assembly of 24th ultimo, for certain Statements .con-
nected with the Financial affairs of the Province, I have the honor herewith to trans-
mit the following as appertaining to this Department.

The following letters, Nos. I and 14, being the Correspondence between the
Chartered Banks of Canada relating to the transfer of the Publie Accounts from the
Bianks of Montreal and British North America, to the Batik of Upper Canada.

No. Date. From. To.

1 Toronto, 29th November, 1849.... Receiver General............. Bank British North America.
2 do do .... Do ............... Bank of Montreal.

' Montreal, 7dth December, do Bank of Montreal .... .. . Receiver General.luBanik of ]3ritisx LorthAiee..
4 Toronto, Sth December. do .... Inspector General............Circular to various Banks.

5 Montreal, 27th December, do.. Bank of a . . Inspector GeneralMontrea, 27t1xBank of British North Ameriea ... spco1eeu

6 Toronto 21st December, do ....... Receiver General............... of AMontreal and British
f North Amerien

' Montreal. 27îth December, do ...... Bank of Montreal............... Receiver General.
8 Toronto, Sth January, 1S50..... Bank of Upper Canada.........Inspector General.
9 Quebec, 19th April, 1852........ Various 3aiks................ Receiver General.

10 Do 21st do do ........ Receiver General............... Various Banks.
Il Do 22nd do do ........ Various Banks................... Receiver General.
12 Do 24th do do ........ Receiver General............... Various Banks.
13 Do 26th do do ........ Various Banks.................. Receiver General.
14 Do 27th do do ........ Receiver General............... Various Banks.

ALSO,

No. 15.-Statement of cash at credit of this Department, wiith the several Banking
Institutions of the Province, on Ist ultimo, shewing what amount bears
interest, rate, &c.

No. 16.-Statement of cash at credit of this Province in Europe, as on lst ultimo,
subject to draft of Receiver General, &c.

No. 17.-Statement shewing the amount of Exchange on London, bought by the
Government and remitted to London since August, 1848, for payment.of
interest on Public Debt, from whom purchased, rate of Exchange, &c.

No. 18.-Statement of the amounts paid by Government for managing or attending to
the Publie Debt and payment of the interest thereon as Commissioners,
Bankers, Agents, &c., since January 1848.

I have further the honor to transmit Statements Nos. 1 and 5 on the subject of
the Public Debt, Sinking Fund, &c., received this day from the Department of, the
Hon. the Inspector General, which with those heretofore referred to, will, I believe,
complete the Address referred to.

I have also the honor herewith to return the Address referred.

I have the honor to be,
Six,

Your most obedient servant,
E. P. TACHÉ,

Receiver GeneraL
lon. A. N. Morin,

Provincial Secretary, &c., &c.
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RECEIVER GENERAL'S OFFICE,
ToUoNTO, 29th November, 1849.

S1R,-I have the honor to acknowledge your communication of 9th instant, signed
conjointly with Mr. Simpson, Cashier, Bank of Montreal, relative to the transmission
of redeemed Debentures.

In reply I would beg to state that the course Government desire to be pursued is
as follows :-That at the end of each week you cause to be defaced by a punch or other-
wise, such Debentures as you have redeemed during the week and transmit the same
in a sealed parcel, by mail, addressed to the Recciver General and by same mail advise
byletter of having done so. You will also be pleased to transmit either to this Office or
to your Agent here Receipts in Duplicate for the aiount of principal and interest,
when a check will be forwarded you at once for the amount.

With respect to the balance at credit of the Receiver General with vour Institution,
it is desirable that it should be transferred to your Branch here, and"thàt the amount
should be kept here, at the saine time as heretofore it is required that my checks should
be duly honored without extra charge at any of your Branches throughout the Province.

In advising of your having complied with the wishes of the Inspector General,
relative to the transmission of £20,000 sterling to Messrs. Glyn & Co., and Barings, will
you be pleased to forward the thirds of Exchange to this Department.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

D. Davidson, Esq., (Signed) E. P. TACHÉ, R. G.

Manager Bank, B. N. A., Montreal.

RECEIVER GENERAL'S OFFICE,
ToRONTO, 296h November, 1849.

Si,--I have the honor to acknowledgce your communication of9th instant, signed
conjointly with Mr. Davidson, Manager to B. B. N. A., relative to the risk and transmis-
sion of the snall Debentures redeemed for the Province by your respective Institutions.

In reply I would beg leave to state that the course the Government desire to be
pursued is as follows :-That at the end of cach week you cause to be defaced by a
punch or otherwise such Debentures as you have redeemed during the week and trans-
mit the saine in a sealed parcel by mail addressed to the Receiver General, and by saie
mail you vill be pleased to advise by letter of having donc so. You will also be pleased
to transmit either to this Office or to your Agent here, Recei pts iii Duplicate for the
amount of Principal and Interest, when a check vill be forwarded to you at once for the
amount,

With respect to the balance at credit of the Receiver General with your Institution,
it is desirable that it should be transferred to your Agent here, and that the amoünt
should be kept by the Agency here, at the sanie time as heretofore it is required that
the Receiver General's checks should be duly honored without extra charge at any of
.your Agencies throughout the Province.

I beg also to acknowledge your favor of 23rd instant, addressed to the Inspector
General, advising of your having transmitted to the Bank of England on account of the
Province, your exchange for £20,000 sterling, and enclosing 3rd of saine. A warrant
for the above amount in your favor is now under preparation, and vill be paid to your
Agent on aplication, say £24,777 15s. 7d. eurrency.

I have further to request that you will be pleased to forward by next English mail
to Mr. Marshall, Chief Cashier Bank of England, a further Bill at 60 days for £300

A. 1852.
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sterling, on account of the Province, and for payment of which I shall.make immediate
application for a warrant in your favor, say for £871 18s. 4d. currency, being at 11.
per cent.

I beg to avail myself of the present occasion to hand you my check number 4154,
on your Institution, payable to the order of F. W. Holmes. Esq., for 8519 4s., being for
Principal and Interest of the Packet of redeemed Debentures handed by you to Mr.
Anderson, the confidential Clerk of this Department on his leaving Montreal.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
(Signed,) E. P. TACHE R. G.

MONTREAL, 7th Dec., 1849.
Sin,-We have the honor to acknowledge your commùnications of the 29th uIt.,

addressed to our respective Institutions, in which you express a wish that the balance at
the credit of the Receiver General be transferred to Torouto, and that for the future the·
account should be kept with our Branches there. At the same time it is required that
the checks of the Department over which you preside, shall be honored as heretofore,
without extra charge at any of our establishments throughout the Province.

With every desire to meet the views of the Government and to facilitate its ar-
rangements, we fear that the plan of keeping the accounts of the Receiver General ex-
clusively at Toronto, will be attended with considerable inconvenience.

A very large proportion of the Provincial Revenue is collected at Montreal, Quebec,
and St. John.

From the Parliamentary returns it would appear that in 1848, the total amount of
the revenue was £379,000, and that of this sum £285,000 was collected in Lower
Canada.

The disbursements of the Government during the same year, exclusive of the ex-
penditure under the heads of " Civil Government and Provincial Legislature," appear also
to have been larger in this than the upper section of the Province, and if to the other
items of expenditure be added the interest on the Public iDebt remitted to England
(which it is presumed will always be done by the purchase of exclh'ange in Montreal,
from the circumstance of the rate on England being invariable lower here :than at
Toronto), the amount required ini Montreal will bear a relative proportion to the excess
in the revenue collected in Lower as compared with Upper Canada.

According to the proposed plan the whole of the Revenue would be transferred to
Toronto, to be again brought back to meet the wants of the Government at Montreal-
a system which would involve considerable inconvenience as well as loss to the Banks,
if undertaken without any charge.

We would therefore beg leave to suggest, for the consideration of the Government,
that the Revenue collected in Lower Canada, should be taken to account in Montreal,
and remain to meet the expenditure in this section of the Province.

Should any part of the Lower Canada Revenue be required in Toronto, our
Branches there will be prepared to cash your checks upon Montreal as may from time
to time be desired.

We have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servants,
(Signed,) A. SIMPSON,

Cashier, Bank of Montreal
D. DAVIDSON,

Manager, Bank of British North, America.
The Hon.,the Receiver General, &c., &c.

, 1
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INSPECTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE,
ToRoNTo, 81h Decenber, 1849.

SIR,-The removal of the Seat of Government to this City renders it desirable that
new arrangements should be entered into with regard to the reeeipts and disburse-
ments of the Public Money, and I have to request that you will communicate to me, at
your earliest convenience the terms on vhich your Bank will undertake such duty fronr
lst January next.

The Government will expect a certain amount of accommodation from the Bank or
Banks which shall have its account, and my object is to ascertain, first, whether you
will keep the account at ail on the terms prescribed, and secondly, whether in case you
are willingr to do so, you will be prepared to give any and what extent of accom-
modation.

You will be required to receive the Public Deposits at al] your Agcncics, and place
them to the credit of the Government in this City; you vill be expected to pay as you
now do the checks of the Government at all your Agencies, and when exchange is re
quired to give it at the lowest Bank rates charged at any of your offices.

Under the present arrangement the Public Moncy has been placed to the credit of
the Government in Montreal, at which place exchange rules lower by about one per
cent than in Toronto, and as the deposits will be made just as heretofore, the Banks
will be actually the gainers by the removal of the Seat of Government. Hoping to
hear from you soon.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
(Signed,) F. IIINCKS,

Inspector General.
A. Simpson, Esq.,

Montreal Bank.
D. Davidson, Esq.,

B. N. A.- Bank.
F. A. Harper, Esq.,

Commercial Bank.
T. G. Ridout, Esq.,

Bank Upper Canada.

MONTREAL, 27th .December, 1849.

SIR,-We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your circular letter of the
Sth December, addressed to our respective Institutions, stating the terms on which it is
expected that the Public Accounts shall be kept by the Banks willing to undertake this
duty, and desiring to be informed what amount of accommodation they would be pre-
pared to give to the Government in the event of the Public Accounts being kept with':
them.

In our joint letter to the Receiver General, dated the 7th instant, suggestions
were made by us regarding the manner in which we considered that the Publie Accounts
should be kept with the Banks, in consequence of the removal of the Seat of Govern-
ment to Toronto ; and we regret to perceive from his letter of the 21st instant, that
these suggestions were not approved of by him. ,Being anxious, however, to meet his
views on the subject, it has again had our careful consideration, but without our being
able to. see grounds for altering the opinion we had come to, as will be perceived from
the proposition which we now beg leave to make with reference to the manner in which
the Banks which we represent are willing to keep the Public Accounts. "TheRevenu"e
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collected in Canada East and paid into our establishment there, will be carried to the,
account of the Government in Montreal free of charge, to remain there to meet the ex-
penditure in this section of the Province. In the same manner the Revenue collected
in Canada West, will be placed to the credit of the Government. in Toronto, to meet its
disbursements in Upper Canada.

The cheques of the Government Departments drawn on Toronto, will be paid with-
out charge at any of the Branches or Agencies of our respective Banks in that section
of the Province, and the cheques drawn on the Government accounts in Montreal, will
in like manner be honored free of charge at any of our establishments in Lower Canada.

ln the event of the Government desiring to transfer any portion of the Revenue
collected in one section of the Province to the credit of its account in another, wewould
desire to make this the subject of a special negotiation. We believe, that in general, it
will be convenient for our respective establishments to facilitate in this respect the
financial arrangements of the Government, and without making any charge for perform-
ing this service, but we wish to reserve to ourselves the option of declining to do so,
should it at any time prove to be inconvenient.

We expect that as at present the accounts of the Public Departments will be kept
with, and equally divided between our respective Banks. The amount of the tem-
porary advances which our respective establishments are willing to make, will be the
same as existed under the old arrangement, and should any further advances be re-
quired, they would be the subject of a special negotiation also.

Exchange when required by the Government, to be supplied in Montreal, at the
current Bank rate there.

Any of the parties to this arrangement to have the power of withdrawing from it
on giving six months notice.

We have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servants,
For the Bank of Montreal,

(Signed,) A. SIMPSON,
Cashier.

For the Bank of British North America,
(Signed,) TEHOS. PATON,

Inspector.ý
Ta Hon. Tut IxspsPcoR GENERAL.

RECEIVR- GENERALS OrIcE,
ToRoNTo, 218t December 1849..

SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the joint communication of yourself and
Mr. Simpson, of date 7th instant, and should have replied to same at an earlier period,
but at the suggestion of the Inspector General, waited your reply to a circular addressed
by him to the principal Banking Institutions, on the subject of the Provincial Ac count,
deemed expeient lu consequence of the removal of the Seat of Government to this
City. Learning, however, that you desire in the first instance a reply to thejpint'
communication referred to, I hasten to meet your wishes.

It would appear to me that you have not exactly inderstood me relative to trans-
ferring the balance ofthe account to Toronto. In making that request, I merely refer-
red to transferring the balance so far as the books and accounts were concerned, being
a mere matter of figures. I did not expect that specie for the balance should be
transmitted to Toronto, or for such sums as might hereafter be deposited in Montreal.
I deemed it-would be mûre convenient that the matter of account should be kept at the
Branch of your Institution here, but should aniy real objections to'that coùrse-present
themselvesto you,;itisnotia matter -of sufficient importance to insist upo, i.longàsi

le i
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the cheques of this Department are honored when presented, without charge at any of
your respective Agencies as heretofore, and the continuance of which is still expected.

As to the subdivision of the account in the manner referred to by you-that is
keeping the Revenues arising from Lower Canada in Montreal, and chequeing aganst
same for the Lower Canada expenditure and the sanie course for Upper Canada; it is
a course which would involve much detail, and such as I could not recommend.

Your remark is correct relative to the purchasing of Exchange in Montreal for
interest on the Publie Debt (should it be necessary to do so, which is far from certain
however,) and whichever Banking Institution has the account should make their cal-
culations as to retaining sufficiency of the Provincial Funds in Montreal for that con-
tingency.

The Provincial account for some time back has been of that desirable character as
to render it an object for any Bank to possess it, and the prospect is·of its becoming
even more so, and Government therefore feels that any Institution tendering for the
account should be liberal in its propositions in every respect.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
(Signed,) E. P. TACHI, R. G.

D. Davidson, Esq., Manager, &c., &c., Montreal.

A similar letter addressed to Mr. Simpson, Cashier of Bank of Montreal of same
date.

BANK 0F MoNTREAL,
MONTREAL, 27th December, 1849.

Sm,-I have the honor to .acknowledge receipt of your letter bearing date 21st
instant,.which reached me in due course, together with a copy of the same to the Ad-
dress of Mr. Davidson, of the Bank of British North America, which in his absence I
handed to Mr. Paton, the Inspector of that Institution.

The latter gentleman and the writer have had your communication, as well as that
of the Hon. Inspector General on the same subject, under consideration, and we
have agreed as to the terms on which our respective Banks are willing to continue the
accounts of the Provincial Government, and which we have embodied in our joint letter
of this date addressed to that Hon. Gentleman; a copy of which I beg respectfully
to transmit for your information, and which be pleased to regard as a reply to your
letter herein acknoVledged, I have the honor to be,

Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) A. SIMPSON,
Cashier.

The Hon. E. P. Taché,
Receiver General, &c., &c.

Tonomro, 8th Ltanuary, 1850.

Sm-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th ult.,
on the 8ubject of the Governument Deposit Account, and the several matters therein
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mentioned have been maturely considered, I am authorized to state in reply as follows:
That this Bank is willing to receive withont charge the Public Deposits, at aUl its
Agencies .throughout Canada, and to place them to the credit of Government in this
City.

That it will pay the Government cheques, at the several Agencies in the same
manner as has heretofore been done.

That when Exchange on London shall be required, it will be willing to furisl the
sane at the lowest Bank rates charged at any of its Offices.

And that should it be required, the Bank will engage to afford the Government an
accommodation not exceeding at any time the sum of fifty thousand pounds currency,
at the usual rate of interest of six per cent per annum.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your very obedient servant,
(Signed,) TIIOS. G. ftIDOUT,

Cashier.
The Hon. F. Hincks,

Inspector General, Toronto.

QUBEC, 19th Apn7, 1852.

SI,-We would respectfully bring under the notice of yourself and the other
Members of Her Majesty's Executive Council, the system at present adopted I collect-
ing the Revenue of this Port.

The duties are paid, in almost every case, by cheques on the different Banks of
this City, and these cheques are deposited by the Collector of Customs, in the Quebec
Branch of the Bank of Upper Canada, in consequence of which large balances are
obtained by that Institution against the other Banks, they requiring to meet these
heavy demands with specie.

This operates severely against the Banks and Mercantile community, at a period of
the year 'when increased accommodation becomes necessary and desirable.

To obviate the inconvenience and relieve the -Banks and Mercantile community
from the severe and injurious pressure caused by the system which now obtains, we
would most respectfully suggest, that the Collector of Customs be instructed to deposit
in the Banks the cheques which may be drawn on each respectively. Such deposits-
to be transferred to credit of the Receiver General, and drawn out when required for
the Public Service.

We have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servants,
(Signed,) NOAH FREER,

Cashier Quebec Bank.
(Signed,) ROBT. CASSELS,

Manager B. B. N. A.
(Signed,) WM. GUNN,

Manager B. of M.
The Hon. Receiver General.

RECEMI GENRiRS OnIcE,
QumEC, 21st April, 1852.

GEmLEN,-I have the honor to acknowledge your joint communication of 19th
instant, complaining of the manner of collecting the Revenue at this Portby. causing
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the same to be deposited in the Branch of the Bank of Upper Canada here, to the pre-
judice as you state of the other Banking Institutions.

Having communicated with some of my colleagues on the subject, I am authorised
in reply to state, that during the absence of the Inspector General, the government has
no intention to change the arrangements made in Toronto, in 1850, regarding the
Deposit of the Provincial Revenue ; but on the return of 1r. Hincks from Europe, your
letter will again be brought under the consideration of the Government.

In the mean time, if I am well informed, I may be allowed to remark, that up to
this period the Bank of Upper Canada has very far from invariably exacted specie in
payment ofthe balances due by the other Banks ; but on the contrary, has often taken
exchange, and has almost invariably left it to the option of the Banks to pay either in
specie or exchange on the usual terms.

Having every reason to believe that the Bank of Upper Canada is not less disposed
to act in the same liberal manner this season towards the other Banking Institutions
as heretofore has been the case, I very much doubt if the inconveniences you anticipate
will be the result under present arrangements, or that they will be so serious as you
appear to apprehiend. I have the honor to be,

Gentlemen,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. P. TACHÉ.
R. G.

Messrs. Noah Freer, Cashier Quebec Bank.
Robert Cassels, Manager Bank B. N. A.
Wm. Gunn, Manager Bank of Montreal.

QUEBEC, 22nd April, 1852.

Sm,-We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 21st inst.,
and recret to be informed that during the absence of the Inspector General, Her Ma-
jesty'sExecutive Council are not prepared to consider the subject of our communi-
cation of the 19th instant.

We would beg respectfully to state, that you have been misinformedregarding the
arrangement existing between the Banks for the settlement of balances.

There is no option left of paying cither in specie or exchange, but it is expressly
understood that the balance due must be paid in specie.

We are at a loss to understand what is meant by paying in exchange " on the
usual terms," where no such arrangement exists.

When these facts are brought under the notice of Her Majesty's Executive Council,
we earnestly trust, that they will accede to the proposal suggested in our former com-
munication, for relieving the Banks from the inconvenience complained of, and the
Mercantile communitv from the pressure which must inevitably be felt.

We have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servants,

(Signed,) NOAH FREER,
Cashier Quebec Bank.

ROBERT CASSELS,
Manager B. B. N. A.

W. GUNN,
The Hon. Receiver General. Manager B. of M.
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RECEIVER GENEn.u's 0OmcE,
QUEBEC, 24th Ap, 1852.

GEMN-EMEN,-I have the honor to acknowledge your communication, 22nd instant,
in which you are pleased to state that I have been "misinformed regarding the agree-
"ment existing between the Banks for the settlement of balances."

On reference to my letter of the 21st instant, I cannot see that I have mentioned
any such thing as an agreement, or even referred to one. I have merely cited what
I had been informed was the practice of the Bank of Upper Canadain such matters, and
what I had every reason to believe would be its practice in future, and my informant
being a person of the highest respectability, whose veracity I could not for a moment
doubt more than yours, I cannot see that a further discussion of the subject would
remove the difficulty between you and my informant, or that it would result in any
practical advantage. The Government, in common justice to the Bank of Upper Canada,
as well as to Mr. Hmcks, having determined not to reconsider the subject of your cor-
respondence previous to the return of the Inspector General.

Touching your remark that " there is no option left of paying i specie or exchange,.
"but it is expressly understood that the balances due must be paid in specie," I would
merely refer to what I have already stated in my letter of the 21st instant, as being the
practice of the Bank of Upper Canada, and I have still ne reason to believe that any
different course will be adopted by that Institution.

In answer to your concluding remark, "we are at a loss to understand what is.
" meant by paying in exchange on the usual ternis, when no such agreement exists," I
have good reason to believe that the Banks in Montreal understand the "usual terms," to,
be a rate under that at which the Banks are drawing to the publie, varying fromj to ý per
cent., and I am informed that such has been practised in settling balances with the Bank.
of Upper Canada here.

I have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,
(Signed,) E. P. TACHÉ,

R.G.
To Messrs.

Noah Freer, Cashier, Quebec Bank,
Robert Cassels, Manager Bank B. N. A.
Wm. Gunn, Manager Bank Montreal, Quebec.

QUEEC, 26th April, 1852.

Sm,-We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 24th inst.,.
in which you say " On reference to my letter of 21st inst., I cannot see. that I have
" mentioned any such thing as an agreement or even referred to one." In that letter
you stated, " If I am well informed, we (the Bank of Upper Canada) have almost in-
"variably left it to the option of the Banks to pay either h specie or exchange on the,
"usual terns."

This we informed you was incorrect, and we again beg leave to state, that not-
withstanding you have been otherwise informed by " a person of the highest respecta-
"bility, whose veracity you could not for a moment doubt that such was the practice
"of the Bank of Upper Canada," that that Institution has not a different mode of set-
tling balances from te Banks which we have the honor to represent.

We have no desire to discuss with your informant business, which we conceive
should be left entirely to yourself and the other Members of Her Majesty's Executive
Council.
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We are not aware what arrangements exists between the Banks in Montreal re-
lative to the seulement of balances by Bill of Exchange, but any such agreement in no
way influences or effects the Institutions of this City.

In conclusion we beg respectfully to remind you, that whether the balances due
for payment of duties, be paid lu specie or Bils of Exchange, the mode at present
adopted is both inconvenient and unsatisfactory to the Banks, and reacts to the dis-
acdvantage of the Mercantile community.

We have the honor to be ~
Sir,

Your most obedient servants,

(Signed,) NOAH FREER,
Cashier, Quebec Bank.

ROBERT CASSELS,
B. B. N. A. Manager,

WM. GUNN,

Theflon. Receiver General. Manager, B. of M.

RE CEIVER GENERAI'S OMCE,
QUEBEC, 27th Apri, 1852.

GENmnw3,-I have the honor to acknowledge your communication of yester-
«day's date, and as it does not appear to me to offer any new motive to continue our
.corresendence, I am necessitated to refer you to my previous letters on the subject.

the other Bankin Institutions have suffered or are likely to suiffer in conse-
iquence of the Provincial evenue being deposited in the Bank of e r Canada, the
•overnent.is in no way responsible, having been forced to the adoption of the exist-
dng arrangement for causes well known, and which have been on more than one occa-
-sion explained in Parliament.

I have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,
(Signed,) E. P. TACH2,

R. G.
'To Messrs.

Noah Freer, Cashier, Quebec Bank
. . Robert Cassels, Manager Bank B. N. A.

Wm. Gunn, Manager Bank of Montreal,
Quebec.
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RETURN
To AN DDRSS of the Legislative Assembly, to His Excellency the Governor

General, dated the Sth instant, praying that His Excellency wôuld: be
pleased to cause to be laid before the House " Copies of all Oorrespon-
"dence which may have passed between the Roman Catholie Bishop of
"Toronto, and the Superintendent of Education for Upper Canada, on
"the subject of Separate Common Schools."

By command,

A. N. MORIN,
Secretary.

Provincial Secretary's Office,
Quebec, 17th Sept., 1852.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR UPPER CANADA,
EDCATIoN OFFICE,

TORoNTo, 13th September, 1852.

Sir,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th
instant, requesting me, by direction of the Governor General, to furnish you at my
earliest convenience for the information of the Legislature, with a copy of all the
Correspondence which has passed between is Lordship the Roman Catholic Bishop
of Toronto, and myself, on the subject of Separate Common Schools.

On seeing the telegraphie report of the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly
applying for Copies of that Correspondence, I took the requisite steps to get them pre-
pared. I have the honor herevithf to transmit them with an appendix, containing
copies of documents and proceedings referred to in that Correspondence, without which
some parts of the Correspondence itself cannot be fully understood, and as I suppose
the object of the Legislative Assembly is to ascertain the nature and position of the
Separate Common School Question in 'Upper Canada.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

E. RYERSON.
E. A. Meredith, Esquire,

Assistant Secretary,
Quebec.
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SCHEDULE

Of Correspondence between the Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto, and the Chief
Superintendent of Schools for Upper Canada, on the subject of Separate Common
Schools in Upper Canada.

I. Letter froin the Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto, to the Chief Superintendent
of Schools for Upper Canada, dated Irishtown (near Chatham C. W.) 20th February,
1852, soliciting attention to the case of the Roman Catholic Separate School in
Chatham.

II. Letter from the Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto, to te Chief Superintendent
of Schools, dated London, C. W., 7th March, 1852, containing additional remarks on
the case of the R. C. Separate School at Chatham.

IIL Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the R. C. Bishop of
Toronto, dated 13th March, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

IV. Letter from the R. C., Bishop of Toronto, to the Chief Superintendent of
Schools, dated Oakville, 24th March, 1852, expressing his views upon the operations
of the system of Public Elementary Instruction in Upper Canada.

V. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the R. C. Bishop of
Toronto, dated the 24th April, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

'VI. Letter from the R. C. Bishop of Toronto, to the Chief Superintendent of
Schools, dated Toronto, lst May, 1852, stating more fully, in French, the views
expressed in his former letters, in English.

VII. Translation of the foregoing Letter.

VIII. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the R. C. Bishop of
Toronto, dated the 12th May, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

IX. Note from the R. C. Bishop of Toronto, to the Chief Superintendent of.
Shcools, dated 22nd May, 1852, acknowledging the receipt of the foregoing letter as the
conclusion ofthe correspondence with the head of the Educational Department.

X. Letter from the R. C. Bishop of Toronto, to the Chairman of the Council.of .
Public Instruction for Upper Canada, dated 26th May, 1852, on the subject of the2
Correspondence with the Chief Superintendent of Schools.

XI. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the R. C. Bishop o
Toronto, dated the 31st May, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

r ~-
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APPEIJX,
Containing Documents referred to in the following Correspondence.

No. 1. Letter from the very Reverend R. J. Tellier, S. J. Toronto, to the Ohairm
of the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada, dated 21st, of February, 1852,
enclosing a.letter from a Trustee of R. C. Separate School at Chatham.

No. 2. Enclosed intheforegoing a Letter from Mr. J. B. Williams, Chatham, C W
to the Chairman of the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada, dated'the 15thc.
ofJanuary, 1852, complaining of the conduct of theBoard of SchoolTrustees of theTown
towards the R. C. School and seeking relief.

No. 3. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to Mr. J. B. W ýmmm
dated the 23rd February, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

No. 4. Letter from the Secretary of the Province, to the Chief Superintendit
of Schools, datcd the 6th April, 1852, transmitting the extract of a letter from Mr J
B. Williams, Chatham, on the subject of the R. C. Separate School in that place an
requcsting information for lis Excellency's guidance.

No. 5. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools to the Secretary- óf the-
Province, dated the 17th April, 1852, in -reply to the foregoing.

No. 6. Letter from John 0. Hare, Esquire, Belleville, to the Chief Superintendentz
of SQhools, dated the 30th December, 1851, soliciting information on certain poüits.
subitted.

No. 7. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to Mr. Hare, dated the
of January, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

,No. 8. Letter from the Secretary of the Board of School Trustees, Belleville, to the-,
Chief Superinte'dent of Schools, dated the 6th February, 1852, submitting a letter fró
J. O. Hare, Esquire, and requesting an opinion thereon.

No. 9. Enelosed in the foregoing. etter from John 0. Hare, Esquire, Belleville
to the Board of School Trustees, Belleville, dated the 21st January, 1852, submittig
the case of the R. C. Separate School, and enquiring what aid wouid be affordd it out
of the School Fund.

No. 10. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the Secretary of the
Board of Sehool Trustees Belleville, dated the 7th February, 1852, in reply toi.
letter (No. 8.)

No. 11. Letter from John 0. Hare, Esquire, Belleville, to the Chief Superintendent
of Schools, dated the 12th February, 1852, submitting further information ln règard
to the preceding case.

No. 12. Letter from elie Chief Superintendent of Schools, to Mr. Hare, dated th&
18th of February, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

No. 18. Letter from the Secretary of the Board of School Trustees, Belleville to
ted Chief Superinteadent of Schools, dated the 12th February, 1852, submitting-
new question for consideration.

No. 14. Letter fromu the Chief. Superintendent of Schools, to the Secretary of the
Board of School Trustees, Belleville, dated 18th February, 1852, in reply to tlie
foregolg.

No. 15. Letter froin the R. C. Bishop of Toronto, to Mr. Maurice Carroll, of Géo ë
toTn, Esquesing, dated tlc 3rd April, 1852, on the subject of a dispute with the Tiüistees
Of Sehool Section No. 10, Esquesig.

No. 16. Letter from certain Roman Catholic inhabitants of Georgetown, EsquesmgJ
to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, dated 5th April, 1852, objecting to the praçtèZ 
of performing Protestant religious service in the School by the Teacher.$

No. 17. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to thé Roman tle
inhabitants of Georgetown, dated the 8th April, 1852, in reply to the foregomg

C
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No. 18. Letter from the Trustees of School Section No. 10, Esquesing, (George-
town,) dated 10th April, 1852, explanatory of their conduct to thc parties in the pre-
ceding complaint.

No. 19. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the Trustees of School
Section No. 10, Esquesing, (Georgetown,) dated the 22nd April, 1852, in reply to the
foregoing.

No. 20. Letter from certain Roman Catholie inhabitants of Georgetown, Esquesing,
to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, dated the 12th April, 1852. Additional to their
former letter, (No. 15.)

No. 21. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to Mr. Maurice Carroll,
School Section No. 10, Esquesing, dated the 24th April, 1852, in reply to the fore-
going.

No. 22. Letter from the Reverend Rupert Ebner, Wilmot, to the Chief Superin-
tendent of Schools, dated the 26th February, 1852, complaining that the R. C. Separate
Schools in Wellesley had not received such aid as he thinks they were entitled to.

No. 23. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the Reverend Rupert
Ebner, dated 3rd March, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

No. 24. Letter from the Local Superintendent of Wilot and the German Schools
in Wellesley, to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, dated the 9th March, 1852, sub-
mitting the case of the R. C. Separate Schools in Wellesley, and soliciting advice.

N'o. 25. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the Local Superin-
tendent of Weflesley, dated the 20th March, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

No. 26. Letter from the Reverend Rupert Ebner, Wilmot, to the Chief Superin-
tendent of Schools, dated the 27th April, 1852, in reference to the matter contained in
his~former letter.

No. 27. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Sehools, to the Reverend Rupert
Ebner, dated the 31st May, 1852, in reply to the foregoing.

No. 28. Letter fron the Chairnan of the Board ofSchool Trustees, City of Toronto,
to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, dated the 2nd June, 1852, requesting him to
obtain the opinion of the Law Officer of the Crown as to the construction of the teri
' School Fund" in the Act 13th and 14th Victoria, Chapter 48, Section 40, in con-
nection with Section 19.

No. 29. Enclosed in the foregoin Letter froni T. J. O'Neill, Esquire, to the
Board of School Trustces, dated the 2Oth April, 1852, submitting the claims of the
Roman Catholic Separate Schools, Toronto.

No. 30. Also enclosed.-Report of the Frec School Cominittec of the Board of
School Trustees, Toronto, upon the foregoing application, dated the 19th May, 1852.

No. 31. Letter fron the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the Chairman of the
Board of School Trustees, Toronto, dated 7th of July, 1852,. in reply to his lette
No. 27.)

No. 32. Table shewing the number of Protestant and R. Catholic Separate Schools
in operation in Upper Canada, during the years 1850 and 1851-also during 1847,,,
1848 and 1849.

No. 33. Provisions of the law (13 and 14 Victoria, Chapter 48) relating to Separate
Schools in Upper Canada.-Sections 14 and 19.

No. 34. Declaratory Act (14 and 15 Victoria, Chapter 111,) relating to Separate
Schools in Upper Canada.

No. 35. Constitution and Government of Schools in regard to religious and moral
instruction.-(From tie Regulations, &c., adopted by tie Council of Public Instruction,
on the 5th day of August, 1850.)

No. 36. Fortieth Section of tie School Act (13 and 14 Victoria, Chapter 48)
deflning the Common School Fund of cach County, Township, City, Town, and Village
in Upper Canada.-Frequently referred to in the following Correspondence and
Appendix.



I. Letter from the Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto to the Chief Supernteiident-
of Schools for iUpper Canada; soliciting attention to the case of the Roman Catholic
Separate School in Chatham.

†IRISHTOWN, 20th February, 1852.
(near Chatham).

REVEREND A.ND DEAR DR.-I beg to recommend to your equity, and to the' good
spirit of our Council of Public Instruction, the petition of the R. Catholics of Chatham.*

My visitation through my Diocese convinces me more and more that this spirit,,
so solemnly professed at the laying of the corner stone of the Normal School by different
interested parties, and particularly by our most excellent Governor General, is far:from
being prevalent in certain localities.

For God sake, and for the prosperity of the country, let us combine all our exer-
tions, that religious liberty of conscience, may bc more real than nominal ; there is no
other element of peace in this part of the world, composed of so many different per
suasions.

As for me, I will do any thing and make any sacrifice for the success of a'principle
the privation of which is nothing short of a more or less disguised persecution.

I remain. with the best feelings of respect.
Revd. and dear

Your mo

(Signed,)
Rev. Dr. E. Ryerson,

Chief Superintendent of Schools,
Toronto.

sir,
st devoted servant,

† ARMDUS FR. MY, Bp. of Toronto.

II. Letter from R. C. Bishop of Toronto, to the Chief Superintendent of Schools,
containing additional remarks on the case of the R. C. Separate School at Chatham,

† LONDON, 7t Mifarchl, 1852;
REVD. AD DEAR DOCTOR,-I hear from Chatham, subsequently to my appealo

vour equity and to your answer, that there the negroes arc incomparably better trea é
than the Catholics ; that the latter have received for their Separate School, attended on
an average by 46 pupils, only £4 10s., Government money, anc are offered so little ont f
about £300 taxes raised for the payment of teachers, to which the Catholics have mùiïàh.
contributed as well as to the high sum levied for the building of a new School-hånoù
that in another. mixed School the anti-Catholic history of England by Goldsmithis
perused as a text book.

Again, RLev. dear Doctor, where is the equity of such a management ? ,Èh1ere
that liberal spirit professed in pamphlets, public speeches, reports, &c? And am I Rt
right to cal[ our most deplorable system of education a regular disguised pise-
cution ? And still I have at hand facts of a worse character.

I remain, Rev. and Dear Doctor,
Respectfully and friendly yours,

(Signed,) t ARMDUS FR. MY, Bp. of Toronto
Rev. Dr. E. Rverson,

Chief Superintendent of Schools,
Toronto.

* See Appendix to this Correspondence, Numbers 1-5.
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II. Letter fcoin the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the R. C. Bishop of
Toronto, in reply to the foregoing.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FoR UPPER CANADA,

EDUCATioN OFEIcE,

TonlosTo, 18th Marcih, 1852.

My Lonr,-I bave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of the 20th
ultimo, and of the 7ih instant, respccting a difierence betwen the Trustees of a Separate
School, and the Board of Trustecs of the Public Schools in the Towni of Chatham*.
On the i1st ultimo Ireceived, through the Honorable S. B. Harrison, a communication
from the Trustecs in the Town of Chatham on the same subject.t

In respect to the complaint that Goldsiith's England is read as a text book in one
of the mixed Schools of Chatham, " therc can be no reasonable ground for it, since the
14th Section of the School Act expressly provides that "no pupil in any Common
School shall be required to read or to study in or froin any religions book or join in
any exorcise of devotion or religion which shal be objected to by his gr by her parents
or guardians." ‡ Therefore everv Catholic nd Protestant child is effectually protected
against the use of any book or joining in any exercise to which his or ber parents or
guardians religiously object; and I presune the parties who male the complaint which
yon state, wili not complain as a grievance that they cannot dictate as to what text
books shahl be used in a mixcd School by the childrern of other parents, as long as their
own children arc under their own protection in this.respect.

Thougi I had not heard before of the objections whieh you mention to Gcldsmrith's
very defective compendium of the History of England, the book is not sanctioned by
the Council of Public Instruction, nor has any elcmentary history been recommended
to be taught in the Comnion Schools beyond what is firnishcd in the admirable series
of textbooks prepared anid published by the National oard of Education for Ireland,
and which are as acceptable to Roman Catholics as thcy are to Protestants.

I have observed with regret that demands for excmptions and advantages have
recently been made on the part of sonie advocates of Separate Schools which had not
been previously heard of during the whol ten years of the existence and operations of
the provisions of the law for Separate well as Mixed Schools. I cannot but regard
such occurrences as oninous of cvil. It is possible that the Legislatur nay accede to
the demands of individualis praying, on grounds of conscience, for u rstrictecd liberty
of teaching ; exempting thcm fron al Sehool taxes, with a corresponding exclusion of
their children from all public Schools, leaving theni perfectly fice to establish their own
Schools at their own expense; but I arn persuaded the people of Upper Canada will
never suffer themselves to be taxed, cr the machinery of their Government to be cm-

ployed for the building and support of denominational school bouses any more than for
denominational places of wership and clergy.

Public Sehool houses arc equally le procerty of aLil classes of the School Munici-
pality in which they are crected; and there is the best assurance that Schools vill be
perpetuated in them according to law. But there is no guarantee that a Separate School
will be continued six months, as it ceases to exiet legally, (at least so far as it relatcs to
any claim upon the Public Sci3Ol Fund,) the moment the Public Sehool Trustees enploy
in the same School Division a teacher of le sane religious faith ilth that of the supporters
of the Separate School, should the advocates cf a Separate School e able o claim exemp-
tionfrom the payment ofaproperLy-rate for the eetion of a Public School house, lhy or

* Sec Appendix to this correspcndence. Nunber.s. 1-5.
+ Sec Appendix to his Correspondence Number. 2.
‡ Sec Appendix to his Correspondcence. No. n>2.
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any one of them, at his pleasure, might, on the completion of such house, legally claim
admission to it for his or their children upon the very same condition as the children of
those who had been taxed to build the house. A man may send his children to a Separate
School to-day; but he has the legal right to send themto the Public School to-morrow,if he-
plcases, and, as a general rule, (judging fi-om the nature of the case, and fi-om the
perience of several years,) he wilil do so, as soon as he finds that his children can beas
safely and more cheaply educated in the Public School than in the Separate one.
I make these reiarks la reference to an objection which has bcen made by some of the
supporters of a Separate School iii Chatha, and in one or two other places against
bcing taxed for the crection of Public School houses.

Iherewith enclose Vou a coIy of iy reply to the Trustees of the Separate School
in Chatham * and which I had also made Lo a sinilar communication froi Belleville.

I have the honor to be,
My Lord,

Your obedient humble servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.

Rt. Rev. Doctor de Carbonnel,
1. 'C. Bishop of Toronto.

IV. Letter fron the Roman Catholie Bishop of Toronto, to the Chief Superinter -
dent of Schoois, expressinog his extrcme dissatisfaction with the operations of the sys-
ten of Public Elementary LstLruction in Upper Canada.

† OriviLt, 241/t March, 1852.

REV. DOCTO,-In your ancswer to my letters you do not say a single word about
my two first complaints, viz:-tbe colored people better treated in Chatham than
Catholics, and the ridiculous offer of £4 10s., out of about £300 taxes rasecd for the
Cholic l Separate School of 4 children in tbis sanie town.†-

With regard to my third conplaint, you grant on one hand that Goldsmith's His-
tory is very dfcctie, therefore it does not do honor to the teachers who nake use of
it, and of other books of the sanme defctiveness to my knowledge, nor to the visitors who
tolerate such books in Public Schools, nor to the School system under which such very
dfectire books may be usecd, not only against your sanction, but even legally.

For yousay on another hand, that there can be no reasonable complaint for reading
that cery djecice book in nixed Schools, siace the 14th Section of the School Act-pro-
vides, That no pupil shall be required (Catholies are forced to do so in certain Schools)
to read in any religious book objected to by his parents, and thereby protects ail reli-
gions persuasions, thereforc a Quaker book abusing Baptism, a Baptist book, abusing
infant Baptism, a Methodist book abusing the 1igh Church, a Presbyterian book abusino.
Episcopacy, a Unitarian book abusing the Trinity of persons in God, a Socinian book
abusing all Mysteries, &c. ; all those books may be rcacl in the same class room of your
mixed Schools as well as the anti-Catliic Goldsmith's History, aud that legally and of
course without any reasonable complaint, because no pupil is forced to read the book
objected to by bis parent, and thereby cildren cf all rligious persuasions are equal

O beautiful proteetion ! beautiful harmony! O admirable means of teaching God
and bis ordinances ! admirable wav cf making children improve in religion, faith, piety,
unity, charity, and in reading int) the bargaîin!

See Appendix to this Correspondeuce, Nos. S aund .
† Letter IL
‡ Appendix No 83 a.
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And you are astonished, Rev. Doctor, at our demand, of having nothing to do 'with
such a chimera, such a mixture, such. a regular school of pyrrhonism, of indifferentism,
ofinfidelity, and consequently of all vices and crimes!

Please tell me would you send your children to a School where your paternal
authority and family prescriptions would be interpreted in ten different ways, because
none of your children would bc forced to read those mongrel interpretations, and there-
by they would be protecIed in their filial respect and feelings towards you ? Would the
Government of Canada countenance Schools in which pupils could read books support;
ing annexationism or any other rebellionism, because no child would be forced to read
the isrn objected to by his parents, and thereby ail children would be protected in their
loyalty to the country and Her Majcsty ?

No, most certainly no, and religion alone, the basis of true individual, domestic,
and social happiness, will be a mockery in our public Schools; or, at least, a quite
indifferent object ! and you call our denand a scruple, an omen of evil ! say as well that
good is evii, and evil good!

Let your mixed Schools be without immediate danger on the treble part of teach-
ers, books and fellow pupils for the respective faith ofall the children-which is seldom
the case in this sectarian country, and I will tolerate, even reconmend them, as I do
sometimes, through want.of a better systcm, but ailways on the condition that children
are religiously instructed at home or at Church, because secular instruction without
religions education is rather a scourge tian a boon for a country. Witnesses, the
United States, Scotiand, Sweden, Prussia, &c., wlire, according to statistics, infidelity
and immorality are increasing in proportion to godless education.

But as long as most of our inixed Schools shall be what they are, as distinct from
the Common Selhools of Ireland, justly praised in your answer, as night is from the day;
as long as most of your mixed Sehools shal be a danger for the faith and morals of our
children, they and we, their temporal and spiritual parents, will act according to the
doctrine of the God unknown to your Sehools, as he was in Athens : if thy hand, foot,
eye, is an occasion of sin to thce, ceut it off, pluck it ont, and cast it from thee-what
does it avail a man to gain the world if he lose his soul ? Seek first the Kingdom of
God and his Justice.

Now as to thc boasted systeni of School buildings giving more scecurity than our Se-
parate Schools, as if stones, or brickýs would be better than teachers and books, let the
Scotch Protestant Laing. in his recent "Notes of a Travelier," tell thepceole cf Upper
Canada, alludcd to in your answer, that" iii Catholic countries, even in Italy, the edu-
cation of the common people is at least as generally diusCed and as faithfully proioted
by the clerical body as in Scothind. Education is i reality not only not repressed, but
is encouraged bv the Popish ( ! ) Churcb and is a mighty instrument in its hand and ably
used." lence the celebratcd Protestant Statesman, Guizot, published lately that the
far best School of respect towards authority is the Catholic School. "In cvery street
in Roie," continues Laing, " there are, at short distonces, public primary Schools for
the education of the children of the lower and mniddle classes in the neighbourhood. Rome
with a population of 158,678 souls, has !72 primary Schools (and some more, according
to the official statenient) with 482 tcachers, and 14,000 children attending them. Has
Edinburgh so many Schools for the instruction of those classes ?

And you know, Rev. Doctor, that Scotland is one of the boasted lands of Common
Schools.

Therefore since your School systen is the ruin of religion, and a persecution for our
Church ; since we know, at least as well as any body else, how to encourage, diffuse;
promnote education, (Laing,) and better than vou, (Guizot,) how to teaclh respect
toward authority ; God andhis Church, parent and governnent, since we are under the
blessed principles of religious liberty and equal civil right, we must have, and we will
have the full management of our Sehools as well as Protestants in Lower Canada; or
the world of the 19th century will know that here, as elsewhere, Catholics against the



constitution of the Country, against its best and most sacred interests, are pece
by the most cruel and hypocritical persecution.

I have the honor to be, Revd. Doctor,
Your humble and obedient servant,

Rev. Dr. E. Ryerson, (Signed,) AMIDS. FR. MY., Ep. of Toronto.
Chief Superintendent of Schools, Toronto.

V. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools to the R. C. Bishop of Toronto
in reply to the foregoing.

DEPARTMENT 0F PUBLIC INSTRUCTIoN FOR UPPER CANADA.
EDucaTio. OFFICE,

ToRoxTo, 24Th pr1, 1852.

MT LoR,-The receipt of your letter of the 24th ultino, was promptly acknow
ledged by Mr. -Iodgins in my absence; and continued official engagements, sinèe my
retura, having prevented an carlier reply. I have now to observe, thatfnding
allusion to the colored people of the Town of Chatham not sustained bv a commumcation.
from themiselves, I did not decm it necessary to correct your mistak~e, or advert to the
circumstance in iny reply. laving received a compiaint from the colored people of
Chat'iam, respecting their affairs, I replied to them, and wrote to the Board of School
Trusiees in Chatham on the same subject. I did not, therefore, think it necessary to
allude further to the subject in my reply to your Lordship.

As to my alleged omission in regard to the coniplaint respecting the Roman Catho-
lie Scho3l in the Town of Chatham, I received a letter fron the Trustees of that School,
and enclosed to your Lordsliip a copy of my reply to their communieation*

Li regard to Goldsmith's Elementary History of Enr;land, your Lordship did not
intinate that the Roman Cati ic children were compelled to use it contrary to the
wishes of their parents or guardians, but simply represented that it was used in the
mixeci Schol; and it was to this point that my remarks on the subject in reply were
dirccted. 1 confined mysclf* to general remarks on the point for another reason,'-
nanielv : from the ftct that there being a Separate Roman Catholic School in Chatham
the coaductors of it coald have no parsonal interest or concern as to what text books
were usced in the mixed School, fromn all connexion with which they had formally
withdrawau.

As to the claims of the Trustees of the Separate School to share in the School
monevs of the Town of Chatham for 1851, thev could not be sanctioned by law, since
the School was not applicd for until March of that year, and the 19th Section of the
School Act does not permit the aliteration of any School Section, or the establishment
ofany Separate School before the 25th of Decenber in any one year.

Hlaving thus replied to the complaint preferred by your Lordship, I would ot
advert to other topiCs which your Lordship has introduced, were not my silenceliable
to misconstruction, and did I not feel it my duty to defeud, as well as to explain nd$
umpartially administer the Common School system which the Legislature has-establisk
ed in Upper Canada; a system which has been in operation for ten years, whiehlîas
cordially approved of and supported by the late lamented Romai Catholic 'Bishop.
Power, which was never objected to, as far as I know, by a single Roman Cthole in
Upper Canada, during the life of that excellent Prelate and Patriot, nor unitil aecenti
period. If your Lordship has thought proper, during the last twelve montls t-o
a different course, and to introduce from the continent of Europe a new class 0of-ides
and feelings among the Roman Catholics of Upper Canada, in regard to Sc d

* See Appendix Nos. 2 and 3.
u -v
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and our whole School system, I must still adhere to my frequent unquaifed expressions
of admiration at the opposite course pursued by your honoured and devoted predecessor, -

Bishop Power ; while I may note the fact that from only three neighbourhoods in
Upper Canada have demands been made by Roman Catholics in accordance with this
new movement, not sanctioned by law, that the only Roman Catholic Member of the
Legislative Assembly elected in Upper Canada las repeatedly declared himself opposed
to thevery principle of Separate Schools, and the only County Municipal Council .i
Upper Canada, in which a majority of the members are Roman Catholics, has adopted
resolutions against the Section of the Scliool Act which permits the establishment of
Separate Schools under any circumstances. The facts, that out of 3000 Common
Schools not so.many as .50 Separate Roman Catholic Schools have ever existcd or been
applied for in any one year in all Upper Canada, and that the number of such Separate
Schools had gradually diminished to less than thirty * until within the last tweive
months, and that during ten years but one single complaint (and that during the pre-
sent month) has been made to this Department of any interference with the religious
faith ofRoman Catholic Children,* and thatnot a Roman Catholic childin Upper Canada.
is known to have been proselyted to Protestantism by means of our Public Schools;
these facts clearly show the general disinclination of Roman Catholics in Upper
Canada to isolate themselves from their fellow citizeisin school matters, any. more than
in other common interests of the Country, and the mutually just, christian and gencrous
spirit in which the school as well as other common affhirs of the Country have been pro-
moted by Government, by MunicipalCouncils, and by the people at large in their various
School Sections. The exceptions to this prevading spirit of the people of Upper
Canada have been " few and far between " andin- such cases the provision of the School
law permitting the establisinient of Separate Schools in certain circmstances has been
inade use of, and just about as often by a Protestant, as by a Roman. Catholie minority
in a School Municipality. But the provision of the iaw for Separate Schools was never
asked or advocatcd untiL siuce 1850 as a theory, but merely as a protection in circum-
stances aising from the pecdiar social state of neighbourhuod or Municipalitics. I
always thought the introduction cf any provision for Seprate Shools in a popular
system of coaiuon education like tlalt Of Uppcr Canada, was to be regrettcd and in-
expedient ; but finding such a proIsion m existence, and that parties conecrued at-
tached great importance to it, f have advocated its continuance, leaving Separate
Schools to die out, not y force cf Lcgislative cuactment, but under the influence of
increasingly eniightened and enlarged views of christian relations, rights and duties be-
tween different classes of the community. I have, at alil tines, cndcavoured to secure
to parties desiring Separate Schools, al1 the facilities which the law provides-though I
believe the legal provision for Separate Schools has been, a:d is seriously injurious
rather than bcneficial to the Roman Catholic portion oi the cournunity, as I know very
many intelligent members of that Church beieve as well as myself. 1 have as heartily
sought to respect the feelings and promote the interests of my Roman Catholic llow-
citizens, as those ofany other portion of the commnnity; andIshallcontinue to do so, not-
withstanding the personally discourteous tone and character of your Lordship's coinu-
nication.

There arc, comparatih ely, few Sehool Divisions in Upper Canada beyond the
Citics and Towns (whcre the Trustees have generally cm ployed a fair proportion of
Roman Catholic tcaihers) in which it is possible for the Ionan Catholics to niaintain
an efficient Separate School; and if your Lordship persist in rcpreseiting. the Com- --

mon Schools maintained by the sveral religious classes of tie community, as franglit
with scepticism, infidelity and vice, the situaLion of Roman Catholies, sparey scatered
throughoùt more than 2500 of the 8000 Sehãol Scetions in Upper Camada, will be ren-
dered unpieasant to themselves and tley will be encourage o t neglect the education
of their children altogether. By th official Return for 1849, there were 335 Roman

* Sce Appendix ,No. 32.
*Sce Appendix Nos. 15, 21.
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Catholic School teachers employed in Upper Canada; in 1850 their nunber ývas
increased to 890; and I have as cordially endeavoured to get situations forgood Roman
Catholic teachers'as for good Protestant teachers. It is clear that- the greater part j
the 390 Roman Catholic teachers have been employed by Protestant Trustees and
Parents; but if the war of total separation i all School matters between the Protest-
ants and Roman Catholics of Upper Canada is commenced, as proclaimed by your
Lordship, many of these worthy teachers will be placed in painfuI circumstances, and
a separation will soon begin to take place between the two portions of the community
in other relations and employments.

Your Lordship says, " We must have, and we will have the full management
of our Schools, as well as the Protestants in Lower Canada, or the world of the 19th
century will know that here as elsewhere, Catholies against the constitution of the
Country, against its bestSand most sacred interests; are persecuted by the most cruel
and hypocritical persecution."* On this passage I remark, that I am not aware;of -

Lower Canada presenting a better standard than Upper Canada of either religious or
civil rightsin the management of Schools by any portions of the community. .A popu-
lar municipal system not yet being fully established in Lower Canada, the School sys-
tem there is necessarily more despotic than here, and the Executive Government does
many things there -which appertain to elective Municipalities to do here ; and
to accomplish what is indicated by your Lordship, would involve the sub-,
version of the Municipal system and liberties of the people of Upper Canada. From
the begrinnin, Upper and Lower Canada has each had its own School system. Of the
annualLegisiative School Grant of £50,000, Lower Canada received £29,000 peraie.
num until 1851 (when the Grant was equally divided,) and Up r Canada £21,00
which constituted the whole of the Legislative School Fund of pper Canada for the
establishment and support of the Normal as well as Common Schools. Upper Cauada
has not attempted to interfere with Lower Canada in regard to its School systemnori
has Lower Canada attempted to interfere with Upper Canada in regard to its Schot
system; nor do I think the collision in School matters invokedby your Lordship will be
responded to by either section of United Canada, at least, for the sake of the peace and
unity of Canada, I hope it may not.

Then as to the fact which your Lordship says, will be known to " the world ohlie
19th century," I may observe, that the managers of the 21 Roman Catholic, and 25
Protestant Separate Schools in Upper Canada,t are placed upon exactly the same
footing; that the managers of each class of these Schools have precisely the same con.
trol of them, that the Trustees of Common Schools have over their Schools; thateach
class of Separate Schools and the Common Schools is under the same regulations; that
these relations and regulations have existed for ten years with the approbation -of youe
lamented predecessor, (who was a British Colonist by birth and education, as wella
feeling,) and with the concu<rence of both Roman Catholies and Protestants; nor had
I ever heard before receiving your Lordship's letter, that the Government and Legi
latuàre had for so many years established and maintained, and that I .in connéxion
with the elective Municipalities of Upper Canada, had been administering and ete
ing a system of the most cruel and hypocritical persecution against any portin of
the community.

Nay, so perfect is the equality among teachers, as well as managers of ea
of Schools, that they are all examined and classed as to their intellectual attain
by the same Board of Examination, while the certificates of their respective Cler
the guiarantee for their religious knowledge and character. This is perfect e
the Teachers of Separate Roman Catholie, or Protestant, or Common Schools;
great principle is maintained, that no part of the School Fund raised by oi belo
to a Municipality shall be paid to any teacher whose qualifications are not att d
Examiners appointed by such Municipality.

- eelastparagrphofletter1.
† Appendix No. 32.
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It is truc, that no Roman Catholic or Protestant can be compelled to support a
Separate School, unless he applies for it or chooses to send his children to it; and it is
also truc, that every Protestant and Roman Catholic bas a right to send his children to
the public School, and also the right of equal protection to his own views in regard to the
religious instruction of his children. It is furthermore truc, that no part of the money
for Separatc Schools is paid into the hands, and placed at the discretion of either the
Roman Catholic or Protestant C]ergy, but is subject to the orders in each case of the
elected Trustees of Separate Schools in aid of the support of teachers employed by them,
but in each of these cases, I think the law secures individual protection and rights
rather than breathes the " most cruel and hypocritical persecution."

TherC is thus no difference whatever bctween Protestant or Roman Catholic Separ-
ate School's and muixed School, as to the examination of teachers, on the certificates of
their respectivc Clergy, no difference as to the times at which such Schools shall com-
mence, and the legal conditions and regulations to which they arc subject; no difference
as to the basis of apportioning the School Fund, to aid in the payment of the salaries of
the teachers of each class of Schools. There is therefore not the slightest ground for
alleging " most cruel and hypocritical persecution" in regard to the one, any more
than in respect to the other class of Schools ; and these arc the blessed principles of
religious liberty, and equal civil rigit, in regard to them all.

The demand which your Lordship advocates in behalf of the Trustees of the Roman
Catholic Separate Schools in the town of Chatham, (?) is two-fold? That whatever sum
or sums of money any Municipality may raise for School purposes shall be regarded as
the legal School Fund of such Municipality, and be equally divided according to attend-
ance between the Public and Separate School. 2. That the same principle shall be ap-
plied in the expenditure of whatever monevs may be raised for the building, repairs and
furnishing of School bouses; that is, thait the Municipalities shall be under the same
obligation to provide Separate School bouses as Public School bouses; that they shal
not be able to provide for the latter without providing for the former.

Now, in regard to this demand, I have three remarks to make: 1st. It is novel it bas
never been made in any communication to this Departnent, until since the commence-
ment of the current year; 2. It proposes a novel interpretation of the term "School
Fund," the 40th Section of the School Act defining it to consist in each Municipality
of the sum of money apportioned annually by the Chief Superintendent of Schools, and
at least an equal suni raised by local assessment.* The 27th Section of the Act pro-
vides that a County Council (and the provision is applied in another part of the Act to
Cities, Towns and incorporated Villages) can increase at its discretion the sum required
to be raised by local assessment, and may apply it to increase the local School Fund, or
in giving special aid to Schools recommended to its favorable consideration, as it may
judge expedient, I never heard it doubted beforc, much less complained of as a griev-
ance that eachI Municipality after having fulfilled the conditions of the Act could apply
at its own discretion, any additional sum or suins of money it might think proper to raise
for School purposes, I have in all past years thus explained this provision of the Act in
my correspondence with Municipal Councils; and in my letter addressed to the Pro-
vincial Secretary on the School Law generally, dated 12th May, 1849, are the following
words: " The School Act authorizes any Council to raise as large an amount as it pleases
for Common School purposes, I have never insisted as tie Common School Fund upon a
larger sum in cach District or Township, than that apportioned out of the Legislative
Grant. Any sun over and above tlat aràoulnt which a Council may think proper to raise,
may (as bas been done by some Councils,) be applied in such a manner to the relief of
any otherwise unprovided for poor School Sections within its jurisdiction, at the pleasure
of each Council". (Correspondence on the School Law of Upper Canada,printed by order of
the Legislative Assembly, 1850, p. 39.) What I have regarded and averred inpastyears
to be the plain meaning of the law, and an important rght of Municipalities, and that-
without any view to Separate Schools, I see no reason to unsay or attempt to undo now;

• See Appendix No, 36.
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Besides what the law declares to constitute the School Fund, and to whatever amount
a Municipality may increase it, no part of it as in Lower Canada, can be applied to the
erection, rents, or repairs of School houses; but both the 40th and 45th Sectionsof our7
School Act expressly require that such money " shall be expended for no other purpose
than that of paying lie salaries of qualhfed teachers ofaonmon Schools;" 3. I remark
thirdly, that as no apportionment from the Legislative School Grant, or School Fund,.
is made, and as no part of such Fund can be applied for the erection, rents, repairs, or
furnishing of School houses of any description, all sums expended for these purposes
in any Municipality must be raised by local voluntary assessment or subscription in such
Municipality. The principle of the School Law is, that each Municipallity has a right to
do what it pleases with its own, with what it does not receive fron the Legislature;
what it is not.required to raise as a condition of receiving Legislative aid, but what it
voluntarily provides within its own jurisdiction. But if according to Your Lordship's
advocacy, a Municipality must be compelled to tax themselves to provide Separate
School houses for religious persuasions, in addition to public School houses there may
be a high degree of "civil liberty" secured to certain religious persuasions, but a
melancholy slavery imposed upon the Municipalities. The liberty of teaching any more
than the liberty of preaching, by any religious persuasion has never been understood
in Upper Canada to mean the riglit of conpelling Municipalities to provide places of
teaching, any more than places for prcaching, for such religious persuasion, such liberty,.
or rather such despotie authority possessed by any religious persuasion, is the grave of
the public Municipal liberties of Upper Canada.

Your Lordship has furthermore been pleased to designate Upper Canada-the
country of my birt and warmest affections-" this sectarian Country;" a term which
not merely implies the existence of sectarianism (for that exists in Austria and Italy
as well as in Upper Canada,) but that such is the distinguishing character of the country
as we are accustomed to say an enlightened, a civilized or barbarous country, according
to the prevailing character of its institutions and inhabitants. I think your Lordship's
designation of U pper Canada is an unmerited imputation; I am persuaded that a large
majority of the people are as firm believers in the " Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,'
and in al that our Lord and his A postles taught as necessary to everlasting salvation, as
either your Lordship or myself. Ad standard English lexicographer has defined " sect"
as " a party in religion which holds tenets different froin those of the prevailing deno-
mination in aKingcdom or State;" and Becherelle in his noble ".Dictionnaire National,"
says, after Sinquet that "De toutes les sectes, il n'en est pas de plus furieuses, _de-
plus intolérantes, de plus injustes, que celles qui choississent pour cri de guère la reli-
gion et la liberté." But I sec no application of either of these characteristics of secta-
rians to the majority of the people whom your Lordship reproaches-a people, in reli-
gious -morals, in honesty, in industry, in enterprise, in the first and essential elements of
a nation's civilization, in advance of the mass of the people of those very states of Italy4.
to the Schools of whose capital you have drawn my attention.

Your Lordship has represented "God as unknown to our Schools as he was-in,
Athens," and by the passages of the scripture which you have quoted as well as by yourý
remarks upon our School regulations, you intimate that I place earth before heaven,
and the gain of the world before the gain of the soul. I remark, that I believe a ma-
jority of the members of the Council of Public Instruction, by whom the regulations;
were made for our Schools in regard to religious and moral instruction,. are as deeplyr
impressed with the worth of the soul and the value of heaven as your Lordship ; and so,
far from God being unknown to our Schools, the authorized version of His inspired
Word (the text book of the religious faith of a large majority of the people of er
Canada) is read in 2067 out-of 8000 of them; and if the regulations are criminallyl
defective in this respect, your Lordship as a member of the Council of PublicIn-u
struction, has had, and still has, ample opportunity to propose their correction and
amendment, thouoh I have perhaps learned, by personal observation, and enquiry
more of both Irish and Canadian Schools than your Lordship, and am notisensible of
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the vast inferierity of Canadian Schools of which you speak; yet if such be the fact in a
religions point of view, the fault must lie with the Clergy throughout the country, and not
in the regulations: since our regulations are borrowed from those wbich have operated
so benefically in Ircland ;* who is to provide for, and look after the religions instruc-
tion of the youth of the land, but the Clergy and the Churches ? Govemment was,
certainly, not establislied to be the censor and shepherd of religious persuasions and their
clergy, or to perform thcir duties. I lament that the clergy and religions persuasions of
Upper Canada have not been more attenie to the religious instruction of their youth-
the youth of the land;-but as to our yo>uth and fellow-countrymen in Upper Canada
not being taught to respectlaw and auth 'rity as in the Schools of Rome, I may observe,
that authority and law are maintained . ;ong us by the peopie themrisclves, without our
capital being occupicd by foreign ar; es to keep the citizens from expllinrg their
Sovercign from the Thronc.

Your Lordship draws a vivid pie --c of each of the ebildren in a School being
taugi; from a book abusing the religion -f the parents of the other children. I have
only to remark on this point that the eture exists in vour Lordship's imagination
alone, as there is no foundation for it fict or probability. Even should the teacher
hear the children separatcly, recite onc a week the catechisn of their religious persua-
sion, as lie would hear then recite a ï. et in history or rule in arithmetic (without any
regard to the mnrits of it) what your Lordship fancies could not occur even in this
strongcest case that can be put, as the e: rechism of no religious persuasion, as far as I
know consists in abusing other religi:.ats persuasions, but in a summary of christian
faith and duty professed by its adhcrenk. f know not of the occurrence of a case such.
as your Lordsh ip lias imagined. in ali Upper Canada during the last ten ycars; and
down to a reccnt period an incrcased friendly feeling and co-operation existed be-
tween Roman Catholics and Protestants-a feeling which I had hoped, and had reason
to believe, unLil within the last twelve months, would have been promoted by your
Lordship as it was by your honored predecessor. Your Lordslip says, indeed, that
"Catholics are forced in certain Schools to read from religious books to which their
parents object;" but why are not the names of the places and parties mentioned? for I
can promise your Lordship a prompt and effective remedy in every case whici shall be
made known to this Department. But it appears to me that if such cases exist, they
would be made known from the great importance and publicity which has been given
to the case of Mr. Maurice Carroll, and the School Trustees at Georgetown, in the
township of Esquesing †-the only case of the kind that was ever brought under the
notice of this Department ; and on the very day I received Mr. Carroll's letter of com-
plaint I answered it in strong terns of condemnation as to the proceedings of the
Trustees, and in maintenance of his supremacy and inviolable rights in regard to the
attendance or non-attendance of his children upon religious exercises in the school.*
A day or two afterwards I repeated the same decision and views to'tie teacher and
trustees concerned, and there the matter has ended,.;. and it would have been the oc-
casion of no bad feelings beyond the School Section itself had not the complaining
parties, according to the advice of your Lordship previously spread it in the newspapers
instead of first appealing to the tribunal authorised by law to decide on such matters-
recourse being open to tie Judges of the land and the Governor General in Council,
should I fail in impartiality and energy to remedy the wrong complained of ; and I
must appeal to your Lordship, and especially after your Lordship bas spoken so de-
cidedly of respect towards authority, law and government being taught in our Schools,"
whether it was promoting either of these objects for your Lordship to encourage Mr.
Maurice Carroll of Georgetown to go to the newspapers instead of the legal authorities
to remedy a legal wrong-to appeal to popular passion and religious animosities instead
of first appealing to government, and exhausting the resourses provided by law for

Sce Appendix No. 15.
See Appendix Numbers 16-17.
See Appendix Numbers 18-19.
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legal protection against illegal oppressiou? Should the examples and counsels which
vour Lordship has given to Mr. Maursce CarroIl be adopted by all parties thronghout
the land in regard to any alleged wrong that may be committed by one party against
another, what respect for law would there be ? What administration of law could their
be ? What must be the social state of the country other than that of unbridled pas;r
sion, lawlessness, and anarchy? On a matter of so much importance to the social ha
pines and best interests of all classes of people in Upper Canada, I confidenl
appeal from your Lordship under excitement to your Lordship when calm and thoughtful.

Your Lordship has caled my attention to the authority of Guizot as much better
tha.a mine in School matters. I readily acknowledge the authority of that great States-
man and Educationist.

I read his projects for School laws in France, and bis various circulars to local
SChool authorit les at the time lie was Frencli Minister of Public Instruction, before I
prepared my o wn projects and circulars ; and when I found under bis system, a Roman
Catholie Priest, a Protestant Minister, and a Jewish Rabbi, in connection with severâl

ymen, composing and acting harmoniously in each of the Educational Committees or
ouir County Boards, I did not imagine that a system, based on the same principle, could
be regarded as " most cruel and hypocritical persecution," by either Protestant or
Roman Catholic in Upper Canada.

Then Your Lordship cites me to the testimony of the " Scotch Presbyterian, Laing,"
in regard to the number of Schools in Rome, and their tendency to promote respect to
establisied authority. I have no wish to question the correctness of the conclusion which
Your Lordship would wish to establish by these references, much less to disparage the
Sehools alluded to, many of which I have personally visited, and found them admirably
conducted, and well adapted to the purposes for which they were established. Buef
must say, that I do not consider respect for existing authority to be the sole object of
education, or of the establishment and multiplication of Schools for the mass of the!
people. Of course, the more energetically such an object is promoted in both Austria
anld Italy, and in all despotic countries, the more effectually will Schools andEducation
be employed as an instrument of despotism. I think education and Schools fail to fulfil
a vital part of their mission if they do not develop all the intellectual powers of man,
teach him self-reliance as well as dependence on God, excite him to industry and enter-
prise, and instruct him in the rights as well as duties of man. That the numerous
Schools of Rome and Roman Italy fail in several of these particulars, notwithstanding
their efficiency in other respects, is manifest from the proverbial indolence, dishonesty,
poverty, and misery of the mass of the people, notwithstanding its genial clmate,- the
fertility of its soil, and the glory of its ancient historical recollections, while hyperborean
Scotland, with its mountain heaths and glens, stands by the united testimony of trave-
lers and historians, as far above modern Italy in all the elements of the intellectual and
moral giandeur of man, as it is below it in beauty of climate and richness of soil. And
this difference may be largely traced to the different systems of education ii the
Schools and Colleges- of the two countries. Your Lordship will recollect that' Laingr
wrote before 1848, and with a view to prompt his fellow-countrymen to stilligreater'
efforts in the cause of popular education.

Since Laing wrote, there has been a revolution at Rome, and the very City, the
streets of which were studded with Schools, expelled its Sovereign, and at tis day, is
onily kept in subjection to the existing authority by the bayonets of France, ad Austria;
while Edinburgh maintains an inviolable and spontaneous allegiance to·its Sovereign,'-i
deep in its religious convictions as it is fervent in its patriotie impulses. I.think it.right
to say this much' in reply to Your Lordship's references to Scotland, although I have-
no connection with that country by natural birth or confession of faith.

In regard'to the use of Goldsmith's abridgment of English History,* or of añy-
other book in our Schouls, I have no authority.,to eject;from,: or introd!ce into our.
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Sehools, Goldsmith's or any other book published in the British dominions, without the
previous sanction of the Council of Public Instruction, of which your Lordship is a
member. Though Goldsmith's Iistory is, in ny opinion, very defective in con.parison
to other later and better compiled books on the same subject; yet that history bas been
used as a text book in a large proportion of the best Schools in both England and
America during the last half century; por was I aw'are until I received your Lordship's
letters, that Goldsmith's was less a favorite with Roman Catholics than with Protestants.
Thus far the Council of Public Instruction has never, in any instance, exercised
the power of Frotibiting the use of any book in the Schools-contc-nting itself with
recommending and providing facilitics for hecaply procuring the best books for the Schools,
as the most likcly as well as nost quiet way of superseding the use of objectionable and
defective books. But it is competent for your Lordship, as a member of the Council
of Public Instruction, to bring under the notice of that body any book, the use of which
yon may think injurious or contrary to the objects of the Schools, and propose its ex-
clusion, or to introduce any general regulation or regulations which you may deei
necessary for improving the character and efficiency of -ur Schools.

I have thus not rendered myself liable to blame for having passed over in silence
any one of the many topics which your Lordship bas thought proper to introduce ; but
I have carefully noticed each of them, in a belief, that your Lordship entertains
defective and erroneous views of the School system and Municipal institutions of Upper
Canada ; with a desire of placing before you the whole question in its present and pro-
bable future bearings, before your Lordship shall enter upon the course indicated in
your letter; and from a sense of duty to successive Administrations and Parliament
that have established our Common School system, and to the Municipalities and people
atelarge, who have so nobly sustained it, as well as from a deep consciousness of per-
sonal responsibility in this matter for the future well being and destinies of my native
land.

I have tbe hoýnour to be,
My Lord,

iour obedient, humble servant,
The Right Reverend (Signed,) E. RYERSON.

Dr. DeCharbonnel,
R. C. Bishop of Toronto.

[ Thefollowing letter, and reply, should have preceded the last letter (No. V.) but
were accidentally omitted.]
Letter from the Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto to the Chief Superintendent of

Schools, on the subject of Roman Catholie Separate Schools in the City of Toronto.

HAMILTON CITY, 61h April, 1852.
REVEREND DOCTOR,-When on your return from Europe last year you heard of the

-proceedings of the Board of School Trustees of Toronto, towards our Catholic Schools,
you told me with an energetie expression which I will not transcribe, that had you been
In Toronto such things would not have taken place.

Now, Reverend Doctor, that you are in Toronto, be kind enough to provide, if
not for the past, at least for the present and the future, that our six or seven hnndred
pupils, as well instructed as, and better educated than, all the others, may receive from
4he cormmon funds for education, a share which will be a little equitable.

And this beginning of redress will make me, Reverend Doctor,
Your grateful servant,

(Signed,) † ARM'DUS FR. MY.
'The Rev. Dr. Ryerson, Bishop of Toronto..

Chief Superintendent of Schools,
Toronto.
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Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools in reply to the foregoing:

EDUCATION OFFICE,
TonONTO, lOthil pril, 1852.

My LoRD,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 6th
instant, and to state in reply, that the conversation to which you refer, related to the
establishment of separate schools in the City of Toronto, and not to any definite sum
to be given for their support,-:as the proportion of the school fund given in aid of
aci separate school was not thz subj2ct oz' dispate, and as that is fixed by law, the

groana of complaint referred to was removed by a special A.et of the Legislature at the
last session.*

The first instalment of the school fand for the current year wilil be payable the
first of next July, and should there be any hesitation on the part of the Toronto Board
of School Trustees (of wvhich I have no apprehension) to give effect to the provisions
of the law in regard to the separate schools established, 1 shall readily emuploy the
means provided by law for the exccution of its provisions.

I have the honor to be,
My Lord,

Your obedient humble servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.

The Right Rev. Dr. DeCharbonnel,
Roman Catholie Bishop of Toronto.

VI. Letter fron the R. C. Bishop of Toronto, to the Chief Superintendent of
Schools; containing a re-iteration in French of the sentiments expressed in his former
letters i English.

TORONTO, lst May, 1852.

ML. SUPERINTENDENT,-My last letter, doubtless, on account of my English, was
neither clear nor understood,† since it has caused you to address to me personalities
and insinutdions which I repel as unworthy of you and of me. Al my previous inter-
course with you and the Council of Public Instruction, has been polite and Christian,
and somietimes tolerant to an extent that I have been required to justify. My last letter
was energetie only after eighteen months of observation and patient representations
against a School system, which my conscience, as a Catholic Bishop, rejects with all my
might for the souls confided to me-a system which, notwithstanding your explanations,
I repeat fearlessly, and irrespective of any person, is, for us Cathoies, a disguised per-
secntion, unanimously and strenuously condemned by other Bishops as well as myself.
For I read, first, in the Acts of the Provincial Councils of Baltimore, (pages 84 andl7l),:
sanctioied by the Suprerne Head of our Church, one and universal:

Council Balt. Prov. 1., Can. XXXIV.-'Whereas very many youth of Catholic.
parents, especially among the poor, have been, and still axe, in many parts .of this
Province, exposed to great danger of losing their faith, and having their morals
corrupted, from the want of proper teachers to whom so important a trust can be safely
confided; wejudge itindispensablynecessary to establish Schools,in which youthmay be

"nurtured in the principles of faith and morals, while they are instructed in literature."

See App. to this Correspondence, No. 3.
† Letter ir.
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Can. XXXV.-" Since not unfrequently many things are found in the books which
" are gencrally used in the Schools, in which the principles of our faith are impugned,
"our dogmas falsely expounded, and history itself perverted on account of which the
"minds of the young are filled with errors, to the terrible loss of their souls, zeal for
"religion, as well as the proper education of youth, and the honor itself of the Ameri-
" can Union, dernands that some remedy be provided for so great an cvil. Therefore
" we determine, that, there shall be published tbr the use of Schools, as scen aspossible,
Cbooks entirely expurgated from errors, and approved by the authoritv of the Bishops," and in which nothing may be contained which might produce en"mity or hatred to
"the Catholic faith."

Council Balt. Prov. IV., Can. VI.-" As it appears that the system of public
instruction, in most of the Provinces, is so devised and administered as to encourage

"heresies and gradiially and imperceptibly to fill the minds of Catholie yuuth with
" errors. We admonish Pastors that, with the utmost zeal, they watch over the Chris-

tian and Catholie Education of Catholic youth, and to take special pains lest such
youth use the Protestant version of the Seriptures, or recite the hymns or prayers of

C the Sectaries. It nust thus bc carcfully provided, that no books or exercises of this
" kind be introduced. in the Public Sehools, to the danger of faith and piety."

Now these Canons are the perfect expression of our sentiments.
I read, secondly, in the correspondence of that great Arclbishop whom the whoLe

Church laments, thc nediitor betwcen Ireland and England, the Dove of Dublin:
" In Ireland it was required that, in all the Schools for the education of the poor,

" the Bible, without notes, should be read in the presence of all the pupils of the
"Sciools, and that the Catechism and al! books of that kind should be excluded."

Is not this the case in our Mixed Schools ?
" These regulations (continues the incomparable Dr. Muirray) our Bishop resist-

"ed, and endeavored most earnestly to withdraw the Catholic pupils from Schools of
"that kind * * * That a remedy might be provided for this most wretched state of
4 things, mur Governnent, strongly urged by me, and others, at length decided to
"establish another systemn ofeducating the poor, which would be more acceptable t< the.
" Catholics." .

SufFer me then, Mr. Superintendent, to obey God rather than man, and to rcsist,
as did the loyal and conciliating Archbishop, your unhalppy School system, strive to
rescue from it my dear children, and to remedy this great scourge by urging oui Gov-
ernment to give us a systerm which will be acceptable to us-a systcm which shall not
render the condition of the Irish here worse than it is in Ireland-a syst<m worthy of
American or Canadian liberalisn, so muci wanted in the world, unless Upper Canada
perfers to continue, what I cannot, in strict logic, call anything but a cruel and dis-
gmsed persecution.

I have said, that if the Catechism were sufficiently taugiht in the family or by the
Pastor, so rare in this large Diocese-and if the Mixed Schools were exclusively for
secular instruction, and withont danger to our Catholics, in regard to masters, books and
companions, tie Catholie Hierarchy migh-t tolerate it, as I have done in certain.
focalities, afier having niade due inquiry.

Otherwise, in default of these conditions, it is forbidden to our faithful to send their
children to these Schools, on pain of the refusal of the sacraments ; because the soul and
neaven above everything; because the foot, the hand, the eye, occasions of sin, ought
tu be sacrified to salvation; becanse, finally, Jesus Christ has confided the mission of in-
struction which has civilized the world, to no others than the Apostles and their suc-
cesors to the end of time.

It is their right, so sacred and inalienable, that every wise and paternal Christian
Governmcnt has made laws respecting instruction only in perfect harmony with the
teaching Church-the Bishops united to their suprerne and universal Head; and this
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right is so inviolable that of late as well as in former times in France, in Belgium, in
Prussia, in Austria, as in Ireland, the Bishops, with the Pope, have, done everything to
overthrow or modify evcry School or University system opposed to the mission given
by Jesus Christ to his sacred college.

"Go therefore teach all nations, and preach to every creature, (St. Mark,) teaching
" thcm to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you, and Io, I am
"with you even to the end of the world. (St. Matthew.) He that believeth shall be
"saved, and he that believeth not, shall be condemned." (St. Mark.)

I have the honor to be,
Mr. Superintendent,

Your humble and obedient servant,

(Signed,) † ARM'D. FR. MY.,
Bishop of Toronto.

Revd. Egerton Rverson, D. D.,
Chief Superintendent of Education, Toronto.

VIII. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the R. C. Bishop of
Toronto, in repiy to the foregoing.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR UPPER OtANADA.

EDUCATION OFFICE,

TORONTO, 12ih May, 1852.

Mr LoiD,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st
instant, and as your Lordship has not thought proper to notice the perfect equality
which I shewed in my letter of the 24th ultino, * to exist between Protestant and
Roman Catholie Separate Schools in Upper Canada, nor indeed any of the facts and
reasons I have adduced to shew the equal rights and protection of Roman Catholici
with all other classes of the community under one Comrnon School -ystem ; and itä
harniony with the frec institutions of our Country, in reply to the statements and
attacks contained in your letter of the 24th of March, it is not necessary that I should
discuss these topics again, further than I nay have occasion to allude to them in answei
to some portions of your Lordship's letter now before me.

Your Lordship refcrs to the friendly and cordial character of the intercourse
which has taken place from time to time between your Lordship and the other mem-
bers of the Council ofPublic Instruction, including nyself. I can assure your Lordship
that the feelings of respect and pleasure attending that intercourse, could not have
been greater on your part than on mine, and I therefore felt greatly surprised, pained
and disappointed, when I read your Lordship's letter of the 24th March, denouncing
that whale systein of Public Instruction which I had understood your L->rdship to be a
colleague in promoting ; attacking the principles upon which I have acted durióg the
whole period ouf my ofieial connection with tiat system ; impugning the motives of its
founders; reflecting upon the character of the people of Upper Canada, and advo-
catmg thit wliich would be subversive of their hitherto acknowledged rights of local
self-government.

In my reply to that letter, I disclaim having cherished a feeling or intended a
remark in the slightest degree personaily disrcspectful to you Lordship; but I felt it

* L ett'er 5.
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my duty ,to answer explicitly and fully your Lordship's statements, reasonings, and
references; and if I said anyihing, (ofwhich I am unconscious,) vhich can be char-
acterized as unworthy " personaliics and insinuaticns " it was said in reply to mnuch
stronger and more pointed remarks of the sane character contained in vour Lordship's
letter of the 24th Marcb. I had hoped that a full exposition of the civil and municipal
institutions of this Country, and their equal fairncss and application to all religious per-
suasions and classes of people iii regard to our Common chool systen, would satisfy
your Lordship that whether perfect or imperfect, our school system is based upon
the principles of equal justice aid rights to both Protestant and Rioman Catholie, and
that you had been quite mistaken iii pronouncing it a systen of " most crnel and hypo-
critical persecution "l against the Roman Catholics.

I regret that 1 an unable to produce any change in your Lordship's views as to
our system of public instruction, or in your avowals of hostility to it, but i shall lot fail,
nevertheless, to conduct inyself towards your Lordship personally, with the sane respect
and courtesy which I have endeavoured to observe in all mny previous intercourse with

you.I think that no erroneous impression was conveyed, or disadvantage experienced
by your Lordship's having written your letter of the 24th March, in English,* since
your letter of the 1st instant expressed the sanie sentiments, iii still stronger terns, on
those very points, respecting which I might have been supposed to misapprehend your
ieaning. Your Lordship agairi designates our School systen, " a disguised persecution

against Roman Catholies"- p ior nous Caitholi<¡es vune perséction desUisée," and in
another place you call it " a cruel and disguised persecutiou"-" mte perséaî (ion cruelle
g désyvisée."

These representations and assertions your Lordship repeats against the ineffable
proofs which I have addnced to the contrary, against the notorious fact that, under our
Bhool systein, Roman Catholics not only enjoy egnal protection and advantages with
every other portion of the conmunitv, but a privilege in regard to Separate Schools,
which is not granted to any one religious persuasion of Protestants in cither Upper or
Lower Canada. In view of such facts, your Lordship's reiteraecd assertions, in
connection with the object for which they are node, nmst be regardcd, I will not say
as you bave said ' a cruel and disguised persecution," but an ct of great injustice to
the Legislators and people of cpper Canada, a contradiction to the conduct of your
lamented predecessor, the late Bishop Power, ani an invasion of the rights of property
and inunicipalities w-hich have been regarded as inviolable. I tbink, therefore, that your
L,rdship bas assumed the position of the persecutor, rather than the Legislature and
Municipalities of Upper Canada.

Your Lordship says, that our School system is unamnmously and strenuousiy
condemned by other Roman Catholie Bishops than yourself, and in prouf, you quote
certain Acts of the Provincial Councils of Baltiniore, which you state, have been
sanctinned by the Pope ; but I can find nothing in the Acts quoted, which can be fairly
applied to our Schools. As to the first of the Acts of the Provincial Councils of
Baltimore, quoted by your L'rdship, no proof can be adduced, that the operations of
our Schools in all past years, have exposed to great peril the faith and morals of the
children of Catholic parents. In regard to the second of the Acts referred to, whatever
may be said of the books introduced'hy public autbority in some of the Schools of the
United States, to which this Act refers, no Scio -ok bas been sanctioned by the
Council of Public Instruction for Upper (and-, in which there is a paragraph that
impugns the principles of the Roman Catholic faith, or erroneonsly interprets its dogmas,
much less falsifies the facts of history, since the only series of books sinctioned for use
in our Schools, are thise which bave been introduiced into the National Schools in
Ireland, with the c-meurrcnce of the lamnented Dr. Murray, to whom your Lordship refers
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in just ternis of praise and admiration. And in respect to the last Act quoted by your
Lordship, (setting forth among other things, that the system of public education is so
devised and conducted as to foster heresies, and gradually and imperceptlbly fill the
minds of Roman Catholic youtths with the false principles of the Sectaries, and that the
Priest must watch diligently lest such youth should read the Protcstant.version of the
Scriptures, or recite the hymns or prayers of the Sectaries,) I remark that our system
of Public Instruction kn a.ws nothing of the different religious opinions which exist in
the country ; does not pretend to j tdge what arc heresies, or what parties arc heretics;
nor docs it favour one class of rel igious opinions more than another ; nor does it require
Roman Catholie children to read the Protestant version of the Holy Scriptures, or hear,
mach less " recite the prayers or hymns of the Sectaries ;" although I know of Roman
Catholic Sehools, the authorities of wlich, require Protestant youth attendiug them to
be present at the recital of Roman Clatholie prayers and hymns, and alleging, at the
same time, that there is not, nor shall there be anv interference with the religious prin-
ciples of such youth.

Your Lordship quotes th. words of the late Dr. Murray, late Roman Catholic
Archbishop of Dublin, who, refbrring to the former School system in Ireland, under
the direction of a body called the Kildare Place Society, says, " it was required that in
all the Schools for the education of the poor, the sacred Scriptures, without note or
comment, should be read in the presence of ail the pupils of the Schools; " and you
then ask me if tmis is not tie case iii our Mixcd Schools ? I answer, it is not the case.
WC have no rerulation that rcquircs any book whatever to be read before all the
chiliren of anv one of our Mixed Sehools, nor does our School law permit any School
authority whatever to require the attenudance of Roman Catholie or Protestant pupils
at the reading cf any book, or the r'cital of any hynm or prayer to which the parents
or guardiaus of such pupils shall object. Our Goverunment does not assume, or pre-
tend to the right of assuming the power of commanding or prohibiting any portion of
tlie population of Uppcr Canaai in natters of religion ; what it recommends in respect
to moral exa:nple and instruction in tic Schools, is common to ail, both Roman Ca-
tholies and Protestant, Jew and Christian,-ca:ch and ail of whom recognize the ten
Coummanlîdments, but as to religious instruction, it is left to the discretion of the parties
axl parents concerned in eaclSchool Division, far as Jelhovah does not authorize any

:1e humnan being to lord it over tho fith of another hunan being, but makes every man
personally aceountable, and therefore gives hin an equal right with every other man to
judge and act for hirnself in tic mtters of is eternal salvation, so our law does not
per:Init any parent or his child to be larded over by others in matters of religious faith,
iustruction or devotion.

Your Lordship further quotes Dr. Murray, in say'ag that he and the other
Roman Catholie Bishops iii Ireland, most earnestly resisted the fori.1er (Kildare Place)
systcm of poor Schools in Irelaud, and at lengtli prevailed upon the Government to
establish another (the present natioaial) system whîich would be more acceptable to the
Ro:nan Catholics. Now, the very systen which was thus established inIreland in
re*Prd. to books and religious instruction, and whiclh Dr. Murray supported to the end
of his life, is tiat which is cstablisiied in Upper Canada, as I stated in my last letter to
your Lordship, as may be secn by comparing our general School regulations with those
which Dr. Murray, aad other members of the National Board of Education, have estab-
lished inIreland, and which I quoted at length in my correspondence on the School Law
of Tppcr Canada, printed in 1850, by order of theLegislative Assembly, (a copy of which
was sent you) pa es 52 and 5:3. Therefore, if your Lordship followed the example
of the incomparable Dr. Murray, as weil a, that of the late Bishop Power, you would
give your cordial sapp>rt to a sy;stc:n of Sehools which you are now denouncing as a
cruel and disguise:I persecution."

In regard to th.c acts or resoitionîs of tic Roman Catholie Provincial Council of
altitnore, quoted by your Lordship, I have two additional remarks to offer ; the one
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is, that no Legislature of any free State of the Amriecan confederacy has established or
gen a farthing's aid for the establishment of a class of dencminational elcmentary

Schools, eithcr Protestant or Roman Catholie, such as are referred to, and such as your
Lordship is demanding in Upper Canada. I know of but two instances of any formal
effort or demand being made upon an American State Legislature for that pupose ; the
one was made a few years since by Archbislop Hughes of New York, Lut failcd of
success ; and the othcr is now being made in the State of Marvland.

Wherever such denorninational clementary Schools exist in the neighboringc States,
they are wholly supported by tlie religious persuasion establishing them; nor arc the
members of such persuasion exeniptcd, nor have I ever heard of their asking exemption,
on that account, from paying, with others, all taxes required for the erection of public
School Houses, and the support of the public Schools. Nav, I have rcason to believe
that notwitstanding the Acts of the Councils quoted by your Lordship, tlat the opposi-
tion of -he Roman Catholic Bishops and Clergy to public Sehools in the neighboring
States is very p:artial, if it exists at al], inii many places. Whcn in Boston a few months
since, I learned on good authoritv, that the Roman Catholic Bishop of that Diocese,
when applied to by certain Priests, lately from Europe, to interpose in arrestimg
what they considered the great injury being done to the religions faith of Roman
Catholic children, by attending the piblic Frce Schools, rcplied, that he would do
nothing of the kind, that lie reccived his carly education in those Schools ; that he
would never have attained his present position but for the Boston system of Free
Schools. I cannot but be dceply impressed with the conviction that, it wo~uld be a grcat
blessing to the Roman Catholic youth of Upper Canada, if the Roman Catholic Bishop
of Toronto would imitate the examp!e of the Roman Catholie Bishop of Boston. But
that is a matter which rests with your Lordship, and not with mie, to decide.

My second remark is, that the cts of the Provincial Councils referred to, are those
of Ecclesiastics alone, and of Forcign Ecclesiastics; and .hhough your Lordship may
refer to themi as the cornmands of God, thcy canot be viewed by others as possessing
any more authority, or entitled to any higher consideration, than acts or resolutions on
the same subjects adopted by a Protestant Episcopal Convention, or Presbyterian Synod,
or Methodist Conference, antd approved by the Bishop, or Moderator, or President of
these religious persuasions respectively. I likewise observe that your Lordship makes
no reference to the opinions of the laity on this subject ; but we should not forget, what-
ever may be one's own wishes. that our Legislators and Mtnicipalities in Upper
Canada, and our responsible niinisters of the Crown, are not the agents of any body of
Ecclesiastics, foreign or doiestic, but the clected and responsible Represen tatives of the
whole people including both clergy and laity : and the references in my last letter
show that your Lordship is far fromi representing the unanimxous sentiments of even
that portion of the Upper Canada lay electors who belong to vour own Church, any
more than those of your lamented predecessor in office.

In regard to th~e alleged injustice donc to Roman Catholics in the distribution of
School moneys, so frequently asserted by vour Lordship, there is one circuinstance
which I may mention in addition to the fhcts and reasons which I have given in reply
to your Lordship's statements and claims. The Board of School Trustees in the City of
Toronto have caused a very careful inquiry to be made into the census returns and
tax rolis of the City, in order to ascertain the comparative anount of taxes paid by
Roman Catholics and Protestants. The resnlt of that inquiry is, that while one-fourth
of the entire population of the City is returned as Roman Catholics, a fraction less than
one twelfth of the taxes is paid by them*; and I presume the wealth of the Roman,
Catholies, in proportion to their numbers. compares as favorably with that of Protestants
in the City of Toronto, as in any other Municipality in Upper Canada. It is therefore
clear that no class of the population is su much benefitted by the Gencral School taxes,

' See appendix No. 30.
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in proportion to what they pay, as Roman Catholics ; and hence assuming (that the
peopie and Legislature of Upper Canada have repeatedly repudiated) that the autho-
rity and. officers of law ought to be employed to impose and collect taxes for any reli-
gions denomination, the sums of School money which would be payable, when appor-
tioned upon the basis of property, to Roman Catholic Separate Schools, would be much
less than what the School Act now allows such Schools upon the basis of the attendance
of pupils.

Of all classes in the community, the Roman Catholics have the strongest reason to
desire the system of Mixed Schools ; and every effort to urge them to apply for Separate
Schools, so far as it succeeds, imposes upon them additional pecuniary burdens, at the
same time that it must inflict upon them losses and disadvantages to which they are
not now subject.

Your Lordship savs that, " if the catechism of your Church were properly taught
in the fanily and by the priest, so rare in this vast Diocese, and if the Mixed School
were confined exclusively to secular instruction, and without danger to Roman Catholic
youth, in regard to the masters, books and companions, the Roman Catholic hierarchy
night tolcrate it; but that, in the absence of these conditions, Roman Catholic parents
are forbidden to send their children to the Schools under pain of the refusal of the
sacraments."

May I, my Lord, become the advocate of thousands of children ofyour own Church
before youî carry into effect the purpose here avowed? A child cannot remain in igno-
rance cf his catechism without criminal neglect of d uty on the part of both his parents
and Priest; but if these arc guilty of inflicting upon the child one injury, is your Lord-
shi) to inflict upon that unfortunate child the additional injury of prohibition of all
secular instruction, adding the curse of intellectual to that of spiritual ignorance ? I
hope, upon the grounds cf humanity itself, this may not be the case.

As to the School being exclusively confined to secular instruction, I am somewhat'
surprised that your Lordship should insist upon this, after having alleged, in a former
letter, as a reproach against our Schools, that God was as unknown in them as he was
in ancient Athens, but I have already shown that a child cannet receive any other than
secular instruction, unless in accordance with the wishes of bis parent or guardian ; and
that there is the same regard to parental religious rights and wisles in respect to books.
And in respect to masters and companions, I inay add, that I an not awarc of Roman
Catholic masters'or youth possessing any superiority over Protestant masters and youth,
in respect to cither morals or manners.

It appears then that no censure is to be inflicted upon the parent or priest for
ncglecting his duty in teaching the child the catechism, nor is the parent threatened with
any censure if he altogether neglects to send his child to the School, but he is to be
refused the sacranents if he sends his child without the catechism having been taught
such child, or if there be any thing in the master, or the books, or the pupils of the
School, which may not receive the sanction of the Ecciesiastical surveillance establishcd,
I cannot but sec, that the carrying out of such a systen on the part of your Lordship,
must place the Roman Catholic youth of Upper Canada, in a deplorable condition, and
d om them and their descendants to a hopeless inferiority in comparison with other
classes of their fillow citizens. I feel that I an not exceeding my duty in speaking
plainly and strongly on this point, since the educational interests cf ail classes have
been intrusted te my care, and I am bound by officiai as well as Christian and patriotic
considerations, to do all in my power to prevent any single child in Upper Canada
frm growing up in ignorance, and therefore in a state of vassalage and degradation in
our free country.

I notice finally the avowal vith vhich your Lordship's letter concludes, containing
an expression of sentiment and statement of facts which I have often scen ascribed to
ex t.uthorities of your Church, but which I, have never before seen so broadly and
explicitly avowed by any of its dignitaries, an avowal which I could not have credited,
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did it not appear over your Lordship's own signature. Your Lordship says, that
Jesus Christ has confided the mission of instruction which has civilized the world only

to the apostles and their successors, to the end of tine. It is their riglit, so sacred
and so inalienable, that cvery wise an d paternal Christian governenint has made laws in
regard to instruction onlv ini harmon;y with the tcaching Church. The Bishops, united
to their universal and suprenie Hcad, and this right is so inviolable, that recently as
heretofbre in France, in Belg'im, iii Prussia, in Austria, as i- Irehmd, the Bishops with
the Pope, have donc all in their power to overthrow or modifly evcry School or univer-
sity system which is in opposition to tc mission given by Jcsus Christ to his sacred
Collee"

It is here clearly claimed," that the Pope and Bishop of the Roman Catholic Church
are the onlv persons aiitliorizcl by God himself to direct the educat ion of vouth. and there-
fore, that ail otiers undertakinvg that work, are invading the prirogative of God, that
all legislation mn the subj ect must have the sanction of the Bishops with the Pope," and
that they have done, and will do aill iii their power to overthrow or modiffy every sys-
ten of public instruction, froni the School to the «University, which is not under their
control. Such being your Lordslip'sscntinents and intentions, I am glad that you
have fiankly avowed them.

The p~eople of Upper Canada and their representatives will at once understand
their position and duty. But, in view of such avowals and references, I am surprised
.that your Lordship should have invoked " the blessed principles of religious liberty
and equal rights." Since vi connection with the sentiments above avowed, there can
be no religious liberty or rights except for the Bishops and the Pope; " and since they
denonnce the doctrine of "reii*ous liberty and equal rights " as an awful hercsy in
the Roman States, and willà not allow to Protestants even liberty of worship or teaching,
muich less aid frorn the State for that purpose, as your Lordship demands in beialf of
Roman Catholic Schorls iii Upper Canada.

Li conclusion, I nay observe, that whatevernay be the result of this correspon-
dee, t sl:1 have the satishction of knigI that I have notle your ordsipIs

uninformned as to any fature of' our Civil and Mauicipal istitutions involved ia the
question, and of their perfect fairness and the equality of their application to both Roman
Catholics and Protestants. of ihe protction and securitv of the inenbers of all religions
persuasions, in regard to the pculiarities of tieir faith: and therefore, flie utter ground-
lessness of Your L·rdships i:npntations, and t i unreasonablŽness of your claimîs upon
the ground of " religious Iibertv and cqual rights."

Indeed, thc passage above quoted fro-n your Lordship's last letter shows that the
claims set up bv your r t mrely for " religious liberty and equal rights,"
but for aLsolute suprenacy and control on the part of your Ishops with the Pope, in
our systen ofpuiblic instruction. As Belgium, France, and some other Countries in
Europe have bcn disturbed for manyx ycars hy the efforts of soinc of your Bishops for
the direction of systems of public education, and the various grades of Schools and
Colleges, so nay Upper Canada be disturbed in like manner to sorne extent, by the
efforts of your Lordship ; but I doubt whether sucli cforts will meet with nuch sym-
pathy from a large portion of the members of the Roman Catholic Church; as I am
persuaded thcy will niot froni the p2ople of Upper Canada at large. I can appeal to
the history of thaC past in proof of iy acting towards the Roman Catholie Church in the
sa-ne spirit as tow.vards any oth2r Church, but I must be unfaitlful to all my past pre-
cedents, as well as to th- tru;t impased in me, and the almost unanimous feelir of the
Country, if I should not da ali in my power to.resist-come from what quarter it nay-
everv invasion of " th2 blessed principlies of religious liberty. and equal rights," among
all classes of the people of Upper Canada.

I have the honor, &c.,
(Sigrned,) E. RYERSON

The Riglit Rev. Dr. PeC'iarbonnel,
Roman Catholie Bishop of Toronto.
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IX. Note from the R. C. Bishop of Toronto to the Chief Superintendent of Schools,
acknowledging the receipt of the foregoing letter, as the conclusion of thcCorrespondence
with the Head of the Educational Departnent:

Saturday, 22nd May, 1852.
REv. DOCTOR,-The conclusion of our Correspondence must Le that cur opinions

on Scparate Schools are quite different.
but I hope that by miaking use of all constitutional means, in order to obtain our

right, I wiill not upset the Governient of Canada nor its institutions.

I have the honor to be,
Rev. Doctor,

Your obedient, humble servant,
(Signed,) † ARM'DUS FR. MY.

Rev. Dr. E. Ryerson, Bishop of Toronto.
Chief Superintendent of Sehools.

Toronto.

X. Letter from the Roman Catbolic Bishop of Toronto to the Chairman of the
Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada, on the subject of the preceding Cor-
respondence.

26th May, 1852.

MI. PRESDENT,-I beg to state, that if a correspondence, exchanged between
Rev. Dr. Ryerson and me, bas come to the cognizance of your Council, it had no
reference at all to my intercourses vith your deliberations and resulutions. My con-
scientious attendance at tem, when sojourning in Toronto, ny conduct àt the lay-
ing of the corner stone of tLe Normal chiool, and sorne of my letters to the Rev.
Doctor, are evidences of niy feelings towards a body from which I receive nothing but
courtesy and kindness. Hence I wrote to·his Reverence on the 20th February last,'
"my visitation throngh the Diocese convinces nie more and more that the good spirit of
our Coniicil of Public Instruction is far from bcing prevalent in certain locaities"; and
on the 30th last, after having received froni his Reverence 23 pages in folio of per-
sonalities and insinuations unworthy of him and of me, I replied: ail my precedents
with you R:verend Doctor, and the Council of Public Instruction have been polite and
Christian, and sometimes of a tolerance for which my Church niade me responsibie.

Were I not leaving Town again, Mr. President, I would ask of your-kindness a
special neeting, in which I would ]av before your Council " all my co mplaints on the
operation of the proviso for Separate Schools, and the course I followed to stop the
annihilation of that boon by a system which I cannot but call a disguised persecution,
come from what quarter it may. "

I have.the honor to be,
Mr. President,

Your obedient, humble servant,
(Signed,) t ARM'DUS FR. MY.

Bishop of Toronto.
Judge Harrison,

Presilent of the Cotuncil of
Public Instruction, Toronto.

XI. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the R. C. Bishop of
Toronto, in reply to the foregoing.

*Letter L
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DEPARTMENT 0F PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR IPPER CANADA.
E>UCATION OFFICE,

ToR.oNTo, 31st may, 1852.
My LonD,-The Ilonourable S. B. Harrison has transferred to me ycur letter of

the 21)h instant, addressed to hin as Chairman of the Couneil of Public Instruction for
Upper Canada; the subject of your leter not coming within the duties prescribed by
law to that bodv, but relating to the duties and conduct of the Chief Superintendent of
Schools.

I should very imperfectlv nnderstand my duties were I to trouble the Council of
Public Instruction with the voluminus corrcespendence of this Dc.partment, except the
communicatious which I make at the rcqucst of the Council, or such as I receive to
be laid hefore it. As a member of the Counci] of Public Instruction, as well as cf the
Senate of the Toronto University, I an only one of a body consisting of several mem-
bers ; but as Chief Superintendent of Schools for Upper Canada, I have distinct duties
to discharge, and in respect to which I an responsible to my Sovereign through Her Re-
presentative. The several chouses cf the 36tlh Section of the School Act, prescribe the
duties of the Council of Plublic Instruction ; and the several clauses of the 35th Section
prescribe my duties. It is my general duty to sec that evcry part of the School law
is duly executd ; and especialiv "to sec that ail monevs apportioned by me are applied
to the objects for wbich they were granted, and for that purpose to decide upon all
matters and complaints submitted to me. which involve the expenditure of any part of
the School Fund." The 34 Section of the Act provides, that I " shall be responsible
to and subject to the direction of the Governor General."

If your Lordship, therefore, has complainis to make of my official conduct, the
way is open; and I amn prepared at any moment to answer to the anthority by
which I have been appointed, and to the Country on whose behalf Ihave labored, for ny
official acts.

Notice of everv neeting of the Council of Public Instruction is invariably sent to
the residence of your Lordship : and at any such meeting, (as 1 have stated in my
two last letters,) your Lordship has, of course, the riht of bringing befbre the members
of the Council any sulject that you may think proper, and should your Lordshi p
desire it, I shall be happy to eail a Special Meeting of the Couneil to suit your Lordship's
convenience.

It now becomes my duty, my Lord, to advert to the personal imputations which
vour Lordship lias becn pleased to make against me in your letter to the Honorable
Mr. Hllrrison. t

Not to nofice the unofficial character of such personal imputations in such a letter,
I may observe. that the statement of your Lordship is calculated to convey a very erro-
neous impression of the facts relative to what vour Lordship is pleased to term my
"personalities and insinuations;" while voir'drawing attention from the questions
which your Lordship has voluntarily raiscd, and from your Lordship's own attacks
upoi our Schools and Sehool law, to a matter of allegcd personal discourtesy in my
letter to your L:>rdship, is what I did not expect, and what I can hardly conceive to be
"worthy of vour Lordship or of' me."

Your Lordship's letter to Mr. Harrison c-nvevs the impression that I addressed to
you " 2:3 pages, in folio, of unworthy personalities and insinuations," in reply to your
letter of the 2nd February last. Your Lordship nust be aware that this is not the case,
and I regret that the language of youxr letter is calculated to do me an act of gross injus-
tice. Permit me, thercfore, my Lord, to state the facts cf the case.

On the 20th of February, your Lordship addressed me a short letter (dated " Irish-
town,"*) recommending to my favorable attention the petition of the Roman Catholic
School Trustees of Chatham. O the 7th of March, your Lordship addressed me another
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short letter (dated " London,"*) on the same subject. On the 23rd of February, I
replied to the Roman Catholie Trustees of{Chathamx,† and my official duty-required me
to do no more, as it is not usual in Public Uepartmeiite to correspond on questions of
complaint with others than the cornplaining parties themselves. But I did more ; out
of respect to yourLordship, in an odicial letter, dated the 13th March.‡ I encloscd you
a copy of my reply to the Roman Catholie Trustees of Chatham; and in reply to your
letters of the 20th of Frebruary and the 7th of' March, I briefly explained the lav in
reference to the use of books in the Schools-the rigits of parents in regard to them-
the wholly unobjectionable character on religious grcunds of the books which the
Council of Public Instruction had recommended-and the claims which the Roman
Catholic Trustees of Chathani had made for a portion of the local Municipal Assessment
toward their Separate School House, and for exemption from Municipal Assessments
for the crection of Public School Houses.II

Your Lordship cannot but admit that this letter, with its enclosure, could not have
been dictated by any other than a feelir.g of respect for your Lordship personally *and
officially, and with a strict regard to the principlcs and operations of the School system as
established by law. But vhat was the result ? The result wzas, as your Lordship can-
lot, I am sure, forget, a letter datcd,-" Oakville, 25 th March, 1852,P" in which your

Lordship treated with sarcasn, ridicule and scorn, my letter of the 13th March, relative
to the &hool laws, employed " personalities and insinuations," such as I had never
before received from any Clergyman : charged our Schools with being the nurseries of
" all vices and crimes," contrasted the character and tendencies of Primary Schools in
Canada, United States, Ireland, Scotland and Rome ; denounced our whole, " School
System as the ruin of religion and a p2rsecution for the Roman Catholie Church," and
those who had established that systen as carrying on against the Roman Catholics a
" inost cruel and hypocritical persecution." I must have been destitute of the feelings
of a Canadian or patriot, not to have felt on the perusal of such a letter from your
Lordship under such circumnstances; but I delayed answering it until I could do so after
cali and mature consideration, and then I replied distinctly to each of the numerous
couats (personal and public) of your Lordship's indictment.¶ And my answer to
the many charges and insinuations of such a letter, your Lordship is pleased to represent
as a reply to your short letter of the 20th of February, and as " 23 pages of personalities
and insinuations unworthy ofyou and of me!"

Your Lordship states, furthermore, that in reply to my " 23 pages of personalities
and insinuations," you referred to the previous friendly relations existing between
yourself and the other Me:nhers of the Council of Public Instruction. I never intimated
or imagined that those relations were otherwise than friendly and Christian; but your
Lordship's letter referred to, (dated lst May,") contains other avowals and assumptions.
for which I know of no precedent in the historv of Canadian Correspondence, and to-
which I replied in my letter of the 12th.†t I am aware that the " good Spirit of our
Council of Publie Instruction is far fron being prevalent in certain localities" of the
Countrv ; but I am happy to know that such "localities" arc comparatively few, since,
notwithstanding the Councils do make vigorous efforts to establish and multiply Separate
Sehools, the number of such -Schools is one third less according to the returns of this
year, than they were accordin to the returns of last y car; " and for such " localities,'
yearly diminishing:n number, the operation of the Separate School Clause ofthe law may
still be invoked.

I have only- to add, that notwithstanding the course pursued and the language
employed by your Lordship in regard to me, I shall still endeavor, as heretofore, to treat

Letter IL. I Letter V.
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my Roman Catho!ic fellow subjects as kindly and cordially as those of any other reli-
gious persuasion in the Country; and the more so as I am satisf&d the example and
spirit of the lanented B3ishop l'ower are still wide!y cherished by the Roman Catholics
in Upper Canada, as well as thc testimony borne by myself and the Council of Public
Instruction, and numerous others, not nembers of the Roman Catholic Church, to the
virtues and patriotism of that excellent man.

I have the honor to be,
My Lord,

Your Lordship's,
Most obedient, humble servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
Right Rev. Dr. DeCharbonnel,

Roman Catholic Bishop of Toronto.

P. S. Nor should I omit to remind your Lordship, that the provision of the law in
regard to Separate Schools, as amendcd by the short Bill of 1851, (the draft of which
was prepared by myself in the presence ofyour Lordship, and that ofthe ver'y Reverend
Vicar General MacDonald) was approvcd of by your Lordship.* My printed Corres-
pondence on the law in 1849, my official Circulars printed in 1850, in connection with
my recent letters to your Lordship, show that no change has taken place in my inter-
pretation, views, or administration of the law; but that the course now pursued by
your Lordship has arisen fron the ad(ption on your part of a new policy, and the
avowal of new sentiments and objects.

(Signed,) E. R.

APPENDIX containing Documents referred to in the foregoing Correspondence.
No. 1. Letter from the very Revcrend R. J. Tellier, S. J. Toronto, to the Chair-

man of the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada, enclosing a letter from a
Trustce cf the Roman Catholic Separate School at Chatham.†

ST. MICIAEL'S PALACE.

21st February, 1852.

Sin,-The enclosed has been forwarded from Chathatn to bis Lordship, Bishop de
Charbonnel, with the most carnest prayers that he would support before the Board the
just claims of the Catholie Schools of that Town. His Lordship being absent for the visita-
tion of his Diocese, the gentleman charged with the letter had not previously the oppo.r-
tunity of meeting the Board; and new solicitations come from Chatham to the same
effect.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most humble servant,

(Signed,) R. J. TELLIER, S. J.
V. Genl. Pro. tem.

Honorable, S. B. Harrison, Chairman,
Council Public Instruction.

No. 2. Enclosed in the foregoing.-Letter from Mr. J. B. Williams, Chatham,
Canada West, to the Chairman of the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada,

See Appendix No. 34.
t Referred to in the Correspnndence, Letters I-II.
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complaining of the conduct of the Board of School Trustees of the Town towards the
Roman Catholic School, and sceking relief.*

C11ATILMM,
151h January, 1852.

DEAR SIR,-Permit me the honor to address you on a subject, from which I would
gladly refrain, were it in my power to do so.

la the month of Marci last, the Roman Catholics of this place applied to the Board
of Trutees for the establishment of a Separate Roman Catholic School, which was
granted, and the School was organized and has been in successful operation since the
12th M1ay.

The inhabitants of the Town, or ratier the Trustees 'having decided upon having
Free Schools during the last year, and also upon the crection of a Public School House,
at an expense of £1200, a heavy tax has consequently been levied from us,-of course,
amongst thc other citizens ; to this we submitted cheerfully, under the impression, how-
ever, that we would be allowed a proportion -thereof, for the payment of our teacher,
and have the use of a reasonable part of the School House or an equivalent, but so far,
the Board of Trustees refuse us both, and we have received no support whatever, except-
ing the small sum of £4 10s, out of the Provincial Grant.

And as they and I (representing the Trustees of the R. C. School) have
concluded to take the advice of your Honorable Body on the subject, I will deem it a
particular fàvor if you will have the goodncss to lay our case before the Council at your
earliest convenience, and inform me of the result. We are perfectly willing to support
the description of School we prefer for ourselves, entircly independent of our neighbors,
and we cannot understand why they cannot content themselves with the same privilege,
and not endeavor to withhold from us that to which they have no equitable right ; and
the law directs that we shall share in the Common School Fund according to average
attendance, and of course that fund must include all moneys acquired for Common
School purposes, cither by means of the Provincial grant, taxation, or School ground
rent, and the Board of Trustees having made ample provisions for the support of a
separate colored School in the Town, we will consider ourselves very much imposed
upon indeed, if we are not treated even as well as them. Hoping for an early
reply.

I have the honor to remair ,
Dear Sir,

Your muost obedient servant,

(Sigrned,) J. B3. WIIUAMS.
Hon. S. B. Harrison,

Chairman, Council of Public
Instruction, Upper Canada.

No. 3. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools for Upper Canada, to Mr. J. B.
Williams, in reply to the foregoing.t

EDUCATION OFFICE,
ToRoNTo, 23rdFebr'uary, 1852.

SiR,--Your letter of the 15th ultimo, addressed to the Honorable S. B. Harrison,
has been transferred to me, as it involves questions which do not belong to the Council of
Public Instruction, but to the Chief Superintendent of Schools.

Referred to in the Correspondence, Letters I-III-V.
† Referred to in the Correspondence, Letter 1, 111, and V, and XI.
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In reply, I enclose you a copy of a letter which I have recently addressed to the
Board of frustees ofPubiic Schools, and the Trustees of a Separate School in the Town
of Belleville on the same subject.*

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RTERSON.
J. B. Williams, Esq.

Trustee R. C. Separate School,
Chatham.

No. 4. Letter from the Secretary of the Province to the Chief Superintendent of
Schools for Upper Canada, transmitting the extract ofa letter from Mr. J. B. Wihliams,
Chatham, on the subject of the R. C. Separate School in that place, and requesting
information for His Excellency's guidance.

SECRETARY'S OFFICE,
QUEBEC, 6th April, 1852.

REV. SIR,-Iam directed by the Governor General to acquaint you that His Excellency
has received a communication from Mr. J. B. Williams, of Chathan, one of the Trustees
of the Roman Catholic School at that place, complaining that that School has notreceived
its propor proportion of the Common School Grant for the year 1851. I enclose here-
with an extract from Mr. Williams' communication, with a request that you will furnish
me with such information upon the subject to which it relates, as you may consider neces-
sary to guide His Excellency to a right understanding of the matter.

I have the honor to be,
Rev. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) A. N. MORIN,
Secretary.

Reverend Doctor Ryerson,
Chief Superindendent of Schools,

Toronto, U. C.

(Extract )
" You are aware that the law provides for the establishment of Roman Catholic

and Protestant Schools under certain circumstances in Upper Canada.
"e In May last, it was considered expedient (by the Catholies of this place,) to avail

ourselves of those provisions, and we have had a Separate School in operation- since-
that tiine; but I am very sorry to say that ipon the distribution of last year's assess-
ment, and rents of the School lands of the Town, the Board of Trustees have been
induced to offer the Trustees of the R. C. School, an amount only equal to their share
of the amount apportioned by the Chief Superintendent, being £4 10s., while theirpro-
portion according to average attendance, amounts to £37 10s., there having been £225
raised by taxation for the payment of the teachers, &c, and say £25 received as rent, and
attendance being 46 to about 307, it i% pretended that the 40th Section of the School
Act† justifies themi in adopting this course, and in this they are borne out by Dr. Ryersong

• A ppndix No. 12.
† See Appendix No. 36.
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but none of them can say upon what principle they give this so unreasonable interpre-
tation to the law, as for several years past, in almost every Municipality in Upper
Canada, the amounts raised by assessment have exceeded the amount apportioned by
the Government, and it was never supposed for a moment that the excess did not form
a part of the Common School Fund, but on the contrary, it was always applied as such,
until the establishment of R. C. Schools."

No. 5. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools for Upper Canada to the
Secretary of the Province, in reply to the foregoing.*

EDUCATION OFFICE,
TonoNTo, 171h April, 1852.

Si,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt ofyour letter of the 6th instant,
enclosing an extract ofa communication from Mr. J. B. Williams, of Chatham, one of the
Trustees of the Roman Catholie School at that place, and requesting that I will furnish
you with such information upon the subject to which it relates, as may be necessary to
guide His Excelleucy to a right understanding of the matter. I regret that the occu-
pation of my time with the public annual examination of the Normal and Model Schools
for Upper Canada, during the four days that have elapsed since my receipt ofyour letter,
has put it out of my power until this day to comply with your request.

The extract of Mr. Williams' letter involves two questions; the first of which
relates to the participation, in 1851, of a portion of the School Fund for the Separate
School of which he is a Trustee. Mr. Williams states that the Separate School com-
menced in May last; but the 19th Section of the Act 13th and 14th. Vie. cap. 48,† does
not permit the alteration of any School Section, or the establishment of a Separate
School to take place before the 25th of December in any year, in order that the calc
lations and arrangements of Trustees at the commencement of a year may not be em-
barrassed in the course of such year. It wasnot, therefore, possible that a Separate
School, commencing in May last, could, according to law, share in the School Fund
for 1851. t

2. The second question involved in the extract of Mr. Williams' letter relates to
what constitutes the School Fund in each Municipality in Upper Canada, the application
of which the Government has a right to control, as no application was ever made by
Mr. Williams and others for the establishment ofa Separate School until about 1851, and
as he cannot know how the law is administered in other places, I may remark that his
statements in the latter part of the extract enclosed by you are without foundation, and
are contrary to fact, as I have for years past, in various official communications to School
authorities in different Municipalities (and not at all in reference to Separate Schools)
stated, that I had no authority to interfere in the expenditure of moneys raised by Muri-
cipalities for School purposes, beyond the amounts they were required by law to proride-
that they could apply such moneys in giving additional aid to Common Schools, Segarate
or Public, as they mightjudge expedient, the principle of local self government, with no
other than a few essential limitations forming the basis of the Municipal system of
Upper Canada.

In my letter to the Provincial Secretary on the School law generally, dated l2th.
May, 1849, are the following words: " The School Act authorizes any Mulicipal Council
to raise as large an amount .as it pleases for Common School purposes. I have never
insisted, as the Common School Fund, upon a larger sum in each District or Township,
than the apportionment ofthe Legislative Grant. Any sum over and above that amount,
which a Coundil may think proper to raise, may, (as has been done by some Councils)

Referred to in the Correspondence, Letters I. III.
f App No. 33.
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be applied in such a nanner to the relief of any otherwise nprovided for Poor School
Sections within its jurisdiction, at the pleasure of each Council." (Printed Correspon-
dence on the School Law of Upper Canada, laid before the Legislative Assenbly in 1850,
p. 39, 2nd, column.)

But thc object of Mr. Williams' appeal, and of a similar one a short tinie previous
from Mr. Haro, of Bellevillc, was to compel the local School Municipalities to apply a
portion of all the moncys they rnight raise for the crection and repairs of Separate School
houses, as well as to Scparate Sehool teachers-a provision that was never contemplated
by the School Act, and a demand that w-as never beforc made since I have been con-
nected with the Departnent. The exposition I have given of the School lawon this point,
and against w-hich Mr. Willians appeals, is contained in a letter which I addressed to
him, and also to Mr. Hare, of Belleville, and of which I here enclose a copy.*

The 19th Section of our School Act defines so explicitly the basis of apportionment
to Separate Schools, that it is scarcely possible for dif'erences to arise on that point.†
I have sought to administer the law inpartially and in the most liberal spirit ; but novel
movements and demands have lately been set on foot in Upper Canada, on the part of cer-
tain persons in reference to Separate Schools, which must be regretted by every judi-
cious friend of the Union of the Canadas, and of the social advancenent and interests
of Upper Canada, especially of the Roman Catholie portion of the population.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
The Honorable A. N. Morin,

Secretary of the Province, Quebec.

No. 6. Letter from John 0. Hare, Esq., Belleville, to the Chief Superintendent of
Schools for Upper Canada; soliciting information on certain points submittcd relative to
Separate Schools.t

BELLEVILLE, ClDA WEST,
30th December, 1851.

Sra,-Since the passing of the Act of last Session relative to Separate Schools, the
Roman Catholics of this place have had a School Division set apart for themselves by the
Board of School Trustees, embracing the whole Town.

This alteration, ofcourse, wentinto operation on the 25th December, when the election
of the Trustees for the Separate School, (of whom there were three,) took place, a few
days after the passing of the Act, and in fact even before that occurred as far back as
last January, a Roman Catholic School was in operation.

As one of the Trustees, I would beg to request you to inform us, as soon after the
receipt of this as possible, and before the day of election, how many Trustees should be
elected for the Separate School at the election now approaching; should there be two
er three for the whole Town, or two for each of the four Wards into which the Town.is
idivided.? And is the election of the Separate School Trustees, their retirement, &c., to
:îbe conducted precisely as those of the other Trustees ?

Again,-How are the Roman Catholie Trustees to proceed to obtain their share of
the School Fund, which according to Sections 19§ and 40¶ ofthe Act, consists of the Go-

•See Appendix No. 12.
Ibid No. 33 p.

-Referred-to in the-preceding Le tter,
§See Appendix No. 33.
¶ Ibid do do 36.
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vernment allowance and the tax raised from the Town? In this place the Free School
system prevails.

Must anapplication for moncys be made through the Local Superintendent, or to the
Town Council direct, or how otherwise ?

Are our Reports, Returns, and such business to be transacted through the Local Su-
perintendent of the Town Schools, and is he to examine and report on ours?

The Act is almost silent about such matters, otherwise I would not trouble you
regarding them.

The Roman Catholic children here number one-third of the whole. According to
ny reading of the law, if the number attending the Separate School is one-third of
those attending the other Schools, we would be entitled to one-third of the Government
Grant, together with the saie proportion of the money raised in Town.

If I be correct, the question arises, how are we to obtain this proportion ? What
steps are we to take, and through whom are we to apply for it ?

Your attention will oblige the Rev. Mr. Brennan, Col. McLelland, and myself.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JOHN 0. HARE.

No. 7. Letter, from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to Mr. Hare, in reply to the
foregoing.

EDUCATION OFFICE,
TORONTO, 5th January, 1852.

SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th ulto.,
aud to state in reply, that as the proceedings of the Board of Trustees, in establishing a
separate School section in the Town of Belleville, could not take effect before the 25th
ulto., so no lawful election of Trustees could be held before that date. It will therefore
be necessary, on the day of the approaching Annual School Meeting, to elect all the
Scbool Trustees required by law.

2. As to the number of Trustees required by law, I remark that all separate
Schools,.whether in a City, Town or Township, are under the same regulations; and
therefore three Trustees, and three only, must be elected in each separate School
Section.

3. You will observe that those only have a right to vote at the election of Trustees
of a Separate School, who have petitioned for or send children to such School.

4. Separate Schools are under the same superintendence as other Common Schools,
in each Municipality, and must reportin the saie manner.

5. IBy thelth Clause of the 24th Section of the School Act, it will be seen that al
orders for School moneys in a City or Town must be given by the Board of Trustees,
and therefore you must obtain from that Board the order for the money which may be
due your School Section.

6. The first instalment of the School Fund for the year is not payable until July,
when the average attendance of pupils at the Separate and other Common Schools of the
Town will be taken as the basis of apportionment to each. The saie course of proceed-
inCr will be adopted at the end of theyear in distributing the local assessment, part of the
School Fund.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

John 0. Hare, Esquire. (Signed,) E. RYERSON.
Trustee Roman Catholic

Separate Schools, Belleville.
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No. 8. Letter frorn hie Secretary of the Board of School Trustees, Belleville, to the
Chief Superintendent of Schools, submitting a letter from John O. Hare, Esq.,
and requesting information thereon.

BELLEVILLE,
6th February, 1852.

REv. SIR,-I have been instructed by the Board of School Trustees for the Town

of Belleville to submit to you, for your opinion upon the enclosed copy of a letter

received by the Board, froin John O. Hare, Esquire, Secretary of a Separate Roman
Catholic School lately established, and to request you to favor me witl your views, so
that I may, if possible, reCeive them by Tuesday next, when a meeting of the Board
will be held for the purpose of taking the subject into consideration.

I have the honor to be,
Rev. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) C. O. BENSON,
Secretary Board of School Trustees,

Rev. E. Ryerson, D. D., Belleville.

Superintendent of Schools,
Upper Canada.

No. 9. Enclosed in the foregoing Letter from John O. Hare, Esq., Belleville, to the
Board of School Trustees.

BELLEVILLE,
21st .January, 1852.

To THE BOARD OF SCHooL TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF BELLEVILLE ;

GENTLEMEN,-I beg to inform you that, in pursuance of your notice dated the

19th September, 1851, calling upon the Roman Catholie inhabitants of the Town of

Belleville, to select three School Trustees for the Separate School then about to be set

apart for the Roman Catholics of said Town, a meeting of taxable Catholics was

held in the Inn of James Grant, on the 29th September last, at which the Rev. Michael

Brennan, Donald McLellan, and John O. Hare, were selected as Trustees for said

Separate School Section; that the said School Trustees so elected engaged the services

of Richard Mason, as School Teacher, fromthe 25th December last-that on the 14th

instant, at the period for holding the annual election of School Trustees for said Town,
another meeting of the Roman Catholie inhabitants qualified to vote for School

Trustees fora Separate Roman Catholic School for the whole of the Town, was held,

in pursuance of the direction of the Chief Superintendent of Education, the Rev.

Dr. Ryerson, at which last mentioned meeting the Rev. Michael Brennan, 'Donald

McLellan, and John O. Hare were elected School Trustees for the prosent year; that
the said School Trustees, at a meeting held on the 20th instant, engaged the services

of the said Richard Mason, to teach the said Separate School for a year from the time

the said School went into operation, viz: on 1 he 25th ultimo-that they bargained
with him, subject to the right of discharge, at the end of any three months of the time

that they agreed in their corporate capacity to pay the said Richard Mason for his

services, to the same extent, the same amount, and in the same manner as the School

Teachers employed by the Board are paid; and the said School Trustees do hereby

request that you will be pleased to place the said Richard Mason upon the same

footing, and provide for his salary to the same amount, and in the sam emanner, as
the salaries of the Teachers employed by the Board.
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And the said Separate School Trustees vould further intimate that their School
is now in operation, and tauglit by the said Richard' Mason, in the house adjoining
the County Grammar School, and that it is at all times open to the inspection and
amenable to the visitations and regulations prescribed by law for Separate Schools.

I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) JOHN O. HARE,
Secretary to, and one of the Trustees

of the Separate School.

No. 10. Letler from the Chief Superintendent of Schools to the Secretary of the
Board of School Trustees, Belleville, in reply to his letter (No. 8).

EDUCATION OFFICE,
TORONTO, 7th February, 1852.

SIn,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 6th
instant, inclosing a copy of a letter addressed by John 0. Hare, Esquire, to the Board
of Trustees for tIe Town of Belleville, relative Io the Separate Roman Catholic
Sehool in that Town, and requesting my opinion as to the course which the law
requires the Board to pursue.

The proceedings for the establishment of a Separate School appear to have been
quite correct; and the School established by the Trustees elected will be entitled to
all the advantages of a Separate School from the commencement of the current year.

As to the course which the Board should pursue, and the extent to which thie
Separate School is entitled to share in the School Fund, I have nothing to add to what
y stated in a letter to Mr. O. Hare, dated the 5th ultirno, and a copy of which I here-
with enclose.*

1 have the honor to be, &c.,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
C. O. Benson, Esq.,

Secy. Board of School Trustees, Belleville.

No. 11. Letter from John O. Hare, Esquire, Belleville, tothe Chief Siperintendentof
Schools, submitting further information in regard to the preceding case.

BELLEVILLE,
l2th February, 1852.

SIR-The Trustees of the Separate Roman Catholic School in this Town,
(of whom I am one,) apprehend the occurrence of some difficuhy with the Board o
Common School Trustees, relative to the employment of a Teacher by the former,
and as we understand that the Board of School Trustees have applied to you for an
opinion in the matter, we deem it right to acquaint you with all the circumstances
before you arrive at a conclusion, so as, if possible, to prevent a recourse to litiga-
tion. i may state that the Rev. M. Brennan, Colonel McLellan, and myself, were
selected Trustees for the Separate School; and after the election held last month, we
reported to the Board of School Trustees, and stated that we had engaged a School

*S.:e Appendix No. 7.
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Teacher, and requested the Trustees to provide for the payment of his salary, in the
same manner and to the saie amount as the Teachers employed by thein. Some
of the Members of the Board of School Trustees entertain the opinion, I understand,
that the Roman Catholics are only entitled to share (according to the number of
children attending School,) in the Government Grant, (say £60,) and an equal amount
raised by taxation from the Town; if this were correct, the Roman Catholics, who
number nearly onc-third of the p)opulation, and pay taxes in proportion, would
receive about £24 only, per annum, for their Teachers, while the Teachers employed
by the Board are in receipt of £100 per annuim, each, raised from the taxes of
Roman Catholies as well as Protestants. Section 19 of the School Act savs-

" That each Separate School shall be entitled Io share in the School Fund,
according to the average attendance of pupils attending such Separate School, as
compared with the whole average attendance of pupils."

And Section 40 defines what the School Fund is, namely:
" The sum of moncy apportioned annually by the Chief Superintendent-and

" at least an equal amount raised by local assessment."*
Now, what the Separate School Trustees contend for, is that not only the sum

of money apportioned by the Superintendent, but all the other moneys raised by
local taxation for Common Schools constitute the School Fund, and that that sum
is apportioned annually, as the case may be, among all the Schools in proportion to
the numbers attending, as laid down in this Act. You vill please bear in mind
that in this Town the Board of Common School Trustees hire four Teachers, at a
salary of £100 cach, and this sum of £400, with the current expenses of the School,
is raised by thle Corporation, at the instance of the School Trustees. There bas been,
in fact, no apportionment according to numbers heretofore; each Teacher receiving
£100 whether lie has a greater or a lesser number of scholars. Now, all that we
ask is, that our Separate School Teacher shall receive £100 per annum; and we
consider it no more than right to insist in the demand, as wre comprise so large
a portion of the population. If the Trustees wcre to adopt the system of paying
ail Teachers here in proportion to the number of children atuending each School, out
of the Common School Fund, (i. e., out of the local taxation and the Government
Grant,) we would be perfectly satisfied, as our School, laving so large an attendance,
would fare better tlian the rest; but as the Trustees have not seen fit to do so, but
hire Teachers at specific salaries, we insist that we are entitled to the same treat-
ment. To sumn up, the Trustees contend that we are only entitled to share in the
Government apportionment, (say £60) and an equal anount raised from taxation.
We contend that w-e are entitled to share ii the apportionment, and such other sum
as may be raised for paying Teachers' salaries in the Town. If the manifest injustice
towards us, which some of lie Trustees exhibit in this matter be carried out, and it
is found to be the result of the present law, the Roman Catholics, vho may be simi-
larly circumstanced in other places, will be obliged to commence an agitation not
only against the law itself but against the Free School systemaltogether. At present
ve are obliged to find our School iouse, and pay all expenses of the School. And

although there are children of our denomination in Belleville sufliciently numerous
o warrant us in enploying two Teachers, we ask but one.

We beg -aave to request a reply, and indulge a hope that it will be such as to
prevent further trouble.

I am, Sir, &c.,

(Signed,) JOHN O. IIARE,
One of the Separate School Trustees.

The Rev. E. Ryerson, t). D.,
Supt. Education, Toronto.

*See Appendix No. 36.
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No. 12. Letter from the Chief Superintenderit of Schools to Mr. O. Hare, inreply
to the foregoing.*

EDUCA.TION OFFICE,
TORONTO, 18th February, 1852.

S1,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th
instant, and to ,tate in reply, that whatevcr sum or sums any Municipality may raise
over and above the sum declared by the 40th section of the School Act, to be neces-
sarv to constitute the Sch.ool Fund of such Municipality, must, of course, be the
property of the Municipality, to be disposed of for such School purposes
as the Corporation authorizing it rnay think proper. The Government has
no right to require of a Municipality anything more than the fulfilment of
the conditions on which such Municipality accept a certain amount of Legislative
aid for School purposes. Beyond the fulfilment of these conditions, each Munici-
pality has a right to dispose of its own moncys in its own way, without the control
of Government : much less could Government assume the right of requiring a Muni-
cipality to appropriate such moneys to support the institutions or interests of parti-
cular religious persuasions.

It has been decided under the advice of the Attorney General some few years
since, as a general principle of law, ihat whatever sum or sums of money may be
raised under the authority of the School Act, must be applied to School purposes,
and not to other purposes ; but. within this restriction the School authorities in each
Municipality exercise their own discretion in the disposal of any School moneys
raised from local sources, beyond what the 40th section of the Act defines as essen-
tiai to the School Fund.t It is also to be observed, that the Board of School Trustees
is the only authority constituted in each City, Town, and incorporated Village, .to
authorize the raising and expenditure of School moneys in such Municipality. The
members of such Board of Trustees are periodically elected by ail classes of rate-
payers for that very purpose.

The School law provides for the equal protection of the peculiar religions rights
and scruples of al, religious persuasions ; but if the membe-rs of any religious deno-
mination in a Municipality are not satisfied with the enjoyment of equal privileges
with the members of other religious persuasions of their fellow-citizens, but insist
upon a School cxclusively devoted to their own denominational interest, they can-
not ask, upon any ground of constitutional right or justice between man and man,
that publie money, Municipal authority and property, shall be employed to the same
extent to build up denominational interest as to promote interests which are com-
mon to all classes of citizens without regard to sect or party.

Such is the principle on which our successive School Acts have been framed;
such is the principle on which I have explained and administered them during the
whole period that I have had Ihe charge of this Department; such is the exposition
that I gave of the object of the provision of the present Act, permitting Separate
Schools in certain circumstances, as you will sec by referring to my official Circu-
lars, addressed to Township Councils, and Town Boards of Trustees, in August,
1850, as found in the appendix to my Annual Report for 1850, pages 267, 268, 304;
nor have I ever before heard of a demand being preferred upon a Municipality, to
make the same provision for the salary of a denominational School as for that of a
Teacher of a Public School.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

John O. Hare, Esq., (Signed,) E. RYERSON.
Trustee R. C. Separate School, Belleville.

*See appendix, No. 3 and No. 5.
tSee Appendix, No. 36. as
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P. S.-As the Secretarv of the Belleville Board of School Trustees has ad-
dressed the same question to me that you have, I shall transmit him a copy of the
foregoing letter in reply to bis inquiry.

(Signed,) E. R.

The provision of the 191h section * as far as it relates to Separate Protestant and
Roman Catholic Schools, is sub-stantially the same as that contained in the 55th
and 56th sections of the Sclool Act of 1843, and in the 32nd and 33rd sections of
the School Act of 1846, with the exception that the present Act imposes more
effective restrictions and conditions in the establishment of such Schools, than either
of the former Acts referred to under the City and Town School Act of 1847; the
establishment of Separate Schools in Cities and Towns was at the discretion of the
Municipalities, and not at that of the applicant parties. No complaints having been
made-against this provision of the law, even in Cities and Towns, it was at first proposed
to extend the application of the saine principle and provisions to Township Municipali-
ties ; but objections having been made to it by some (both Protestant and Roman Ca-
tholic) members of the Legislature, the provision of the former School Act was re-en-
acted, requiring, however, the petition of twelve heads of families instead of ten inhabi-
tants, as a condition of establishing a Separate School, and aiding it upon the principle
of average attendance, instead of at the discretion of the local Superintendent, as under
the former Act. But, notwithstanding the existence of this provision of the law since
184.3, there were last year but .31 Separate Schools in all Upper Canada-nearly as
many of them being Protestants as Roman Catholies ; so that this provision of the law
is seldom acted upon, except in extreme cases, and is of little consequence for good or
for -evil, the law providing effectual protection against interference with the religious
opinions and wishes of parents and guardians of ail classes, and there being no proba-
bility that Separate Schools will be more injurious in time to come, than they have been
in time past. It is also to be observed, that a Separate School is entitled to no aid
beyond a certain portion of the School Fund for the salary of the Teacher. The School
house must be provided, furnished, warmed, books procured, &c., by the persons
petitioning for the Separate School. Nor are the patrons and supporters of a Separate
School exempted from any of the local assessment or rates for Common School purposes.
The law provides equal protection for all classes and denominations ; and if there be
any class or classes of cither Protestant or Roman Catholies who are not satisfied with
the equal protection sccured to them by law in Mixed Schools, but wish to have a
School subservient to sectional religious purposes, they should, of course, contribute
in proportion, and not tax a whole community for the support of sectarian interests."

‡ It may be proper for me to make an explanatory remark on the nineteenth Sec-
tion of the School Act, authorizing, under certain circumstances, the establishment of
Protestant and Roman Catholic Separate Schools. In my late circular to Township
Councils, I have remarked upon this provision of the Act, and shown that it is no new
provision, but one which las existed upwards ofseven years, since the commencement
of our present Common School system. It has clearly been intended from the begin-
ning as a protection of the minority against any oppressive or invidious proceedings on
-the part of the majority in any School division, in addition to the ordinary provision of
the Act, prohibiting the compulsory attendance of any child upon a religious exercise,
or reading a religious book, to which the parents or guardians shall object. The exist-
tence of so few Separate Schools, (only thirty-one in 1849,) in all Upper Canada, and
nearly one-half of them Protestant, shows that the provision for their establishment is
rarely acted upon, as the local School authorities seldom find occasion for it, and as

*Appendix No. 33.
tErroneouslv reported 59, sec Note appended to the table, Appendix No. 32.
tSee Appendix No. 32, Note.
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there can be no Separate School in a School division, unless the Teacher of the Mixed
School is of a different religious persuasion from the applicants for such Separate School,
the local Board of Trustees can always, if they think proper to do so, make such a
sclection of Teachers as will prevent the establishment or continuance of Separate
Schools."

No. 1 .- Letter from the Secretary of the Board of School Trustees, Belleville, to
the Chief Superintendent of Schools, subnitting a new question for consideration and
decision.

BEULLEVTLLE,
12th February, 1852.

REVEREND SIR,-Your letter of the 7th instant is pcrfectly satisfactory as to the
point submitted to you. A new question has, however, arisen upon the subject of
the application made by the Roman Catholic Board of Trustees for this Town-that is,
what constitutes the School Fund spoken of in the 19th section of the School Act, in
which the Teacher of the Separate School is to share ?

Section 40 declares that it shall consist of the sum appointed by the Chief Super-
intendent, and at least an equal sum raised annually by assessment.* Do the words
" at least" intend that an amount raised by assessment equal to the Government appro-
priation, and added to it-shall togcther be the School Fund exclusively for the pay-
ment of the Teachers ? or do they mean the amount assessed, whatcver t may be, so
that at least it equal the Government allowance, shall in addition thereto, constitute the
School Fund ?

As this is the first instance of the kind wc have had in Belleville, I pray you will
pardon our importunity.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) C. O. BENSON,

To the Rev. E. Ryerson, D.D., Secry. Board Trustees,
Chief Superintendent, Belleville.

&c., &c., &c.,
Toronto.

P. S. An early reply will much oblige the Trustees.

No. 14.-Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools to the Secretary of the'
Board of School Trustees, Belleville, in reply to the foregoing.

EDUCATION OFFICE,
TORONTO, 18th February, 1852.

Sr,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th
instant, and in reply to enclose you a copy of a letter I have this day addressed to Mr.
John 0. Hare, one of the Trustees of the Separate School in the Town of Belleville.t

I have the honor to be, &c.,

C. O. Benson, Esq., (Signed,) E. RYERSON.•
Secretary Board School Trustees,

Belleville.
*Appendix No. 36.
tSee Appendix No. 12.
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No. 15.-Letter from the Roman Catholie Bishop of Toronto, to Mr. Mauricé Carroll,
of Gcorgetown, Esquesing, on the subject of a dispute with the Trustecs of School
Section No. 10, Esquesing ; originally published in the Toronto Mrirror of the 9th
April, 1852, and referred to in thc correspondence, letter V.

ToROXTO, 3rd April, 1852.

Vrrs Dam Sin,-Let your Bishop bless you and your family for your judicious,
noble, paternali, and quite CaLholic conduct, ini the very painful emergency ncntioned
in your letter of the 29th ult., to the Editor of the Mirror.

You send to School five children of yours, from five to thirteen years old. Honor
to your zeal for instruction, dear Sir, and let every father do the saine, by steady,
industrious, and teliperate habits ; and our part of the Province will deserve to bc the
Upper one.

You sent five children to the Mixedi School of Georgetown, but with the precau-
tion of a sentinel and a watchword. Ionor to the simplicity of the dove combined
with the prudence of the serpent-honor to your tolerance and wisdom; you thought
that a Mixed School, truc to the law, true to public speeches, pamphlets and reports,
though a very incomplete system of education, is still better than no School at all; but
you thought too that thcre are dangers in Mixed Schools, danger in the teacher, danger
in the books, danger in fcllow-pupils, danger even in religions exercises, and you safe-
guarded your little ones against all those dangers.

Let everv head of a family, having a religious persuasion do the same, and at ieast
religion shall be respected in our Mixed Schools, and they shal fnot be Schools in which
such or such denominations is Iaughed at in turns, Schools of sceptic indifferentism and
infidelity ; and we will not see as clsewhere nothingarians becoming more and more
-numerous as it is stated in every census; and the hierarchy of our Catholic Church
will tolerate the educatlonal, or rather the instructional machinery ; and both Catholie
parents and children, though mixing with Mixed Schools, will be admitted to the Sacra-
ments provided at home or~in Churches ; religious instruction vill be carefully attended,
because both parents and children are equally bound to the preservation of faith and
morals from any imcdiate danger, and to the accuirement of Catholic knowledge and
practice of piCty ; and because secular instruction without religion is a calamity, far
from being a blessing.

Your watchful children refused reading the Protestant New Testament, and yet
were compelled to join in evening prayer. Shame to the Teacher, to the Metho-
dis tDivine, to the transgressor of the law ; shame to bigotry, injustice, violence, and per-
secution, but honor to your blood, dcar Maurice Carroll, five times honor to your five
children ; their blood is genuine Catholie Irish blood ; they remind me of the soldiers
of St. Maurice, who resisted an Emperor.

For redress you have applied to the Schoolmaster and Trustees; and your sacred
right has been abuscd and refused as an unjust privilege. Shame again to those trust-
less Trustees, and if so enormous a violation of the law were not remedied throughout
the whole Upper Province, shame to School Visitors, Super:ntendents and Counsellors,
and shame to myself, if Head Pastor of this Diocese, I did not protect the lambs of my
fold, by claiming now publicly, as I have done heretofore by all other means in my
power, against such a cruel persecution, and repeating with the Divine Pastor :-" Take
ye great heed of false prophets, vhich come to you in the clothing of sheep, but
inwardly are ravening wolves; by their fruit you shall know them . . . . Do men
gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles. A good tree cannot yield evil fruit, neither
an evii tree yield good fruits ;" St. Matth. chap. VII, V. 15. But again, dear Sir, honor
to Maurice Carroll's enlightened and gencrons conscience, and let every Catholic do the
same under similar circumstances, as he is bound to do under guilt of mortal sin, and
our dear children, the children of Rachael, will not be the victims of infanticides.

Finally, through the Press, you have denounced those facts to the good sense of the

A. 1852.
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country as being in your sound opinion, after prayer, the best weapon against Satan
and his agents. Honor once more to your energy, and let every Catholic be as ener-
getic and send to the open columns of the lirror of Toronto, any complaint as well
grounded as yours, soon Mixed Sehools shall bc what they ought to be, rcspectful
towards al sectarian persuasions. Quakers and Baptists, 1igh and Low Church, Epis-
copalians and Presbyterians, Unitarians and Universalists, &c., &c., and we, Catholics,
shall be soon placed in the same position towards the majority in this section of the
Province, which the Protestant minority occupies in Lower Canada.-Tronto Mirror,
2nd instant.

Now, very dear Sir, my hope is, that in reward of your devotedness to your most
sacred duty of a Catholic father of a family, your son, the faithfil sentinel, shall be in
ten years, by a divine vocation, a watchinan of the sanctuary in this part of thé Catho-
lic Church, where the harvest is so great and the laborers so few; and that all your
children will remain worthy of their father, Maurice Carroll.

Such is the carnest wish of your devoted servant and Father in Xt.

t ARMAND F. M.,

Mr. Maurice Carroll, Georgetown. Bishop of Toronto.

No. 16.-Letter from certain Roman Catholic inhabitants of Georgetown, Esquesing,
to the Chief Superintendent of Sclools, objecting to the practice of performing
Protestant religious service in their School by the Teacher.*

GEORGETOWN,
5th April, 1852.

TO THE REVEREND EGERTON RYERSON, D.D.

RESPECTED SIR,-We, the Catholic inhabitants of Georgetown, whose children
attend the Common School, beg to subint to you the following grievance for redress.
We, the undersigned, have in all fourteen chiidren attending this School. The Teacher,
we understand, belongs to the denomination known as Methodists, to whom on that
account we do not object, but the aforesaid Leacher is in the habit of using prayers- and
other religious exercises as practised by the above denomination, to which, as well as
the use of the Protestant version of the New Testament, we object. We have applied
to the Teacher and Trustees for permissiou for our children to retire, at the close of
School, without being conpelled to take part in the aforesaid exercises, which request
they have refused: the Teacher farther states that unless our children complies in ful
with his rules in this respect, he is instructed by the Trustees to refuse them admission
to the School, and .therefore, although contributing to its support, deprive us altogether
of the benefit of a School for our children. Al of which we humbly submit.

(Signed,) MAURICE CARROLL,
THOMAS NELAN,
JOHN QUINLAN,
PATRICK LAMB,
THOMAS SHEA.

* Roferred to in the Correspondence Letter V.
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No. 17. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schoôls to the R. C. inhabitants of
-Georgetown, in reply to ihe foregoing.*

EDUCATION OFFICE,
TORONTO, 5th April, 1852,

GENTLEMEN ,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
5th instant, received this day; and I regret to learn that an attempt has been made by
the Trustees of your School Section to infringe the express provision of the 14th Section
of the School Act, as well as the general Regulations prepared under it, in both of
which it is declared, that " no pupil in any Common School, shall be required to read
or study from any religious book, or join in any exercise of devotion or religion, which
shall be objected to by his or ber parents or guardians."t

Yours is the first instance that has been represented to me during the last seven
years, in Upper Canada, of a Teacher or Trustees undertaking to compel children to
attend religious exercises, or read from a religious book, objected to by their parents or
guardians; and cannot be too strongly reprobated as tyrannical and unchristian, and at
variance with the letter and spirit of the law.

I know not the names of the Trustees or Teacher of your School Section; but I
desire you to show- this letter to them, and let a copy of it be given to them, informing
them at the same time, that by persisting in such a violation of the law they will incur
the loss of the School Fund apportioned to their School Section, and the Trustees will
become personally liable to the Teaclier for the payment of the salary they have agreed
to pay huin, without being able to colleet any part of it froi others.

I have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

Messrs. Maurice Carroll, (Signed,) E. RYERSON.

Thomas Nelan,
John Quinlan,
Patrick Lamb and
Thomas Shea.

S. S. No. 10, Esquesing, Georgetown.

No. 18.-Letter from the Trustees of School Section No. 10, Esquesing, Georgetown,
to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, explanatory of their conduct to the parties
in the preceding complaint.

GEORGETOWN.-, ESQUESING,
10th April 1852.

DEAR SIR,--We have just receivcd a copy of a communication from you to Man-
lice Carroll, Thomas Nelan, John Quinlan, Patrick Lamb and Thomas Shea, of this
Village, in reply, it w-ould appear, to a conplaint against us, being the Trustees of this
School Section No. 10, of Esquesing. Now Sir, we are at a loss to know what they
have represented to you, but must infer from the very harsh language of your reply
that we have grossly violated the 14th Section of the School Act, by compelling their
children to read in the Testament, contrary to their wish, and joini:,g in devotional
exercises, &c. We think we understand the Act sufficiently well to avoid implicàting

* Referred to in the Correspondence Letter V.
† Appendix No. 33 a and 35.
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ourselves in that way, but perhaps we do not, and if not, you will, we trust, have the
goodness to inform us, as we will now represent the case as it has occurred. Our
Tcacher, Mr. Fricleton, engaged at the beginning of the year, and has been in the
habit of closing the School with prayer. We also use the New Testament in the School,
and have always done so. Complainants have sent to the School the same as others,
until about the last days of March last past, when Maurice Carroll applied to one of
us, also to our Teacher, to allow his children to absent themselves before reading the
Testament and prayer. Accordingly we met and considered the matter, willing to con-
cede all we could and not infringe on the order of the School, as well as the law, and
we came to the following decision, viz.: That his children, or any other, whose parents
may desire it, should be exempted. fron reading in the Testament, or joining in
prayer. But we considered it a bad precedent to establish to allow any to leave the
School before the regular hour for dismissing the School ; we accordingly instructed the
Teacher to that effect, and he informed those children the following day, or rather
attempted to inform them of our decision, but they refused to hear and ran out of the
Schoot and went home. Mr. Carroll came the next morning to the School, accom-
panied by Thomas Nelan and two others not mentioned in the communication, and pre-
sented to the Teacher the Catholie Catechism and Bible, and asked him if he would
teach his children out of those books, if he sent them, and he replied that he could not.
Now they have all taken their children from the School, and await the rescinding of our
resolution, which we do not think proper to do until convinced that we are in error.
We therefore hope that you will have the kindness to reply to us, and inform us if we
are in error, and please let us know what the charge is against us, as we are not
informed.

Mr. Frickleton, our Teacher, will be the bearer of this, and an answer, if you
please, and we will be able to answer any questions you may think necessary to ask, in
regard to his conduct, or our own, in the matter.

We are, dear Sir,
Yours most respectfully,

(Signed,) JOUN FREEMAN,
H. B. WEBSTER,
ELIJAH LEAVENS,

e ETrustees of School Section No. 10, Esquesing.
The Reverend E. Ryerson,

Chief Superintendent of Education,
Toronto, Canada West.

No. 19. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Shools, to the Trustees of School
Section, No. 10, Esquesing, Georgetown, in reply to the foregoing.*

EDucATIoN OPPICE,
TORoNTo, 22nd April, 1852.

GENTLEMEN,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
10th instant, and have been preventedby the pressure of engagements, from answering
it earlier, the necessity for which, however, beng somewhatlessened by my having seen
your Teacher, and stated to him the course which both law and usage required in 'your
case.

I doubt not, but you were actuated by honorable motives and an earnest desire to
promote the discipline and interest of your School in the course which you pursued;

*Referred to in the Correspondence, letter V.
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but you were quite mistaken in the meaning and application of the law, since its broad
interpretation, aud plain design, is to make every parent or guardian the sole judge as to
what religious instructions or exercise his child shall receive or attend in any Common
School. Li Ireland, from which this part of our system has been adopted, Roman Catho-
lic children retire whenever the Protestant Tcacher commences the reading of the
Scriptures and prayer. Thcy are previously notified by the Teacher, and their retiring
has becoine a matter of usage, and is not considered as affecting the discipline and order
of the School.

Besides, compulsion in religions matters, in regard even to children not Protestants,
is no principle or practice of Protestantism. I think the principle is unchristian, and
to act upon it is not doing to others as wc would be donc by.

I have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed, E. RYERSON,
Messrs. F.reernan,

Il B. Webstcr, and
Elijah Leavens,

Trustees, S. S. No. 10, Esquesing, Georgetown.

No. 20. Letter from certain Roman Catholic inhabitants of Georgetown, Esquesing, to
the Chief Superintendent of Schools, additional to their former letter.*

GEORGETOWN, 12th April, 1852.
RESPECTED SIR,-We prcsented a copy of your letter to the Trustees of this

School Section, according to your directions, but can get no answer. We understand
they are going to lay a statement of it before your Reverence, for your satisfaction and
the public at large; we are prepared to take in five repectable witnesses to Toronto, to
prove to the facts stated in our former letter to you, who were present when we de-
manded of the Teacher by whose authority he denied our children admission to the
School; therefore, we knew no better source to seek for redress than to communicate our
grievances to you.

We have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient and humble servants,

(Signed,) MAURICE CARROLL,
JOHN QUINLAN,
THOMAS NELAN,
THOMAS SHEA,
PATRICK LAMiB.

To the Reverend Egerton Ryerson.

*See Appendix No. 16,
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No. 21. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools to Mr. Maurice Carroll,
School Section No. 10, Esquesing, Georgetown, in reply to the foregoing.*

EDUCATIOX OFFICE,
TORONTO, 24th April, 1852.

SI,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instant,
signed by yourself and others, and to state in reply that, having written to the Trustees
of Georgetown School,† I bave no doubt my decision in your case will be, if it has not
already been, carried into effect, so that yon will have ne further ground of complaint
against the Trustees and Teacher in question.

I must, however, add, that I think your conduct is perfectly unjustifiable in ap-
pealing to the public, through the press, on the subject, at the very time you were
preferring a complaint on it to this department, a mode of proceeding condemned by
the common sense of justice and regard for law and public order in ail civilized countries.
The subjects of disputes between parties, or of even criminal prosecutions, are not con-
sidered proper matters of newspaper discussion, while they are pending before the
tribunals authorized to decide upon them. If such an example were followed b 1
persons throughout the land, whenever they conceived a wrong or injustice was done
them, the impartial administration of justice, and the supremacy of law, would soon cease
among us, and revenge and anarchy prevail. The counsel and encouragement which
you seem to have had to pursue such a course, does not alter its character, or render it
less reprehensible.

The case itselfhas afforded an opportunity of shewing that the religious faith of the
parents and guardians of every religious persuasion can and will be equally protected in
the Public Schools, and furnishes, therefore, an illustration against the necessity of
Separate Schools rather than a plea for them.

As you have published what is unofficial, and calculated to excite po p passion
and religious animosity on this subject, I trust you will cause to be published, through
the same medium, the official correspondence respecting it which bas taken place between
you and this Department.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
Mr. Maurice Carroll,

S. S. No. 10, Esquesing, Georgetown.

No. 22. Letter from the Reverend Rupert Ebner Wilmot, to the Chief Superintendent
of Schools, complaining that the R. C. Separate Schools in Wellesley have not
received such aid as he thinks they were entitled to.

S. AGATHA, WILMOT,
February 26th, 1852.

MOST HONORABLE SIR,-It is the first time I see me in the case of necessity to
address myself to your authority, and your impartiality and love of justice. The case
belongs to the Roman Catholic Separate School, in the Township of Wellesley, Sections
IX and X. Thé Catholie people in this place have erected a Schoolhouse, about four
years ago-the first in both Sections. There was since that time a diligently kept

* Referred to in the Correspondence, Letter V.
† See Appendix No. 19.
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School, six months in every year. The School was considered as a Common School.
Now, about only one year ago, there was erected another Common Schoolhouse in
Section X, where the larger parties of Catholic settlers live. As this Common School-
house was going on, the Roman Catholie population of both sections made up a petition,
and presented it to the Municipal Council of the Township of Wellesley, in which they
petitioned that their School, established only by the means of Catholic people, might be
for the future considered as a Roman Catholie Separate School, to which their chil 'dren
could be sent, without any obligation towards the new Common School, as it is under-
stood by itself. The number of the undersigners of the said petition was far larger
than the last School Act requires, and therefore the Municipal Council granted the
petition without the least repugnance, as it vas obliged to do so according to the saie
School Act. Since then the Municpal Council has granted a Roman Catholic Separate
School for the Catholie inhabitants of both Sections; there is left no doubt, I think, that
the saie Council has extended the limits of the said Separate Sehool as well over Sec-
tion IX as over Section X, and that' therefore the limitsfixed by the Council, as the School
Act prescribes, comprise both Sections. Hence the Catholie family fathers of both
sections sent their children to the Separate School, and send still this very moment.
There was never made the slightest objection against their sending, never the slightest
hindrance from any side, neither from the side of the Council, nor of the Local Superin-
tendent, who visited some time the School, nor of any other person else.

Therefore, the Catholic population of those places was not little astonished and
alarmed, as they suddenly, in the beginning of this year, were advised that the Catholie
inhabitants of Section X, were obliged to pay taxes for the Common School. Knowing
that I, their Pastor, as a Clergyman, am somewhat concerned in School affairs, some of
the Catholie resident family fathers went to me, and informed me of the matter, and
asked my advice. I told tlem that I see no reason, by which they could be compelled to
pay taxes for the Common School; on the contrary, the plain and clear tenor of the
School Act defends them from such an obligation; the Trustees of the Common School
must be wrong not knowing the School Act, otherwise they could not think on such
taxes, which cannot be imposed on the Catholic family heads without violating the
School Act, and therefore without injustice. I told them finally, that I would write to
the Local Superintendent, Mr. Schuler, and I wrote to him, indeed, but hitherto I
received from him no official answer; he only sent me word by a man who spoke to
hia, that according to his view, it would be the best, that the Catholic people in Section X
should pay the imposed taxes, and lie himself would then take care that the paid taxes
should be repaid to them for their indemnification. Such an answer, as you, Honor-
able Sir, may understand yourself, is good for nothing. Mr. Schuler himself appears to
see, that the law is for the Catholic portion. The interested parties appealed then to
the Municipal Council. The matter was spoken of in the last Session, and the Council
decided that the Catholie people could be taxed by no means for the sake of Common
School. And that, of course, because some of the same members, who composed the
Council and granted the Separate School the last year, composed the Council this
year.

I was hereafter told, that the Trustees of the Common School addressed themselves
to Toronto, to the Chief Superintendent of Schools; therefore I resolved, in the name
of the Trustees of our Separate School, to do the saie, in order to prevent perhaps false.
informations, and to implore, most Honorable Sir, your human and impartial feelings in
this affair, that you may, if there should arise any necessity, interpose your authority,
lest this disgraceful matter become more disgraceful and intricate. If I did not live so
far from the Separate School under question, I would take care that this my letter should
be undersigned by the Trustees and the Catholie householders that belong to that-
School.
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Relying, most Honorable Sir, on your kindness and your zeal for law and justice,
I beg you to regel such a violent attack, and to seule this affair as soon as possible, that
the excited spirits of both parties may be shortly appeased again.

I have the honor to be,
Most Honorable Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) RUPERT EBNER,
Roman Catholic Missionary.

The Reverend E. Ryerson,
Chief Superintendent of Common Schools of Upper Canada.

P. S.-If your Honor should have the kindness to answer me, the address to me
would be:

REV. MI. RUPERT EBNER,
Post Office, Petersburg,

Township of WiImot, '. W.

No. 23.-Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the Reverend Mr. Ebner,
in reply to the foregoing.

EDUCATION OPFICE,
ToRONTo, Srd March, 1852.

REVEREND SrR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
the 26th ultimo, and in reply I beg to refer you to my Circular to Town Reeves of
Townships, on the duties of Township Councils in Upper Canada, under the present
School Act, dated 12th August, 1850, and,published in the Journal of .Education for
that month, and also in the Appendix to my last Annual School Report, pp. 267, 268.*
The part of my official Circular in which I explained to all parties the provisions of the
Act relative to Separate Schools, commences with paragraph No. 6, the last on the
267th page of the Appendix to the Report referred to.

I have the honor to be,
Reverend Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

The Reverend Mr. Rupert Ebner (g ,) E. RERSe,
R. C. Missionary, Wilmot, Petersburg, . W.

No. 24. Letter from the local £upenindent of Wilmot and the German Schoolà in
Weilesley to the Chief Superintedent of Schools, submitting the case of the R. 0.
Separate Schools in Wellesleand soliciting advice.

The Reverend É.-l yiso,
Chief Superintendent of Schoo¶h fr U. 0.

Sm,-I beg leae to ask a- few questions regarding School matters,- iz
There are three Schools in one Section n one Township, one of which àá a

Gatholic Sepàrate School. The Trustees of that School, as well as the Trustees of one of
the other Schools, wish to put on their Sections, an extra tax, but the Trustees of tiië
third School wish to raise the necessary money by Date Bill.

*See second Note to letter in Appendix No. 12.
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1. Can, therefore, one or two Schools, or rather the Trustees, do it, or must they
all join ?

2. If there is a Catholic Separate School, and, in the neighbourhood of it, also a
Common School, in which limits some of the Catholics reside who send their children to
the Separate School, will these Catholics be taxed in and for the Separate or Com-
mon School?

These Separate Schools are indeed a burden to Superintendents and all those
concerned in School matters, because the Catholics believe that, whenever they live in
the Township, they belong to such Separate School, and refuse to pay extra taxes in
their own Section; whercfore I humbly beg your Reverence for information on that
subject.

3. Can Trustees collect the amount of Rate Bill by force, if they neglected to
do so in the proper time ?

These questions I lay before your Reverence, and trouble you with the saie,
praying you to inform me as soon as possible, since the matter lies before me for de-
cision, and the Act is not very intelligible on the subject.

Hoping to receive an answer,

I remain, Sir,
Your humble servant,

(Signed,) WENDLIN SCHULER,
Superintendent for Wilmot and

the German Schools of Wellesley.
New Hamburg,

"Wilmot," March 9th, 1852.

No. 25. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools to the Local Superintendent
of Wellesley, in reply to the foregoing. EDUCÂTION OFFICE,

TORONTO, 20th March, 1852..

SI,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th instant,
and to state in reply that their cannot be, according to law, three sets of Trustees in one
School Section. There can be only on set of Common School Trustees in a Secto'n,
although, under the circumstances mentioned in the 5th clause of the 12th Section of
the School Act, there may be both a maile and female School; there may also, be a set
of Trustees of a Separate School, according to the 19th Section of the School Act*
There cannot, therefore, be more than two sets of lawful Trustees inany School Sectoi.

As to the Common School, the Trustees can raise what sums they require by Ratë
Bill on parents sending to the School, or by rate on property, as may be agreed upon at
the annual School Meetino-, or a Special meeting called for that purpose. See lettersNos;
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, in the Journal of Education, for last month, (February,) pages- 26 d
27, as to the authority of Trustees of Common Schools.

In regard to a Saparate School, you will perceive by carefully examining the'19th,
Section of the Act,* that the Trustees of such School have no authority to levy a rate
on any person who has not petitioned for, or who does not send a child to such School
Neither a Roman Catholie nor Protestant can be compelled to support a Separate Sehol
unless he sends his children to it. If Roman Catholics prefer sending their childegto
the Common School, they cannot be made to contribute to the support of the Roman
Catholie Separate School, and the same principle of right applies to each Protes&it
where a Separate Protestant School is established.

*Appendix No. 33.
*Appendix No. 33.
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I remark also, that the supporters of a Separate School are net exempt. from any
property tax which may be levied for the erection of a Common Schoolhouse, or for
the support of the Common School. Sec my circular to the heads of Township Coun-
cils, dated August, 1850, and printed in the Appendix to my last Annual School Report,
pages 267, 268.*

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

WTcndlin Schuler, Esquire, (Signed,) E. RYERSON.
Superintendent of Schools,

Wilmot and Wellesly, New Hamburg.

No. 26. Letter from the Reverend Rupert Ebner, Wilmot, to the Chief Superintedent
of Schools, in reference to the matter contained in his former letter. (No. 21.)

SAINT AGATHA,
WILMOT, 27th April, 1852.

VERY REVEREND SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your answer
to ny letter of the 26th February, about one month ago; by urgent circumstances I
was prevented to reply carlier to your official answer.

I beg your pardon, very Reverend Sir, I must tell you with regret that I was wholly
disappointed in my expectations. You refer me in your answer to your circular to
Town Reeves, dated Toronto, 12th August, 1850, commencing with paragraph No. 6.
In No. 6, I find nothing touching our case, but in No. 5, I found somewhat. Therein
is said, that " patrons and supporters of a Separate School are not exempted from any
"of the local assessments or rates for Common School purposes." Well, Reverend Sir,
whatever the sense of this passage may be, I think it cannot be the sense, that such
supporters of any legally established Separate School should be obliged to pay taxes for
the salary of the Teacher at a Common School; otherwise, as it is understood by itself,
tie XIX Section of our School Act, would be a mere illusion and a great lie. I think,
very Reverend Sir, you have been not fairly instructed, neither by the Trustees nor by
the local Superintendent, Mr. Schuler.

Whatever I wrote to you in my foregfoing letter is a fact, and still continues to be
a fact; I expected therefore, that you, if you should refuse to give any decisive and
fiual answer, at least would make acquainted the local Superintendent with my letter,
and the circumstance mentioned therein, that the Catholie School under question was
authorized by the Municipal Council of the Township of Wellesley, as the Councillors
themselves cannot deny, and recommend him and perhaps the Councillors too, a new
sincere inquiry into the matter, and to act according to the law with candour and
impartiality.

As I received your answer, I perceived instantly that it would help us very little
or nothing, if the Township Councillors should change in whatever way their view or
good wil. For as to the local Superintendent, Mr. Schuler, he was against our Sepa-
rate School, as I have reason to suppose. You say also in the mentioned circular, No.
7, " that the new Act provides for the settlement of nearly all probable School Section
" disputes, by a simple system of local arbitration." But, Reverend Sir, I think such
a local arbitration in such cases, as is ours, will seldom-be practicable ; the one or the
other party, and perhaps both, will seldom agree in the election of arbitrators, and at,
at in our case, there was no necessity of local arbitration ; there was the clear law te

decide upon the matter, for in accordance with the law, the Municipal Council had
"See second note to letter in Appendix No. 12.

A. 1852.
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granted the Separate School, by granting the petition submitted to them by tie Catho-
lic party, without restriction to any of the subscribers, among whom were a great pmany
of the X Section ; how could, therefore in accordance with law, the Catholic family
fathers, residing in section X, be compelled to pay taxes for the Teacher of the Common

ehool? But what I feared, bas happened; in their first session, in which the matter
was acted, the Councillors declared, that the Catholie family fathers belonoing to thé
Separate School, could not be taxed for the sake of the Common School, ley them-
selves would defend them ; in the next following session declared the Town Reeve,
Mr. Hawk, that lie would provide the Trustees of the Comnimon School with money, in
order lest the Catholics may be taxed. In the meantime, the Trustees of the Conmon
School began to enforce the taxation; and as then, some Catholics came to Mr. Hawk
for redress, he told theni that he could do nothing for their behalf, and that they should
apply themselves to a lawyer. I leave it, very Reverend Sir, to your own considera.
tion what you may think, of such unmanly and unprincipled behaviour, and whether Mr.
Hawk is not obliged in conscience before God and man, to repair the damnification to
the Catholics, whom he has caused by his inconsistency not only to be taxed, but also
to bc fined ?

The taxation was then enforced, not without great excitement and clamours, and
exertions of hostility. One of the Trustees of the Common School, Mr. Feitenheimor,
has since sold bis land and left the place out of anger, and is gone away with allis
household. And who is guilty of that sad emergency and popular outrage ? I think
tihe maintainers and executioners of the law.

I cannot but acknowledge in this fatal occurrence a heinous and flagrant injustice,
committed against the Catholic settlers in those places. They had a ng ht to petition
and to obtain a Separate School for their children, for there are not twelve of them,as
the School Act requires, but above twenty, and that in Section X alone, and with the
settlers in Section IX, there nuniber surpasses far thirty; and if the Municipal Councll
had not granted a Separate School for them about a year and a half ago, they lad been
obliged by law to grant it, and still are obliged to do so. But they granted the School
indeed, as they do not and cannot deny ; nay, they confessed that openly, by declaring
a littie while before, that the Catholics could not be taxed fbr the sake of the Common
School. I do not hesitate at all to call that taxation an act of open injustice, and akind
of roguery not very different from pillaging and robbing ; and the fault of that pillagin
and robbing is not in the want of law, but en tke want of impartiality and justice in maii-o
taininq and executing the law ; I guess Mr. Sehuler, the Local Suprtendent, bearsno
little portion of guilt in that disagreeable affair; he at least, as I was told, encoraged
the Trustees to enforce the taxation, and why did he not listen to the just complaihts
of the Catholies ? Why did he not insist upon an impartial, sincere and quiet inqi
upon their reclaims ? Why did he not acquiesce to the just decision of the Munic
Council, that they could not be taxed ? Althouglh he himself has toId me that the sÏ&Ie
decision depends upon the Municipal Council. Does such a behavior show im PU ?

I read, very Reverend Sir, in the last copy of your Journal of Pducatin,foit
month of March, many questions upon school matters, and your decisions oflimem;
and some of them seem to have reference to our case, and therefore proposed Ou
by Mr. Schuler. But, very Reverend Sir, there are mentioned only some second
circumstances; the principal circumstance, that our Separate School was legalye
lished by the authority of the Municipal Council is quite left out. Supposing t'he
questions alluded to have been proposed by Mr. Schuler, I ask, is that fairnessamn
cerity, impartiality necessarily connected with his sition ? Therefore, becauiefr,

huler did not propose that principal point, I wi , with your permission,,takethe
crty to propose it in the following questions, and to beg an answer from you, whe4

by a private letter or in thejourna.
Question lst. Have their more than 20 Catholic family heads a right to.petinani

separate school for their children ? and can any Municipal Council or Local Supeintes
dent suppress such a right in compliance with law ?
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Question 2nd. Is it the duty of any Municipal Council to authorize such petitioners
to establisli a separate School?

Question 3rd. If any Municipal Council grant such a petition for all subscribed
petitioners without restriction, without any other declaration, have the petitioners not
reason enough to believe that their School is.granted and established by legal authority ?

Question 4th. If in such way a Separate School is erected, are the famnily fathers
who send their children to that School obliged to pay a portion of the salary for the
teacher of the Common School in the same section, or are they not.

Question 5th. If, notwithstanding that the partakers of sucih a Separate School are
compelled by violence and intrigue to pay taxes for the Teacher of the Common School,
is there any injustice committed or not ? and are the injuring parties obliged to indem-
nify the injured, or are they not?

I would like to see those questions clearly answered, and should they be answered
in a negative way, I would like to know the grounds thereof; otherwise I cannot be
convineed that law is respected in this country, and particularly that the Section XIX
of the School Act is somewhat more than a soap-bubble, or that Catholics can surely
cnjoy liberty of conscience and religion, with which is necessarily connected liberty of
education, without being exposed to continuons fcar of trouble and vexation.

The Common School under question is as for the rest a very pretty one and worth
all protection. As to the number of children, it was universally smaller than of.those
attending the Separate School ; two of the Trustees are two Catholic dupes, the third is
a deaf man ; the Teacher, Mr. John Peter Wirz, is a drunkard of first class, well l5nown
tlirough the country, and living separate fron his wife ; Mr. Schuler himself was before
a Catholie, but because Rev. Mr. Shnider, who lives now at Goderich, did not permit
him to instruct the people in catechisn, because he has been informed (as Rev. Mr.
Shuider himself and and the Teacher Mr. Wirz too told me) that Mr. Schuler had
debauched a girl in Germany, he turned hereafter a Lutheran, and was soon made a
preacher too; and perhaps one of the motives of his activity against our separate school
was to show that he has become a good Protestant.

I ask now; very Reverend Sir, what man of any good feeling should think or see
without indignation, that by such a rabble so many family fathers should have been
pillaged, and our Separate School, established by legal authority, should be abolished ?
and should there, verv Reverend Sir, also for the time to come the said Catholic family
fathers be deprived of their right to send their children in a Catholic School, or com-
pelled to pay for two Teachers,- would that be equality before the law ? Many of them
told me that they would by no means send their ehildren to any Common Sehool; they
will have a school with religions instructian; and the law is not opposed to their views
and paternal religious wishes. I think there would be many ways to remedy their
complaints, and to satisfy their desires ; but, very Reverend Sir, what will it avail, the
law being just and good, if Local Superintendents, and Trustees and Municipal Coun-
cillors, set aside its authority ? I cannot enforce the execution of law ; it is you, very
Reverend Sir, who by your position as Chief Superintendent of Schools, have the power
and duty to watch over the maintenance of law, to support its authority, to repel by
restraining your officers from all unjust doing, all illegal atacks, and provide equal
right for ahl parties in accordance with law.

You express, very Reverend Sir, very noble and recommendable sentiments, and
worth the highest praise, in your cireular to Local Superintendents, (Toroato, 12th Au-
gust, 1850), where you say:-" The spirit of the vow made by the Prassian Councillor,
" Dinter, should imbue the hcart of every School officer in Upper Canada: I promised
" God that I would look upon every Prussian peasant cbild as a being who could com-
"plain of me before God, if I did not provide him the best education, as a man and a
"'Christian, which it was possible for me to provide."

I sincerely believe, very Reverend Sir, that you are. truly penetrated by such a
noble and good spirit, but I think I have reason to doubt whether so many Catholie

53 '
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children coul not complain of you before God, if you would do nothing for their behalf
by interposing your authority in this disgraceful case.

But I rely, very Reverend Sir, on your impartial and good spirit, and implore, as
I have already doue once, in the name of the Trustees of our Separate School, and Of
al the Catholie inhabitants of both Sections, and in the name of justice andhumanity;
your supreme authority, that rights grounded upon the clear words of the School Act
may be respected, and more tian thirty family fathers may not bc prevented to provide
their children religious instruction, or perhaps instruction at all, for some of them told
me, if they could not send their children to a Catholie School, they would send them in
no School at all.

I think it would be the best and shortest way, if you, very Reverend Sir, would
please to advise the Municipal Council of the Township of Wellesley, to respect the XIX
Section of the School Act, and to grant anew a Separate School, and to prescribe its
limits for all Catholics of both sections, who wish to send their children to such School,'
and will subsign the petition, to be made up and submitted to the Municipal Council,
that allows the Act, nay, that prescribes the Act, as a duty for any Municipal Council;
and when that will have been done, there wiRl be finished all dispute, quarrel, and
enmity.

lIoping that you, very Reverend Sir, will regard our just and humbly submitted
claims.

I have the honor to be,
Very Reverend Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) RUPERT EBNER,
Catholie Missionary.

The Reverend
Egerton Ryerson, D. D.,

Chief Superintendent of Schools, U. C.

No. 27, Letter froni the Chief Superintendent of Schools, te the Reverend Rupert
Ebner, in reply to the foregoing.

EDUCATION OFFICE,
ToRNTO, 31st 11ay, 18

REVEREND SIR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of th-
27th ultimo, and to state in reply, that you will observe by the several Clauses of the 35th
Section of the School Act, that the Chief Superintendent of Schools has no authori
whatever to interfere with any Township Council in prescribing the limits of SchoolSe
tions, whether for Separate or Public Schools. Each Township Couiicil, consisting
representatives elected by the people interested, is the judge as to the limits of Schch
sections in such Township; the power to act in such cases is given by law, not to m
but to each Township Coundil. Bcsides, in an appeal to this dcpartmen't, each of the
parties to whom you refer should have been furnisied with a copy of your letter, that
they might speak for themselves, that I might hear both sides before offering an opinion
on the acts of cither. Sec forms and instructions, chapter V, miscellaneous remarks.

Whether the Township Reeve, the local Superintendent, the Trustees, and the
Teacher referred to, are the characters you represent them to be, I have no means of
knowing; nor is it in my province to judge. But it appears from your own letter, that
two of the three Trustees cf the School Section in which so much is urged for a Separate
School, are Rom'an Catholics; and it appears to me very extraordinary, that in such
circumstances, a second set of Roman Catholie Trustees should be deemed necessary b
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any portion of the population. It shows how much personal and party feeling, and a
desire of exemption from the ordinary School taxes, has to do in such proceed'gs in
some cases, where no reason can be adduced, from difference of religious faith. I regret
sucl occurrences, so destructive to the unity of ne'hborhoods and the universal educa-
tion of youth, thougli I have no power to prevent tem.

As to the questions to which answers have been inserted in the Jounal of Educa-
tion, I have to observe, that not one of them was proposed by Mr. Schuler. You are,
therefore, entirely mistaken in your conjectures as to the nature of Mr. Schuler's com-
munications to this Department ;* and I charitably hope you rmay be equally mistakea
in your opinion and representations as to the character of the Reeve and Councillors
and other persons to whom you allude.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Sined,) E. RYESON.
The Reverend Rupert Ebner, .

Roman Catholie Missionary,
Wilmot, Petersburg.

No. 28. Letter from the Chairman of the Board of School Trustees, City of Toronto,
to the Chief Superintendent of Schools ; requesting him to obtain the opinion of the
Law Officers of the Crown, as .o the construction of the termI "School Fund," in the
Act 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48, Section 40.t

Too,;o, 2nd June, 1852.

Sm,-I have been instructed by the Board of School Trustees for the City, to
obtain through you, the opinion of Her Majesty's Attorney General, with regard to the
correct legal construction of what constitutes the " School Fund," as mentioned in the
School Act, especially with reference to Separate Schools.1

The interpretation put upon it by the Board is, that the School Fund, as applicable
to the demands of parties requiring Separate Schools, consists of the Legislative grant
and a local assessment, at least equal lu amount; these sums united, forming the aggre-
gate School fund described in the Act, as applicable solely to the payment of quaified
teachers.

The Roman Catholics who are desirous to have Separate Schools established for
their benefit, entertain a different view, and claim to have the right of sharing in all
the School money raised by assessment in the City, thus virtuày taxing the whole
community to maintain separate denominational Schools.

In order that the Attorney General may have the opportunity of thoroughly inform-
i himself as regards the views entertained by the Trustees, I mclose herewith a copyai Report recently adopted by' he Board,§ and as the question involves a principle of
very great public importance, and the action of the Board, in the matter of Separate
Schools, will have to be determined by the Attorney General's opinion regarding the
law of the question, it is hoped that the legal adviser of the Crown, will give a conclu-

*Appendix No. 24.
† Appendix No. 36.

Appendix No. 36.
See Appendix 30.
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sive opinion thereon, so as to determine for the guidance of the Board, what is the true
intent and meaning of the clauses of the School Act establishing Separate Schools, and
to what extent suci Separate Schools can claim their legal share of the School Fund.

I am, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

J. G. BEARD,
Chairman, Board of School Trustees,

Toronto.
To Reverend Dr. Ryerson,

Chief Superintendent of Schools, C. W.

No. 29. Inclosed in the foregoing. Letter from T. J. O'Neill, Esquire, to the Board
of School Trustees, submitting the claims of the Roman Catholie Separate Schools.

TORONTO, 20th April, 1852.
TO THE -BOARD oF CiTy TRUSTEES, &c. &c. &c.

GENTLEMEN,-As Trustees of the Catholic Schools of this City, we beg leave, on
behalf of the Catholie inhabitants, to submit the accompanying statement, shewing the
number and character of our Schools, and attendance at each, with the view to obtain
such proportion for the current year of the School Funds at your disposal, as you shall
consider our numbers are entitled to.

It is, perhaps, unnecssary to observe, that a statement rendered at this period of
the year cannot be taken to represent fairly the average attendance for the whole year,-
the poverty of a large portion of our population preventing many parents from send-
ing their ill-clad children to School during the winter months.

We think it, therefore, but reasonable to compute the number likely to attend'our
Schools during the ensuing seven months, at nearly, if not fully, a-fourth more than
now represented, and trust, whatever may be the amount the ]Board shall see fit to
apportion in view of our present numbers, due consideration will be given, at the close
of the year, to the large increase which we anticipate our summer and fall's attendance
will exhibit.

We partake, equally with yourselves, of the desire to see the blessing of education
enjoyed by all classes. Our aim, like your own, is to secure for our youth that system
best calculated to instruct and elevate. We hope our application will be met in the spirit
of equity, and that the amount placcd at our disposal shall be commensurate with the
requirements of the large body we represent.

We remain, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servants,

T. J. O'NEILL,
(Signed on behalf of Trustees.)
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ST-TEmENT furnished to the City Board of Trustees of Catholie Schools, and child-
ren attending the same, Toronto, 20th April, 1852.

Number of Teachers. Boys. Girls. Total

Richmond Street School, taught by Christian
Brethren,..............................

St. Paul's Church, by Christian Brethren, ....... 75
St Patrick's by, Mr. Taaffe.................... ........
St. Patrick's, by Miss . Higgins,........................I
Stanley Street, by Miss iggins.... ........... 1 Assist, (Miss Nolan.)........124
Palace Street, (Russell Abbey), by Miss Herriek],.. 1 30
Loretto, (Siicoe3 Street), by 25es of Loretto.... .2 30

i Sehools, (equai to2 10)1 ..................... ,nndi Assistantestimatedi
at 10 Teachers..........45 231 06

Witli regard to the above, me 'would respeetftilly note, that the probable epenses of sustaining a similar
number of Common Sehools, may be presumed to opproximate to the following, viz

6 Male Teehers .............. at £110................. £660
2 FeS ale do.................. of . .................. 130
2 do do................... 45 .................. 90
2ent of 10 Se .ool .ouses........... 20 .................. 200
Fuel for do do .......... 7 ............ ..... 70

£ 1150

T. J. O'NEILL
(Signed on behalf of C. Trustees.)

No. 30.-Also inclosed. Report of the Free School Committee of the Board of School
Trustees, Toronto, upon the foregoing application: Adopted 19th May, 1852.

The Committee on Free Schools, to whom was committed the Letters of T. J.
O'Neill, Esq., dated the 31st March and 20th April last, relative to the appropriation
of Funds for the support of Roman Catholic Separate Schools, beg to report:-

That the Roman Catholic Separate Schools, vhich have hitherto been recognized by
the Board, are No. 14, male and female Schools, in St. Patrick's Market, and No. 8,
female school, in Stanley Street; and these have been under the direction of two Com-
mittees, appointed by the Board, under the compromise made with the Roman Catholic
inhabitants, in February, 1851. The amount appropriated last year for fheir support,
both Sections having been voluntarily deprived of the Schools for a time, was £196 5s.
but the sum appropriated was equal to two Schools, at an average rate of £110 each-
per annum.

With regard to the claims of- Separate Schools, established according to law,
they are entitled, by the 19th Section of the School Act, to share in the School Fund,-
according to the average attendance of pupils (the mean average attendance in summer
and winter being taken), as compared with the whole average attendance at the Publie
Schools.*

The School Fund consists ofthe Legislative grant, and a local Assesssment at least
equal to it in amount. If the assessment fall short of the grant, the amount of the
grant is proportionately reduced ; but if the assessment be greater, the grant is not in-
creased.t These equal sums united, form, according to the interpretation of the law.

*Apppendix No. 33
t 40 Sec. of the Act, 13 and 14, Vie. cap. 48.
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by the Chief Superiitendent of Education, the Common School Fund naied in the
Act, and is to be applied solely to the payment of the salaries of qualified Teachers.
If any locality chose to levy a School Tax exceediug the suin required to secure the
share of the Goveriment Grart, thut cxcess is at the disposal of the Board of Trustees,
for gencral School purposes, and cannot, with any regard for propricty or justice, be
applied to the support of scparatc Schools, whcther Protestant or Roman Catholic.

Your Committce, desirous to mect the claim of the Roman Catholic inhabitants, so
far as duty and law require, endeavourcd to formn a correct judgnient as to the relative
claims of those who den-ud Separate Schools, ,whether Protestant or Roman Catholie,
and the claims of our entire population, for whose welfare the system of Publie Instruction
has been establislied. While your Committec admit that the law makes provision for Se-
parate Schools, to meet an exigency-namely, the anticipated intrusion of the religious
dogmas of a majority upon a mnority ; yet no ground for such complaint exists, or has
been urged against the Public Schools ofthis City,-they having been established upon
a broad catholic basis, rendering flic deniand for Separate Schools utterly indefensible,
upon any sound principle of political justice or moralitv.

It is one of the recognized principles of civilized socicty, that all shall contribute to
establish and sustain institutions deemed essential by the majority; provided that the
demand does not infi-inge upon the rights of conscience. Thus, the charges attendant
upon every branch of public legislation, jurisprudence, or any other branch of social
economy, security or defence, are, or should be borne equitably by all the inhabitants
of the country, becanse all are partakers of the benifits resulting from the expenditure.
No good citizen complains of being taxed to make the laws of his country, to guard it
against foreign enemies, to secure its internal peace, to repress and punish crime, or
to extend the benefits of public economy throughout society. Religious distinctions,
in such cases are unknown-the sectarian is wholly nierged in the citizen. We never
hear of separate houses of legislation being demandcd by Protestants or Roman
Catholics-separate Courts of Justice-separate H-ouses of Correction, or any other of
the numerous arrangements whicli the peace, safety, and well-being of society demand.
There is a universal admission of the rectitude and necessity of united co-operation in
public affairs, and of submission to the burthcn imposed te uphold those civil institu-
tions which the majority nay deem essential to the social existence or welfare of the
whole.

Among ail the instrumentalities employed to secure the moral clevation, and to pro-
mate the best interests of society, none appear to be more important than a wise and
liberal system of public instruction, based upon moral law, but free fron sectarianism.
To promote intelligence and virtue all admit is better than to punish ignorance and
crime; to pay by a public tax, for the moral and intellectual improvement of youth
(committing their instruction in dogmatic theology entirely to parents, guardians, and
religious teachers), experience has proved to be thc best public economy. Thesystem
of Free Schools, recentlv establishcd in thc City, rests upon the recognition of an entire
equality of rights and privileges among all classes of citizens. The religious convictions
of all denominations have beon scrupulonsly respected, and their rights sedulously
guardedby the law under whichthe Sehools have been established. No Protestant teacher
can thrust his religions opinions upon Roman Catholie youth, nor can a Roman Catholie
teacher upon Protestant youth. In this respect, our educational system differs essen-
tially from that of Lower Canada; there, the Schools of the majority arc essentially sec-
tarian; here, on the contrary, they are emphatically unscetarianism,-they are secular
but moral. When, however, twelve resident householders of different religious faith to
the teacher appointed to any School Section, or twelve colored persons, apply to a Board
of Trustees for a Separate School, it mnust be granted, althougli there is no alleged
grounà for complaint. Still,-in uh ensis the law evidently guards against sucb Sehools
being recognized as upon an eqnality with the 'Public Schools gcenerally. It concedes a
certain measure of public aid, but regards their existence as an undesirable exception

A. 1852.
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to a great principle, that the State should afford an opportunity to every youth in the
land, to enjoy the benefit of a go'd, moral, but secular education.

Your Committee would further remark, that as Roman Catholics are r:quired as well
as Protestants, according to the assessed value of their property, to contribute their
share to the entire local tax levied for School purposes,-not merely that which is required
to secure the share of the Legislative grant, but any excess which the Board of Trustees
may determine, your Committee acknowledge that they should share in the advantagcs
of he whole fund equally with others-not, however, as Roman Catholics or Protestants-
not as the professors of any system of religious faith-but as citizens. If either party,
menbers of the body politic, choose to isolate themselves fiom the rest of their fellow-
citizens on the ground of holding t. certain religious opinions: if they refuse to co-oper-
ate in arrangements for the general good which do not at all infringe upon their rights
as religious communities; and, if thus they voluntarily forfeit the advantages they are
invited to enjoy equally with others, the blame rests not with the board but with them-
selvs. Ncither the general nor the local Governments of the State have any. warrant to
make laws or to collect taxes to build up any system of religious faith whatever. Such
functions. belong exclusively to the lawful authorities of religious communities. If
Roman Catholics or Protestants are to share in the moral and political advantages which
arise from the promotion of intelligence and virtue in society by means of unsectarian
Public Schools, they are required, in justice, to pay for such advantages in common
vith their fellows citizens generally. If either Protestant or Roman Catholie desire to-

super-add other Schools to indoctrinate their youth with their own pecular religious
opinions, common justice and propriety demand that it should be done by their own
agencies, and entirely at their own cost. The principle is false which makes any secu-
lar Government to become a tax-gatherer for churches ; and it bears unjustly and griev-
ously upon those who conscientiously repudiate the interference of Government in pro--
viding for the teaching of sectarian dogmas, or for the support of religious communi-
ties.

Your committee are fully convinced that justice to society-to every religious persua-
sion-can never be fuily enjoycd but upon the invulnerable ground so highly eulogized
by the present Roman Catholic Archbishop of New York-namely, that civil govern-
ment bas no moral riglit to legislate upon the subject of religion. That eminent-eccle-
siastic referring to the rights of conscience in other countries being often secured by
affirmative laws, thus refers to the superior security afforded in the United Stater by'
" a Constitutional' negation of allpowers to logislate on so sacred a subject. His words
are-"In other countries they are secured by some positive statute-here they are safer,
under a constitutional provision forbidding any such statute to be ever enacted. In other
countries toleration was granted by the civil authority-here the great men who framed
the constitution saw, with keen and delicate perception, that the right to tolerate implied
the equal right to refuse toleration; and on behalf of the United States, as a Civil Gov-
ernment, they denied aill right to legislate in the premises, one way or the other; 'Con-
gress shall make no law on the subject of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof."

The vital principle involved in this interesting quotation from the lecture of the
Archbishop is the only rightful and efficient guarantee for the protection of the rights
of conscience. Let civil rulers cease from legislating upon the subject of religion and
all vill be safe. Religion wants no such aid; it will flourish the better without it; and
it wil live when governments will die.

The School Act, in the opinion ofyour Committee, violates the principle inasmuch
as it makes provision for the establishmen t of SectarianISchoots where no reasonable cause
exists for their establishment, that is, in cases where no rights are violated, or offence
is committed against the religions opinions or prejudices of the applicants. The end
woild have been better attained by a legislative negation of all power to introduée
sectarian religious teaching into any of our Public Schools.
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Accompanying the communication of Mr. O'Neill submitted to your Committee,
dated the 20th ýApril, is a statement shewing that the whole number of Roman Catholic
Schools.in the City amounts to seven, cmbracing eleven teachers, one assistant, and 706
Lpus. These include the Schools taught by " the Christian Brothers," and " the
Loretto Female Schools. " The cost of these as computed by the Roman Catholic Trus-
tees, reckoning the saie rate of expenditure as is required for the support of other
schools, embracing Teachers' salaries, rent, and fuel, amounts to £1150. This is pre-
sented to.,the Board, no doubt, as a mere ground for calculation, but affords no proper
data for the computation of the amount which the parties may legally claim for the
support of the Separate Schools recognized by the Board.

In estimating the amount legally due to the Roman Catholic Trustees, assuming
the School Fund to be the Government appropriation and an equivalent amount raise d
by assessment (which is the evident meaning of the Act); reckoning the total fund at
£1000, and their proportion according to the average attendance as shewn by the
official returns (about 1-14th) the sum would be only £70. But assuming that the
School Fund embraced the Government appropriation, and the wkole of the local.
assessments for School purposes (which your Committee do not allow) the sum appor-
tioned to the Roman Catholic Separate Schools, under the compromise of last year, ex-
ceeded not only the amount to which thev vere legally entitled, but the whole amount
of the School tax, paid by the Roman Catholie inhabitants of the City.

From a recent return submitted to this Board by its Secretary, after much tedious
investigation, the following facts gathercd from authentic satistical documents, exhibit
that the Roman Catholic inhabitants of the City, while reckoned at upwards of one-fourth
of the population, contribute only about one-twelfth of the taxation. From the return
referred to, your Committee find that the total annual value of the taxable property in
the City amounts to £186,983 5s. :--of this the proportion held by Roman Cathoics is
£15,750 10s. The total nett amount of School tax for last year, at S2d. currency, in the
pound, was £1800 : the nett proportion contributed by the Roman Catholic inhabitants
was £156 10s. Were the sum thus contributed by the Roman Catholic inhabitants to
be placed at the disposal of the Committee now superntending their Separate Schools
-together with their legal share of the Legislative grant-the sum would fall short of
£200 :-last year the amount was rated by compromise at £220.*

Whlle your Committec cannot too strongly repudiate the principle recognized by
the present School Act, of giving a Legislative sanction to Separate Schools, vithout any
just cause for their existence (as in Lower Canada,) they would seck inost earnestly,
but by other and better means, to guard the rights of every class in the community.
Your Committee fear that to continue to carry out the principle that the State should
provide means to inculcate sectarian religious dogmas in our Public Schools, will result,
not only in the varions Boards of Trustees being required, according to the plainest
principles of political justice, to meet the demand of other religious bodies for the es-
tablishment of denominational Schools, but perhaps, even, in the entire destruction of
our educational system.

Your Committec having reason to believe that some members of the Board regard
the compromise of last vear, relative to the Separate Schools, as having extended morally
into this ; and having given their views upon the case at some length, while they cannot
recommend an appropriation beyond that which the law evidently allows, deem it to
be their duty to commit the adjudication of the amount to the whole Board.

All which is respectfully submitted.
J. LESSLIE, Chairman.
WM. McMASTER,
D. PATERSON,
WILLIAM SHEPPERD,
WILLIAM HALL.

* Referred to in the Correspondence, Letter VIII.
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After some remarks, Mr. Lesslie moved the adoption of the Report, with a view tò
the question being submitted to the Law Officers of the Crown for their opinion, which
was carried.

A resolution was then passed, authorizing the Chairman of the Board to submit
the matter to the Attorney General.

The Board then adjourned.

No. 31. Letter from the Chief Superintendent of Schools, to the Chairman of the
Board of School Trustees, Toronto, in reply to his letter, (No. 27.)

EDCATION OflMC,
TORqNTO, 71k Jule; 18,

Sin,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2nd ultimo,'requesting me to apply to the Attorney General, for his opinion on the subject of dif
ference, respecting the import of the term, Common School Fund, in. the School ÂetZ
between the Board of School Trustees for the City of Toronto, and the Trustees of one,
of the Roman Catholie Separate Schools in the City. I have brought the legal question
involved under the notice of the Honorable the Attorney General, and I have to state -!
for the information of the Board over which you preside, that the Attorney Genera1'1
does not consider it compatible with his officiai duties, to give an opinion on such at
question under the circumstances.

The Attorney General would feel it his duty, when officially called upon, to give his
opinion and advice to the heads of Public Departments, for their guidance in doubtfulÎ
legal questions; but he considers it an undue interference with the administration of
the law, and the duties of the Courts of Justice, to give an official opinion on a matter 1
which may be brought bT the parties concerned before the legal tribunals ofs tij
Country, and respecting waich his* opinion would not have the authority of a leg
decision in settling the question of law at issue between the Board of &hool Trustees,
for the city of Toronto, and the Trustees of the Separate School referred to.

I have the honor to bc
Sir,»

Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) E.YE O
Joshua G. Beard, Esquire,

Chairman, Board of School Trustees,
Toronto
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No. 32.
TABLE shewing the number of Protestant and Roman Catholic Separate Schools

in Upper Canada, during the years 1850 and 1851.*

Township.

West Hawkesbury, ...
Kitlev..............
Leeds and Lansdown

Rear...........
Paekenham,...........
Ernestown, ..........
Kingston,............

Hastings,............ Rawdon, ............

Do ............
Do .............

Prince Edward,..
Northumberland,.....

Do

Durham,.............
York,...............
Simeoe,............

Wentworth, .........
Do .........

Thurlow,............
Tyendinaga,..........

Athol, ..............
Cramahé,.............
Murray,.............

Cavan,............
Etobicoke, .........
Medonte, ............

Ancaster,............
Glandford,............

Lincolt, ............. Clinton,..............
Do ............. Grimsby,..........

Norfolk, .............. Walsingham,..........
Dxford,.............. Burford, ............

1850. 1851.

|

0 0
O 1

Remarks.

Prescott,..........
Leeds,..............

Renfrew,............
Addington,...........
Frontenac, ...........

*Referred to in the Correspondence, Letters III, VI and XL

A. 1852.

County.

Not reported in 1851.
Established in 1844.

Established ist May, 1851.

Not reported in 1851.
Do do do.

This School was not returned in the
column for " Separate Sclools" in the
local Superintendent's Report for
1850. Established about 1848.

Supposed to have been a Roman Catho-
lic Separate School, not repurted in
1851.

Established IstApril, 1850.
Supposed to have been Protestant and

Roman Catholie Separate Schools,
as Teachers belonging to both per-
suasions were returned in the see-
tions reported as "Separate" in 1850.
Not reported in 1851.

Not reported in 1851.
Do do do.

Supposed to have been two Protestant
and one Roman Catholie Separate
Schools, as Teachers belonging to
both persuasions were returned in
the sections reported as " Separate,"
in 1850. Not reported in 1851.

Not reported in 1851.
Established in 1847 or 1848.
This was returned as a Protestant Sepa-

rate School in 1850, and in his Report
of 1851, the local Superintendent re-
marks, that " in consequence of a dis-
agreement between the Trustees and
people of the section, the publie
Common School was not in operation
during the year ; but the children
attended a private School which had
its origin in a Denominational School
in 1850.

Not reported in 1851.
Supposed to have been Protestant and

Roman Catholie Senools, as Teachers
belonging to both persuasions were
returned in the sections reported as
"Separatc,"in 1850. Not reported in
1851.

Reports a Dutch School in 1851.
Not reported in 1851.

Do do do.
Do do do.
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No. 32.

TA BLEshewing the number of Protestant and Roman Catholie Separate Schools in
Upper Canada, &c.-(Continued.)

County.

Oxford,..............
Do ..............

Waterloo,..........
Do ............

Do ............

Do
Middlesex,............

Do
Do ........ ..
Do ...........

Perth,..............
Essex, ...... ......

Do ..............
City of Toronto,......
City of Kingston,.....

City of Hamilton, ....

Township.

Norwich,.........
East Oxford,.........
Nichol, .............
W aterloo,.............

W ellesly, ...........

W ilmot,.............
Malahide, ......... ..
Southwold, .......
Westminster, ........
Yarmouth, ..........
South Easthope, .....
Maidstone,.........
Sandwich, ....... . . .

Town of Picton...... ....................

Total,.......................

1850.

.4 o

*0

Cl

Q Cl
.4-I PI
O 5r.. o

0
0
1
1

1

1
0
0

1

0
o
2

21

1851.

j
.4.

Cl

Q
oL. o

.0 1

4 16

Remarks.

j
Notreported in 1851.

Do do d6.
Discontinued in 1851.
German Roman Catholie Separate

School, established in 1847. Now
the Village of Preston.

Two Roman Catholie Teachers are re-
ported in the one section.

Established some years ago.
Not ïepoýrted in 1851.

Do do do.
Established in 1847.

Established in 1843.
Established in 1850.
Established i 1845.
Established in 1849.
The Board of School Trustees inreport-

ing a Roman Catholie Separate
School in the City in 1851, states that
" There is, properly speaking, no Se,
parate School. All the Teachers are
engaged by the Board, and hold cer-
tificates from the County Board of
Publie Instruction. The Return is
made on account of the conseientious
scruples of some of the Board who
consider that as this School was
taught by two Nuns, and is pr'acti-.
cally a Denominational School, iit7
must also be a Separate School. -

Established about 1848, but was not re-
ported in 1850.

Established in 1848.

The Roman Catholie Separate Schoolal
in Chatham and Belleville are not
reported in this table, as they did
not go into operation until the 25th
December, 1851.

Education Office,
Toronto, 13th September, 1852.

NorE.-The following Table shews the number of Separate Schools reported during the years 1847, 1848, 1849, 1850, and,
1851:

Number of
Year. Separate Schools
1847................... 41
1848.................... 32
1849.................... 31
1850.......-............ 46
1851..................... 20

The Superintendent of Common Schools for the Eastern District baving mademaâ
error of 28 in his Report for 1849, 59 Separate Schools were reported for tbatk
Year.

11
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No. 33.-Pao'vsioNs of the Law and official Regulations relating to Separate Schools in
Upper Canada. r te

Provisions of the law, 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48.
a. XIV. And be it enacted, That no foreign books in the English branches of

education shall be used in any Model or Common School, without the express permission
of the Council of Public Instruction ; nor shal any pupil in any such Sehool be required
to read or study in or from any religious book, or join in any exercise of devotion or
religion, which shall be objected to by his or her parents or guardians; Provided
always, that within this limitation, pupils shall be allowed to receive such religious
instruction as their parents and guardians shal desire, according to the general regula-
tions which shall be provided according to law.

* * * * * * * * *

b. XIX. And be it enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Municipal Council of
any Township, and of the Board of School Trustees of any City, Town, or incorporated
Village, on the application in writing of twelve or more resident heads of families, to
authorize the establishment of one or more Separate Schools for Protestants, Roman
Catholics or colored people, and, in such case, it shal prescribe the limits of the
divisions or sections for such Schools, and shall make the same provision for the holding
of the first meetinr for the election of Trustees of each such Separate School or Schools,
as is provided in the fourth Section of this Act, for holding the first School meeting i
a new School Section; Provided always, that each such Separate School shall go nto
operation at the saie time with alterations in School Sections, and shal be under the
same regulations in respect to the persons for whom such School is permitted to be es-
tablished, as are Common Schools generally ; Provided secondly; that none but
colored people shall be allowed to vote for the election of Trustees of the Separate
School for their children, and none but the parties petitioning for the establishment of,
or sending children to a Separate Protestant or Roman Catholic School, shal vote at
the election of Trustees of such School; Provided thirdly, that each such Separate
Protestant, or Roman Catholic, or colored School shall be entitled to share in the
School Fund according to the average attendance of pupils attending each such Separate
School, (the mean attendance of pupils for both summer and winter being taken,) as
compared with the whole average attendance of pupils attending the Common 3chools
in such City, Town, Village or Township; Provided fourthly, that no Protestant
Séparate School shall be allowed in any School Division except when the Teacher of the
Common School is a Roman Catholic, nor shall any Roman Catholic Separate School
be allowed except when the Teacher of the Common School is a Protestant ; Provid( A
fifthly, that the Trustees of the Common School Sections within the limits of whicai
such Separate School Section or Sections shall have been formed, shall not include the
children attending such Separate Scho.ol or Schools, in their return of children of school
age residing in their Schoool Sections.

No. 84. Declaratory Act, 14th and 15th Victoria, chapter 41, relating to Separate
Schools in Cities and Towns in Upper Canada.*

Whereas it is desirable to remove doubts which have arisen in regard to certain
Provisions of the nineteenth Section of an Act passed by the Parliament of this Province,
in the Session thereof held in the thirteenth and fourteenth years of Her Majesty's
Reign, intituled, ".An Actfor the better establishmint and maintenance of Common Schools in
" Uper Canada ;" and 'whereas it is inexpedient to deprive any of the parties concerned
of rights which they have enjoyed underpreceding School Acts for Upper Canada: Be it
therefore enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of
,anada, constituted and assembled by virtue ofand under the authority of an Act
passed in the Parliamnent of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and

R P.eferred to in the Correspondence, Letter XI Postecript.
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iititulcd, " An Act to re-unite the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, and for the
" Goverrnent of Canada," and it is hereby enacted by the authority of the saie,
That each of the parties applying according to the provisions of the said Act, shall be
cniititled to have a Separate School in each ward, or in two or more wards united, as said
party or parties shall judge expedient, in cch City or Town in Upper Canada; Pro-
vided always, that . ach such School in its establishment and operations shall be subject
to all the conditions and obligations, and entitled to all the advantages imposed and con
fcrred upon Separate Schools by the said nincteenth Section of the said Act.

No. 35. Official Regulations, &c., adopted by the Council of Public Instruction on
the 5th day of August, 1850;

* * * * * * * * *

SECTroN 5. Constitution and Government of Schools in respect to religious and
moral instruction. *

As christianity is the basis of our whole system of elementary educatién, that
principle should pervade it throughout; where it cannot be carried out in Mixed Selibols
to the satisfaction of both Roman Catholics and Protestants, the law provides for the
establishiment of Separate Schools; and the common School.Act, 14th Section, securing
individual rights as well as recognizing christianity, provides, " That in any Model or
Corimon Schools established under this Act, no child shall be required to read or study
in or froi any religious book, or to join in any exercise of devotion or religion, which
shall be objected to by his or lier parents or guardians ; Provided always, that within
this limitation, pupils shall be allowed to receive such religious instruction as their
parents or guardians shall desire, according to the general regulations, which shall be
provided according 'to law"

In the section of the Act thus quoted, the principle of religious instruction in the
Schools is recognized, the restriction within which it is to be given is stated, and the
exclusive right of cach parent and guardian on the subject is secured; without any
interposition from Trustees, Superintendents, or the Government itself.

The Common School being a day, and not a boarding School, rules arising from
domestic relations and duties are not required; and as the pupils are under the care of
their parents and guardians on Sabbaths, no regulations are called for in respect to their
attendance at public vorship.

In regard to the nature and extent of the daily religious exercises of the School,
and the special religious instruction given to pupils, the Council of Public Instruction
for Upper Canada makes the following regulations and recommendations

1. The public religious exercises of eaich School-shall be a imatter of mutual volun-
tary arrangement between the Trustees and Teacher ; and it shal be a matter of mutual
volintary arrangement between the Teacher and parent or guardian of each pupil, as te
whether lie shal hear such pupil recite from the scriptures or catechism, or other sumn-
mary of religious doctrine and duty of the persuasion of such parent or guardian.
Such recitations, however, are not to interfere with the regular exercises of the School.

2. But the principles of religion and morality should be inculcated upon all the
pupils of the School. What the Commissionërs of national' cdûcatiôh in Ireland state
as existing in Schools under their charge, should characterize the instruction given in
each School in Upper Canada.

The Commissioners state, that "in the National Schools, the importance of religion
is constantly impressed upon the minds of children, through the works calculated to
promote good prmnciples and fMl the heart with love for religion, but which are so com-

Referred in the Correspondence, Letter 'V.
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piled as not to clash with the doctrines of any particular class of Christians." In each
School the Teacher should exert bis best endeavors, both by exampie and precept, to
impress upon the minds of all children and youth cominitted to bis care anci istruction,
the principles of piety,. justice, and a sacred regard to truth; love to their country,;
humranity, andi universalbenevolence, sobrictv, industry, frugahtv, chastity, ioderation
and temperance, and those other virtues which are the ornar- ent of socieiy, and on which
a frce constitution of governmcnt is founded ; and it is the duty of aci Teacher to
endeavor to lcad bis pupils, as their ages and capacities will adnit, into a cicar under-
standing of the tendcncias cf the abovc-imentioncd virtues, in order to preserve and
perfect the blessings of law and liberty, as wcll as to promote their future happiness,
and also to point out to them the evil tendency of the opposite vices.

By order of the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada.

(Signed,) J. GEORGE IIODGINS,
Rccordiir Clcrk C. P. I.

No. 30. Fortieth Section of the Sclo,:] Act, (13 and 14 Victoria, chapter 48),
defining what shall constitute the Common School Fund of cai Countv, Township, City,
Town, and Village in UIZper Canada, frequently referred to in the foregoing Corres-
pondence and Appendix.

XL. And be it enacted, that the sumn of mone apportioned annuallv bv the Chief
Superintendent cf Scho:11s to each Countv, Townslip, Citv, Town or Vilhage, and at
least an equal sun, raised annuallv by local assessmcnt, shall constitute the Conmmnon
School Fund of such County, Township, City, Town or ViilagŽe, and shal be expended
for no other purpose tihan that of paving the salaries of qualifie,L Tcachers of Coninon
Schools; Provided alwa-s, that no Couity, City, Town or illage shal be eititled to a
share of the Legislative chool grant witiont raisiig bv acssmcnt a snum at least equal
(elear of all charges for collection) to the share of tie said School grant apportioned to
it; and provided also, that should the Municipal Corporation of anv Cointy, City, Town
or Village, raise in auv once year a less sum than that apportioncd to it out of the
Legislative Schoil grant, the Clief Superinitenident of Schools shall deduct a sum equal
to the deficiency. from the apportionment of such County, City Town or Village, in the
following year.

Qutber

P1RLNTED BY JOHN LOVELL, AT HIS STEAM PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,
MOUNTAIN sTREET.
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RETURN
To an Address of the Legislative Assembly to lis Excellency the
Governor General, dated S1st August, 1852; for " Copies of the Speci-
" fications for the Wharves now being built on the River St. Lawrënce
" below, together with the names of the Contractors for the building
" thereof respectively, and those of their several Securities; the price of
" each separate work, and a statement of the quantities of material
"and workmanship required for the different works, exhibiting, at one

view, the prices allowed to the Contractors respectively."

By Command.

A. N. MORIN
Secretary.

Secretary's Office,
Quebee, 22nd September, 1852.

11,886 Pu&Mc Wones,
Quebec, 22nd·September, 1852.

Sir,-I am directed to transmit to you herewith, the Documents-called for by
your letter of the first instant, as follows:

Copy of Specification for Pieriat Eboulemens.
Do do Malbay.
Do do 'Berthier.
Do do L'Islet.
Do do Pointe-aux-Orignaux.
Do do River du Loup.
*Do do Rimouski.

Copy of Mr. Keefer's Report on the Piers, dated the sixth instant.
Copy of Instructione to Foremen.
Do General instruction do.
Do Tenders for Work.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient -Servant,

THOMAS .A. BEGLY,
The HonorableA. N. Monm,

Provincial Secretary.
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SPECIFICATION for the Construction of a LANDING-PIER at LA
POINTE DES EBOULEMENS, in the COUNTY of SAGUENAY.

The Pier is to be built at the place indicated on the general Plan, in front of the
property of the Honorable P. S. LaTerrière, Point St. Joseph, commencing at the
Beach, three feet above highest Spring Tides: it is to extend out into the St.
Lawrence, in a direction about South 90 Vast (magnetic bearing) to the depth of
nine and a half feet water at lowest water, a distance of about nine hundred and
twenty feet from its commencement at the Beach.

The length, however, is not considered as determined; but may be made more
or less, at the option of the Commissioners of Public Works. Its situation and
direction will be markcd by an Officer of the Department.

The top of the Pier is to stand two feet over the highest Spring Tides.
The first five hundred and seventy feet, from its commencement at the land, is

to consist of open crib-work, as hereinafter specified, and to be uniformly twenty
feet wide at top. The sides to batter one in twelve from the top to the level of
lowest water, making the Pier twenty-four feet in breadth at that line. From
thence to the bottom, the sides to be perpendicular.

The remaining portion of the Pier, three hundred and fifty feet in lengyth, more
or less, is to be thirty feet vide at top, except at the places where the Ramp and
Landing are taken off; at which places, it will correspond in dimensions with the
narrow part already described. The base to be thirty-four feet in

The Pier is to be founded upon cribs of close solid crib-work, twenty-four feet in
, for the narrow part, and thirty-four feet for the wide part, and

varying from thirty to forty-five feet in length, built as hereinafter specified, sunk
in proper lino, and filled with stones. The tops of the cribs to finish uniformly at a
level four feet over lowest water, as represented on the Plan No. 1, where the Pier
starts from the land. It will be necessary to excavate for a foundation for a distance
of ninety feet, for the purpose of preparing an even bottom, and securing the
foundation.

The superstructure is to consist of open crib-work, as hereinafter specified,
reaching throughout the entire length of the Pier. A low-water level-landing of
forty feet in length, ten feet in breadth, and eight hundred and seventy-nine feet
above lowest water, is to be made on the west side of the Pier, commencing at a
distance of one hundred feet from its outer extremity. From this landing, there
will be a ramp of the same breadth, rising towards the land, one in twelve, a
distance of one hundred and eighty feet, to the top of the Pier.

The whole of the Pier is to be filled up solid with stones from bottom to top, as
represented in the plan.

SPECIFICATION FOR FOUNDATION-CRIBS.

The foundation-cribs are to be raised to an uniform height of four feet over
lowest water-line, as assumed on the plan : to be thirty-four feet in breadth for
the wide cribs, and twenty-four for the narrow ones, and plumb on the sides from
bottom to lowest water-level; and from thence to the top ; to batter one in twelve,
corresponding with the batter in the superstructure. The cribs may range from
thirty to forty-five feet in length, according as the timber can be obtained for them,
or as the nature of the bottom will admit.
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The side and end timbers are not to be less than twelve inches square, and are to
be laid and bear upon each other, and dressed so that no part of any joint shahl
exceed one inch, to be connected by strong dovetails at the angles, and by longi-
tudinal and transverse ties of flatted timber, as shewn in the detailed Plan No. 2.

The transverse ties are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches in thick-
ness, thirty-four feet in length, and of sufficient breadth to square 10 x 10 inches at
the ends; to be inserted between the face-timber, four inches into each, above and á
below, shouldered one inch at top and bottom, and dovetailed one and a half inches
on each side, so as to stand seven inches wide and eight inches thick at the narrow
part, and 10 x 8 inches at the end, and to be net more than twelve feet apart from
centre to centre, alternating in different courses, as represented in the detailed plan.

The longitudinal ties are to be of flatted timber, not less than eleven inches in
thickness, and broad enough to square 11 x 11 inches at the ends, to be laid twelve
feet from either side in alternate courses, and the ends dovetailed between the
end timbers, in a similar manner to that specified for the cross ties. The void
spaces under the crossing of the longitudinal and transverse ties are te be blocked
up, to give an uniform bearing from bottom te top.

The bottoms are te be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches thick, and thirty-
four feet long, and to be laid transversely upon the first course of face-timbers, close
enough to hold the stones, and the end to pass through to the outside of the cribs.
The first course of face-timbers above the bottoms, is to be connected with the
course under the bottoms, by means of three rag-bolts to each timber, one inch
square and thirty-two inches long, and by means of two-inch hardword treenails,
thirty-four inches long, passing through the end of every bottom-piece.

The face and end timbers, generally, are to be connected together by means of
two-inch hardwood treenails, thirty-two inches long, using four to every face-
timuber and three to every end timber, besides one, twenty-two inches in length, at
all the crossing of the longitudinal and transverse ties: one treenail is te be driven,
at the distance of six inches from the head of every tie, alternately to the right and
left of it, in different courses, and one alternately, varying between eighteen and
twenty-four inches froin either angle, to pass entirely through two courses, and
eight inches into the third, as represented in the*detailed plan No. 2, Fig 2.

The cribs are to be sunk carefully in the line of the Pier, and as close together as
the nature of the bottom will allow, and filled up solid with stones. Should any
large stones present themselves in the line of the Pier, in the berth assigned for any
particular crib, they must either be removed se as te afford an even bearing for the
cribs, or else the crib must be framed in such a manner as to avoid or include them
without impairing the strength or stability of the work. The base of the cribs muet
be framed te suit the irregularity of the bottom.

SPECIFICATION FOR SUPERSTRUCTURE OF PIER.

After the foundation-cribs have been subjected te the action of the sea for a time,
and settled sufficiently, in the Engineer's or Superintendent's opinion, te receive the
superstructure, the tops of the cribs kre to be brought te an uniform level, and a
fair Une, by levelling pieces, breaking joints over the cribs, and resting fairly on
the sides and ihe intermediate longitudinal timbers, the spaces between which are
to be carefully filled with stones, and levelled up even with their tops.

Upon the foundation thus prepared, the second course of bottoms is te be laid
transversely witli the line of the Pier. The bottoms te be of flatted timber, ten
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inches thick and thirty-three one-third feet in length, laid close enough to hold the
stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the Pier. Ties of twelve
inches in thickness are to be inserted at every nine and a half feet, from centre to
centre. At the places where the superstructure part of the Pier rests upon the
ground between high and low-water, the bottoms are to be laid upon the first course
of longitudinal timber.

- The face timbers of the superstructure are to be not less than twelve inches
square, and twenty feet in length, and upwards: the greater proportion, however,
must be as much as thirty feet in length. The butt-joints are to occur either im-
mediately under the ends of the cross-ties, or else midway between them. Timbers
twelve by fifteen inches may be used. The longitudinal and cross-ties are to be of
flatted timber, not less than twelve inches in thickness, and to be large enough to
square 12 x 12 inches at the ends. The former to correspond in length with the
face-timbers, and the latter to vary from twenty to thirty-three one-third feet
in length, according to situation.

The superstructure is to consist of open work; the cross-ties are to be nine and a
half feet apart from centre to centre, and placed-one above another; to be dovea-
tailed one and a half inches deep into each face timber above and below, leavino a
a space of nine inches between them. The dovetail to splay one and a half inehes
on both sides, so as to be nine inches at the narrow part, and twelve inches at the
end, and a two-inch hardwood treenail, twenty-four inches long, driven through the
head into and through the course below it. See detailed Plan, Figs 7 and 8. The
cross-ties are to be notched one and a half inches upon the longitudinal ties, and
treenailed at every crossing.

A third course of bottoms of flatted timbers, nine inches in thickness, is to be
laid transversely with tbe line of the Pier, on a level with the fourth course of
cross-ties from the top of the Pier; the ends resting upon the face-timbers, and
laid close enough to hold the stones. They are to be of sufficient length to pass
through the Pier, and leave the ends flush with the outside.

The stones for filling the superstructure are to be of sufficient size to prevent their
escaping out at the joints between the face timbers ; but, towards the land, smaller
stones, or even coarse gravel, may be used for the filling, provided the Contractor
lines the inside of the Pier with slabs or boards, laid close enough to hold the dlling.

The ends of the cross ties are to be covered by the outside fenders, which are to:
reach from the top of the Pier to the level of low-water, twenty-six and a half feet
in length. These fenders are to be made of round tamarack, twelve inches in
diameter, peeled, sawn in half lengthwise, spotted and rag bolted to the face
timbers with iron bolts, one inch square, and twenty inches long, using one to every
alternate face timber, or nine, in all, to every fender.

The extremity of the Pier is to be cased in and protected with six-inch vertical
sheeting on the end, and on the two sides, for a distance of thirty feet from the
angles, as well as at the angles of the Recess formed for the low-water landing, for a
distance of ten feet from each angle. The sheeting to extend from the top of the
Pier to lowest water-level, and to consist of peeled tamarack, twelve inches diameter,
sawn in half lengthwise, edged off, and spiked to the face-timbers with spikes,
twelve inches long, half-inch square, using nine spikes to each separate piece.

The top of the Pier is to be covered with three-inch pine planking, laid cross-
wise, to open joints of an inch, and resting upon the face timbers and intermediate -
lonrgitudinal ties and joists.

The ends to be protected by a cap, 6x 12 inches,running along the whole extent of
the Pier on both sides, and bolted to the side-timbers with rag-bolts, five-eighths of
an inch square, and eighteen inches long. The planks may be ten, twelve, fifteen or
twenty feet in length, the greater proportion being of long pieces, and laid to break
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joints, and spiked with six-inch spikes at the crossings of every timber. The Ramp
and Landing are to be planked and finished in like manner.

There are to be Mooring-posts set in the Pier, every thirty feet of its length, at
such places as the Engineer or Superintendent shall direct. These Posts are to be
made of Tamarack, to be seven feet in length, and thirteen inches diameter at
top, which is to be neatly rounded off, and to stand fifteen inches above the flooring.
The bottom part to be notched and bolted to the cross ties, and closely packed
round with stones.

The superstructure, as well as the part of the foundation-cribs above lowest water,
may be made of red or white pine, tamarack, (épinette rouge ou noire,) or of sound
straiglt cedars.

The foundation-cribs, below the level of lowest water, may be made of the same
kind of timber, or of spruce (épinette blanche); all to be of sound and durable
quality, straight, and free from shakes, bad knots, or other defects.

The planks to be of the best quality of culled deals. Common English iron may
be used for the bolts.

The Contractor is to find his own service-ground. The whole to be executed
in a substantial and workmanlike manner, according to the plans and foregoing
specification, and to the directions to be given by the Engineer or Superintendent
in charge, from time to time during the progress of the work, and te his entire
satisfaction, and to be fully completed on or before the lst November, 1852.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer, Public Works.

Quebec, 23rd February, 1852.

It having bebn decided to use a moderate share of iron bolts in the superstructure
of the Pier, two rag-bolts of three-fourth of an inch square iron, twenty-six inches
long, are to be used in every single piece of face-timber, driven through at the head
of a tie.

It bas also been decided to use but balf the quantity of platform timbers, re-
quired by the foregoing specification for the first and second platforms, from the
top. The timbers will be left out of every alternate compartment, as:represented in.
the revise, n dated.the lst March, 1852.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER.
Quebec, 1st March, 1852.

Jointly signed by the parties, and by us, the said Notaries, in conformity to the
Contract of this day, the nineteenth of April, one thousand eigit hundred and fifty-
two.

(Signed,) F. BABY,
N. MAILHOT.
M. E. GAUVREAU.
HAMILTON H. KILLALY,

Assistant Commissioner Public Works.
JOHN YOUNG,

Chief Commissioner Public Works.
(Signed,) R. G. BELLEAU, N

"6 N. B. SIROIS, otaries.

A true Copy. N. B. SIROIS,
Notary.
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SPECIFICATION for the Construction of a LANDING-PIER at MUR-
RAY BAY, in the COUNTY of SAGUENAY.

The Pier is to be built at the place indicated on the general plan, at the Grande
D'barquement, Pointe-au-Bic, on the west side of Murray Bay, commencing at the
Beach, at the level of threc feet above highest spring-tides: it is to extend out into
the St. Lawrence, in a direction about South 50 0 East (magnetic bearing) to the
depth of ten and a half feet under lowest water, a distance of about four hundred and
thirteen feet from its commencement at the Beach. The length, however, is not
considered as determined; but may be made more or less, at the option of the
Commissioners of Public Works. Its situation and direction will be marked out
by an Officer of the Department.

The top of the Pier is to stand two feet over the highest spring-tides, and to be
uniformly thirty feet in breadth, except at the parts where the Ramp and Landing
are taken off: at which places it will be reduced to twenty feet in breadth.
There shall be a batter of one inch in a foot from the top to the level of lowest
water, making the Pier thirty-four feet in breadth at that line. From ther3ee to the
bottom, the sides to be perpendicular.

The Pier is to be founded upon cribs of close solid crib-work, thirty-four feet in
breadth, and from thirty to forty-five feet in length, built as hereinafter specified,
sunk in proper line, and filled with stones. The tops of the cribs to finish uniformly
at a level four feet over lowest water, as represented on the Plan No. 1.

The superstructure is to consist of open crib-work, as hereinafter specified,
reaching from the outer end of the Pier to a point about eighty-nine feet from the
land. A low-water level-landing of forty feet in length, ten feet in breadth, and
seven hundred and ýeighty-five feet above lowest water, is to be made in the east
side of the Pier, commencing at a distance of one hundred feet from its outer
extremity.

From this landing, there will be a ramp of the same breadth, and one hundred
and eighty feet in length, rising towards the land at an inclination of one in twelve
to the top of the Pier.

The whole of the Pier is to be filled up solid with stones from bottom to top.
The superstructtire of the Pier is to be connected with the land by means of an

embankment, formed as hereinafter described, the length of which will be determin-
ed, according to the judgment of the Engineer; but assumed at present to be
about eighty-nine feet. The top of the embankment is to be thirty feet wide, and
raised one foot above the top of the Pier.

SPECIFICATION FOR FOUNDATION-CRIBS.

The foundation-cribs are to be raised to an uniform height of four feet over
lowest water-line, as assumed on the plan: to be thirty-four feet in breadth, and
plumb on the sides from bottom to lowest water-level; and, from thence to the top,
to batter one in twelve, corresponding with the batter in the superstructure. The
cribs may range from thirty to forty-five feet in length, according as the timber can
be obtained for them, or as the nature of the bottoin will admit.

The side and end timbers are not to be less than twelve inches square, and are to
be laid and bear upon ench other, and dressed so that no part of any joint shall exceed
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one inch. To be connected by strong dovetails at the angles, and by longitudinal
and transverse ties of flatted timber, as shewn in the detailed Plan No. 2.

The transverse ties are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches in thick-
ness, thirty-four feet in length, and of sufficient breadth to square 10 x 10 inches
at the ends, to be inserted between the face timber, four inches into each, above
and below, shouldered one inch at top and bottom, and dovetailed one and a
half inches on each side, so as to stand seven inches wide, and eight inches thick, at
the narrow part, and 10 x 8 inches at the end, and to be not more than twelve feet
apart from centre to centre, alternating in different courses, as represented in the
detailed plan.

The longitudinal ties are to be of flatted timber, not less than eleven inches in
thickness, and broad enough to square 11 x Il inches at the ends, to be laid
twelve feet from either side, in alternate courses, and the ends dovetailed between
the end timbers, in a similar manner to that specified flor the cross-ties. The void
spaces under the crossings of the longitudinal and transverse ties are to be blocked
up, to give an uniform bearing from bottomn to top.

The bottoms are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches thick, and thirty.
four feet long, and to be laid transversely upDn the first course of faee-timbers,
close enough to hold the stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the
cribs. The first course of face-timbers above the bottoms, is to be connected with
the course under the bottoms by means of three rag-bolts to each timber, one inch
square, and thirty-two inches long, and by means of two-inch hardwood treenails,
tlirty-four inches long, passing through the end of every fifth bottom-piece. The
longitudinal bearers are likewise to be secured by treenails, of the same.length,
through the bottom-pieces.

The face and end timbers generally, are to be connected together by means of
two-inch hardwood treenails, thirty-two inches long, using four to every face-
timber, and three to every end-timber, besides one, twenty-two inches in length, at
all the crossings of the longitudinal and transverse ties. One treenail is to be driven,
at the distance of six inches from the head of every tie, alternately to the right and
left of it, in different courses, and one alternately, varying between eighteen and
twenty-four inches from either angle, to pass entirely through two courses, abd
eight ir'es into the third, as represented in the detailed Plan No. 2, Fig 2. The
cribs are to L sunk carefully in the line of the Pier, and as close together as the
nature of the bottom will allow, and filled up solid with tones. Should any large
stones present themselves in the line of the Pier, in the berth assigned for any par-
ticular crib, they must either be removed so as to afford an even bearing for the
crib, or else the crib must be framed in such a manner as to avoid or include them,
without impairing the strength or stability of the work. The base of the cribs muet,
be framed to suit the irregularities of the bottom.

sPECIFICATION FOR SUPERSTRUCTURE OF PIER.

After the foundation-cribs have been subjected to the action of the sea for a time,
and settled sufficiently, in the Engineer's or Superintendent's opinion, to receive the
superstructure, the tops of the cribs are to be brought to an uniform level and a
fair line, by levelling pieces, breaking joints over the cribs, and resting fairly on the
sides and the intermediate longitudinal timbers. The spaces between which are to
be carefully filled with Stones, and levelled up even with their tops.

Upon the foundation thus prepared, the second course of bottoms is to be laid
transversely with the line of the Pier. The bottoms to be of flatted timber, ten
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inches thick, and thirty-three one-third feet in length, laid close enougl to hold the
stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the pier. Ties, of twelve
inches in thickness, are to be inserted at every nine and a half feet from centre to
centre. At the places where the superstructure part of the Pier rests upon the
ground between high and low water, the bottoms are to belaid upon the first course
of longitudinal timbers.

The face-timbers of the superstructure are to be not less than twelve inches
square, and twenty feet in length and upwards; the greater proportion, however,
must be as much as thirty feet in length. The butt-joints are to occur either
immediately under the ends of the cross-ties, or else midway.between them. Tim-
bers 12 x 15 inches may be used. The longitudinal and cross-ties are to be of flat-
ted timber, not less than twelve inches in thickness, and to be large enough te
square 12 x 12 inches at the ends. The former to correspond in length with the
face-timbers, and the latter to vary from twenty to thirty-three one-third feet in
length, according to situation.

The superstructure is to consist of open work. The cross-ties are to be mine and
a half feet apart from centre to centre, and placed one above another ; te be
dovetailed one and a half inches deep into each face-timber, above and below, leav-
ing a space of nine inches between them. The dovetail to splay one a half inches
on both sides, so as to be nine inches wide at the narrow part, and twelve inches at
the end, and a two-inch hardwood treenail, twenty-four inches long, driven through
the head into and through the course below it. See detailed Plan, Figs 7 and 8.
The cross-ties are to be notched one and a half inches upon the longitudinal ties,
and treenailed at every crossing.

A third course of bottoms, of fiatted timbers, nine inches in thickness, is to be
laid transversely with the line of the Pier, on a level vith the fourth course of cross-
ties from the top of the Pier, the ends resting upon the face-timbers, and laid close
enough to hold the stones. They are to be of sufficient length to pass through the
Pier, and leave the ends flush with the outside.

The stones for filling the superstructure are to be of sufficient size to prevent
their escaping out at the joints between the face timbers; but towards the land
smaller stones, or even course gravel, may be used for the filling, provided the Con-.
tractor lines the inside of thePier with slabs or boards, laid close enough to hold
the filling.

The ends of the cross-ties are to be covered by the outside fenders, which are to
reach from the top of the Pier to the level of low-water, twenty-six and a half feet
in length.

These fenders are to be made of round tamarack, eigchteen inches, twelve inches
in diameter, peeled, sawn in half lengthwise, spotted, and rag-bolted to the face
timbers with iron bolts, one inch square, and twenty inches long, using one to every
alternate face timber, or nine in all to every fender.

The extremity of the Fier is to be cased in, and protected with six-inch vertical
sheeting on the end, and on the two sides, for a distance of thirty feet from the
angles, as well as at the angles of the Recess formed for the low-water landing, for
a distance of ten feet from each angle. The sheeting to extend from the top of the
Pier to lowest water-level, and to consist of peeled tamarack, twelve inches
diameter, sawn in half lengthwise, edged off, and spiked to the face timbers with
spikes twelve inches long, half an inch square, using nine spikes to each separate
piece.

The top of the Pier is to be covered vith three-inch pine planking, laid crosswise
to open joints of an inch, and resting upon the face-timbers and intermediate longi-
tudinal ties and joists. The ends to be protected by a cap 6 x 12 inches, running
along the whole extent of the Pier on both sides, and bolted to the side-timbers
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with rag-bolts five-eighths of an inch square, and eighteen inches long. The
planks niay be ten, twelve, fifteen or twenty feet in length, the greater proportion
being of long pieces, and laid to break joints, and spiked with sa-inclí spikes at the
crossing of every tituber.

The ramps and landings are to be planked and finished in like manner.
There are to be Mooring-posts set in the Pier every thirty feet of its length, at

such places as the Engineer or Superintendent shall direct. These posts are to be
made of tamarack, to be seven feet in length, and thirteen inches diameter at top,
vhich is to be neatly rounded off, and to stand fifteen inches above the flooring.

The bottom part to be notched and bolted to the eross-ties, and elosely packed
round with stones.

The superstructure, as well as the part of the foundation-cribs above lowest
water, may be made of red or white pine, tamarack, (épinette rouge oit noire) or of
sou nd, straight cedars. The foundation-cribs below the level of lowest water may be
made of the sane kind of timber, or of spruce (épinette blanche) hernlock, maple,
or birch; all to be of sound and durable quality, straight and free from shakes, bad
knots, or other defects. The planks to be of the best quality of culled deals.

Common English iron may be used for the bolts.

EMBANKMENT.

The embankment to be made for uniting the Pier to the land, is to be built of
gravel, or gravelly earth and sand, raised to the level of the top of the Pier, and
made thirty feet in breadth at that level, and the sides sloped off two to one. The
top to be covered one foot in depth with pure gravel, so as to stand one foot above
the Pier, and the slopes protected with a rip-rap wall, two feet in thickness fromu
bottom to top, as represented in the detailed Pllan No. 2, Fig 1.

The Contractor is to find his own service-ground. The wholé to be executed in
a substantial and workmanlike manner, according to the plans and foregoing
specification, and to the directions to be given by the Engineer or Superintendent
in charge, from time to time during the progress of the work, and to his entire
satisfaction, and to be fully completed on or before the 1st November, 1852.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer, Public Worke.

Quebec, 26th December, 1851.

It having been decided to use a moderate share of iron bolts in the superstructure
of the Pier, two rag-bolts of three-fourths of an inch square, iron, twenty-six inches
long, are to be used in every single piece of face-timber, driven through at the
head of a tie.

It has also been decided to use but half the quantity of platform timbers required
by the foregoing specification for the first and second platfbrm from the top. The
timbers will be left out of every alternate compartment, as represented in the
revised plan, dated the 1st March, 1852.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER.
Quebec, 1st March, 1852.
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Jointly signed by the parties, and by us, the said Notaries, in conformity to the
Contract of this day, the nineteenth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and

(Signed,) F. BABY.
C N. MAILIIOT.

"M. E. GAUVREAU.
HAMILTON H. KILLALY,

Assistant Commissioner Public Works.
JOHN YOUNG,

Chief Commissioner Public Works.

(Signed,) R. G. BELLEAU,j Notaries.
N. B. SIROIS,

A truc C opy. N. B. SIROIS,
Notary.

SPECIFICATION for the Construction of a LANDING-PIER at BER-
THIER, in the COUNTY of BELLECHASSE.

The Pier will be constructed near the site of the old one, up stream thercof, and
in the position that will be pointed out by the Officer of the Department of Public
Works, at the beach, at the level of three feet above highest spring tides: it is to
extend out into the River in a direction about N. 12- O W. (Magnetie bearing) to
a depth of ten and a half feet under lowest water, a distance of about five hundred and
twenty-seven feet from its commencement at the beach. The length, howeveris not
considered as fixed; it may be made more or less, at the option of the Commissioners
of Publie Works. The stones in the old Pier are to be taken out by the Contrae-
tors, and placed on the filling of the new Pier, and for every toise of stones so used
the Contractors are to be charged the sum of ten shillings.

The top of the Pier is to stand two feet over the highest spring tides, and to be
uniformly thirty feet in breadth, except at the parts where the ramps and landings
are taken off: at which places it will be reduced to twenty feet in breadth. There
shall be a batter of one inch in a foot from the top to the level of lowest water,
making the Pier thirty-four feet in breadth at that line. From thence to the
bottom, the sides to be perpendicular.

The Pier is to be founded upon cribs of close solid crib-work, thirty-four feet in
breadth, and from thirty to forty-five feet in length, built as hereinafter specified,
sunk in proper line, and filled with stones. The tops ofthe cribs to finish uniform-
ly at a level of four fect over lowest water, as represented in the Plan No. 1.

The superstructure is to consist of open crib-work, as hereinafter specified,
reaching from the outer end of the Pier to a point about one hundred and twenty-
seven feet distant from the land. A low-water level-landing of forty feet in length
by ten feet in breadth, and seven hundred and eighty-three feet above lowest water, is
to be made on the west side of the Pier, commencing at one hundred feet from the
outer end. Frorm thence, towards the land, there will be a ramp of the same
breadth, rising one foot in twelve, to the top of the Pier, a distance of two hundred
and sixteen feet. The position, inclination, and extent of the ramp and landing, may
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hereafter be varied, as the Engineer may direct. The whole of the Pier is to be
filled up solid with stones from bottom to top.

The superstructure of the Pier is to be connected with the land by means of an
embankment, formed as hereir fter described, the length of which will be determined
according to the judgment of the Engineer, but assumed at present to be about one
hundred and twenty-seven feet ; the top of the embankment is to be thirty feet wide,
and raised one foot above the top of the Pier.

SPECIFICATION FOR FOUNDATION-CRIBS.

The foundation-cribs are to be raised to an uniform height of four feet over
lowest line, as assumed on the plan; to be thirty-four feet in breadth, and plumb on
the sides from bottom to lowest water-level, and from thence to the top, to batter
one in twelve, corresponding with the batter in the superstructure. The cribs may
range from thirty to forty-five feet in length, according as the timber can be
obtained for them, or as the nature of the bottom will admit.

The sides and end timbers are not to be less than twelve inches square, and are
to be laid and bear upon each other, and dressed so that no part of any joint shall
exceed one inch, to be connected by strong dovetails at the angles, and by
longitudinal and transverse ties of fiatted timber, as shewn in the detailed Plan
No. 2.

The transverse ties are to be of flatted tiuber, not less than ten'inches in thick-
ness, thirty-four feet in length, and of sufficient breadth to square 10 x 10 inches at
the ends, to be inserted between the face-timbers, four inches into each, above and
below, shouldered one inch at top and bottom, and dovetailed one and a half inches
on each side, so as to stand seven inches wide, and eight inches thick, at the narrow
part, and 10 x 8 inches at the end, and to be not more than twelve feet apart from
centre to centre, alternating in different courses, as represented in the detailed plan.

The longitudinal ties are to be of flatted timber, not less than eleven inches in
thickness, and broad enough to square 11 x 11 inches at the ends, to be laid twelve
feet from either side, in alternate courses, and the ends dovetailed between the
end-tinbers, in a similar manner to that specified for the cross-ties. The void
spaces under the crossing of the longitudinal and transverse ties are to blocked up,
to give an uniforin bearing from bottom to top.

The bottoms are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches thick, and
thirty-four feet long, and to be laid transversely upon the first course of face-timbers,
close enough to hold the stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the
cribs. The first course of face-timbers abofé the bottoms, is to be connected with
the course under the bottoms by means of three rag-bolts to each timber, one inch
square, and thirty-two inches long, and by means of two-inch hardwood treenails,
thirty-four inches long, passing through the end of every fifth bottom-piece. The
longitudinal beams are likewise to be secured by treenails, of the same length,
through the bottom-pieces.

The face and end timbers generally, are to be connected together by means of
two-inch hardwood treenails, thirty-two inches long, using four to every face-
timber, and three to every end-timber, besides one, twenty-two inches in length, at
all the crossing of the longitudinal and transverse ties. One treenailis to be driven,
at the distance of six inches from the head of every tic, alternately to the right and
left of it, in different courses, and one alternately, varying between eighteen and
twenty-four inches from either angle, to pass entirely throuah two courses, and eight
juches into the third, as represented in the detailed Plan No. 2, Fig 2.
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The cribs are to be sunk carefully in the line of the Pier, and as close tosrether
as the nature of the bottonm will allow, and filled up solid with stones. Should any
large îstones present themselves in the line of the Pier, in the berth assigned for
any particular crib, they must either be rneoved so as to afford an even bearing for
the crib, or else the crib must be framed in such a nanner as to avoid or include
them, without impairing the strength or stability of the work. The base of the cribs
must be framed to suit the irregularity of the bottom.

SUPERSTRUCTURE OF PIEL

After the foundation-cribs have been subjected to the action of the sea for a time,
and settled sufficiently, in the Engineer's or Superintendent's opinion, to receive the
superstructure, the top of the cribs are to be brought to an uniform level and a fair
line, by levelling pieces, breaking joints over the cribs, and resting fairly on the
sides and the intermediate longitudinal timbers ; the spaces between which are to be
carefuly filled with stones, and levelled up even with their tops.

Upon the foundation thus prepared, the second course of bottoms is to be laid
transversely with the line of the Pier. The bottons to be of flatted timber, ten
inches thick, and thirty-three one-third feet in length, laid close enough to hold the
stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the Pier. Ties, of twelve
inches in thickness, are to be inserted at every nine and a half feet from centre to
centre. At the places where the superstructure part of the Pier rests upon the
ground, between high and low water; the bottoms are to be laid upon the first
course of longitudinal timbers.

The face-timbers of the superstructure are to be not less than twelve inches
square, and twenty feet in length and upwards. The greater proportion, however,
nust be as much as thirty feet in length. The butt-joints are to occur either imme-

diately under the ends of the cross-ties, or else midway between thein. Timbers
twelve by fifteen inches may be used. The longitudinal and cross-ties are to be of
flatted timber, not less than twelve inches in thickness at the ends. The former to
correspond in length with the face-timber, and the latter to vary from twenty to
thirty-three one-third feet in length, according to situation.

The superstructure is to consist of open work. The cross-ties are to be nine and
a half feet apart from centre to centre, and placed one above another, to be dovetail-
ed one and a half inches deep into each face-timber, above and below, leaving a
space of nine inches between them. The dovetail to splay one and a half inches on
both sides, so as to be nine inches at the narrow part, and twelve inches at the end,
and a two-inch hardwood treenail, twenty-four inches long, driven through the
head into and through the course below it. See detailed plan, Figs 7 and 8. The
cross-ties are to be notched one and a half inches upon the longitudinal ties, and
treenailed at every crossing.

A third course of bottoms, of flatted timbers, nine inches in thickness, is to be
laid transversely with the line of the Pier, on a level with the fourth course of
cross-ties from the top of the Pier ; the ends resting upon the face-timbers, and laid
close enough to hold the stones. They are to be of sufficient length to pass through
the Pier, and leave the ends fush with the outside.

The stones for filling the superstructure are to be of sufficient size to prevent
their escaping out of the joints between the face-timbers; but towards the land
smaller stones, or even coarse gravel, may be used for the filling, provided the
Contractor lines the inside of the Pier with slabs or boards, laid close enough to
hold the filling.
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The ends of the cross-ties are to be covered by the outside fenders, which are to
reach from the top of the Pier to the level of low-water, twenty-six and a half feet
in length.

These fenders are to be made of round tamarack, twelve inches in diameter,
peeled, sawn in half lengthwise, spotted and rag-bolted to the face tirmber with iron
bolts, one inch square, and twenty inches long, using one to every alternate
face timber, or nine in all to every fender.

The extremity of the Pier is to be cased in, and protected with six-inch vertical
sheeting on the end and two sides for a distance of thirty feet from the angle, as
well as at the angles of the recess formed for the low-w'ater landing, for a distance
of ten feet from each angle. The sheeting to extend from the top of the Pier to
lowest water-level, and to consist of peeled tamarack, twelve inches in diameter,
sawn in half lengthwise, edged off and spiked to the face-timbers, with spikes
twelve inches long and a half inch square, using nine spikes to each separate piece.

The top of the Pier is to be covered with three-inch pine planking, laid crosswise
to open-joints of an inch, and resting upon the face-timbers and intermediate longi-
tudinal ties and joints, the end to be protected by a cap 6 x 12 inches, running
along the whole extent of the Pier on both sides, and bolted to the side-timbers,
with.rag-bolts five-eighths of an inch square, and eighteen inches long.

The planks May be ten, twelve, fifteen, or twenty feet in length; the greater
proportion being of long pieces, and laid to break joints, and spiked with six-inch
spikes at the crossing of every timber. The ramps and landings are to be planked
and finished in like manner.

There are to be Mooring-posts set in the Pier every thirty feet of its length, at
such places as the Engineer or Superintendent shall direct. These posts are to be
made of tamarack, to be seven feet in length, and thirteen inches diameter at top,
which is to be neatly rounded off, and to stand fifteen inches above the flooring:
the bottom part to be notched and bolted to the cross-ties, and closely packed round
with stones.

The superstructure, as well as the part of the foundation-cribs above lowest
water, May be made of red or white pine, tamarack (épinette rouge ou noire,) or of
sound straight cedars. The foundation-cribs below the level of lowest water may
be made of the same kind of tiniber, or spruce (épinette blanche), hemlock, maple, or
birch: all to be of sound and durable quality, straight and free from shakes, bad
knots, or other defects. The planks to be of the best quality of culled deals.

Common English iron may be used for the bolts.

E1BANKMENT.

The Embankment to be made for uniting the Pier to the land, is to be built of
gravel, or gravelly earth and sand, raised to the level of the top of the Pier, and
made thirty feet in breadth at that level, and the side sloped off two to one. The
top to be covered one foot above the Pier, and the slopes protected with a rip-rap
wall, two feet in thickness from bottom to top, as represented in the detailed Plan
No. 2, fig. 1.

The Contractor is to find his own service-ground. The whole to be executed
in a substantial and workmanlike manner, according to the plans and foregoing
specification, and to the directions to be given by the Engineer or Superintendent
in charge, from to time, during the progress of the work, and to his entire satisfac-
tion, and to be fully completed on or before the 1st July, 1853.
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It having been decided to use a moderate share of iron bolts in the superstructure
of the Pier, two rag-bolts of three-fourths of an inch square iron, twenty-six inches
long, are to be used in every single piece of face-timber, and driven through at the
head of a tie.

It has also been decided to use but half the quantity of platform timbers required
by the foregoing specification, for the first and second platform from the top. The
timber will be left out of every alternate compartment, as represented in the revised
plan, dated the 1st March, 1852.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer, Public Works.

Quebee, lst Match, 1852.

Jointly signed by the parties to these presdnt, and by us, the said Notaries, in
conformity to the Contract of this day, the sixth of May, One thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-two.

(Signed,) JAMES RIGNEY,
JAMES SMITH,
JAMES MOIR FERRES,
JOSEPH B. TALBOT,
JOHN YOUNG,

Chief Commissioner Publie Works.
HAMILTON H. KILLALY,
THOMAS A. BEGLY,

Secretary, Public Works.
(Signed,) R. G. BELLEAU,

"cç A. B. SIROIS, Notanes.

A true copy (one marginal note approved, is good.)
N. B. SIROIS,

Notary.

SPECIFICATION for the Construction of a LANDING-PIER at L'ISLET,
in the County of L'ISLET.

The Pier is to be built at the place indicated upon the ground-plan, running out
into the River St. Lawrence from the point commonly known as the " Telegraph
Rock," in a direction about North 30 0 West (magnetic bearing) to the depth of
four and a-half feet under lowest water, a distance of about 720 feet from its com-
mencement at the Rock as shewn upon the plan; the length, however, of the Pier
may be extended or reduced at the option of the Commissioners of Public Worke;
its precise situation and direction will also be marked out by an Officer of the
Department.

The top of the Pier to stand two feet over the highest spring tides, and to be
uniform]y thirty feet in breadth, except at the parts where the ramps and landing
are taken off, at which place it will be reduced to twenty feet in breadth.
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There shall be a batter of one inch in a foot from the top to the level of lowest
water, making the Pier thirty-four feet in breadth at that line, from thence to the
bottom the sides are to be perpendicular.

The Pier is to be founded upon cribs of close solid crib-work, thirty-four feet in
breadth, and from thirty to forty-five feet in length, built as hereinafter specified,
sunk in proper line, and filled solidly with stones. The tops of the cribs to
finish uniformly at a level of four feet over lowest water, as represented on the plan.

The superstructure is to consist of open crib-work, as hereinafter specified,
reaching from the outer end of the Pier to a point about 150 feet from the higher
part of " Telegraph Rock" as shewn in the Profile Plan. A low-water level-land-
ing, of forty feet in length, 10 feet in breadth, and seven ftet above lowest water,
is to bc male on the West-side of the Pier, commencing at a distance of 100 feet
froim its outer end. From this landing there will be a ramp of the same breadth,
rising one foot in twelve towards the land, for a distance of 204 feet to the top of
the Pier, as represented on the plan.

The whole of the Pier, except that part formed of earth embankment, is to be
filled up solid with stones from bottom to top.

The superstructure of the Pier is to be connected with the land by means of an
Embankment, formed as hereinafter described, the length of which will be deter-
mined according to the judgment of the Engineer, but assumed to be about 150
feet. The top of the embankment is to be twenty feet wide, and raised one foot
above the top of the Pier.

SPECIFICATION FOR FoUNDATION-CRIBS.

The Foundation-cribs are to be raised to an uniform height of four feet over
lowest water-line, as assumed on the plan to be thirty-four feet in breadth, and
plumb on the sides from bottom to lowest water-level, and from thence to the
top, to batter one in twelve, corresponding with the batter to the superstructure.

The Cribs may be ranged from thirty to forty-five feet in length, according as
the timber can be obtained for them, or as the nature of the bottom will admit.

The side and end timbers are not to be less than twelve inches square, and are
to be laid and bear upon each other, and dressed so that no part of any joint shall
exceed one inch, to be connected by strong dovetails at the angles, and by longitu-
dinal and tranverse ties of flatted timber, as shewn in the detailed Plan No. 2.

The transverse tics are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches in thick-
ness, thirty-four feet in length, and of sufficient breadth to square 10 x 10 inches
at the ends, to be inserted between the face-timbers four inches into each above
and below, shouldered one inch at top and bottom, and dovetailed one and a half
inch on each side, so as to stand seven inches wide and eight inches thick at the
narrow part, and then by eight inches at the end, and to be not more than twelve
feet apart fromt centre to centre, alternating in different courses, as represented in
the detailed plan.

The longitudinal tics to be of flatted timber, not less than eleven inches in thick-
ness, and broad enough to square 11 x 11 inches at the ends, to be laid twelve
feet from either side, ~in alternate courses, and the ends dovetailed between the end
timbers in a similar manner to that specified for the cross-ties; the void spaces un-
der the crossings of the longitudinal and tranverse ties are to be blccked up, to
give an uniform bearing from bottom to top.

The bottom is to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches thick and thirty-
four feet long, and to be laid transversely upon the first course of face-timbers
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close enough to hold the stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of
the cribs.

The first course of face-timbers above the bottoms, is to be connected with the
course under the bottoms, by means of three rag-bolts to each timber, one inch
square, and thirty-two inches long, and by means of two-inch hardwood treenails
thirty-four inches long, passing through the end of every fifth bottom-piece, the
longitudinal beams are likewise to be secured by treenails of the same length
through the bottoin-pieces.

The face and end-timbers generally are to be connected together by means of
two inch hardwood treenails, thirty-two inches long, using four to every face-timber,
and three to every end-timber, besides one, twenty-two inches in length, at all the
crossing of the longitudinal and transverse tics, one treenail is to be driven at the
distance of six inches from the head of every tie alternating to the right and left
of it in different courses, and one alternately, varying between eighteen and twenty-
four inches from either angle, to pass entirely through two courses, and eight inches
into the third, as represented in the detailed Plan No. 2, fig. 2.

The cribs are to be sunk carefully in the line of the Pier, and as close together as
the nature of the bottom will allow, and filled up solid with stones, should any large
stones present themselves in the line of the Pier, in the berth assigned for any par-
ticular crib, they must either be removed so as to afford an even bearing for the crib,
or else the crib must be framed in such a manner as to avoid or include them with-
out inipairing the strength or stability of the work. The base of the cribs must be
formed to suit the irregularities of the bottom.

SUPERSTRUCTURE OF PIER.

After the foundation-cribs have been subjected to the action of the sea for a time,
and settled sufficiently, in the Engineer's or Superintendent's opinion, to receive the
superstructure, the tops of the cribs are to be brought to an uniforin level and a
fair line, by levelling pieces, breaking joints over the cribs, and resting fairly on the
sides, and the intermediate longitudinal timbers, the spaces between which are to be
carefully filled with stones and levelled up even vith their tops.

Upon the foundation thus prepared, the second course of bottoms is to be laid
transversely with the line of the Pier, the bottoms to be of flatted timber ten inches
thick, and thirty-three and one-third feet in length, laid close enough to hold the
stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the Pier.

Tics of twelve inches in thickness are to be inserted at every nine and a half feet
from centre to centre, at the places where the superstructure part of the Pier rests
upon the ground between high and low water, the bottoms are to be laid upon the
first course of longitudinal timbers.

The face-timubers of the superstructure are to be not less than twelve inches
square, and twenty feet in length and upwards, the greater proportion, however,
nust be as muchas thirtyfeet in length, the butt-joints are tooccur either immediately

under the ends of the cross-ties or else midway between them. Timbers 12 x 15
inches may be used. The longitudinal and cross-ties are to be of flatted timber, not
less than twelve inches in thickness, and to be large enough to square 12 x 12 inches
at the ends. The former to correspond in length with the face-timbers, and the
latter to vary from twenty to thirty-three and one-third feet in length acccording
to situation.

The superstructure to consist of open-woik: the cross-ties are to be Dine and a half
feet apart from centre to centre, and placed one above another, to be dovetailed one
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and a half inch deep into every face-timber above and below, leaving a space of nine
inches between them. The dovetail to splay one and a half inch on both sides, so
as to be nine inches at the narrow part, and twelve inches at the ends, and atwo-inch
hardwood treenail, twenty-four inches long, driven through the head, into, and
through the course below it, see detailed Plan, figs. 7 and 8.

The cross-ties are to be notched one and a half inch upon the longitudinal ties,
and treenailed at every crossing.

The third course of bottoms, of flatted timbers, nine inches in thickness, is to be
laid transversely with the line of the Pier on a level with the fourth course of cross-
ties from the top of the Pier. The ends resting upon the face-timbers, and laid
close enough to hold the stones. They are to be of sufficient length to pass through
the Pier and leave the ends flush with the outside.

The stones for filling the superstructure are to be of sufficient size to prevent
their escaping out at the joints between the face-timbers, but towards the land
smaller stones, or even coarse gravel may be used for the filling, provided the
Contractor lines the inside of the Pier with slabs or boards laid close enough to
hold the filling.

The ends of the cross-ties are to be covered by the outside fenders, which are to
reach from the top of the Pier to the level of low-water, twenty-four feet nine inches
in length : these fenders are to be made of sound tamarack or red pine, twelve inches
in diameter, peeïed, sawn in half lengthwise, spotted and rag-bolted to the face-
tiinber with iron bolts, one inch square and twenty inches long, using one to every
alternate face-timber, or nine in all to every fender.

The extremity of the Pier is to be cased in and protected with six-inch vertical
sheeting on the end and two sides, for a distance of thirty feet from the angle,
as well as at the angle of the recess formed for the low-water landing, for a distance
of ten feet from each angle, the sheeting to extend from the top of the Pier fo lowest
water-level, and to consist of peeled tamarack or red pine, twelve inches in diameter,
sawn in halflengthwise. edged off, and spiked to the face-timbers with spikes, twelve
inches long and half an inch square, using nine spikes to each separat'e piece.

The top of the Pier is to be covered with three inch pine planking, laid cross-
wise to open joints of one inch. and resting upon the face-timbers and intermediate
longitudinal ties and joists. The ends to be protected by a cap 6 x 12 inches run-
ning along the whole extent of the Pier on both sides, and bolted to the side-tim-
bers with rag-bolts, five-eighths of an inch square, and eighteen inches long. The
planks may be ten, twelve, fifteen, or twenty feet in length, the great proportion
being of long pieces laid to break joints, and spiked with six-inch spikes at the
crossing of every timber. The ramps and landings are to be planked and finished
in like manner. There are to be mooring posts set in the Pier, every thirty feet of
its length, at such places as the Engineer or Superintendent shall direct. These
posts are to be made of tamarack, to be seven feet in length and thirteen inches dia-
meter at top, which is to be neatly rounded off, and to stand fifteen inches above the
flooring. The bottom part to be notched and bolted to the cross-ties and closely
packed round with stones.

The superstructure, as well as the part of the foundation cribs above lowest water,
may be made of red or white pine, tamarack, (épinette rouqe ou noire,) or of sound
straight cedars. The foundation-cribs below the level of lowest water may be made
of the saie kind of timber or of spruce, (épinette blanche) hemlock, maple, or birch,
all to be of sound and durable quality, straight, and free from shakes, bad.knots,
or other defects. The planks to be of the best qùality of eulled deals.

Common English iron may be used for the bolts.

3 -
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EMANKMNENT.

The embankment to be made for uniting the Pier to land, is to be built of gravel
or gravelly earth and sand, raised to the level of the top of the Pier, and made twenty
feet in breadth at that line, and the sides sloped off two to one. The top to be covered
one foot in depth with pure gravel, so as to stand one foot above the Pier, and the
slopes to be protected with a rip-rap wall, two feet in'thickness from bottom to top,
as represented in the detailed Plan No. 2, fig. 1.

The Contractor to find his own service-ground. The whole to be executed in a
workmanlike and substantial manner according to the plans and foregoing specifica-
tion, and to the directions to be given by the Engineer or Superintendent in charge
from time to time, during the progress of the work, and to his entire satifaction, and
to be fully completed on or before the 1st day of August, 1853.

It having been decided to use a moderateshare of ironboltsin thesuperstructure of
thePier, two rag-bolts, of three-fourthsof an inch squareiron, twenty-six inches long,
are to be used in every single piece of face-timber, driven through at the head of a tie.

It has also been decided to use but half the quantity of platform timbers required
by the foregoing specification, for the first and second platforms from the top. Th-
timbers will beleft out of every alternate compartment as represented in the reviseJL
Plan.

(Signed.) SAMUEL KEEFER,

Quebec, April 15th,. 1852. Chief Engineer Public Works.

That portion of the "Telegraph Rock" in direct line ofthe Pier, forming the ap-
proach unto, and connected with the earth embankment, is to be cut down to the
level of the latter, and left perfectly smooth.

Jointly signed by the parties to these presents, and by us the said Notaries in
conformity to the contract of this day, the sixth of May, in the year of our Lord
One thousand eight hundred and fifty-two.

(Signed,) JAMES RIGNEY.
"c JAMES SMITH.
"c JAMES MOIR FERRES.
"i JOSEPH B. TALBOT.
"c JOHN YOUNG,

Chief Commisssioner Public Works.
"c HAMILTON H. KILLALY.
"1 THOMAS A. BEGLY

Secretary Public Works.
(Signed,) R. G. BELLEAU,

" N. B. SIROIS, Notaries.

A true Copy, (two words erased are nuli.)
N. B. SIROIS,

Notary.
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SPECIFICATION for the Construction of a LANDING-PIER at POINTE-
AUX-ORIGNAUX, in the COUNTY of KAMOURASKA.

The Pier is to be built at the place indicated upon the general plan. Its precise
situation and direction will be marked out by an Officer of the Department. Com-
mencing at the beach, at the level of three feet above highest spring tides, it is to
extend out into the river in a direction about N. 45 0 W. (magnetic bearing) to the
depth of four feet under lowest water, a distance of about 551 feet from its com-
mencement at the beach. The length, however, is not considered fixed, but may
be made more or less at the option of the Commissioners of Public Works.

The top of the Pier is to stand two feet over the highest spring-tides, and to be
uniformly thirty feet in breadth, except at the parts where the Ramps and Landings
are taken off, at which places it will be reduced to twenty feet in breadth.

There shall be a batter of one inch in a foot from the top to the level of lowest
water, making the Pier thirty-four feet in breadth at that line, from thence to the
bottom, the sides to be perpendicular.

The Pier is to be founded upon cribs of close solid crib-work, thirty-four feet in
breaçlth and from thirty to forty-five feet in length, built as hreinafter specified,
sunk in proper line and filled with stones. The tops of the cribs to finish uniform-
]y at a level four feet over lowest water, as represented on the Plan No. 1.

The superstructure is to consist of open crib-work, as hereinafter specified, reach-
ing from the outer end of the Pier to a point about fifty-seven feet distant from the
land. A low-water level-landing of forty feet in length, ten feet in breadth, and
7- feet above lowest water, is to be made on the west side of the Pier, commenc-
ing at a distance of 100 feet from its outer end. From this landing there will be a
ramp of the same breadth, rising one foot in twelve, towards the land, for the dis-
tance of 180 feet towards the top of the Pier as represented in the plans.

The whole of the Pier is to be filled up solid with stones from the bottom to top.
The superstructure of the Pier is to be connected with the land by means of an

embankment, formed ashereinafter described, the length of which will be determin-
cd according to the judgment of the Engineer, but assumed to be about fifty-seven
feet. The top of the embankment is to be thirty feet wide, and raised one foot
above the top of the Pier.

SPEcIFICATIoN FOR FOUNDATION-CRIBS.

The foundation-cribs are to be raised to an uniform height of four feet over
lowest water-line as assumed on the plan, to be thirty-four feet in breadth, and
plumb on the sides from bottom to lowest water-level, and from thence to the top
to batter one in twelve, corresponding with the batter in the superstructure.

The cribs may range from thirty to forty-five feet in length, according as the
timber can be obtained for them or as the nature of the bottom will admit.

The side and end-timbers are not to be less than twelve inches sq)uare, and are to
be laid, and bear upra each other, and dressed so that no part of any joint shall ex-
ceed one inch, to bE connected by strong dovetails at the angles, and by longitudi-
nal and transverse ties of flatted timber, as shewn in the detailed Plan, No. 2.

The transverse tiea are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches in thickness,
thirty-four feet in length, and of sufficient breadth to square 10 x 10 inches ut the
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ends, to be inserted between the face-timbers, four inches into each, above and below,
shouldered one inch at top and bottom, and dovetailed one inch and a half on each
side, so as to stand seven inches wide, and eight inches thick at the narrow part, and
10 x 8 inches at the end, and to be not more than twelve feet apart from centre to
centre, alternating in different courses, as represented in the detailed Plan.

The longitudinal tics arc to be of flatted timber, not less than eleven inches in
thickness, and broad enough to square 11 x 11 inches at the ends, to be laid twelve
feet from either side iu alternate courses, and the ends dovetailed between the end-
timbers in a similar manner to that specified for the cross-ties. The void spaces,
under the crossings of the longitudinal and transverse tics, arc to be blocked up, to
give an uniform bearing from bottom to top.

The bottoms are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches thick, and thirty-
four feet long, and to be laid transversely upon the first course of face-timbers, close
enough to hold the stones, and the ends to pass through to the outsidce of the cribs.
The first course of face-timbers above the bottoms is to be connected with the course
under the bottoms by means of threc rag-bolts to each timber, one inch square and
thirty-two inches long, and by means of two-inch hardwood treenails, thirty-four
inches long, passing through the end of every fifth botton-picce. The longitudinal
bearers are likewise to be sccurcd by treenails of the same length, through the bot-
tom-pieces.

The face and end-tinbers generally are to be connected together by means of two-
inch hardwood treenails, thirty-two inches long, using four to every face-timber,
and three to every end-timber, besides one, twenty-two inches'in length, at all the
crossings of the longitudinal and transverse tics, one treenail is to be driven at the
distance of six inches fromu the head of every tie, alternately to the right and left of
it in different courses, and one alternatcly varying between eighteen and twenty-
four inches from either angle, to pass entirely through two courses and eight lnches
into the third, as represented in the detailed Plan, No. 2, fßg. 2.

The cribs are to be sunk carefully in the line of the Pier, and as close together as
the nature of the bottom will allow, and filled up solid with stones. Should any
large stones present themselves in the lino of the Pier, in the berth assigned for any
particular crib, they must either be removed so as to afford an even bearing for the
crib, or else the crib must be framed in such a manner as to avoid or include them,
without impairing the strength or stability of the work. The base of the cribs
must be framed to suit the irregularities of the bottom.

SUPERSTRUCTURE OF PIER.

After the foundation-cribs have been subjected to the action of the sea for a time,
and settled sufficiently, in the Engincer's or Superintendent's opinion to receive the
superstructure, the tops of the cribs are to be brought to an uniform level, and a
fair line, by levelling pieces breaking joints over the cribs, and resting fairly on the
sides, and the intermediate longitudinal timbers, the spaces between which are to
be carefully filled with stones and levelled up even with their tops.

Upon the foundation thus prepared, the second course of bottoms is to be laid
transversely with the line of the Pier. The bottoms to be of flatted timber, ten
inches thick and thirty-three one-third feet in length, laid close enough to hold
the stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the Pier. Tics
of twelve inches in thickness, are to be inserted at every nine and a half feet from
centre to centre. At the places where the superstructure part of the Pier rests
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upon the ground between high and low water, the bottoms are to be laid upon the
first course of longitudinal timbers.

The face-timbers of the superstructure are to be not less than twelve inches
square, and twenty feet in length, and upwards, the greater proportion, however,
must be as much as thirty feet in length. The butt-joints are to occur either im-
niediately under the ends of the cross-ties or else midway between them. Timbers
12 x 15 inches may be used. The longitudinal and cross-ties are to be of flatted
timber, not less than twelve inches in thickness, and to be large enough to square
12 x 12 inches at the ends. The former to correspond in length with the face-tim-
bers, and the latter to vary from twenty to thirty-three and one third feet in length,
according to situation.

The superstructure is to consist of open-work, the cross-ties are to be nine and a half
feet apart from centre to centre, and placed one above another, to be dovetailed one
inch and a half dcep into every face-timber above and below, leaving a space of nine
inches between them. The dovetails to splay one and a half inch on both sides, so
as to be nine inches at the narrow part, and twelve in.ches at the end, and two-inch
hardwood treenails, twenty-four inches long, driven througli the head, into, and
through the course below it. (sec detailed Plan, figs. 7 and 8.) The cross-tics are to
be notched one and a half-inch upon the longitudinal tics, and treenailed at every
crossing.

A third course of bottoms of flatted timber, nine inches in thickness is to be laid
transversely with the line of the Pier, on a level with the fourth course of cross-ties
from the top of the Pier, the ends resting upon the face-timbers, and laid close
enough to hold the stones. They are to be of sufficient length to pass throurgh the
Pier, and leave the ends flush with the outside.

The stones for filling the superstructure are to be of sufficient size to prevent
their escaping out at the joints between the face-timbers, but towards the land,
smaller stones, or even coarse gravel may be used for the filling, provided the Con-
tractor lines the inside of the Pier with slabs or boards laid close enouglh to hold
the filling.

The ends of the cross-ties are to be covered by the outside fenders, which are to
reach from the top of the Pier to the level of low-water, twenty-four feet in length.

These fenders are to be made of sound tamarack or red pine, twelve inches in
diameter, peeled, sawn in half lengthwise, spotted and rag-bolted to the face-timbers,
with iron bolts, one inch square and twenty inches long, using one to every alter-
nate face-timber, or nine in all to every fender.

The extremity of the Pier is to be cased in and protected with six-inch vertical
sheeting, on the end and the two sides for a distance of thirty feet from the angles,
as well as at the angles of the recess formed for the low-water landing, for a distance
of ten feet from each angle.

The sheeting to extend from the top of the Pier to lowest water-level, and to
consist of peeled tamarack or red pine, twelve inches in diameter, sawn in half
lengthwise, edged off, and spiked to the face-timbers with spikes, twelve inches long,
and a half inch square, using 9 spikes to each separate piece.

The top of the Pier is to be covered with three-inch pine planking, laid crosswise,
to open joints of an inch, and resting upon the face-timbers and intermediate longià
tudinal ties and joists. The ends to be protected by a cap 6 x 12 inches, running
along the whole extent of thePier onboth sides, and bolted to theside-timbers withrag-
boltsfive-eighths of an inch square, and eighteen inches long. The planks maybeten,
twelve, fifteen, or twenty feet in length, the greater proportion to be of long pieces,
and laid to break joints, and spiked with six-inch spikes at the crossings of every
timber. The Ramps and Landings are to be planked and finished in like manner.
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There are to be mooring-posts set in the Pier, thirty feet of its length, at such
places as the Engineer or Superintendent shall direct. These posts are to be made-
of tamarack, to be seven feet in length, and thirteen inches in diameter at top, which
is to be neatly rounded off, and to stand fifteen inches above the flooring. The
bottom part to be notched and bolted to the cross-ties, and closely packed round
with stones.

The superstructure, as well as the part of the foundation-cribs above lowest water,
may be made of red or white pine, tamarack, (épinette rouge ou noire,) or of sound
straight cedars. The foundation-cribs below the level of lowest water, may be
made of the same kind of timber, or of spruce (épinette banche) hemlock, maple or
birch; all to be of sound and durable quality, straight and free from shakes, bad knots,
or other defects; the planks to be of the best quality of culled deals.

Common English iron may be used for the bolts.

EM3ANKMENT.

The Embankient to be made for uniting tbe Pier to the land, is to be built of
ground or gravelly evrth and sand, raised to the level of the top of the Pier, and
made thirty feet in breadth at that level, and the sides sloped off two to one. The top
to be covered one foot in depth with pure gravel, so as to stand one foot above the
Pier, and the slopes protected with a rip-rap wall, two feet in thickness from bottom
to top, as represented in the detailed Plan, No. 2, fig. 1.

The Contractor is to find his own service-ground. The wlhole to be executed in
a substantial and workmanlike manner, according to the Plans and the foregoing
specification, and to the directions to be given by the Engineer or Superintendent
in charge, from time to time, during the progress of the work, and to bis entire
satisfaction, and to be fully completed on or before the lst August, 1853.

It having been decided to use a moderate share of iron bolts in the superstructure
of the Pier: two rag-bolts of thrce-fourths of an inch square iron, twenty-six inches
long, are to be used in every single piece of face-timber, driven through at the head
of a tie.

It bas also been decided to use but half the quantity of platform timbers required
by the foregoing specification for the first and second platforms from the top. The
timbers will be left out of every alternate compartment, as represented in the revised
Plan, dated the 1st March, 1852.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer, Public Works.

Quebec, 1st March, 1852.

Jointly signed by the parties to these presents, and by us the said Notaries, in
conformity to the contract of this day, the sixth of May, One thousand eight hundred
and fifty-two.

(Signed,) JAMES RIGNEY,
JAMES SMITH.
JAMES MOIR FERRES.
JOSEPH B. TALBOT.
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(Signed,) JOHN YOUNG,
Chief Commissioner Public Works.

HAMILTON FI. KILLALY.
". THOMAS A. BEGLY,

Secretary, Public Works.

(Signed,) R. G. BELLEAU, N
N. B. SIROIS,

A truc Copy. N. B. SIROIS,
Notary.

SPECIFICATION for the Construction of a LANDING-PIER at the
RIVIERE DU LOUP, in the COUNTY of RIMOUSKI.

The Pier is to be built at the place indicated on the general plan, commencing
at the beach, at the level of three feet above highest spring-tides, and running along
the edge of rocks bordering the Eastern bank of the River, to its low-water termi-
nation. It is to extend from thence out in the St. Lawrence, in the direction of
the Brandy Pots, about North 57 0 West (magnetic bearing), to the depth of four
and a half feet under lowest water: a distance of about 842 feet from its commence-
iment at the beach. The length, however, is not considered as fixed, but may be
made more or less, at the option of the Commissioners of Public Works.

The top of the Pier is to stand two feet over the highest spring-tides, and to be
uniformly thirty feet in breadth, except at the parts where the ramps and landing
are taken off; at which places it will be reduced to twenty feet in breadth. There
shall be a batter of one inch in a foot from the top of the level of lowest water,
naking the Pier thirty-four feet in breadth at that line; from thence to the bottonm

the sides to be perpendicular.
The Pier is to be founded upon cribs of close crib-work, thirty-four feet in breadth,

and from thirty to forty-five feet in length, built as hereinafter specified, sunk in
proper line and filled with stones; the top of the cribs to finish uniformly at a level,
four feet over lowest water, as represented in the Plan No. 2.

The superstructure is to consist of open crib-work, as hereinafter specified, reach-
ing from the outer-end of the Pier to a point about 210 feet distant from the land.
A low-water level-landing of forty feet in length, ten feet in breadth, and 7.71 feet
above lowest water, is to be made on the West-side of the Pier, commencing at a
distance of 100 feet from its outer-end, and from this landing there will be a ramp
of the same breadth, rising towards the land, one foot in twelve, for a distance of
168 feet to the top of the Pier. The whole of the crib-work and superstructure,
for a distance of 632 feet from the outer-end, is to be filled up solid with stones
from the bottom to top, as represented on the Plan.

The superstructure of the Pier is to be connected with the land by means of an
Embankment, formed as hereinafter described, the length of which will be deter-
mined according to the judgment of the Engineer, but assumed at present to be
about 210 feet. The top of the Embankment is to be thirty feet wide, and raised
one foot above the top of the Pier.
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SPECEICATION FOR FOUNDATION-CBS.

The foundation-cribs are to be raised to an uniform heiglit of four feet over
lowest water-line, as assumed on the Plan, to be thirty-four feet in breadth, and
plumb on the sides from bottom to lowest water-level, and from thence to the top
to batter one in twelve, corresponding with the batter in the superstructure.

The cribs may range from thirty to forty-five feet in length, according as the
timber can be obtained for them, or as the nature of the bottom will admit.

The side and end-timbers are not to be less than twelve inches square, and are
to be laid and bear upon cach other, and dressed so that part of any joint shall exceed
one inch. To be connected by strong dovetails at the angles, and by longitudinal
and transverse-ties of flatted tiniber, as shewn in the detailed Plan No. 2.

The transverse-ties are to be of fiatted timber, not less than ten inches in thick-
ness, thirty-four feet in length, and of sufficient breadth to square 10 x 10 inches
at the ends, to be inserted betwecn the face-timbers four inches into each, above and
below, shouldered one inch at the top and bottom, and dovetailed one and a half
inch on each side, so as to stand seven inches wide and cight inches thick at the
narrow part, and 10 x 8 inches at the end, and to be not more than twelve feet
apart from centre to centre, alternating in different courses, as represented in the
detailed Plan.

The longitudinal-Les are to be of flatted timber, not less than eleven inches in
thickness, and broad enough to square il x 11 inches at the ends, to be laid twelve
feet from either side, in alternate courses, and the ends dovetailcd between the
timbers in a similar manner to that specified for the cross-ties. The void spaces
under the crossing of the longitudinal and transverse-ties are to be blocked up, to
give an uniform bearing from bottom to top.

The bottoms are to be of flatted timber, not less than ten inches thick and thirty-
four feet long, and to be laid transversely upon the first course of face-timbers,
close enough to hold the stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of
the cribs.

The first course of face-timuers above the bottoms, is to be connected with the
course under the bottoms, by means of three rag-bolts to each timber, one inch
square and thirty-two inches long, and by means of two-inch hardwood treenails,
thirty-four inches long, passing through the end of every fifth bottom-piece. The
longitudinal beams are likewise to be secured by treenails of the same length
through the bottom-picces.

The face and end-timbers, generally, are to be connected by means of two-inch
hardwood treenails, thirty-two inches long, using four to every face-timber, and
three to every end-timber, besides one, twenty-two inches in length at all the cros-
sings of the longitudinal and transverse-ties. One treenail is to be driven at the
distance of six inches from the head of every tie, alternately to the right and left of
it, in different courses, and one alternately varying between eighteen and twenty-
four inches from either angle, to pass entirely through two courses, and eight inches
into the third, as represented in the detailed Plan, No. 2, fig. 2.

The cribs are to be sunk carefully in the line of the Pier, and as close together
as the nature of the bottom will allow, and filled up solid with stones. Should any
large stones present themselves in the line of the Pier, in the berth assigned for
any particular crib, they must either be removed so as to afford an even bearing
for the crib, or else the crib must be framed in such a manner as to avoid or include
them, without impairing the strength or stability of the work. The base of the cribs
must be framed to suit the irregularity of the bottom.
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SUPERSTRUCTURE OF PIER.

After the foundation-cribs have been subjected to the action of the sea for a
time, and settled sufficiently, in the Engineer or Superintendent's opinion, to receive
the superstructure, the top of the cribs are to be brought to an uniform level, and
a fair lne, by levelling pieces, breaking joints over the cribs, and resting fairly
on the sides and intermediate longitudinal timbers, the spaces between which are
to be carefully filled with stones, and levelled up even with their tops.

Upon the foundation thus prepared, the second course of bottoms is to be laid
transversely with the line of the Pier; the bottoms to be flatted timüber, ten inches
thick, and thirty-three one-third feet in length, laid close enough to hold the stones,
and the ends to pass through to the outside of the Pier. Ties of twelve inches in
thickness are to inserted at every nine and a half feet from centre to centre. At
the places where the superstructure part of the Pier rests upon the ground between
high and low-water, the bottoms are to be laid upon the first course of longitudinal
timbers.

The face-timbers of the superstructure are to be not less than twelve inches
square, and twenty feet in length and upwards, the greater proportion, however,
must bê as much as thirty feet in length. The butt-joints are to occur either
immediately under the ends of the cross-ties, or else midway between them. Tim-
ber 12 x 15 inches may be used.

The longitudinal and cross-ties are to be of fiatted timber, not less than twelve
inches in thickness, and to be large enough to square 12 x 12 inches in thickness
at the end; the former to correspond in length with the face-timber, and the latter
to vary from twenty to thirty-three one-third feet in length, according to situation.

The superstructure is to consist of open work; the cross-ties are to be nine and
a-half feet apart from centre to centre, and placed one above another. To be dove-
tailed one and a-half inches deep into each face-timber above and below, leaving a
space of nine inches bétween them. The dovetail to splay one and a-half inches on
both sides, so as to be nine inches at the narrow part and twelve inches at the end,
and a two-inch hardwood treenail, twenty-four inches long, driven through the
head, into, and through the course below it. See detailed Plan, figs. 7 and 8.
The cross-ties are to be notched one and a-half inches upon longitudinal ties and
tree-nailed at every crossing.

A third course of bottoms, of flatted timbers, nine inches in thickness, is to be
laid transversely with the line of the pier, on a level with the fourth course of cross-
ties from the top of the pier, the ends resting upon the face-timbers, and laid close
enough to hold the stones. They are to be of sullicient length to pass through the
pier, and leave the ends flush with the outside.

The stones, for filling the superstructure, are to be of sufficient size to prevent
them escaping out of the joints between the face-timbers; but, towards the land,
smaller stones or even coarse gravel may be used for the filling. provided the con-
tractor lines the inside of the pier with slabs or boards, laid close enough to hold
the filling.

The ends of the cross-ties are to be covered by the outside fenders, which are to
reach from the top of the pier to the-level of low-water, twenty-two feet in length;
these fenders are to be made of round tamarack, twelve inches in diameter, peeled,
sawn in half lengthwise, spotted and rag-bolted to the face-timbers with iron-bolts
one inch square and twenty inches long, using one to every alternate face-timber;
or nine, in all, to every fender. The extremity of the pier is to be cased in, and
protected with six-inch vertical sheeting on the end and on the two sides, for a
distance of thirty feet from the angles, as well as at the angles of the recess formed
for the lower water landing, for a distance of three feet from each angle.

4
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The sheeting to extend from the top of the pier to lowest water level, and to
consist of peeled tamarack, twelve inches in diameter, sawn in half lengthwise,
edged off, and spiked to the face-timbers, with spikes twelve inches long and-half-
inch square, using nine spikes to each separate piece.

The top of the pier is to be covered with three inch pine planking, laid cross-
wise to open joints of an inch, and resting upon the face-timbers and intermediate
longitudinal ties and joints. The ends to be protected by a cap, 6 x 12 inches,
running along the whole extent of the pier on both sides, and bolted to the side-
timbers with rag-bolts, five-eighths of an inch square and eighteen inches long.
The planks may be ten, fifteen, or twenty feet in length; the greater proportion
being of long pieces and laid to break-joints, and spiked with six inch spikes at the
crossings of every timber. The ramps and landing are to be planked and finished
in like manner.

There are to be Mooring-posts set in the pier every thirty feet of its lengtb, at
such places as the Engineer or Superintendent shall direct. These posts are to be
made of tamarack, to be seven feet in length, and thirteen inches diameter at top,
which is to be neatly rounded off and to stand fifteen inches above the flooring; the
bottom part to be notched and bolted to the cross-ties, and closely packed round
with stones.

The superstructure, as well as the part of the foundation-cribs above lowest
water, may be made of red or white pine, tamarack, (épinette rouge ou noire) or of
sound straight cedars. The foundation-cribs, below the level of lowest water, may
be made of the same kind of timber, or of spruce (épinette blanche), hemlock,
maple or birch; all to be of sound and durablb quality, straight and free from shakes,
bad knots, or other defects ; the planks to be of the best quality of culled deals.

Common English iron may be used for the bolts.

EMBANKMENT.

The Embankment, to be made for uniting the pier to the land, is to be built of
gravel, or gravelly earth and sand, raised to the level of the top of the pier, and
made thirty feet in breadth at that level, and the sides sloped off two to one. The
top to be covered, one foot in depth, with pure gravel, so as to stand one foot
above the pier, and the slopes protected with a rip-rap wall, two feet in thickness
from bottom to top, as represented in the detailed Plan, No. 2, fig. 1.

The Contractor is to find his own service-ground. The whole to be executed in
a substantial and workmanlike manner, according to the plans and foregoing spe-
cification, and to the directions to be given by the Engineer or Superintendent in
charge from time to time, during the progress of the work, and to his entire satis-
faction, and to be fully completed on or before the first August, 1853.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer Public Works.

Quebec, 29th December, 1851. .

It having been decided to use a moderate share of iron bolts in the superstruc-
ture of the pier, two rag-bolts, of three-quarters of an inch square iron, twenty-
six inches long, are to be used in every single piece of face-timber, driven through
at the head of a tie.

It has also been decided to use but half the quantity of platform timbers re-
quired by the foregoing specification, for the first and second platform from the top.
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The timbers will be left out of every alternate compartment, as represented in the
revised Plan, dated the lst March, 1852.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer, Publie Works.

Quebec, 1st March, 1852.

Jointly signed by the parties to these presents, and by us, the said Notaries, in
conformity to the Contract of this day, the sixth of May, in the year of Our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-two.

(Signed,) JAMES RIGNEY,
"c JAMES SMITH,

JAS. MOIR FERRES,
JOS. B. TALBOT,
JOHN YOUNG,

Chief Commissioner Public Works.
IIAMILTON H. KILLALY,
THOMAS A. BEGLY,

Secretary Public Works.

(Signed,) R. G. BELLEAU, Notaries
N. B. SIROIS, f

A true Copy.
N. B. SIROIS,

Notary.

MEMORANDA respecting the construction of the PIER at RIMOUSKI.

The great differences between the mode of construction shewn by Mr. Keefer,
in his Plans and Specifications, and that suggested to the Department by the Plan
and description transmitted in October last, by Mr. Taché, are:--First, Mr. Taché
objects to the bottom platform, and would place the stone filling merely on a layer,
placed to receive them. Mr. Keefer requires a strong bottom platform, in which I
concur with him. The several Piers we have built inexposed situations have
sufficiently proved the utility of this platform, in my judgment.

Mr. Taché proposed a less sized timber to be used than is required by Mr.
Keefer's Plans. I am of opinion the sizes specified by Mr. Keefer, are as light as
they should be.

Mr. Taché proposes, that the face-work of the Pier should be close-work through-
out. Mr. Keefer specifies it to be close-vork below water, and open-work above.
I would prefer close-work throughout, and I consider it rather more necessary to
be so over than under water. Any person who is of opinion that open-work would
be found sufficient, will scarcely say, I presume, that it is better or stronger than
close-work; the latter can be much more securely bolted together, in my judgment,
than open-work.

Mr. Taché objects to the several solid platforms of timber at stated spaces over
the bottom one, which Mr. Keefer's Plan requires. I do not consider these plat-
forms of importance. I am of opinion, the frequency of the cross-ties, the spaces
between which, in each two courses of timbers, will not exceed four feet, together
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with the bottom platform, and the friction with the sides, will ensure the advan-
tage of the whole weight of the stone filling. In Mr. Gilmour's, and other wharves,
where these platforms are adopted, the stone filling is but partial ; a large propor-
tion of the mass of the Pier being left to be fillcd from year to year with ballast
from the ships, pending which the platforms may bc more required to keep the
Pier generally weighted, than I apprchend them to be where, as in the Pier under
consideration, the whole body of it is at once filled with stones.

Mr. Taché does not propose to use any iron bolts. Mr. Keefer's Plans require
a certain quantity, which I presume Mr. Keefer would have increased if he con-
templated close-work. I an of opinion the permanency of the structure depends
very much on its being well and sufficiently bolted together.

Mr. Taché, as I understand, in his more recent propositions, agreed to adopt
timbers of the respective sizes required by Mr. Keefer's specification, but stipula-
ting that he shonld not be required to square more than three sides of the face-
timbers, and to leave the tics round,-to both of which I see no strong objections.

In conclusion, I would state my opinion to be, that if the Pier is built of the
same dimensions as shewn on the Plans by Mr. Keefer; if the timbers are of as
heavy scantling as required by the specifications, although the ties are left round
and the face-timbers squared but on three sides; if the face-timbers are well and
securely bolted with iron, in addition to the treenails; if a good platform be
.adopted, and the workmanship, generally, as good in the one case as in the other,
the Fier built on Mr. Taché's Plan, so modified as above stated, and with the
protective vertical sheeting at the extremity, is quite as likely to stand securely as
if built after the Plans and Specifications prepared in the office.

If Mr. Taché so stipulatcd, I would have no objection that the length he pro-
posed to build should be curtailed so far as that the timber saved by such curtail-
-ment should be equivalent in amount to that required for the platform at bottom,
vbich he iad not offered to do.

(Signed,) HAMILTON H. KILLALY.
DEPARTMENT PUBLIC WORKS,

.24th February, 1852.

Signed by the parties, conformably to the Contract passed at Rimiouski, the 7th
day of May, 1852.

his
(Signed,) MACAIRE >< LEPAGE,

mark.
bis

·EUSEBE M LEPAGE,
mark.

JOHN DICK,
JEAN LEPAGE,
LOUIS JACQUE LEPAGE.

(Signed,) JAMES REEVES,
" P. GAUVREAU, Notaries.

Delivered at the request of the Board of Publie Works, at Rimouski, 18th Sep-
tember, 1852, and certify correct to the original remaining in my office, and
annexed to the Contract of the Pier of Rimouski.

(Sigined,) P. GAUVREAU,
Notary Public.
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SPECIFICATION for the construction of a LANDING PIER at
RIMOUSKI.

The Pier is to be built at the place indicated upon the general Plan, about three-
and a-half miles to the Westward of Father Point, and in front of the farm be-
longing to Antoine Lavoie, No. 107. Its precise situation and direction will be,
marked out by an Officer of the Department. Commencing at the beach, three
feet above the highest spring tides, it is to extend out into the St. Lawrence 2,150
feet from its commencement at the land, to nine feet water at lowest water. Its
liune will bear about North 2 degrees 36 minutes, East (magnetic bearing), towards
a point about 500 feet to the cast of the most eastern extremity of Barnaby Island.

For 1,550 feet from its commencement at the land, the Pier is to consist of crib-
work, as hereinafter specified, and to be uniformly twenty feet in width at top,
which is to stand two feet over highest spring-tides, and the sides to batter one inch
in twelve from the top to the level of lowest water, making the Pier twenty-three
feet in breadth at that line. From thence to the bottom, the sides to be perpen--
dicular.

The remaining part of the Pier, 600 feet, is to be thirty feet wide at top, except
at the places where the ramps are taken off, at which places it will correspond in
dimensions with the narrow part already described. The base will be thirty-three
feet in width.

The Pier is to be founded upon cribs of close solid crib-work, twenty-three feet
in ýwidth for the narrow part, and thirty-three feet for the wide part, and varying
from thirty to fifty feet in length, built as hereinafter specified, sunk in proper line,
and filled with stones; the tops of the cribs to finish uniformly at a level four feet
over lowest water, as represented on the Plan No. 1.

The superstructure is to consist of close solid crib-work, as hereinafter specified.
A low-water level-landing, forty feet in length, by ten feet in breadth, and 8.05 feet
above lowest water, is to be made on the west side of the pier, commencing at a
distance of 100 feet from the extremity, with ramps of the same breadth, extending
to the top of the Pier, at an inclination of one in twelve. A second level-landing
of 40 x 10 feet, elevated 8.05 feet over lowest water, is to be made at the com-
mencement of the thirty feet Pier, and a ramp of the same breadth, and with an
inclination of one in twelve, is to rise from thence 120 feet to the top of the Pier,
see Plan, No. 1. The positioI, inclination, and extent of these ramps and land-
ings may hereafter be varied as the Engineer may direct.

The whole of the Pier is to be filled up solid with stones from bottom to top.

SPECIFICATION FOR FOUNDATION-CRIBS.

The foundation-cribs are to be raised to an uniform height of four feet over
lowest water-line, as assumed on the Plan. To be thirty-three feet in breadth, and
plumb on the sides from bottom to lowest water-level; and, from thence to the top,
to batter one in twelve, corresponding with the batter in the superstructure. The
cribs may range from 30 to 100 feet in length, according as the timber can be ob-
tained for them, or as the nature of the bottom will admit.

The side-timbers are required to be squared only on three sides-the fourth may
be left in its natural state. The end-timbers may be round, not less than thirteen
inches in diameter at the smaller end, and flatted so as to work in with the corre-
sponding face-timbers.
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The side and end-timbers are not to be less than twelve inches square, and are
to be laid and bear upon each other, and dressed so that no part of any joint
shall exceed one incb. To be connected by strong dovetails at the angles, and by
longitudinal and transverse tics of round or flatted timber, as shewn in the detailed
Plan No. 2.

The transverse tics are to be of round timber, not less than thirteen inches in
diameter, or of flatted timber not less than ten inches in thickness, thirty-four feet
in length, and of a sufficient breadth to square 10 x 10 inches at the ends, to be in-
serted between the face-timbers four inches into each, above and below; shouldered
one inch at top and bottom, and dovetailed one and a half inch on each side, or so
as to stand seven inches wide and eight inches thick at the narrow part, and 10 x 8
inches at the end, and to be not more than twelve feet apart from centre to centre,
alternating in different courses, as represented in the detailed Plan.

The longitudinal ties are to be of round timber, not less than thirteen inches in
diameter, or of flatted timber, not less than eleven inches in thickness, and broad
enough to square 11 x 11 inches at the ends; to be laid twelve feet f rom either side
in alternate courses, and the ends dovetailed between the timber, in a similar man-
ner to that specified for the cross-ties. The void spaces under the crossings of the
longitudinal and transverse tics are to be blocked up, to give an uniform bearing
from bottom to top.

The bottoms are to be of round timber, not less than eleven inches in diameter,
or of flatted timber, not less than ten inches thick and thirty-four feet long, and to
be laid transversely upon the first course of face-timbers, close enough to hold the
stones, and the ends to pass through to the outside of the cribs. The first course
of face-timbers above the bottoms is to be connected with the course under the
bottoms by means of three rag-bolts to each timber, one inch square and thirty-
two inches long, passing through the end of every fifth bottom-piece. The longitu-
dinal-bearers are likewise to be secured by tree-nails of the same length through the
bottom-pieces, or otherwise the bottom platform-timbers may rest upon an interior
projection of the side timbers, at the bottom or base of the crib, of not less than
six inches in breadth, formed by having the base-timber, at the sides, eighteen
inches in width; but, in this case, every fourth bottom-piece is to be dovetailed in a
very secure manner between the side-timber, and to be of sufficient length to pass
through to the outside of the crib.

The face and end-timbers, generally, are to be connected together by means of
two-inch hardwood treenails, thirty-two inches long, using four to every face-timber,
and three to every end-timber, besides one, twenty-two inches in length, at all the
crossings of the longitudinal and transverse tics. One treenail is to be driven at
the distance of six inches from the head of every tic, alternately, to the right and
left of it in different courses; and one, alternately, varying between eighteen and
twenty-four inches from either angle, to pass entirely through two courses, and
eight inches into the third, as represented in the detailed Plan, No. 2, fig. 2.

The cribs are to be sunk carefully in the line of the Pier, and as close together as
the nature of the bottom will allow, and filled up solid with stones. Should any
large stones present themselves in the line of the Pier, in the berth assigned for any
particular crib, they must either be removed so as to afford an even bearing for the
crib, or else the crib must be framed in such a manner as to avoid or include them,
without impairing the strength or stability of the work. The base of the cribs
must be framed to suit the irregularity of the bottom.

For foundation-cribs of Pier, twenty feet wide at top, the same general princi-
ples of construction will be adopted; but there will only be one intermediate course
of longitudinal ties, and the base of the cribs will be twenty-three feet wide, and
their lengths from tbirty to fifty feet.
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SUPERSTRUCTURE OF FIER.

After the foundation-cribs have been subjected to the action of the sea for a time,
and settled sufficiently, in the Engineer's or Superintendent's opinion, to receive
the superstructure, the tops of the cribs are to be brought to an uniform level and a
fair Une, by levelling pieces breaking joints over the cribs, and resting fairly on the
sides and the intermediate longitudinal timibers, the spaces between which are to be
carefully flled with stones, and levelled up even with their tops.

Upon the foundation, thus prepared, the substructure is to be commenced, and it
is to consist of solid crib-work, similar to that described for the foundation cribs,
only that it shall be built continuously, and have an iron rag-bolt, three-fourths of
au inch square and twenty-two inches long driven through the head of every tie,
and a treenail of the size before specified, driven about midway between the heads
of the ties into three courses of face-timbers.

The face-timbers of the superstructure are to be not less than twelve inches
square, on three sides, and twenty feet in length, and upwards, the greater propor-
tion, however, must be as much as thirty feet in length. Timbers 12 by 15 inches
may be used. The longitudinal and cross-ties are to be of timber not less than
twelve inches in thickness, and to be large enough to square 12 x 12 inches in
thickness at the ends, or of round timbers not less than 13 inches in diameter. The
former to correspond in length with the face-timbers,and the latter to vary from
twenty to thirty-three and a third feet in length, according to situation. Th(
cross-ties are to be notched one and a-half inch upon the longitudinal ties, and
trec-nailed at every crossing.

The extremity of the Pier is to be cased in and protected with six-inch vertical
sheeting, on the end and on the two sides, for a distance of thirty feet long from
the angles, as well as at the angles of the recess formed for the low-water landing,
for a distance of ten feet from each angle. The sheeting to extend from the top of
the Pier to lowest water-level, and to consist of peeled tamarack, twelve inches in
diameter, sawn in half lengthwise, edged off, and spiked to the face-timbers with
spikes, twelve inches long and a half inch square, using nine spikes to each separate
piece.

The top of the Pier is to be covered with three-inch pine planking, laid crosswise-
to open joints of an inch, and resting upon the face-timbers and intermediate longi-
tudinal ties and joists. The ends to be protected by a cap, six by twelve inches,
running along the whole extent of the Pier on both sides, and bolted to the side-
timbers with rag-bolts five-eighths of an inch square and eighteen inches long. The
planks may be ten, fifteen, or twenty feet in length, the greatér proportion being of
long pieces, and laid to break joints, and spiked with six inch spikes at the crossing
of every timber. The Ramps and landings are to be planked and finished in like
manner.

There are to be Mooring-posts set in the Pier every thirty feet of its length, at
such places as the Engineer or Superintendent shall direct; these posts are to made
of tamarack, to be ten feet in length, and thirteen inches diameter at top, which is
to be neatly rounded off, and to stand fifteen inches above the flooring. The bottom
part to be notched and bolted to the cross-ties, and closely packed round with
stones.

The superstructure, as well as the part of the foundation-cribs above lowest water,
may be made of red or white pine, tamarack, (épinette roige ou 7oire,) or of sound
straight cedars ; the foundation-cribs below the level of lowest water, may be made
of the same kind of timber, or of spruce (épinette blanche,) hemlock, maple or birch,
all to be of sound and durable quality, straight and free fron shakes, bad knots; or
other defects. The planks to be of the best quality of culled deals.

Common English iron may be used fbr tbe bolts.
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The Contractor is to find his own service-ground. The whole to be executed in
a substantial and work-manlike manner, according to the Plans and foregoing specifi-
-cation, and to the directions to be given by the Engineer or Superîntendent in
charge, -from time to time, during the progress of the work, and to his entire satis-
faction, and to be fully completed on or before the first day of August, 1853.

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer Board of Works.

Quebec, 2nd March, 1852.

REPORT of the ENGINEER of PUBLIC WORKS on PIERS below
QUEBEC.

PUBLIC WORS,

Quebec, 6th September, 1852.
Sir,-Having completed an examination of the Works in progress at the Land-

ing-Piers below Quebec, I have the honor to submit the following Report thereon:-
Before treating of the Piers separately, I beg to submit a few remarks upon them

generally.
I was called upon by the Commissioners last winter to make Plans and Specifi-

cations for these Piers. seven in number, upon the surveys made, and information
furnished by Mr. McDonald, ithout being afforded an opportunity of visiting the
different localities, and forming my own judgment, from personal examination of
what was required at each place. In giving Plans under such circumstances, I
erred; for I now find after this, my first visit, that it will be necessary to modify
them in some particulars, which vill be pointed out when speaking of each one
separately. As a general principle, however, applicable to all, I propose that the
superstructure shall be built of solid crib-work, the same as that specified for the
foundation-cribs, only built continuously, or, in other words, that the same cla'šs of
work specified for the bottoms, shall be extended to the superstructure. It is not
from any fear of the sufficiency of strength in the preseni plan of superstructure
that I propose this change, but simply because I find it will be more suitable. For
the fastenings, I am also disposed to use more tree-nails and iron-bolts than have
been specified.

These changes fall within the provisions of the Contract, and will not materially
affect the cost of the work. The length of the Piers may be shortene6, to keep the
cost within the appropriation, and there is only one Pier (that at Malbie) where
the superstructure is at all advanced, but with reference to that one, I have a Plan
to propose which will meet the necessities of the case, as will be seen when treating
of that Pier.

PIER AT EBOULEMENS.-(North Shore.)-Appropriation, £5,000.

F. BABY, Contractor. ED. SLAVIN, Foreman for Department.

Length of Pier, 920 feet; terminates in nine and a half feet water; 570 feet;
twenty-four feet at base, and twenty feet at top; the remainder, 350 feet, thirty-
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four feet at base, and thirty feet at top: one ramp and landing on the West-side.
This Pier is placed opposite the fine anchorage under Isle-aux-Coudres.

The work performed, up to the 30th ultimo, is as follows:-
Five cribs*sunk, making 250 feet of thirty-four feet in width.
Five do do 185 do twenty-four do.
In one whole piece, 125 do twenty-four do.

Length laid down, 560 feet; raised four feet over low water, and partially fdled
up with stones.

This work is well done. A large quantity of timber is on hand, and there is
every prospect of the Pier being completed this fall. A road has been already
opened by the Parish, in anticipation of the Pier, connecting it with the highway
along the North Shore.

It would be of very great advantage to this Pier, to have a Ramp and lnding on
the east side as well as on the west, so that a steam-boat might touch at either side,
in any wind, and any time of tide: for, as Isle aux Coudres protects it from the
southerly winds, it is only those from the east and west which have to be provided
against: and suitable protection is afforded by the Pier itselif. I would therefore
propose to continue the Pier of the same width throughout, and place a ramp and
landing on the east side.

For the increased width, and for making the whole of the Pier of solid work,
an additional appropriation of £1,500 would be required, making the whole cost of
the Pier £6,500.

PIER at MALBAIE, POINTE-AU-PIC.-(North Shore.)-Appropriation,
£3,500.

F. BABY, Contractor. JOSEPH ADAMS, Foreman for Department.

Length of Pier,413 feet; terinilates in ten and a-halffeet water; having an uniform
width of thirty feet at top, and thirty-four feet at base: with a ramp and Ianding
on the east side. This Pier stands in a very exposed situation.

The work is well advanced. It bas been carried out to the fu extent, and raised
to within ten feet of its proper height. It has not been executed in the workman-
like manner called for by the specification, chiefly, as I suppose, on account of the
Foreman for the Department, not understanding the Plans. For particulars I beg
to refer you to a copy of instructions, dated 30th August, which I addressed to him,
before leaving the place.

As this Pier occupies a very exposed situation, it will not be safe to land at, ex-
cept in calm. weather; it is too short to afford protection against the sea, in any wind
whatever. . To render it effective, there should be a terminal protection in the form
of a T about 80 x 40 feet, the cost of which, and of facing the whole of the present
Pier with vertical planking, would make it necessary to obtain an additional appro-
priation of £1000: making the whole cost of this Pier £4,500. This addition I
consider indispensable.
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RIMOUSKI PIER.-(South Shore.)-Appropriation, £7,500.

M. LEPAGE, Contractor. JO HN DICK, Foreman for Department.

Length of Pier, 2,150 feet; terminating in eight feet water: for 1,550 feet it is to be
twenty feet at the top, and twenty-three feet at the base, the remaining 60b feet to
be thirty feet at top and thirty-three feet at base: having two ramps and landiugs at
the outer part, on the west side; this Pier is more exposed to heavy east and north-east
gales than any of the rest; the position ofit is not well chosen; had it been placed a few
rods to the westwards, there would have been a smooth bottom on each side of it,
where vessels might lie aground against the Pier without injury to their bottoms;
at the present location, the bottom is rough and rocky: but the work is too far ad-
vanced to make any alteration.

The Pier has been commenced at the land above high-water, and carried out 280.
feet, from which point it is stepped off to the top, which stands about three feet
below its proper height; it is well filled in with stones: has been well and faithful-
ly executed, and is highly creditable to the foreman under whose direction the
work has been performed.

The building was not commenced until the 26th ult., and is now suspended for
want of timber. It was stated to me by the Contractors that they were expect-
ing to receive a quantity from Quebec, but I have since learned it bas not.gone
down, so the work is now suspended for an indefinite period.

No cribs have yet been framed or sunk. In this respect the general instructions
under which all the other Piers are being constructed, have not been complied
with. In preparing those instrnctions it was my intention to have the foundation-
cribs sunk first, and well settled before the superstructure should be commenced.
Upon asking the foreman, why they had not been complied with, he shewed me a
letter from the Secretary, dispensing with that part of the requirements.

As the work is now situated, there is little prospect of any thing further being
done this fall, so that this small piece of Pier will have to be exposed to the drifting
ice, and the winter storms, deprived of the support which it vould have gained froma
its union with the outer and wider portion of the Pier, had the instructions been
complied with: still by adopting proper measures, for preparing it against the win-
ter, I think it can be secured, and rendered safe.

In reference to this departure from the instructions, I would respectfully observe
that it relieves your Engineer from the responsibility which ought to attach to him,
in the execution of his plan.

RIVIERE DU LOUP.-Appropration, £6000.

RIGNEY and SMITH, Contractors. JOHN REYNHART, Foreman for
Department.

The Pier to bc built at this place is the only one of all the Piers which is calcu-
lated to answer as a Harbour of refuge as well as a mere landing for steam-boats
to touch at. I found, however, it had been commenced at the wrong place, for in-
stead of starting from the low-water extremity of the reef of rocks, bordering the
eastern bank of the river, as provided by the specification, it had been commenced
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on a line not half-way down the Reef; to leave the Pier in that position would de-
feat the object of the improvement entirely and render it comparatively useless.
Iappily the work was not so far advanced as to cause any serious difficulty in cor-
recting the error. Only five cribs had been laid down and partially loaded, and as
they are laid dry at low water it is easy to take out the loading, and float them into
their proper positions. I laid out the line of the Pier upon the Reef, between high and
low water (432 feet,) and gave the direction of the part (460 feet) extending out
into the St. Lawrence, and instructed the foreman on the spot, in regard to bis fu-
ture operations. The Pier is to be thirty feet wide at top and thirty-four feet at
base throughout. Beside the cribs sunk, there was another framed, ready for sink-
ing, and altogether they would make 227 feet of Pier, raised two feet above low-
water, all thirty-four fect wide at base. The wbrkmanship is good, and the materials
ound. The position now chosen for the Pier, is that indicated by the plan and

specification, with the exception of the bearing of the outer part of it, which has
been turned rather more to the westward for the purpose of laying it alongside the
channel of the river, as well as for affording better shelter against the North-west
winds, which are represented to be the prevailing and the strongest winds at this place.

The appropriation will not carry this Pier beyond four feet depth of water.
To extend it to ten feet at low water, would require 400 feet addition, which would
cost £5,000. It is not, hovever, inmediately required, and its construction may
with propriety be postponed until the effect of the one now building is fully known.

POINTE-AUX--ORIGNEAUX. -(North Shore.)-A ppropriation, £4,000.

RIGNEY & SMITI, Contractors. TOUCHETTE, Foreman for Department.

Whole length of Pier, 551 feet; terminating in four and a half feet water,
uniformly thirty feet at top, and thirty-four feet at bottom.

An attempt had been made at framing two cribs, but the workmanship was alto-
gether so bad that I felt compelled to condemn it, and suspend operations until a
competent Foreman should be sent down to relieve the one acting for theýDepart-
ment, who I found did not either understand the Plans, or the nature of the work
he had been appointed to superintend. The Contractors' Foreman was a sad
.bungler, and has spoiled most all the timber he had commenced upon. There was
but a small quantity, not enough to keep a proper force in employ for a single week.
No cribs had yet been sunk.

L'ISLET.-(South Shore. )-Appropriation, £5,500.

RIGNEY & SMITH, Contractors. JEAN GUERARD, Forenan for
Department.

Whole length of Pier, 720 feet; terminating in four and a half feet water, of an
uniforrm width of thirty feet at top, and thirty-four feet at base.

The work performed to this time, is as follows:-
Four cribs sunk, making 131 feet,
In one whole piece, 120 feet,

Total.............. ..... 251 feet, raised five feet above low water, and
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secured ,with stones. The timber is sound, and the workmanship strong, but not
quite so good as I would wish to see. I explained to the Foreman the necessity in
future of being more accurate in his framing, and gave him verbal directions about
the manner of uniting the Pier with the Rock, so as to protect the Embankment.

The timber delivered will keep the force at work for about two weeks. No
superstructure is likely to be commenced this fall.

BERTHIER.-(South Shore.)-Appropriation, £4,000.

RIGNEY & SMITH, Contractors. P. LAURENAL, Foreman for Department.

Whole length of Pier, 527 feet; terminating in ten and a half feet water;
uniformaly thirty feet at top, and thirty-four feet at base.

The work performed, is as follows:-
Five cribs sunk, making 150 feet, raised one foot above low-water. One crib

framed, ready for sinking, and another commenced. The material is good, and the
work thus far is well done, and gives entire satisfaction. The timber on hand will
complete two more cribs. It is not probable any superstructure will be commenced
this fall.

In conclusion, 1 have to offer some practical suggestions for securing an uniform
class of good work at all the Piers. Mr. Dick, of Rimouski, and Mr. Laurenal, of
Berthier, are the only Foremen who can be considered as thorough and experienced
mechanics. To either of these the works may safely be intrusted. I therefore
propose, that Mr. Laurenal shall make an occasional visit (say once a month) to the

ier at L'Islet, and be empowered to give directions to the local Foremnan, in
regard to carrying-out the Plans, and after each visit, report to the Department
upon the condition of the work. I also propose, that Mr. Dick shall do the same
with regard to Rivière-du-Loup, Pointe-aux-Origneaux, Malbaie, and Eboulemens.
These visits may be timed to suit the business of each Foreman, so that his own
work shall not suffer for his absence; but with regard to the latter, there is little
prospect of his having anything else to do this fall, and that is one of my reasons
for giving him a wider range. than the former. It will also be necessary to write
Mr. Touchette a letter of dismissal, and to appoint another Foreman in his stead.
In the meantime, as the work at Rimouski is now suspended, Mr. Dick might be
sent there to see the work properly commenced.

To carry out my reconimendations in regard to thei additional fastenings, and the
mode of completing the superstructure, I have prepared general instructions to
the Foreman, which are submitted herewith.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer Public Works.

Honorable JOHN YoUNG,
Chief Commissioner of Public Works,

Quebec.
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MALBAIE, 30th August, 1852.
Sir,-Upon making an inspection this day of the Pier in course of construction

at Pointe au Pic, I had occasion to point out to you, and to the Contractor's Fore-
mnan, some imperfections in the vork, and the particulars in which it differed from
the requirements of the specifications and instructions; but lest any of the points
mentioned should escape your attention I shall reduce then to writing, as follows:

1. I observe that the cross-ties in the thirty-feet Pier-work are put in in two
pieces, lapping past each other. This was not what was intended by the Plans or
Specification, and you must therefore in future have all the cross-ties in one whole
piece, extending through from one side of the Pier to the other.

2. In many instances, the cross-ties are notched upon the longitudinals, but the
notch is made in the latter instead of the former. In every case, t.he notch (of two
inches) is to be cut out of the cross-tie. But at the outer end of the Pier, for
thirty feet, notches are to be cut both in the longitudinal and transverse ties equally
into each other.

3. In these notches, and in forming the shoulders of the ties, sufficient attention
has not been paid to perfection of workmanship. The notches must be made to fit
the timabers exactly, and the shoulders to bear firmly and truly against the face-
tiibers, so as to afford strength and resistance against external and internal forces.

4. The blocks of about two feet in length, which have been inserted between the
face-timbers at the places where the butt-joints in the latter occur, are not such as
the instructions call for. According to the instructions, these blocks should be of
the full strength (about eight and a half feet) required to fill exactly the space
between the heads of the two neighboring ties each side of the butt-joint, and then
the rag-bolt must be driven at the distance of eighteen inches from the joint: re-'
quiring them to stand about three feet apart. The ends of these pieces of timber
must be bevelled off to fit the dovetailed side of the tie. This blocking has refer-
ence only to the face-timbers; neither bolts nor blocks are required by the instrue-'
tions for the interior longitudinal ties. The instructions, which are particular on
this point, have not been observed, but you have placed blocks for, and bolted the
ends of the inside pieces, the same as the outside face-timbers. You will discontinue
this in future, and be more particular about those of the face. f

Believing it to be as much the intention of the Contractors as it is the desire of the
Comrnmissioners, that the work shall be executed in a faithful and substantial man-
ner, in strict accordance with the Contract, and that you are equally anxious to
have the work done in a creditable manner, I have taken this trouble to point out
to you the imperfections which I have observed, and beg you will pay particular
attention in future to see that the specification and instructions are strictly com-
plied with.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer Public Works.

Mr. JOHN oDAMS C,
Inspector of Pier, at Murray Bay, Pointe-au-Pic.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS to the FOREMAN for the CONSTRUC-
TION of the LANDING-PIERS below QUEBEC.

(Not applicable to MALBIE or RLxoUsKI.)

SUPERSTRUCTURE.

The superstructure is to be built of solid crib-work, similar to that specified for
the foundation-cribs, only built continuously: or in other words, the same class of
work specified for the bottom-cribs is to be extended to the superstructure, the sides
of which are to have the batter represented in the plans.

The tics must be of flatted-timber not less than ten inches thick, the same as
specified for the foundation-cribs, and of sufficient length to extend from one side of
the Pier to the other, and shew a full square head at the dovetail.

The face-timbers may range in size bet-ween 12 x 12 inches, and 12 x 18 inches,
to be placed on edge so as to shew the broadest face, and not to be less than the
specified length ; the ends to lap past each other, so that no two butt-joints shall
be nearer to each other, in any instance than six feet, but generally not less than
twelve feet. The ends to be secured by tree-nails to the other face-timbers.

The dovetails upon the ends of the ties, are to be dressed so as to fit tightly into
the notches cut for them in the face-timbers, and so tightly as to require the force
of a heavy maul to drive them to their places. The shoulders also to bear up closely
against the face-timbers and make good joints.

Besides the tree-nails specified, an additional one is to be driven through the
head of every alternate tie, and a rag-bolt, twenty-two inches long, and one inch
square, into every intermediate tic, alternating with the tree-nails, so that there
shall be alternately a bolt and a tree-nail for the head of every tic; the tree-nails
twenty-four feet apart, and the bolts the same. In every case, the tree-nail or bolt
is to pass througlh the timber, immediately above and below the tic. The same
rule is to be observed in building the foundation-cribs, with this addition, that at
the dovetailed angles there is always to be a tree-nail through the corner dovetails,
completing a connexion from bottom to top. [The permission given to use bolts
exclusively at the Pier at Eboulemens, is revoked, and the Foreman is to be guided
by the Plans, Specifications, and the first and second general Specifications.]

(Signed,) SAMUEL KEEFER,
Chief Engineer, Publie Works.

Quebec, 7th Septemuber, 1852.
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STATEMENT of Quantities of Material, and Prices therefor, in the accepted
Tender for the LANDING-PIER, at LA POINTE DEs EBOULE-
MENS.

FRANCOIS BABY, Contractor.

The undersigned hereby offer to the Commissioners of Public Works, to furnish
all necessary tools, implements, boats, scows, labor and materials, and to execute
and complete, in a workmanlike manner, all the work connected with the Construe-
tion of a Landing-Pier at , according to the plans
and specifications exhibited, at the following prices:-

DESCRIPTION or WORK.

I £ s.
1.-For face-timber, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, twenty to thirty feet
long and upwards, of white or red pine, tamarack
or cedar, measured in the work ........................ 661 2

21,156 cubie feet.
2.-For longitudinal and transverse ties, twelve inches

thick, flatted, twenty to thirty feet long and up-
wards, of white or red pine, tamarack or cedar,
measured in the work ...................... 1321 15

42,296 lineal feet.
.- For longitudinal ties, eleven inches thick, flatted,

thirty feet long and upwards, of the same or of
spruce, hemlock or birch, measured in the work... 42 0

1,680 lineal feet.
4.-For face-timbers, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, thirty feet long and
upwards, of spruce, hemlock or birch, measured
in the work ................................................ 213 4

8,528 cubie feet.
5.-For cross-ties and bottoms, ten inclies, flatted, thirty-

three one-third to thirtv-four feet long, of spruce,
hemlock, birch, pine, tamarack or cedar, measured
in the work............ .................. 462 5

18,490 lincal feet.
6.-For bottoms, nine inches, flatted, twenty-two and

thirty-two feet long, of spruce, hemlock, bircb,
pine, tamarack or cedar, measured in the work ... 552 13

22,106 lineal feet.
7.-For Vertical fenders, of balf-round tamarack.or pine,

12 x 9 inches, measured in the work.................. 95 16
3,833 lineal feet.

8.-For Vertical sheeting of ditto, 12 x 6, measured in
thework................ ........ ,.........51 13

3,100 lineal feet.

Carried over........................... £ 3400 9

PRICES.

d.

- 1

OJ

O

0
O

6j

4

4

iper cubie foot, 71d.

per lineal foot, 71d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per cubic foot, 6d.

Iper lic.eal foot, 6d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per lineal foot, 4d.



16 Victorioe. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

LANDING PIER at LA POINTE DEs EBOULEMENS, &c.-
(Continued.)

DESCRIPTION oF WORK. PRICES.

I £ s.d.
Brought over.............................. 3400 9 4

9.-For wale pieces along top of Pier, 12 x 6, measured
in the work .............................. 35 5 0

10.-For Subbing-Iosts, as 2,115 lineal feet. prleafot4.
10.-For Snubbing-Posts, as specified, provided and

placed .............................................in. ü e......ëb £l 5s
placed ~60 in numnber. c,£Ss

11.-For three-inch pine plank, per M. square feet super-
ficial, measured in the work ................... 137 8 3 per M. sq. ft. £6 5.

21,990 square feet. I
12.-For wrought iron bolts and spikes ...... 220 18 9 per lb., 3d.

17,675 lbs.
13.-For Stones filled in Cribs, and in Rip-Rap wall of

Embankment, measured in the work..................1360 3 9 per toise, 17s. 6d.
1,5544 toises.

14.-For Excavation, measured in the work ............... 8 0 p
160 cubie yards.

15.-For gravel on top of Embankment, measured in the
work ......................................................... . per cubie yard.

Appropriation ................... 15000 O 0 O

(Names and residence of Securities.)

NUMIDIQUE MAILHOT, Esquire,
St. Pierre les Becquets.

MICHEL E. GAUVREAU,
Quebec.

Contract dated, at Quebec, the Nineteenth day of April, 1852.

OFFICE 0F PUBbLIC £RKS,

Quebea.



16 Victorioe. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

STATEMENT of Quantities of Material, and Prices therefor, in the accepted

Tender for the LANDING-PIER at MURRAY BAY.

FRANCOIS BABY, Contractor.

The undersigned hereby offer to the Commissioners of Public Works, to furnish
al necessary tools, implements, boats, scows, labor and materials, and to execute
and complete, in a worknanlike manner, all the work connected with the construe-
tion of a Landing-Pier at , according to the plans
and specifications exhibited, at the following prices:-

DESCRIPTION oF WORK.

1.-For face-timber, twelve inches square, and varying
from that to 12 x 15 inches, twenty to thirty feet
long and upwards, of white or red pine, tamarack
or cedar, measured in the work........................

11,328 cubie feet.
2.-For longitudinal and tranverse ties, twelve inches

thick, flatted, twenty to thirty feet long and up-
wards, of white or red pine, tamarack or cedar,
measured in the work ....................... ...........

21,768 lineal feet.
.- For longitudinal ties, eleven inches thick, flatted,

thirty feet long and upwards, of the same or of
spruce, hemlock or birch, measured in the work...

1,620 lineal feet.
4.-For face-timbers, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, thirty feet long and
upwards, of spruce, hemlock or birch, measured
in the work ...... . ....................... ..

6,432 cubie feet.
5.-For cross-ties and bottonis, ten inches, flatted, thirty-

three one-third to thirty-four feet long, of spruce,
hemlock, birch, pine, tamarack or cedar, mea-
sured in the work.. ... ... ..............................

9,384 lineal feet.
6.-For bottoms, nine inehes, flatted, twenty-two and

thirty-two feet long, of spruce, hemlock, birch,
pine, tamarack or cedar, measured in the work ...

7,854 lineal feet.
7.-For Vertical fenders, of half-round tamarack or pine,

12 x 9 inches, measured in the work..................
1,368 lineal feet.

8.-For Vertical sheeting of ditto, 12 x 6, measured in
the w ork ................................ ... ..............

2,976 lineal feet.

Carried over........................... £

854

680

PRICES.

40 10

160 16

234 12

196 7

34 4

49 12

1750 6

ou

0

0-n1

per cubic

per lineal

per lineal

foot, 71d.

foot, 71d.

foot, 6d.

per cubie foot, 6d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per lineal foot 6d.

per lineal foot, 4d.



16 Victorio. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

LANDING-PIER at MURRAY BAY, &c.-(Continued.)

DESCRIPTION oF WORK. PRICES.

Brougit over...... .. ................ 1750 6 
9.--For wale pieces along top of Pier, 12 x 6, measured

in the work . .................................i a. t...rliei bo, d

10.-For snubbing Posts as specified, provided and
placed... .. .............................. .. . 25. jeac, £1.5s.

20 in number.I
11.-For three inch pine plank, per M. square feet super-

ficial, measured in the work .......................... 60 18 9 per M. sq. ft. £6 5s.
9,750 square feet.

12.-For wrought iron bolts and spikes ............... 81 16 0 per lb., Sd.
6,544 lbs.

13.-For Stones filled in Cribs, and in Rip-Rap wall of
Embankment, measured in the work............793 1 6 per toise, 17s. 6d.

907 toises.
14.-For Embankment, measured in the work . 74 5 per .ubi. yard, Is.

1,485 cubie yards.
15.-For gravel on top of Embankment, measured in the

work ............ ....................... 7 10 0 percubie yard, Is. 6d.
100 cubie yards.

£ 2 .08 9 7
Superintendence and Co4tingencies pr 691 10

Amount of Appropriation ............ Ô2500 0 e

(Naines and residence of Securities.)

NUMIDIQUE MAILHOT, Esquire.s
St. Pierre les Becquets.

MICHEL E. GAUVREAU,
Q uebec.

Contract dated, at Qu7bec, the Nineteenth day of April, 18652.

OFFICE 0F PUBLIC WOnRS,

Quebec.



16 Victorioe. Appendix (F.F.) Ai 185%

STATEMENT of Quantities of Material, and Prices therefor, in the accepted

Tender for the LANDING-PIER, at BERTHIER.

Messrs. RIGNEY and SMITH, Contractors.

The undersigned hereby offer to the Commissioners of Publie Works, to furnish
all necessary tools, implements, boats, scows, labor and materials, and to execute
and complete, in a workmanlike manner, all the work connected with the construe-
tion of a Landing-Pier at
and specifications exhibited, at the following prices:-

, according to the plans

DESCRIPTION or WORK. PRICES.

1.-For face-timber, twelve inches square, and varying
from that to 12 x 15 inches, twenty to thirty feet
long and upwards, of white or red pine, tamarack
or cedar, measured in the work ........ ...............

14,408 cubie feet.1
2.-For longitudinal and transverse ties, twelve inches

thick, flatted, twenty to thirty feet long and up-
wards, of white or red pine, tamarack or cedar,
measured in the work ...................................

51,862 lineal feet.
S.-For longitudinal ties, eleven inches thick, flatted,

thirty feet long and upwards, of the same or of
spruce, hemlock orbirch, measured in the work...

1,580 lineal feet.
4.-For face-timbers, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, tbirty feet long and
upwards, of spruce, hemlock or birch, measured
in the work ............................ ...................

6,528 cubie feet.
5.-For cross-ties and bottoms, 10 inches, flatted, thirty-

three one-third to thirty-four feet long, of spruce,
hemlock, birch, pine, tamarack or cedar, measured
in the work ....................... ...... .................

7,684 lineal feet.
6.-For bottoms, nine inches, flatted, twenty-two and

thirty-two feet long, of spruce, hemlock, birch,
pine, tamarack or cedar, measured in the work.

7,920 lineal feet.
7.-For Vertical fenders, of half-round tamarack or pine,

12 x 9 inches, measured in the work..................
1,627 lineal feet.

8.-For Vertical sheeting of ditto, 12 x 6, measured in
the work ....... .... .. .. .... ..........................

3,093 lineal feet.

Carried over................................. £

450

1242

86

176 1 16 1

2865 8

per cubic foot, 71d.

per lineal foot, 51d.

per lineal foot, 51d.

per cubie foot, 6id.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per lineál'foot, 41d.

per lineal foot, 7d.

per lineal foot, 5id.
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LANDING-PIER at BERTHIER, &c.-(Continued.)

DESCRIPTION or WORK.

Brought over........................
9.-For wale pieces along top of Pier, 12 x 6, measured

in the work .. ........ ..................... .. .
1,100 lineal feet.

10.-For snubbing Posts as specified, provided and
placed ........................ .................... ........

26 in number.
11.-For three inch pine plank, per M. square feet super-

ficial, measured in the work ......... ........... .....
12,000 square feet.

12.-For wrought iron bolts and spikes . ......... ...... ..
7,654 lbs.

I3.-For Stones filled in Cribs, and in Rip-Rap wall of
Embankment ......... ... ............

1,015 toises.
14.-For Embankment, measured in the work ............

250 cubie yards.
15.-For gravel on top of Embankment, measured in

the w ork ...... ............................. ..............
139 cubic yards.

£
Superintendence and Contingencies ......

Amount of Appropriation ...... .... ... £

(Names and residence of Securities.)

JAMES MOIR FERRES,
Montreal.

JOSEPH £RUNO TALBOT,
St. Thomas.

Contract dated, at Quebec, the Sixth day of May, 1852.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC WORKS,

Quebec.

PRICES.

£ s.
2365 3

25 4 2 per lineal foot, 51d.

14 12 6 each, Is. 3d.

48 15 0 perM.sq.ft.,81s.3d.

127 Il 4 perlb.,4d.

1015 0 0 per toise, 20s.

10 3 I0 3 ]per cubie yard, 95d.

6 19 O per cubic yard, Is.

13613 8 6
86 11 6

4000 0 0



16 Victorio. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

STATEMENT of Quantities of Material, and Prices therefor, in the accepted
Tender for the LANDING-PIER, at L'ISLET, " TELEGRAPH
ROCK."

Messrs. RIGNEY and SMITH, Contractors.

The undersigned hereby offer to the Commissioners of Publie Works, to furnish
all necessary tools, implements, boats, scows, labor and materials, and to execute
and complete, in a workmanlike manner, all the work connected with the construc-
tion of a Landing-Pier at , according to the plans
and specifications exhibited, at the following prices

DESCRIPTION or WORK. PRICES.

1.-For face-timber, twelve inches square, and varying!
from that to 12 x 15 inches, twenty to thirty feet
long and upwards, of white or red pine, tamarack
or cedar, measured in the work............... .. .....

19,884 cubie feet.
2.-For longitudinal and transvere ties, twelve inches

thick, flatted, twenty to thirty feet long and up-
wards, of white or red pine, tamarack or cedar,
measured in the work ......... ....... ..................

41,790 lineal feet.
3.-For longitudinal ties, eleven inches thick, flatted,

thirty feet long and upwards, of the saine or of
spruce, hemlock or birch, measured in the work...

743 lineal feet.
4.-For face-timbers, twelve inches square and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, thirty feet long and
upwards, of spruce, hemlock or birch, measured
in the work ........... ................. .................

8,468 cubic feet.
5.-For cross-ties and bottoms, 10 inches, flatted, thirty-

three one-third to thirty-four feet long, of spruce,
hemlock, birch, pine, tamarack or cedar, measured
in the work ................................................

13,216 lineal feet.
6.-For bottoms, nine inches, fiatted, twenty-two and

thirty-two feet long, of spruce, liemlock, bireh,
pine, tamarack or cedar, measured in the work ..

13,860 lineal feet.
7.-For Vertical fenders, of half-round tamarack or

pine, 12 x 9 inches, measured in the work ...... ..
2,675 lineal feet.

8.-For vertical sheeting of ditto, 12 x 6, measured in
the work ....................................... ...........

3,100 lineal feet.

Carried over .... .......... £

£ 1 S. J d.

621

1044

2542

15 i

per cubie foot, 71d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

per cubic foot, 61d.

per lineal foot, 6d.

jper lineal foot, 5d.

l0 perlineal foot, 71d.

1 hper lineal foot, 4¾d.



16 Victorioe. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852;

LANDING-PIER at L'ISLET, " TELEGRAPH ROCK," &c.-
(Continzued.)

DESCRIPTION oF WORK. PRICES.

S . d. r
Brought over................................. 2542 14

9.-For wale'pieces along top of Pier, 12 x 6, measured
in the work ............................ 32 15 5 per linea foot, 5d.

1,430 lineal feet.
10.-For snubbing Posts as specified, provided and

placed ..................................................... 23 5 6 each, 12s. 3d.
38 in number.1

11.-For three inch pine plank, per M. square feet super-
ficial, measured in the work ..... ................. 71 3 .. f p.M.sq.ft. £4 2s.6d.

17,250 square feet.
12.-For wrought iron bolts and spikes .. .................. 245 7 3 per lb. 4;d.

13,086 lbs.
13.-For stones filled in Cribs, and in Rip-Rap wall of

Embankment, measured in the work.............1492 per toise, 20s.
1,492 toises.

14.-For Embankment, measured in the work...... .... 265 1 0 per cubie yard, 9d.
6,696 cubi; ;.ds.

15.-For gravel on top of Embankment, measure .. le
work ............ . .... ............................ .......

1,002 cubie yards.
16.- Rock cutting ................................................ 13 10 0 cubic yard, 5s.

54 cubie yards.

£ 4740 | 2
Stone-facing Embankment, South of Rock, 200 toises,4 2

at 20s. .................. ............................. ..... 200 0
Superintendence and Contingencies ...... .............. ... 559 17

Amount of Appropriation ... ........... £ 5500 0 0

Noi.-The above quantities include the Earth Embankment South of Telegraph Rock.

(Natnes and residence of Securities.)

JAMES MOIR FERRES,
Montreal.

JOSEPH BRUNO TALBOT,
St. Thomas.

Contract dated, at Quebec, the Sixth day of May, 1852.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC WORKS,
Quebec.



16 Victoriæ. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

STATEMENT of Quantities of Material, and Prices therefor, in the accepted
Tender for the LANDING-PIER, at POINTE-Aux-ORIGNEAUX.

Messrs. RIGNEY & SMITH, Contractors.

The undersigned hereby offer to the Commissioners of Public Works, to furnish
aill necessary tools, implements, boats, scows, labor and materials, and to execute
and complete, in a workmanlike manner, all the work connected with the construc-
tion of a Landing-Pier at
and specifications exhibited, at the following prices:-

, according to the plans

DESCRIPTION or WORK. PRICES.

I.-For face-timber, twelve inches square, and varying
from that to 12 x 15 inches, twenty to thirty feet
long and upwards, of white or red pine, tamarack
or cedar, measured in the work ........................

17,210 cubic feet.
2.-For longitudinal and transverse ties, twelve inches

thiek, flatted, twenty to thirty feet long and up-
wards, of white or red pine, tamarack or cedar,
measured in the work ....................................

32,812 lineal feet.
3.-For longitudinal ties, eleven inches thick, flatted,

thirty feet long and upwards, of the same or of
spruce, hemlock or birch, measured in the work...

900 lineal feet.
4.-For face-timbers, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, thirty feet long and
upwards, of spruce, hemlock or birch, measured
in the work ................................................

2,816 cubie feet.
5.-For cross-ties and bottoms, ten inches, flatted, thirty-

three one-third to thirty-four feet long, of spruce,
hemlock, bireb, pine, tamarack or cedar, measured
in the work .................... .............. . ...

10,574 lineal feet.
6.-For bottoms, nine inches, flatted, twenty-two and

thirty-two feet long, of spruce, hemlock, birch,
pine, tamarack or cedar, measured in the work ...

9,216 lineal feet.
7.-For Vertical fenders, of half-round tamarack or pine,

12 x 9 inches, measured in the work..................
2,160 lineal feet.

8.-For Vertical sheeting of ditto, 12 x 6, measured in
the work .......................................... ,........

2,976 lineal feet.

Carried over......................... £

537 16 3 per cubic foot, 71d.

807 16 0 per lineal foot> 6d.

22 10 0 per lineal foot, 6d.

76 5 4 per oubie foot, 61d.

264 7 I per lineal foot, 6d.

192 0 0 per lineal foot, 5d.

67 10 j per lineal foot, 7d.

58 18 0 per lineal foot, 41d.

2027 2 7



16 Victoriæ. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

LANDINGr PIER at POINTE-Aux-ORIGNEAUX, &c.-
(Continued.)

DESCRIPTION oF WORK.

Brought over..............................
9.-For wale pieces along top of Pier, 12 x 6, measured

in the work ................................................
1,244 lineal feet.

10.-For Snubbing-Posts, as specified, provided and
placed.........................................................

34 in number.
11.-For three-inch pine plank, per M. square feet super-

ficial, measured in the work ...........................
14,760 square feet.

12.-For wrought iron bolts and spikes .......... i.........
12,940 lbs.

13.-For Stones filled in Cribs, and in Rip-Rap wall of
Embankment, measured in the work..................

1, 158 toises.
14.-For Embankment, measured in the work ............

180 cubie yards.
15.-For gravel on top of Embankment, measured in the

w ork .........................................................
71 cubie yards.

Superintendence and Contingencies.........

Amount of Appropriation............... £

PRICES.

Il-

£
2027

28

20

60

242

'1158

6

s

3549
450

4000

1
18

4
8

per lineal foot, 5id.

each, 12s. Sd.

p.M. sq. ft. £4 2s. 6d.

per lb., 41d.

per toise, 20s.

per cubic yard, 94d.

per cubie yard, Is. id.

(Names and residence of Securities.)

JAMES MOIR FERRES,
Montreal.

JOSEPH BRUNO TALBOT,
St. Thomas.

Contract dated, at Quebec, the Sixth day of May, 1852.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC WORRS,

Quebec.



16 Victorio. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

STATEMENT of Quantities of Material, and Prices therefor, in the accepted
Tender for the LANDING-PIER, at RIVIERE Du LOUP.

Messrs. RIGNEY & SMITH, Contractors.

The undersigned hereby offer to the Commissioners of Public Works, to furnish
all necessary tools, implements, boats, scows, labor and materials, and to execute
and complete, in a workmanlike manner, all the work connected with the construc-
tion of a Landing-Pier at , according to the plans
and specifications exhibited, at the following prices:-

DESCRIPTION OF WORK. PRICES.

£S. d.
.- For face-timber, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, twenty to thirty feet
long and upwards, of white or red pine, tamarack
or cedar, measured in the work................ 698 17 6 per cubie foot, 71d.

22,364 cubic feet.'
2.-For longitudinal and transverse ties, twelve inches

thick, flatted, twenty to thirty feet long and up-
wards,.of white or red pine, tamarack or cedar,
measured in the work .................................... 1062 6 0 per lineal foot, 6d.

42,492 lineal feet.
3.-For longitudal ties, eleven inches thick, flatted,

thirty feet long and upwards, of the same or of
spruce, hemlock or birch, measured in the work... 61 4 0 per lineal foot, 6d.

2,448 lineal feet.
4.-For face-timbers, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, thirty feet long and
upwards, of spruce, hemlock or birch, measured
in the work ............................. . 190 5 6 per cubie foot, 6id.

7,611 cubic feet.
-5.-For cross-ties and bottoms, ten inches, flatted, thirty-

three one-third to thirty-four feet long, of spruce,
hemlock, birch, pine, tamarack or cedar, measured
in the work .......... ........................... 883 7 0 per lineal foot, 6d.

15,334 lineal feet.
6.-For bottoms, nine inches, flatted, twenty-two and

thirty-two feet long, of spruce, hemiock, birch,
pine, tamarack or cedar, measured in the work ... 312 16 3 per lineal foot, 5d.

15,015 lineal feet.
7.-For Vertical fenders, of half-round tamarack or pine,

12 x 9 inches, measured in the work.................. 85 10 7ý per lineal foot, 71d.
2,737 lineal feet.I

8.-For Vertical sheeting of ditto, 12 x 6, measured in
the work .................................................. 56 8 11 per lineal foot, 41d.

2,852 lineal feet.
9.-For wale pieces along top of Pier, 12 x 6, measured

in the work ................................................ 33 15 7 per lineal foot, 5id.
1,474 lineal feet.;

10.-For Snubbing-Posts, as specified, provided and
placed....................................... .. 24 10 0 each, 12s. 3d.

40 in number.
1.-For three-incb pine plank, per M. square feet super-

ficial, measured in the work ........................ 76 6 8 Ip.M. sq. ft. £4 2s. 6d.
18,500 square feet.

Carried over,........................ £12985



16 Victorine. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

LANDING PIER at RIVIERE DU LOUP, &c.-(Continued.)

DESCRIPTION or WORK. PRICES.

Brought over.............................. 2985 7 7j
12.-For wrougbt iron bolts and spikes ... ................. 308 9 6 per lb., 41d.

16,452 lbs.
13.-For Stones filled in Cribs, and in Rip-Rap wall of

Embankment, measured in the work.................. 1710 5 0 per toise, 209.
1,710¾ toises.

14.-For Embankment, measured in the work ............ 358 4 7 per cubic yard, 91d.
9,050 cubic yards.

15.-For gravel on top of Embankment, measured in the
work ......................................................... 12 12 5 percubicyard,1s.Id.

233 cubie yards.

£15374 1
Additional twenty feet length of Pier ...... 1166 0 0
Superintendence and Contingencies......... . 459

Arnount of Appropriation ............. L 6000 0 0

(Names and residcncc of Securities.)

JTAMES MOIR FERRES,

JTOSEPH BRUNO TALBOT,
st. Thomas.

Contract dated, at Quebec, the Sixtlh day of May,182

OFFICE 6F PUBLIC WopKS,

Quebec.

STATEMENT of Quantities, and Bulk Sum, for the accepted Tender for
the LANDING-PIER, at RIMOUSKI.

Messrs. LEPAGE, Contractors.

The undersig4ned hereby offer to the Commissioners of Publi Works, f furnish
ail necessary tools, implernents, hoats, scows, labor -and materials, and to execute
and coniplete, in a workinanlike manner, all the work connected with the construc-
tion of a Landing-Pier at Rinouski, according ton th. plans and specifications ex-
hibited, at the followin bulk sur of Seven thousand five hundred pounds.



16 Victorioe. Appendix (F.F.) A. 1852.

LANDING-PIER at RIMOUSKI, &c.-(Continued.)

DESCRIPTION oF WORK.

1.-For face-timber, twelve inches square, and varying
from that to 12 x 15 inches, twenty to thirty feet
long and upwards, of white or red pine, tamarack
or cedar, measured in the work........................

72,000 cubie feet.
2.-For longitudinal and tranverse ties, twelve inches

thick, flatted, twenty to thirty feet long and up-
wards, of white or red pine, tamarack or cedar,
measured in the work ....................... ...........

73,270 lineal feet.
3.-For longitudinal ties, eleven inches thick, flatted,

thirty feet long and upwards, of the same or of
spruce, hemlock or birch, measured in the work...

20,696 lineal feet.
4.-For face-timbers, twelve inches square, and varying

from that to 12 x 15 inches, thirty feet long and
upwards, of spruce, hemlock or birch, measured
in the work ............. .....................

13,884 cibie feet.
5.-For cross-ties and bottonis, ten inches, flatted, thirty-

three one-third to thirty-four feet long, of spruce,
hemlock, birch, pine, tamarack or cedar, mea-
sured in the work....... ... ..............................

35,100 lineal feet.
6.-For bottoms, nine inches, flatted, twenty-two and

thirty-two feet long, of spruce, hemlock, birch,
pine, tamarack or cedar, measured in the work ...

7.-For Vertical fenders, of half-round tamarack or pine,
12 x 9 inches, measured in the work..................

8.-For Vertical sheeting of ditto, 12 x 6, measured in
the work ................................ ... ..............

2,390 lineal feet.
9.-For wale pieces along top of Pier, 12 x 6, measured

in the work ...............................
4,670 lineal feet.

10.-For snubbing Posts as specified, provided and
placed... .. .............. .. .................... ...........

142 in number.
11.-For three inch pine plank, per M. square feet super-

ficial, measured in the work ..........................
49,000 square feet.

12.-.For wrought iron bolts and spikes ............
17,091 Ibs.

13.-For Stones filled in Cribs, and in Rip-Rap wall of
Embankment, measured in the work.. ............

14.-For Embankment, measured in the work ..... ... .
15.-For gravel on top of Embankment, measured in the

work ............... ....................

PRICES.

£ s. d.

.. ...... per cuic foot.

lineal foot.

lineal foot.

cubie foot.

lineal foot.

per lineal foot.

per lineal foot

per lineal foot.

per lineal foot.

cach.

per M. sq. ft.

per lb.

per toise.

per cubie yard.

per cubie yard.

* Amount of Appropriation, and Tender, £7,500.
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L ANDING-PIER at RIMOUSKI, &c.-(Cordinned.)

(Nanes and residence of Securities.)

JE AN LEPAGE,
Rimouski.

LOUIS JACQUES LEPAGE,
Rimouski.

Contract dated, at 1R'imouski, the Seventh day of May, 1852.

OFFICE OF rBLIC WORKs,
Quebec.

STATEMENT of the Cost of each LANDING-PIER below QUEBEC,
per Cubie Yard, at Contractor's rates of Tender; including cost of sub-
stituting solid or close work in lieu of open superstructure.

LOCALITY

or

PIER.

BERTHIER............

L'ISLET ...............

POINTE-Aux-ORIG-
NEAUX ...............

RIVIERE-Du-LOUP.

RIMOUSKI ............

POINTE DEs EBOU-
LEMENS ............

MURRAY BAY ......

Cost of portion of Cost of portion of
Pier composed Pier, composed Cost of portion
of timber and of timber and
stone, calculat- stone, per cubie of Pier
ed from detailed yard, based on
quantities of amount in pre- formed of
Materials and ceding column,
rates of Con- divided by cu- Embankment.
tract. bic quantîties.

£ sd. £ s. d. £ s. d.I

3804 12 2 0 6 7 27 7 2j

4543 13 104 o 5 112 175 0 3

3730 4 0. 0 5 11 16 15 11

5806 16 il 0 5 il ......... ...... ......

7500 0 0 0 3 1lB.........

5447 1 3j O 5 j11 8 0 0

2679 18 4 0 5 çi 128111 

OFFICE OF PUnLIC WORKS,
7th October, 1852.

Total Cost

of

Pier.

£

3831

4718

3746

5806

7508

5455

2808

s. d.

19 4j

14 li

19 I1l

16 il

0 0

1 3j

9 7
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RETURN
To AN ADDRESS of the Legislative Assembly, to lis Excellency the Governor

General, dated 20th September, 1852, for "Copies of all Correspondence,
which mayhavebeen had between the Government and the Mayor or Citizens
of Montreal, in reference to a Loan, as aid in rebuildinghouses destroyedby
the recent fire in that City".

By command,
A. N. MORIN,

Secretary's Office, Secretary.
Quebec, 22nd September, 1852.

QTEBEc, 2nd August, 1852. •

SIR,-We beg leave to transmit to you a certified copy of certain proceedings,
adopted by the City Council of Montreal, in relation to the disastrous calamity
which has recently befallen that City, and respectfully request that it be laid before
His Excellency, the Governor General.

You will perceive that the object of that communication is to solicit, on the part
of the Citizens of Montreal, the aid of the Provincial Government and Parliament, to
raise a Loan of two hundred thousand pounds (200,000) on terminable annuities, and
upon such conditions as may be deemed advisable, for the purpose of affording to
the unfortunate sufferers, by that melancholy affliction, the necessary assistance to
rebuild, and with incombustible materials, in conformity with a recent regulation of
the Municipal authority of the City.

As we feel confident that, with the present high character of the Provincial credit
in the money market in England, this Loan, with the guarantee of the Province, may
be negotiated on salisfactory terms, we earnestly hope that His Excellency will be
pleased to take our prayer into his favorable consideration, and thereby confer upon
the City of Montreal a lasting benefit, convinced as we are that without the assist-
ance prayed for, a large portion of its inhabitants can never emerge from the distress
into which they have been plunged.

We have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servants,

(Signed,) CHARLES WILSON,
Mayor of Montreal.

L. MARCHAND,
Councillor.

L. H. LAFONTAINE,
BENJ. HULMES,

Members of the Montreal Relief Cozfunittee.
To the Hon. A. N. Morin,

Provincial Secretary.
&c., &c., &C.
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ExTrAcT from the minutes of the Council of the City of Montreal, at a Special
Meeting thereof on Friday, the 30th July, IS52.

The following Report having been submitted and read from the SpeLial Com-
mittee therein named

On motion of Councillor Marchand, seconded by Alderman Whitney, it was
Resolved,-That the said Report be received and adopted.

REPORT.
To His Worship the Mfayor, the Alclermen and Citi~ens of the City of

Montreal:
The Special Committee appointed, on ihe tweniythird instant, to carry into

effect the application intended to be made by ihis Council to the Provincial Legis-
lature, to obtain the guaranitee of the Province to a Loan in aid of the sufferers by
the late fire,

RESPECTFLLY REPORT,

That they have had conferences with a sub-Committee narned by ihe Executive
Relief Committee, to promote the object committed to the care of your Committee,
and as the result of these conferences, and of the most earnest consideration of your
Committee, are the important and complicated details of the question before them.
Your Committee recommend ihat application be at once made to the Government
to obtain the guarantee of the Province for a Loan of two hundred tlousand pouids,
(200,000) to be rcpaid by terminable debentures in thirty years; it being estimated
that an annual payment of seven and a half per cent will liquidate the whole debt
in that time. That to induce the Government to grant the required guarantee the
City become liable to theGovenment for the payment thereof, and that for hie security
of the Corporation, it be provided in the Bill to be laid before the Parliament
on the subject of the proposed Loan ; that the Loan to each proprietor to rebuild on his
lot, be made a first charge or mortgage thereon, to rank and be paid concurrently
with the claim of the vendor or Bailleur de fonds.

Your Committee further recommend that it be suggested 10 he Relief Committee
to name two members of their body to proceed to Quebec, with two members ofthe
Council to be named for that purpose, 1o communicate to the Provincial Government
the wishes of the Council and of the Citizens generally, that the Loan in question may
be obtained, to determine vith the Government what means are necessary for the
purpose, and to settle the details and particulars of a Bill to be submitted to the
Legislature to enable the saidi Loan to be effected.

The whole, nevertheless, respectfully su bmii ted,

(Signed,) CHARLES WILSON, Mayor
LOUIS MARCHAND,
JOSEPH TIFFIN,
H. H. WHITNEY,
R. TRUDEAU,
NARCISE VALOIS.

Committee Room, City Hall,
29th JulyW 1852.
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Ou molion of Couticillor Trudeau, seconded by Councillor Valois, it was
RESoLVED,-That in order Io carry into effect the recommendations of the

Report jast submitted and read, it is necessary that a deputation of this Council do
procced to Quebec, whose duty it will be, in concert with the gentlemen to be named
by ihe Executive Relief Committee, 10 enter into immediate communication with
the Provincial Government relative to the contemplated Loan; that, in consequence,
His Worship the Mayor and Councillor Marchand be requested to form the deputa-
tion referred to, and to proceed, as such deputation, to the seat of Goverament at their
very earliest convenience.

(Signed,) CHARLES WILSON,
(Signed.) Mayor,

J. Sexton, City Clerk.

SECRETARY'S OFFICE,
QUEBEC, 5th August, 1852.

GENTLEMEv,-I have ihe honor to inform you that the Governor General
has had under his consideration in Council, your letter of the 2nd instant, soliciting
ihe aid of the Provincial Government and Parliament to raise a Loan of £200,000,
currency, in terminable annuilies, and upon such conditions as might be deemed
advisable for the purpose of affording to te unfortunate sufferers by the disastrous
calamity which bas recently befallen the City of Montreal, the necessary assistance
to rebuild with incombustible materials, in conformity with recent regulations of the
Municipal aul hority of the City, together with a Report from the City Council of
Montreal, recommending that the security of the City be given to such a Loan as
that applied for by the Relief Committee.

His Excellency believes that aid of the kind sought for would greatly tend to the
rebuilding of the destroyed portion of the City with incombustible materials.

His Excellency having been pleased to take the case into favorable consideration,
I have the honor to inform you in reply, that a measure will be submitted to Parlia-
ment during the next Session for affording the required assistance, provided ample
security be afforded to prevent the possibilily of loss to the public.

The conditions which His Excellency is advised as indispensably necessary are,
thai such a rate of interest should be charged to the borrowers as will be sufficient
to pay the interest demanded by the creditors, together with all expenses of the
cornnission for managing the fund, assuming that the morcy is loaned to the suf-
ferers on annuities terminable in 30 years; the rate of interest should bc 8 per cent.,
in addition to which thc borrowers will be bound to pay such insurance on the
respective premises as may be effected by the Commissioners.

To ensure thorough responsibility in the management of the fund, it is proposed
that two Commissioners be appointed by the Crown for that purpose, who wl be
required to give ample security for the proper discharge of their duties. Summary
means of collecting the interest and insurances, by levying not only on the property,
but on all chattels found on the premises, vill be provided. The Commissioners
will be required to make periodical returns at short intervals, shewing all defalca-
tions, and stating the cause; and in case the fund should at any time be in arrear,.
summary means vill be provided against the Corporation by a special rate on the
entire property of the City. Should any surplus remain after paying the annual
interest to the public creditor, and the expenses of the Commission, it will be
refunded to the Corporation of the City of Montreal.
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I am to add that the points summarily above stated are not to be considered as
preventing the introduction in the details, when the subject comes to be discussed
in Parliament, of any additional means for facilitating the object in view, and afford.
ing the fullest security for re-payment.

Should the Council and inhabitants of Montreal accede to the schene proposed,
a communication to that effect should be addressed to me to enable the Government
to take ulterior steps for carrying it out.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) A. N. MORIN,

Charles Wilson, Esquire, Secretary.

Mayor of Montreal.
Louis Marchand, Esquire,
Hon. L. H. LaFontaine and
Benjm. Holmes, Esquire,

Members of the Montreal Relief Conmittee, Montreal.

(Copy.)
CrTY HALL,

MONTREAL, 2nd September, 1852.

Sm,-I have the honor to inform you that your letter of the 5th ultimo,
addressed to myself and Messrs. Marchand, LaFontaine and Holmes, members of
the Montreal Relief Committee, in reply to our application soliciting the aid of the
Provincial Government for the suflrers by fire in Montreal, was laid by me before
the Council of this City, on the 11th ultimo, and that on the 18th of the same month,
the following resolution vas thereupon adopted, viz:

" That it is inexpedient 10 accept the offer of £200,000 from the Government on
" the conditions mentioned in the letter of the Provincial Secretary, as it is believed
"a sufficient sum for the relief of the sufferers by the late fire, may be obtained on
"more favorable terms to the borrowers, and with less risk to the City, and that the
"Mayor be instructed to lay before the Council at its next meeling, the particulars of
"such offers of money, as may have been laid before and approved of by the Finance
" Committee."

I have-now further the honor 10 represent to you, that the Corpora ion of Montreal
are desirous of assisting the sufferers by the late fires in that City, to obtain loans at
not more than six per cent, or for more than twenty years, to enable them to rebuild
with incombustible materials in accordance with a recent By-law of the City, and'
for this purpose they are willing to guarantee the payment of all such loans effected
with their sanction and concurrence.

Provided the lenders be secured by a first mortgage, on the property.of each
party to whom they shall make advances, as it is obvious, however, that the loans
may be obtained on more favorable terms, if it be possible to offer the lenders the
security of the Province in addition to that of the City of Montreal. I am anxious to
ascertain if the Goverunment will be pleased to sanction a Bill authorizing the loans
on the terms above stated, viz: with the guarantee of the Corporation for their pay-
ment in the first instance and that of the Province superadded, in the event of the
lenders being unable to realize the amounts due, firstly from the borrowers, and
secondly from the Corporation. I omitted to state above, that it is desired the aggre-
gate amount of the loans shal not exceed one hundred thousand pounds, (£100,00.)
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It is the intention of ihe Council to advertise for tenders for the loans required,
if vour answer to this application be favorable. It wil], therefore, grealy oblige if
I can be favored with au early reply.

I have tbe honor to be,
Sir,

Your very obedient servant,
CHARLES WILSON,

Mayor.

(Copy.)
SECRETARY'S OFFICE,

QUE BEC, 4th September, 1842.

Sm,-I have the honor by command of the Governor Generai, to inform you that
His Excellency is prepared to sanction the arrangements proposed in your letter of
the 2nd instant, with reference to the loans to be made to the sufferers by the late
fires in Montreal, provided; 1st, That the amoant of loan to each individual be
limited in the Act, and 2ndly, That the Corporation of the City will undertake
to appoint some proper person or persons carefully to examine the applications for
loans, so that no improvident loan may be made by the parties lending to the suf-
ferers.

And His E xcellency is advised that the lenders should not be enabledto recover
from the Province, in any case, more than tbree payments of principal or interest.

I have the honor to be,
. Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
-A. N. MORIN,

Charles Wilson, Esq., Secletary.
Mayor, Montreal.

(Copy.)
SECRETARY'S OFFICE,

QUEBEC, 91h September, 1852.

Sm,-As Chairman of the Montreal Relief Committee, and as bearing upon the
loan in contemplation in favor of the sufferers during i he late conflagration. I have
the honor to intimate to you that the Governor General is desirous to ascertain
from you, what description of persons have been and are now being relieved
and to what amount; the condition of the persons who suffered generally, and
the means in possession of the Committee to relieve them, and the principal
objects for which that relief has been and is to be given, with such other informa-
tion connected with the present inquiry as you may think proper to furnish for His
Excellency's information.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
E. PARENT,

Asst. Secretary.
Benjamin Holmes, Esquire,

Chairman Relief Committee, Montreal.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE RELIEF Fuxn,
MONTREAL, 151h September, 1852.

S n,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 9th instant,
wherein you state that the Governor General is desirous to ascertain from me what
description of persons have been and are now being relievcd, and to what amount,
the condition of the persons who sufired generally, and the means in possession of
the Committee to relieve them, and the principal objects for which that relief has
been and is to bc given, with such other information connected with the present
inquiry as I may ihink proper to furnish for His Excellency's information, and that
as bearing upon the loan in contemplation in favor of the sufferers by the late con-
flagration.

At the public meeting held on the 12th July, upwards of 70 gentlemen, and the
clergy of all denominations, were requested to act as the Relief Committec, and co-
operate with the City Corporation in devising and carrying out active measures for
the relief of the sufferers. From this body vas organized an Exceutive Committee,
consisting of six members selected by the Corporation, and six balloted for by the
General Relief Committee. Collectors werc appointed, and the Executive Com-
mittee requested to report without delay the details of a sysicm to be adopted in
distributing the funds to be placed at ils disposal. These gentlemen at once took
steps to procure a detailed statement of the extent of the recent loss, by employing
the City Assessor's Clerks to prepare it. They also applied to the Clergy of the
different denominations for such information as they could collect, and to the Insu-
rance Offices for the names of the insured and the amount of their losses, and deter-
mined that the moneys collected should be deposited in the Chartered Banks, and
drawn out only on the joint check of the Mayor (who was appointed Treasurer) and
of the Chairman of the Executive Committee..

On the 16th July, this Committee reported to the Generai Relief Committee the
details of the system it proposed 10 adopt, the Report (a printed copy of N hich I beg
leave to enclose) -was approved and ordered to be carried out.

In accordance with the Sth Clause of the Report, sub-committecs from all the
churches werc named, to which were forwardcd forms similar to the blank enclosed.
The applicati6n, when received from the several sub-committees, were submitted to
a standing sub-committee of this Executive Committee, who revised the lists and
awarded the amounts applied for or a less surn, as the case might be. The moneys
have always been sent in the form of a check, to the order of the Chairman of the
sub-committee, vith a request to purchase, for the sufferers, clothing, bedding and
other necessaries awarded and distribute it in the kind.

Ail who had lo>t tools were imrnediately furnishcd through the same channel,
with orders on Storekeepers to rnake ihem good, and thus enable them to resume
their occupations.

The vorkitg of thje sysiem above detailed has been quite harmonious, the-
Clergy of al denominations have declared themselves satisfied with the awards.
Beneath you have a general statement of the payments made to the different
Churches and Institutions so far as we have gone, but I would beg leave to remark
that whilst the applications from the Protestant denominations may reasonab1 bé
considered as closed, a very large number are still under the consideration of the
Catholie sub-committee, whi;h will, of course, be met as hitherto by the Executive
Committee.

From the information collected by the Assessor's Clerks, the number of persons
left houseless was 9042, but it is not within the knowledge of this Committee that
any person suffered from want or neglect. L'Asyle de la Providence, having escaped
the fire, was thrown open. The Friars' School houses were in like manner made
available, and these, vith the Ordinance Tents and the Government Emigrant Sheds
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sheltered the multitude to whom bread and provisions were furnisbed. 1st, By the
Nuns; 2nd, By the Corporation, and since by this Committee. On the 14 August it was
resolved, That from thenceforth no food be provided by this Committee except to the
sick, the infirm, the aged and the widowed.

You will observe from the priniecd Report vhich serves as the warrant and letter
of instructions to the Committee, that its attributions are confined at present to the
alleviation of the distress of the third class, styled " destitute," and that, by the
dispensing of food, "shelter," medical aid, cloihing and tools.

In but few instances has this Committee gone beyond the letter of those
instructions, where poor school houses with all their fixtures, books, &c., had been
swept away, it was judged expedient to put the Direcbors in a position to re-open
them as soon as possible, to keep the children from acquiring vagrant habits; an
Hospital and other charitable institutions were also relieved.

The Government Sheds being situated at too great a distance from the burmt
District to be convenient, a number of temporary sheds have been built for the win-
ter, on property kindly put at the disposal of the Committee by Mr. Logan. The
greater part of 2,000 cords of wood to be purchased, bas been already stocked in
different quaiters of the City, to be given to the poor during ibe ensuing winter, and
an adequate number of stoves has been secured for the benefit of this class daring
the approaching winter.

l carrying out the resolulions passed at the public meeting, this Conmittee
found itseif cal led upon to consider the question of a Loan Fand, and come to the
conclusion that money raised on terminable annuities was ihe most desirable and
efficient method of aiding the poor proprietors of real estate to re-build.

This scheme of terminable annuities was submitted to the City Council and met
its approval, and it was agreed that two Members of the City Council, and two of
this Committee should form a deputation to go to the Seat of Government to place
their views before the Executive. You are aware that the measure proposed met the
sanction of the Governor in Conncil, but that on the details having been referred back
for ihe sanction of the " Council and inhabitants" of Montreal, the proposition was
debated, and I regret to say, rejected by the Council.

Another plan bas since been brought forward by that body, with the details of
which this Committee is not acquinted, and to which it bas been in no way
party. The majority of this Committee being still of opinion thai the pian of termin-
able annuities proposed by it, offered advantages Io the poorer classes whom it is
most desirable to favor.

The total number of houses destroyed is 1,107, owned by parties, the greater
number of whom cannot re-build, without aid in some shape being afforded them.

It is understood by the various sub-committees that they are to receive no further
claims from the Class No. 3, and as soon as those before them have allcome in and
been adjudicated upon, it is proposed to summon the General Relief Committee
together to report as to its gestion and management so far, and ask for instructions as
to what is to be done for Class No. 2, a class consisting of small proprietors, respect-
able householders, tradesmen, females cairing on various callings and business,
who have all lost considerably, and who feel the contrast of their present mode of
life, and suffer more from privations, than the class whom the Committee has bitherto
been relieving.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) BENJAMIN HOLMES,
Chairman Executive Committee

7
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1852.

Sept. 11.-Amount of Government Grants, subscriptions and dona-
tions from all sources, received by the Executiue Com-
mittee of the Relief Fund to date................. £23,308 4 5

1852.

Sept. l1.-Expenditure thus far.

Franco-Canadian Roman Catholic Church.

390 Heads of families bave received relief
in the shape of clothing, bedding, &c.,
through their own Subscription Com-
ittee ........................... £1,243 2 3

133 Individuals furnisbed with tools..... 861 4 6
£1,604 6 9

Saint Palrick Roman Catholic Church.

291 Heads of families received relief as
above............................£ 790 4 8

30 Furnished with Tools.............. 78 0 9
868 5 5

Christ Church Caliedral.

50 Heacis of famillies relieved as above..£ 227 1 5
4 Furnished with Tools.............. 13 7 1

240 8 6

Saint Thomas and Trinity.

74 Heads of families relieved..........£ 300 19 9
10 Furnished with Tools.............. 47 Il 2

348 0 Il

Wesleyan Chu-ch.

45 Heads of families relieved.......... £ 194 7 6
5 Fumished with Tools.............. 19 2 1

213 9 7

United Presbyterian Churches, (six in number.)

26 Heads of families relieved.......... 137 19 1
7 17 1

145 16 2

Congregational Church.

4 Heads of families relieved, and Tools............. 23 5 0

Hebrew Congregation.

1 Hatter Tools............................. 6 O 0
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Miitar~y &b-Committe&

19 Families of Soldiers wives relieved ............

Hospice St. Jérôme to replace loss.............. ...
Sours de la Miséricorde, Hospice Ste. Pélagia, to

replace their loss............................................
Sours de la Charité de la Providence, for the like

purpose .......... ... *..........

Trustees of St. Jacques Poor School, to replace fix-
tures, books, wood, &c.... ..........

Protestant (Poor) School Commissioners, for ditto.....
Statistical information ..........................................
Removal of sufferers to place of refuge provided for themn

immediately after the fire, and furniture ...............
Provisions-at first upwards of 3000 ra-

tions a day were issued, now redured
to between 300 and 400 per diem .. £1,629 15 5

Boilers, table furniture, straw, water,
medicine,&c..................... 107 17 Il

Erection of Sheds, and repairs to Government Emigrant
Establishment ............ .............

Cord Wood on hand for winter. ..........
Payment on account Fire Engine building, for use of

the GovernmentEmigraiit -Establishment ............
Incidental expenses, éxtra policè establishment, as sheds

and divers small sums which do not come in under
any of the above grad hieada

Total of Expenditure ............ 8,101 17 5
Cash on hand in the Banks............15,206 ·7 0

£23,308 4 5

A. 1852.

20 0 0

40 0 0

135 2
39 12
49 10

108 3 9

1,737 1t 4

947 11
1,295 5

30 0 0

1st s6 '
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RETURN
To AN ADDRESS Of the Legislative Assembly, to His Excellency the Governor

General, dated 20th September, 1852, for "The Report of the Inspector
" of Gaols for Lower Canada."

By Command,

.A N. MORIN,
Secretary..

Secretary's Office,
Quebec, 22nd Sept., 1852.

MONTREAL, 28th July, 1852.

Si,-I have the honor to transmit herewith my Report, on the present state,
discipline and expenditure of the Gaols in Lower Canada, and of my tour of Inspection
of the same, which I request you will be pleased to lay before His Excellency the
Governor General in Council; at the same time, I beg you to assure His Excellency,
that notwithstanding every exertion on my part to accomplish this duty with the utmost
diligence and despatch, I have found it impossible to proceed with greater celerity,
circumstances beyond my control having prevented the completion of documents
required to accompany the Report. I have transmitted, what may be strictly termed
my Report, with a few conclusions of a more special nature to which I have arrived,
but I shall shortly be enabled to forward to you the general views taken by me, with
reference to destitute children, and juvenile delinquents ; also, on the subject of Houses
of Refuge and Model Farms, with the opinions I have been led to entertain, with
respect to the construction, site, ventilation, &c., of Gaols and Prison economies; these
are the result of much reflection and study, and also of personal observation.

However deficient, I flatter myself that my labor will not prove totally devoid
of interest and utility.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

WOLFRED NELSON, M. D., I. P. P.
lhe Hon. A. N. Morin,

Provincial Secretary, &c., &c.,
Quebec.

A. 1852.
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To Bis Excellency, The Right Honorable JAÀEs, Eat or ELGn AN» KUCAn'NE,
Kniglt of the Thistle, Gouernor-General of British North America, Captain Generat
and Governor-in-hilef in and over the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and the Island of Prince Edward, and Vice Admiral of the same, 6-c.,
6c., 6-c.

MAY H PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

In obedience to the instructions transmitted to me by order of Your Excellency,
whereby I was informed that it was Your Excellency's intention to avail yourself of
the services of the Inspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary, for the purpose of inspecting
and reporting on the state of the Gaols throughout the Province; and further, that it
was Your Excelleney's pleasure that each of the Inspectors might visit the Gaols sepa-
rately, in that part of the Province wherein he resided. I beg leave to state, that I
immediately entered on the duties assigned to me, and to the best of my ability, bave
attempted to discLarge them, and trust that Your Excellency will be satisfied that
there has been, on my part, the most anxious desire to merit the confidence with
which I have been honored, and with all submission, I must be permitted to entertain
the conviction, that no small advantage will result to the Country from the course
which Your Excellency has deemed it expedient to adopt, and which scems to have
been long called for.

With profound respect,
I have the honor to be,

Your Excellency's most obedient, humble servant,
WOLFRED NELSON, M. D., I. P. P,

Montreal, 28th July, 1852.

REPORT.
On the second of March, 1852, a letter was addressed by The Honorable The

Provincial Secretary, to Messrs. Wolfred Nelson and Andrew Dickson, Inspectors of the
Provincial Penitentiary, informing them that His Excellency the Governor General had
had under his consideration, the subject of the discipline, management and expenditure
of the several Gaols throughout the Province, and that, for the purpose of instituting
an enquiry, and collecting the necessary information and details relating thereto,
pending the probable action of the Legislature thereon, His Excellency would avail
himself of the services of the Inspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary.

In acknowledging the receipt of this communication, one of the Inspectors, (Dr.
Nelson) deemed it proper to suggest the expediency of notifying the several Sheriffs
of the intended enquiry and inspection, and also of enjoining thein to give every inform-
ation and assistance in their power to the Inspectors during their investigations. He
further took the liberty ofsubmitting, whcther it would not be as well, that each Inspector
should visit the Gaols of that section of the Province in which he resided, as they could
meet after their respective inspections, to compare notes, and to draw up a joint, or
separate Report, as they might, at such meeting, conceive to be the most conducive to
the attainment of the object in view.

His Excellency having been pleased to signify his acquiescence in this arrangement,
Andrew Dickson, Esquire, the other Commissioner, was immediately made acquainted
with the whole matter ; but to the communication made to him relative thereto,
he replied, that he could not commence his tour of Inspection at the time, in
consequence of the almost impassable state of the roads, and that, on the opening of

-4
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the navigation, he would without delay proceed to perform this duty. Dr. Nelson,
however, residing in the City of Montreal, wheiein. is situated the District Prison,
the most extensive Gaol in the Province, commenced at once his inspection, more
particularly, as he was aware that extensive alterations and iraprovements were thee
being, or about to be, made in that Institution.

MONTREAL.
The Inspector found the Gaol in a state of the utmost confusion, caused by the

crowding of upwards of two hundred persons into the east wing, the northern wing
being almost entirely demolished. On examining the works already finished, and on
being informed of those in contemplation, he was forcibly struck with what appeared
to hin to be au egregious error in the mode of the construction and distribution of
some of the intended alterations, the work for which was then progressing; that is to
say, the throwing of the whole ward into one, including the cellar or basement up to
the very garret, for the purpose, as he was informed, o? making six tiers of cells, and
an hospital in the attic-an arrangement which appeared to him to be pregnant with
vast inconvenience, conducive neither to the comfort nor the health of the prisoners,
and for many other reasons by no means advisable. Under these circumstances, he
conceived it lus duty to convey his ideas on this subject to the Honorable the Attorney
General East, who was then in Montreal, through the medium of a letter, a copy
whereof is embodied in this Report The next day, accompanied by the Attorney
General, and the Arclitect, le proceeded to the Gaol, and after reviewing the whole,
the Attorney General thought it expedient to advise the suspension of the work, which
had already extended to the demolishing of a part of the strong and well built vaults
below, to preserve which appeared very desirable, not only on sanitary grounds, but
also for the reason that they might have been converted into store-rooms, or even into
workshops, for a few hours during the day time, for which purpose they could at a
very trifling expense have been sufficiently lit and ventilated, and having a central
corridor, would admit of ample surveillance by one guard alone. The preservation of
these cells was the more necessary as there was no workshops on the premises, nor
was there any appropriation for constructing them; moreover, the cells· that were to
be made, would have been so small, that it would have been impossible to do any kind
of work whatever in them, not even picking oakum or wool, as they were destined
solely to confine prisoners when not at work, and to serve as their dormitories.

Letter to the Mon. L. T. Drummond, Attorney General East, (above referred to.)
Sm,-I deem it a duty incumbent on me to inform you, that, on visiting the

Montreal Gaol, and on examining the alterations and improvements that are being
made to it, I was struck with what appeared to me to be the extreme impropriety of
breaking up the lower vaults or cells, with the view of constructing five or six tiers of
cells, to be carried from, and including, the cellar or basement story of the building, to
the very top. Many solid objections could be urged against the procedure, bat the four
following it may be sufficient to advance:-

lst. The humid and disagreeable exhalations that always emanate from under-
ground apartments will thus be diffused through the whole building, besides destroying
a row of strong and commodious vaults that might be made extremely useful.

2ndly. Six stories or tiers of cells would be excessively inconvenient and laborious,
especially to the keepers or guards in going their regular rounds The Inspectot was
informed verbally that there was to be six rows of cels; it would appear, however,
that this was a mistake, as there are to be but five; the objection to this number is
nearly as great as to the former.

3rdly. Because, such a large number of persons congregated together in the sain6
apartment or ward, could not but prove injurious, in a sanitary point ofview, notwith.
standing the best mode of ventilation that could be adopted.
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4thly. Because this arrangement would materially interfere with the reiious
and secular instructions which it is so essential to impart to the class of indivi, uals
confined in such places.

Furthermore, I beg most respectfully to remark, that to convert the attie or garret
of the building, over this ward, into an hospital, as is in contemplation, would be
excessively inconvenient for attendance upon the sick, whilst they would of necessity
suffer much from the effects of the sun on the roof during the summer, and the ever
varying state of the atmosphere, besides a variety of other reasons equally conclusive
and apparent.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Hon L. T. Drummond, (Signed,) WOLFRED NELSON.

Attorney General, East,
29th March, 1852.

A few days after the above letter had been forwarded to the Attorney General,
the Honorable John Young, Commissioner of Public Works, arrived in Montreal, when.
Dr. Nelson called upon him for the purpose of stating his reasons for disapproving of
the plans which were about to be adopted, and as it was yet tinXe (a portion only of
the basement cells having been broken up) to suggest, that the work might not be
proceeded with, till the wiole matter had been reconsidered.

The Cominissioners shortly afterwards demanded of Dr. Nelson, a copy of his
official letter to the Attornev General, which was immediately complied with; Dr.
Nelson adding, however, a further remark, that he was more than ever convinced of
the correctness of the position he had assumcd, a position which besides its manifest
soundness, is supported by practical men in the United States, and is now being acted
upon there, if not elsewhere. In support of the opinion expressed by him as to the un-
wholesomeness of the basement cells, and their unfitness to be used as a constant retreat
for prisoners, it will be well to adduce here, the opinion of the late Dr. Arnoldi, the
experienced Physician of the Montreal Gaol for verv many years, on that subject. He
always in strong terms expressed his belief of the unhealthiness of these cells, which
are so damp, that every thing soon becomes mouldy and rotten ; and even in summer
the air is so cold and raw, that it becomes frequently necessary to make a fire in the
stove. Now, if there be the shadow of truth in these remarks, the scheme of making
this portion of the prison into a ward, which is to be the dormitory of one hundred
persons, or more, should, Dr. Nelson respectfully submits, at once be abandoned.

It may be proper to remark, as further corroboration, that for the purpose of
eliciting as much information as possible with regard to the construction of prisons in
the United States, Dr. Russ, Secretary of the New York Prison Association, addressed
a circular letter to gentlemen who vere connected with Institutions of this description,
or who had devoted particular attention to the subject. The experienced warden of
the Maryland Penitentiary, on the 10th December, 1850, expressed his sentiments
with reference to the accumulation of a large number of prisoners in one apartment or
ward, in the following words:-

"I admiré your plan, because it does not conteniplate having more than two>
"stories for the sleeping apartments of the prisoners. In the upper stories of the dormitory
"of the Maryland Prison (which is five stories high,) the air is pronounced by our.
"Physicians to be extremely deliterious to the health of the prisoners, because the higher
"it ascends, the more it becomes vitiated. The vitiated condition of the air in the upper
"stories of our dormitories, is increased, of course, by the number of men who are
"confined within a limited space, and this evil is owing to the smallness of our cels."

6
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A paragraph extracted from a very excellent article lately published in " Tait's
Magazine," by Dr. Thaler, is transcribed as corroborative of the position assumed,
opposing the crowdingr of large numbers in a small space. "The first and most
"obvious is the over crowded population which fills a large city, and often crams .aà
"house, afoor, a room, or even a cellar, with human beings, in numbers which are
"utterly disproportionate to the amount of breathing air required by each, and which
"additionally and necessarily imply a closeness of contact most favorable to the
"propagation of all infectious disorders."

William Bristcw, Esquire, who, jointly with George Brown, Esquire,lhad devoted
much time to acquire a knowledge of prison matters, and had visited several of the
principal Prisons ,and Penitentiaries in the United States, whose Report relative to
the Provincial Penitentiary at Kingston, is a most able document, and one which may
be referred to with advantage. In his reply to Dr. Russ' circular, addressed to him,
riakes the following observations:-

" I highly approve of your rernarks about the unwholesomeness of our present
" prisons, erected on the congregated system. I doubt even whether they oùght to be
"over two stories, but certainly I should say, they ought not to exceed three stories
"high. It is only the fact of their being used' merely as sleeping aparments that
"causes them to be tolerated; if prison labour is to be carried on in the building, it
"must be remedied."

J. M. Denson, the Warden alluded to above, is very emphatic in his remarks,
vide VIth Report of the New York Prison Association, p. p. 86 and 90-" On the
"necessity of preventing the prisoners from breathing the damp air that ascendsfrom
"the basement story."

He is likewise very averse to having the hospital above the workshops, &c.,
and remarks: " This department should certainly be as much out of the way of the
" noise and dust of the workshops, as you could conveniently have it. But, besides,
"the evident and manifold inconveniences arising from having an hospital above the
"wards, over some four or five stories of cells, and in the attic, there is one other
"serious objection to such a distribution, which is, that it would effectually prevent
"ventilation from the upper part of the ward, for between il and the roof there would
"be interposed the impassable barrier of the hospital."

In justice to this interesting subject, to the profession of which lie is a member,
and likewise to the important trust confided to him, he, Dr. Nelson, felt satisfied
that il was incumbent upon him, while yet time, to give a plain and respectful,
although an emphatic, expression of his sentiments, on an occasion which so vitally
affected the character and the sanitary condition of the establishment.

Besides the innumerable proofs which could be adduced of tlie absolute necessity
of ventilation, and the danger of packing a great number of persons in the same
apartment, it may not be inappropriate to transcribe a few lines from a late Report of
Dr. Rees, principal Medical Officer of the Pentonville Prison, in England:-" I am
" inclined to attribute the general good health which pervades the whole body of the
"prisoners, in a great measure, to the abundant ventilation introduced into the cells,
"and the equable temperature which reigns throughout the prison."

In one of Colonel Jebb's invaluable Reports on prisons in England, he makes
the following pertinent and impressive remark :-" Capital panishment as formerly
"inflicted, has been justly denounced, but the loss of life incident,to imprisonment,
"from causes which were rermediable, though noticed in official Reports, appears to
"have escaped the watchfulness of the publie." A watchfulness, it may be observed,
although sometimes troublesome in certain quarters, which constitutes the safe-guard
of the people, and the stability of governments.

The principles, which it is here, and viill be elsewhere in this Report, attempted
to inculcate, will, it is expected, insure a full amount of sanitary aeration. This sub-
ject is dwelt upon the more strenuously, as it would appear that, in the construction-

:A. 1852
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.ofpublic buildings, little or no attention is paid to it; certainly, there seems to be
but poor provision made for the purpose in the present instance.

Ln consequence of the alterations then being made to one portion of the Gaol,
the remainder of it was excedingly thronged: under these circumstances, he (Dr.
NTelson) would consider it judicious to complain, if order and eleanliness were
npt throughout apparent. Hence, it would be neither fair nor just to deduce any
inference as to what mighthave been the past condition of the Gaol. From its presente
aspect, there is reason to helieve, however, that the management and disciplin
were not worse here than in other similar establishments. The accustomed routine
had not been disturbed, and most probably never would have been, had not an en-
quiry been instituted: an enquiry which had for years been urged upon the notice of
the.Government of every Grand Jury that had visited the prison.

It must be, however, in fairness admitted, that these facts can cause little sur-
prise, when it is borne in mind, that hitherto Gaols liad become houses of refuge for
.the destitute, the infirm and the insane, as well as prisons for the detention and pun-
shment of criminals, and for the custody of debtors, and were, furthermore, the

,especial retreats of drunkards, vagrants and prostitutes. This latter class is by far
.the most numerous, troublesome and expensive to the Province. The fees for their
mere commitment it is said, amount to several hundreds of pounds annually, a matter
well deserving due consideration.

In addition to the other means for obtaining.all possible information in relation
to the management of prisons, the following series of interrogatories was addressed
to the several Sheriffs, especially to those of the different districts of Lower Canada,
to which section of the Province, his (Dr. Nelson's) attention was more particularly
directed.

(CIRCULAR.)
MONTREAL, 23rd March, 1852.

Answers to the following questions are requested to be transmitted by the
Sheriffs and Prison Officers in Lower Canada, with the least possible delay, to the
undersigned, one of the Inspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary. It is expected that
the replies will be as complete and explicit as possible.

(Signed, WOLFRED NELSON, 1. P. P.
.To,Esquire,

Sheriff, &c.,
District of-

Nos.
1. What is the number of officers of ail grades, that are attached to the Gaol at

-, their duties and titles?
2. What is the salarv of each officer?
3. low often is the Gaol visited by the Sheriff ?
4. What was the number of prisoners during the year?
5. What was the number of males ?
6. " females adults?
7. " children, age and sex?
8. What was the creed and country of the prisoners?
9. Does the number of prisoners increase annually ?

' 10. What were the offences committed?
11. How many committed more than once by the same person ?
12. What were the sentences?
13. How many have -been pardoned ?
14. What were the terms of imprisonment?
15. Is there any classification, or are they congregated together, except when

at work?
8
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16. What was the trade or occupation of the prisoners?
17. What number are now employed, and how?
18. What are the proceeds of the labour?
19. W hat is the value of the work performed in and about the Gaol for the

Institution itself?
20. .Are the sexes kept at such distances, that they cannot see or hear each

other ?
21. How are the females emploved, and is their labour productive?
22. Are the children kept apart, and how occupied?
23. Are any measures adopted for religous and secular instruction ?
24. Do the prisoners write and receive letters, or have any communication from

out of doors, without the knowledge of the Gaoler?
25. What is the conduct of the prisoners in general?
26. What led to the perpetration of the crime for which they now suffer?
27. Do they manifest any contrition for their conduct?
28. Is it probable that they are really penitent, and will not offend again ?
29. What is the total annual expense of the Gaol?
30. What is the cost of annual repairs ?
31. Are there any improvements being made? of what description, and probable

cost?
32. How much do the rations cost annually ?
33. How much per ration, and of what articles are they composed?
34. Are the rations furnished by contracts, or provided by some officer of the

prison ?
35. What would be the cheapest and best mode?
36. How much is paid for the clothing?
37. " -bedding ?
38. " diet, broth, tea and other necessaries for the sick?
39. What is the cost of medicine ?
40. Is there a regular hospital in the Institution?
41. How often does the Physician make his visits?
42. What were the diseases which prevailed last year, and were there any of

an epidemie character?
43. How many deaths during the year?
44. Did they result from diseases contracted in the Gaol, or from some affection

under which the prisoners laboured when they e ntered ?
45. Are inquests held in every case of death that occurs in the Gaol?
46. What are the annual expenses of such investigations?
47. Do any of the prisoners become insane?
48. Are any insane persons committed to Gaol, without being accused of crime?
49. What is the character of the mental aberration?
50. What is the number and size of the cells?
51. Are they sufficiently heated and lighted?
52. Is the ventilation good, or do bad smells prevail?
53. Are the cells dry or damp, and above ground?
54. Is the Gaol abundantly suppled with good fresh water; and is it conveyed

through leaden pipes or in any other manner?
55. Are the prisoners compelled to wash and keep themselves clean ?
56. What is the kind of fuel used?
57. What is the quantity consumed during the year?
58. What is the cost of fuel, delivered in the Gaol yard?
59. Are perquisites of any kind allowed to any of the officers of the prison?
60. Are cattle of any description kept upon the premises, and how.providea for?
61. What is the extent of the premises and of the Gaol, and how many prisoners

could be confied therein? 9
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To these interrogatories, John Boston, Esquire, Sheriff, of the District of Montreal,
forwarded his replies, contained in a document to this Report annexed, marked A, of
which the following is a copy:-
Answers to the Circular addressed to the Sheriff of Montreal, by the Inspectors of the

Provincial Penitentiary, beuring date 23rd day ofMarch, 1852.
To No. 1.-Answer.-In the Montreal Gaol there are sevenmale and one female

officers, consisting of one keeper or gaoler, one superintendent of the House of
Correction, one matron of the same, one porter or gate keeper, one outside turnkey
having charge of maie convicts, and iliree in-door turnkeys, besides the Gaol guard.

The duties of the Gaoler comprise the charge and supervision of all matters and
things either within the Gaol or immediately connected with the same, viz: the
custody of the prisoners committed to the Gaol and House of Correction; the con-
veyance of prisoners to the different Criminal Courts for trial, and the charge of such
prisoners while in Court; lie enquires into all complaints of the prisoners or of his
subordinate officers, and determines the extent of punishment .o be inflicted upon
the prisoners for misconduct; he inspects the quality of all kinds. of food fumished
to the prisoners; he purchases the clothes, bedding, &c., annually granted by the
Government. He assigns to each of the turnkeys his particular sphere of duty, and
attends to their efficiency in discharging the same; he attends to all necessary
repairs, which he not only superintends but frequently executes ; lie is at present
charged with the entire local conirol and execution of the improvements carried on
under the direction of the Honorable Board of Works ; finally, he attends to all special
cases of whatsover nature, makes out all Reports arising therefrom, and is respon-
sibe for everything that takes place within t'e precincts of the prison.

The duties of the Superintendent of the House of Correction, consist in keeping
the books of the Gaol generally, acting for the Gaoler iii .his absence, apportioning
the vork to the conviets, keeping the accounts of the House of Correction, attending
upon the Gaol Physician, and recording his prescriptions. He has charge of the
clothes or other property of the convicts, attends to the order and dicipline of his de-
partment, to the vigilance of his officers, and to the attention and diligence of the
conviets at their respective employments.

The Matron attends to such duties among the female prisoners generally, as
it would be improper for nien to perforrn; she takes charge of all kind of work
performed by the females, except oahum picking, viz: washing, sewing, &c., and
she las charge of the clothes of the female conviets during their incarceration.

The Gate Keeper remains constantly at the Gaol gate to afford ingress and
egress to all persons having business at the Gaol. The night duty he perforns
alternately with two other of the turnkeys.

The Turnkey having charge of the male convicts, bas charge of the wards where-
such prisoners are confined. ie unlocks and locks them at the time prescribed,
takes them to their several ernployments, and remains with them duringthe working
hours, to enforce diligence and discipline.

One other turnkey remains constantly in the hall of the Gaol, to attend to the'
proper order of visiting, and to answer any calls by the prisoners, or others. The'
hall duty by night is taken altemately by two of the turnkeys.

The two remaining turnkeys have charge respectively of the male and female
wards not already mentioned, attending to the cleanliness of their several depart-
ments, the wants of the prisoners, and to the good order, discipline and security of
the same. One of these turnkeys, being a mechanic, gives r. ach valuable assist-
ance in executing the necessary repairs required from time to time, and he also
attends with the Gaoler at the several Criminal Courts.

The Gaol Guard consists of ten men, who receive five shillings per diem (of 24
hours) each-I annex a copy of their Rules and Regulations as explanatory of their-
duties.
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To No. 2-Answer.-The Gaoler's salary is £218 currency, per annum; the
Superintendent's, £150 ; the Matron's, £50, and the five Turnkeys, five dollars per
week, each.

To No. 3--Answer.-During the time the office was held by Boston and Coffin,
Esquires, the Sheriff visited on an average once each week; since that period the
visits do not exceed once a month.

To No. 4-Answer.-1612.
To No. 5-Answer.-The number of males 118, of whom 112 are adults.
To No. 6-Answer.-The total number of females is 104, of whom the whole

are adults. Two female children are in Gaol with their mother'; but not being com-
mitted they are not included.

To No. 7-Answer.-There are six males, two of 8 years, two of.10, one of 5, and
one of 14 years. Of the female children, one is an infant, and the other 6 years of
age.

To No. 8-Answer.-There are of the males, 82 Roman Catholics and 45 Pro-
testants. The country is as follows: England. 31, Ireland 116, Scotland 10, Ger-
many 2, Canada 55, United States 4, and Bermuda 1; total 219. Of the female
prisoners there are 71 Roman CatholiEcs and 21 Protestants.

To No. 9-Answer.-The number of prisoners has increased very little during
the last eleven years, averaging nearly 200 during the greater time-during the last
year the average has been but a little above this number.

To No. 10-Answer.-The offences committed include every species of crimes
-felonies, misdeincanors and even misfortuies. It is quitc common to have per-
sons committed who are merely homeless and destitute. The aged, the sick, the
cripple, and the lunatic, are frequently committed under the very comprehensive
charge of "loose, ile and disorderly." ,

To No. 11-Answer.-About two-thirds of the whole have been so committed,
and many of these have been returning to the Gaol at short intervals during the last
five, ten and even fifteen years.

To No. 12-Answer.-The sentences from the Police Court, vary from one day
up to two months; and froin the higher Courts, fron one day up to two years ; but
generally all prisoners sentenced to a longer period than six months, are sent to the
Provincial Pcnitentiary. The sentences from both Courts generally include "hard
labour."

To No. 13-An.swer.-One only bas been pardoned during the year.
To No. 14-Answer.-Sce answer to question 12.
To No. 15-Answer.-The construction of the prison, independently of its capa-

city, has hitherto set at defiance every attempt at classification in a manner at all
worthy of the name, and consequently classification bas not been attempted beyond
the separation of the sexes, and of the untried prisoners from the convicts. Debtors
have not been confined with any other class of prisoners. The prisoners, when not
at work, are congregated together as many as occupy the same ward, and at night
they are locked up in their cells to the number of 2, 3, or more, when the prison Lq

crowded.
To No. 16-Answer.-2 saddlers, 3 engineers, 5 soldiers, 2 carters, 3 shoemakers,

1 mason, 2 blacksmiths, 1 stone-cutter, 1 carpenter, 1 tobacconist, 4 farmers, 2
traders, 2 clerks, 1 farm servant, 97 labourers. Among the females, there are 1
staymaker, 6 servants, and 85 without any occupation.

To No. 17-Answer.-55 males and 38 females are employed as follows
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males, 18 pulling down brick work, 6 blacksmiths, 7 sawing and carrying fire-wood,
2 sweepers, 1 cleaning the yard, 2 hospital nurses, 4 wardsmen, 2 tailors, 10 picking
oakum, 3 punping water. Of the females, 18 are washing, 18 are teasing oakum,
10 sewing, 4 wardswomen, and 1 hospital nurse.

To No. 18-Answer.-The actual proceeds upon labour through the year is, foi.
oakum picking, £47 16s. 01d., and for stone breaking, probably about £12 los.

To No. 19-A nswer.-Besides the keeping of the place clean and in good order-

£s. D.

Sawing and splitting wood, at Is. 6d. per cord,.......... 30 0 0
Making up prisoners' clothes, bedding, &c., ............... 5
Washing clothes, bedding, &c.,.............................. 80 0 0
Whitewashing the Gaol three times annually, at £20, 60 0 0
General repairs-viz: carpenters' and glaziers' work, 60 0 0
Pumping water, say 2 men constantly, at 1 s. per diemx, 31 4 0

206 4 0

The prices above charged are less than one-half the usual charge when done by.
persons -without, except the item of sawing and splitting wood, &c. Since the
improvements were commenced, much of the work has been performed by the
prisoners ; but as this has been only commenced lately, and is of an unusual character,
I have made no account of it here.

To No. 20-Answer.-Thbey are separated.
To No. 21-A n.swer.-.They are employed making, mending, and washing the

prisoners' clothes, keeping their apartments clean, and picking oakum; one-third,
at least, are generally on the sick list, and therefore exempted from work. Their
labor on the whole is not productive.

To No. 22-Answer.-Such children as are committed, when able, are employed
picking oakum, and according to their sex are confined with the other prisoners,
there being no separate apartments for them. But the greater number of children
usually found in the Gaol are there only in consequence of their parents being com-
mitted ; such children not being prisoners would not be sent to labour even if they
were able ; for the maintenance of such children no legal provision is made, and
they are not charged to the Government in any way Fourteen such children have,
been in the Gaol at one time during the past year.

To No. 23-Answer.-Religious service is performed every Sunday and Holi
day, in the church room, by one of the Roman Catholic Priests; and again in the
afternoon, two Priests generally cone to the Gaol to give. catechetical instruction to
such as will avail themselves of it. One of the Priests, and frequently two of them,
visit the Gaol four or five and even more times during the week, and have access to
all whom they desire.

The Protestant Minister generally attends on Sunday morning, at half-past nine
o'clock. In his absence, and at his request, the Gaoler discharges this duty, and the
Protestant Minister usually visits the Gaol once a week. Tracts and books- are
frequently distributed to such as choose to receive them.

To No. 24-Answer.-Untried prisoners write to and receive letters from their
friends, subject to the inspection of the Gaoler, and they may be visited on Tuesday
and Friday, under circumstances which prevent them from passing any thing to,
or, receiving anything from their friends, without passing through the hands of ani
officer of the Gaol. Conviets do no write or receive letters except in urgent cases,
and they are all visited under the Sheriff's written authority.

-To No. 25-Answer.-Considering their character and previous habits, the

12
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crowded state of the wards, and the absence of a proper system of classification and
separation, their general conduct is better than could be expected.

To No. 26-Answer.-By far the greatest part of the prisoners now in custody
have been in Gaol several times before, and of those who have not been before incar-
cerated, it is most difficult to get from them a satisfactory answer to this question.
According to my general experience, I would class them as follows: bad company,
seduction, strong drink, bad example, and negleet of parents, love of dress, sickness,
old age, and insanity.

To No. 27-Answer.-Instances of contrition, though not- unfrequent, except
in a very few cases, appear to be of short duration, but more particularly among the
women. I have very. frequently noticed, when acting for the Protestant Minister,
on occasions of his absence, several of the women sob aloud while addressinge them.
But unfortunately the absence of any adequate means of classification rendered it
scarcely possible that suci impressions could remain.

To No. 28-Answer.-Under a judicious system and proper means of classi-
fication, hopes might be reasonably entertained that some would be reclaimed, and
even as it is, some few have been ; but under the most favorable system, I an in-
clined to think, that the instances of persons being brought back to virtue who have
voluntarily plunged into vice, will always fall far short of what could be desired, and
what persons unacquainted with the real character of the various grades of prison-
ers would be apt to expect.

To No. 29-Answer.-The total expense, including Gaol Guard, and al other
expenses, salaries, repairs, &c., is about £3,450.

To No. 30-Answer.-All repairs, with the exception of smiths' work and
plumbers' work, are performed by prison labour, the raw materials only are pur-
chased, and do not cost above £20 annually, which, with smiths' and plumbers'
work, will probably amount to. £60.

To No. 31-Answer.-The North wing is now undergoing repair and.improve-
ments, which consist in gutting out the whole interior, widening it about seven feet,
enlarging the windows, putting up a new arrangement of cells after the principle of
the Provincial Penitentiary. The effect will be greater security, increased accom-
modation, separate confinement, better classification, and a more perfect' means of
heating and ventilation ; the probable expense will be £2500.

To No. 32-Answer.-The rations amounting to one pound and a-half of best
brown bread; and to each prisoner sentenced to hard labour, one quart of oatmeal
porridge daily, amounts to about £650 or £700. Untried prisoners are allowed to
receive additional food from their friends.

To No. 33-Answer.-The cost of one ration for a convict sentenced to hard
labour will generally amount to about three pence farthing, and of an untried
prisoner to two pence five-ciglits. See also last answer.

To No. 34-Answer.-The rations are furnished by contract, and the quality is
subject to the approval of the Gaoler.

To No. 35-Answer.-Occasionally, when prices were fluctuating with a down-
ward tendency, an officer might-furnish a little cheaper, but the* saving thus effected
would be open to objections, which makes me conclude that contracts are the prefer-
able made.

To No. 86-Answer.-Except in extreme cases, clothing is not .supplied to
convicts sentenced to labour. The amount paid for clothing varies with the number.
of prisoners, and may be generally stated at about £100; annually.

To No. 37-Answer.-From £80 to £40 annually may be set down for this
item.

A. 1852.
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To No. 88-Answer.-Full diet for sick prisoners consists of a quart of tea,
morning and evening, with the same quantity of soup for dinner. The rate fixed
by the Governmen, for this item is sevenpence halfpenny. Al other articles ordered
to the sick, viz: wine, honey milk, rice, vinegar, jellics, &c., &c.,· are charged at
cost prices.

To No. 39-Answer.- The Doctor receives a fixed saIary, and no charge is
made for medicine.

To No. 40-Answer.-Two wards have been set apart for this service, one for
males, the other for females, besides which an Hospital has been erected in the
Gaol yard for patients having contagious diseases.

To, No. 41-Answer.-His regular visits are made daily-his extra visits as
frequently as the urgency of the case demands.

To No. 42-Answer.-Towards the end of summer, Diarrhoa prevailed exten-
sively, thoigh not epidemically. The diseases in the prison comprise all that are
consequent upon a life of debauchery, poverty and old age ; venereal complaints
making up nearly thrce fourths of the whole. It is quite common for persons labor-
ing under disease, sickness or infirmity, to get themselves committed to Gaol with
the view of obtaining medical aid.

To No. 43-Aswer.-There were eleven deaths, viz.: 9 males and 2 females.
To No. 44-Answer.-.None of these cases originated in the Gaol, and I can

only recollect three or four deaths from sickness contracted in the Gaol, during the
last eleven years.

To No. 45-Answer.-Inquests are held in every case.
To No. 46-Answer.-Coroners' fees only, which not being paid by the Sheriff,

cannot be correctly stated.
To No. 47-Answer.-I do not recollect any case of the kind, but of the large

number of persons committed in one degree of insanity or another,-most of them
have become worse from their confinement here. Insane persons are committed to
Gaol as such.

To No. 48-Answer.-The character is as varied as can well be imagined,
from incipient and occasional symptoms through al the degrees and characteristics
of monomania to furious insanity and helpless idiocy.

To No. 49-An-swer.-There are 22 cells, 11 feet 4 inches x 8 feet, and 72
cells, 8 feet 38 inches x 5 feet 4 inches. The large cells are below the ground, and'
the small above.

-To No. 50-Answer.-It would be difficult to conceive a worse system i
either the case.

To No. 81-Ainswer.-Bad smels do seldom prevail; but ventilation is most
imperfect, and on opening the wards in the morning, the impurity of the air is
strikingly apparent.

To No. 52-Answer.-The cels being placed against the outer wall which. is
built of stone, are liable to dampness, incident to the atmospheric changés ; one
ward in each wing of the Gaol is below the ground.

To No. 53-Answer.-For some time past, the supply, which is from the City
water works, has been deficient and irregular, requiring at all times to be forced up
with the force pump. Leaden pipes only are in use.

To No. 54-Answer.-This duty is attended to so far as practicable. But
cleanliness cannot be carried to a very high .degree, while twenty or thirty prisoners,
may be thrust into the Gaol at 12 o'clock at night, collected from the flitbiest denè
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of licentiousness, most of whom will be bailed out in a day or two, and while un-
tried prisoners are no provided with Gaol clothing, many of whom are brought into
the Gao] in rags and wretchedness.

To No. 55-Answer.-Cord wood.
To No. 56-Answer.-Four hundred cords, formerly 700 cords were con-

saned.
To No. 57-Answer.-The contract is given out by tender, and of course

varies in price. The highest during ten years was 22s. 6d., and the lowest 14s. 6d.
To No. 58-Answer.-None whatever.
To No. 59-Answer.-Two horses are kept during the sitting of the Criminal

Courts. Two cows are kept. The whole provided for by the Gaoler.
To No. 60-Answer.-The whole of the Gaol property comprises an area of

about twelve acres, about four of which are enclosed by the Gaol wall.
(Signed,) THOMAS McGINN,

Gaoler.
Montreal Gaol, lst April, 1852.

On the second of April another communication was received from Mr. McGinn,
the Gaoler, on the subject of the classification of prisoners, and other matters con-
nected with the management and discipline of prisons. This document will be
found annexed to this Report, and marked B, to which reference is respectfully
requested.

The answers to the Interrogatories propounded to the Sheriff as copied above,
being found neither complete nor explicit, the following letter was addressed to
that gentleman: 

MONTREAL, 8th April, 1852.
SSIR,-The answers I have received to the series of questions I deemed it my duty

to addres.s to you, in common with the other Sheriffs in Lower Canada, are generally
sufficiently explicit and full, but there is a marked deficiency in the replies to the
questions that relate to the financial affairs of the Montreal Gaol, which I shaIl
briefly point out, in the expectation that you will be pleased to see that replies are
given in detail, and in such way that there may be no doubt or ambiguity in the
matter.

In reply to the 29th Interrogatory it is stated, that " the annual expense, inclu-
"ding Gaol Guards and all other expenses, salaries, and repairs, is about £3450,"
and to the 30th, it is said, "in the aggregate, probably amount to £60," to the 36th
the amount is " about £100" and to the 37th the reply is " from £30 to £40, an-
nually, may be set down for this item." The answer to the 38th is far too general
and indefinite. To the 57th it is equally vague and unsatisfactory.

The reply to the 59th is "Two horses are kept during the sitting of the Crimi-
"nal Courts. Two cows are kept, the whole provided for by the Gaoler." Now I
would wish to enquire if the fact is, that no charge, or if any, what charge is made
for these objects ?

In the 60th no allusion is made to the number of individuals that could be
placed in the Gaol, a matter of no small consequence, and which I am desirous of
being informed of. I beg that you will, at your earliest convenience, see that the
subjects alluded to are properly elucidated, and at the same time would request your
attention to the 62nd query which. I now propround, and which was not in the list I
gave on the 23rd of March last, that I may, in due form and time, be enabled to
make my Report to His Excellency the Governor General.

I have the honor to be
Sir,

Yours respectfully,
John Boston, Esquire, WOLFRED NELSON.

Sheriff Montreal District.
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N. B.-Query No. 62 (referred to above.) What alterations, if any, would it be
advisable to make in the laws now in force for the management, discipline and ex-
penditure of the Gaol for the District of Montreal?

This brought forth the document marked C., of which a copy is here tran-
scribed, viz :

MONTREAL GAOL, 10tit 4pril, 1852.
SI,~--I beg to acknowledge receipt of your Ictter enclosing a letter from Dr.

Nelson, one of the Iuspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary, addressed to you, complain-
ing that some of the answers that I had the honor to make in certain Interrogatories also
addressed to you by that gentleman, some two weeks since, are not sufficiently de-
finite. I lose no tine in conplying with your orders to give more particular and de-
finite answers to the Interrogatories indicated by- the lutter alluded to, but have
been delayed, partly by the state of my own health, partly by the Court, now sitting,
and partly by duties arising out of the improvements now going on at the Goal.

I beg also to state, that ny answers to the Interrogatories upon which I am
now required to give more definite replies were general, both becausa I understood
the Interrogatories in that light, viz: Interrogatory 30, " What is the cost of annual
" repairs " and, because the Gaol accounts are kept in your office, so that if I had
understood Interrogatory No. 29, "What is the total annual expense of the
" Gaol," to have special reference to last year, I could only answer as I have done.
To these remarks I nay also add, that I feel thankful that a more detailed reply
to Interrogatory 38, will place the large item charged under that head in a more
just point of view. Interrogatory 29: My reply to this Interrogatory was about
£3,450, which I believe to be above the average, but the actual amount for last
year was £3498 17s. 5d.

Interrogatory 30. To this Interrogatory I replied generally about £60. The
actual amount last year was £59 18s. 8d.

Interrogatories 36 and 37.-That answers to these were also general, because the
annual Accounts vary with the circumstance, and I feel that, even now I cannot
answer each of these questions with precision, because the articles were procured
under the same authority and at the same time, and the grey cotton Vas partly
made up into sheets, men's shirts, and vomen's chemises. The cost for both items
last year was £168 19s. 8d.

Interrogatory 38.-To this I replied that the Executive Government had fixed
the allowance for full Hospital diet, at 7id. That the diet consisted of one quart of
tea, morning and evening, and one quart of soup for dinner, and that all other arti-
cles ordered to the sick were charged at cost price.

I now beg to add the following details:-The articles, beef, beef-tea, butter;
barley-water, barley water with honey and vinegar, flaxseed-water, lemons, milk,
preserves, potatoes, rice-water, rice-soup, honey, wine, soup, vegetables·with vine-
gar, gin-toddy, fish, whiskey and pepper, sugar, calves-foot jelly, and oil, the prices
charo'ed have been,

% eef 1 a lb. daily,.................................... ............................ 2d
Beef-tea 1 quart daily,. ........................................................... 1i
B utter ¼ lb.,............................................ .............................
Barley-vater, 1 quart,.............................................................. 1

Barley-water with honey and vinegar,............................................ si
F laxseed tea,......................................................................... 1
Lem ons, one daily,.................................................................. 3
M ilk, one pint,.......................... ............................................ I
P reserves,............................................................................. 1
Potatoes supplied but not charged,...............................................
Rice-water, I quart daily,.......................................................... 1
Rice-soup, 1 quart daily,........................................................... 2
Honey, 2 to 3 ounces,................. ....... .... , 1

y;

A. 185;
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"Wine, best bottled port, per glass,........................ .
"Soup, made of beef and vegetables, 1 quart, .................... 2
"Vegetables and vinegar,.......... ...... .. ....#......b1u
" Gin toddy, 1 glass .......... .......... .... .... ..... 3

" Fish given but not charged,.... . ......................
"Common whiskey and pepper,............ ............ ..... •. 1
"Sugar, 3 or 4 ounces,.... ......... ... . . .... .... 1lal
"Calfs foot jelly little used, and not exceeding a few shillings in the

whole....................... ..................
"Oil, best sweet, per diem, .............. . .... .... • 1

"During the year, 1447 persons have been ordered to receive such of the above.
"articles as were prescribed, and continued to receive them for periods varying from
"one day to the wh'ole period, making in the whole 52,315 days at an expense of
4£647 7s. 7d., being a small fraction under three pence per diem, average, for each
"person.

" Interrogatory 57.-The quantity of fuel consumed isi 400 cords, and cost deli.
"vered in the yard, £363 12s. Od.

" Interrogatory 60.-The cattle kept as already described are provided for by the
"Gaoler, no charge or allowance from the Government for their keeping, but for the
< work of the horses in conveying persons to the Criminal Courts, an allowance of
"7s. 6d. per diem each horse, bas been fixed by the Executive Governîment for
"every actual day's work.

" Interrogatory 61.-I have stated the extent of the premises as •orrectly as I
"could in the replies already furnished, and also the number and size of the cells.
"The number of individuals that could be confined in the Gaol will depend upon
"the number confned in each cell.-with four prisoners in the large cells and two

in the small ones, the Gaol would be too crowded.
" Interrogatory 62.-In my remarks upon this Interrogatory I shall confine my-

"self to such as apply more immediately to the Gaol. It appears to me that little
"'or no saving can be actually effected in this department, either as regards the rate
"per head or the aggregate expenditure, which is certainly low, when the number
"and character of the prisoners is taken into account; the Gaol at present being im
"some sense an asylum for homeless and friendless persons, who from age, decrep-
"itude, blindness, or other infirmity, are unable to maintain themselves, and these,
"not only from the different parts of the District, but not unfrequently from the other
"'side of the Atlantic by emigration. These require nourishment-not punishment;
" nursing-not hard labour. But again, the Gaol is made an Hospital for incurables,
"who have been discharged from other Hospitals, a lying-n Hospital, and a
"receptacle for children whose vagrant parents are sent to the House of Correction.
"The drunkard too, both male and female, instinctively fly to Gaol for care and
"treatment, warned by the premonitions of delirium tremens. The wretched prosti-
"tute artfully turns laws ostensibly made to suppress her degrading vice, into timely
." and efficient auxiliary to her sad career. A sentence to hard.labour'in her case
"practically means medicine and nourishment; the one to arrest if not to cure a
" loathsome disease, the other to recruit the wasted frame and flagging-energies.
'This description will applytothree-fourths of the females who enter the Gaol; need I
"say that all these classes of prisoners largely increase the bill of expenses, without
" bringing one shilling to the revenue of the Gaol; but on the contrary,-they are un-
"able to attend even to their own wants, and actually require the assistance of the
" more healthy. Lunatics too are frequently found in the Gaol during long periods,
" thereby rendering their cure less probable, and materially adding to the annual
" expense, as every one of them require care and nourishment beyond the ordinary
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rations of the Gaol, but even when any of these classes of prisoners are not ac-
"tually sick, or are so far recovered as to be able to do a little work, the case is not

materially altered as far as regards expenditure, for the kind of labour which such
c creatures are able to perform is of the least remunerative kind, viz: stone break-

"ing or oakum picking, and the shorness of the periods for which they are sen.
"tenced would render any attempt to teach them a more profitable business wholly
"abortive.

"With regard to discipline, the extreme difficulty of framing any code or of
« carrying a code into operation when framed, that would include with the strong and
"healthy criminal, the different classes as above detailed, must be obvious to the
"least skilled in these matters. But to discover and apply a remedy is a task of no
«ordinary importance and magnitude. Upon this subject I shall gladly enlarge, if
"required so to do, and shall now make but a few observations.

" It appears to rie that much unnecessa'y expense is incurred by arresting and
a admitting to bail the same persons some tlhrce or four times for keeping disorderly

houses; and, when such persons cannot give bail, leaving them three and some-
"times six months in Gaol as an untried prisoner, to be perhaps afterwards acquitted
" when brought to trial at the Quarter Sessions. The female wards of the Gaol are
lu frequently crowded with this most unmanageable class, whose intercourse upon
"cach other under such circumstances is most demoralizing. The aged and the
"hardened -become utterly indifferent, and the young are hopelessly confirmed in
-".their sad career; and yet it frequently happens, that, after lying in Gaol from one
"Session to another, the prisoner is acquitted, even when her character is notorious;
" suh.persons should be disposed of in a more summary and less expensive way.

"A most important improvement tending to diminish crime, and consequently
"expenditure would be the establishment of a suitable place for juveniles, not only
"for those who had already commenced a career of crime, but those also who must
" almost of necessity become critminals, being the children of vagrants, criminals and
" such like. Such ehildren if sent to Gaol or left with their parents can scarcely fail
"of beingpests.to society, and permanent inmates of the Gaol. This class under
"proper treatment .might be made useful members of society. They night be

x removed from the immediate influence of their parents and associates, and taken to
<'a distance.from the City and placed under the care of a practical agriculturist, who
* would instruct them in this most useful calling, allowing or employing them a
"certain number of hours daily at actual labor, and another portion of the day in
« school.under moral and intellectual culture, such an Institution would be nearly
-" self-supporting, and might combine a Model Farm with an Agricultural School.

"The laws generally, besides punishing crime, should aim at the moral reform-
" ation .of criminals, and after this should see that punishment be meted out so as
" to xeliev.e society from the burthen of supporting the vicious, by obliging them to
"siupport.themselves. Now these.objects cati never be reached by short sentences,

se.ntences should always, as a general rule, increase the penalty upon every repeti-
"lion ofthe offence, time vould thus be afforded for reflection and for teaching the
"oeûminal:some useful branch, the proceeds of which would raise a large REVENUE,

< and :the itemplation to return again to crime increasingly diminish.
."And I would respectfully affirm. that it must be by the raising of a Revenue in

*' iás way, and not by the curtailment of expenditure, that ameliorations consistent
" slb t true interests of society, must be effected.

M All-which is respectifuly submitted by
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) THOMAS McGIN.-
in Boston, Esq. Gaoler.'

Sheriff.
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" P. S. I would especially remark that visitiug to convicts, either by friends or
"associates ought not to be permitted except under an urgent necessity ; at present the
"facilities for visiting are such that the convicts in Gaol know every matter going on
"in the Country even before they are known to me, and of course they make up their
" plans accordingly."

After perusal of the ansvers and suggestions contained in the document last
above transmitted, the Inspector finding that they were still deficient in detail,
addressed a-further communication to the Sheriff requesting more precision in the
answers; the following is a copy:-

MONTREAL, 19th A4pril, 1852.
"Sm,-I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 17th instant, enclos-

bc ing Mr. McGinn's replies to the queries I addressed you on the 8th instant.
" I regret being again under the necessity of troubling you for a few more

"explanations, relating more especially to the expenditure of the Gaol, as it would
"appear that Mr. McGinn is not familiar with the details, stating that the Gaol
"accounts are kept in your office. It is asserted that the whole annual expenditure
"ainounts to the sum of £3498 17s. 5d. Am I to understand that your salary as
"first officer to that Institution is included, and that there are no other charges
"whatever beyond the sum mentioned for expenses? If this is not the case, please
"'et me have a detail in full, of the costs to which the country is liable, and pays
"for the maintenance of the Gaol. It is because Mr. MeGinn is not in possession
"of -the Gaol accounts, I presume, that he has not stated what is the sum total that
c is paid for horse hire for the Gaol. All he says on the subject is, ' for the work
"'of the horses in conveying prisoners to the Criminal Courts, 7s. 6d. per diem has
"'been fixed by the Executive Government,' I beg to be informed of the amount
"that is paid for this work during the year.

"l It is also necessary that I should have a detailed statement relative to the
"prisoners, the number remaining in Gaol last year, the number admitted during
"the year, also the number of the discharged[by expiration of sentence, transferring
"to the Penitentiary, pardon or by death, with the nature of the crimes committed
"and the sentences pronounced.

"I am likewise desirous of being infonned, if there is any land appertaining to
"the Gaol, beyond the valls, and if any, how situated, and of what extent, and to
"what purposes applied, and if it is enclosed and how enclosed.

"I have the honor to be,
" Sir,

"Your very obedient servant,

"(Signed,) WFD. NELSON, I.P.P.
"John Boston, Esquire,

" Sheriff, &c.

Supplementary Interrogatoriesforwarded woith theforegoing Letter:-
Q. lst.-What is the expense incurred for the transmission of prisoners to the

Penitentiary for each individual, and the annual amount of the whole ?
Q. 2nd.-Is the Gaol lit with candles or oil, or with both, and the annual cost?
Q. Srd.-Is the Physicians' salary inclided in the amount of expenses of Gaol,

or the salary of the Gaoler or Sheriff?

A. 1852.
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Q. 4th.-What is the annual expenditure for medical comforts to the prisoners
in Gaol, for the last five years ?

Q. 5th1.-Is there any land appertaining to the Gaol?

In reply to the foregoing letter and supplementary Interrogatories, the docu-
ments, respectively marked D and E, were received, and of whieh the following are
severally copies. The first contains the answers to the supplementary Interroga-
tories, viz.:

To the 1st Query-Answer.-The expense of transmission of each individual
therein, including keepers' expenses, victuals and transport, is about £1 10s.

The expenses incurred appear for the last five years, for the transport of prisoners
to the Penitentiary, to have been as follows

£. s. d.
In the year 1847, ........................................................ 53 7 10

" " 1848 ................................. 124 15 2
" " 1849, ........................................................ 58 2 5
" " 1850, ........................................................ 79 0 5
" " 1851, ........................................................ 79 12 9

To the 2nd Query-Answer.-The Gaol is lighted with gas; the annual expense
whereof is about £45. Candles also are used.

To the Srd Query-Answer.-No, neither the Physiciau's salary nor the Gaoler's
allowance are therein inciuded, they do not receive the same through the hands of
the Sheriff. The Sheriff's limited salary of £500 per annum is derived from, and
allowed out of, the services performed by him in Civil cases; the residue of the
emoluments of office, beyond that sum, is paid to Government.
To the 4th Query-Answer.-They appear to have been as follows ;--

£. s. n.
In the year 1847............................... 228 1 10

" 1848............................... 205 3 7
" 1849............... 257 15 0
" 1850............................... 449 17 6
" 1851............................... 647 7 6

An account was also paid to one Daniel Sexton, for beef furnished in the year
1851--£93 18s. Sd.

To the 5th Query-Answer-Yes, there is a vacant lot in rear ofthe Gaol Yard
of the extent of 345 feet in width, by 714 in length, also an adjoining lot on the
East side of the Goal yard of about 90 in width, by about 500 in depth.

A detail of the costs to which the country is liable, and pays for the mainte-
nance of the Gaol, the particular accounts are transmitted as vouchers with the
semi-annual contingent accounts of the expenses atteading the administration of
Justice ; but, the particular items regarding the expenses of the Gaol for 1851, may
be rated nearly as follows:

£ s. D.
Gaol Guard composed of 10 persons a 5s. per diem (each).... 919 15 0
Turnkeys.......... ............................ 825 Il 10
Bread................................................. 547 4 6
Fuel................................................... 363 12 0
W ater................................................. 75 0 0
Oatmeal............................... . 150 0 0

Carried forward £2881 3 4
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£ s. n.
Brought forward 2381 3 4

Straw........ t...................................... 50 0 0
Clothing and bedding............................ 198 16 4
Gas.................................................. 45 0 0
Mr. McGinn, for conveying prisoners to and from Gaol....... 48 0 0
Medical comforts....................................... 647 7 6
*Beef.................................................. 90 13 3
Grocery accounts for soap, candles, salt, brooms, white-wash

and scrubbingbrushes................................ 60 10 8
Tin smith's work...... ........................... 55 10 6
Hardware............................................. 31 Il 6
Plumber's work, glass, lime and other materials, about....... 80 0 0

£3688 13 1
Salary of John MeFarlane, Superintendent of the

House of Correction.................... £150 0 0
Salary of Mrs. Shultz, Matron.............. 50 0 0
Salary of the Gaoler........................ 218 0 0
To Physician, (understood to be).............. 200 0 0

618 0 0

Total expenses, £4306 13 « 1

From which to be deducted for the present year under Provincial Act 14 and
15 Vic., cap. 129, the City Corporation being constrained to pay for the Gaol
Guard a share or sum of £600.

STATEMENT MARKED E.
Statement of prisoners confined in the common Gaol at Montreal, during the

yc-ar 1851, including the number remaining in confinement on the first day of that
vear.

In Gaol under conviction of felony Ist January, 1852........... 22
" Misdemeanor....... ........ 129

" Waiting trial on charge of felony ......... ..... 22
" c "" Misdemeanor................ 35

" Sentenced to the Provincial Penitentiary.............. 2
Making a total in Gaol on 1st January of......... 210

Committed daring the year, charged with felony, on 1st January. 245
" Misdemeanor...... 1410

.- 1655

Making a total of prisoners in Gaol during the year of.........
Of the felons above stated, were convicted and sentenced to the

Provincial Penitentiary.-12 in Spring, 10 July, and 10 Oc-

1865

tober............................................... 32
Convicted and sentenced to imprisonment in Gaol............ 80
Tried and acquitted, or released on bail.................... 109
Remained in Gaol untried, 31 December, 1851................ 24

- 245

This is apart from Medical comforts, the Doctor, under fears of an epidemie, ordered soup to be sup
plied indiscrimmately to the Prisoners in Gaol, during the summer of 1851.

(Signed,) JOHN BOSTON, Sherift

21

A. 1852.
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Of the Misdemeanors above stated, were tried, convicted, and
sentenced to imprisonment in Gaol.................. 1010

Tried and acquitted ôr released on bail..................... 35S
Died in Gaol during the year ............................... il
Remained untried at the end of the year..................... 31

1410

Of the felons tried and sentenced, the longest sentence was for twelve months,
the shortest for 24 hours.

Of the sentences in cases of misdemeanor a few only passed at the higher
Courts, exceeded two mcnths, while the sentences from the Police Court range .from
two months down to four days.

The field outside the Gaol wall, enclosed by a board fence of 6 feet high, is 714
feet long by 345 feet wide, it has been used by the Gaoler for pasture, and a small
portion of it to raise young trees ; vegetables had been planted in a small bed, but
were stolen.

The Lot fronting on the road 500 feet long by about 90 feet vide.

(Signed,) THOMAS McGINN, Gaoler.

To the first of these documents, marked D., attention is here most respectfully
called, as this may be especially looked upon as the Sherifls own Report. The other,
marked E, is that of the Gaoler, referring merely to Prison statistics as far as regards
pnsoners.

Froin Mr. Boston's own Report, it is evident that the éxpenditure on accounf of
the Gaol, during the past vear, amounted to at least, the surm of £4806 13s. Id.,in-
cluding the salary of tlie Sheriff of £500. This amount of expenditure appears to
be overlarge, although it cannot be said, that the salaries of the officers are at all
extravagant, nor more than fairly remunerative for the important duties thcy are ex-
pected and bound to fulfil. It should be remarked, however, that the pay of 5s. per
diem,ýor £91 5s. annually to each guard, is by far too high ; for similar duties, the
guards at the Provincial Penitentiary receive only £60 per annum, and they have
besides, to take their turn as nighît watches, within the Penitentiary. It is within
his, (Dr. N's.) personal knowledge, that there are many old soldiers still strong and
vigorous, and worthy of every confidence, in the receipt of small pensions, now resid-
ing in and about Montreal, who would eagerly accept the same salary of £60 or even
3s. per day to perforn iliese duties ; and from their habits of discipline and vigilance,
would prove excellent sentries, and these could likewise occasionally serve as night
watches.

The number of guards might without any risk be reduced from 10 to 3, and
would prove (should the suggestion to be hereafter made, be acted upon) far more
efficient than the present number, who collectively receive (as per statement) £919
15s. per annum, while only £180, or perhaps less would be the cost of the new guard,
thus, causing on this one item, a saving of £739 15s.

Turrets should be erected at the two angles of the w-all in the rear of the Gaol,
here two guards would command an extensive view-as vell of all that is passing
in rear of the Gaol, as in the premises behind the wall, and would also have a clear
view along the two side-walls to -the very road.

There should also be a turret erected over the gate in front of the Gaol, which
gale is, in truth, the only weak or vulnerable point about the Prison.

The sentry on duty at Ihis front turret would, from his elevated position, see
everything that is passing in front of the Goal, and also in the street, outside the
walls, and would likewise have a complete command of the gate.
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The present guards, especially those behind the yard, are almost if not altogether
uscless; they are placed on low ground, in a corner, where two prisoners, if so in-
clined, could master them, singly, vith the utmost ease, as they have individually
no range beyond a very short beat.

The turrets suggested to be erected, should be constructed in the same manner
as those at the Penitentiary, and so also should the gale. Probably the work required
here could be done for an arnount, which would in less than a year be more than
paid, by the saving which 'would result from the proposed reduction of the number
of guards.

There is but a single gate at present, at the main entrance in front of the Gaol;
through this an escape might possibly be effected, whereas if, as at Kingston, -this
gate were double, as shewn in the .plan hereto attached, no event of the kind could
ever occur, nor could such an idea ever suggest itself; for, after having passed one,
either the interior or exterior of these gates, still both ingress or- egress is prevented
by the other, which is constarntly watched by one or two guards as necessity may
require, stationed in the recesses on either side of the gateway, between the inner and
outer gate.

PnoPmTT oF Tum GAor.
714 ft. x 345 ft.

A.-Proposed arched Gateway.

a. a.-'uter and tuner Gates.

b. b.-Recesses for Guards between Gates.

c. c.-ý'roposeýd Turrets in rear of GaoL.

d.-Proposed Turret to be erectud over
the Gateway.

c mo.- his an iq nade without ren c to proportions or precise mensures, being intcnded merely to explain the position and
construction Of the proposed Turrets and Gateway.

Having obtained a plan and estimate of the probable cost df the improvements
here recommended, fror the able Architect of the Provincial Penitentiary, they have
been annexed to this Report, and marked F and G.

Considerable saving could also be made without doubt, in several departments
of the Gaol.

Iii that of the sick in particular, the mere " comforts" for whom during the year
amounted to the most extraordinary sum of £738 4s. 9d.

Now the average amout for the years 1847, 1848, and 1849, during the last o
which, the Choiera prevailed, xvas £245 13s. 9d., a sum abundantly sufficient it
would seem under proper management, to meet all demands-for this partieular item.
of expenditure.
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The Physician has been called upon, by a letter of which a copy is hereunder
written, to report on the subject, as also to furnsh a statistical return of the sick,
during the last twelve months.

(Letter above referred to.)
MONTREAL,

17th April, 1852.
Si,-In the Report made by Mr. McGinn, Gaoler of the District of Montreal,

to the Sheriff, and by thai gentleman transmitted to me, it is stated that the sum of
£647 7s. 7d., has been paid during the last year for tea, broth, honey, &c., for the sick.

Now, sir, I deem it my duty to call upon you for your Report of the number of
-sick that have been under your professional care during that period, as also, the com.
plaints under which they laboured, and all other particulars you may judge proper tof
state, for the purpose of explaining the cause that has led to this apparent great ont-
lay. You will also please send me a copy of the diet table for the sick, that I may be-..
enabled to make a return properly authenticated, for the information of His Excel-
lency the Governor General.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most humble servant,
(Signed,) WOLFRED NELSON.

Doctor Beaubien,
Physician, Montreal Gaol.

It is probable that in this single item of Hospital supplies, a saving might be
made of nearly £500,-also, that a considerable reduction might be effected in the
expenditure on account of straw, horsehire, &c. In fact, it is not at all unreasonable
to believe that, by proper management, fron £1,200, to £1,500, annually, might be
saved to the Province, in the expenditure of this single Gaol.

The vacant Lot in rear of the Gaol, being immediately under the eye of the two
guards stationed on the north and west angles of the wall, could be turned to good
account. The soil is excellent, and it should be cultivated by Juvenile Tyros in ini-
quity, and also by those among the elder prisoners who have no trades. Here might
be taught the elements of Horticulture-and in the cultivation of this ground, habits
of industry and application would be inculcated, and having the advantage of an
excellent market near at hand, the produce could be profitably sold, and it is more
than probable that in less than two years, the returns vould be amply sufficient to
pay the cost of the building a strong and proper fence around this Lot, which, cover-
ing an area of a little more than 6§ acres, is sufficiently spacious to afford employ-
ment to a large number of juvenile delinquents for many years, and if the Gaol should
ever become over-crowded with prisoners, for a comparatively small sum of money,
a convenient place of refuge for them could be constructed behind the present Gaol,
In the yard. In bad weather and in winter, the boys could be employed at some '
useful work within doors.

The Inspector was delighted to find, on mentioning this subject to the Hon..
John Young, Chief Commissioner of Publie Works, that he entertained the same
views, and even broached the matter of the wall himself.

By such means, and by others, which will be stated more fully when the sub-
ject of juvenile delinquents will be considered and treated on, it may reasonably be.
anticipated, that for a very long period there will be no necessity for erecting houses
of refuge especially for this class of offenders, or even for destitute children.

The answers and statements forwarded by the Sheriff of the District of'Mon-
treal, in reply to the Inspector's letter of the 19th April, 1852, did not, however, prove
sufficiently explanatory, particulary with reference to the items of horsehire, groceries,
and straw, and a letter was, in consequence, on the 26th of the same month, addressed
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to him requesting further information respecting then, of which letter the following
is a copy.

MONTREAL, 26th April, 1852.
Si,-I am under the necessity of again troubling you for some farther particu-

lars with regard to certain expenditures for the Gaol.
I would wish to be informed of the number of bundles or loads of straw that

were purchased last year.
I am also desirous of having a detailed account of the groceries purchased,

amounting in the whole to the sum of £60 10s. 8d.
It is likewise necessary that I should know, what number of days' work wa$

performed by the horses during the year.
I have the honor to be,

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) WOLFRED NELSON.
John Boston, Esquire,

Sheriff, &c., &c.
To this letter, a reply accompanied by several vouchers and documents, was

received from the Sheriff, on the 30th April last.

The following is a copy of the reply marked H:-
SHRIF's OFFIcE,

Doctor W. NELSON, 
MONTREAL, 30th April, 1852.

SIR,-Te accounts against the Government for supplies to the Gaol, for the
year 1851, having been forwarded with the SherifPls semi-annual contingent accounts,
no copies of vhich being kept, I have been obliged, in order to give a detailed ac-
count of the giocery accounts for 1851, to obtain from the grocers, copies of their
accounts for thtt year, which they have kindly supplied, and in which the detail
will be found, iz:-

Kingan & Iinlock, from 1st January, to June, 1851.......... £27 8 0
Neil Macin'osh, from June to December................... 33 2 8

£60 10 8
The two accmnts are enclosed.
The first har year's supply of Straw, was made by one James Lillie, whose

residence is out of Town, and from whom I shall endeavour to obtain his account,
amounted to £26 2, 7d, (this sum was for the straw supplied for a whole year, frorn
80 June, 1850, to S$ June, 1851).

The subsequen half year's supply was from one Thomas McCready, Mountain
Street, near railroac; the account paid him embraced oatmeal and straw, and
amounted to £57 15 7d.

I shall endeavoir to ascertain what portion was for straw, and what for oat.
meal, and the numbir of bundles in all during the year 1851-while writing this,
Mr. McGinn has jusi handed me a statement of the number of. day's work per-
formed by his horses i conveying prisoners to and from the Gaol to the Courts, and
for which he received ayment, amounting to £48; also his observations in writ-
ing in reference to thi supply of straw, and the medical comforts provided by
him-these I presume viii enable you to obtain the information you desired.

1have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JNO. BOSTON.
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The respective detailed accQunts for groceries referred to in the foregoing reply,
will be found in the appendix to this Report, that of Kingan & Kunlock, marked J.,
and that of Neil Macintosh, narlked K.; also, M4fr. McGinn's letter relative to strawý,
marked I.

The statement of straw furnished by Thomas McCready for the half year finish-
ing on the 31st December, 1851, is aiso annexed, narked L. By this siatement it
appears that the quantity supplied for ihat half year was 2520. bundles.

The statement of work done by the horses in conveying prisoners to the Courts,
during the year 1851, referred to in the foregoing reply, will also be found in the
appendix to this Report marked M.

In this statement ihere is a slight error in the addition. The charge is only
made to amount to £48 whereas 2 horses at 7s. Gd. cach, for 67 days, vould
amount to £50 5s. Mr. McGinn's observations in writing in reference to the
supply ofstraw and medical comforts supplied by hin also mentioned il the Sherifls
reply, are markcd in the appendix with the letter N.

The replies and ob'servations of Dr. Beaubien, Physician to the Prison at Mont-
real, in answer to the Inspector's letter of le 1l7th April, 1852, vas also received,
and is marked with tle letter O in the appendix to this Report.

From the facis hereinbefore stated, and the information contained in the observ-
ations and statements furnished by ihe several officers of the Gaol, it is very evi-
dent, Iliat the expenditure for the maintenance of the establishment in its several
departments, is far too considerable, and this will be made more apparent when
the table of statisties xvill be completed, and which will be found in the summing
up of the Inspection of all the Gaols in Lower Canada.

On a close examination of the several accounts furnislæd to the Inspector, it is
at once perceptible that a very great saving might be niade should arother system
for procuring the supplies be aclopted. It will suffice t Iarticularis a few items,
in the accounts for groceries, and which are charged at prices far above what the
same articles can be obtained for, at wholesale ; for instance, candles are charged at
7d., 6Jd. and 6)d, and the very best cati be had for Sid.; brooms on an average
of 16s. per dozen, whereas the best corn broom can be purchased fo, 9s. per dozen.

It is certainly surprising that the possibility of reducing this i-em of expendi-
turc, by making th1e brooms in flie prison, never suggested itsef to any of the
officers of the Institution. At the Provincial Peniteîtiary, where the brooms for
general use are made by the convicis, only 16 corn brooms werc inrchased during
the year, and these, solely for the use of the Military Department. At Montreal î2½
dozen of corn brooms were purciased during the same period, at he highest prices,
say from 15s. a 17s. 6d. per dozen.

Soap in these accounts is charged 2d per lb, neauly double theprice of that article
manufactured in Canada; but if it be Liverpool soap the chargeis fair. This latter
article, however, is charged in the account for the second half y-ar at 3d, which is'
high. Under good management, however, it would appear thit soft soap could be
made from the grease and candie ends in sullicient quantity t contribute fully one
half of what may be required for the use of the Goal.

In a letter addressed to the Inspector, by Mr. Mostyn, theKitchen keeper .of the
Provincial Penitentiary, he therein sta1es that " In the washi-g departnient, a great
saving is made to the Institution in flte collection of skimmiigs in the cook house,
and grease extracted from the boiling of bones, converted àto soft Soap, equal in
value annually to at least 8314 lbs liard soap, answcring a nuch better purpose for
the description of washing done at this Institution."

The sum of15s. per diem is paid for two horses to corvey the prisoners to and
from the Courts of Justice, and it has been ascerlained, fat the same service can
be donc for 10s. per diem.
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The quantity of straw purchased for the use of the Gaol appears far to exceed
what would be necessary for the average number of prisoners confined in the Gaol,
during the last year.

The straw supplied during the last half year amount to 2520- bundles, (vide
statement L.) making, say 5041 bundlesfor the whole year. If this quantity be
used solely for the bedding of the prisoners, it would be more than sufficient to supply
400 persons for twelve months, that is, supposing the same issue-be made as is sup-
plied and used by Her Majesty's Troops, viz: 24 Ibs or 2 bundles per man, changed
every two months.

The Inspector bas been informed. that even then, the straw might be used for
a longer period, and that it is only because ihe regulations of the service require the
period ical change above mentioned that thyere-issue is made, as the straw is generally
unbroken and fit for further use.

A statement of the quantily of straw required and used' at the Penitentiary
during one year will also be found in the Appendix, marked P. The total quantity is
308 cwt. 1 qr. 27 lbs., or calculating 15 lbs to the bundle, a littile over 2300 bundles.
Of this quantity 77 c.wt. O qr. 3 lbs. was used in the stables for the public horses, of
which there are none at iMontreal, lcaving 231 ewt 1 qr. 14 lbs., or a litile over 1700
bundles for bedding for the whole twelve months.

In Montreal the quantity supplied for the half year ending S1st December, 1851,
vas 2500- bundles.

Without reference to the difference of price paid for this article, which at Mon-,
treal appears to be nearly double that paid at Kingston* Penitentiary, it is to be
remarked tiat the average number of prisoners in tlie Montreal Gaol during the year,
very little exceeded 200, and ai the Penitentiary, about 400, thus shewing that at
Montreal about double the quantity of straw is used for only one half the number
of prisoners, as conpared'with the Penitentiary.

But the item of expense whiclh appears to the Inspector to exceed all reasonable
bounds, is that for Medical comriforts, amounting to £647 7s. Gd., which, together
whh auiother charge of £90 15s. 3d. for beef, also supplied to the sick, forming a total
suni of £738 2s. 9d.

With reference to the article of Medical comforts, the Inspector would respect-
fully refer toe ic amounts charged for the same service at the Penitentiary,. and at
Quebec, and otier Gaols in Lower Canada. The enormous difference between the
accounis, can only be accounted for, by attributing it to a defect in the system to
gether with a total absence of proper management.

By a document received from the Medical officer of the Penitentiary, in the
appendix hereto marked Q, it would appear that the total amount paid for extras,
purchased for the sick, during the year ending 30th September, 1851, did riot
exceed £17 10s. 5d., and further states that three very considerable items of ex-
pense, viz: tea, sugar, and white bread, are not included in that amount, as they are
more ilan counter-banlanced by the- value of the under drawn rations. - Now in all
the answers and observations and various documents made and furnished by the
Sheriff and Gaoler at Montreal, not one word has been said about under-dratwn
rations ; whether they have been taken to account, on the next days issue or in
whkt other way it was usual to apply themn. Surely if the under drawn rations can
more ihan counter-balance the value of the tea, sugar and white bread supplied to
the sick at the Penitentiary, sorne considerable diminution might be made in the
aggregate for medical comforts at Montreal, by the same means.

So extraordinary an outlay calls for immediate attention; in order to prevent
recurrence, and to obviate the necessity of so large an expenditure for the future, for
without in anywise proving deirimental to the sick, it is suggested, that a steady
trustworthy man should be engaged. as Hospital Warden, who should purchase

• MaXoim»ux,-The price of hay and straw is, nevertheless, lower at Montreal thUn at Kingston.
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and be placed in charge of all necessaries and comforts for the sick, which should
be supplied in quantities to last at least three or four months, particulafly those
continually in use, such as tea, sugar, rice, barley, ground flax seed, oatmeal, salt,
and other stores for the general use of the establishment; he should, in fact, be the
purveyor of the Gaol. This would relieve the Gaoler from much of his out door
duty, and he woull conscquently be enabled to devote his undivided attention to
his very important trust, and all other particulars.

Books should be kept in which every article purchased should be entered. All
bills should be made in duplicate, one to accompany the vouchers of the publie
accounts, and the other to remain for the purpose of reference in the office of the
purveyor.

An intelligent and willing man could accomplish all this, and on many other
-occasions make himself useful. Under such a system, there can be no donbt but
that many hundred pounds would be annually saved to the country, and the comfort
of the sich as wuell attended to as under the present regime.

Whilst the attention of His Excellency the Governor General has, with all due
respect been drawn to this particular item of Medical comforts, and as the comments
of the Inspector thereon mright be construed into a censure affecting the officers,
whose duties are more particularly connected with the department and charge of
the sick, the Inspector deems it but justice to refer to the documents N and O
which have been hereinbefore referred to, and were handed in by tihe Physician and
'Gaoler, and are by them intended as justification of this apparently enornious charge.

QUEBEC.
The Inspector having visited the Gaols for the Districts of Montreal and St

Francis, then proceeded to Quebec, for the purpose of inspecting the Prison for that
District, the most important in Lower Canada, (except the Montreal Gaol,) in point
of the number of prisoners, and the amount of expenditure consequently required for
the maintenance of the establishment.

The Inspector was accompanied by the Sheriff of the District and the Gaoler
throughout his inspection ; and he performs a pleasing duty in testifying to the
alacrity and the desire evinced by those Officers to give all the information in their
power, relative to the different departments connected with the management, disci-
pline, and expenditure of the Gaol.

The prison was clean and tidy, and it was manifest that there had been no
cleaning upon other extraordinary preparations in anticipation of the inspection.

The books were well kept, and at once explanatory; order and system were
everywhere apparent, and it was therefore an easy matter to comprehend every
subject, nor was there the slightest appearance of a desire to shirk inquiry, or to
avoid the mo.st thorough investigation.

The expenditure seemed to have been conducted with every regard to a due and
,Wise economy, it is consequently impossible that a shadow of suspicion can be ob.
tained, that there has been either negligence, prodigality, scheming or collusion in
the expenses incurred.

The system adoptedin this Gaol, for keepingthe accounts, "for-the comforts for the
sick," (an item so very comprelensive in another District,) struck the Inspector as
being peculiarly well adapted to prevent error, and at the same time to show in the
clearest manner, every item ordered to be supplied to the sick. It is this-

The Physician has a check book, on the margin of which is entered the arti-
cles ordered to be given oui, and is the same as the order on the body of the leaf,
the latter is cut off and retained by the Gaoler, at once for his guidance in furnish-
ing the comforts as for his subsequent justification. At the end of the month the
Doctor audits the accounts, and if the two do not correspond, this can only arise
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from some over-sight, or an error in the addition of so many small items, and may
easily be rectified, but can never arise from an improper motive.

It is manifest that the Physician exercises a judicious discrimination in grant..
Ing comforts; those who are really sick without being stinted, are not indulged in
every fancy or taste, whilst the schemer seldom profits either by shamming or by
making false reports.

It is to this strict mode of supervision that must be mainly attibuted the com-
paratively small amount expended for comforts for the sick, which is exhibited by
the accounts for the Quebec Gaol for the last year. This item averages from £12Ô
to £130 per annum, and attention is respectfully called to the fact that this sum
not only includes the additional dietary supplied to the sick, but also the amount
paid for nurses, extra allowance for the insane, and the allowance for children, as
will be found stated by the Sheriff on reference to his answer to the 38th question of,
the series submitted to him.

It will not, perhaps, be deemed irrelevant to allude here tothe treatment of the
numerous cases of delirium tremens and incipient insanity, resulting from the inor-
dinate use of spirituous liquors which is adopted by the attending Physician.
Instead of attempting to procure repose under the extreme excitement by the use of
opium, brandy and other potent stimulants and narcotics, the patient is ordered to
have a§ much tea, milk and water, and milk alone as he may desire, and from the
almost insatiable thirst, much is greedily swallowed-the stomach becomes soothed,
nutriment, and a bland fluid is absorbed, and thus the blood is diluted and loses its
acrimony; the brain soon experiences the balmy influence of a more natural condition
of the circulation; the pulse loses its rapidity and its smallnéss, the skin assumes a
less livid hue, the veins swell, and the surface is soon bedewed with a general and
genial moisture ; and inperceptibly the unfortunate patient falls into a sweet sleep;
after a few hours, he awakes tranquil and composed, but is of course weak and
exhausted. Now, good, nourishing,well seasoned broth is allowed, and after a com-
paratively short time the individual is restored; but lest this might be followed as a
blind routine to the exclusion of other more immediate remedial means, it must be
remarked, that due attention is directed towards functional and organic derangement,
which by mild means soon yield. Thus the drunkard learns, that the disorder pro.
duced by drink can be removed by other means than a resort to the bottle-he loses
consequently, the pretext to ask for wine or brandy, which, while using as a remedy,
supplies him with the means of persevering in his old habits, and thus, is more and
more confirmed in them, a truth that medical men should never lose sight of. It
should be observed that potent and diffusible stimulus is sometimes required, as
when collapse is present, under these desparate circumstances, Dr. Morrin exhibits the
common spirits of hartshorn "ether, spirits of ammonia," which answers all the
purposes required, and is of little cost.

To prevent ail disposition to trafficking at the Gaol, in the form of purchases in
small quantities, and the doling out the comforts by the pint or pound, the Gaoler is
directed to purchase at the best and cheapest stores, a certain stock of groceries,
from which whatever is directed to be issued to the sick is taken, there are, conse.-
quently, no interminable lists of small supplies, such as pints of barley, ribe or flax
seed water, bowls of soup, or cups of tea.

It is but rendering an act of strict justice to a most worthy public servant, to
state that Mr. McLaren, the Gaoler, by the kindness and firmness of his. demeanor,
keeps perfect order and quiet in the Gaol.

On refeing to his punishment book for years past, save a few hours in the
dark cell, the sole entry is " Ward-to be deprived of tobacco till the behaviour is-
good," all communication with the outside is also prohibited, and the whole of the
inmates are thus made responsible for the conduct of each other, and if tde, delia.

A. 1852.
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quent repeats the offence sone summary chastisement is inflicted by his fellow pri-
soner.

The Inspector would further add, with reference to Mr. McLaren, that although
his salary is small, being only £125 Sterling, lie nevertheless devotes his vhole.tirne
to his duties ; this in a great measure explains the cause of the regularity and good
order that prevail throughout tlhe whole Gaol, and of the salutary influence possessed
and exercised by him over the prisoriers, who look upon him more in the light of a
friend than as a master.

The construction of the Gaol is extrcmely defective in every particular: not the
smallest measure has ever been adopted to eflct ventilation, no narrow cells for
separate confinement. There are only two large blind cells in each ward, into whieh
neither light ior air can penetrate, the whole building is thus divided into distinct
parts, each capableof containing many persons, and in these the prisoners are all
huddled fogether, the blind cells serving for dormitories. The yards are by far too
small, and the bouadary is formed by four streets, the front, rcar and sides of the
Gaol, each fronting on one. The inmatcs of the prison can thus easily converse
with those without, and through the bars, hottles of rum are hoisted up, and blankets
thrown down in return, and this, notwithstanding that there is a small military guard,
for it would require a very large guard to have sentries stationed on each of the four
streets. But even this protection insuficient as it is, is about to be withdrawn, for
during the inspection the Sheriff vas notified by the military authorities to providé
other sentries, as the furnishing a military guard for the protection of the prison was
about to be discontinued.

The supplying a civic force for the protection of the Gaol, will entail an expense
to the Province of at least a thousand pounds, An efficient guard, however, could
be formed, composcd of twelve men, and yet to give to each set of four men one
day's rest. in each three, for instance . sets of four, A. and B., would go on duty on
the first day of a month, A. would be relieved on the second by C., giving twenty-
four hours rest to A, who would again go on duty on the third and relieve B., thus,
each set wouid have two days on, and one day off duty-should this arrangement
be found too severe upon the mien, an additional set of four would give relief on
alternate days. The military has since been withdrawn, and a civie Prison guard
established in lieu thereof.

Escapes, notwithstanding every precaution taken to prevent them, have and it is
feared from time to time will occur. The isolated position of the Ga-l, unprotected
as it is by surrounding walls, rendering efficient preventive means almost impossible.
An entirely ne-w prison is required, one in which could be combined at the same
time the means of punishment and reformation, and which would also have the
effect of deterring those i nclined to e-i1 from the actual commission of crime through
the dread of becoming inmates within the walls where they would be obliged te
work, and deprived from ail company.

The Sheriff, Physician, and Gaoler al express their conviction that the removal
of the Gaol from the centre of the City is imperatively called for. At present, the
prisoners see and hear ail that is passing, and can hold communication with their
friends and associates in the vicious career they have chosen.

While on his tour of Inspection at Quebec, the Inspector was kindly driven by
Doctor Morrin to " the plains," and there the Doctor pointed out to him a mödst.
eligible spot for a Gaol, for although near the City, it is beyond its noise and con-
tamination, and is situated quite near enough for any emergency, and moreover in
the most healthy locality imaginable,

This Gentleman, as well as the Mayor of Quebec, informed the Inspector, that
the City possessed a large lot of ground in this place, where water works were to i
erected, and that abundance of space would remain for the erection of severdl
publie edifices, such as a Gaol, Infirmaries, &c., and they were further undeistôod
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to express their belief that the City would most willingly agree to an exchange on
very favorable terms.

Since the above was written the Inspector lias been to Quebec, where he had an
interview with Mr. McLaren, the Gaoler, who complained that the Gaol vas kept
in constant turmoil by several maniacs confined there for safely. He stated that
ihere were at the present time eleven insane persons in the Gaol, seven males and
four females. Mr. McLaren was desired to state these facts in writing, and bis letter
to the Inspector on this subject is hercin transcribed.

QUEEzc GAoL, 6th July, 1852.

SIu,-In accordance with your desire I beg to forward youi the names of the
insane prisoners at present confined in the Quebec Gaol, and in doing so, I beg leave
to remark that, while we have insane prisoners mixed up as they necessarily are in
such a building as this with other prisoners, the carrying out of anything like dis-
cipline is utterly impossible. I believe the amount appropriated by the Legislature for
the insane is already expended, which prevents the Governrnent taking any steps to
remove them to the Lunatic Asylum, but there is no doubt on a proper representation
being made the grant will be increased, so that the evil may be rernedied in future.
The females are excedingly noisy, and on more than one occasion have interrupted
the congregation of the Methodist Chapel, which is contiguous to the Gaol. I would
beg leave further to rernark that, in order to obtain the services of some of the
prisoners to take charge of the insane, an extra allowance is given to those who do
so, which is charged in the account of "sick comforts," and thus the account is
augmented considerably beyond what it otherwise would be.

It is doubtful whether, taking these things into consideration, the expense of

keeping them in Gaol where there is littlé prospect of their recovery, is not as great
as it would be to keep them in an Asylum, where cvery attention could be paid to
them and their recovery rendered probable.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,
(Signed,) J. MACLAREN.

Wolfred Nelson, Esq., M.D.

A short time after, the Inspector had a conversation with the Mayor of the City,
who but too strongly confirned the Report of the Gaoler, and who added, that more
especially since so many insane persons had been confined in the Gaol, it had become
an intolerable nuisance ; so much so as to have interrupted Divine service in one
Chapel, and greatly disturbed another, besides annoying the whole vicinity. The
Inspector took the liberty to observe that he might be pardoned for not very deeply
regretting the circumstance ; as he was in hopes that it night induce the citizens of
Quebec to corne to reasonable terms for the exchange of properties before alluded
to. Particular attentio" is requested to the answers of the Sheriff to the series of
interrogatories submitted to him; in his reply to the 62nd query in particular, may
be found much interesting matter, and many valuable remarks and suggestions, in
almost all of which the Inspector most cordially concurs,. These answers wifl be
found in the Appendix to this Report, and are marked R.

The letter from Dr. Morrin, Physician to the Gao], containing answers to some
of the questions put to the Sheriff, is well worthy of notice, and it may not appear
foreigft to the present subject to state, that the Asylun at Beauport was visited-for
the purpose of acquiring all the information possible in regard to this class of our
public Institutions, and it is with pleasure that 'the Inspector bears testimony to the
exceeding good management of the establishment, which in every particular is de.
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serving of the highest cormendation ; indeed it may be looked upon as a model
every way worthy of imitation. Gas has been substituted of late for tallow and
ail, by which a considerable saving is effected, and is besides far less dangerous and
fldthy.

In consequence of these advantages, Dr. Morrin has been requested to procure
plans and statements, with the estimate of cost, that if possible gas might be intro.
duced into the Provincial Penitentiary, which would greatly contribute to the comfort
of the prisoners, and would also admit of the sebool hours being extended.

Dr. Morrin's answers also accompany this Report, and are marked S.

THREE RIVERS.
The Inspector having proceeded to Three Rivers for the purpose of visiting the

District Gaol in that Town, was met, and materially assisted in his investigation by
J. G. Ogden, Esquire, the Sheriff of the District.

This gentleman was prepared with bis answers to the series of questions con-
tained in the circular of the twenty-third day of March last, which answers form
part of Appendix to this Report, and are distinguished by the letter T.

Both the Sheriff and the Gaoler, attended the Inspector throughout the whole
of bis inspection, and gave, in the most satisfactory manner, information on all
points inquired into.

The Gaol was neat and clean, and everything in a very orderly condition. It
is true the number of prisoners is but small; nevertheless, this circumstance does
not appear to have led to negligence, which unfortunately but too frequently happens.
This building, in common with all the other Gaols visited by the Inspector, was
originally constructed in an improper manner; and, although of rather recent date,
not a single modern improvement bas been introduced. The cells are made to
contain several prisoners; they are certainly light and convenient, and a sojourn
there is by no means insufferable to a certain class of prisoners, such as drunrikards,
and vagrants. The number of prisoners in this rural District is always small, and
therefore they might be kept separate ; but still their confinement would scarcely
prove inconvenient or disagreeable. This very faulty arrangement could, however,
be considerably remedied at a small expense, should another system of discipline be
adopted. 'The change in the system of discipline in all the several prisons in this
section of the Province, is a subject which the Inspector respectfully submits should,
at as early a day as possible, engage the serious consideration of the Government.
In warm weather, bad smells prevail in consequence of the absence of drains from
the privies. Instructions, or rather suggestions, however,. have been given, whicb,
it is expectede will correct this evil. There is an excellent well of water in the
yard, but all the water required must be drawn with a bucket; a great saving of
time and labour would be effected by the application of some simple hydraulic
power, whereby the water might be pumped up by the prisoners inside the Gaol.

The site of the Gaol is good, and the premises are sufficiently extensive to serve
all the purposes of a Gaol for this District for many years to come. -The same
sensible and economical method for providing the necessaries for the sick obtains
here, as at Quebec ; and the only other expense that is incurred is a small charge
for preparing the comforts, which, it may be observed, for so small a number of
prisoners, appears high; but there are three permanent residents or boarders in the
sick wards, in the persons of one insane old man, and two women, also insane,
being sickly and uebilitated, they require constantly some extras. The poor creatures.
are quite harmless, but, being destitute, are sent here for an asylum. They cause
little tîouble, and the expense is less than would be incurred if sent to the excellent
Institution at Beauport, cheap, comparatively, though that -valuable.establishmeht is
found to be.

33
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The Inspector begs to relate the following circumstance which occurred during
bis inspection, as it must effectually remove the slightest imputation with respect to
the Gaolers lurning his situation to his individual profit in providing comforts for the
sick; on my asking how he procured bis supply of milk, he replied, " I do not keep
a cow nor a pig lest it should be thought I was making money at the expense of the
Gaol."

It is but justice to state, that he is a most trustworthy man, and that he devotes
his whole undivided time and attention to a strict performance of his duties.

Several statenients were then handed in by the Sheriff, also the answers of the
attendiig Physician to those questions in the circular, which referred specially to his
department.

These documents are Io be found in the Appendix to theirReport, and marked
as follows :

Report and Statement of sick in Gaol at Three Rivers, between Ist January
and 30th June, 1851, and account for medical comforts, &c., marked U.

Statement of sick in Gaol at Three Rivers, between the Ist July and Slst
December, 1851, and account for medical comforts, &c., marked V.

Galendar of prisoners under sentence, confined in the common Gaol at Three
Rivers, marked W.

Answers of Physician to the Gaol to certain questions relating to his depart'
1e(nt, marked X.

DISTRICT OF ST. FRANCIS.
The Prison for this District is situated at Sherbrooke, in the Eastem Townships,

to which Town the Inspector prnceeded for the purpose of inspecting the Gaol. The
Sheriff of the District, G. F. Bowen, Esquire, manifested every disposition to furt'her
the investigation into the affairs of the Gaol, and the Physician, Dr. Johnson, was
equally attentive and zealous; and both gentlemen thus gave sufficient proof that
they took a particular interest in everything appertaining to the Gaol, whicb bore all
the appearance of being clean and neat, tue walls well white-vashed, and the floors
as a tidy housewife vould express it, "bright;" order was everywhere ap-
parent. The site was well chosen, easy of access, and possessing a most favorable
exposure to the sun and air. Although a small building two stories high, with only
eight cells, at a trifling expense a much larger number of prisoners could.be accom
modated than there is any probability will for a long time be confined.therein.

But if it is in contemplation to make the Gaols in Canada not only penal, but,
as they certainly should be, reformatory institutions, exercising a deterring influence
over the vicious and abandoned, it would be proper to make the sojourn there a little
less inviting. The large cells sbould bc divided by a brick wall, and thus converted
in , two locations, which would still be nearly four feet broad, affording ample room,
especially if they are to be occupied mainly as dormitories; they would even be large
enough to admit of picking wool or cotton; work of the two latter descriptions, it is
supposed, could be obtained in sufficient quantity seeing that there are twô extensive
woollen and cotton manufactories in that thriving town.

Some out-door labour could also be contrived, both for the exercise and recrea-
tion of the prisoners, such as cultivating a garden in summer, and sawing wood in
winter, shovellina snow, &c.; for it should be a principle never to allow prisoners-to
be idle, equally Ïor their own health, as for the interests of the institution. Thus'it
is expected, that a tolerable amount of labour eau be obtained for the prisoners, in
this place, where, in consequence of the thinness of the population in this new and
extensive District, the number of prisoners cannot for very many years be very large.

Should any fears be entertained lest the prisoners should break through the brick
partition between the cells, a cheap and a good remedy would be found in lining
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the wall of the cell with thick sheet iron, which would effectually resist the efforts
of this ingenious class of personages.

The privies are most inconveniently placed, one occupying a large ccll in each
story, an area of at least one hundred feet, and being in the body of the Gaol, the
whole building is infected with the foul emanations, as tiere are no effectual means
for conveying away the ordures, or of washing ihe pit. This great defect can, at a
trifling cost, be corrected, by making a small projection at the end of ihe corridor in
the upper part of the Gaol, and this can be made sufficiently secure to prevent breek-
ing out; by these means the intolerable effluvia that now pervades every part of the
edifice would be removed, and two more excellent cells be placed at the disposal
of the Gaol authorities.

The Gaol, till lately, had been supplied with excellent water from an abundant
spring, on a small lot a little belind and above the Gaol, but the lot having been
sold, the water lias been diverted into another channel; the consequence is, that
water has now to be brought in the Gaol from a neighbouring well, at some cost,
at great inconvenience, and not in that quantity that would be required for hygienie
or sanitary purposes.

At a small outlay, a well could be sunk on the premises, and the water could
easily be introduced by means of wooden pipes, and then pumped up into each story
of the building, and this would afford occupation for one individual. A reservoir or
cistern should be placed in each corridor, which should be kept constantly filled, for
the double purpose of ablution and sprinkling the floors in hot weather, as well as to
be in readiness in case of fire, to whieh this Gaol is more exposed than most others
in Canada, seeing that all the flooring, and also the frames of the doors, &re made of
wood, as well as the doors themselves.

Much of the boundary wall vill, ere long, fallto the ground ; there are not twenty
feet of it in a direct line ; it inclines much, either inwards or outwards; it has lost its
perpendicular direction, more or less, in every part. This is to be attributed. to the
unpardonable error of making the stone foundation of only the same width as the
brick wall ilself; the ground being light and saturated with moisture, the frost
penetrates deep, and thus eiliher raises the stones, or displaces them in such a manner
that the wall loses all its solidity, It is manifest that the foundation should have
reached to the solid earth, or the rock which underlies the surface at no great distance,
and it should, besides, have had a much broader basis.

If these objects are not kept in view in constructing a new wall, it will be im-
possible to make one that will stand for any length of time. Drains or small ditches
should be made all round the premises,-which would effectually draw off the water
that is constantly exuding through the earth, owing to the great slope of the surface
and the rocks underneath. It would be proper, perhaps, that this wall should not be
reconstructed until the Govemment had decided upon purchasing the strip of land
that surrounds the present premises, which are far too contracted for the purposes of
a Gaol. The diagram annexed to the Sheriff's Report, which will be found in .he
Appendix marked Y, will alone satisfy.the Government of the necessity of securing
this strip of land, and that if it should pass into other hands, and many applications
have been made for it to the Land Company, it could never be acquired but at a most
extravagant rate. Until the Government had determined upon the purchase of the
piece of ground referred to, when an entire new boundary wall will be required
quired, it was suggested to Mr. Sheriff Bowen, that the present wall could be
effectually supported by building against it buttresses of stone, at a distance of from
50 to 60 feet apart.

The Land Company, in the most commendable manner, has declined parting
with this land, under the expectation that it would eventually be purchased for the
purpose indicated; and the price now demanded is a mere trifle, as, on examination of
Mr. Bowen's plan, will be proved. This margin should be annexed to the premises,
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and the whole inclosed by the boundary wall. By these means there will be much
more security for the Goal. Its sanitary condition will be increased, and at the
sanie time there vill be sufficient space to make an excellent garden to be cultivated
by the prisoners.

Lt is therefore most urgently but respectfully suggested, that the piece of land
in question be at once secured by Government; and it is furthermore suggested,
that the additions to the Goal that have been pointed out, be made, and while
these ameliorations are in progress, that two wooden flues about six inches square
bc made to open under the ceiling of the first story, and be carried through the
second story to the garret, and two flues of the same description be made near
the extremity of the second corridor in the ceiling. By these measures, a sufficient
and healthful degree of ventilation would be obtained. The answers of the Sheriff
and attending Physician, will be found also in the Appendix to this Report, the
former marked Z and the latter Aa, and the Inspector respectfully prays reference
to tiiese Reports of the Sheriff and Doctor Johnson, ascontaining matter equally
convincing and satisfactory.

ST. HYACINTHE.
The Inspector next visited the prison of St. Hyacinthe.
This Goal was originally intended for a County Goal and Court House, but the

law in virtue of which it was built, was shortly after its erection abrogated, and
although not now used as a prison, the Inspector considered it bis duty to visit it,
more particularly, as he had been credibly informed that the part of the edifice in-
tended to be used as a Goal, was in a most filthy and neglected state. This the
Inspector found to be the case, and even worse than had been represented. The
Goaler, vho is at the same time keeper of the Court House, was given to under-
stand that, unless all the filth and incumbrance about the premises were forthwith
removed, he would be reported and his dismissal recommended. But on the repre-
sentation of the Clerk of the Court, that the Goaler or Keeper is a good and safe
man, that he kept the Court House tidy and in good order, and that he was other-
wise perfectly trustworthy, the Inspector is of opinion that the admonition
will suffice, and will prevent any dereliction in future, as it appears that if he had
relaxed in the particular portion of bis duty immediately connected with the prison,
it had arisen from his belief that it had been altogether abandoned, more especially
in consequence of the total absence of any supervision or inspection.

Lt may not be considered foreign to the province of the Inspector to notice any
circumstance which he may deem important, relative to the exterior of those build-
ings, the interior economy of which it is his especial duty ta investigate.

Under this view of the duties of his office, the Inspector begs to suggest, not
only as a measure of precaution against accidents by fire, but alsoas oneof economy
in the preservation of the roofs of buildings, such as the one referred to, whichis
covered with shingles, the propriety of having them well " white-washed" with lime
and salt, to which might be added a small quantity of lamp-black ta givp a slate
colour. Previously to applying the wash, the roof should be thoroughly brushed
down and swept with a birch broom, to remove all moss and other light sub-
stance, and the débris or decomposition of the wood itself, which collects in, abun-
dance upon the roofs, and which, during dry weather, becomes exceedingly inflam-
mable. This should be done, and the wash carefully applied, either immediately
after rain or in moist weather, while the shingles are damp, for it will then be
found very effectual, as it will gradually dry, and most of it be absorbed and carried
into the very texture of the wood; whereas, if the operation be performed -whenthe
roof is dry and on a hot sunny day, the waler will be instantly tàken up.and
separated from the other ingredients which adhere to the surface so long only as
there is no high wind.or heavy shower, when they will be either blown off in .flake,.or
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washed away, as the writer bas on several occasions experienced; and it is this exper-
rience which induces himu now to advise the, application above mentioned, as one
which, if used twice in the ycar, for the first two vears, and then once annually,
will render the wood very tough, and much less liable to warp and split by the
weather, and at the same tine make it almost incombustible.

DISTRICT OF GASPE.
The District of Gaspé is divided into two Counties, Bonaventure and Gaspé,

each of which has ils separate Gaol and Court House; the principal Gaol of the
District is situated at New Carlisle, in the County of Bonaventure, where resides
also the Sheriff of the District; the other is at Percé, in the County of Gaspé, under
the superintendence of the sub-Sheriffs

PERCE GAOL.

The Gaol at Percé was the first visited by tlie Inspector.
The answers of the sub-Shcriiff I tohe sries of Interrogatories subnitted to

Sheriffs, will be found in the Appendix marked B.b.
With reference to the Gaol at Percé, the Inspector vould respectfully submit,

that it is in a nost dilapidated condition, and is fast falling to ruin. The walls are
rent in many places from base to suiimit, and the fissures are gradually and
constantly enlarging; the building is two stories high, but the walls are so very
thin that a determined criminal, if so inclined, could with ease work his wav ont.

The roof is covered wVith shingles and in a very bad condition, admitting the
rain in several places. The Court is held in the upper storv, but the whole edifice
is most ill-constructed, incomnocious and cold. The cost of fuel for so small a
prison appears excessive, yet it is stili insufficient to secure confort.

There are but two cells 8 x 10 feet each, vith a stove in the partition wall be-
tween the two, surrounded with iron bars: conversation can therefore easily be held
among the prisoners on either side, when there are any, which fortunately very sel-
dom occurs. Each cell lias ils privy, and notwithstanding that they are rarely used
and are certainly well vhite-washed, they emit a most offinsive odour. The Inspée-
tor intimated to the sub-Sheriff that it would be advisable to thoroughly white-wash
the roof, (in the same manner as recommended hercin, for the roof of the Gaol at
St. Hyacinthe,) as a preventive against fire, to which it is much exposed from ils
low and badly constructed chimnies ; for trivial as the loss of so miserable an estab.
lishment would be, the re-construction of the old building would be attended with
much trouble and expense, and still be only of temporary utility.

The Inspector would respectfully suggest that, should it be deemed expedient to
erect a new Gaol, for this portion of the District of Gaspé, it would in every respect
be more advisable that i be built at Gaspé Basin, not only because its locality
is more central, but also because the Basin is now becoming the most populous and
important place in the county; althioughi the population was greater at Percé when
the present Gaol was erected, still it lias not- since grown nor is it likely, that the
number of its inhabitants will increase; the present settlers being principally engaged
in that most ill-requited avocation, the fishing trade. The soil is far from fertile,
and in parts is ill-adapted for cult ivation; but at a few miles distant from Percé, at the
extremity of the County adjoining that of Bonaventure, the land is of a better des-
cription, and its inhabitants devote iheir time to agriculture, instead of wasting-their
energies and shortening their existence by the slavish and impoverishing avocation of
fishing. While on the other hand, in the lower part of the County jtiining' on
Rimouski, until latterly in a state of nature, the vast forests are rapidly succumub.--
ing to the axe and the plongh, and-the population is on the increase, which itissaid
nust of necessity continue, and thus that section vill soon become thiekly settled with

a thriving agricultural population.
It must be borne in mind, moreover, that Gaspé Basin is one of the best äid
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safest harbors in the world, not only as a safe place of resort from storms at sea, but
also from the tempest on shore. Percé, on the contrary, can only be approached in
fair weather, and otfers no security to the mariner.

It is also respectfully submitted that, by an outlay of not more than two hundred
pounds, a good road miglt be made from Griffin's Cove to the Basin, a distance of
only seven miles, and thns, by landing ai Ihis Cove, uwhich is itself a good barbor,
pievent the necessiay of passing round Gaspé Basin,*whereby a distance of at least
ibrtv-five miles would be saved. The Basin, by this route, would be accessible with-
out entering it by sea, consequently passengers to it could be landed at the Cove
without delaying the sluip, or takng it out of ils course down the gulf or else;
where. This road would also open out a large tract of valuable land, and at small
expense, roads could be nade to the Two Fox River, and other settlements now spring-
ing up along the coast.

The importance of this subject, which is strongly feit by the inhabitants of
Gaspéi Basin and ils vicinity, will, it is hoped, be admitted in extenuation of this
digression which might otherwise be considered irrelevant.

NEW CARLISLE GAOL.
The Inspector tlica proceeded to New Carlisle, in ihe County of Bonaventure,

vhere lie vas met by the Sheriff of the District, who accompanied him in bis in.
spection of the Gaol, affording such information as was demanded of hin; bis answers
to the series of interrogatories proposed to him, are in the Appendix to this Report
narked C.c.

The Gaol at this place vas found to be a tolerably good building, the basemen.t
beinc used as a prison and Gaoler's quariers, and the upper story containing
the court, jury rooms, &c.; and, considering the lime when it was built, is a good
substantial, safe prison, but rather limited in extenit certainly for all the purposes to
viîjch it is applied : however, tie comparatively small amount of business transacted

iii this District, the very few prisoners incarcerated, as well as the thinness of the
population, :11 render it unnccessary, for several years to corne, to make any addi-
lion o the edifice. Some repairs are nevertheless required, as pointed ont by the
Sheriff, the cost of vhich would ainount-to two hundred pounds, as stated by that
gentleman. It is doubiful, however, wihether Ihe repairs actually necessary would
amount to that sum.

The principal item of expencliture would bc the new covering of the roof, as the
tin with which it is now covered is corroded ini many parts from the saline exhala-
lions of the sea in the immediate front of the building.

I miglit, thereifore, be proper to substitute shingles, and have the roof thoroughly
white-washed, as recomendccled for the Gaol ai Percé; or, what right be even
preferable, to coat il with the mineral cernent lately discovered in New Brunswick,
which is represented to be a very cheap and valuable article, rendering wood incom-
bastible. This cenent is 1o be procured ai Frederickton.

The other repairs would entail but very little cost.
There are but three cells in this Gaol, made, like those of all the other prisons in

the Province, to contain severml inmates, separation havirg been never thought of;
and, as if to allow greater freedom of communication among the prisoners, a stove is
placed i n the partition between two of the cells, surrounded with iron bars, leaving a
space of more than a foot, through which conversation can easily be carried on.

in hIe ohiier cell, tiiere is also a stove, thus requiring two stoves to heat three
snall apartnents. The same contrivance is used at Percé Gaol, and is, 'of course,.
altended with the same results.

The Inspector bas pleasure in reporting that lie found the prison clean, the
wards wholesome, and the whole establishment under good management. The
Gaoler is an attentive hunane man, and the Sheriff appeared conversant with and
alive to the important duties of his office.
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A substantial wall surrounds Ihe Gaol, and affords some airing ground, but it is
rather low for the safe keeping of men who have particular reasons to be opposed to
restraint; under such circumstances, which happily are very rare in this district,
the Gaoler accompanies the prisoner in his walk and then locks him up in his cell.

KAMOURASKA.

Of all the prisons in Ihe Province, the Gaol at Kamouraska, in the opinion of
the Inspector, is the least adapted to the purposes for which it was applied. The
cells are in the basement of the building, about two feet under the surface of the
adjacent ground, the floor is always damp, iii some places perfectly vet from the
water beneath, which is constantly exuding from the fssures of the rock on vhich
the wooden flooring immediately rests. The air is, therefore, at all times damp and
raw, and even in warm weat lier itbecornes sometimes necessary to make a fire in the
stoves to render the place at al comfortable, which, being so small and confined, soon
becomes too hot, and there is consequently a continual change in the temperature.

There are four cells for males, separated from two cdlls for females, by a wooden
door and board partition only; and this partition is so wcak that it could be easily
penetrated. Ingress and egress to the maie.cells can only take place in front of the
female cells, and there being but one privy, and that for the males, the female pri-
soners would have to use it, if they were not provided with niglt buckets, which
was suggested to the Sheriff, in the event of any fernales being incarecrated. The
Grand Jury of the District, in their presentment at November Tern last, refer to the
want of space, and injudicious distribution of the Gaol, in the following terms:-

" La prison dont nous avons fait la visite, ne nous parait pas assez spacieuse,
et la distribution de ses appartemens offre des inconvénients très graves et nuisi-
bles au bien être moral et matériel des prisonniers."

The doors of the cells and the wards have oak frarnes, nearly three inches thickc,
but the pannels are not an inch in thickness, and are made of ash. The moulding
round them is of pine fastened on wilh brads or snall nails; a pannel could with
ease be removed with a common jack-knife.

The entrance door of the Gaol is all of pine, and a man of ordinary strength
could knock out a pannel with a kick or a blow witi his fist; in fact it is an ordi-
nary chamber door.

The Sheriff was recommended, in the event of any desperate character being
confined in the Gaol, Io have a sheet of strong iron plate nailed over the doors of the
cell and ward, which vould for the lime offer sufficient security against escape.

The male cells are so contrived as to require a stove for them alone, while no
provision is made for one for the female cells; and it would be found difficult
to place one, so as to warm this part of flie building. In fact, the whole building
and its distribution are defective in lte extreme.

Ventilation, it appears, vas iever thought of; consequently the damp air, and
the emanations from the bodies of Ihe inmates, can find no possible means of escape;
prisoners might remain there for a short period witiout injury ; but, for a long
sojourn, it would be both nsafe and ciruel to detain them in such a place.

Behind the cells is the cellar, and next to them " A vaulti for the records of the
Court and papers of thepro(honotary." Now, it nay be safely predicted, ihat, in a
very short space of time, ibe paper will be mouldy and perhaps rotten, and the ink
decomposed and effaeed.

It is surprising that the idea could have occurred to any person to construct
cells and vaults in this low, cold, damp place. It is also to be remarked, that ihe
work lately done for repairs and improvements, not only about these cells and vaults,
but throughout the whole building, is of tlie coarsest, most clumsy, unworkmanike,
and insufficient description, and yet was approved of.
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This may appear strong language, but such a glaring dereliction of duty as
is here appalrent, demands censure. The entire building is not too lar-ge for the
purposes of the Court House alone; but, it is probable that another locality for
the County Town may at no distant day be fixed upon, it is considered that any
advice or suggestion for the extension of the present building would be unealled for.

The Inspector bas been informed that a petition to the Legislature is now in
progress of signature, praying that the village of Rivière du Loup may be declared
to bc the County Town. This place, it would seem, from its central position and
facility of access by water, would be by far the best locality for the County Court
House and Gaol, vhich would leave the building at Kamouraska for the use of the
Circuit Court, and other local purposes. It must be borne in mind that the village
of Kamouraska is almost at the extremity of the County, and there is little reason to
believe that it will increase; whereas, the centre and lowver part of the County is
rapidly settling; and, consequently, Rivière du Loup would be the most eligible
site for the County Town.

But should Kamouraska remain the County Town, and the Gaol and Court
be establislhed there, it would become absolutely necessary to erect an addition
or wing to the present building to serve as a prison; also, to construet a wall
round the premises so as to enclose a yard and airing ground for the prisoners.

There have been but few prisoners here, in custody, nor is it at all likely that,
in this rural District, so far removed from the contamination of large towns, the
number will increase to an extent to require a large edifice for their accommodation.
The major part of the time, the Gaol is empty ; three prisoners were in Gaol- at the
tirne of hIe Inspection; one, it would seem, on a frivolous though malicious charge
of perjury; and the two others, a man and his wife, accused, under strong suspicion,
of having, a few months previously poisoned the first wife of the prisoner.. The
answers of the Sherifi of Kamouraska are to be found in the Appendix, narked
D.d.-and a letter from the same, containing certain statements and suggestions,
marked E.e.

AYLMER.

This Gaol was visited on the fourtecnth day of August instant. The Gaol and
Court Iouse are united in the sane building; the Gaol forming the west wing,the Court House occupying tle centre, and the Clerk's *and Prothonotary's depart-
ments, the casi. wing. The building is of stone, exceedingly vell constructed, and
is solid and substantial. The Court House appears to be amply spacious and con-
venient, and the workmanship throughout of the best quality. One great defect
in the fitting up of the court-room is, however, very apparent; this is, that the
prisoners' dock is on a level wSitli the other benches; a prisoner, assisted by his
friends, ii a full court, could casily lcap tle dock, and very possibly effect his escape :
an iron railing, four or five feet high, (vhich might be made moveable,) to surround
the dock, would eflctually prevent such an occurrence, and, in tlie opinion of the
Inspector, and also of the Sheriff of hIe District, is urgcntly demanded. In the
Court House, as well as in the Gaol, there bas been no provision whatever made for
ventilation.

Il is muel to be rcgrettec, that this new Gaol should also have been built in a
marnner which precludes all attempi at isolation. Tie cells are constructed on the
sides of the building, with tie doors opening on the corridor in the centre, and
opposite to each other ; the corridor is only four fct wide, and the apertures between
the bars of the cell doors, four inches square, thus permitting the prisoners not only
o communicatc, but even to pass their ai-ms through tle bars and shake hands. An
isane man n0w confined in the Gaol, who is very powerful, by passing bis arm
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througi the bars, has managed to break four padlocks with which his door was
fastened. Again, prisoners can see ail tiat is going on, and communicate vith per-
sons outside the building, as tlere is a window in the end of cach cell.
The great defect in tie construction is, that, instcad of having a central corridor,
the cells should hav been placcd back to back in the centre, with lic corridor
on each side ; ihus, whilc hIe prisoner has tle benefit of ihe liglit, he cannot
approacli the window to hold comnmnicalion with, or sec people outside, and the
division walls between flecls, being two feet thick, he could neliher see, or be
seen, hear or be heard, by his fellow-prisoners. Isolation would in this manner be
as perfect as at Ihe Provincial Peniientiar-y. It is to be observed, that as this is
centre dark passage between the cells, for Ihe purpose of supervision and inspection,
could scarcelv be considered necssary.

The cells art six fcet wide, eight feet long, and seven feet higli at the spring of
the arch. This is about a proper size for cells in country or inferior district Gaols,
where prisoners would be constanily confinedi ii their cells, and where they ought
to perform some kind of wvork. There is an excellent,iron bedstcad in each cell,
two feet by six feet two inches ; the floors are of stone, and in the centre there is a
hole, about six inches in diaineter, through which the hot air is to pass upwards into
the cells; this arrangement bas already becn proved to be defective, for the insane
man above referred to converted it into a privy. It is truc flhe register was not yet
fixed down; but still, a misclievous or filhîy prisoner could convert it into a cess-
pool or urinal.

It must be observed ihat, wherever tle floors are paved wvith stone, a couple of
boards, nailed together, should be placed on tlem for the prisoners to stand upon,
otherwise they would be exposed tu contract rhcunatisn, and to have swollen feot
and legs.

-lad the whole building been iade only fonr fect wider, which vould not have
entailed a cost ofmore tlian fifty pounds, the cells miglt have been buili in Ie centre,
as above mentioned, and hie Inspector hesitates not to assert inost emplatically, that
this is flhe only' plan upon whiich thue oeils of piisons, penite ries, and o1lher honses of
detention should be constructed. The iron hittice doors are well made, but the
bars are too far aparI ; fle interstices btwecen them should not 1e muorc thuan froim
two Io two-and-a-half inches wide. The lfstenings aiso are very imperfect. The
mortice for receiving Ihe staple is inade with a bar of iron, bent iii tlie shape of a
horsc-shoe, whieh pro.iecîs ncarly eight inches beyond Ihe front of the door, and then
constitutes two of flte bars of tli door, laving a smnaller bar in the centre; a picce of
iron, about two inclues long and nearly one broad, is then punched out, leaving on
cach side, little more tlan half an incli of bar iron, and tlis not very thick.

This fastening could casily bc demolisiied by a strong man, as it is only fast-
ened in the centre, laving no bolts cither above or below. Instead of padlocks,
which are very troublesome, besides being always insceure, locks. such1 as are now
in use at the Provincial Penitentiary, slould be adopted ; tlese are completely
secure, besides bcing very easilv worked.

The doors are improperly hung, being outside the stone frarnes, and opening on
the passage, thus perlining ihe prisonîer to sce Ihe passage from end to end; they
should have been hung on flue inside, and woiuld thus have been, ai least, cighteen
inchxes from Ihe passage, and should bu fastencd wil a strong lock of the description
just above referred ho.

There are Ihree stories of cells ; the bosement is divided bv a corridor inlo two
cells, the length of flue prison, about twenty-t wo feet by eigh for "day rooms," it
w-as said ; but, if isolat ion be observed, Ieveannot be used for the purpo~se intended,
but might be converted into store or sick roomns. The two other stories contain' six
cells, each three on cither side of the passage; tius aflording all the accommodation
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which it is both hopcd and expected will bc required for rnany Vears to come in
that locality.

This Gaol is to be heated by a hot-air furnace, which is placed in the cellar.
An immense consumption of fuel will necessarily resuIt from the abstraction or
radiation of mucli heat in flte progress througli ail the tubes for its conveyance to Ihe
ditierent parts of hIe Gaol, as well as that diffused by tle furnace itself in a. place
wlere it is not required ; and it will, besicles, iii no vise subserve the purposes of
ventilation-an object always to bu borne in mind, and which is powerfully effecied
by chimncy places and grates. and in no snall degrec even by stoves, as wilil hereatfer
bc pointed out, wien treating on the subjects of heat and ventilation, in another
part of this report. It is fikewise necessary to allude to the contrivance resorted to,
iii the present instance, for the o of supplying the furnace with what may be
properly termed " breathing air." This is supplied by a most unseemly tube or box
traversing the whole cellar, for hIe purpose of clraving iri the intenscly cold air of
winter, for the combustion of the fuel. Two d isadvantages, at least, must inevitably
arise from this extraordinary device ; cold air n.st be lcated before it can impart
heat, and the outward air is very many degrees lower than that of the cellar, which
is at least at the temperate point; thu;s an unnecessary quantity of heat is abstracted
froin the fuel, besides which, the draught being from outside, the air of thesc low
places, whicl is always more or less meplitie, is prevented from escaping by the
furnace chimney to which it is prevented all access.

It may witlh the utiost safetv be prediced, ihat, besides deriving no advantages
in the way of purifying the air cf tle place, a considerable inerease in the expense
for fuel will certainly result. Anoilier great disadvantage is, that one whole story,
as the cellar may be called, is thus kept at a high lenperature at a needless expen-
diture of fuel, seing that cellars never require artificial þieat ; besides depriving the
establishment altogether of a valuable portion.of the building -which, even in private
dwcllings, is considered indispensable. Thc kind of stove to be proposed in a
subsegnent part of this Report, and whicl may be called " The Prison Stove," will,
il is confidenily assuned, be found higlily ecnomical, as also well adapted'to
facilitate Ile circulation und escape of ihe internai air.

It is to be deeplly recgretied that this new building should not have be'en con-
simcted in a proper manner, as tlie defects that pervade il in every part could
scarcely now be remedied without naking extensive additions, and pulling down
one side of the whole building. The Inspector deenis hirmsclf warranted in asseri-
ing in tho most positive manner, tliat it woulld not only be advisable, but that it
shiould be inperative tliat ail plans for the constmuction of new Gaols, or for additions
or alerations to old Gaols, should be submitted to the Inspectors, on whom should
be inade 1o rest ail the responsibility of the defective and unhealthy construction of such
edifices wlhen submitted to their judgment and control ; and, until this mode of
proceeding is adopted, il is grcatly to be feared that the errors so often pointed out
will continue to be committed, to the detriment of the comfort, health and rorals of
the prisoners-to the discredit of the country, and at an extravagant expenditure of
tie public money to whieb it must inevitably lead.

The District of Aylmer was, by Royal Proclamation, bearing date the 21st
June, 1852, erected into a separate District, and, on the nexi day, an insane man
vas incarcerated in tlhe Gaol for sale keeping ; and, shortly aftcrwards, a young

manl was eormidtte for " stabbing another in a drunken frolic."
These are th1e only prisoners now confined in the Gaol for this District, and they

tppcar to be humancly treated.
The whole respectfully submitted.

Montreal, 17th August, 1852. WYFD. NELSON, M. D. I. P.P.
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il tE M A il K S

DOCTOR WOLFRED NELSON, I. P. P.
ON THE

PRESENT 3MNAG EMENT. DISCIPLINE AND EXPENITUR EiO THE PRISONS,

LOWER CANADA.

[Thsc- remarks comprise a mere outlinc of the opinions entertained by him
previous Io his Inspect ion, but wlich have fromi personal observation, acquired the
force of conviction.]

The tour of Inspection iof the Caols in Lower Canada, made by Dr. Wolfred
Nelscn, has but too painfly conviinced him of the truth and applicabilty of some
observations made bv learned DIshop of London, in 1847, on the subject of Pri-
sons and the discipline Io be maintained ierein.

This distinguhed Prelate, among many ve ry valuable observations and sugges-
tions, says; " The Prison, instcad of being a school of reform and discipline, bas
becorne the 'lazar-house ' cf a moral pestilence, in which iliose who are dying of the
pllague, ancd those ihat are only suspectecd of infection, are crowded togother in one
promiseuous mass of discase and death."

Prisons in Canada, up1 1I the present time, have been mere houses of detention
and punishment, wlhere the accused and the guilty, the juvenile oflènder and the.
hoary culprit, the voung girl whose first mishap may perchance have been the pur-
loining of a yard of ribbon, and the Ioathsome prostitute equally corrupt in body and
minc, are commingled together in one lieterogeneous mass of human frailtv and
revolting depravity. [t is truc there is a classification, as it is called, but it ex-
tends only to Ihe separation of tie sexes; yet are tlhey not always ont of sight and
ahearing of cach other. Neither is the witress or the debtor confined in separte
aparimetts ; but all appear to be luddled together, as if for the purpose of making
out of Ihe vhole one chaotic mass of crime and wickedness.

This is so welli understood to be tle case, that he who once enters it one of
these abodes of vice and corruption, if as yet comparatively inniocent and new in
crime, is sure to leave it an adept in every species of villany, and iherefore it is, that
he who alis been a tenant there for lowsoever lîînied a lime, is looked upon as lost
for e ver ; and consequently shunned as if infected vitii leprosy, and this, but too fre-
quently by his own parents and kindred. Urged by nccessity, lie commences to rob
and steal, as he considers 1hat the only means of preserving hinself from starvation
and lingering death. The deterination b follow Iis carcer is Casily formed and
soon acted upon ; lie is lost past redermption, and cre long is renianded to his former
quarters; hence it isbut too correctlystated, that ourGanos become the " Lazar houses
of a moral pesilence," poisoning and destroying all tlat ciler them.

Thanks to tle late, and tothe prese nt administ rai ions, this shocking orcer ofthinas
is now being inquired into, and if proper means be not adopted to.remedy such cry-
ing evils, the fault cati no longer be imputed to the Executive Governmient, but
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must lie at the door of the peoi-e themselves, through their repesentatives, and
peradventure at that of the Inspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary, to vhom lias
been confided the important duty of inspecting and reporting upon the present state
of the several Gaols throughout the Province, and of making such suggestions rela-
tive thereto, as their experience and judgment might prompt.

The Inspectors are well aware of the difficulties which beset them on every
side, and that they are treading on new and dangerous ground, yet have they not
wavered nor flinched in the performance of the duty assigned to them. They crave
no indulgence for lack of zeal on their part; but they earnestly request thatthis indul-
gence be extended to them, should any thing be found wanting in the style and larr-
guage of their Report, on a subject of such paramount importance. Afler considerable
observation, iniquiry and study, conclusions have been arrived at which it is ex-
pected will prove in some degree useful and practicable, not only for bettering the
condition in every respect of the present Gaols and their inmates, but also to serve
as a pretty sure guide in the construction and establishment of new Gaols, Houses
of Detention, Correction and Reformation, and even of Penitentaries ; for it is difficult
to decide wlhat difference should obtain in the management of these several lIstitu-
tions, different mcrelv in name, They must ail be deemed Houses of Correction, and
it should matter little, who the inmates may be, the one great aim of their institu-
tion must not bu lost sight of, but prevail throughout the whole: to reform the bafi,
and to act as a warning and terror to the evil disposed.

Hlaving appended to this Report some gencral ideas witlh reference to the site
and construction of Gaols, as also to prison economies, it is considered that a brief
online of the views entertained on these points, resulting from the late inspection,
vill suffice at this stage of the Report.

A boundary wall, eighîteen or twenty feet high, should surround every establish-
ment under notice, and should embrace an area of suflicient extent to admit of addi-
lions and extentions at a subsequent period, to harmonize with the rest, should such
ever beconie requisite; and also afford ample space for work-shops and airing ground;
and where practicable, a large extent of land should be procured for horticultural
purposes.

As to classification, of which so much as been said, it is considered totally im-
practicable, for where is the line of distinction to be drawn between the traits of
character, or even between the oidinary crimes of each individual inmate of a pri-
son? Nor after ail, does classification appear necessary, even if it were feasible, if
hie only correct and effectual system of punishment, wiîile incarcerated, be fully car-
ried oui, that is to say, separation of ail the convicts.

M. M. DeBeaumont and DeTocqueville, were at once struck with the super-
iority of this system; and after having carefully visited and examined the prisons and
Penitentiaries in the United States as well as in Europe, they make use of the follow-
ing lianguage :-"L'rnpossibilité d'opérer une classification positive des criminels a été
prouvée avec une certitude si mathématique que l'on doit la prendre pour point de
dépai t dans toute réforme de prisons."

It is nîow admit ted on every side, ihat the silent and the separate system, as it is
called, should on ail occasions ure.vail, joined, paradoxical as it may at first sight
appear, with " congregation" but this occurs merely in the dining h'all, the work-
shops, the schoolroon, and tlhe Chapel. In ail these diflèrent places, althoughthe prison-
crs assemble together, yet order is maintained ; they do not mix, and the most perfect
silenwc ean and nust be kept, and sitting side by side and behind each other, it is
nearly impossible for them to look at each other full in the face, particularly under
strict supervision. At ail other times the prisoners should be shut up in their cells.
In this manner isolation is complete, and communication becomes next to impossible.

Labour of some sort should always be on hand, and work distributed to all, and
of a nature to suit their capacity, the blind and totally infirm being alone excepted;
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for even the nged and the ordinary class of the infirm nay be employed in some
useful light wark, and the Gaoler or Captain will prove his fitness for his office bv
providing occupation for al[ the inmates of the Gaol, each. according to his or hier
individual capacily.

Thcre are tlre descriplions of olTenders that merit special atention, children,
females and vagrants ; caeh of vhom wilil be considered separately, and the remarks
relative thereto vill be found bclow. The management of other nalefactors is pretty
wel understocdi, and is alladed to in a subsequent part of thesc remarks.

No judicious ouilav should be spared to insure the attainment of the object aimed
at, yet the utnost economv should be observed; prodigality and waste should at alltimes
lead to the immediate dismissal of ie person against-whom ihe same i proved; every
thing must be busbanded, for instance, old-clothes for mops and scrubbers, broken meat,
&c., to feod swine kept for tlie purpose-fat-candle ends and oil drippings, together
with the bones, to be converted into soap, and the bones after lixiviation to be again
set apart, to be ground for agricultural purposes. The ashes are to be kept for lye,
that is to say, so iucli as may be required for that purpose and the surplus sold; in
a word, everyuling should be turned to account for the profit of the Institution, and
therefore not even the nost trivial perquisite shoulci be allowed to any of the office-
bearers of tlie establishment.

A letier addressed to the Inspector, by Mr. Mostyn, the kitchen keeper of the
Provincial Penitentiary, is here transcribed, as abundantly proving hie benefits to be
derived by carrving out the above mentioned system of saving to the latter.

"GrLE-nEX,-I beg leave 10 state, for the information of the Inspectors, the
use to which the worn-out bed-tieks, blankets and, rugs, are converted. 3lankets,
when thinly wvorn, ar quilted together, and continued to be kept in such repair by
other old ones unltil ihe entire becomes totally unfr to be sewed, aftcr wh icli they
are·converted into clouts and niops for washing the galleries and colls. The coarse
linen bcd-ticks and pillov-ticks are also kept in repair as above, until unfit to keep
together to contain the snw, vhen the best parts are reserved for mending, and the
residuc picked and sold as rags. la the washing departnent, a groat saving is
made to the Institution in the collection of skimmings in the cook-house, and grease
extracted from the boiling of bones, converted ito soft soap, equal in value annually
to at least 8,314lbs. bard soap, answering a mueli better purpose, for the description
of washing donc at tiis Institution.

This year, 28 pigs fed from the offal of the Institution, av-raging at lcast $10
each, will bring the Institution, say £60.

The brooms used for general use are made from ironwood by the convicts.
Respectfully submitted.

(Signed,) F. MOSTYN,
Kitchen-keeper."

None but humuane, intelligent, and careful muen, should be employed -about the.
establishment; and, while eac one vill devote his whole time exclusively to his
own particular department, still he will bc expected to take a lively interest in the,
general affairs of the Institution; for instance, lie will report all infractions of the rule-
which may come under his notice, and, in fact, do everything which he may-:
consider likcly to tend to its well being ; for, to connive at, or to keep silent on the
subject of any infraction or improper conduct, to him known, must, on discovery,
ensure instant rernoval. The able and trustworthy servants of tle establishment.
should be well rcmunerated, in order that thore rnay be no pretext for.inattention
and lukewarmness in the performance of their duties.
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The staff of the Gaol should be proportionate to the number of prisoners and the
duties to be performed. The Gaoler or Captain, being the first officer, should have
the sole control and charge of everything apperlaining to the place, and be respon-
sible for everyihing. On taking office, he should make an inventory of all the
effects and articles belonging to the establishment, and carefully enter the same in a
book to be kept for that purpose, in which he should also enter every article or utensil
lie might receive in charge during the year. This inventory should to be taken and
rcnewed every year; and the Gaoler should account for every article noted in the
previous inventory, whiclh might be missing.

Ie wil also keep an alphabetical list or book of all the prisoners admitted into
the Gaol, with a description of their persons, the offence of which they stand accused
or con'ficted, and all particulars relating to their crime and character. lie shall also
sce that tle prisoner is well vashed; and, should bis clothes be in a filthy state, be
wiIll issue aprison suit to the prisoner, and compel him to wash his old clothes,
which will be returned to him on his discharge, with any articles he inay have had
when lie entered, of -which a listin duplicate shall be made, one to be delivered to the
prisoner, taking care, however, to deprive him of knives or any other instrument
-which lie might use, cither offensively or for the purpose of effecting his escape.

He will also keep a punishment book, in which he will insert all offences and
infractions of the Rules committed by the prisoners during their confinement; the
dates, names, nature of offence, and punishment awarded; also, in the column of
remarks il his Calendar book, he will keep notes of tlie behaviour of all the
prisoners, in order that some indulgence may be awarded to those who deserve it.

A journal should also be kept, in which the number of persons at work should be
entered; the nature of the work, the number of the unoccupied, if caused by sickness,
lameness or punishment; all the deaths that may happen, and al occurrences beyond
the usual routine.

The Gaoler should trade with no particular or favorite shop, but deal with those
who sel] at the cheapest rate. He will make no purchase without a written order
from the Sheriff, of which order a copy shall be entered in a book to be kept for that
purpose. All the subordinates should be appointed by the Sheriff, or at least, with
bis sanction and approval; for the Sheriff, who in reality is the Chief Officer in charge,
should be held responsible for the acts of those subordinate officers; and to the Sheiliff
alone should the Government look for security, as be vill, for his own safety and
interest, exact sufficient security for the due fulfilment of the duties of those under
him. He alone should be the bursar, and by him alone should all contracts and
bargains be entered into and outlays made, for vhich vouchers should be always
prepared in duplicate; and of this, and of -every thing pertaining Io the Gaol, the
Sheiiff should give an annual statement and account in the forin of a Report.

Where the nlumber of prisoners in a Gaol is considerable, a Protestant and
Roman Catholic Clergyman should be appointed to superintend the religious duties
of their respective flocks; a Schoolmaster should also be appôinted to teach after
working hours, and such as circumstances prevent attending to their usual labour.
Ile should, at meal-times and in the evening, read a chapter of some entertaining
moral work, and for this purpose a small but choice collection of books should be
placed under bis charge, to be distributed under certain rules to those who can read,
but on no account should books of a sectarian or controversial nature be tolerated.

An able and experienced salaried Physician should be employed, where the
number of prisoners is -large, as at Quebec and at Montreal, who would devote a
reasonable portion of bis time to the duties of bis office. It would be bis duty to
visit the Prison Hospital daily, and more frequently, should circumstances require
bis- attendance-to keep a prescription book, in whichto enter the names of the
patients, nature of offence or crime, diseases, &; and also to draw up a diei table
and causé it to be exposed in the- Hospital.

45
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Every case of death should be submitted to a post mortem examination, ail
the proceedings and particulars of which entered in a book, in order that refer-
ence may be had thereto should occasion require it. On hirm should repose the
-whole responsibility of the sanitary affairs of the Gaol, and he should be vigilant in
detecting -whatever can tend to injure the health, whether it be in the food, the
apparel, punishment, or any other particular; he should also be alive to the ventila-
tion, beat, and lighting of the Gaol, and should he deem it requisite, at once report'
his views on any of these subjects to the Sheriff, of which report he should retain a
copy, as Vell for his own justification as for the condemnation of those who may have
set at defiance bis orders as Physician to the establishment. He should farthermore
be always prepared to meet the invasions of Epidemies, Pestilences, &c.

When the number of prisoners exceeds fifty, a respectable man might be ap-
pointed to perform the double duty of assistant and Hospital keeper ; he should see
that the orders of the Physician are strictly attended to, and also to the preparation
of all comforts in the kitclien, of which he -would also have the immediate supervi-
sion. For this purpose lie should keep a book, in which to enter all articles ordered,
and those consumed in the kiiehen.

As Matron ; sorne wornan of well known respectability should be engaged to
take charge of the female department, and to see that employment is given to each
convict; and that order, decency and morality prevail; so that this class of prisoners
may prove useful to the institution even during their imprisonment, while that
attempts are being made for their reformation.

In this gencral outline, the Inspector deems it incumbent upon him to allude to
the use of tobacco in prisons, vhich it would seem, is excluded from the Provincial
Penitentiary without any apparent absolute necessity. In the opinion of the In-
spector its moderate use would tend g:eatly to insure the piece and quiet of the
prison, as the most frequent causU of infraction of-the rules, is the surreptitious intro-
duction of this article into the Gaols. Whilst it is wise and proper ihat a prison
should not be made attractive by the conveniences and comforts afforded to its
inmates, still, it is equally right that the prisoners, should have no just cause of com-
plaint, by being debarred the use of an article which, to those habituated to it, be-
comes almost indispensably necessary.

In many of the Institutions in the United States, tobacco is given out once a
week as a ration. From the Annual Report of the State Prison at Charlestown,
for 1849, the following is extracted as sustaining the position taken in regard to
tobacco:-" The prohibition of toba3co to the prisoners, according to the universal
testimony of discharged convicts, which is corroborated by contractors, officers and
nearly all persons who really know any thing of the inside of the prison, or of human
nature, is one of the grcatest sources of trouble in the management of the prison, and
it converts prisoners, who may be comparatively free from vicious propensities, but
who may have a hankering for tobacco, and know that that appetite can be gra-
tified in prison, in spite of the law, into liars, cheats, arid thieves." A.fearfulrespon-_
sibility must therefore rést with those who have forbidden the use of tobacco -in such
places.

While tobacco thus contributes to the prisoners' happiness, it proves a very effi.
cient means of punishment by witholding it from the refractory; tIis fact has beenf
alluded to already, when giving the Report on the state of the Quebec Gaol. Such
is the predilection for this truly nauseous herb (to such as are not addicted to its use)
that unscrupulous contractors give it by stealth, for the purpose of urging the mento
undué exertion, and then complain if the same amount of work is not done, or -per-
formed daily, when the stimulant has been withdrawn. Debar not then the po'or
erring mortal who is deprived, not only of his liberty, but of all his accustomed. asso-
ciations, from enjoying a treat, he is probably more attachedto than to-any thing else,
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the more especially, as in itself it is not injurious. It lias even been said that it is a
preventive against comagious disorders; this may pehaps admit of doubt, butit is
certain, that to withhold it in times of pestilence from one accustomed to use it, may
predispose him to infection.

Although it may appear out of place, still such is the importance attached to
this weed, that the following rcmarks may be tolerated on this occasion:

By some it has been anathematized, by others lauded, beyond measure. The
filrst James, King of England, wrote desperately against it in a book called " The
Counterblast of Tobaco."--"It is a custom," said the Royal writer, "Ihat is loath-
some to the eye, bateful to the nose, harmftil to the brain, dangerous to the lungs, and
in the black stinking fume thereof, nearest resembling the horrible stygian smoke of
the pit that is bottomlesse."

The Emperor of Russia was equally its determined foe, and ordered the noses of
such of bis subjects as îndulged in its use, to be cut off. Yet did the taste for it
spread, and it was so much prized, that its introduction into Europe was esteemed a
blessing equal to the "importation of the wood of the true Cross." Poets and writers
were more than a match for potentates, and lauded it to the skies, calling it, " Herb
ofimmortalfame-the welfare of our souls and-bodies too."

Dr. Fosgate, of Auburn Prison, United States, says, in.his Report for 1849: "In
my estimation, it bas a happy influence on the inmates, its general effects beibg to
quiet restlessness, and to calm mental and corporeal inquietude,"and goes on " while
the practice of drinking ardent spirits can be broken in upon by a nutritious diet, the
habitual use of tobacco cannot find a substitute, and seems to have established a far
deeper necessity for it in the constitution." The learned Dr. Wood, a celebrated
writer in the United States, remarks in bis' dispensatory-" Moderafely taken it
quiets restlessness, calms mental and corporeal inquietude, and produces a general
languor and repose which has charms for those habituated to ils use. It must have
properties adapted to the propensities of our nature to have surmounted the first iepug-
nance to its odour and taste, and to have become the delight of so many millions,
probably more than half of mankind." The writer is far from having any predilection
for tobacco, but as a professional man, he cannot see that any injury could arise from
its moderate use, either morally or physically, and he is aware that one of the most
fertile sources of breach of discipline at the Provincial Penitentiary, arises from the
continual attempts that are made to procure it, and he hesitates not to give it.as bis
opinion, that a small portion given periodically would tend much to the quietude and
happiness of the poor convicts; for though convicts they are, still some feeling should
be manifested for cravings of this nature, the indulgence of which can only tend to
make them more cheerful, obedient and industrious, whilst the withholding of it,
from the refractory, wvill prove a sufficient punishment for the greater number of the
breaches of discipline, committed by the convicts during the period of their'confine-
ment.

The following lines transcribed from the celebrated French Dictionary of
Medicine, is worthy of attention; " Laissons quelques censeurs moroses condamner
des jouissances qu'ils ignorent, chercher à les flétrir par des airs de dédain et pro-
poser gravement des mésures impraticables, pour en priver ceux qui les estiment,
l'habitude du tabac est vicieuse sans doute, mais-de combien d'autres besoins factices
ne peut on pas en dire autant? "

In consequence of the great prejudice which exists against the use of tobacco,
on the one hand, and the benefits which may be derived from its judicious use,
as applicable to prison discipline, on the other, it is trusted that the--above remarks
May be deemed not entirely unworthy of attention.

With respect to the subject of expenditure, the Inspector-considers it bis duty to
draw theattention of the Government to the subject of Coroners' Inquests, heldJin all
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cases of death, that occur in Prisons and Insane establishments: this appears not only
unnecessary, but is actually an abuse. The proprictors of the excellently well managed
Asylunat Beauport,applied to the laie Attorne General on the subject, and his decision
was, iliat these expensive investigations wcre oniy necessarvin casesof sudden death,
orunderextraordinarycircumstances. It was, doubtless, in accordance with this view
of the case, that provision was made in hIe recent Act for " The better management of
the Provincial Penetentiary 14 and 15 Victoria, cap 2. Sec. 39, of that Act is asfollows,
viz " Whenever a convict shall die in the Penitentiary, it shall be the duty of the
Inspectors, the Warden, the Chaplains, the Physician, the Deputy Warden, if they,
or anv of them shall have reason to believe, that thedeath of such convict, arose from
any other than ordinary sick ness, to call upon thie Coroner, having jurisdiction, to hold
an inquest upon tle body of such deceased convict, and on such requisition, by one
or more of the Officers named, the Coroner having jurisdiction, shall hold such inquest
and for that end, lie and the Jury, and ail others necessarily attending such inquest
shall have admittance to the prison."

Some doubt, however, is still entert ained whcther inquests should not be held in
ail cases of death, occurring in the Provincial Penitentiary, in consequence of the law
ordaining inquests in suc establishments, not having been abrogated, and- up to the
present time they have been held, but a minute has been entered on the Journals of
the Penitentiary, drawing the attention of the Warden, and other Officers to the enact-
ment above cited, which it is expected, will prevent a recurrence to these too frequent
investigations by inquest. The subject, however, deserves altention. This question has
been submitte to a legal practitioner of higl professional standing for lis decision, and
he is of opinion, that the section of the act above cited does not repeal the original
law which enacts, that inquests shall be held in al! cases of death that occur in
prisons, &c.

In furtherance of the saving in tie general expenditure, it is with submission
recommended, that il should bc enacted, that no prisoners or insane persons,
shall, thercafter, be sent to the Provincial Penitentiary, or to an Asylum, except
during the season of navigation, fle expense incurred by sending them during
.winter or by a land route being excessive, except by railroad. At the same time
the law shouild declare that no convits be released, but during that seasoni ; to
prevent ihein from loitering about the cities and towns in the vicinity, where they
are known, and wliere it can scarcely be expected they will be able to obtain em-
ployment, besides which they may be exposed to meet with old associates in crime,
to bad company and tippling.

It is, however, a most gratifying fact that, notwithstanding our rapidly increasing:
population, crimes do not follow in the same ratio, but, on the contrary, are les
frequent than formerly; this is mainly to be attributed to the happy influence ôf
Temperance Societies, and the diminution in the number of groggeries and tap-
rooms, a circumstance that vill not fail to be appreciated by the Legislature, whieh
may devise yet some more stringent means for maintaining sobriety and good order,
by cutting off al places of resort for the vagabond and the drunkard.

INFERENCES DEDUCED FROM THE INSPECTION.

" Le nouveau système d'emprisonnement Pénitentiaire est essentiellement cor-
" rectif, exige une vaste et large reforme non-seulement dans le régime actuel des
"prisons, mais même dans les codes pénaux modernes."-CHs. LucAs.

There never having been, previously to the present time, any systematic.oi
analytical inspection of the Gaols in this Province, (at least not in Lower Canada)'
it has been thouglit proper to give in full, the replies of the Sheriffs of the, sevral
districts, to the series of questions proposed to them, that a tolerably correct idea ma
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be formed of the state of these penal institutions, and that such conclusions may be
drawn therefrom as may lead to the adoption of an uniform system in their discipline and
management.

In the present state of these institutions', it does not seem, advisable to alter the
construction of the main buildings, as they are for the most part so extremely defective
as to set at naught all attempts to moJernize theni. The ut'ost that can be done or
would appear necessary, is, to cause them to be placed in a thorouglh state of repair, in
order to protect them from the elements, and to render them secure places of custody,
till absolute necessity demands new prisons. The Inspector, on this subject, respect-
fully refers to his separate local Reports, together with his renarks thereor.

Notwithstanding their present very imperfect state, a code of laws and regulations
should be drawn up for their internal management ; for to search for le d iscove-y of
any regular plan or uniform method of management and discipline would be vain indeed.
It is humbly conceived, neverthcless, that sufficient data will be found in the sequel to
this Report, as well as in the Reports of the several Sheriffs, and the remarks and views
of the Inspecter thercon, also in the Rules actually existing ia some cf the establish-
n.ents, together with the information to be obtained f-om the Reports of prisons in
England and the United States, as materially to assist in framing such a code. Refer-
ence should now particularly be had to the replies to Intcrrogatory No. G2, propounded
for the purpose of cliciting all possible information which thc Sheriffs riay have acquired
practically and theoretically; when this code is drawn up, it should at once be sub-
mitted to the Executive Government for correction and approval.

Ail the Gaols in the Lower Province may be made available for several years to
come, as has already been made apparent, for a greater number of prisoners than is
now confined in them; therefore no recommendation for new Gaols has been deemed
advisable, cxcepting only for Quebec, and measures should be adopted with the least
possible delay to crect a new Gaol for that large and populous district.

The following points arc respectfully submitted, as being of vital importance in
prison matters:-

1. Ail prisoners, of what grade soever, to be kept separate.
2. All risoners to be kept employed.
3. Kirn ess to the prisoners, united with firmness and decision, and strict ad

herence to the discipline of the prison.
4. Juvenile delinquents, for petty offences, to be summarily punished at. the police

station; for a repetition of the offence to be sent to Gaol, if their parents or friends will.
not give bail for their future good conduct ; and from the Gaol to be apprenticed to
respectable tradesmen or farmers, but always at a distance from the place where they
committed lie offence, as otherwise having the means of consortinc with their old asso
ciates, and not unfrequently with depraved friends and relations, à attempts to reclaim*n
them would be found of no avail.

5. Al destitute and vagrant children also to be apprenticed, or sent to model farms.
6. Al prisoners sentenced for more than six months and less than two years

.alhough the crime may have been committed and trial had in other Districts or Coun-
tics, to be transferred to the Gaols at Môntreal or Quebec,.wheie more substantial means
exist for more effectuaily carrying out the intention of the law, to punish and reformi"

7. Vagrants, and the habitual visitors of the Police or Recorder's Courts« ,to be ;
compelled to labor on the roads and streets, or in some other manner that may have the
effect equally to punish and deter.

It is urgently recommended that a supply of a newly discovered, cheap and effeed,
tual disinfectant, should be procured for all the Gaols, but more especially for that 'at
Three Rivers, and -the other small Gaols which are all more or less tainted with, a
noisome and foul odour, emanating from the privies which have no drains, and whichit
would be cxceedingly difficult and most expensive to construct. This agent has ,been
recently discovered in Portland, in the State -of Maine, and cau theref>re easily beI pr
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cured. Where drains cannot well be constructed, the privies should be made so as to
admit of being emptied occasionally, and this, with the use of the black powder, would
keep them frec from smell and injurious influence.

The following remarks having reference to the above mentioned disinfectant or
deodorizer, as it is therein termed, arc extracted from the Boston Medical and Surgicà
Journal of the 7th July, 1852, vol. 49, page 465 :-" It is a black powder, sold reason-
ably,a little of which thrown into a cess pool, a vault, in dark alleys, damp cellars and
whenever offensive smells are recognized, at once purifies the air and chemically changes
its mephitic condition to a wholesome place for breathing. In hospitals, holds of
ships, hide vessels, storage houses, where provisions, skins, vegetables, fruits, feathers,
and whatever passes through any stage of decomposition, may happen to be, the Port-
!and Deodorizer is invaluable. The deodorizing powder is cheap, and remarkably effi-
cient in its chemical properties ; when its truc character is understood, no h-spital,
almshouse, prison, school or institution, wherc large numbers of persons arc necessarily
brought together, will omit a free use of it."

It is moreover recommended, that a cast iron vessel, in the shape of a
bathing tub, as being the most convenient, should be placed in each corridoi'
of the Gaols, to be constantly kept filled with water, not only for the purposes
of ablution, sprinkling the floors previous to sweeping, and for scrubbing, but
also to be in readiness in case of accidents by fire ; it is furthermore suggested:
that there should bc one portable fire engine in each of the small Gaols, and at least
two in each of the larger ones: these can be obtained for a few pounds each, and
might save the buildiiig on the occurrence of a fire; and besides which, in hot weathér,-
would be found both useful and beneficial in watering and cooling the prenises.

ASYLUMS, &c.

The Inspector conceives hinself warranted in drawing the attention of the
Executive Government to the necessity of providing more accommodation for insane
persons, as the excellent Asylum at Beauport ahhough capable of receiving many
more patients, is debarred from so doing in consequence of the appropriation for the
insane being absorbed by the number already admitted into that Institution; the
consequence is that other places for tie temporary confinement of the unfortunate
people are sought, and this is the cause that there are now fourteen maniacs in the
Goal at Quebec-(as hereinbefore stated,) and in the Montreal Goal at the present'
time, nineteen. Besides these thirty-three, there are several others to be foundin
the Lower Province, who for the cause of humanity and public security, should be
placed in some safe retreat. The District of Montreal being by far the most pop
Ious, stands in great need of such an Asylum in or near the Cily.

There are several gentlemen in Montreal who are prcpared to erect a suitâble
building, and to take charge of the lunatics on the same conditions as at Beauport.
The Province would thus not only be saved the expense of building the Asylm
but would also have its insane and more troublesome class of imbeciles taken care
of at least as well, and at as moderate a cost, as the Government could do it.,

While making all arrangements of Ibis nature, the Government should, .ow-
ever, reserve to itself the right of inspection and supervision, and also the con'
firmation through its officer of such rules and regulations as may from time to time
be drawn up for the internal government of the Institution.

Special care should be taken that all due means be adopted for the iedical
treatrûent of the insane, who have too generally been transmitted to these insitiïu
tions to keep the'm out of "harm's wav," with but- little regard to the cure of t
mental and physical malady under which they may labour;-an able physicia's '
should reside in the Institutionwhose time should be solely devoted to these patents

50
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The time, it may be safely augured, is not far distant when one or more Infir-
maries will be unavoidably required, not only to serve as a retreat for the destitute,
the aged, and the infirm, but also for the idiotic; a class of inepts, the even tenor
of whose ways, is seldom disturbed by boisterous hallucinations or violent bursts
of passion who require merely shelter, food and raiment, and this can be afforded
at far less cost than in an Asylum for which, in fact, they are not fit objects.

With regard to the erection of buildings for this class of Institutions, it is with
ail deference, but at the same tirne most earnestly represented, that no great effort
at architectural effect and display should be manifested; the very great expenditure
incurred, for the erection of a very florid and highly ornamented exterior, frequently
is attended with serious inconvenience arising from the impossibility of adapting
the interior to the purpose for which the building was originally intended. Build-
ings for Asylums, Infirmaries, and other establishments of the same description
should, in the opinion of the Inspector, be plain, neat and commodious ; uniting
comfort with economy, and in perfect harmony with the purpose which called
them into existence.

The whole respectfullysubmitted.
WFD. NELSON, M. D. I. P. P.

Montreal, 28th July, 1852.
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STATEMENT of the number of Prisoners confined in the District
extracted from the

Di

Maie
Salaries

)i.:trict and County Garis. Of0icers. of

Office rs

r !Gaoler................2is1 o
IIuperintendent......... 150 0 0

ontreat u.L Montreal........ Turnkeys, 4 ............ 65 each. 1865 f112
Matron. ............... 50 0 0
Physician.............1200 0 0

A
rGaoler........... 125 0 0jSuperintendent..........50 0 0

Quebec t Quebeo..Turney, ........... 60 0 0 1100 7386Qiibic t Q eb c .......... [!Tiricy, - - . ........ 5 0 0 0
Matron................ 40 0 0
Physician.............. 200 0 0

rîGaoler................ 62 10 0
Three Rivers, Three lliversJ irnys,-2........ 40 each' 77 58i 1Matron .36.10........

L1Physician............. 54 15 0

'Gaoler.................37 12 0

St. Francis, Sherbrooke... ;Tricey ........... 0 60 57

.... 40 0 0

, ec... . .. . .( Gaoler ....... ........ 40 0 0 10 10 ...
Gaspe New Carlisle r . ............... 40 0 0 2

. Gaoler................ 45 0 0 1
niamourasca, amouraska. Ph sician 30 0 0 4

y ... .... ....

A.-In Quebec ut least 200 Prisoners are taken to Ganol during the year by the Police, without Warrai
year, hence, amount of Rations is larger than number of Prisoners would apparently warrant.

* At Kamouraska there were no Prisoners during the last Quarter of the year 1851, when the Act ca
MEMORANDUM.--In consequence of the Answers to the Series of Questions referred to the Sheriffs, ni
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and County Gâols in Lower Canada during the-year 1S51, their Age, Sex, Trades, &c.; also, the Expenses incurred for the maintenance and management of the
Answers of thé ShETiffs of the Districts and Counties to the Circular of the Inspector, and othér Statements and Documents, by them therewith transmitted.

Cost of Rations.

£ s. d.

650 O 0)
to

700 0 0

0 22)
per week per

Prisoner.

42 14 6 -

58 il 5j

9 0 0
9 0 0

Cost of

Clothing.

£ s. d.

100 0 0

150 '0

15 2 7

Cost of

Bedding.

£ s. d.

50 0 0

included.

9 5 0

Cost of

Medical

Comforts.

£ s. d.

738 2 9

125 0 0

80 1 il

Included intItotal expen[ses.

25 0
25 0

20 0
20 0

None.
None.

Total

Expenditure

per annum.

£ s.

3498 17 5

A
1400 0

289 12 3j

233 16 11

50 0 0
40 O 0

Proceeds

of

Labour

of

Prisoners.

Cash.

6 0ii

47 0 0

None.

None.

None.
None.

Value

of

Labour

of

Prisoners

for

Institution.

£ s. d.

296 4 0

200 0 0

None.

None.

None.
None.

and if in the evening, receive the day's allowance of bread, and on the following morning the usual day's allowance ; the persons are discharged frequently by the Sitting Magistrate, and thusj

into operation, no Annual Statements could therefore be given in. The numbers and amounts above stated have reference to-the period from lst January to 31st March, 1852.
avin pbeen full and complete, it has been found impossible to make a comparative Statement either of the number of Prisoners or amount of Expenditure of the several Gaols in Lower Canada.

WOLFRE
Inf.•

Gaols during the sarnee

RE~!ARRS.

All Numbers and Amounts'marlcd
thus,† were given by te SheriffKo?.
Montrea, and bave referetnce eo tho
precise time when the answers werefe
transmitted, instead of the e
1851, to which the qupetions wer&z
intendedsp<ciallyto reer.. Appli
cation has been made -for renewed
statements of these particularit9e
but have not yet been received.éd 7

yKj

never appear among the incarcerated for t'

D NELSON, M. D.,
spector Provincial Penitentiary

Xendi H K
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WFD. NELSON, M..D.,
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Montreal, 28th July, 1852.
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A.

Answers to the Circular addressed to the Sheriff of Montreal by the Inspectors of
the Provincial Penitentiary, bearing date the 23rd day of March, 1852.

Q. 1. What is the number of officers of all grades that are attached to the Gaolat
Montreal-their duties and titles ?

A. In the Montreal Gaol, there are seven male and one female officers, consisting
of one Keeper or Gaoler, one Superintendent of the House of Correction, one Matron of
do., one Porter or Gate-Keeper, one outside Turnkey having charge of male convicts,
and three in-door Turnkeys, besides the Gaol Guard.

The duties of the Gaoler comprise the charge and supervision of all matters and
things either within the Gaol or immediately connected with the same, viz: the custody
of prisoners committed to the Gaol and House of Correction; the conveyance of prisoners
to the different Criminal Courts for trial, and the charge of such persons while in-Court.
He inquires into all complaints of the prisoners or of his subordinate oflicers, and deter-
mines the extent of punishment to be inflicted upon persons for misconduct ; he inspects
the quality of all kinds of food furnished to the prisoners; he purchases the clothes,
bedding, &c. annually granted by the Government; hé assigns to cach of the Turnkeys
his particular sphere of duty, and attends to their efficiency in dischargirg the same;
he attends to al] necessary repairs, which he not only superintends, but frequently
executes; he is at present charged with the entire local control and execution of the
improvements carried on under the direction of the Honorable Board of Works; fmally,
he attends to all special cases, of whatever nature, makes out all reports arising there-.
from, and is responsible for everything that takes place within the precincts of the Prison.

The duties of the Superintendent of the House of Correction consist in keeping the
books of the Gaol, gencrally; acting for the Gaoler in his absence; apportioning the
work to the convicts ; keeping the accounts of the House of Correction; attending upon
the Gaol Physician, and recording his prescriptions; he has charge of the clothes or
other property of the convicts; attends to the order and discipline of his department, to
the vigilance of the officers, and to the attention and diligence of the convicts at their
respective employment.

The Matron attends to such duties among the female prisoners generally, as would
be improper for men to perform; she takes charge of all kinds of work performed by
the females except oakumn picking, viz: washing, sewing, &c., and she has charge of
the clothes of the female convicts during their incarceration.

The Gate Keeper remains constantly at the Gaol gate, to afford ingress and egress
to all persons having business to the Gaol, the night duty he performs alternately with
two other of the Turnkeys.

The Turnkey having charge of the male conviets has charge of the wards where
such prisoners are confined; le unlocks and locks them at the time prescribed, takes
them to their several employments, and remains with them during the working hours to
enforce diligence and discipline.

One other Turnkey remains constantly in the hall of the Gaol to attend to the
proper order of visiting, and to answer any calls by the prisoners or otherwise. The
hall duty during the night is taken alternately by two of the Turnkeys.

The two remaining Turnkeys have charge, respectively, of the male and female
wards not already mentioned, attending to the cleanliness of their several depart-
ments, the wants of the prisoners, and to the good order and discipline and security of -
the sane ; one of these Turnkeys, being a mcchanic, gives me much valuable assistance-
in executing the necessary repairs required from time to time, and he also attends with
the Gaoler at the several Criminal Courts.

The. Gaol Guard consists of ten men vho reccive five shillings per diem, (of 24hours),.
each: I annex a copy of their ries and regulations as explanatory of their duties.

Q. 2. What is the salary of each officer ?
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A. The Gaoler's salary istwohundred and eighteen pounds per annum; the Super
intendcnt's, one liundred and fifty pounds; the Matron's, fifty pounds, and the five
Turnkeys', five dollars per week each.

Q. 3. How often is the Gaol visited by the Sheriff?
A. During the time the office was held jointly by Boston and Coffin, Esquires, the

SherifF visited on an average once a, week, since that period the visits do not exceed
once a month.

Q. 4. What was the number of prisoners during the year ?
A. Sixteen hundred and tweLre.
Q. 5. What is the number of males (adults) ?
A. The number of males is one hundred and eighteen, of whom one hndred and

twelve are adults.
Q. 6. What is the number of females (aduits) ?
A. The total nu-r.ber of females is one hundred and four, of whom the whole are

adults. Two female children are in Gaol with their mother, but not being committed they
are not included.

Q. 7. What number of children of each sex, and age ?
A. There are six males ; two of eight years, two of ten, one of five, and one of four-

teen ycars; of the female children one is an infant aid the other six years of age.Q. S. What are the creed and country of the prisoners?
A. There are of the males 82 Roman Catholies and 45 Protestants-of the females

71 Roman Catiolies and 21 Protestants. The country is as follows: England, 31; Ireland,
116; Scotland, 10 ; Germany, 2; Canada, 55 ; United States, 4; Bermuda, 1 ;-Total,
219.

Q. 9. Docs the number of prisoners increase annually ?
A. The number of prisoners has incrcased very little during the last eleven years,

averaging nearly two hundred during the greater time; during the lastyear the average
has been but a little above this number.

Q. 10. What are the offences committed ?
A. The offences commtted include every species of crime: felonies, misdemeanors,

and even misfortunes. It is quite common to have persons committed who are merely
homeless and destitute. The aged, the sick, the cripple and thelunatic, are frequently
committcd under the very comprehensive charge of Iloose, idle and disorderly.'

Q. 11. Hiow many committed more than once by the same person ?
A. About two-thirds of the whole have been so committed, and many of these have

been returning to the Gaol at short intervals during the last five, ten and even fifteen
years.

Q. 12. What were the sentences?
A. The sentences from the Police Court vary from one day up to two months; and

from the higher Courts from one day up to two years. But generally all prisoners
sentenced to a longer period than six months are sent to the Provincial Penitentiary.
The sentences from both Courts generally include "hard labour."

Q. 13. How many have been pardoned ?
A. One only has been pardoned during the year.
Q. 14. What is the term of imprisonment?
A. Sec answer to question 12.
Q. 15. Is there any classification, or are they all congregated together except whleý

at work ?
A. The construction of the Prison, independent of its capacity, has hithero Set at

defiance every attempt at classification in a manner at ail worthy of the nameand -

consequently classification has not been attempted beyond the separation of the. sexes
and of the untried prisoners frol the convicts. IDebtors have not been confned~with-
any other class of prisoners.

The prisoners, when not at work, are congregated together, as many as occupy the
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same warci; and, at nigiht, they are locked up in their cells to the number of two,
three, or more, when the prison is crowded.

Q. 16. What was the occupation or trade of the prisoners?
A. 2 saddiers, - engineers, 5 soldiers, 2 carters, 3 shoemakers, 1 mason, 2 black-

sm1iths, 1stone-cuter, 1 carpenter, 1 tobacconist, 4 farmers, 2 traders, 2 clerks, 1 farm'
servant, 97 labourers. Among the females there is 1 staymaker, 6 servants, and 85
without any occupation.

Q. 17. What number is now employed, and how ?
A. 55 males and 538 females are employed as follows : Males-18 pulling down brick

work, 6 blacksmiths, 7 sawing and carrying fire-wood, 2 swecpers, 1 cleaning the yard,
2 hospital nurses, 4 wardsnen, 2 tailors, 10 tearing oakum, 3 pumping watcr. Of the
Females-18 are washing, 18 are tearing oakum, 10 sewing, 4 wardswomen, an1
hospital nurse.

Q. 18. What are the proceeds of their labour?
Aà. The actual procceds from labour through the year is for oakum picking £47

16s. Od., and for stone breaking probably about £12 10s.
Q. 19. What is the value of the work performed in and about the Gaol for the Ins-

titution itself?
A. Besides the keeping of the place clean and in good order, sawing and splitting

four hundred cords of wood, a is. 6d £30 0 0
Making up prisoners' clothes, bedding,&c., ............ ........... 35 0 0
Washing clothes, bcdding, &c........ ............ ...... 80 0 0
White-washing the Gaol thrce times annualiy, a £20,.................60 O
General repairs, viz., carpenters' and glaziers' work,.................. 60 0 0
Pumping water, say two men constantly, a 1s. per diem, .............. 31 4 0

£296 4 0

The prices above charged are less than one-half the usual charge when done by
persons without, except the item of sawing and splitting wood, &c. Since the improve-
ments were commenced, much of the work bas been performed by the prisoners. But
as this has been only commenced lately, and is of an unusual character, I have made
no account of it here.

Q. 20. Are the sexes kept apart at such a distance that tlhey cannot sec or hear
each other?

A. They are so separated.
Q. 21. How are the femuales employed-is their labour productive ?
A. They are employed making, mending, and washing the prisoners' clothes, keep-

ing the apartments clean, and picking oakum. One-third, at least, are generally on the
sick list, and therefore exempted froin work. Their labour, on the whole, is not
productive.

Q. 22. Are the children kept apart and how employed?
A. Sucb. children as are committed, wlien able, are emp]oyed picking oakum; and,

according to their sex, they are confined with the other pnsoners, there being no
separate apartments for them. But the greater number of children usually found in
the Gaol'are there, only in consequence of their parents being committed; such children
not being prisoners, vould not be sent to labour even if they were able ; for the main-
tenance of such children no legal provision is made, and they are not charged to the
Government in any way-fourteen such children have been in the Gaol at one time
during the past year.

Q. 23. Are any measures adopted for religious and secular Instruction ?
A. Religious service is regularly performed every Sunday and Holiday in the Church

room, by one of the Roman Catholie Priests ; and again in the afternoon, two Priests
generally come to the Gaol to give catechetical instruction to such as will avail them
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selves of it; one of the priests, and frequently two of them, visit the Gaol four or five
times and even more, during the week, and have access to all whom they desire.

The Protestant Minister generally attends on Sunday morning, at half-past nine
o'clock. In bis absence, and at his request, the Gaoler discharges this duty, and the
Protestant Minister usually visits the Gaol once a-week. Tracts and books are fre-
queitly distributed to such as choose to receive them. -

Q. 24. Do the prisoners write and receive letters, or have any communication from
out doors without the knowledge of the Gaoler ?

A. Untried prisoners write to and receive letters from their friends, subject tu the
inspection of the Gaoler, and they may be visited on Tuesday and Friday, under cir-
cumstances which prevent them from passing anything into or receiving anything from
their friends, without passing through the bands of an officer of the Gaol. Convicts do
not write or receive letters except in urgent cases, and they are only visited under the
Sheriff's written authority.

Q. 25. What is the condu't of the prisoners in general?
A. Considering their character and previous habits, the crowded state of the wards,

and the absence of a proper system of classification and separation, their general con-
duct is better than could be expected.

Q. 26. What led to the perpetration of the crime for which they now suffer?
A. By far the greatest part of the prisoners now in custody have been in Gaol several

times before; and, of those who have not been before incarcerated, it is most difficult
to get from them a satisfactory answer to this question. According to my general
experience, I would class them as follows : bad company, seduction, strong drink-, bad
example, and necrlect of parents, love of dress, sickness, old age and insamty.

Q. 27. Do t îey manifest any contrition for their conduct ?
A. Instances of contrition, though not unfrequent, except in a few cases, appear to

be of short duration. But more particularly among the women. I have very frequently
noticed, when acting for the Protestant Minister on occasions of his absence, several
of the women sob aloud while addressing them ; but unfrequently the absence of any
adequate means of classification rendered it scarcely possible that such impressions
could remain.

Q. 28. Is it probable that they are really penitent and will not ofend again?
A. Under a judicious system, and proper means of classification, hopes mght be rea-

sonably entertained that some would ber reclaimed, and even as it is, some few have been,
but under the most favorable system. I am inclined to think that the instances of per-
sons being brought back to virtue, who have vol untarily plunged into vice, will always
fall far short of what could be desired, and what persons unacquainted with the real
character of the various grades of prisoners would be apt to expect.

Q. 29. What is the total annual expense of the Gaol?
A. The total expense, including Gaol guard and all other expenses, salaries, repairs,

&c., is about £3450.
Q. 80. What is the cost of annual repairs ?
A. All repairs, with the exception ofsmith's work and plumber's work, are performed

by prison labor ; the raw materials only are purchased, and do not cost above £20 annu-
ally, which with smith's and plumber's work, will probably amount to £60.

Q. 31. Are there any improvements being made, and of what description and pro-
bable cost ?

A. The north wing is now undergoing repair and improvements, which consist in
gutting .out the whole interior, widening it about seven feet, enlarging the windows,
putting up a new arrangement of bells after the principle of the Provincial Penitentiary.
The effect will be greater security, increased accommodation, separate confinement,
better classification, and a more perfect means of heating and ventilation. The probable
expens.e will be £2500.

Q. 32. How much do the rations cost annually?.
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A. The rations, consisting of one pound and a half of best brown bread, and to each
prisoner sentenced to hard labor one quart of oatneal porridge daily, amounts -to
about £650 or £700. Untried prisoners are allowed to receive additional food. from
their friends.

Q. 33. How much per ration, and of what articles is it composed ?
A. The cost of one ration for a conviet sentenced to hard labor will generally amount

to about threcpence farthing, and of an untried prisoner to twopence five-ciglits. See
also last answer.

Q. 34. Are the rations furnished by contract, or by some officer of the prison?
A. The rations are furnished by contract, and the quality is subject to the approval

of the Gaoler.
Q. 35. Which would be the cheapest and bcst mode ?
A. Occasionally when prices were fluctuating with a downward tendency, an officer

might furnish a little cheaper; but the saving thus effected would be open to objections,
which makes me conclude that contracts are the preferable mode.

Q. 36. How much is paid for clothing ?
A. Except in extreme cases clothing is only supplied to convicts sentenced to labor.

The ainount paid for clothing varies with the number of prisoners, and may be gener-
ally stated at about £100, annually.

Q. 37. How much for bedding ?
A. From £30 to £40, annually, may be set down for this item.
Q. 38. How much is paid for diet, with tea and other necessaries, for the sick ?
A. Fulldietfor sick prisoners consists in one quart of tea morning and evening, with

the same quantity of soup for dinner. The rate fixed by the Government for this item
is sevenpece half-penny. All other articles ordered to the sick, viz.: wine, honey,
milk, rice, vinegar, jellies, &-., &c., are charged at cost price.

Q. 39. What is the cost for medicines ?
A. The Doctor reccives a fixed salary, and no charge is made for medicine.
Q. 40. Is there a regular hospital in the Institution ?
A. Two wards have been set apart for the service, one for males, the other for

females, besides which an hospital bas been erected in the Gaol yard, for patients
having contagious diseases.

Q. 41. How often does the Physician make his visits ?
A. His regular visits are made daily. His extra visits as frequently as the

urgency of the case demands.
Q. 42. What were the complaints that prevailed last year ? were there any of àn

epidemic character?
A. Towards the end of summer, diarrhoa prevailed extensively, though not epi--

demically; the diseases in the prison comprise all that are consequent upon a life of.
debauchery, poverty, and old age, venereal complaints making up nearly three
fourths of the whole. It is quite common for persons laboring under disease, sick-
ness or infirmity, to get themselves committed to Gaol with the view of obtaining
medical aid.

Q. 43 low many deaths during the year?
A. There were cleven deaths, viz.: 9 males and 2 females.
Q. 44. Did they result from diseases contracted in the Gaol or from some affec-

tion under which they labored when sent there ?
A. None of these cases originated in the Gaol, and I can only recolleet three or

four deaths from sickness contracted in the GaoI during the last eleven years.
Q. 45. Are inquesis held in every case of death that occurs in Gaol ?
A. Inquests are held in every case.
Q. 46. What are the annual expenses of such investigations?
A. The Coroner's fees only, which not being paid by the Sheriff, cannot be cor-

rectly staied.
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Q- 47. Do any of the prisoners become insane ? and are any insane persons com-
mitted to Gaol? ,

A. I do not recollect any case of the kind, but of ihe large number of persons
committed in one degree of insanity or another, most of them have become worse
from their confinement here. Insane persons are committed to Gaol as such.

Q. 48: What is the character of the mental aberration? -
A. The character is as varied as can well be imagined, from incipient and occa-

sional syrnptoms, through all the degrees and characteristics of monomania, to furious
insanity and helpless idiocy.

.Q. 49. What is the number and size of the cells ?
A. Tbere are twenty-two cells 11 feet 4 inches by 8 feet, and seventy-two 8 feet

31 inches by 5 feet 4 inches. The large cells are below the ground and the small
above.

Q. 50. Are thev sufficiently heaied and lighted ?
A. It would be difficult to conceive of a worse system in either case.
Q. 51. Is the ventilation good, and do bad smells prevail?
A .Bad smells do seldom prevail; but ventilation is most imperfeci, and on open-

ing the wards in the morning the impurity of the air is strikingly apparent.
Q. 52. Are the cells dry or damp and above grouind ?
A. The cells being placed against the outer wall, which is built of stone, are

fiable to the dampness incident to the atmospheric changes; one ward in each wing
of the Gaol is below the ground.

Q. 53. Is the Gao[ abundantly supplied with good fresh water ; and is the water
conveyed through leaden pipes or in any other manner?

A. For soie time past the supply, which is fromn the City water works, bas
been deficient and irregular, requiring at all limes to be forced up with the force
pump. Leaden pipes only are in use.

Q. 54. Are the prisoners compelled to wash and keep themselves clean ?
A. This duty is attended to so far as practicable ; but cleanliness caniot be car-

ried to a very high degree, while twenty or thirty prisoners may be thrust into the Gaol
at lwelve o'clock at night, collected from the filhihest dens of licentiousness, Most of
whom will be hurried out in a day or two; and -while untried prisoners are not pro-
vided with Gaol clothing, many of whom are brought into the Gaol in rags and
wretchedness.

Q. -55. What is the kind of fuel used?
A. Cord wood.
Q. 56. What is the quantity consumed during the year?
A. Four hundred cords; formerly seven hund red cords were consumed.
Q. 57. What is the cost of the fuel delivered in the Gaol yard?
A. The contract is given ont by Tender, and of course varies in price.; the

highest during len years was 22s. 6d. per cord, and the lowest 14s. 6d.
Q. 58. Are perquisites of any kind allowed to any of the officers of the Gaol?
A. None whatever.
Q. 59. Are cattle of any description kept on the premises, and how provided.for?
A. Two horses are kept daring the silting of Criminal Courts; two co.ws are

kept,-the whole provided for by the Gaoler.
Q. 90. What is the extent of the premises; also of the Gaol, and how many

prisoners could be contained therein ?
A. The whole of the Gaol property comprises an area of about twelve acres,

about four of which are enclosed by the Gaol wall.
THOMAS McGINN,

Gaoler.
Montreal.Gao], Ist April, 1852.

59-

A. 852
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B.
MONTREAL GAOL,

2nd April, 1852.
Siu,-Agreeable to your instructions, I embrace the earliest opportunity which,

other imperative duties would allow, to submit to you such considerations as I con-
ceive likely to affect, or enter into whatever Code of Rules and Regulations may be
framed for the government and discipline of the Common Gaol of Montreal. These
considerations shall be the result of my own experience during the eleven yearsthat
I have had the charge of this Institution. And I trust you will not consider that I
am exceeding the limits of propriety if I make my remarks freely, and even venture
to suggest improvements upon what I humbly conceive to be defects of such magni-
tude, as in a great measure to neutralize the chief intentions of the law in its expen-
sive operations of arrest, detention, trial, conviction and punishment of offenders.

The importance of a proper system of classification of prisoners has been so
urgently pointed out by persons who have witnessed some of the bad effects result-
ing from promiscuous confinement, that the cry of classification bas become quite
general, and thousands join in the cry, and discuss the proper means of accomplish-
ing this desirable object, who, nevertheless, possess no adequate conception of its
principles. If by classification we understand the arrangement of the sexes accord-
ing to the nature of the crime charged against them in their comnitment, and a sub-
division of these several classes, to be determined by the age of the prisoner, and thé
fact of this.being a first offence or otherwise; then classification could be easily
effected, and would be regulated by fixed rules. But my whole experience goes to
convince me that the most perfect systerm of classification regulated and limited by
such rules would be utterly defective; and while it would present an imposing
appearance to the more casual observer, or philanthropic theorist, would never-
theless be scarcely worth the experiment. Rules and regulations to be compendious
must be framed upon general principles having each apretty broad base. Butprisoners
rigidly classed by snch rules will in very many cases be found as improperly
arranged as if no system of classification had been attempted. Indeed, I fcel that
were I to give an accurate account of the prisoners committed to my custody since
I have had charge of the Gaol, it would be in effect to write the individual history
of every prisoner who has been incarcerated within its walls during that period.
The classification and treatment of prisoners, to be successful in the highest degree
must take into account the particular character, disposition, temperament, and in-
tellectual capacity of each individual brought under their operation. And hence
even with the very best code of rules and regulations, a large and very responsible
discretion must rest with the officer in charge. For not only will the shades of-,
guilt be found to vary very much among a given number of prisoners charged with-
he same character of crime, but the discharged felon will repeatedly retumu to the
Gaol as a vagrant, with the view of killing time or obtaining medical assistance, or-
he or she may be brought in under charge of keeping a " disorderly house," or having:
committed an assault or.battery. It will also happen that two persons are committed
for the same offence, and that their first but their real character and disposition would
make them most unfit foi the same class. I would conclude my remarks upon this
point by observing, that that system of classification will be most perfect, which most
effectually isolates one prisoner from another, allowing intercourse only under the
eye and within the hearing of the officer.

The obvious intention of a Gaol is to restrain vice and crime either by the terror
it inspires or the reformation it may be the means of effecting, but criminals are not.
always the least sagacious of our race, and they are most apt to discover any and
every point which may be turned to account. They have made up their mind to
pursue the course they have chosen, and to take the consequences.when justice over-
takes and punishes them; they merely regard it as a misfortune, but when they can
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either evade the penalty, or render its apparent infliction subservient to their purpose,
then they regard the successful manouvre with no little self-complacency. The mal-
construction of the Prison, and the consequent absence of classification and proper
discipline, have been productive of much evil, by affording the hardened in crime the
opportunity to corrupt the comparatively innocent. But. the very worst evil connected
with the subject of imprisonment must be traced to the operation of the law itself,
viz. ; to the 2nd. Victoria, usually called the Police Act. This Act empowers the
Police Magistrate, or other Justice of the Peace, to commit to the Common Gaol or
House of Correction, all loose, idle, and disorderly persons being convicted before
hirn by his own view, or by bis, her or their own confession, or ,by the oath of one
or more credible witness or wilnesses for any time not exceeding two calendar
months.

If this law had been framed for the purpose of encouraging vice, it could scarcely
have accomplished that end more fully. The indolent, the prostitute and the felon
in turn avail themselves of the advantages it affords. Two months, instead of being
a punishment is, under many circumstances, a decided boon. The indolent never
dreads the consequences of bis unproductive career so long as he bas the Gaol to fall
back upon. Under the provisions of this Act the felon makés the Gaol his home,
whenever lie has no more profitable speculation in view, or when sickness or disease
overtakes him. The effect of this law upon prostitution is still more decided and
remarkable ; broken down by disease and by the irregularity of ber life, the wretched
prostitute throws herself in the way of the Police, and is, upon ber own confession,
cormitted to the House of Correction, to be kept at bard labour for two calendar
months; here, instead of hard labour, which in ber state would be impossible, she
recruits ber wasted energies and receives, at public expense, that medical assistance
so necessary to ber ; the two months instead of being a punishment, in ber case, have
been clear gain. This period seems to be wel chosen as regards the interests of
prostitution, just long enough to restore them so far as to enable them to return to
their sad career without incurring ùpon them any unncessary delay.

Under this comprehensive Act, the man who accidentally breaks his leg or arm
in the street, as well as the merely aged and infirm, the idiot, lunatic and drunkard
in a state of delirium tremens, are all sent to the House of Correction to be kept at
hard labour, but in reality to be consigned to the care of the Doctor during the whole
or greater part of his or ber sentence-very few come who are really fit to be put
to work, and hence the large expenditure and small return from this department.
An obvious remedy for this state of things would be to extend the period ofimprison-
ment every time the offender returned. By this means imprisonment would soon
cease to be desirable, and if it even failed to restrain vice by the terror it inspired or
by reforming the vicious, it would still operate most beneficially, inasmuch as it
would, after the prisoner was so far recovered as to be able to*return to work, allôw
a sufficient time at labour to compensate, in some measure, for his or her expense
while under treatment.

And if it should be objected that the penalty under this principle would soon
be disproportioned to the offence, the answer is, that under the present system,
the same persons are constantly returning to Gaol, and are not only becoming more
depraved themselves but are corrupting others; but besides this, it is most just that
they who refuse to maintain themselves, being able to do so, should, under the
wholesome operation of the law, be compelled to earn enough to support themselves,.
so that the honest and well disposed be not taxed to maintain the vicious. I will
only further remark upon the means of enforcing prison discipline, that notwith-
standing the borror with which public opinion regards the use of the lash,. a horror -
which I, too, felt ere experience bad altered my opinion, I am now forced bycon-
viction to declare my belief in its necessity, not that I would place the' power of using
it in the hands of the officer in charge, who might use it under- circumstances:which
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render its enployment most improper, but the true knowledge that it could be used
would go far to supersede the use of it altogether ; but when properly restricted and
judiciously enployed, I am convinced that floggi ng is at once the most efficaciotis,
safe and humane mode of enforcing discipline in certain cases, and I am convinced
that it must, operate far less injuriously upon both mind and body than punishment
with irons or long continued solitude, and it not unfrequently happens that when
certain master spirits have been put into solitary confinement, knowing that this is
the highest degree of punishment which the law permits, they do all the mischief in
their power, even assaulting and wounding the officer in charge. Who can doubt the
salutary influence which a few stripes would exert in such cases? I have already
remarked that the aged and infirm are frcquently committed, not for their crimes but
for their misfortunes, being homeless and destitute ; some of this class who have been
heretofore committed had been very respectable, and yet they were obliged tosubmitto
the degradation of being treated as vagrants, and the more painful degradation of asso.
ciating with persons who, by character really were so, and of closing their life among
such. No doubt, with more ample accommodation which the improvements now in
progress will afford, the rules and regulations about to be framed will provide for the
treatment and classification of such persons, ifi, ndeed, they shall hereafter continue to
be committed.

The whole of which is most respectfully submitted by,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
THOMAS McGINN,

Gaoler.
Dr.'W. Nelson,

Iispector of Provincial Penitentiary, &c., &c.

C.
MONTiEAL GÂOL, 16th 4pril, 1852.

SIR,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, enclosing a letter addressed-
to you by Dr. Nelson, one of the Inspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary, complain-.
ing that some of the answers which I had the honor to make to certain interrogations,
also addressed to you by that gentleman some two weeks since, are not sufficiently'
definite. I lose no time in complying with your orders to give more particular and
definite answers to the interrogations indicated by the letter alluded to, but have,
been delayed partly by the state of my own health, partly by the Court now siting,
and partly by duties arising out of the improvements now going on at the GaoL -I
beg also to state that my answers to the interrogatories upon which I am now
requested to give more definite replies, were general both because I understood the
interrogatories in that liglit-viz: Inter. 30, "What is the cost of annual repairs?"
and because the Gaol accounts are kept in your office, so that if I had understood
Inter..29, " What is the total annual expense of the Gaol ?" to have special reference
to last year, I could only answer as I have donc.

To these remarks I may also add, that I feel thankful that a more detailed reply
to Inter. 38 will place the large item charged under that head in a more just point
of view.

Inter. 29. My reply to this Interrogatory was " about £3450," which I beleve
be above the average, but the actual amount for last year vas £3498 17s. 5d

Inter. 30. To this Interrogaiory I replied, "generally about £60." The actu
amount last year was £59 18s. 8d.
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Inter. 36 and 37. The answers to these were also general, because the annual
accounts vary vith the circumstances, and I feel that even now I cannot answer
each of these questions with precision, because the articles were procured under the
same authority and at the same time; and the grey cotton, for instance, was partly
made nip into sheets, men's shirts, and women's chemises; the cost for both items
last year was £168 19s. 8d.

Inter. 38. To this I replied, that the Executive Government had fixed the
allowance for full Hospital diet at sevenpence-halfpenny; ihat this diet corisisted of
one quart of tea morning and evening, and one quart of soup for dinner; and that
all other articles ordered to the sick were charged at cost price.

I now beg to add the following details; the articles prescribed during the year
are as follows :

Beef, beef tea, butter, barley water, barley water with honey and' vincgar,
flax seed vater, lemons, milk, preserves, potatoes, rice water, rice soup, honey,
wine, soup, vegetables with vinegar, gin toddy; fish, whiskýey and pepper, sugar,
calf's-foot jelly, and oil. The prices charged have been-

Beef, half a pound daily, .........................
Beef tea, 1 quart, ".......... • ...................

Butter,' of a pound,"..........................
Barley water, 1 quart,"

cg CC" " honey and vinegar, ...................
Flax seed tea,..................................
Lemons, 1 daily, ............. .............- •

Milk, 1 pint, " .
Preserves, ...................................

Potatoes supplied but not charged.
Rice water, 1 quart daily, ........................... ..... ..
Rice soup, 1 " " .. ................ ..........
H oney- 2 to 3 oz., ...................................................
W ine, best bottled port, 3d. per glass, ..... .....................
Soup made of beef and vegetables, 1 quart, ................ ....
Vegetables and vinegar, .............................
Gin toddy, 1 glass, ............................................

Fish given but not charged.
Common whiskey and pepper, 1 glass,.............................
Sugar, 3 or 4 oz., ......................................................

Calf's-footjelly little used, and not exceeding a few shillings on the whole.

o
1 or lid.

Oil, best sweet, ............................................. ...... 1 per diem.

During the year, 1447 persons have been ordered to receive such of. ihe above
articles as were prescribed, and continued to receive them for periods varying from
one day to the whole period, making in the whole 52,315 days, at an expense of
£647 7s. 7d., being a small fraction under three 'pence per diem average for each.
person.

Inter. 57. The quantity of fuel consumed is 400 cords; and cost, delivered in
the yard, £363 12s.

Inter. 60. The cattle kept, as already described, are provided for by the Gaoler.
No charge or allowance from the Government for their keeping; but, for the work
of the horses in conveying prisoners to the Criminal Courts, an allowance of 7s6d
per diem, for each horse, has been fixed by the Executive Government for every
actual day's work.
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Inter. 61. I have stated the extent of the premises as correctly as I could in the
replies already furnished, .anc also the number and size of the cells. The number
of individuals that could bc confined in the Gaol will depend upon the number
confined in each cell; with four prisoners in the large cells and two in the small
ones, the Gaol would be too crowded.

Inter. 62. What alteration, if any, would it be advisable to make in the laws
that are now for the management, discipline and expenditure for the District of
Montreal?

In my remarks upon this interrogatory, I shall confine myself to such as apply
more immediately to the Gaol. It appears to me that little or no saving can be
actually effected in this department, either as regards the rate per hcad or the aggre-
gate expenditure, which is certainly low, when the nrumber and character of the
prisoners is taken into account, the Gaol at present being in some sense an asylum
for homeless and friendless persons who, from age, decrepitude, blindness or other
infirmity, are unable to maintain thcmselvcs, and these not only from the different parts'
of the District, but not unfrequently from tic other side of the Atlantic, by emigratifon.
These require nourishment, not punishrnent, nursing, not "hard labour." But again the-
Gaol is made an hospital for incurables who have been dischargecd.from otherhospitals,
a lying-in hospital and a receptacle for ehildren, whose vagrant parents are sent to the
House of Correction. The drunkard too, both male and female, instinctively fly to Gaol
for care and treatment, warned by the premonitions of delirium tremens. The wre.tched
prostitute artfully turns laws ostensibly made to suppress lier degrading vice into a
most timely and efficient auxili.ary to hler sad career. A sentence to " ard labour"
in lier case practically means medicine and nourishment, the one to arrest if not to
cure a loathsome disease, the other to recruit her wasted frame and flagging
energies. This description will apply to three-fourths of the females who enter the
Gaol. Need I sav that all these classes of prisoners largely increase the bill of ex-
penses, withoutbriging in one shilling to the revenues of the Gaol, but on the contrary,
they are unable to attend even to their o-wn wants, and actually require the assistance
of the more healthy. Lunaties too are frequently found in the Gaol during long
periods, thereby rendering their cure less probable, and materially adding to the annual
expense, as every one ofthese require care and nourishment beyond the ordinary rations
of the Gaol; but even when any of 1hese classes of prisoners are either not actually
sick or are so far recovered as to be able to do a little work, the case is not naterially.
altered as regards expenditure, for the kind of labour which such creatures are able
to perform is of the least remunerative kind, viz: stone breaking or picking oakum,
and the shortness of the periods for which they are sentenced would render any,,
attempt to teach them a more profitable business wholly abortive.

With regard to discipline, the extreme difficulty of framing any code, or of car-
rying a code into operation when framed, that would include with the strong -and'-
healthy criminal the different classes as above detailed, must be obvious to the least
skilled in these mati ers, but to discover and apply a remedy.is a task of no. ordinary
importance and magnitude. Upon this subject I shall gladly enlarge ifrequired to do.:
so, and shall now make but a few observations.

It appears to me that much unnecessary expense is incurred by arresting and
admitting to bail the same persons some three or four times for keeping disorderly
houses, and when such persons cannot give bail, leaving thein three, and in some
cases six months in Gaol as an untried prisoner, to be perhaps afterwards acquitted
when brought to trial at the Quarter Sessions. The female wards of the Gaol are
frequently crowded with this most unmanageable class, whose intercourse upon each
other under such circumstances is most demoralizing. The aged and the harden'd
become 'utterly indifferent, and the young are hopelessly confirmed in their sad career,
and yet it frequently hâppens that after lying in Gaol from one session.to another the
prisoneris acquitted,evenwhen her characteris notorious. Such persons shdùld ýbe'di-
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posed of in a more summary and less expensive way. A most important improve-
ment tending to diminish crime, and consequently expenditure, would be the esta-
blishment of a énitable place for juveniles, not only for those who had already com-
menced a course of crime, but those also who must almost of necessity become
criminals, being the children of vagrants, criminals, and such like. Such children, if
sent to the Gaol or left with their parents, can scarcely fail of being pests to society,
and permanent inmates of the Gaol. This class, under proper treatment, might be
made useful members of society. They might be rmoved from the immediate in-
fluence of their parents and associates, and taken to a distance from the. cityý and
placed under the care of a practical agriculturist who would instruct them in this
most useful calling, allowing or employing them a certain number of hours daily at
actual labor, and another portion of the day in school under morai and intellec-
ual culture. Such an institution would be nearly self-supporting, and might com-

bine a model farm with an agricultural school.
The laws generally, besides punishing crime, should aim at the moral reforma-

tion of criminals, and after this should see that punishment be meted out so as to
relieve society from the burden of supporting the vicious, by obliging them to sup-
port themselves. Now, these objects can never be reached by short sentences-sen-
tences should always, as a general rule, increasethe penalty upon every repetition of
the offence ; time would thus be afforded for reflection and for teaching the criminal
some useful branch, the proceeds of which would raise a large revenue, and the
temptation to return again to crime increasingly diminished, and I would respect-
fully affirm that it must be by the raising of a revenue in this way, and not by the
curtailment of present expenditure, that ameliorations consistent with the true inter-
ests of society must be effected. All which is respectfully submitted.

Your obedient servant,

THOMAS M'GINN,
Gaoler.

John Boston, Esquir',
Sheriff.

P.S.-I would especially remark that visiting to convicts, either by friends or-
associates, ought not to be permitted except under an urgent necessity. At present
the facilities for visiting are such that the convicts in Gaol know every matter going
on in the country even before they are known to me, and of course they make up their
plans accordingly.

Q. What is the expense incurred for the transmission of prisoners to Peniten-
tiary for each individual, and the annual amount of the whole ?

A. The expense of transmission of each individual therein, inchiding keeper's.
expenses, victuals and transport, is about one pound ten shillings.

The expenses incurred appear for the last live years, for the transport of prison-
ers to the Penitentiarv, to have been as follows:-

£ s. d.
In the year 1847........ ............. ... ...... 53 7 10

"4 1848....................... ... 124 15 2
cc 1849............. ..........e * ... 58 2 5
cc 1850..... .......................... * 79 0 5
4 1851 . ................ ... ...... 79 12 9

Q. Is the Gaol lighted with candles or oil, or with both, and the annual cost& ?
A. The Gaolý is lighted with gas, the annual expense whereof is ab.out-.£45?.

candles are also used.
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Q. Is the Physician's salary included in the amount of expenses of Gaol, or
the salary of the Gaoler or Sheriff ?

A. No; neither the Physician's salary nor the Gaoler's allowances are therein
included: they do not receive the same through the hands of the Sheriff. The
Sheriff's limited salary of £500 per annum is derived from and allowed oui or the
services performed by him in civil cases; the residue of the emoluments of office
beyond that sum is paid to the Government.

Q. What is the annual expenditure for medical comforts to the prisoners in
Gaol for the last five years ?

A. They appear to have been as follows:
£ s. d.

In the year 1847............................... 228 1 10
" G 1848............................... 205 3 7
"c 1849............................... 257 15 0
c 1850............................... 449 17 6

"c 1851............................... 647 7 6
An account was also paid to one D. Sexton, for beef

furnished in the year 1851 .................. 93 13 3
Q. Is there any land appertaining to the Gao] ?
A. Yes; there is a vacant lot in rear of the Gaol yard, of the extent of three

hundred and forty-five feet in width by seven hundred and fourleen feet in length.
Also an adjoining lot on the east side of the Gaol yard, of about ninety feet in
width by five hundred feet in depth.

.A 'Dorr*1 of the costs to which the country is liable, and pays for tle maintenance of
.theGaol-The particular accounts are transmitted as vouchers, with the semi-
:annual contingent accounts of the expenses attending the administration of
'Jùstice; but the particular ilems regarding the expenses of the Gaol for one
thousand eight hundred and fifty one, miay be rated nearly as follows

£ S..D.
Gol.guaad, composed of ten persous, ai 5s. per diem 919 15 0
Tuirnk eys ..................................................... 325 il 0
!Bread ........................................................... 547 4 6
îFue 1....................................363 12
W ater........................................................... 75 0 O
Oatmeal............................................... ........ 150 O O
ýStraw .......................................................... 50 O O
Clothing and bedding ....................................... 19816 4

-Gas .................. .............. ......
Mr. McGinn, for conveying prisoners Io & froní Gaol 48 0 O

.Medical comforts..............................647 7 6
*Beef.......................................... 90 13 3

-Groceries acet., for soap, candles, salt, brooms, while-
wash, and scrubbing brushes................ 60 10 8

'Tinsmith's wôrk................. .............. 55 10 6
Hardware.....................................3111 6
'Plumber's work, .glass, lime, and other materials,

abo ut ......................... ... 80 0 0

£3688 13 1

-This is-apart from iedical comforts The I)octorunder fears of anepidemie, ordered soup lobe
aupplied indisorixninately to the prisoners in Gaol during the surner 1851.
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Salary of John McFarlane, Superinten-
dent of the House of Correction.... £150 0 0

Salary of Mrs. Shultz, Matron............ 50 0 0
Salary of the Gaoler ........................ 218 0 0
To Physician (understood Io be) ........ 200 0 0

618 0 0

Total expenses.................. £4306 13 1
Fromwhich to be deducted for the presentyearunder

Provincial Act 14 and 15 Vie., cap. 129, the
City Corporation being constrained to pay for
the Gaol Guard a share or surn of................. 600 0 0

JOHN BOSTON,
Sheriff.

E.
STATENrNT of al Prisoners confined in the Common Gaol, at Montreal, edning the

year 1851, including the number remaining in confinement on the first day f
that year:-

In Gaol under conviction of felony, Ist January, 1851.:...... 22
" under conviction of felony, misdemeanor ....... 129
" waiting trial on charge of felony, ". ........ 22
" "c "& misdemeanor" ....... 35
" sentenced to the Provincial Penitentiary................ 2

Making a toïal in Gaol on the 1st January o£..................... 210
Committed during the year, charged with-felony............... 245

"g "G "c misdemeanor......1410

Making a total of Prisoners in Gaol during the year, of ...... 1865
Of the ?elons above stated were convicted and sentenced'to the

Provincial Penitentiary, 12 in Spring, and 10 from July
to October........................................................... 22

Convicted and sentenced to imprisonment in Gaol..............80
Tried and acquitted, or released on bail.......................... 1109
Remained in Gaol untried âlst Decenber, 1852,................ 24
Of the misdemeanors above stated were tried, convicted and

sentenced to imprisonment in Gaol,..........................1010
Tried, acquitted, or released on bail, .............................. 358
Died in Gaol during the year,........................................ 11
Remained untried at the end of the year, ............... 31

1410
Of the felons tried and sentenced, the longest sentence was for 12 months, the

shortest for 24 hours.
Of the sentences in cases of misdemeanor a few only, passed at the hi her

Courts, exceeded tw'o months, while the sentences from the Police Court range om
two months down to five days.

The field outside the Gaol wall enclosed by a board fence of six feet high, is 714
feet long by 345 feet wide ; it has been used by the Gaoler for pasture;and asmal
portion ofit to raise young trees. Vegetables had been planted in a small bed but were
stolen.

The lot fronting on the road -500 feet long by about 90 feet wide.
THOlMAS McGINN,

Gaoler.T H MÂ ' .M'e ïï *6N

Gâoièr',-
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SPEcÎFICATIoN oF PmsoN Towzas.

1st. The whole of the ouLside walls to be built of courser's stone, 9 inches in
ihickness, rough dressed.

2nd. The loop holes or small windows are to be of cut stone.
3rd. The foundations are to be of eut stone, rough dressed, from 10 to 12 inches

in thickness.
4th. The cornice to be of fine cut stone as per elevation.
5th. The belt course to be 12 inches wide cut and weathéred.
6th. The floors to be of pine, joist 8 x 7 inches, and dooring 2 inches thick,

grooved, and tongued, and well nailed.
'7th. The winding stairs to have open treads without risers-stuff for do. to be of

2 inch oak. The said steps to wind round a 12 inch newal as per plan.
Sth. The middle and top floor to have trap doors hung with IS inch Scotch T

[linge.
9th. The two outside doors to be made of oak in two thicknesses of 2 inch

stuff, making the door 4 inches thick, wvh en finished, nailed with large headed stout
nails, and hung with strong hooks and rivetted, leaded into wall,-the said doors to
have strong swing bolts, with strong iron rim lock, 12 inches do.

10. The roof to be put on as per Section, the size of timber marked thereon,
cover the same with good I C pont-pool tin plates, laid perfectly tight and close.

11th. The cast iron anchors or brackets are Io be placed 4 feet centre, and let into
twelve inches, with a T head thus 2, the landings to be 2 inch stuff,
placed 1 inch apart, the joints to be i2I ifet. broken, plank to be 10 inch wide
each. brkn pln tob 0inhvd

12th. The loop holes to have pine solid frames of S P, 4 in scantling with a case-
ment in each, to open at pleasure.

13th. End of stairs to be built into walls as the work progresses.
14th. Conditions; the whole of the foregoing work is to be performed in a good,

sound, workmanlike manner, subject to to the inspection and approval of or
whom may appoint.

GENTLEMEN,-The above is a rough sketch of specification, which I hope will
meet your approbation. A tower. built after the accompanying plans would, I
think, cost £75, inclusive of landings.

I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

EDWARD HORSEY.
To the Commissioners of the

Provincial Penitentiary.

H.
SEMIFF'S Orcr,

MONqTREAL 30th April, 1852.
DocToa W. NZLSoN,

SUm,-The accounts against the Government for the supplies of the Gaol for the
year 1851, having been forwarded with the Sheriff's semi-annual contingent accounts
to the Secretary, no copies of wbich being kept, I have been obliged in order to give
a detailed account of the grocery accounts for 1851, to obtain from the grocers
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copies of their accounts for thatyear, which they havedindly suppi
the detail will be found. Kingan & Kinloch from lst January to,

1851 ,................. .... ......................
Neil Macintosh, from June to December........ .... .... ....

16 Victorioe.

The two accounts are enclosed. £60-
The first half year's supply of straw was made by one frora Jas. Lillie,

whose residence is out of Town, and from whom I shall endeavor to
obtain his account, which amounted to £26 2 7. This sum was for the
straw supplied for a whole year, from 30th June, 1850, to 30th June,
1851. The subsequent half year's supply was from one Thos. Mc-
Cready, Mountain Street, near Railroad; the account paidhim em-
braced oatmeal and straw, and amounted to ..................... £57 15 7
I shall endeavor to ascertain what portion was for straw and what for oatmeal

and the number of bundles in all used during the year 1851. While 'writing this Mr.
McGinn has just handed me a statement of the number of days' work performed by
his horses in conveying prisoners to and froma the Gaol to the Courts, and for which -
he received paymentamounting to £48; also, his observations, in writing, inreference
Io the supply of strav, and the medical comforts provided by him. These I presume
wil! enable you to obtain the information you desired.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
JOHN BOSTON.

MONTREAL GOAL,
30th April, 1852.

Sin,-I have at length succeeded hi meeting with Mr. Lilly, the Contractor, who
has supplied the Gaol with straw for some time previous to the 30th day of June,
1851, in oider to procure a copy of his account for straw during the half year ending
30th June, after which Mr. MeCready (a copy of whose account I handed you yester-
day) obtained the contract. Mr. Lilly informs me that he has no memorandum of
bis account, that he made no entry in his book of the straw delivered, that his
account was made out frorn the tickets which he held, and that the account pre.
sented by him in June, last year, contained the whole of one entire year's straw, as
he omitted to send in any account at the end of the former half year.

I may state that the manner of verifying the account by the Gaoler previous to
his certifying the account has been as follows: every load of straw deliveîed was-
accompanied by a certified ticket of weight by the Clerk of the market, where the
ioad was weighed; each ticket was dated and countersigaed by the Gaoler, and thei:'
returned to the contractor. At the end of the year or half year as the case might be;
an account was presented to the Gaoler, who eompared and verified it with the
tickets of weight which were also presented. The Gaoler then certified the account
and destroyed the tickets.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

John Boston, Esq., Sheriff.
THOMAS McGINN,

Gaoler.

;

A. 1852. i

ied, and in which
June,

...£2780

.... 3 .2 8
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Messrs. BOSTON & Corris.

(Duplicate.)

Jan. 7-To
" 13- "c
" 16- "c
" 23- '.G

Feb. 10- "
Mar. 8- "

cc 21- "c

" 22- "c
Apr. 14- "e
May 15-"
June 16-

c 21- "c

MONTREAL, 18.

Bought of KIsAs & KILOCE,
Wholesale aud Retail Grocers, Wine and Spirit Merchants,

217, St. Paul Street, Corner of St. Peter Street.

For the use of the Gaol.

1U dozen corn brooms, 18s ... ... ...
1 Box 6's candles, 50 lbs., 7d. ... ...
1 dozen deck scrubbers, 24s., 1 doz. scrubbers,
1 dozen white wash brushes ..
2 dozen brooms, 35s., 2 bags salt, 12s. 6d.
1 Box 6's candles, 50 lbs., 7d ...
1 dozen deck scrubbers, 24s., 1 dozen scrubbers,
1 dozen white wash brushes ...
4 Boxes, 2s. Soap, 448 lbs., 2-d.
2 dozen brooms, 30s., 1 box 6's candles, 50 Ibs.,
2 bags salt, 12s. 6d., 11 dozen brooms, 22s. 6d.
4 boxes 2s. Soap, 440 lbs., 2d. ..
1 dozen brooms, 15s... ... ... .

15s.

..

7d., 29s.

£ s. d.
.. 1 7 U)
.. 1 98

.119 0
0 15 C

.. 2 7 G

0 15 0

.210 8

.115 O

.413 8

£ 27 8 O

MR. BOSTON.
DEAR SIR.

Mr. McGinn having intimated to me that you wished a duplicate of account last settled-
above we beg to comply.

Yours truly.
KINGAN & KINLOCH.

The MONTREAL GAOL.

J'

A

Se

(Duplicate.)

K.

To N=L MAcINToSR.

51.
une 28-To 1 box, 6d., Montreal soap, 112 lbs.. 2d.,... ......

"" - " 1 box, 6d., do do, 64 lbs.,... ... .......
'' " I- 1 box, 6d., candIes, 50 lbs., 6-d,

ily 11- " 1 barrel coarse salt, 6s. 3d., ..
18- " 2 dozen No. 1 scrubbing brushes, 20s., .... ... ...

- " 1 box Liverpool soap, 64 lbs., 2îd., ... ... ...
ug. 1- " 1 dozen white-wash brushes, 27s. 6d., ... ... .....

Il"- " 1 dozen deck scrubbers, 20s., 1 barrel salt, Cs. 3d.
16- " 1 box 6d., candles, 50 lbs. at 61d., £1 Os. 6-d., 1 do

soap, 64 lbs, at 31d., 18s 8d., ... ... ... .....
"29- "1 dozen No. 1 corn brooms, i7s. 6d.,

~pt. 12- "1 sack coarse sait, 6s., ....
cc22- 1i do-zen white-wash brushes, 27S 6d.Y ., . . .

cc 26- "1 box 6d. Candies, 50 ]bs., (3id .. ..........
et. 10- "1 do Liverpool soap, 634 lbs., 3?p... .. ....

cc13- "3 do is. 6d. Montreai soap, 64-64-64-192 Ibs., at 2d.
CC CC CC ~dozen corn broons, 15s., 1 sack coarse Sait, Os.

> 1 s., ...Liverpool

A. 1852.

DR.
£ s. d

1
12
7
6
0

14
7
6

5
17
6
7

17
13
1
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"1 box 6d Candles, 45 lbs., 6td., ... ... ... ... ...
2 barrels coarse salt, 6s. 6d., ... ... ... ... . ... ... ...
" dozen No. 1 brooms, 17s. 6d.. 15th-1 gallon paint oil, 4s.
2 lbs. white paint, Gd., is., 2 lbs. whiting, 4d., ... ...
3 boxes 1s d. Montreal soap, 112-112-112-336 lbs., at 2d.,

"2 do 1S, do do 64-64-12S lbs., at 21d,... ..
1 box 6d. candles, 33 lbs., G1d., ... ... ... ...
1 do Liverpool soap, 64 Ibs., 3jd., ... ... ... ... .....
2 dozen scrubbing brushes, 20s. 6d., ... ...
1 dozen No. 1 brooms, 17s. 6d., ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 dozen deck scrubbers, 20s.,... ... ... ............
" box 6d. candles, 50 lbs., (ßd., ... ... ...

Received payment, Montreal, 14th January, 1852.

Nov.

.' .

4£
4

NEIL MACINTOSH,
Per G. McGibbon.·

Montreal, 31st December, 1852.

Straw delivered by Mr.
cember, 1851 :-

June 19-521, 53, 45,
" 27-60, 63. 74.

Aug. 12-59, 5G±,
July 18-63, 5C, 60, 54J
Aug. 19-50, 46, 51.
Sept. 9-88, 50 ...

17-53, 54,...
"i1-55, 56,.. ..
S22--53, 56,.. .

Oct. 17-53, G3, ...
" 31-71, C6, ... ...

Nov. 18-60. 50,... ...
Dec. 2-53, 53, 54, ...
" 9-70j, 62k,
" 12-50, 58, .
" 13-50, 61, ...
" 20-50, 56,
" 24-55, 57,
" 30-524, 58f, ..

McCready at the Gaol, during the half year ending 31st De-

150
197
115à
234
148
138
107
116
109
116
137
110
160
133
108î
111
106
113

- 111

2520k

Statement of the number of days for which payment has
horses, employed in conveying prisoners to and from the
1851:-

been made to the Gaoler for his
different Courts during the year*

Attendance at the Court of Quarter Sessions of the Peace, from the Sth to 21st
January, both days inclusive, less two Sundays, making 12 days for two
horses, at 7s. Gd., ... ... ...

£ s.

9 00
n1

~A. 1852.

1-
6-

15-

22-
"-

3-

8-

"l-

2f-

1 4 101
0 13 0

6d. 1 2 0
... 0 1 4
... 3 4 6

.1 5 0
0 17 8
0 17 4

.2 1 0
0 17 6

... 1 0 0
1 6 7

£33 2 8
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Attendance at Court of Queen's Bench, from 14th to 31st Marci, inclusive, less
three Sundays, 15 days at 7s. 6d., . . ... ... il 5 0

Attendance at Court of Quarter Sessions, from 4th to 14th April, inclusive, less
two Sandays, 9 days at 7s. d., ... ... . ... ... & 15 0

£27 0 0

Attenadance as above from 4th to 14th July, inclusive, less two Sundays and one
day in which no Jury attendcd, 8 days each at Ts. 6d.... ... ... C 0 0

Attendance as above from 4th to 1 3th October, less two Sundays, 8 days each at
ris. 6d. ... ... ... . .. .. . 0 0

Attendance at Court of Queen's Bench, from 14th to 30th October, less two
Su.ndays, 15 days, at 7s. Gd, each, ... ... ... ... ... 11 5 0

For Jane,

£23 5 O

... 27 0 0

£50 5 0

£
-- 9

6
1951-12 days,

" -15 "

" -15 " ..

G7Tdays at 15s,

s. d.
0 0
5 0

15 ()
0
0
0

. ... ... .. 50 5 0

N.
MONTREAL GAOL, 801h April, 1852.

SIR,-With reference to the series of interrogaiories addressed to you by Doctor
Nelson, Inspector of the Provincial Penitentiary, respecting the Montreal Gaol, and
which you forwarded to me for my replies, I find on reference to a book which was
in your office at the time I prepared my replies, that my answer to one of the ques-
tions which more immediately concerned myself, though strictly correct as regards
the practice that has obtained during the last seven years, is nevertheless erroneous
as regards the principle or authority which defines that practice. I allude to the ques-
tion, " What is charged for articles supplied to the sick-viz: tea, &c, &c."1 My
answer to this question was, that for full hospital diet, consisting of one quart of Tea
morning and evening, and one quart of soup for dinner, seven pence halfpenny had
been fixed by the Executive. I now find ihat this is an error. That what the Execu-
tive 'did fix at seven pence halfpenny per diem wvas " Tea,-Soup or Coffee twice a
-day." This allowance, up to the time of my appointment to office, was charged at
one shilling and six pence per diem. It was then fixed at the present rates. The
Doctor's arrangement was, that tea or coffee should be served out morning and

sevening on five days in the week; on the other two days a quart of soup should be
served out for dinner, in lieu of the tea and coffee at night. This rule first became
.relaxed by giving the tea or coffee on the evenings of the soup days. This relaxa-
tion which was solely of my own authority, usage lias setiled in some sense as a right.
.And as I have stated in my replies already alluded to, one quart of tea morning and
evening is still charged as at first fixed by the Executive, even though one quart of
soup for dinner has been added. This fact, which is easily confirmed by reference to
·the accounts of past years,will establish another fact that I can conscieditiously declare,

A. 1852.

Jan.
March
April
July
Oct. . .. .. .. ... ... ... ... 6 0

. .. .. .. . . .. ... ... 1 0
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viz: ihat instead of trying to swell this item by charging every article I was ordered
to supply, I tried to keep the account as low as 1 could, consistently, with my
own safety, by omitting to charge for many things which I felt I was authorized to
charge. The last year's account for ihis service is large; but it is so, not by any act of
mine, for the charge is the same that had been fixed hy authority, The quality of the
articles furnished cannot be questioned, and the quantity is one-third more than I was
bound to supply ; while several articles for which no price has been fixed by authority
have either not been charged in my account, or were charged at less than cost prices;
of these latter I may instance butter, now selling for one shilling and six pence per
lb., and the price of which is seldom less than ten pence. Our charge for this is one
penny half-penny, and the quantity furnished is one quarter of a lb.: oil and honey
are also charged below cost price. The account is therefore large, only because
of the very large number of persons to whom medical comforts were ordered. The
average cost for each person, daily, during the year is about 21d., or a fraction less
than three pence per diem. I perceive that the same articles for the year previous to
my appointment, viz: the year ending the 10th day of April, 1840, the sum of £635
12s. 6d. was paid, making a daily average for each prisoner, of one shilling and five
pence and a fraction; and I may remark, in connection with this subject, that the
Gaol is very seldoni without several children of different ages, from ten yearg down-
wards. These children are brought in with their parents, but are not committed, and
consequently are not entered upon the books of the Gaol; neither are they charged to
the Government for Gaol rations or any other article of any kind. On one occasion
lastyear, no less than fourteen such children were in the Gaol. I have no doubt but
Dr. Beaubien allowed something to tlie parents of some of these children, with the
view of assisting the children, and I have also been obliged to give food from my
own private resources to maintain such children. But I refrain from enlarging upon
this point, which is known to yourself, and I do not even notice it by way of excuse or
palliation, which I feel I have no need to advance in justification of my account.
But trutlh requires that this explanation should be given to Doctor Nelson. in order -to
correct an error which I had failen into in my answer at first, and this would have
been handed in several days ago but for the urgency with which my attention was
directed to other duties devolving on me, under the authority of the Honorable Board
of Works, and also the low state of my own health.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

THOMAS McGINN, Gaoler.
John Boston, Esquire,

Sheriff.

(Translation.)
O.

MONTREAL, 27th April, 1852.

SiR,-In answer to your letter of the 17th instant, I have the honour to inform
vou that the number of sick who have been attended by me during the year ending
Slst December last, is two thousand seven hundred and seventy-six. This number
is ascertained with aIl possible exactness by means of the books and reports of the
officers charged with the care of this department, and yet it may not be perfectly
exact. Up to the présent time it has not been customary to keep a register of the
particular diseases of the prisoners, consequently I cannot give you the information
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which you require of me on that head. The ordinary diet of the prisoners is bread
and water. Unfortunately, the physician is frequently obliged to infringe the rule
by which it is prescribed. I must enter into particulars to explain what may ap-
pear surprising in the amount of expendilurelfor the item of the nourishment of
the sick.

The Gaol at Montreal is most improperly called a Gao]. It shoald be
designated by al the different names of the different asylums of all human infir-
mities. It might even be called a lying-in Hospital-for the number of pregnant
women admitted and confined there would authorise the appellative. They nost
assuredly cannot be restricted to the prison diet during a large portion of their stay.
It might be fitly termed a Refuge for Infants, for they are laken in, and that in
considerable numbers and of tender age. For in the course of the year there has
been, as many as fourteen ai once in one ward, too young to be imprisoned, but com-
mitted in their own names, or rather brought in, because their mothers were sen-
tenced to confinement there. These children must, as a matter of course, be fed, but
not with the Prison diet, which vould be almost an act of cruelty; theyaccordingly
contribute a good deal to increase the expenditure. Moreover, the Gaol might be
fitly termed an asylum for the aged of both sexes, and the infirm of all ages and con-
dition1. Whenever an individual of this description becomes burthensome to a family,
or dependent on public charity, or if lie bas been long a patient in an fiospital, or if
his friends have any other reason to get rid of him. he is, as a matter of course, con-
signed to the Gaol. But all these infirm persons do not come from the city only, they
frequently corne in from the country, and even from distant parts of it. Thus, some
have come in from Upper Canada, some from the Townships, several from the
Ottawa and others from the District of Three Rivers. One of these unfortunate per-
sons, quite helpless, bound upon a chair on which he has to be moved from place to
place, coming from Cape Si. Ignace, below Three Rivers, vas, last autumn, put on
board a steamboat, sent to Montreal, and carried to the Gaol, where he still rernains.
Several poor aged women, who arrived from other places in the spring, summer and
autumn of last year also remain. The Gaol is not less entitled to the designation of
a lunatic asylum, if we may judge by the number of lunaties sent there. Last year
there were as many as seventeen ai once, and now there are ten or twelve. It is
plain that it is difficult, not to say impossible, to subject these poor creatures to the
ordinary prison regimen. This is not all: many unfortunate persons arrive at
Montreal by the steamboats, and being homeless, are hurried ai once to Gao] in
order to clear the streets of them. Many of them, by reason of their debility and
infirmities, require more than bread and water from the prison Physician, who cannot
look on them and have the heart to refuse them some comfortable nourishment.
To complete the picture, I have only a few words to add, relative to the ordinary:
class of prisoners who may be said to have established their domiciles in the Gaol,
or ai least to have spent the greater part of their lives there. They are of all ages.
Some enter in earliest youth, say 7 or 8 years, and live there till 80 and upwards.
Several have confessed to having been in as rnany as fifty-three Limes, and to having
spent within its valls thirty-thrce years of their existence. How far gone in decre-
pitude and decay are many of these individuals through all the kinds of debauchery
which have so often led them to these walls. I must not omit the many prostitutes
who having attained middle life, are so near ils close,-are often so frightfully shat-
tered and decayed: hov could they subsist on the prison allowance? Not at all.,

The Physician in charge has been frequently censured for his severity in'dieting -

the prisoners; many of them have called in other Practitioners, who have ordered'
the strict rigour of the prison regulations in their bchalf to be relaxed; nor are they to
be blamed for doing so, for lhey acted under the influence of the feélings which the
sight of these joor applicants for their aid naturally inspired.

And here I close these remarks which appear sufficient to give a tolerably cleat
4
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idea of the number and quality of the individuals wlio frequent tbe Gaol, and
require the aid of the Physician, and which tend to explain the causes through
which the expense of diet stated in the Report transmitted is so considerable.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most humble and obedient servant,

(Signed,) PRE. BEAUBIEN.
W. Nelson, Esq., M. D.,

Inspector Provincial Peniteitiary, Montreal.

P.

One years purchase of stra\v (1851) for the service of the Peuitentiary was
cwt. qrs. Ibs.

£s. >.

S08 1 27............... value 10 5 5
Deduct for use of stable ............ 77 0 13............... . 2 11 4

For bedding........................,.231 1 14... ........... " 7 14 1

16 corn brooms...................................................... 1 0 10
25 scrubbers........................................................ 3 2 2

Q.
Amount of extra articles of food and nourishment, &c., consumed in the.hospi-

tal of the Provincial Penitentiary during the year ending 30th September, 1851,
£17 10s. 5d.

The expense of the articles of tea and sugar, and white bread furnished to the
Hospital is not taken into the above calculation, as it would be more than counter-
balanced by the value of under drawn meat and brown bread, and thereby saved to
the Institution.

JNO. SAMPSON,
Provincial Peniientiary, Surgeon. P; P.

April 20th, 1852.

R.

Answer to certain Questions, put to me by Dr. Wolfred Nelson, M. D., Inspee
tor of Provincial Penitentiary, and Commissioner for visiting Gaols, &c.

Question No. 1.-What is the number of Officers of all grades that are attached to
the Gaol at Quebec, oheir dutieb and tities ?-Answer. One Gaoler, two Turnkeys,
a Superintendent of work, and a Matron. The Gaoler has the superintendence, and
is responsible for the due performance of all duties to be performed in the. Gaol; the
first Turnkey has charge of the gate and the admission and discharge of all prisoners,
and is responsible for visitôrs. The second or inner Turnkey lias charge of the, .wards-
and all prisoners not for bard labor. The Superintendent bas charge of ail prison-

j .
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ers sentenced to hard labor, apportions their work, sees that it is properly performed,
-and takes charge of it when in store, and delivers it when sold; to the Matroriis
confided all the females, of whom she is the keeper, arranges female work, has
charge of their clothing, &c., &c.

Question No. 2.-What is the salary of each officer ?-Answer. Gaoler, one
hundred and twenty-fivepounds, sterling; firstTurnkey,sixty pounds, sterling; second
Turnkey,and Superintendentfifty pounds,sterling each; Matron forty pounds curreney.

Question No. 3.-How often is the Gaol visited by the Sheriff?-Answer.
He has no stated period-visits according to the exigencies of the case, say about
twice a week, on an average.

Question No. 4.-What was the number of prisoners during the year ?-Answer.
Eleven hundred, of which 220 vere committed as seamen. Many cases under the
Police ordinance are seamen,.but not so designated in the commitments, aÙd there-
fore rated as ordinary cases of loose, idle, and disorderly persons.

Question No. 5.-What is the number of males ?-Answer. Seven hundred
and thirty-eight over eighteen years.

Question No. 6.-What is the number of females?-Answer. .Two hundred
and ninty-three over eigliteen years.

Question No. 7.-What is the number of children, age, and sex ?-Answer.
Sixty-three males and six females under eighteen years.

Question No. S.-What was the creed and country of the prisoners.-Answer.
One hundred and fifty-two males and four females, English; three hundred and
twenty-nine males, and two hundred and thirty-three females, Irish; fifty-eight males
and five females, Scotch; twenty-eight males, United States; nineteen males and
eight females, Anglo Canadians; one hundred and forty-six males, and forty-nine
females, French Canadians; sixty-nine males of other countries. No note kept of creeds.

Question No. 9.-Does the number of prisoners increase annually ?-Answer.
No. In one thousand eight hundred and forty-eight, seventeen hundred and forty-two
vere committed ; in eighteen hundred and forty-nine, eleven hundred and ninety; in

eighteen hundred and fifty, twelve hundred and twenty-eigbt; in eighteen hundred
and fifty-one, eleven hundred.

Question No. 10.-What are the offences committed ?--Answer. In eighteen
hundred and fifty-one they stood as follows: one hundred and sixty felonies, nine
hundred and twenty-eight misdemneanors, and twelve debtors.

Question No. 1.-How many committed more than once by the same persons?
Answer. I have no means of ascertaining.

Question No. 12.-What were the sentences ?-Answer. Five prisoners were_ý
sentenced to the Penitentiary, and the remainder imprisoned in the Gaol and lous
of Correction for various periods in 1851.

Question No. 13.-How many have been pardoned ?-Answer. Three, during,
the year.

Question No. 14.-What are the terms of imprisonment ?-Answer. Tie
vary from four hours to two years.

Question No. 15.-Is there any classification, or are they congregated together
except when at work ?-Answer. The Gaol does not admit of classification.
A Rule is provided for it (number cighteen of Rules an-[ Regulations,) but it caninot'
be carried out, as the Commissioners will see when they visit the building. The
wards, six in number, with an hospital, chapel, and debtors hall, contain from fifteen
to twenty-five Prisoners each-and they all congregate in the common airing yads
so that classification is virtually out of the question. The females are worse o
than the men for room, there being only two yards and an hospital, and the avefàe
of female prisoners, forty to forty-five.

Question No. 16.-What was the occupation or trade of the prisone-s?
Answer. No record has been kept. Committals all state " prisoners" "hereffor
laborers." 76
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Question No. 17.-What number are now employed and how ?-Answer.
Seventeen males now, and fifteen females, picking oakum.

Question No. 18.-What are the proceeds of the labor ?-:Answer. The gross
proceeds of prisoners' labor last year sold for four hundred and seven pounds,
thirteen shillings, while three hundred and sixty pounds, thirteen shillings was paid
for raw material, and one hundred and twenty pounds eleven shillings for salaries.
An allowance of two hundred pounds a year is made by law to meet deficiencies,
but I have drawn but a very small portion of it, though I have paid annually salaries to
the amount mentioned in this answer.

Question No. 19.-What is the value of the work performed in and about the
Gaol for the Institution itself ?-Answer. The prisoners cut and split and pile
Gaol wood, keep the premises clean, whitewash and paint. The females mend
and wash the clothes and bedding. The value of this labor must exceed two
hundred pounds annually.

Question No. 20.-Are the sexes kept at such distances that they cannot see or
hear each other ?-Answer. They can hear when in the different airing yards.

Question No. 21.-How are the females employed, and is their labor pro-
ductive ?-Answer. They perform, besides the work alluded to in answer to question
number nineteen, the same work as the men, picking oakum; their work is estimated
together with the men's.

Question No. 22.-Are the children kept apart, and how occupied ?-Answer.
Children, that is infants, coming in with their parents, which is frequent, remain
with them.

Question No. 23.-Are any measures adopted for religious and secular In-
tmetion ?-Answer. (Vide Rule forty,) This is the only provision which bas been
made; there is no Government school in the GaoL There are no means adopted for
secular instruction.

Question No. 24.-Do the prisoners write and receive letters, or have any
communication from out doors, without the knowledge of the Gaoler ?-Answer.
The Rule (number eleven) is, that the Gaoler shall take cognizance of all letters, but
situated as the Gaol is, this Rule is next to nucatory.

Question No. 25.-What is the conduct of the prisoners in general?-Answer.
Very good; the last entry in the Punishment Book is of twenty-eighth March,
eighteen hundred and fifty-one, and for years' punisbment bas been little more than
nominal; this I attribute entirely to the mild treatment uniformly observed by the
Gaoler and required by him from the Turnkeys.

Question No 26.-What lead to perpetration of the crimes for which they now
suiffer ?-Answer. Drunkenness is the great cause admitted to be so by the prison-
ers themnselves, and ascertained to be so by all Ministers of Justice.

Question No. 27.-Do they manifest any còntrition for their conduct ?-Ans-
wer. Never. Congregated together in masses, they too much fear derision to shew
any contrition; young women would reform but they do not dare to shew any weak-
ness before old and hardened prisoners.

Question No. 28.-Is ·it probable that they are really penitent and will not
offend again ?-Answer. See last answer, number twenty-seven.

Question No. 29.-What is the total annual expense of the Gaol?-Answer.
About fourteen hundred pounds a year, including clothing, bedding, and trifling
annual repairs and medical comforts, &c.

Question No. 30.-What is the cost of annual repairs ?-Answer. About thirty
pounds a year, on an average of three years.

Question No. 31.-Are there any improvernents being made? of what descrip-
tion, and what probable cost ?-Answer. None.

Questions No. 32 and No. 33.-How much do the rations cost annually, and
how much per ration, and of what articles is it composed ?-Answer. The contracts

A. 1852.
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here are not for rations but for articles in gross. The dietary consists ('Rule twenty.
four) of one and a half pounds of bread, two pounds of potatoes or one quart of giiè l
the average expense of the dietary is about two shillings and two pence a week
for each prisoner.

Question No. 34.-Are the rations furnished by contract or provided by some
officer of the prison ?-Answer. Bread, groceries, fuel, water, &c., are all fur.
nished by contract. No officer of the Gaol furnishes the slightest article.

Question No. 35 -What would be the cheapest and best mode ?-Answer..
The present mode which is on hIe Army and Navy system is decidedly the best, as
least open to abuse; it is not, however, always the cheapest.

Questions No. 36 and No. 37.-How much is paid for clothing and bedding?
-Answer. Clothing and bedding are procured on a requisition approved by thé
Governor General, and ordered. The articles purchased cost on an average about oné
hundred and fifty pounds per annum.

Question No. 3S.-How much is paid for diet, broth, tea, and othér neces-.
saries for the sick ?--Answer. Medical comforts ordered by the Physician, incli-
ding additional dietary, meat, wine, milk, &c., and payment of nurses for sick--
extra allowance for insane persons, allowance to children, average fr6im oie hui-"
dred and twenty pounds, to one hundred and thirty pounds; ihis is included i
the general expenditure and mentioned in my answer aumber twenty-nine.

Question No. 39.-What is the cost for medicines ?-Answer. They are sup-
plied by ihe Physician, who is on a salary.

Question No. 40.-Is there any regular hospital in the institution ?-Answer,
Yes; two, one for males and the other for females.

Quéstion No. 41.-Howv often does the Physician make bis vishs ?-Anser.
TYle Physician or his assistant attends daily, or oftener if required. The psonerse
receive every attention from Dr. Morrin, the Gao] Physician.

Question No. 42.-What were the complairts that prevailed last year? were
there any of an epidemic character ?--Answer. The Physician's answer té this.
question is as follows, viz: continued fever and diarrhoa, and a few cases s.f
Asiatic cholera.

Question No. 43.--How many deaths during the vear ?-Answer. Six maes
and two females.

Question No. 44.-Did they result'from diseases contracted in theGab ,
from some affection under which they labored when they entered ?-Answer Th
Physician states, " None from diseases.contracted in the Prison."

Question No. 45.-Are inquests held in every case of deatb that occurs Gi&aëI?
-Answer. Yes; vide Rule 16.

Question Nô. 46.-What are the amouni of expenses of sucb investigations?--
Answer. The expenses are charged to Government by the Coroner.

Question No. 47.-Do any of the prisoners become insane ?-Answer. I kn
of no case where a prisoner became insane in'Gaol.

Question No. 48.-Are any insane persons committed to Gaol wxithlit begC
accused of crime ?-Answer. Yes, frequently.

Question No. 49.-What is the character of the mental aberiation ?-Answer
The Physician sfates, "Principally from delirium tremens."

Question No. 5.-What is the number and size of the cells ?-An'swi.
are no cells but those intended for punishment; they are about six feèt by ègh1fet
and are four in number.

Question No. 51.-Are they sufficiently heated and lighted ?-Ahswa(rheY:
cannot be used in winter from the cold, and in summer from dampness, and a i e
tually condemned.

Question No. 52.-Is the ventilation good, or do bad smells prevail? wer
The ventilation of the Gaol is exceedingly imperfect.
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Question No. 53.-Are the cells dry, damp, and above ground ?-Answer. The
celis are above ground bat damp.

Question No. 54.-Is the Gaol abundantly supplied wihb good fresb water, and
is it conveyed through leaden pipes or in any other manner ?-Answer. Al the water
used is brought fromthe river by the contractor, and it is kept in a leaden c'stern.

Question No. 55.-Are the prisoners compelled to wash and keep themselves
clean ?-Answer. Yes.

Question No. 56.-What is the kind of fuel used ?-Answer. Bireh and maple
wood.

Question No. 57.-What is the quantity consumed during the year ?-Answer.
About two hundred and fifty to two hundred and seventy cords.

Question No. 58.-What is the cost of fuel delivered in the yard ?-Answer.
Contract pi-ice this yea& is twenty shillings per cord.

Question No. 59.-Are perquisites of any kind allowed to any of the officers of
the Gaol?-Answer. No.

Question No. 60.-Are cattle of any description kept upon the premises, and
how provided for?--Answer. No.

Question No. 61.-Vhat is the extent of the premises, also of the Gaol, and how
many prisoners could be confined therein ?-Answer. There are three yards ; -the
wood yard is fifty-five feet by sixty feet; the male prisoner's yard is sixty feet by,
forty one feet ; the female prisoner's yard is twenty-three feet by twenty-one feet; the
Gaol main building is one hundred and forty-one feet front by forty two feet in depth,
exclusive of pedimet in front, which projects twelve feet; the female prison is sixty-
two feet by thirty-nine feet outside ; the Gaol was intended to acconmodate 116 pri-
sours; the female prison will hold 45 or 50. Some portion of the Gaol is .now
required for turnkey's stores, &c., which was originally included for prisoners.

Question No. 62.-What alterations, if any, would it be advisable to make in
the laws that are now in force for the management, discipline and expenditure of
the Gaols in Lower Canada ?-Answer. The -management of the G aols of this Pro-
vince is vested, and I thin k rightly so, in one officer. The action. of one mind, under
the control of laws, clearly and strongly laying down certain general rules--to be
followed, is essential to the proper management and care of Prisons. The great
defect in our system hitherlo has been the want of inspection. The care of the Gaols
has beein too much teft to those in charge of them ; the systems followed have there-
fore been as m ultiplied as the Gaols tihemselves. While sorne may, bave beengood ri
themselves, others have been defective, and yet both have been considered alikelby
the public, who have never bitherto-had the means afforded them of judging, in
England, Inspectors periodically visit the Gaols, and report to Pa rliament the exact
state of each prison. This inspection and. publicity is a stimulus which i he best.
officer, in carrying out the dull routine of a prison, continually requires;. exposedto
blame on the one hand and in the prospect of praise on the other, he will be led. ander'
these powerful incentives, to more continued exertion and unwearied attention-ïo the
minutiæ of his duties, which, after all, if otherwise fitted for his office, is the great
secret of success in prison discipline. I therefore say, let your prisons, as at present,;
remain under one ran, acting under wise and prudént rules, few in number:and'
general in character-let there be the same inspection: as in England, and..ifithe-
Reports of Inspectors be as full and as clear, as humane and as philosophic.aJ.as those,
of the Englisb Inspectors, you will attain to the same perfection of discipline which-
is to be found in .England. It is true that here the Grand Juries visit the Gaols fre-
quently, but the value of their Reports canai; once be estimated by a bare perusal of
them; they may contain some trivial remark as to the insecurity of the building, -,tne-
amenity of the Gaoler and other officers, or the' cleanliness of the wards,; -but this is
the extent at which these- Reports arrive, and. in-fact it is all that can be expected :from
the very. best composed Juries.- lu the hurry and confusion of a Term, their minds,
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are filled with other matter pressing hard upon them, they seize, perhaps, upon afew
cases of apparent hardship, and in considering them, principles, high and important i
themselves, are too frequently partially overlooked or entirely forgotten. I need not
add that the Inspectors should have no immediate executive authority, it would be
unwise, in my opinion, to permit them to interfere with the persons in charge, fur-
ther than to report to the Executive what they deem to be defective, and to recom-
mend what they may consider to be improvements, giving, however, to the accused,
a full and ample opportunity to defend his system and his conduct.

The subject of discipline is the next in the category. An experience of thirty
years aùd a trial of both systems, that of the severe and the lenient enables me to

give a decided preference to the latter, hence while it is necessary that Gaolers and
other officers of prisons, should have the means of compelling offenders to obey al
lawful commands, they should be restricted from all cruel or despotic conduet
and erery species of arbitrary punishment should be put out of their power, all use
of the lash strictly prohibited, the use of irons abolished, with the exception perhaps,
of handcuffs, and generally every punishment which tends to degrade a man in his
own eyes, or that of his fellow prisoners; all swearing and improper language to
prisoners, and indeed all unnecessary conversation, should be forbidden, and a gentle
and mild demeanor strongly recommended. Indeed I would conceive it to be the
duty of Inspectors to make it a matter of serious consideration with the Government,
whether an officer, who cannot maintain discipline without an excess of punishment,
is fit for the situation he holds, and to me it would be fitting to give the highest
encomiums to those who maintain the best discipline with the least punishment. I
may say in passing that such a state is not unattainable, nowhere does a man feel
harshness so keenly as in Gaol, and nowhere is kindness more appreciable and
appreciated. If therefore all prisoners are treated with consideration and gentle-
ness, and with strict justice and impartiality, it follows as a consequence, that their
conduct will be proportionally quiet and orderly.

To maintain prison discipline, however, requires a proper building, for the one
depends upon the other ; there can be no effective discipline, where the building
contains none of the modern improvements, such as to a perfect isolation from the
neighbourbood by a surrounding wall, and such security in the building as will
render escape hopeless. The means of secret inspection of prisoners at ail times
by the officers, separate sleeping cells, healthy airy cells for solitary confinement,
for punishment or restraint, day rooms or workshops where unconvicted prisoners
could carry on their trade, baths and water.

Every Gaol too should contain a school for the moral instruction of prisoners,
together with religious instruction on the Sabbath, followed up by the visits and
counsel of religious instructors during the week. Prisoners should have a regnlar
prison dress, and a portion of their earnings (if-any) given to them on their. leaving
the prison, to enable them to reach their friends.

Of the expenditure little need be said, the method pursued at present of adver-
tising for tenders, and contracts thereon, (the army and navy plan) is as I said
before, in my apprehension, not to be improved upon.

The existing law directs that the Rules and Regulations for the government of-
the Gaol shahl be made by the Sherif, and homologated by the Superior Court, and
shall then have the force of law; tbey sbould be drawn as at present, transmitted'
to the Inspector, and approved or homologated by the Governor in Council,. after a,
consideration, as well of the Rules proposed, as of the Inspector's remarks on them,
they would by th4s means receive the attention not only of the Inspector, but ofte
Law Officers of the Crown.

To the Gaol should be appended a house of refuge and prison for juvenile
offenders, and the inrmates of the latter should receive instruction during their, whole
confinement and be completely isolated from all other offenders; provision beng
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made in law to enable the sentences to extend over a sufficient time to secure their
being taught to read and write, and an opportunity given to them to leave -off bad
habits and be weaned from dissolute acquaintances and friends. A boy falls into
bad company, acquires habits of drunkenness and debauchery, and bis first commit-
tal is for the infringement of the public peace, or perhaps some petty theft; he is
comnitted for a month or two, and is discharged at the end of bis imprisonment,
thoroughly contaminated by the company he has kept in Goal, having formed a host
of new acquaintances who meet him at every turn afterwards, and solicit him to
further crime ; it is in this way that the ranks of prisoners are continually replenished;
in such a case (and hundreds occur) the magistrate should have the power to sen-
tence for a period of two or three years to a Juvenile Prison, when during that
period the prisoner would be taught*a trade and to read and write, and have moral
and religious instruction during the whole of bis confnement. The magistrates
should further have the power, in the event of bis being without parents or guardians
to apprentice him until of age.

It will be observed that my icleas are, that a prison should distantly resemble
a Penitentiary, that certain work should be carried on there, that every inmate
should be employed to the benefit partly of the Institution and partly 'for himself,
that it should be a School of Reform, and that the opportunities which it affords should
not only be offered to the prisoners, but forced upon them; that every prisoner should
be kept at night in a separate cell, that according to character and conduct three or
five should congregate in the day together, whether in the workshops or airing
yards, but never more, and that while thé character and conduct of individuals are
bad, they should be kept separate until evidences are shown of reform ; the cells of
prisoners should offer the means, and the only means of punishment. A wdid I
would add on classification, that of prisoners, is usually of crime, instead of bèiiig
that of character alone; as long as a prisoner's conduct is good, and bis language is
blamneless, it matters not to the public what crimes he has committed. The two
questions vill he contaminate? and vill he be contaminated? ought to decide bis
classification, and nothing ought to be permitted to alter it.

I am no advocate for the inaudlin and sicly sentimentality which would mag-
nify a criminal into a martyr, and which bas been truly described " as denouncina-
" the severity of Penal Law, rather than the enormity of vicious crime." - I hold on
the contrary that a salutary and efficient discipline should at ail times be held 'oàvér
prisoners, as not only legally but morally right.

The views and considerations briefly and imperfectly hinted at above, may bè
sufficient to show -what my ideas are, and in so far as it might be deemed necessary
to carry them out in so far the law as it now stands, if sufficient, is in my estimation
defective, and should be altered wheie it is necessary.

W. S. SEWELL,
Sheriff of Quebec.

Quebec, 23rd April, 1852.

29th April, 1852.

P. S.-I have omitted to state in the.body of the last answer that, in the event
of a new Gaol being built for this District, which i hold to be essential to the carrying
out of any imaproved plan of prison discipline, that due regard should be had; as w:ell
in the building itself, as in any law to be passed, to the provision for a civil Priso'-,
Guard. I mention this as the Military authorities have for years objected to giying
a guard, and are now, or have been very lately, in communication with the. Civil
Goverment on the subject.
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In answer to the verbal questions of the Inspector respecting the use of tobacco,'1
beg to add that prisoners are not provided with tobacco, but are not prohibited the use
of it except as a punishment, and this has been found a powerful incentive to good;
conduct; it is only, however, where the prisoners of a ward are turbulent or generally
insolent that this preventive punishment is resorted to ; if it were tried, with a single
prisoner, it would be a sure method of procuring for him more, perhaps, than he could
consume, as other prisoners would be eager to supply him. But where a ward is
prevented from having a supply, the prisoners of that ward very speedily, voluntarily-
come forward and promise obedience and better conduct, which promise they in gen-
eral, very scrupulously observe. Prisoners obtain their supply of tobacco from their
friends who visit them, in quantities sufficient for their consumption.

In answer to a subsequent question by the Inspector, I may state, that prisoners
brought to Gaol by the Police without warrant, if in the evening, receive the day's
allowance of bread, and on the following morning the usual day's allowance, while:
these persons are frequently discharged by the sitting Magistrate, and thus neverý
appear among the incarcerated for the year.

The average number in confinement during the last three years is as follows.-
1849, 99 average; 1850, 114 average; 1851, 93 average-making- an averag-

on·the three years of 102.
WM. S. SEWELL,

SherifE

DEAR Sin,--I send you answers to all the questions contained in your Circular
which appeared to me in any manner connected with the medical department- of
the Quebec Gaol.

Ans. No. 39.-All medicines required for ihe sick are furnished and paid for by
the Physician out of his salary-cost from £25 to £30 per annum.

Ans. No. 40.- One room is set apart as an hospital in the main building or
Gaol for male patients, and one in the small building known as the House of Cor-
rection for females.

Ans. No. 41-The Physician visits the Gaol daily, and when there are cases of
serious disease, twice or three times in the twenty-four hours.

Ans. No. 42.-In 1850 there were 1248 commitments and three deaths duriig
the year; one died of consumption, and two old men, vagrants, of chronic dysentery.
In 1851 there were eight deaths, five from cholera,two of typhus fever; one,the eighth,,
an old man, of" marasmus."

Ans. No. 44.-Cholera and typhus fever have been contracted in Gaol in a few
instances, but the first cases have been invariably persons more or less ill when com-
mitted.

Ans. No. 45.-The Coroner holds inquests upon all persons dying in prison.
Ans. No. 47.-Three or four cases have occurred during the last eight. or ten

years.
Ans. No. 48.-Insane persons are constantly sent in from Town and Country, on

the charge of it being dangerous to allow them to be at liberty.
- Ans. No. 49.-Recent cases can generally be traced to some annoyance or dis-

appointment, but the greater number directly or indirectly to intemperance, and a few
fron original malformation of the head, epelipsy, &c.

Al your other questions are answered by the Sheriff or Gaoler, I amsoinfòrmedp
As requested, I further send you an outline of the mode adopted by me-for ordere

ing and checkiiig the expenditure for sick comforts, &c., which rarely èxtends
beyond soup and the meat with which it is made ; milk, arrow-root and occasionàlly
wine, the latter seldom exceeding three or four bottles during the twelve months. A
check book is kept, and a check filled up daily as a voucher-for what may-be ordWed,
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a copy of which remains on the margiï in the check book t 'be referred"to wheü the
quarterly accounts are presented for signature; asa further Precaution: when wine is
ordered, I generally add, in the presence of the nurse, a certain quantity of some
tincture and label it "medicated wine," in this way it is never touched or used but
by the patient, the nurses are always selected from·among the .prisoners.

Cases of "delirium tremens" well named by the inmates " horrors,"~I have not
classed as insane, my simple, and heretofore successful plan of treatment, (I shallnot
here repeat) what I stated to you personally. You also expressed a wish to be
inforned of the cost of the Gas Works at the Quebec Lunatie Asylum; I'ýshall:send
you a detail of the expenses in a day or two; they do not exceed, I thinu, twoihun-
dred pounds.

Yours-very'truly,

JOS. MORRIN' M. D.

ANswERs· to the Circular of 1th April, 1852.

Ans. No. 1.-A Gaoler, two Turnkeys, and a Matron.
Ans. No. 2.-The salary of the Matron only, is paid by-the. Sheriff, at the-.rate

of two shillings per day. The Gaoler's salary is £62 10s.i -and he receives an allow-
ance of £80 per annum to fid two Turnkeys, subject to the approbation of the
Sheriff.

Ans. No. 8.-Whenëver he thinks'it necessary, sometimes only'onrceî in'for&
night, other times two or'three times a week, and again as oftén as ,to oretièeé
times in a day ; these visits are always made when required, they are frquentlyýrë
lated by- the number of prisoners, the nature of their crimes, and 1by their- conduct.

Ans. No. 4.-During the year 1851, there were'in confinemen't 77Ètisôhers.
Ans; No. 5.-58 male'adults.
Ans. No. 6.-18 female' do;
Ans. No. 7.--Four boys under~fourteeri yearà of age; twô of'theše' côimiéd(

twice durfng the year.
Ans. No. 8.-Thie 58 aduits were allioman Catholics, except~one of thé'Chrch

of England; 52 of these are Canadians of French extraction, one English, anpffv&
Irishmen; of the women eleven are Canadians, one Irish Romari Catholic, aid- one
an American Presbyterian ; the four-boys were all Canadians, aàd~RomaUCathiolics..

Ans. No. 9--Since the establishment of the.Provincial Peràientiary tie'ni 
of prisoners have decreased.

Ans. No. 10.-Breach of peace, 31;; larceny, 18; insanity,8~; riot 7, per
3; conspiracy, 3; rape, 1; fraud, 2; passing countïrfeit moie, 1; bigam ;
arson, 1; contempt of court, 1.

Ans. No. 11.-Treèbôys, twiceonimitted, laideny.
7 men comnitted, 1 fiigt time, contrèpt'of court; and 2nd for riot.

1 " " assault on Magistrates, and'2nd riot.
9 ' 1' " Ilrceny; and 2nd breacl of peace.

" " arid'2nd time for assault; and battery.
1 " " for riot, and 2nd for perjury.

1 man three times,-tice'for'larceriy, and once for breach of the peace
1 " four times, 1st rape, 2nd assault on his wife, 3rd assault with ltënt t

ravish, and twice forassaàltg.
1' "' siütiihis; drurikandi asilti
1 woman twice, for breach of the peace.
2 wönien thre'tiiñeës; the' onefoi kéeping a'disorderlyýhoušêé. ndj the-other for

l•eaches of the'peace. -Y
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1 woman five times; drunk and disorderly conduct.
1 woman very frequently-at least twelve times, for disorderly conduct.

ANSwERs Nos. 12, 13 and 14:
21 males and 2 females discharged.
2 " 2 " sent to the asylum.
8 1 " fine or imprisonment.

12' " 3 " bailed out.
2 " 0 " twenty-four hours imprisonment.
2 " 1 " one month "
1 " 1 " two months "
1 " 1 " three months "G
3 " 0 fined £5 and nine months imprisonment. Committed- 4th
1 " O " 10 " twelve " " Feby., 1851, re-
1 " O eighteen" " leased by pardon,
S " 0 fined £100 and one year " 5th Nov., 1851.
2 " 0 2 years
2 " 0 convicted of perjury and discharged by pardon, not sentenced.
1 1 female, insane, being domiciliated in Gaol since 1827.
1 " 0 3 years Penitentiary for bigamy.

63 males. 12 females.
Ans. No. 15.--The coademned are generally separated from those committed:

for trial, and according to character and other circumstances they are kept in separate
wards,. but the size of the Gaol does not admit of the prisoners being at all times
régularly classed.

Ans. No. 16.-One notary, farmers, labourers, occasionally a tradesman.
Ans. No. 17.-One only employed in making axe handles.
Ans. No. 18.-The prisoners that choose to work are engaged by the Sheriff and

Gaoler; last winter there were a number of fiddles made, these as well as ail other
work,, such as axe handles, clothes-beaters, tables, &c., they are allowed to sell for
théiï oWn benefit.

Ans. No. 19.-The value of their work is but trfling-none done for the Insti-
tution.

Ans. No. 20.-Yes.
Ans.'No. 21.-In taking care of each other; there are getierally two or more

insane women confined in the Gaol, they, however, sew, knit, and make themselves
dsefiil'in their ivard.

Ans..No. 22.-No children have been ever coiifined vhere youths are confined
the; are képt. as separate as possible from, felons or old offenders.

Ans. No. 23.-Whenever there are Protestants in Gaol, a clergyman attends
every Sunday, and bibles are distributed to these prisoniers to read ; the clergy, of the
Roman Catholic persuasion are admitted whene ver they think it necessary to call,
and come when sent for.

Ans. No. 24.-A certain class of prisoners neither write or receive letters without
the Gaoler's.permission, but should the prisoners be disposed to receive letters, they$<
certainly may, in spite of every precaution the Gaoler or Turnkeys may use, through
the bars of their.winidow; however, I have no reason to suppose that such has ever
been the case.

Ans. No.:25.-The conduct of the prisoners, in general, has been extremely
good, for years I have not found it necessary to order any one of them to be confned
in the solitary cell.

Ans. No. 26.-Poverty, want of a steady character to ensure work, some, if not
the generality of heinous offenders, from being educated above their condition in life

£4 y
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Ans. No. 27.-Every prisoner promises to reform.
Ans. No. 28.-Having once submitted to the degradation annexed to imprisón-

ment, they are more liable than any other to commit crime again.
Ans. No. 29.-£289 12s. 3d.; salaries of Gaol officers not included.
Ans. No. 30.-There have been no repairs for sohme years back ; the accountsare

with the Board of Works ; I know nothing relative to their amount.
Ans. No. 31.-None at present.
Ans. No. 32.-£47 14s 6d. in the year 1851.
Ans. No. 33.-One pound and a half of bread daily, the price riies and falls with

the current price ; at present the price is two pence per ration,
Ans. No, 34.-The bread is furnished by a respectable baker in town, not by

contract, but by agreement, at the 'current price of the month.
Ans. No. 35.-The above is the cheapest and ensures a regular supply.
Ans. No. 36.-£15 2s. 7d.
Ans. No. 37.-£9 6s.
Ans. No. 38.-£80 is. 11d.
Ans. No. 39.-The attending Physician will answer this query.
Ans. No. 40.-None.
Ans. No. 41.-Almost daily and whenever sent for.
Ans. No. 42.-The attending Physician will answer this query.
Ans. No. 43.-No death in the year 1851; one man killed by anôther this year.
Ans. No. 44.-No disease.
Ans. No. 45.-Most certainly.
Ans. No. 46.-The Coroner's account will show; I have never seen it.
Ans. No. 47.-Uncertain whether a prisoner now in Gaol, who has recently shown

a most decided aberration of mind, was insane before being committed to Gaol.
Ans. No. 48.-Occasionally.
Ans. No. 49.-This question must be answered by the attending Physician.
Ans. No. 50.-Ten cells 10 feet 6 inches by 8 feet 6 inches.
In women's ward three rooms,-20 feet 6 inches by 10 feet; 15 feet by 10 feet -6

inches; and 12 feet 6 inches by 10 feet.
In the men's wards eight rooms,-four of them 19 feet by 10 feet 6 inches; two,

20 feet 6 inches by 10 feet ; and two 12 feet 6 inches by 10 feet.
Ans. No. 51.-Yes.
Ans. No. 52.-Bad smells at times from privies.
Ans. No. 53.-Dry above ground.
Ans. No. 54.-A good well in the gaol yard.
Ans. No. 55.-Certainly.
Ans. No. 56.-Wood.
Ans. No. 57.-I do not recollect; I senit the vouchers to the Receiver Genérl's

Office.
Ans. No. 58.-£C72 5s. 6d.
Ans. No. 59.-None.
Ans. No. 60.-None.
Ans. No. 61.-The Gaol is 97 feet by 47 feet. The yard is 150 feet by 80 feet.

52 men and 9 women.
Ans. No. 62.-None.

J. G. OGDENj'
Sheri .

Three Rivers, 29th April, 1852.
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STATEMENT of the number of Sick Prisoners attended by the Physician between the
Ist day of January, 1851, and the 31st day of June, 1851, both inclusive.

No. Prisoners names. When put on Sick List. When.discharged.

1...... Jean Bte. Martin, ... ... ... ... .. lst January, 185,... ... ... ... Remains on, ... ................ 181
2...... Margaret Bourré, ... ... ... ... ... " . ... , . .. .,. " ... ... . 181
3...... Anatasie Gouin, ... ... .... ... 21stJanuary, 1851, ... ... ... ... .. 21
4. Mary Tanancom, ... ... ... ... lth " " ... ... ... .. ... 10
5. EusebeL.abelle, ... ... .......... " " .... 0lth Feby., " .. . .. 41
6...... Charles Duff, ... ... ... .. th January, " .. , .. .. . . 10
7...... Julie Dupont, ... ... ... 27th Feby., '. .. . . .. 58
8......François Fouley, ... ... ... ... ... 22nd " " ... ... ... ... th " " . .. ... . 18
9......Louis Cantara,... . . - . .. ... 25th " " ... ... . 27th " ".. .. ... ... ... 33

10......Charles Therien .... ... ... ... ... 10th Feby., " ... ... Varions times,... ... .... ... ... 32
il...... Desirée Couturier, ... .... ... .... 1th " " ... ... .. ... ... ... .. . 41
12...... Joseph Langlois; .. ... ... ... ... 3rd March, ... ... ... .. " ... ... ... ... 26
13...... Moyse Poirier, ... ... ... ... ... ... l0th " " ... ... ... ,, g ... ... .,. ... ... 37
14. Mary Pratte. .. ... 10th May, " .. . ... lth June, 1851, ... ... ... .. .. 33
15...... Joseph Jobin, .................. 26th " " ... ... ... ... 4th June, "& ... ... 10
16...... Albert Serazin, ... ... ... ... ... 11th June, .. ... ... . Iemains on, ... ... ... ... ... .. 20
17...... François Martin, ... ...... ... 1...20th " " .. .. .,. " " ... .. ... ... *... il
18..... Pierre Larivierre, ... ... .. 26th " ".. ... " ".. ...... 5

Paid Louis Carrier for beef, ... ... ... ... ... ...... ...
John louliston for tea, sugar, flour, oatmeal and rice,...........

" Elizabeth Ritson for milk, ... ... ... ...
' William Ginnis, tea, sugar, oatmeal and salt, ... ... ...

" A. Elizabeth Bowland for cooking and attending on sick and insane women,
" Ienry Martel for attending on an insane man, ... ... ... ...
" A woman for washing shirts of an insane man, ........... ...

£ s. d.
18 13 1
10 18 1
~2 4 8
3 12 6
3 15 5 at 5d. per day.
1 15 0 at 7d. per day.
o 1 6-6 shirts at 3d. each.

£41 0 3

RICHARD GENNIS,
Gaoler.

V.
aSTTEMENT of the number cf Sick Prisoners attended by the Physician, between the

1st day of July, 1851, to the 3lst day of Dec., 1851, both inclusive.

No. rrisoners names. When put on Sick List. When discharged. No. f
days.

1......Jean Bte. Martin, ... ... ... ... ... lst July, 1851.............. Remains on.... ... ... ... ... ... 181
2...... Margaret Bourré, ... ....... ... ... " & ." . ... ... " 8 ... ... ... .. 8. ... ... 184
3...... Joseph Langlois, ... ... ... '... ... " " ... ... ,.. ... 5th November, 1851.... ... ... ... ... 128
4..oyse Poirrier ... ... ... ... ... " " ,.. ... ... ... " " ... ... ... ... .. , 128
5...... Albert Serazin, ... ............ " " ... ... 6th July, "... ... ... ... ... 6
6...... Pierre Larivierre, ... ... ... ... ... ", ... ... 4th " "... ... ... ... ... 4
7...... Charles Couture, ... ... ... ... ... g ... ... ... ... lth October, "... ... ... .... 102
8...... Therese Baron, ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Ist August "... ... 32
9..... Disirée Couturier, ... ... .... ... ... ... ... 5th November, "... ... 128

10.. Louise Ouellette, ... ... ... ... .. th July " .. . ... ... 6th October, ".. . .. ... 91
i1...... Michel Charbonneau, ... ... ... ... 15th Aug. ". .. . ... ... 10th September, "... ... ... ... ... 27-
12......Genevieve Rouillard, ...... ... ... 21st " ". .. . ... ... 19th " "... .. . ... 3
13...... John McFarland, ... ... ... ... .. 7th Sept., ". .. . 12th " " ... ... ... ... 6
14...... Thomas Therien .... ......... .th Oct., " ... ... ... ... Remains on.... ... ... ... ... ... 83
15...... Chaste Evans, ...... .......... 14th Nov., ... ... ... .,. " ... ... ... ... ... 48
16...John Hall,... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18th " ".. ... . 21st November, " ...... 4
17....John Ford, ... ... ... ... ... ... 18th " ". . . .. 23rd " " ... .. 5

aid Louis Carrier for beef, ... ... ...
" John H1amilton for rice, sugar, tea, oatmeal, flour, tc.,

A woman to cook, and assit in attendance on sick and insane
- women,..... ... ... ... ...

•' A man for having chare of an insane idiot,
"'Elizabeth Ritson for milk, ...
" William Gennis for rice, sugar and salt, ... ...
" A woman for washing the insaneman'slinen, ... ...

A woman in market for a pair of stockings, ... ...

.£ s. d.
16 7 1
12 16 11

3 16 8 at5d. per day-fed at Gaoler's expense.
3 2 6 at 74d. per day-daily washing and changing his clothea
2 0 10
0 9 3
0 6 10*
0 1 6 For the insane woman.

£39 1 8

RICHARD GENNI,,
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(Translation.) TmREE Rms,
Sth May, 1852..

SR,-I herewith transmit to you Answers to certain questions relative to the Gaol
Phvsician, according to your circular of the 13th August last, addressed to the Sheriff
of ihis District.

To the 89th Question.-I answer-That a salary of £45 stcrling, is allowed me for
attendance on the prisoners ; I never made any extra charge for medicines nor for those
prisoners who were scnteiced to the House of Correction, for whose reception a part
of the Gaol was converted into a Flouse of Correction some years ago.

To the 42ncd Question.-Answer. There have been no cases o fepidemie disor-
ders in the last year; none but the disorders incidental to humanity in all countries
and all climates.

To the 43rd Question.-Answer. One death only.
To the 44th Question.-Answer. The case of death here mentioned was caused

by the act of a murderer.
These are my answers to the questions communicated to me by the Sheriff, as

requiring answers from me.
I consider it a duty to rernark that, for some years past, crimes of the lighter kind

have very perceptibly diminished in number, and this I ascribe to the .Temperance
movenent-a good work and one worthy of all encouragement.

I have the honor to bc,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

W. Nelson, Esquire, M. D., (Signed,) G. BADEAU, M. D.

Inspector of the Provincial Penitentiary,

Y.
SHERBROOKE,

61h April, 1852.
To Doctor WOLFrED NELSON, M. D.,

Inspector of the Provincial Penitentiary.

I have the honor to report, for your information, that the Gaol for the District of
St. Francis is built of brick, on a stone foundation, and covered with tin. The open-

.ings of the windows and doors are surrounded with granite stone, having bars of iron
inserted into the granite for security arainst the escape of prisoners.

The soil uoon which the Gaol stans is of a wet clayey nature, and much affected
frost. The Gaoil itself has heaved at one corner, andthe brick work is loosened; the bri
wall surrounding the whole building fell a few years ago, from the action of the frost on
the soil, and was afterwards rebuilt, before my appointment as Sheriff. The frost has
again within the last two years, so affected the front wall, as to cause me to fear it will
fall again when the frost next comes out of the ground. If you recollect I pointed out
to you the very great leaning of the walls when you visited the Gaol here.

The Grand Jurors have frequently in their presentments to the Courts recom
mended that provision should be made to enable prisoners to have the freedom of the
yard at suitable hours. A very desirable recommendation and proper to be carried out
if it can be done consistently with the safe custo of the prisoners. The low state of the
present walls and small available force (a Gao er and Tumnkey,) compel me to order
the Gaoler to confine all prisoners, with few exceptions, to the apartments and corr
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dors of the building -which. lias hitherto been seldom occupied with many prisoners,
changing them from one floor to another for the change cf'air. I beg to suggest that
the area of the Gaol walls might be extended both in the front and rear, and on the
south side, by purchasing unoccupiedLand from the British American land Company,
which is not now of very high value, but daily increasing in value.

The land in front between the present Gaol wall and the Une of the street, is at all
times very wet indeed, and requires draining. It is dsirable that the Government
should purchase and enclose it, as it ought not to fall into private harids.

The rear of the Gaol, from its southern aspect, would be preferable to the front for
an airing ground. In recommending any provision for that purpose, such a plan ought
to be adopted, as that the cye of the Gaoler or Turnkey night be brought to bear at
once on all the prisoners ii the yard.

The ground around the Gaol, painted on the acconipanying diagram of a blue color,
ought to be purchased for the use of the Government before it becomes of higher value.
The British Ameci -an Land Company, to whom the land belongs, value it at the pre-
sent time, at on' hundred and twenty pounds, containing as it does, the areaoffou
lots, similar to lots in the neighborhood, sold by them soine years ago at £80 each.

I would beg farther to suggest, that such alterations should be made in the inclos-
ures as would permit of the prisoners enjoying the open air, if the parallelogram painted
on the accompanying diagran, of a red color were enclosed, and a door opened from
one ofthecells. It would givean area of ninety-two feet by thirty-one, which woulcl an-
swer for this District. I should hope, for many years to come, requiring but a small
outlay in building two walls, one of thirty-one feet and the other of thirty-seven feet, of a
sufficient height to prevent the escape of prisoners, and the raising of 128 feet of wall
now standing, a few feet higlher. Al which is humbly submitted.

G. F. BOWEN,
Sheriff.
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z.
ANsWERs to Circular of Inspectors of the Provincial Penitentiary, addressed to the

Sheriff of the District of Saint Francis, and Prison Officers, on the 30th day of
March, 1852.

Answers to Questions.

No. 1.-Gaoler, Turnkey, and Gaoleress.
No. 2.-Gaoler, £37 12s. currency; Turnkey, Ss. per diem ; Gaoleress, 2s.

per diem.
No. S.-Three times per week regularly, frequently oftener.
No. 4.-60 adults.
No. 5.-57 adults.
No. 6.-S adults.
No. 7.-Not any children.
No. 8.-6 Americans, Protestants ; 24 English, Protestants; 30 Irish, Roman

Catholies.
No. 9.-They have increased the last two years, owing to the works on

the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad, otherwise they have not increased much,
annually.

No. 10.-1, horse-stealing; 1, passing counterfeit money; 2, stealing in a
store; 1, stealing a watch; 1, attemptat rape; 1, stealing in a house, being a servant;
the remainder, minor misdemeanors and assaults.

No. 1.-None.
No. 12.-=Generally imprisonment for periods differing from 2 to 3, 6 or 12

months, unless sent to the Penitentiary; one female was sentenced to 2 months
imprisonment at hard labor, but there was none to put her to ; see also, Ans. to No. 14.

No. 13.-1, mitigated, 6 months aggravated assault ; intent to commit rape.
No. 14.-2 sentenced to Penitentiary for 3 or 4 years; see also, Ans. to

No. 12 above.
No. 15.-Yes; debtors suspected of misdemeanors, suspicion of felony,

misdemeanors convicted of, felony, convicted of, and prisoners under sentence, are
separated into distinct classes as far as practicable ; there is no work for the prison-
ers at the Gaol at Sherbrooke.

No. 16.-Principally laborers; 1 shoemaker, 1 schoolmaster, 1 farmer.
No. 17.-None.
No. 18.-None.
No. 19.-None.
No. 20.-They are so.
No. 21.-Not employed.
No. 22.-There have not been any.
No. 23.-There is no chaplain to the Gaol; the prisoners are occasionally

visited by the clergy of the different denominations in the neighborhood.
No. 24.-No.
N'. 25.-Generally good.
No. 26.-I cannot say; but many were committed wben under the influ-

ence of intoxicating drinks.
No. 27.-They generally do.

- No. 28.-They are generally penitent and probably sincere; there are nc>
old offenders in this District.

No. 29.-£233 16s. 111d., exclusive of salaries.
No. 30.-Sometimes not any, and at other limes not exceeding annually,

£2 or £3.
No. 31.-There are not any being made.
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No. 32.-They vary ainually with the number of prisoners; they were last
year £58 Ils. 5Ud.

No .33.-From January 10 July, they were 4 from JuIy b December, 3
per ration, 1l lb. bread, fPour having fallen.

No. 34.-By contract.
No. 35.-As at prescnt conducted.
No. 36.-Occasional expense, obtaining permission in the first instance from

the Executive.
No. 37.-Occasional expense in renewing.
No. 38.-None, except by order of the Physician and accounted for under

oath by the Gaoler.
No. 36.-It lias hitherto been furnished by the Physician to the Gaol.
No. 40.-No.
No. 41.-Whenever there is sickness in the Gaol, his attendance is daily and

uniermitting.
No. 42.-2 insane, one of them badly wounded by himself, both before

admission and by brcaking panes of glass after his admission; his case was bad,
but lie was at length discharged cured; derangernent of digestive organs, constipa-
tion, but not much sickness of any kind; no epidemic prevailed in the Gaol.

No. 43.-Not any.
No. 44.-Answered by 43.
No. 45.-It is so ordered, but no death of a prisoner lias occurred at the Gaol.
No. 46.-There have not been any at Sherbrooke.
No. 47.-None have become insane in the Gaol.
No. 48.-No. They arc accused of assault, or dangerous to be at large, and

committed by a Magistrate.
No. 49.-The Physician vill report.
No. 50.-18, two of which open into the kitchen, and are occupied by the

keeper; the cells are ft. 7Jin. by 10ft. 7Zin.; they are two inches longer in the
third story.

No. 51.-There are.
1No. 52.-The ventilation is good, but the privies are badly constructed,

and it requires the use of disinfectants to be plentifully used to keep the privy cells
free from bad smells.

No. 53.-Dry and above ground.
No. 54.-The spring which, up to last year, supplied the Gaol with water

through wooden pipes, being on land, at a distance from the Gaol, belonging to
private individuals, and has been sold. The principal part of the water has o' be
drawn to the Gaol. It is almost certain that a well might be sunk on part of the,
land recommended to be purchased by the Government, in the letter of the Sheriff,
addressed to you under date of the 6th instant, at the place marked on the diagram
annexed to it with an asterisk,* as the spring from which the Gaol was heretofore
supplied was situated on the lot purchased by and marked on the same diagram
" Gilleck," vhich is higlier ground.

'No. 55.-Yes.
No. 56.-Wood.
No. 57.-From 100 to 130 cords.
No. 58.-1Os. per cord, for dry hard wood, maple, beech, and birch, of best

quality, four feet long.
No. 59.-None.
No. 60.-None.
No. 61.-The area now enclosed by a brick wall is 128 feet by 97 feet;

the Gaol stands in the centre 55 x 35 feet; about 70 could be confined, viz., 54'menl
and 16 women, without inconvenience.
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No. 62.-If it is intended that prisoners convicted of offences should con-
tribute by their work to pay their expenses or more, some trades might be followed,
but they would of course entail superintendence, which the number of prisoners in
this District could not often render profitable.

G. F. BOWEN,
Sherbrooke, 6th April, 1852. Sheriff

A.a.

SHERBROOKE, April 15th, 1852.

SIR,-In conformity with your request to me, at the recent inspection which
you made of the Gaol of the Disirict of St. Francis, situated in the Town of Sher-
brooke, and of which I am the Physician and Surgeon, I beg to report,-

ist. That the want of a place in which the prisoners nay take exercise in the
open air, is severely felt, and is detrimental to the health and comfort of the prison-
ers so confined ; and, in the case of those sentenced to a long imprisonment, must be
permanently injurious, by reason of tlic loss of power and tone of their physical
organization.

2nd. The prisoners being' thus of necessity entirely confined to the interior of
the Gaol, are there exposed to the noxious effusion generally arising from -the
privies, which are badly constructed.

Srd. The means of ventilation of the wards and cells are very imperfect, and in
the event of a contagions disease arising in the Gaol, would prove a very serious
cause of danger.

4th. There is a deficiency of water on the premises.
5th. The want of some mode of usefully employing the time of prisoners sen-

tenced to a lengthened imprisonnent in this Gaol, by some productive labor, is
worthy of being seriously considered both in a medical as well as moral point of
View.

6th. It is the practice in tl1is District to incarcerate insane persons on some
trifling accusations, so as to relieve their friends of the trouble of taking charge of
them. The accommodation of the Gaol does not allow of a separate ward being
devoted to the insane, and thus they become a source of much annoyance to the
other prisoners.

There is at present confined in the Gaol at Sherbrooke, an insane female named'
Leach, who lias noxw been there upwards of fifteen months ; her aberration of intel-
lect is not constant, and she is perfectly harmless. If this lunatic cannot be received
into the Provincial Asylum, at Beauport, I should recommend that she should be
restored to her husband, who is in good health, and quite competent to take charge
of lier.

7th. In answer to Queries 42 and 49, propounded by you to the Sheriff, and,
which lie lias rcquested me to answer, I wilI say, to the first, that there has been no
epicemic disease iii the Gaol during the past year; that the diseases treated during
that time were : pneumonia, plieurilis, cynanche, dyspepsia, rheumatism, linquitis,
gonorrhea, delirium tremens, wounds, abscess, ulcers, frost bites, &c., &c. As
regards question 49, there has been, in addition to the woman Leach, mentioned
above, during the past year, a man (McIver) who came in sick (delirium tremens),
which assumed after a time the character of mania; he remained under treatment
for several months, and then recovered and was discharged. I may bere mention
that hitherto I have made no charge for medicines furnished to the prisoners, but the
occurrence of the above case and others, where a considerable outlay of expensive
medicines, such as iodine and quinine were necessary, will cause me this year 1o
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make a small charge to Government for medicines furnished; the small salary
(£40 currency) attached to the office of Physician to the Gaol of this District, being
inadequate to cover the expense of medicines. With these observations, Ibeg to.
conclude my Report to you respecting the sanatory condition of the Gaol at Sherbrooke.

I have the honor to remain, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

JAS. B. JOHNSTON, M. D.,
Physician to the Gaol at Sherbrooke.

To Wolfred Nelson, Esq., M. D.,
Inspector of Prisons,

&c., &c., &c.

B.b.
PERcE, 18th June, 1852,

AzNswERs to the Questions submitted to the undersigned, sub-Sheriff of the Counfy cf,
Gaspé, concerning the Gaol of Percé, by W. Nelson, Esq., M. D., Ins. P. P.

No. 1.-A sub-Sheriff and a Gaoler.
No. 2.-To the sub-Sheriff, none; Gaoler, forty pounds a-year.
No. 3.-Once a-week by the sub-Sheriff.
No. 4.-Ten.
Nos. 5, 6, and 7.-All males, no children.
No. 8.-Eight Roman Catholics and two Protestants.
No. 9.-No.
No. 10.-Assault; two not complying with their duties as servants, two,

stealing vills and other papers, one larceny.
No. 11.-None.
No. 12.-One, 60 days imprisonment; four under recognizance to appe

at the next General Sessions of the Peace; one, imprisonment for three months ;two,
discharged; one, a calendar month imprisonment; one, twenty days.

No. 13.-None.
No. 14.-Answered by 12th.
No. 15.-The Gaol having only two cells, of about ten feet by'eight,' thé'

prisoners confined, cannot be classified.
No. 16.-Seven fishermen, two sailors, one merchants clerk.
No. 17.-None in the Gaol at present.
No. 18.-No kind of labour performed in the Gaol to my knowledge.
No. 19.-Answered by 18th.
No. 20.-If females were to be confined in this Gaol, it would be imposib

to prevent the other sex from corimunicating with them verbally, on acdount-of the
stove being placed in the partition between the two cells.

No. 21.-No females confined here for many years.
No. 22.-Answered by 7th.
No. 23.-None.
No. 24.-There being no walls round the Gaol, the prisoners do cornifinnm

cate with the people outside through the windows of the cells; could write' atïd'rC
ceive letters; without the knowledge of the Gabler:

Nos. 25, 26, 27, 28.-Answered by 17th.
Nos. 29 30.-I refer you to the high Sheriff.
No. 31.-None.
Nos. 32, 33, 34, 35,!36, 37 azid 38.-I refer you to the high Sheriff.
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Nos. 39, 40 and 41.-There is no Doctor attached to this Gaol. No hoi-
pital. The Doctor visits. the prisoners when called bythe Gaoler in case of sickness,
and paid accordingly; on an average for the last six years, the charges were about

No. 42.-No disease prevailed last year, with one exception, from long and close
confinement.

No 43.-None.
No. 44.-Answered by 43rd.
No. 45.-No deaths occurred here during the last ten years, but in case of

death I think an inquest would be held.
No. 46.-Answered-by 45th.
No. 47.-Last year a prisoner became insane from long confinement.
No. 48.-None.
No. 49.-Answered by 47 and 48.
No. 50.-Two ceils in or about ten feet by eight.
No. 51.-In winter season they are not or cannot be made comfortably- warm.
No. 52.-In summer it is well ventilated by opening the windows, there

is no other provision for this purpose; in winterthere is no ventilation, the windows
being shut; at all times bad smells prevail on account of the water closets being lu
the cells, and no water to carry of'the excrement.

No. 53.-The cells are above ground, but a kind of dampness prevails during
spring and fall.

No. 54.-There is no well or water in the Gaol or on the premises, it is'
carried frorm a distance to the Gaol; a certain allowance is made by Government to
the Gaoler to defray the expense, one shilling a week.

No. 55.-They are not compelled to wash their persons, the Gaoler gets the
soiled clothes washed, £4 annually are allowed for this purpose.

No. 56.-Hard wood.
No. 57.-Fifty cords.
No. 58.-About £30.
No. 59.-None.
No. 60.-None but those belonging to the Gaoler, who has the control of the

same, but no charge upon Government.
No. 6f.-About two acres. The Gaol is a stone building, two stories high,

about 38 feet square, not solid, it is very much shaken, the whole building is full of
fissures, the open part contains the Court Hall, the lower part the residence of the
Gaoler, and the two cells; on account of the size of the cells, no more than two pri-
soners could be confined in each cell.

No. 62.-I refer you to the high Sheriff.
O. T. CORMICK,

Sub-Sheriff.

C. c.

Answers to the. Questions submitted to the undersigned, Sheriff of the District of
Gaspé, by Wolfred Nelson; Esquire, M. D., Inspector Provincial Penitentiary, re-
lative to the-prisons, prison discipline &c., within the said District of Gaspé:

No. 1.-A-Gaoler for each of the Gaols of Carlisle and Percé, who is to see
to the due care and keep of the prisoners under his charge, and the order and
proper discipiline be observed.

No. 2.-Each of the Gaolers receive £40 currency, per annum.
No. 3.-The residence of the Sheriff is at New Carlisle, County of Bona-

venture. The Gaol- there is visited by him at least twice each week. As to the Gaol
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at Percé, County of Gaspé, distant 22 leagues from the residence of the Sheriff, the
Gaol is visited by the Sub-Sheriff.

Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7.-Two in the Gaol at New Carlisle-males.
No. 8.-Two Roman Catholics in New Carlisle; eight Roman Catholies and

two Protestants in Percé.
No. 9.-No; but on the contrary, has gradually decreased for these last

few years.
No. 10.-Assailt and battery, shooting with intent to kill. For Percé see

Sub-Sheriff's Return.
No. 1.-None.
No. 12.-One fined £3 4s Sd, discharged on payment of fine, the other still

in Gaol. For Percé see as above.
No. 13.--No Sessions, have been held during this or preceding year.
No. 14.--Answered by 12.
No. 15.-The present distribution of each of the Gaols prevent the observ-

ance of a proper classification; verbal communication between the prisoners cannot
be preveuted. No fenale or child has been confined for many years, in either Gaols.
Prisoners are not employed at manual labor.

No. 16.-Fishernen and farrners in Percé Gaol, sec as above.
Nos. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22.-Answered by 15th.
No. 23.-The only measures used for promoting religious and secular in'

struction, is by furnishing the, prisoners with English and French Bibles and Testa-
ments ; Priests and Ministers are allowed free and unrestricted access to the prisoners
professing lheir creed. Prisoners may be supplied with such moral and religious
works as may be approved by the Sheriff

No. 24.-Prisoners not allowed to write or reccive letters, except with the
approbation of the Sheriff. The skirt wall around the Gaol in New Carlisle prevents
communication fromu ihe outside. In the Gaol at Percé, there being no skirt wall or
other means of security or prevenlion, communication between the prisoners and
their friends on the oimside, and the introduction of edge tools, within the cells, can-
not be prevented.

No. 25.-Good.
No. 26.-Cannot say. No prisoners at present in Percé Gaol, one in New

Carlisle awaiting his trial.
No. 27.-I do not recollect an instance in which the prisoners manifested any

contrition for iheir past conduct.
No. 2.-Cannot say.
No. 29.-About £40 currency, for the Gaol here; £50 currency, for the Gaol,

at Percé.
No. 30.-About £40 for each Gaol.
No. 31.-None. The tin roof of the Gaol in New Carlisle is corroded, and so

thin in many places as to admit rays of light; the spouts need renewal and the build- Y
ing itself to be rough cast : the esimated cost of those repairs, including the cost of
the necessary mnaterials, would not exceed £250 currency. For the present state of
the Gaol at Percé, see Sub-SheriflPs Return.

No. 32.-About £9 currency, for each Gaol.
No. 33.--Bread and oatmeal, porridge, or potatocs and fish, in lieu, cost as,,

follows, viz

Bread .............................. 6 0 0
Oatmeal or potatoes.................. 2 0 0
Fish .............................. 1 0

£9 0 0

96
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No. 34.-By the Sheriff
No. 35.-The one now adopted.
No. 36.-About 25s. per annum for each Gaol.
No. 37.-About 20s. do. do.-
No. 38.-No cases of serious sickness have occurred in either Gaols for

several years past, and the prisoners are almost invariably healthy; should cases of
sickness occur, the Sheriff and Gaoler would furnish the necessaries alluded to.

Nos. 39, 40, 41, 42.-There is no Physician, attached or salaried to, either
Gaol, though such would be desirable. In cases requiring medical aid a Doctor, is
called on by the Sheriff, or in his absence, by the Gaoler, and attends if his otherï
avocations permit. No hospital in either. Gaol. No diseases have occurred for
several ycars in the Gaol in New Carlisle. Sec sub-Sherifi's return for Percé Gaol.

Nos. 43, 44.-None.
No. 45.-Should any sudden deaths occur in either Gaol, an Inquest would

bc demanded by the Sheriff.
No. 46.-'Answered by the preceding 45th.
No. 47.-No case of insanity has ever occurred during confinement in this-

Gaol-the one instance of aberration of intellect lately took place at Percé-see
Return of that Gaol.

No. 48.-Of late years no committals for insaniy have taken place ; in'
former years instances have occurred of insane persons being committed to prison'
without being accused of crime.

No. 49.-Answered by the preceding 48th.
No. 50.-Three celis in New Carlisle ; 2 ten feet wide by twelve feet long,

I twelve feet long by seven feet wide.
No. 51.-Yes, in the New Carlisle Gaol. In the Gaol at Percé neither of

these essential objects are attained during the winter, at which time the cells
are eold and uncornfortable. The Gaokr there has, on more than one occasion, al-,
lowved the prisoners to leave their cells, and remain some time in his apartments,
for heat; see Percé Return.

No. 52.-The wards are not well ventilated in the Percé Gaol, and the
windows are daily opened in summer, for the admission of fresh air; in either
cell the friends of the prisoners resort there and converse together, which the Gaoler
has tried, in vain, to prevent, there being no outer security; the water closets are
necessarily within the cells; the only mneans of purification used is, by throwirig'.',
unslacked lime and water therein. See return for Percé Gaol. No such inconveni-
ences are felt in New Carlisle.

No. 53.-The cells are dry and above ground.
No. 54.-The Gaol, here, has a well on the premises, from whence a sup-,

ply of good fresh water can be obtained, which is carried to the Gaol and cells
at an annual charge of 20s. No well has been found, or any contract taken forsink-'
ing one on the Gaol premises at Percé, the annuai charge for which will be about
52s.

No. 55.-Yes.
No. -56.-Hard wood, maple, and yellow and black birch.
No. 57.-Fifty cords for each Gaol.
No. 58.-At Percé, about £30 currency; at New Carlisle, about £25

annum.
No. 59.-5s. allowed to the Gaoler on the discharge of any prisoner.
No. 60.-Cattle kept on the premises, which belong to the Gaoler, and

fed and supported at his sole expense.
No. 61.-Four acres, including the site of the Gaol yards, which

contain an area of about one half acre. Six prisoners could be confined in
Gaol, allowing two for each cell. On the same principle the cells in Percó(

per

are

last
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Gaol
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will admit of four prisoners; the Gaol premises there contain about one and a half
acres in superficies.

No. 62.-The Gaol in New Carlisle being in the same building as the
Court Hall, &c., is inconvenienily small, and in its present distribution, the cells
cannot be increased or enlarged. No part is appropriated for debtors and delin-
quents committed for comparatively slight offences, so they cannot be separated froxu
criminals. The building, with a slight expense, might be made available for a Gaol,
if used exclusively for that purpose. The Gaol at Percé was, originally, built for a
private dwelling, and its walls are weak and insecure. The prisoners cannot be
allowed to leave their cells for the benefit of air and exercise owing to the want of
walls or other security around the Gaol, the premises being only enclosed with an
ordinary rail fence, and the windows in the basement story, with the sole excep-
tion of the cells, being deficient of iron gratings; these objects cannot be secured,
except at a larger outlay than would be prudent, or the value of the building itself
will warrant. These and many other defects, needless to particularise, as they have
been apparent to the present Inspector, induce me to recommend the early conver-
sion of the present building into a Court House, with suitable offices, for which it
would answer, with slight repairs, for many years; leaving to the wisdom of the
Executive to mature such measures as may lead to the erection of a suitable building.
for a Gaol either at Percé or Gaspé Basin, as may be deemed by them the most
conducive to the interests of the public service.

The whole humbly submitted.
M. SHEPPARD,

Sheriff, D. G.
SheriffPs Office,

New Carlisle, 26th June, 1852.

C.C.a.
SHERIFF'S OrICE,

NEW CARLISLE, 26th June, 1852.

Sia,-Conformably to your request, I now avail myself of the departure of the first
mail to ansver the diflerent questions referred to me, as Sheriff, which 1 trust will be
found conclusive and satisfactory.

The Gaol at Percé is evidently so insecure and unfit for its present purpose, as
not to allow me to doubt that the suggestions I make respecting it will meet with
your approval ; and should Her Majesty's Government decide on causing a new
Gaol for the County of Gaspé to be built at Percé instcad of Gaspé Basin, an excel-
lent site for the purpose could be selected among the Government reserve lands, in
that place, now held by individuals without any just tille.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
M. SHEPPARD,

Sheriff D. G.
To Wolfred Nelson, Esquire n M. D.,

Inspector Provincial Penitcntiary, Montreal.
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(Translation.)

Answers of the undersigned Sheriff of Kamouraska, to the Questions addressed
to him by Wolfred Nelson, Esquire, M. D , one of the Inspectors of the Provincial
Penitentiarv, relating to the present condition and dimensions of the prison of his
Distrit-the improvement required for the moral and physical comfort of ?the pri-
soners,-and the prisoners at present confined in the said prison, since January, 1852.

(Signed,) ODE. MARTINEA U ,
Sherif.

ist and 2nd. There are two officers attached to the Gaol at Kamouraska, i;
Honoré Desjardins, the Gaoler, whose salary is £75 per annum, and Alexis Thomas
Michaud, Esquire, M. D., the Physician of the said Gaol, whose annual salary is
£30 currency.

Srd. The Sheriff visits the Gaol every fortnight.
4th. There were no prisoners during the last three months of the year 1851, the

period when this District was first constituted; but the number confined in the Gaol
since the commencement of the present year to this date is fourteen, among whom
is a female, aged sixteen. They are all Catholies and natives of this Province, ex-
cept one, who belongs to New Brunswick. Eight were committed on charges"of
felony; two, the said female and ber busband, on a charge of poisoning ; another,
the New Brunswicker, for perjury ; the two others were 'confined for debt.

The eight prisoners charged with felony were acquitted at the sittings of the
Court of Queen's Bench, holden 5th April last. The remainder have not yet been,
brouglit to trial.

15th. With regard to that part of the question'.which bas reference to the clas-
sification of the prisoners, I think it my duty to answer (with an eye to the moraland
physical advantage of the prisoners,) that the smallness of the Gaol does not enable
me to classify the prisoners: that is to say, to place then in apartments appropriated
to each of them exclusively ; for by the Doctor's orders, (and with due regard to-her
health and to her present circumstances, being nearly eight months advanced in
pregnancy), the above mentioned female prisoner bas been removed frorn the narrow
damp and unwholesome room appropriated to females, in the debtors side ; and
the Inspector had an oppörtunity of judging for himself of the truth of these facts
at his two visits to this Gaol, on Saturday and Monday, the 3rd and 5th instant.

It is, nioreover, a matter of urgent necessity that a yard be constructed forth-
with, in order that the prisoners,who suffer greatly in their health from being deprived
of hcalthfuL exercise, and shut up in a Gaol, which is both small and damp, excavated
as it is several feet in the rock, may, as nearly as possible every day be brought out
for air and exercise.

In confirmation of these remarks, I refer to the presentation of the Grand JUIy'
at the last Sittings of the Court of Queen's Bench, holden i April last, composed
of the best informed and most influential men in that District, of which presenta-
tion a copy is hereto annexed.

20th. The women's room is so near to the men's (being divided from it only 1
a wooden partition, and a thin door, the panels of which are at most half an incli
thick,) that the prisoners can hear in one of the rooms whatever is said or-&h&ij
the other, and it may be added, all the doors of the Gaol are deficient in strength.

24th. The Gaol being situiated nearly in the centre of the Village, and near the
public highway, and not being protected even by a good external wall, it is veryeasy
to facilitate their escape, without the knowledge, and in spite of the vigilance oftbe
for the prisoners, in whatever part of the prison they are confined, to hold conitriii-
cation with persons outside ; to write and receive letters, aswell as tools andinstrÏü-
ments calculated Gaoler.
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25th, 26th, 27th and 28th. The behaviour of the prisoners is good; every one-
of them asserts bis innocence of the charge laid against him.

33rd. The allowance of each prisoner consists of one pound and a-half of bread*
and of two pounds of potaboes per day, of good quality. As Canadians are not
accustomed to eat porridge, I have ordered none ; but, in accordance with the opinion
of the Gaol Physician, it is my belief that it would be proper and even necessary.
that each prisoner should have, in addition, a quart of milk per day.

41st. The Physician visits the Gaol almost daily, and oftener when circum-
stances require bis attendance.

50th, 51st, 52nd, and 53rd. There are in all six cells, the dimensions of which
are nearly six feet by ten. It is easy to warm and light them, but not so to air
them, and relieve them from bad smells; each of th.'se cels should be provided with
a ventilator, communicating directly with the roof of the building. The cells are,
damp, and, with the exception of about two feet, altogether under ground.

54th. The Gaol is every day supplied abundantly with good fresh water.
55th. The prisoners are obliged to wash themselves daily, and to keep them-

selves clean.
56th. The fuel is of excellent quality (hard wood).
61st. The Gaol is so small that I am of opinion it would be impossible tò

confine in it more than tei prisoners conveniently, at once, even including the
debtors' apartment.

62nd. I could not at present sugge st any alteration in the laws now in force
relative to Gaol discipline, &c., especially as regards the Gaol of this District. I-
may, never- theless, add, without fear of error, that this prison is far from meeting the.
wants and exigencies of this large and populous District.

Such are the answers-the present year being in its seventh month-that I have
thought fit to make, with respect to this District, to the questions addressed to me on
the subject, and which I have the honor of submitting to the consideration of the
Inspector, Wolfred Nelson, Esquire, M. D.

(Signed,) OVIDE MARTINEAU,
(Translation.) Sheriff.

Provinceof Canada, COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH.
CRIMINAL TERM.- April, 1852.Kamouma.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR HONoRABLE COURT
We, the Grand Jury, summoned for the present Term, respectfully beg leave to

return to your Honorable Court, our thanks for the benevolent and instructive ad-
dress which you have thought fit to deliver at the opening of the present sittings.

After having taken cognizance of and had under our consideration the divers
offences, more or less important, subnitted to us for exaraination, we have especially
applied our attention, thinking it our duty so to do, t tohe wants and interests
generally of this nev District, and we respectfully subimit to the attention of. your
Honorable Court the following presentment

1st. That we declare ourselves satisfied with the cleanliness which we found
existed in the several apartments belonging to this Court, and more especially
those of the Gao] to which we particularly directed our . attention. But we
remarked, with regret, that the common prison is not sufficiently spacious, and that
thé prisoiers must necessarily suffer in respect both of their moral and physical
welfare, by the arrangement and smallness of the apartments.

100
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2ndly. That there ought to be an iron door grated within the Gaol, in order to
nuard againstthe attackstowhieh,intheabsence thereof, the Gaoler might be exposed

Zrdly. That the Gaol ought to be guarded by a wall which might afford, atthe
saie time, a yard for the prisoners, which yard we declare to be necessary.

That the Gaol, in its present situation, is anhealthy and too small, and that it
would be for the benefit of the prisoners' health, that the rooms which now serve as
offices should be converted into a Gaol ; that a Court House'should be built on an
economical plan alongside the present building, and that the present Court, room
and the rooms adjoining should be converted into offices, &c., &c.

The remainder concerns the interests of the District generally, a resident Judge,
and the tax imposed upon judicial proceedings, &c.

(Signed,) P. T. CASGRAIN,
Foreman.'

Kamouraska Grand Jury Room,
7th April, 1852.

A true copy of that part of the presentment which has reference to the Gaol of
ibis District.

OVIDE MARTINEAU,
Sherif.

List of Grand Jurymen, April, 1852

Eusèbe Anctil, Esq.................St. Aimé...... .... .Yeoman.
Magloire Ouellet.................... " ............. "
Pierre Thos. Casgrain, Esq.......Riv. Ouelle..........Seignior.
Charles H. Têtu, Esq.............. .......... Merchant.
George L'Evêque................... .......... Yeoman.
Louis Dauteuil, Esq................ ..........
Norbert Roussel..................... ..........
Octave Paradis......................St. Denis.............
Louis Miller, Esq...................St. Louis,............Merchant.
Cyprien Lebel, Esq................. " ............ Yeoman, J. P.
Vincislas Taché. ................... St. Paschal..........Seignior.
Joseph Hudon, Esq................. " ......... Merchant.
Joseph Landry........ .............. St. André ...... Yeoman.
Alexis Beaulieu, Esq...............Riv. du Loup........Notary, J. P.
Benjamin Dionne, Esq. ........... Cacouna, ............. Merchant, J. P.
Abraham Peltier, Esq............. " .............
Michel Dumont.....................St. Arsène............Yeoman.
L. Narcisse Gauvreau, Esq......Isle Verte.............Notary, J. P.
Charles Bertrand, Esq............. ............. Merchant, J. P.
François Rioux..................... ............ Yeoman.
Félix Têtu, Esq .................... Trois Pistoles........Merchant, J. P.
Louis Garon..........................Ste. Cécile...........Yeoman.
Pierre Gauvreau, Esq..............Rimouski.............Notary, J. P.
Pierre Ringuet ....................... ..Yeoman.
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Kaounsn, 9th~ Judy, 1852.

S,-I have the honor to transmit to you, by this day's post, my answers and
remarks concerning the Gaol of this District. The Government might, following the
plan suggested by the Grand Jury, build a Gaol corresponding to the wants and
requirements of this District.

I have to request that you will be pleased to recommend to the Government
the building of a wall round the Gaol, without which, it is impossible to have the
prisoners in safe custody.

You have desired me to point out the geographical centre of the District and
the central business place.

To this inquiry I have the honor to answer, that, in my humble opinion, the
centre of business in the District, as regards communication vith New Bruns.
wick, is the River du Loup; but I cannot help thinking, that if the Government spent
the money necessary to give us a good Gaol of size and extent sufficient for the
wants of the District at Kamouraska, every complaint would be silenced.

I have the honour to be, with the most distinguished consideration,
Sir,

Your very humble and obedient servant,

OVIDE MARTINEAU,
Sheriff.

W. Nelson, Esq., M. D.,
Inspector of P. P., Montreal.
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A GENERAL REVIEW
OP

PRISON ECONOMICS.

The government of Prisons should be confided to men of well established repu-
tation for honesty and integrity, and of humane, and even benevolent dispositions;
men well acquainted with mankind, sober, diligent and active, and who would
devote ail their time and energies to the performance of their duties, and take a pride
in giving a name and character to the institution within the walls of which they
should have supreme raie.

The chief officer should be a man of standing in society, and at once endowed
with unflinching firm.ness and the most benevolent feelings; he should be a model
Io ail the subordinate officers, and possess such influence even over the prisoners as
would not only command their respect, but also secure their good wil1 and confi-
dence, every one of the officers should take a personal interest in the success of the
institution, and all manifestation of bad feeling or party spirit should at once be
put down. The utmost harmony and good feeling should prevail amnong them;
thev should act with one accord, as if members of one family individually inter-
Csted in its welfare ; under such management a vast amount of good could be ae-
complished, whereas division and cabal will thwart the benign views of the Gov-
cmment, and evil instead of good be the result.

While the superior officer, whom it might be better to designate by the name
of master, conductor, or captain, instead of Gaoler, which conveys no very pleasant
impression, should even be prepared to assist and counsel his subordinates, and
be their friend, and still he should ever be watchful that they did not abuse the
trust reposed in them, that they did not become insolent or overbearing in their
communication with the prisoners, that they did not enact the part of tyrants and
oppressors ; for persons in the like position are frequently disposed to carry on mea-
sures with a high hand and be overbearing; such should be reprimanded, and
given to understand that, they are to be as obedient to the laws and rules of thé
prison as the prisoners themselves. Much misery has been inflicted upon unfortu-
nate prisoners by the cruel treatment of inferior officers of Gaols, and other places
of detention. No man should be appointed to any office through mere favor,' or
through the influence or intrigues of friends or persons high in authority; but the
choice should fall upon intelligent and philantrophic men, and most assuredly the
Institution will prosper, do honor to all concerned, and confer imperishable benefits
upon the unhappy men over whorn they have been called to preside. The officers
should be well paid, according to their position in society and rank in the Institu.-
tion, as well as the important duties confided to them, and also proportionatelyto the
amount of gond it is expected they will achieve. Let them be well and sufficiently
remunerated, but let not one single farthing in the shape of perquisite be allowed,;
neither should any traffic, in the form of providing sick comforts, &c., &c., be per-
mitted, and this in order that ail the officers may have no interest separate from those
of the institution, and have nothing to divert their attention from the daties con-
fided to them, to which they are in conscience bound to consecrate their whole time,
attention, and talents.
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PRISONERS.

The moment a prisoner is sent to Gaol, to await his trial, he should be compelled
to go to the washing cell, and there be completely cleansed, and his liair should be
cut, if long and natty, and lie should have an iron comb; should his clothes be
bad, ragged and filthy, he should be made to wash them, and a prison suit should
be served out to him until the tribunals of justice have decided upon his fate.

This process is as necessary for the individual himself, as it is for the preserva-
lion of the health of the whole institution.

There is reason to fear, that these hygienie measures are not sufficiently observed
in Gaols generally, where, while awaiting his trial, he is also preparing himself for
a longer residence. If he should be found guilty, his hair should immediately
be cut close, both for the purpose of cleanliness, and as a mark of degradation to
which he has subjected hinself, as well as a proof that he has been a prisoner should
he happen to escape; but his hair should be allowed to grow sometime before he is
discharged, for the instant he leaves the prison, all indications that he bas béen a
conviet, should be effaced: he lias expiated his offence against the laws, and be
should return to the world, in the same garb as other nembeis of society, aid
in a position to act as such. Every prisoner should be shaved once a week, pro-
vided with a coarse towel, -oap, and a picce of coarse cotton as a handkerchief;
bis body clothing should be changed once a week ; lie should be taught habits of
order, tidiness, decorum and industry.

The Inspector has hiiiherto only alluded, in a casual rnanner, Io debtors and
witnesses, as his province was confined, strictly speakinig, tc, what more particularly
related to penal matters,-he decnsitriaht, however, to state, that in every Gaol their
should be a " Day-room," exclusivelyappropriated for ihis unfortunate class of prison
inimates, who are incarcerated for safe keeping, and for no penal offences. A féw
cells of about four feet wide should be constructed as dormitories for more close
coercion, should circumstances render this precaution necessary-with this addition,
the Gaols, as recommended, will, it is presumed, subserve all tie purposes for which
such establishments are constituted.

DIET.

Due attention should be paid that the diet is w1holesome, nutritious and in
sufficient quantity; it nay be reduced to bread and waler for a few days, but only
as a punishment for the infraction of the rules of flte prison, but thi.s should never
be adopted as the regular dietary of the prison ; a system that has obtained almosit
invariably in Canada, in the several Gaols, to the detriment of the prisoner, and to
the diseredit of the Country.

Men are not to be punished for their evil deeds by making their organization
and their very constitutions suffer through the want of sufficient and necessary ali-
mentation ; better that execution should immediately follow, or become a general
sentence than that a culprit should languish and suffer from want, and ultimately
die 'of starvation : the most common sentiments of humanity and sound policy must
revolt at such enactments.

The food should be sound and good; order and cleanlines: should be obseryed
irits preparation, that no disgust or repugnance rnay be entertained against it, than
which, few circumstanices tend more effectually to prevent digestion; the food should
be well cooked and vell seasoned; and the Physician should always bearin.if
mind the fact, ihat the same diet does not agree with all men, nor at all seasons;
and also, that one unvarying kind of victuals, however good in itself, may at last be
come repugnant alike to the taste and the stomach; hence it would be prudént
occasionally to vary the articles that constitute the prison fare. Several cases-
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scurvy have occurred in the Gaol at Montreal, where the food bas been confined to the
one article, bread, although of excellent quality. At certain seasons there is a dis-
position to derangement of the digestive organs, and when manifested, if not cor
rected i time, might lead to diarrhea, and in the end to dysentery. Both Indian meal
and oatmeal have a tendency to create acidity in the stomach, especially in persons
not accustomed to them; and this has a great tendency to derange the intestinal
canad, as well as to cause dyspepsia in a variety of forms; when ihis is observed,
rice and bread should be substituted, and the sweetening with molasses dispensed
with, as it is well known that molasses predisposes to diarrhma. The food might
often be changced to the satisfaction and to the advantage of the prisoners, without
entailing greater cost or much trouble.

It should be stipulated in the provision contract, should that form of obtaining
the r:ttions be adopied, that the moment the food is declared bad and unfit for issue
to the prisoners, which declaration is to be made in writing, and attested by the
Physician Io the institution, the contractors be bound to supply the same articles,
of a better quality; and ibat should he or they continue, after notification as above,
10 supply articles of inferior quality, thai proceedings be immediately instituted
against ihe sureties of the contractor, unless they choose rather to continue the
unexpired period of the contract on their own account.

Should the garden not supply a sufficient quantity of vegetables for the soup,
the deficiency should be provided by purchase. But at the same time, it must be
recollected, that both mind and body suifer where the nutriment is purely vegetable,
especially in those accustomed to animal food, and this is particularly the case.in
seelusion and confinement, therefore is it absolutely necessary that a more gene-
rous alimentation should be provided; part of which should be of animal substan-
cce, at least, say i of a lb of beef or å of a lb of pork* and a pint of soup for dinner,
besides the bread and potatoes, and porridge for the otier two meals.

CLOTHING.
There shouid be a prison uniform adopted, of a nature to make the wearer a

conspicuous object, both in the prison and out of doors, should he attempt to es-
cape : the right side of which should be of sc.e dark coloured stuff, and the Ieft
side of a much ligliter and of an opposite colour, red, yellow, grey or striped. In
summer, of cotton; but of thick coarse cloth, in vinter; the shirts for al] seasons
should be of fiannel-thick new flannel for winter, and when worn thinner, for
summer; coarse woollen soeks-all the year round; a straw bed and a straw pillow,..
changed about once in two nonths; a blanket and a rug, to be washed every two
months.

Some mark should be put upon the worst class of prisoners, that their very dress
mav indicate the crimes of which they have been guilty; moreover, that a younger
and a less offender may know, that he is not so degraded as some others, and that
this feeling may lead him to repentance and reformation. Another class should be
clothed in black, altogether, without a white stitch about them, the distinguishing
mark, a letter M painted in the back and breast with red paint. These should be
shunned as if they were a walking -pestilence, loathsome lepers whose very. ap-
proach would contaminate and defile : these infinitely miserable creatures will at
once be known as murderers, and those among them, whose deed has nothing in
word, act or deed to extenuate even ever so littile, the heinousness of so horrid a,
crime, should be altogether shut out from their fellow men, deprived of the 'blessed
view of the sun, and from the open air; the remainder of their existence shuid-be
one of total exclusion from that world which they have so shockingly outraged.

In a letter transeribed in the Report, it is stated that 28 swine are kept at the Penitentiary, fed'entirely
on the oflid and broken bread and meat, and worth at lenst £60; should te same system.be followed in the
Gauls, a change of animal food could oceasionally be made in the diet of the prisoners, at little or no cost.
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DISCIPLINE.

Discipline inust be regulated by the necessities of each individual prison, yet
uniformity should prevail, where possible, in every prison. These rules shoulp
be drawn up by the keepe r with much care, after having studied the rules aid
regulations under which similar institutions are conducted, and they should then
be submitted to the Inspectors of Prisons for their approbation or correction ; and when
accepted, should be printed on paste-board, and hung up in the corridors, wards aifd
work rooms, that no one may plead ignorance of them. Thev are to be amended
whenever the necessity for it may be pointed out by the prison authorities; but always
with the sanction of the Inspectors.

The aptness of these rules, will be evidence of the ability, judgment and expe-
rience of the superior officers of these institutions, and will satisfy the Government
and the Country, that faithful and able men have the charge and control of these
penal, refornatory and deterring institutions, which may, peradventure, become the
abode of some of the niembers of the first families in the land ; and also, satisfy the
public, that a wise, judicious, and humane conduet is observed towards their more
weak and erring fellow men.

EXERCISE.

This is a subject of much importance, particularly to two classes of prisoners, the
shoemakers and tailors, whose trades confine them constantly to one posture, with no
motion whatever of the lower limbs. It is rather singtilar that shoemakers complain
more than others of the monotony to which they are confined; this is a complaint
made in every prison, and if there be not more real discase among these men than
among others, there is certainly far more complaining of the restraint under which
they labor; and bad hunor and lowness of spirits prevai lanong them to a greater
degree than anong other prisoners. It has also been renarked, that there are more
acts of insubordination comnitted by the shoemakers, than by any other class oftrades-
men in prison. Some outdoor exercise should therefore be contrived for them,
at least two or thrce times a week, and perhaps, one of the best, most useful,
and exciting, would b to work the Fire Engines. Indeed, it would be advisable, that
two fire companies should be formed, tliat efficient help might be at hand in the event
of accident; this, besides some light out door labor might be discovered, that would
have more the character of pastime than work; or they inight be narched round the prëL
mises in quick time, for half an hour or so, durinrg wlhich perfect silence should -be
maintained. Ail the prisoners in squads might be exercisCd in one way or another;
to the advantage of both body and mind ; this subject is no trivial matter, on the cot&
trary, it is deserving the attention of Inspectors, Wardens and Keepers, and negli-
gence in this respect should justly expose them to official and public censure.

EMPLOYMENT.

Means should be constantly at hand for the employmcnt of the prisoners, who, if.
possible, should never be for an hour idle, where convenient workshops shouldbe
erected for joiners, cabinet makers, shoemakers, tailors, &c., and even for black-
smiths, but where such occupations could not well bc provided, every ersonshonld K'
have some kind of work to do, that would take little room and cause little trôóble
such as picking oakum, or any other work that would require few or no tools but
decidedly it would be advisable where practicable, to make each individual work'ét
his trade, and if he have noue, he should be made to leara one. Intelligent n
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bumane keepers should have charge of the tradesmen, and endeavor to cause their
labor to be productive to the institution, as well as useful to themselves ; should the
labor be hired out, it would become their duty to see, that too great-an amount of
work is nct exacted from the prisoners, and no more than men can perform under or-
dinary circumstances. The duty of the overseer will be to protect the prisoner, and at
the same time to sec that equal justice is donc both to the employer and the empL yed;
lie will be kind, but firm, he wil encourage and instruct, and convince the prisoner
that he is his friend, and that bis present incarceration will prove to be for his present
and future good. Such a demeanor would tend to advance an object that should be
paramount in the eyes of the law and in the attributes of the Institution-the benefit
of society, and the reformation of the criminal.

REFORMATION.
In the vast majority of cases, reformation will assuredly follow a judicious and

benign treatment, whereby the reckless will be subdued, the old offender reflect,
and all will soon understand, that they alone are to blame for the misfortunes to which
they have been exposed; kindness and sympathy will at last reach the heart of the most
obdurate and stubborn, and so soon as the better feelings of human nature are aroused,
hopes of amendment may be entertained ; feelings that have long been smothered by
bad associations and habits, but which are neverentirely extinct, and which are yet
susceptible of being kindled into a bright flame, will lcad to the reformation and salva-
tion of those that have long erred from the paths of propriety and virtue ; and in this
holy work, no agency is so potent as religious instruction.

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION.
When the number of prisoners is sufficiently large, a clergyman should be ap-

pointed, either of the Protestant or Catholic persuasion, or one of both, if required,
who would devote a portion of their time to the religions and moral instruction of
unfortunate prisoners. The valuable labours of these excellent men should be fairly com-
pensated by the Country. Although thev consecrate their lives to pious and sacred
purposes, still they are quite as much subject to the wants of humanity as other men.
and the Country has no right (as a principle) to their gratuitous labour; it would be
equally unjust and unkind, to expect that they should devote their existence for the
common welfare of man, both here and hereafter, without adequate remuneration.
These remarks are made, in consequence of the pratice which too generally obtains; to
demand of clergymen, the sacrifice of their time and talents for the good of others
and as a matter of course, without fee or reward! Recompense the instructor well, and
then there will be a just right to exact a diligent discharge of his all important duties.
The chaplain should pass as much of his time as possible with bis flock ; but it shouldnot
interfere with the quantum of daily labour to be performed by the prisoners. There'
should be morning and evening prayer, in common, and frequent visits during the day
to the sick and such as may be in confinement.

A pious clergyman can perform a vast amount of good in this particular sphere,
wherc men can be sooner and more effectually influenced than when at liberty. It
would be the fault of the clergyman if he were not very soon beloved and revered,
and if bis visits were not anticipated with the utmost anxiety.

Although it may appear a novel suggestion, and not immediately within the pro;
Vince of clergyman, still from its being based on the first principles of morality, and
seeing the benefit that would naturally ensue, both physically and mentally, fronthe
putting it into practice, it would be proper in a manner, that a benevolent and virtuous
man, alone can impart, most emphatically to caution the malé prisoners againstiidulg-
ng in the revolting and injurious propensity of self abuse ; a vice, that is, moré pre-
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valent with men in confinement than in any other situation, and which is a fruitfËi
cause of many lingering bodily complaints frequently terminating in madness or idiocy.

The clergyman will have a powerful coadjutor in the work of reformation, in the
teacher, notwithstanding, that the special duties of the latter functionary will.be--

SECULAR INSTIRUCTION.
This officer, if endowed with tact and talent, as a teacher should be, would power-

fully second the ciforts of the chaplain; no filse views of econoiny should prevent the
securincr the services of such an officer. There should be a Sabbath-school and day
school for those who are not engaged in labor. The schoolmaster shîould go from cell
to cell, when any are in confinement, and teach such branches of a comnon useful
education, as the individual may bc deficient in. le might also, after the prisoners
are confined in the evening, go fron cell to cell with a little lamp, and give every one.
a short lesson; at meal times, he should read a ciapter from some useful and moril'
work, and thus, while imparting iiseftil knowledge, engage the attention of the prison&
ers, and prevent that natural desire of comiuicatiiig and inquiring, even by lookin;
about, and by signs, that ail imen entertain, who are debarred of ordinary conversation;
and thus, the silent and saparate systeni of prison discipline would on ail occasionsbé'
acted upon most effectually, notwithstanding so many are congregated together. The.
chaplain and schoolmaster should consult with aci other relative to the most proper.,
works to be put into the hands of the prisoners, and by every means of persuasion, lead
them to habits ofreading and study ; and for this purpose, a small sun should be arinually
appropriatei, and gradually a prison library would be formed, which shoul bé
under the immediate care of these two officers; but in the niethod of education and
the choice of books, the Inspcctors should be ahways consulted, and nothing done with-
out their sanction and approval.

SICKNESS.
There should bc some convenient place for an hospital, where the sick wouldnot

be disturbed by noise or dust, and furnished with all the appurtenances necessary for
the care of the sick, who should be put in charge of an able, zealous, and humane.
physician; one who is proud of his professional reputation, who will not fearýor
shun surveillance, and who will be actuated by loftier views than those of a mere
routinist. His province is not to punish or persecute, he lias noble functions to ful-
fil, he secs the sick man, and treats him as his patient, who is entitled Io hisbest.
care. The phvsician should have hie vhole charge of the hygienic and sanilary mat-
ters of the institution ; much responsibility devolves upon him ; his office is a most
imporlant one, and while exercising his profession, he could wield a vast influénce'
vhich would be beneficial both physically and morally ; he would, by his humane;

conduct, convince his patient, that he had really his good at heart; when consuted;,
lie ihouldi not fail to point out all hie circumstances that might militate against the.:
heahh of his patient, and he should in a most especial manner warn him of the
dreadful effects that follow, sooner or later, the baneful and revolting habit ofself
pollution ; a degrading vice that prevails to a frightful extent in all such places of
seclusion,a habit that irrecoverably injures the body and stultifies the mind, when per-P.
sisted in, and is withal the source of the great majority of cases of insanity, which ar;e
far more frequent in these places than elsewhere. Aware of the frequency .of: -
sanity he should be alive Io the earliest indication of its approach ; for, if once it.has
set its seal upon the brain, little hope may be entertained of restoring its healthy
functions.

The physician should not fail to point out the earliest symptoms of any epidemic
that may be manifested, in order that, while yet time, sucli precautions nay bP
in requisition asmay arrest its progress, and destroy it altogether.
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PUNISHMENT.
The punishment of prisoners is a subject that has naturally engaged the atten-'

tion of prison authorities more than any other; being deemed formerly, the only ob-
ject for which penal institutions vere called into existence. It is not, therefore, sur-
prising that it has been excessive, general, cruel, and in ils details, revolting to the
commonest sentiments of humanity. A wiser and milder course has, however, now
been adopted, which, during the imprisonnent, attempts also to effect the moral re-
formation of this truly iniserable class of the human family. Corporal punish-.
ment, the lash, the yoke, clogs and chains, and the douche alnost to drowning, is
now resorted to, but in extreme cases; reason, cormmon sense, and Christian charity
have by their dictates, as it were, expelled these contrivanices of unreflecting men
and tyrannical governments, at least from prisons and penitentiaries. Yet it may be
necessary at times to have recourse to the whip, which should not by law be prohi-
bited, because there are numerous instances, where the more violent and reckless
have set the authorities at defiance, telling them exultingly and insultingzly, " You
cannot now flourish your whip," and this from mere perverseness of a bad
disposition, and the frailty of human nature, leads then to be more turbulent and
vicious than they might otherwise be.

The whip, it is repeated, should not by law be abolished; let the prisoner know
that he is amenable to its infliction, and lie will be more gruarded, and other punish-
monts may in consequence becorne less necessary.*

A form of punishment dreaded even by the soldier, accustomed as he is to res-
traint, is the dark cell, and the privation of his bed. The very first day aftcr confine-
ment in the dark cell, most prisoners manifest repentance, and pray to be released
from their lonesome abode; few resist it beyond four or five days; and joined to it-is
a diet of bread and water.

No punishment in military prisons has becn found marc effectual and deterring
than the being shut in the celi, and the reduction of the usual food to about five
pounds of vegetable substance, viz:-

For breakfast, 8 oz. oatmeal, nade into 2 lb. 2 oz. stir-about.
For dinner, 9 oz. Indian meal, " 2 lb. 6 oz.
For supper, 8 oz. bread, and even less for desperate ofîenders.
Almost without an exception, prison authorities and niedical men in the army

assert, that the reduced fare is detested by the soldier, which joined with sleeping on
the bare floor and total seclusion in the dark, is a form of puirshmnent more dreaded
and effectual than imy other yet resorted to. In civil prisons, bread and water aice
shiould be served out for prisoners under punishment, but it is the isolation and the
dark that the prisoners most abominate, yet it cannot be said that the isolation of pri-
soners, as now practised, is perfect, seeing that the cell is gencrally on the same tier
with the other cells, and althourrh nothing can be seen, much can bc heard, conse-
quently the separation is imperfect, and therefore, as a punishment, cannot be as,
effectual as if sound as well as light was prechided.

To render this punishment more cffectual, the dark cell should be placed at sucl
distance fron the other parts of the institution, that the prisoner.may be conscious
that he cannot be heard, and that ho is shut out from all sympathy, communication,
or correspondence by and with ail others of what description soever. The cell should
be in a dark place, and painted black, that it may, in every particular indeed, be the
dark cell or " black hole." This profound darkness and silence, joined with the know-
ledge that he is beyond hcaring, and that no one is on the same level with himself,
would doubtless, in a very brief period, sober down and tame the most violent disposi-
tion. The bread and water should be handed to him through a small aperture, which'
is to be kept constantly shut. Repeatedly in the day time, however, some one shouild

The effect of cor poral punishment has been to harden, and to produce no moral impression of a benefi-
eial character.-Wm. Crawfurd, 1835.
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stealthily approach this awful place of confinement, and should he hear exclamations
of regret and contrition, he may make his presence known, and under faithful pro-
mises of reformation, the prisoner may bc brought into the presence of the captain to be
solemnly adlmonished, and then returned to his usual place of work; but until pro-
mises of better conduct are made he must remain, his iron spirit must bend and be
subdued. Isolation in this perfect and complete manner, it is believed, has not yet
been had recourse to, but every one who has been subjected to the dark cell, imper-
fect though it be at present, and also to the whip, states, that the former mode of
punishment is far more trying and hard to bear than the latter, the pain of which is
soon over; besides, the debasing application of the whip, has the effect of arousing the
worst and most revengeful feelings, and a determination of one day, having satisfac-
tion. It makes the hardened still more hardened and desperate, but the dark cell
and its adj unets, break down the stubborn character, and the solitude and utter dark-
ness, lead to reflection and repentance. This form of punishment is to be carried into
operation by cautious and feeling men, else loss of reason might be the result in a
short time, and to these particular cells, juvenile delinquents should not be subjected,
as it might be far too trying to their young and impressible intellects. The lash, if
possible. should be avoided, as it has been wisely remarked that, " that obedience which

is rendered through fear of corporal punishment, has in itself the very elements of
"rebellion and revenge, and the opportunity is eagerly waited for to gratify these
"violent feelings," vet it must occasionally be resorted to.

As soon as the punisbment is completed, of whatever description it may be, he
should be sent to his former place, and is not to be taunted or reviled; he should feel
convinced that, what lie has drawn upon himself has caused pain and regret to those
under whose guardianship he has been placed. In many institutions where the law
allows the lash, it is not made use of, it serves all the purposes of a " rod in pickle !"

Some distinction should be made anong the prisoners, the well behaved should be
treated with more kindness, and those, whose conduct was praiseworthy, should wear
some badge to distinguish them froin the other prisoners, and which would raise them
in their own estimation.

A plan strongly recommended by that very able prison disciplinarian, Colonel Jebb,
and which it is believed is now acted up to, is that one, two, or threc stripes, white or
other color should be sewn on the arms of good conduct men, and whenever feasible,
other indulgences might be granted to them ; on the other band, the truly incorrigible
should wear on their breasts and backs, some mark denoting their degradation to these
no favor should be extended, so long as they persevere in their pirverse conduct. A
large B for bad, miglit be placed on each shoulder and breast, and those whose crimes
were of the deepest dye, shoild be kept apart, as unworthy of mingling with the others.
The murderers, for instance, should fbrm a gang apart, that they might be distinguished
for their villainy, they shouil be avoided as lepers, too bad, and wicked, even to herd
with the wicked ; they should be made to feel how superlatively vile and degraded they
were; and should the punishment of death be abolisied, those in whose crimes there
are no mitigating, no extenuating circumstances, should be imprisoned for ever aart,
in some lugubrious looking shed, vhose very aspect should excite a feeling of loahng
and dread, and over whose gloomy and repulsive portal, some inscription typical of the
characters within should be traced in letters, that would themselves convey a lesson of
warning and terror; something like the following sentence miglit be engraved. in bold
relief: "The Murderer's Den." "No hope herefrom rna;z." They should be visitedby
the chaplain alone, and a grating should separate them. The ciaplain, while striving
to make him conscious of the enormity of his crime, should lead him to pray and repent,
and prepare himself to appear before that God, that just, that terrible God, whose
most sacred laws he had had the ineffable wickeduess to trample under foot. His sole
companion should be the bible or prayer book, and his only visitor, the man who would
once a day bring him his food, but who should be debarred from speaking to him, that
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nothing should possibly intervene to break the continuity of his reflections on his past
life, while preparing for the terrible and uncertain life of the world to cone. Should,
however, the mind or b dy of the prisoner suffer, he might be allowed to walk at night
alone in the yard, for an hour or two; such persons as are favorable to the "»eatht
Penalty" should recollect, that the first murderer, although a fatricide, was oot made over
to the man slayer; there was nothing that had the semblance of vengeance in the punish-
ment inflicted upon himu by God Almighty; an indelible mark was made on his forehead
in evidence of his atrocions crime, that it might excite abhorrence and deter, that it
might stand as an example and a warning ; and he was permitted to live, that he might
repent and atone. Nor should another event escape the mind, an event which was at-
tended with inexpressible awe and solemnity, when in a voice of thunder, it was or-
dained, "1 thou shalt not kill." Let not thercfore the laws, enacted by poor erring
mnortals, set at naught the behests of Omnipotence.

PARDONS.

Much difference of opinion and much prejudice exists with regard to the exer-
cise of the power of pardon, sorne insisting that it should be freely exercised, while
others are quite as strenuous in their opposition, contending ihat it should never be
resorted to; that the good and bad, the reformed and the obdurate, should equally
serve out their time. This certainly appears to be far too severe, and if carried out
to the letter, might in very many instances prevent that which is so much to be
desired, that which indeed, slhould be the paramount object of imprisonment, reform-
ation. Let then the heaven born sentiment, Hope, be -cherished by every human
being, however fallen, however miserable, let him still hope, for most truly does the
poet say, " Hope is ever springing in the human heart," yes, let. the unhappy pri-
soners say, by the help of God and man, and by my own exertions, I hope, one day,
that I may becomne a good citizen, and be joyfully received in the embraces of my
family and friends. Deprive hirm not of these holy aspirations, lest ha be plunged
into despair, and give loose to all his evil propensities, and, that one who might have
been reclaimed, be lost for ever. The sentence for the lighter crimes is often excessive
and disproportionate. If the subsequent conduct be good, and there seern to be a
sincere repentance, and more especially if there be any extenuating circumstances in
the case, by all means, after a reasonable period of imprisonrent, restore him to
liberty.

The example would be most salutary; and many a one would strive to follow
it, if from no better motive, than that of shortening the term of his imprisonment,
but the headstrong and vicious man who is not to be reclaimed should always serve
out the last hour of his sentencec, as an example to all who cannot be made to feel
the degradation of their position, and like him, turn a deaf ear to all good counsel.

The only abuse that could really be made of this work of mercy, justice it should
be called, would be when a pardon is obtained through the iifluence of friends, or
the efforts of mercenary advocates or agents, instead of through the deserts of the
individual himself.

A pardon that is the result of meritorious conduct, is appreciated even by the most
abandoned, and will often induce these unfortunate .beings, seriously to reflect upon
their own behavour, and from the mere desire to be set free, they vill become civil,
obedient and diligent. The hope of pardon bas another important and salutary
effect, it induces the aspirant to be vigilant in detecting and denouncing combina-
tions and plots for revolt and escape, every attempt at which would tend to thwart
his fondest anticipations; if he as no hope, he has no incentive to those virtuous
actions that night otherwise restore hirm to freedom; destroy this' delightful, this
innate sentiment of man, and the culprit, either becomes desperate and revengeful, or
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morose and spiritless; in either case, producing both mental and bodily suffering, often,
terminaing in complete idiocy, in raving madness, or confirmed wickedness. Blight
not then the hope of the repentant, or he may in despair seek by his own hands, re-.
pose in a premature grave.

Law-makers, and those in authority, might with advantage seriously ponder over
this heart-rending subject, that the contrite and rcformed may be saved and made
happy.

Such illogical and futile objections as the following, too often advanced against
nardins, should have no weieht:-

"If one is pardoned, so should another," say they-the most steeped in guilt, alike
with him wlho is an ofetnder perhaps by accident; "the pardoning of one is an injustice

to all--that everv individual thinks that he bas an equal right tb clemency and
" favor-that discontent and revengeful f.,eling wil soon be apparent, and the har-
"mony of the Gaol destruved ;" and a variety of other arguments are urged, equally
unfounded : thus losing sight of the fact, that it would be a crying injustice to place the
reformued and deserving on the sa-ne footing with the bad and irreclaimable. It bas
been said, with mnuch truth, that " a too restricted application of this attribute of mercy
"is, perhaps, about as nuch to be deprecated as its too lavish and indiscriminate exer-
"cisc." It would bc advisable, however, that every culprit should remain long enough
in prison to learn a trade, if destitute of one, and when his conduct is unexceptionable,
ho should be released, and thcn lie would enter the world with a trade, which w'ould
casure his earning an honest livelihood. But, that the granting of pardon may not be
abuscd, the Warden, Chaplain, Physician, and Inspectors, should be responsibie for its

judicions exercise, without their concurrence, or rather through their recommendation.
Whenever there appears sufficient medical grounds -fr the release of the prisoner,

he should be pardoned, that the imprisonment itself mav not infllet a punishrncnt not
contemplated by the law--that of the death of the individual. There is aliso another
weli-established fact, that close confinement, or want of out-door exercise, developes
serofulous tendencies that may d2gcnerate into consumption or irremediable wasting
froi other gLandular affections ; that when the period of confinement approaches its
ternination, it would not onlv be humane, but become a dutv, on such grounds, to
curtal it. In support of these views and sentiments, it mav not be irrelevant to observe,
tha1t. if society would only refleet upon what is done dailv in its midst, and under their
imuediate knowvledge, they would be less inexorable towards many poor conviets, whose
crimes, if measured by the conduct of very many of the mnagnates, and those who carry
a high and bold front, would (lwidle into very insignificance, and possibly do so in
the eyes of the Alnighty. M.)st truly has it been said, " Moral guilt has so little to

do with criminal proceedings, that we find scattered over the communitv mar-y per-
sons, wearing the garb and bcariag the aspect of gentlemen, with hearts of feblons;
"whie, in our prisons, we often find men, branded as felons, whose moral perceptions

C are far less obtuse, and 'nuch more worthy of our esteem a. consideration;" and it
might weli have been added, with regard to these rogues at large, "who have perpe-.
"trated crimes in comparison with which the acts of the convict might be deemed in-

noeence itself." Redecting people cannot but be convinced, that there are very
many cases in which the withholding a pardon, after a certain period, would be unjust;
cruel, and opposed to the clearest dictates of Christianity.

DISCIIAIGED CONVICTS.

It is comparatively of littIe avail to attempt, or to effect, at a considerable cost to
the country, the reformation of the conviet, if no effort is made to ensure to him,,at
least an ordinary reception in soeiety, after he has expiated his crime by a long incar-
ceration, one, perhaps, far disproportioned to his offence; if, on returning to the world,
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he is repelled as a tainted man. Wiat, it may be asked, is the advantage gained, both
by his punishment and bis attempts at reformation, if he is still to be shunned and
scouted, nay, persecuted ? The best feelings of our nature, common justice, and com-
mon sense, should alike dictate another course.

In the British Army, to its honor bc it said, when a soldier bas served his term of
punishment, he returns to his former position in the regiment; he is told, and all are
told, that lie is ni longer a criminal, and if bis conduct bas been good during bis con-
finement lie bas a certificate to that effect, and the door of advancement or promotion
is again open to him. And yet in civil life, there is much whining about the harsh
treatnent of the poor soldier; with the civilian it is quite otherwise ; the very door of
clarity is shut against hin; if lie craves employnent lie is spurned with contempt;
there is no kind Christian to give him the hearty grasp of welcome; he is repulsed on
every side, and lias no other but the dreadful alternative of sinning again, or dying of
starvation. Strange contrarieties do we witness in huinan nature. It has been quite
the fashion for som few years for every body to discourse on the subject of kindness to
the poor prisoners, and Governments are loudly and properly censured if every means
be not taken to reform thcm; but the moment a prisoner has expiated bis crime, and
reasonable hopes are entertained that lie secs and repents his past errors, he is spurned
from every door, and this at a time the most critical in bis existence. Doubtless if
people would only refleet, or if it could become the fashion to tender to the discharged
and repentant convict, the hand of friendship, quite another tone would pervade the
public mind; one that would be attended with the happiest results, not only for the
poor penitent man, but also for the public at large. There are abundant instances on
record, which prove that the unkind usage of the world bas compelled the culprit to
sin again; there are also, on the other hand, many others were a more Christian treat-
ment has made the individual not only an honest man, but in some cases he has actu-
ally acquired distinction and wcalth. Receive him well then, and assuredly the number
of recommitments will not orly diminish, but become " few and far between."

Much pleasure is experienced.in relating the following fact: Two young men,
a few nonths since, were discharged from the Provincial Penitentiary, at Kingston;
thev took thcir seats in the stage for a few miles ; on their way home the son of' the
worthv warden, Mr. Archy Macdonell, who knew the men, and Mr. R. L. Mackay, of
Montreal, were also passengers,-they fed the poor fellows, helped them down to-Mon-
treal, and on the next day Mr. Mackay procured for one a place iii a cabinet shop, and
for the other a place in a shoe nanufactory, telling them to keep their own secret.
They retain their situations, are faithful workinen, and happy in their position.

. Acts of this kind are above all praise; would to God they became fashionable.
Tears of delight suffused the eyes of this good Samaritan, whcn be related these cir-
cunstances; of course common prudence would dictate the necessity of being watchful,
until the character of the individual was fully tested, and this could be done without
exciting bad feelings or resentment on bis part. But, at all hazards, give him an oppor-
tunity of proving the steadfastness of bis resolution to sin no more, of behaving well,
and a most noble work wiIl have been achieved.

An excellent example of Christian duty and benevolence is set to the world by
the societies for aiding discharged convicts in the United States. The President of the
Boston Society, in a very eloquent letter, filled with the most exalted sentiments of
brotherly charity, exultingly states: " We have considered the discharged prisoner, as

a peculiar object of care ; we have obtained employment for all that need our aid,
"fnot one has been returned to prison. The very fact of our receiving him in our
"society, has saved him from the many trials and temptations thrown purposely in
"his way, and has given him public confidence and inspired him with hope; not a
"single recommitment has occurred in any case that fell under our care; their whole
"conduet is changed, they obtain subsistence for themselves and families, and person
"and propertv is safe !"
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What is done by societies for retrieving the poor discharged convict, can in a
great measure be done by the community at large, collectively and individually, and
with the success before our eyes, of a kind treatment to these unfortunate people, it
should remove the fcar of engaging then to do our labour, and it will be no longer a
crime or a stigma to help the fallen man, who is disposed to raise himself; society it-
self in évery respect would be the gainer ; such distressing instances as the following
have happened, and will doubtiess happen again, if people do not evince more feeling
for those who have becn so u!happy as to have perpetrated a crime, or who have
been accuscd, perhaps wrongfully, and punisled undeservedly; " I was innocent
"when convicted, but I served out my term fiithfully; I returned to the world, and

to my family, determined to avoid all circuimstances that could implicate me again,
"but it was known I had been in Gaol, I was shunned-could not obtain labor-I
" prayed and beseeched, but I was rcpulsed and revilcd ; with nothing but starvation

before me, I was forced by the world to steal, and herc I an, with no hopes of
" peace but iii the grave. I did not sin in the first place, but it was public opinion
" that compelled me to commit an offence niy very soul shuddered at." Another has
said: "I was weak and inconsiderate ; I did offend once ; but the world drove me to it
" again-there is no hope for me in this life." Thousands of cases of this nature are.
upon record, and they should induce people to exercise some lenity towards the erring.
and strive for his refornation; besides it is a Scriptural injunction, "Forgive that ye.

may be forgiven." Let us, in Canada, cnulate the bright example set us by our
neighbours in the United States, and wc shall be more secure in our lives and pro-.
perty, for we will have in our midst far fewer desperate characters, and the odium
attached to them will be increased in proportion to the absence of any apparent assign-
able cause for evil doing. The fbllowing suggestion is made with equal respect and
earnestness, under the reasonable impression that the happiest effects would result from
its adoption: a certificate of good conduct should be given to every prisoner on his
discharge, if his behaviour has been good and nieritorious while in confinement,

It might secure him a warm, a hcarty welcome among his kindred and old ac-
quaintance, and thus be the nans of saving im from cvil associations, and ultimately
make of him a good and useful mnmber of societv. It should be written on good stout
paper or parchment, in a large round hand, and be worded as the copy of the next
page, or something to the sane effect.

DIPLOMA.

To all to whom these Presniîs may come:--This is to certify thiat A. B., lately
confined in the common Gaol for the District of , conducted himself with
great propriety during the period of his confinement, and thereby gained the appro-
bation and esteem of all the officers of the Institution.

This Testimonial of his good conduct is therefore given, in order to secure the
bearer thereof a favorable and kind reception arnong- his kindred and friends, he.
having become an altered and good man.

Given at this day 18

- Inspectors.

Wardens.,

Chaplain.

Surgeon.
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PRUCIPLES UPON WHICH PRSONS SHOULD BE CONSTRUCTED. AND WHICH M&Y
SERVE AS A GUIDE IN THE CHOICE OF SITE, &c.

PRELIHNARY REMARKS.

It is not intended, on this occasion, to enter very fully into remarks with regard
to the dimensions and internal distribution of Gaols, as it is expected that no edificè
of the kind xvill iq fu:ure be erected in Canada, without previously consulting
scientific men, and especially the Inspectors, on whom should mainly rest the
responsibility in these imatters, still the following outline may not be deemed irrele-
vant, as it rnav serve as an introduction to the general views hereinafter stated.

One of the most important points of consideration is the general principle of
construction, which shonld be accepted so as to secure the utmost facility for the

"administration of discipline, and the means of effectually superintending and
"controlliig it on the part of the keeper.

"A central hall open from floor to roof, with spacions corridors of a similar
"construction, radiating out of it, and having ranges of cells placed on each-side,
"affords peculiar facili1ics for securing these objects. It will be observed, that the
" wings or divisions containing the cells, being connected with the centre, the whole
"interior of the prison, and the door of every cell, are seen from one central point.
"ihe stairs of communication being also placed in the corridor, and made of light
"iron work, do not impede a clear view being obtained from the hall to the
"extremity of each wing, or from one end of the corridor to the other. and every
"movement within the prison, whether of an officer or a prisoner, is thus under
"constant observation and control."-Dr. Von Iffland.

On the snbjects of light, heat, and ventilation, it is deemed proper to make a few
preparatorv remarks, lest it might be thought that there existed great tautology and
repetition in the observations relative to these several subjects. But it must be kept
iii mind, that, while these three important objects are intimately connected in their
operation, and each is an adjunct or auxiliary to the other, still they are separate
and distinct, withb reference fo the means for their adoption*; and, notwithstanding
the apparent reiteration, il could not consistently be avoided without some sacrifice
of that explcitness which would appear to be so necessary on a subject which is
inost mliniaiely connected with the best interesis of society and humanity, anti a
subject to which it is desirable to invoke public attention in the most forcible
manner; more particularly, as hitherto very little attention has been paid to this
matter, with the exception of a few gentlemen who, on one occasion, devoted some
time to this subject, but vhose views thereon, it is believed, were never made public.

SITE.

When il is in contemplation to erect public edifices, such as Gaols, Penitentiaries,
Hlouses of Refuge, Asylurn, &c., &c., the utmost care should be exercised in
mnaking a selection of the iocality, and especial attention should be paid, that no per-
sonal consideration should in any casc influence the choice. The ground should be
elevated, dry and in a healthy situation, as far as possible removed from low and
marshv land. The vicinity of a large river or navigable stream, is in ail cases very
desirable, and where that advantage -cannot be attained, it is indispensable, that
there should be the means of procuring an abundant supply of pure spring water,
and also perfect drainage.

The place should be easy of access, and at no great distance from some City or
large and populous Town, so that it may at any time be subject to the inspection of
men, vho are above the suspicion of being in any degree influenced by mercenary
or personal consideration. Placed in such a position, the vigilant eye of an intellia
gent community will quickly discover any abuses, should any unfortunately exist.;
besides which, assistance could be quickly procured in time of need; such as an ac-
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cidental fire, a revolt among the prisoners, a sudden attack of pestilential disease,
andvarious other contingencies which might be enumerated; and it would also aflord
an opportunity to the benevolent and charilable Io instruct, counsel and in many
ways benefit the unhappy inmates, over whom a most salutary surveillance would in
this manner be exercised ; and the further advantage of work and occupation for
those undergoing punishment, being easily and constanmly to be had, should nîot be
undervalued.

The building should, as a gencral rule, have a southern aspect, or at least such a
one as would command the greatest possible amount of frec air, and ihe cheering and
healthful influence of the sun.

CONSTRUCTION.

All public buildings, and indeed all dwellings, should, in Canada, be constructed
if possible, of stone and brick, ihe outside surface of hewn stone, frorn five to eight
inches in thickness, and occasionally from twelve to fificen inches, for the purposes of
uniting more perfectly witli the bricks, of which the main body of the wall should
consist, as well as the whole of the internal surface.

This plan would cause a saving of cighteen inches in the thickness of each vall,
rendering it vastly lighter, and consequently less liable to sink or settle down in light,
moist, or clayey soils. There would also be a great saving of expense in the erecting
of the building ; brick being a very inperfect conductor of heat, would prevent the
interial heat froi passing out, and being equally a non-conductor of cold, would be quite
as effectual in repelling the external cold ofthe winter, as well as the heat of the summer,
maintaining at al times a more perfect equilibrium of tcnperature than any other ma-
terial used in building. By employing brick in this way, the battcning and latbing
that is now had recourse to, could bc completely dispensed with; thus increasing the
size of every room at least threc inches on every side, and doing away with the space
between the wall and the lathing, which now furnishes a secure retreat for rats, mice,
cockroaches, and other vermin.

The object of the wood work was to prevent the hunidity of the atmosphere from
condensing on the cold stone wzall in the interior of inhabited buildings, and destroy-
ing the paper, paint or plastering ; and aiso to prevent the " sweating" of the wall,
which is vcry unwholesomc, affecting the health of the inniates ; al[ of which can be
more fully attained by the use of brick, which has the additional advantage cf admittng
flues for ventilation to bc easily constructed, such flues being the bcst and cheapest
ventilating medium that can be possibly adoptecd. A flue should be made between
each row of windows in public buildings, beginnin g ut the lower flour and terminating
at or rather above the roof, in the form of spires or other ornarnent, according to taste.

The aperture at the floor should be about cighteen inclies square, to be controlled
by an iron door; this would serve as a fire-place, where a few coals or some wood could
be ignited, to cause a draft when the wcather was damp or sultry, or when the apart-
ment was offensive from the non-escape of the fouil air generatcd within, as much from
the process of breathing as from the enanations of the skin and lungs. The flue Ehould
be about four inches deep by twel e inches broad, and at the centre of the flue there
should be an opening like a stove-pipe hole, and a similar one just under the ceiling,;
througi these apertures the worst and most heated air would find a ready exit upwards,
and there being a number of them in each wall of the building, it is natural to infer, from
the ever varying activitv of the external atmosphere, that while the hot air is rushing
through some of theni outwards, a corresponding rush of the external air would take place
inwards through others ; and this is the more to be expected, seeing that the roof of
the building separates the two rows of flues, and there may be pressure from wind on
one side, while it might be stagnant for the moment on the other, or taking another.
direction, thereby not only admittinig, but causing the escape of air from one set, while
the other was receiving it.
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The more effectually to assis: the oration of the building in the ceiling, which should
always be arched, there should be at least three spaces of eighteen inches square, to
facilitate the exit of the upper stream of air, and through these apertures, a pordon of
the colder air would, fiom its superior density and weight, force itseif, thus causing an as-
cending and descending current of the most beneficial description, as the writer has on
many occasions experienced; and lest it may be said, that the foul air from below would
only be carried to, and condensed in, the garret of the building, to re-descend again,
quite as impure, but colder than when it entered it, two or three ventilating places
could be made in the apex, in the form that is used in distilleries ; and to prevent the
external air rushing in with too much violence, a frame with wire gauze or temper cloth
should be placed in the opening, and thus admit gradually the outward air, as well as
alford a passage to tliat which ;q within. It can scarcely, however, becomenecessary to
make use of any contrivance of this nature, as the thousands of fissures and chincks in
the roof, will be found e fficien- for all the purposes of thorough ventilation. Two spa-
cious chimneys, proviaed with iron doors, should be made at each end of the Duildlmg,
for the purpose of heating it, while thev would also contribute to ventilation. In the
basenient storv, there should be a row ofarched vaults, extending about five feet below
the surface of the earth, and four feet above it, which might be easily lit and ventilated.
There should be only three tiers of cells in each -ward; a greater number would cause
too much crowding, in itself very insalubrious, and cause extreme inconvenience to the
prisoners, and more especially to the guards and keepers.

There should be but two rows of cells in each ward, not more than three
stories ligh, lthe door of each facing the opposite wall, and divided from each other
hy a dark passage about three feet wide, to admit the passing of the guard, who
would, through an aperture of about one inch broad and twelve inches long, be enabled
to sec all that vas passing within, without being seen by the prisoner, and, this
VoiuIli also serve the purposes of ventilation.

This opening should be near the top of the arch, on the side of the cell, broad or
ftinnel shaped within, and far too high to permit the prisoner either to see or con-
verse with those opposite, and this opening, small as it would be, would cause a
constant and mild draught out in the passage, and thus afford ample means for ven-
tilation without making flues in the cell walls.

All round the ward there should be a corridor, at least eight feet wide, and the
doors of the cells should be of iron lattice wvork ; the cells should be three feet six
inches vide by eight feet long, thus affording sufficient room for picking oakum,
making·brooms, axe handles, or any other manual labour that could be done with
few tools or implements, and demanding a small space.

LIGHT.
This is another most important consideration to be kept in view in the construc-

tion of Gaols, as its enjoyment is indispensable to the well being and happiness of
Man, and more especially so to such persons as have led an active out door life. ft
is aiso particularly requisite for the physical and mental faculties. Deprive him for
a certain time of its vivifying and cheeriig influence, and he languishes and be
cornes spiritless, then weak, tremulous and emaciated; a little later he becomes
blanched or isolated, and not long after, fatuous, acquiring a sepulchral aspect, his
e:aremities swell, and clecided marks of scurvy supervetie with dropsy in its·train,
(sure harbingers of his release from the miseries of the world) ; an event 'he would
hail with delight and thankfuiness were he capable of the slightest mental exertion.
This, it is true, is an extreme case, but, however painful to contemplate, too many 6f
the kind have occurred.

At the same time, it is proper to remark, that confinement and deprivation of
liglit for a short period, could not entail any of the horrors depicted above, whilst,
from the very eflècts mentioned, it constitutes a form of punishment more -dreaded
and effectuai than whipping.
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This is fully borne out by the replies to the interrogatories that are put to the
convicts at the Penitentiary, on their discharge ; almost every one of whorn bas certi-
fied, that the dark cell is far more severe punishment than 1lic lash, and il is more
dreaded by the prisoners generally ; and ii is further <orroborated by reinarks made
to the writer by the highly intelligent and humane Superintendent of Military Prisons
in Canada, Captain Miller; and the equally kind and benLevolent Warden of the
Provincial Penitentiary, entertains the sanie views on ihis subject.

The presence of light is not only benefciial frorn the eIIcts of ils generai infla-
ence apon the mind, but also from its physic:al effects on the body, as il modifies
the atmosphere and renders it more fit for healhby respiration. Hience hie absolute
necessity of cho osing an open and elevated site for tLe prison; and the equally in-
dispensable one of its being abundantly supplied with widows, which should not,
as is too g nerally the case, be mere shams, half closed by broad iron bars ii ihe
form Of lattice work. as if desigiediv to diminish ihe quaniity of light. These iron
windows are painted black, the consequence is, that notwithstanding that tlegrated
doors of the cells are generally opposite the windows, there is scarcely light suffi-
cient to read; a defect that shoald at once be remodied, so that ihe prisoners, on
Sabbath days, at least, may enjoy the benefit of reading some useful and pious book.
Such a renedy may, in sone measure, be clTected by painting the ladice work white,
and by frequently whitewashing Ie corridors and cells, by which a considerable
degree of light would be refleeted.

Another circumstance should be noticed, which is ainost entirely overlooked
while building Gaols; this remark is applied to Ihe cvil eflibets resulhing from ihe
constant pràctice of makingsewers pass underthe building. They should be made
Io pass at sorme distance, so that hie fetid and deleterious exialations that arise
from them, when choked up.which frequenty happens, nay not find an egress through
the soil, and thus effect thte salabrity of the whole establishment, as the writer has
experienced in numerous instances.

HEAT.

Heat is ariother requisite for whieh provision is se]dom adequately madle, whe
erecting many of the public edifices in this Country : and it is doubtfuil whether any
of the methods used for heating large buildings have, in a single instance, com-
passed the end aimed at, namely, econ omy in fnel, an eqable diffusion of warm air,
and a pleasant degrce of temperature. It seems to have beci forgotten ihat only a
certain degree or amount of caloric can be obtained from a given quatitîy of fuel,
and that tlie more complicated and extensive the machiner 0to diffuse and spread it,
the more is absorbed and lost; and this more particularly applies to cellar fuirnaces,
which have long lubes runninlg under the flooring or in niiches in the walls.

"The warmth obtained in hot air pipes, hot water pipes, or stean pipes, is
costly under any circumstancs." Prof. Hocking.

Their invention would -ppear to be at once in opposition to one of tlie besi
established laws with regard to imparting heat. " Calorie has an irresistible ten-
"dency so to distribute itself as to produce an universa! equiilibrium of temperature,
"or to pass from bodies in whicl it is accumulated, into bodies in which ·it -is:
" deficient."

A large common stove, with a grating at the bottorn, and an ash pit that extends
the whole length of the stove, and a foot in front of it, admits of the air being dxmwn in
from below the fuel, and will be found infinitely cheaper, more manageable and
economical than any of ihe innumerable appliances resorted to fbr consuming the:
fuel and imparting heat.

The stove should be at least four feet long, (thus saving the sawing of woodl)>
two feet wide, and three feet high ; and cavities should be made in the top and
bottom for receiving a row of four or five iron bars, say an inch and a-half thicka.í
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about four inches from each side. This would prevent the burning wood from
comigl into contact with the stove-plate, and thus it would seldom or never be
exposed to get red hot, and consequently the dire mischief of "scorching the air"
would be prevented, and the heat would more gradually escape, and be many
degrees lower than if the plate alone intervened between thie burning coals and the
air in the apartment. .The heat evolved would be equally well, but less suddenly
difflised ; and, though the stove would be very large, still the fire-place would be
comparatively snall, and an undue quantity of fuel could not be crowded in, as
there would be but little more than a foot of space for its reception ; and the door of
the stove should be but eighteen inches high, to prevent too much packing above.
By such means il is confidently expected that a better hcat vill be given out, and
be less intense ; that cconorny of fuel \vill be effected, and much more safety from
accidents by fire. After a fair trial of this nev kind of stove, it is quite probable
that it will become generally in use for heating large buildings, and also might
possibly become in vogue as a passage stove.

The best radialing medium for heat is provided by an iron stove ; and the more
irregular the surface, by oruainents or fluting, hie greater is the surface for radiation;
and though it may not be agreeable to nice and tidy house-keepers, yet il is import-
ant ihat il should be known that the darker and duller thea stove is, so rnuch the
better will it diffuse the heat, and that the brighter and more shining it is made, so
much the slowcr and more imnperfectly will it give ont the heat. The size of the
stove-pipe is aliso a matter of much importance ; as the larger it is, so much the
more will the heat bu evolved bcfore it reaches flie chimney, nor should the pipe be
polished, oth-erwise we contravene one of the natural laws. " Calorie is radiated
" most slowly by polished metallie surfaces, and most quickly by rough blackened
"surfaces."

People who have more regard for utility than for parade or show, would do well to
act in accordance with the principles here enunciated.

The celchrated Dr. Reid, who lias written so much and so well on heat aud ven-
tilation (although not eminently successful in the louse of Commons), is by no means
so deter:nined an enemy of stoves as many others arc. He admits that, " stoves are
" cheaper, ceaner, and more casily nîzaged, and also less linited in their action, than
grates," bat it nust bu acknowledgcd that they are not such good ventilators as the
grate or open fire-place; on the other liand, however, it is but right that it should be
known more generallv, that stoves are vastly more economical in fuel; for it is a well-
establisled fact, admitted by scientific ien, th'at " at least seven-eighths of ail the heat
"generated by wood or coal, when burned in grates or fire-places, escape up the
"chinney." For these reasons, in no publie institution conducted on an economical
systerm, should gra.es or open fire-places bc tolerated. Some most shrewd and cunning
objectionshave been made to the use of stoves: that they burnt the air, fill it with sul-
phurous fumes, and make it too dry to be breatied with comfort, and a variety of other
reasons Now, as it is the very essence and property of heat to cause
dryness, and that dryncss is more felt froma stoves than from furnaces or grates, it is
only a proof that thcy throw out more heat, and therefore more effectually attain the
end sought for. From timie inmnemnorial this necessary result of heat lias been obviated,
or in a great degree corrected, and that by the simple contrivance of placing a large
fiat diSh, filled with water, upon the store, and by the gradual and constant evaporation
of th watcr, the hygromnetrie state of the atiosphere is rnaintaincd within the apartment.

Wrhere much ieut is required, and econony also is requisite, long stove-pipes are
employed, the more effectually to exhaust all the hent. ,Small tin kettles, containing
water, should be hung at about every twenty feet ditance, under the pipe, which would
also tend to temper the dryness of the atmospherç, as well as to- receive any leakage
from the pipes, and in somu degree to serve the same purpose, of diffusing moisture.
Dr. Reid, in reply to sone remarks of Dr. UTre, asserts, " I have examined well:managed
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" stoves in Russia, and nothing can produce a more mild, genial, and equable tem-
"perature." "There is, it must be confessed, one well-grounded objection to the use
"of stoves, and that is in conscquence of the accidents that occur by lire." These,
however, might he effectually guarded against, if sufficient care be taken to clean the
pipes at proper times, and to use good dry wood. Another security vould be found,
by placing a key in the pipe just above the stove, and another at every eighteen or
twenty feet, with a last one close to wherc the pipe enters the chimney ; by turning the
keys, the burning soot in the pipes w'ould be at once extinguished; and that the draught
may be better and less soot formed, the pipes should have a gentle and gradual eleva-
tion until thcy enter the chimney.

From close observation for many years, and perusing much that has been written
on the subject, the writer is convinced that )y far the most economical and easy mode
of communicating boat is by means of good large stos; and as an adjunct to ventilation
a stove is far more effectual than cellar furnaces and miles of heated pipes. It is neither
judicions nor economical to draw the air through pipes from the exterior, for the pur-
pose of keeping up the combustion in the stove, as by that process none of the internal,
and more or less surcharged air, can escape through the draught of die daniper, and any
person who will, in the dark, observe what is passing at the stove - oor, wvill be struck by
the large quantity of air that is literally suckcd in through the " little door" of the
stove. He will sec the air as an inverted cone, rushing irto the fire : now this of itself
discharges a large quantity of impure air, whilst at the saine time it is sooner heated
than the external air, as its tenperatLire is higher, and it also contributes to change the
air.of the apartment; these arc desiderat that should not be overlooked.

Al buildings in cold countries snîould have double windows, bctween which there
would always be a colurmn of air partially heated, which would pass into the interior,
many degrees warrner and quite as pure as if admitted throuzgh a single sash. The
quantity of air passing through the external window would not be diminished by there
being an inside one ; it would only acquire a bigher temperature ere it passed into the
room. The window sashes should be well fitted, and as it must be aeknowledged that
windows afford the best and safest means for the admission of the external air, the
necessity of every public building where many people assemble being well supplied with
them is apparent. It would be vell, in order to aid in purifying the air, when it may
from various causes be corrupted, to have a sliding pane in the lower part of the outer
window, to be comnanded by a wire, or some other simple mode, so that it could be
opened when required, and there should also be a corresponding pane of the same
description, in the upper part of the inside window. The double wiindows serve equally
the purposes of ventilation and of maintaining a more regular temperature inside the,
building. Indeed, ventilation and the hcating of buildings nust go together; they
cannot but act in concert, and are indispensable to cach other.

VENTILATION.

No kind of provision appears ever to have been made for the all important object
of ventilation in constructing prisons, or indeed any kind of public edifices in Canada:
The resuIt of such negligence is, that the inmates of a Gaol, when oppressed by a close,
warm atmosphere within, caused as rnuc by the exhalations from their own bodies, as
from the heat of the stores a winter, have but one remedy, that of opening a window
or two, and if this is donc during a bigh wind and in cold weather, the consequence is,
that an immense volume of dense cold air rushes into the apartment, and blows over
the almost naked bodies of the prisoners, hot and reeking with perspiration; a painful
sense of cold is immediately felt, and a cry is at once heard to close the window, as
the prisoners prefer the hot and stifling atmosphere to the chilling reverse of frost.

Let it be recollected that the air of an apartment where -nany persons arc confined,
is rendered hot and foul by the vast quantity of animal matter which is exhaled· by
transpiration from the skin as well as the lungs, and this even more than the heat imi
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parted by the stoves, renders the air oppressive and unwholesome. It is, however, the
ftct, that this noxious, rarified and offensive air within cannot escape, and not the diffi'
culty of the ingress of external air, that gives rise to the problem of ventilation ; for it
is well known and established by the experiients of able mon, that air from withôut
enters into a room through the crevices about the doors and window fi-ames, to an ex-
tcnt altogether incredible. It is stated that, "a window with tt usual accuracy of fitting,
" will allow about eight cubic feet of air to pass by in a minute." Now, if this bc cor-
rect, when a number of windows open into an apartment, a large quantity of heavy cold
air from without, will be continually entering the building, and from its greater weight
will occupy the lower portions. From the manner in whicli the ceilings are generally
constructed, the upper portion of the room is tight, and does not permit of the escape
of the lighter impure air, ,vhich rising fills the top of the room. It is not then so much
the difficultv of obtaining fresh air, that is experienced, as that of getting rid of the
superabundance of carbonie acid gas produced by respiration, and still more of the re-
pulsive and excrementitious matters with which the air of the whole place is surcharged.
These arise from the persons of mon wlio are generally not cleanly in thcir habits,.and
who cannot. by taking active exercise in the open air, ridl thcir systens of these natural
secretions wliich arc so disagrecable ; and to this should also be added, the effluvia
arising from the n'ght bucket, to which many of the prisoners resort during the night,
instead of going to the privy in the course of the day ; a most filthy practice, vhich
should be corrected by stringent ineasures. It is thon the egress of this pont up air
wlh;ch is demanded, for the atmosphere may still be respirable, so far as its chemical
constitntion is concerned, when it is already so loaded with foul vapours as to be very
unwholesome.

Yet, notwithstanding the large quantity of air that presses its way into buildings;
means should be adopted for giving it a more froc entrance when required; this may
readilv be effected by lcaving an open space at the bottom of the doors, about a foot
higl, and the whole width of the doors, over which, to prevent the too rapid current, a
wire cloth or henpen sacking, should be nailed; aind thero should likewise be a slide to
shut it when the weather is very cold. A means for permitting the escape of the rarified
air would bc by having holes made in the ceiling just where the arch springs, and also
in the centre of the arch, at a distance of about twenty feet, and of the size of an ordi-
nary stove-pipe: the hoated air would escape to the loft or garrct above, and there
would also be a tendenev for a column of cold air to descend from the same aperture.
It would be desirable that valves should be placed at these openings, that they might
be closed when necessary.

It might be objected to this mode of oration, that the heaed air -would be con-
densed in the garret, and thus contaminate the cooler air, which would descend by
tiese apertures into the rooms beneath ; but the same force of levity which conveys
the lighler air to the garret, would facilitate its immediate escape through the thou-
sand interstices of the roof; and it is to be further added, that the supply of cold air
entering from beIow, the tendency to a downward column through these openings
wonld, under ordinary circumstances be but slight. But if there be any truth in the
objection, it would be remedied by constructing tvo or threc vent racks, such as are
made over distilleries; and to regulate the entrance of air through 1hem, the same con-
trivance could be applied as that recommended for the "air-holes" of the doors, as
stated in the article on construction.

But the most effectuai and simple means of ventilating such buildings, and in;
deed of ail edifices, especially those of more than one story in height, would be by
the flues already recommended when speaking of the construction of the buildings.
extcnding from the lower floor to the ceilings, and from thence above the roofing of
A narrow double flue should be built in the brick wall between each row of windows,
the caves ; one division of the flues should communicale with the uppér portion of the
roors by an aperture near the ceiling, and the otherwith the lower portion by orifices
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near the floor. Thus, wbile through one, the fresli air would enter below, tbrough
the other, the hot rarified air would find egress. Botlh flues should be closed at the
ground, but the cold air flue should, by a branch flue, entering near ils base, commu-
nicate vitih the fresh exiernal air at a little distance from the ground. In ihis vay the
ventilation would go on spontaneously, according to the natural laws of specifie gravity,
and the e&fcct of particular winds or currents, which might at limes affect the opera-
lion of certain lues, could be prevented by placing very light valves in the varm air
flues opening unwards, and closed by a very sliglt pressure from above, while the
ingress of cold air, if too rapid, could be prevented, by slides or registers adapted to
the lower orifices.

This order lias been reversed in the IIouse of Commons, and in lhe Pentonville
Penitentiary, by extracting tlie hot air fromn below, and admitting the cold air from
above; such an arrangement seems injudicious, because the cold air coming in from
above, musi in descending, inngle with and condense the rarified air, and atthe same
time be liable to be extracted from below, witi the warrn air. The objections urged
against thie plan of opening into tlic garret, applies still more strongly to this system,
which, although it may, under certain conditions be feasible, seems wanting in Sim-
plicity, and at variance with the laws of specifie graviiy, whici nature bas established
for the purpose. Shoud, liowever, the plan of double flues be looked upon as too
complicated, hie cold air flue miglt be dispensed with, and one set only made;
which, if it is objected to thie too frequent perforation of the eaves of the building, to
admit of the escape of the air, tli vertical flues niight be made to open into a hori-
zontal flue of double the capacity of th1e otliers, whicl miglht be made to terminate in
the gable walls, in tl shape of chimies, or ncar the extremities of the roof, in the
form of small turrets, minarets or olier coutrivance, ihat mighlt please the taste.

Much satisfaiction is experienced from the fact hla, the above remarks have re-
ceivedthe unqualificd approbat ion of T. S. 1-unt, Esq., hie eminent chemistto the Geo-
logical Commission of Canada. If the position assurted is correct, and it will hardly
bc disputed, the following inferences may be fairly deduced: the lighter air rising to
the upper part of the chamber, causes, as il vere, a vacuum, and to fill this, the sur-
rounding external air, by its greater weighI, rushes in ai every crevice and crack, but
the other, not escaping, the two are bleniced togethber ; and ahIhough the pure cold air
mav condense imucl of the warm and impure wilhin, still it is not thie less deleterious
in iiself, although more eonceiitrated, and still is mixed and diflsed and forms part
of the atmosphere of tie place. Now, tihe plans just proposed. w'ould have the
effect of causing the escape of the polinteid and rarified atmosphere, and thus a free
circulation would be constantlv rainained; the one retiring and the other entering;
while, curiously eiouglh, he impur air gives tle impulse to thle salutary operation
that is gradually, constantly and imperce)tiblv going on ; hence tlhe necessity of
having perforations iii the eiiing is ,o strenuouslv insisted upoii ; and, added to iis,
by the flue saiready mentioned, an amount of oration will be effected, superior to that
obtained by anv ofihe ingeious but co.uly inventions, tlat have been devised by men
wvho seemed to have been persuaded that they could suppliant the order of nature
by their arbitrary and cuninug coitrivances.

WATER.

Water of thie purest quality should he used for all public buildings, and should
be supplied in the greatest abundance ; if possible, it should not be conveyed through
leaden pipes, because, paradoxica as il nay appear, the purer the water, and the
more air it contains, the quicker it acts upon and decomposes the lead. The quan-
tity of lead thus dissolved is small, it is true, but the operation is constantly going
on, and the use of such water is unwholcsome. It is true, that, in the great
majority of people, no perceptible effects ensue, still the constitution suffers more or
less, and many diseases of a chronic nature may be traced to the employmentOf
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water that lias passed through leaden pipes, or been collected in reservoirs lined
with lead.

A very ready means of ascertaining whether the water will1 act pronptly upon
ihe lead, is, by slicing a piece of lead and making it brigbt, then putting it iii the
water and allowing it to remain a few hours; if it gets tarnished, it is a proof that
the watcr wilt dissolve it. la this case, iron, glass, or wooden tubes sliould be
resoried to for bringing the water into the premises, and in all cases the cisterns
should be made of cast iron ; but, from their weight, it would be necessary that
there should be several of ihein, which could Le connected by means of an iron tube.
By sorne mechanism of this description, the use of lead might be altogether dis-
pensed with, and thus another great desiceratum would be obtained.

PRIVIES.

Privies should in all cases be made ouLside of the m'n building ; for, if form-
ing part of the main structure, il would be almost impos.* e to prevent the foul
enanations from polluting th1e whole edifice ; a projection in the form of a ving
should be built for tlhe express purpose ; it shouid be well supplied with windows
and vent holes ; all of which could be accomplished without in any degree impair-
in- the security of the place ; and all the rain water should be conveyed into them
by spouts.

it is not nccessary to nake any suggestions with regard Io the general distribu-
tion of the building, as this rnut be the province of the Architect; but he must be
reninded, that, besides other conveniences, a place for the washing and ablution of
thie prisoners should be provided, and also, that a commodious apartment for an
Ilospital be retained, at such a distance fron thle worksliops and other noises of the
establishment, as to cause no unnecessary disturbance to tle sick; while, at the
sane time, it should be sufficiently near the cooking apartments to procure the
necessary comforts, in cases of emergency, and also Io be easy of access to the
physician, nurses, the clergy, &c., under similar circumstances.

This rapid outline will convey some idea of the principles uponNwhich it is con-
(eived such buildings should be construeted ; for it is of vilal importance to the
successful operation of these institutions that tley should be made as convenient
and perfect as possible; and it is excecdingly diffieult to correct and repair errors
and defeets afier a building is completed ; it is always very expensive, and the end
aiied ai is seldoin if ever attained.

JUVENILE DELINQUENTS.

The subject of juvenile delinquency has as yet scarcely engaged the attention
of the public in Canada; it is consequently fortunate that we can find elsewhere
information and precedent by vhich to be guided in the formation and adoption of
laws for the punishment and correction of such as so early in life oflnd against the
laws of their country, and threaten to become its very wvorst subjects and enemies.
il is therefore with pleasure that reference can Le bmade to such high authority in
these matters, as Lieutenant-Colonel Jebb, iii England, who is perhaps the very first
authority in these matters. In the second Report on Prisons, in 1847, he uses this
language while treating on youthful crimidals: "There is great difficulty in main-
"taining a really effective discipline suitable for juveniles in almost all prisons, in
" consequence of tle small number of prisoners justifying the expense of an adequate

staff for iheir special instruction and management ;" but ho states, in another
place, " in most of the new prisons, there is a ward specially designed for juveniles"
-au example il would seem deserving of notice in Canada ; it is, however, to be
hoped that but little expense will be incurred in repairing and making additions to
oId Gaols, or in the purêhase of old houses or buildings to be cnverted into prisons
for this class of offenders; but where it is required, and can be done at compara-
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tively small cost, a few cells could be made in some of the present Gaols that would
answer all the ends of justice for some time to come, more -particularly if the sug-
gestions about to be made are deemed worthy of notice and are carried into effect.
Lest the additions alluded to shonld be carried into operation, it may not be out of
place to give a few details for the better construction of the cells. They should not
be more than threc fet wide nor more than eight feet long, and should connect with
a room sufliciently spacious to serve as a school-room and work-shop, where the
utmosi silence should be observed, and where they should be always under the
surveillance of their keeper, who should also act as schoolmasIer, and, as soon as
the ta-s and teaching are over, the children should be taken back to their cells,
which should bo theirdormitories, as well as a place of confinement during the day,
when disobedient or vicious. It should ever he kept in mind, tha+, in the majority
of instances, it is impossible to succeed in laming these perverse juveniles, except
by subjecting them to silence and seclusion; a fact of which Messieurs DeBeau-
mont and DeTocqueville were well persuaded, and who thus express tleir convic-
tion in t.heir Système Penitentiaire-

" La séparation individuelle des prisoniers dans les maisons d'arrêt, est le point
"de depart de tout bon régîme d'imprisonnement;" and, a little furiher, we find
these words: " L'Isolement, qui comme moyen préservatif de la corruption est un
"'si grand bien fait pour les détenus eux-mêmes, est aussi de toutes les mésures de

discipline, celle qui leur fait sentir le plus vivement toute l'étendue de leur peine."
The expense of Juvenile retreats is such, that Colonel Jebb makes the following

suggestion:-" It would be advisable to facilitate the union of Cou nties and Boroughs,
for ihe purpose of building and maintaining prisons or houses of detention, expressly
for juvenile offenders under the age of fifteen vears." It may be well to cite, as a proof
of the expense attending such institutions in England, that the cost of keeping each
boy in Packhurst prison, one of the best managed in the Kingdom, is one shilling
and three pence per diem, or twenty-two pounds annually. Now, if in England,
where the appliances are so abundant for the economical direction of such places, the
above expenditure is incurred, certainly in Canada it cnn scarcely be less, where
there exists fewer means of employing the cu lprits profitably. It should also be
kept in mind, with reference to the expense. that the population is comparatively
small, and is scattered over a vast extent of territory, with few large Towns and
places for the resort of the vicious; and it is to be hoped that for very nany years to
come the pauper population vill not be so dense as to necessitate the building of
establishments solely for the detention of vicious and vagrant children ; and it is not
to be presumed, that, any idea is entertaincd which may afford facilities, or hold out
inducement to the poor, idle and immoral, to cast Iheir ill-bred offspring on the State
for support and sustenance.

It must be admitted, that the outlay attending similar institutions in the United
States is somelimes less considerable ; still, the lowest average, it is believed, is
never uncer fifty dollars per head, and, if the writer's memory serves him, at the
admirable institution al South Boston, which he laelv visited, the cost is double that
sum. It may be remarkcd, by the wav, and it vili be only doing justice to the'
Charlestown Penitentiarv, Sonth Boston House of Correction and the Juvenile retreat
there, to state liai these institutions appear to be conducted in the most praiseworihy
manner, and whilst a rigi d discipline is observed, the treatment and diet are quite
unexceptionable, and though all are kept closely at vork, none are overtasked, and
all have a healthy, and, il may b added, a contented countenance.

The cost for a suitable building for this class of prisons cannot be much undet
twelve thousand pounds; even the little State of New Jersey has appropriated the:
sum of forty-five thousand dollars for one, and it is thought.that a pretty large addi:
tion w2ll be required to complete il.

As already observed, it does not appear that the population, as yet, require thé
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establishment of such an institution ; besides which, to the imperishable honor of an -

institution lately established in Canada, there is every reason to believe ihat the
rising gencration here will furnish a far less number of Juvenile delinquents than
perhaps at any other place in the wide world, and for this, thanks are due to that
noble and benevolent Society, the "' Christian Brothers," who educate gratis not
onlly the poorer class of children, but also ihe children of the wealthy; and these excel-
lcii sehools are not confined 10 the Catholies alone, but are open to all vho feel
disposed to profit by the admirable system of education which they pursue, a purely
secular system of education; during school hours religious topies are never broached.
Catliolic children regularly attend Divine Service in the Parish Church, nor would
it inflct inuch injury on Protestant children if they were compelled more strictly to
attend ileir Churches.

The philanthropist and the friend of order cannot but witness with infinite
delight, hundreds of children inarching in a long line to and froin the sehool, in a
most decent, modest manner, with a litle fellow, decorated with a medal, at certain
distances, marching on one side, seeing tihat order is kept. No racing, no pulling
nor bad lariguage, but all decent and peaceable ; and although the great majority
is poorly clad, yet there is an aspect of iidiness about iliem Ihat at once conveys the
conviction that notwithstanding that the parents were in humble condition, they are
yet fully alive to the vast advantage their offspring derive from these matchless cha-
ritv sehools, and make every effort that they may benefit by them. Such schools are
inilecd the best guardians of public order, honor and prosperily, and confer benefits
an hundred fold greater than can be derived from Prisons and Peniteuitiaries; one
costs nothing to Ihe State, but confers upon it a name and a character, whereas the
others are attended with immense expense, and reflect little credit on the land ; one
will prevent crime and foster virtue, while the other punishes crime, and but too
frequently only makes ihe bad çworse.

Lnstead of paying tens of thousands for the retreats whicl have above been
alluced to, let a fev scores of pounds be appropriated for the purchase of elementary
books, to be distributed to the children of the more destitule, for it has corne to he
knowledge of the Inspector that nany children have not been sent to school, in con-
sequence of the want of means to purchase a few books, paper, and a slate.

It should in all reason be deemed sufficient that these public benefactors devote
thcir whole existence to the education of the poor, neither asking nor expecting fee
or reward in this world, without compelling them as it were to provide stationery,
at an expense far beyond their means.

It is only a few vears since these excellent sehools have been established in
Canada, and the numb~er of children attending them may already be counted by thon-
sands, and the numbers will increase annually ; stili beneficial as they are, it cannot
be expected Ilat ail the youth in the country vil[ be good and virtuous, but there is
every reason to expect that the number of bad will be so small as to fEnd accommo-
dation in comrnon Gaols, without crecting expensive establishments expressly -for
them, for with comparatively little alteration our present Gaols will suffice for their
ternporary detention, and for graver cases, while undergoing the probation that will
precede their transmission to the Provincial Penitentiary, where the staff is very com-
plete, and where there are appliances for their punishment, and their instruction in
useful trades, and where their moral and their religious duties vill be duly attended
to. But by far the best mode of detaining, punishing and correcting these unfortu-
nate subjects, would in the generality of cases be found in Model Farms, a certain
number of which, there can be no doubt, will ere long be established in the Pro-
vince, if merely for the purpose of extending agricultural knowledge, where they
would learn the best of ail avocations, farming, where their instruction in every
particular could be faithfully attended to, where they would acquire vigor of consti-
tution and a love for rural pursuits, and vhich would not leave a stain or an oppro-
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brious impression behind. In support of this position the following short extract is
taken frorm the " Pennylvania Journal of Phi[anthropy and Prison Discipline":-
" Sehools of reform, where out door or field labor has been the chief occupation of
" the pripils, have received advaniages, avoided evils, and obtained reslhs, which
" do not appear ini he history of other institutions, from wiich land Jabor has neces-
" sarily been cxeuded ;" and in another place it is stated, " we cannot -void the
" conviction that a discin!line is practicable for Juvenile offenders. which should be

more vholesone, appropriate and efficient, than that which now prevails wilh far
" less semblance oi prison archi1ecture, and far more appropriale emplovment for
" the inmates;" and again, a little finrther, it is said, " the inideniture of boys to
" farmers lads to a life free from lenptation, and far more friendly to virtuous habits
" than any other, and tie tasie shold be ciltivated at the earliest possible period."

In the Report of the Board of Managers of tlhe Frison Discipline Soc*ety for
1850, page 488, it is s'ited, Ihat " the apprenlices generally give satisfaction, and

are a blessing to others as well as themselves," and again, page 489, " No per-
" son can spend a day at hie Sate Farrm withbout being convinced of the great bless-

ings conîferred upon lie Juvenile delinquents here assembled.
This is an important subject, and there is every reason to be convinced Ihat,

the head of the Agriclitural Bureau vill turn that new and interesting office to
good account, even were it only in the matter of destitute and offending children;
were it for this alone, the new dep artment should be hailed vith pleasure, and
meet with universal approbation and support.

The farms alladed to, should be situated far away from the contaminating
influence of large Towns, and even of Villages.

Besides tie model farms, or in their absence, large numbers of vagrant chil-
dren and peniy oflènders could be well provided f r among hie farmers in 'he Coun-
try, where even simill children are made to be serviceable, while at Fredericktown in
New Brunswick, lie Inspector was confirmed in the truih of Ihis position, which
a.ccorded with his own ideas, as he was assured by the keeper of the Alms-house
there, that there were daily applications made by respectable farmers for children,
and ihat they were readily taken, even so young as at the age of four o- five years,
and that il was impossible to supply the dcmand.

At all events the hinis licre thrown out, may be deserving of some attention,
and may possibly lead to the adoption of measures, wherebv the community may
rid itself of youtihful beggars, lead these poor abandoned little creatures from a
course of idleness, vice and infamy unto useful and industrious habits, aid thus
nake of them at a future day, profitable and respectable menbers of society.mat ofii ataerv ir dyit is very probable tha. measures may be adopted by the Legislature, with

referenec more especiallv to Juvenile oflnders ; in that case, it ought to be advised,
that the adoption of some means bywhich the anthority of parents of bad and dissolute
character should be superseded, be enacted, whereby their children night bc appreni-
ticed to farners or iradesmen.

This practice obtains in several of the neighbonring States ; ie children of dis-
solute and vagrant parents are taken from them, and bonnd out to persons worthy
of confidence and respect; the anithority which a parent usually vields is taken
from him, and his child is regularly indeniured, but under articles which secure:
the child's safe1y against il! usage and oppression, together vith good training, and
a proper domestic education.

It may likewise be expedient to constitute somne tribunal, where sumniary and
corporal punishment may be adminisiered, and possibly regeneration may follog
without leaving the indelible stain that ensues from imDrisonment. This important
subject has for many years been under deep consideration in England, and somê'
of the most eminent legal authorities have advocated summary chastisement, a fw
of these, it may not be thouglht, irrelevant to cite here. Lord Mackenzie made-th
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following statement among many others, before a Committee of the House of Com-

mons, in 1847: " Bodily pain being the great means by which nature deters man

"from what is to be avoided, I doubt if we can abandon whippmng entirely in cri-

" minal justice, without a sacrifice of expediency." Sergeant Adans uses the fol-

lowing language before the Committee : " We have substitnted at Middlesex, whip-
" ping with a birch rod, and it is a singular but indubitable faci, that boys who

"laugh at being put into a dungeon, and at flogging with a cat, are upon their

"knees, blubbering and praying not be flogged with a birch rod. i deters more

"than anything else." Evidence to tlie sane effect is borne by several persons,
but more particularly by the governors of prisons in Enàglaid, -nd Baron Alderson,
who also gave evidence on the sanie occasion, makes thc following addition Io

what he had before said in support of the necessity of flogging; lie said: "1 believe

" ihat the humianity which advocates a slight punislhment for a first offènce is real

"inhumanity; I am fully persuaded that a judicious plan cf reform forJuvenile offen-

"ders would be the most economical arrangement which could be made, the expense
now incured by repeated committals and trials, greaily exceed the probable cost

"of an attempt at an effectual reformation, and Io cure ihis class of offenders,
" would be to cast off one most prolific source of adult crime." It is furthermore
the opinion of the high individuals above named, as well as tit of many Judges in

Engiand, as far at least, as can be collected fron the proceedings before the Committee
alluded to, that " Magistrates should be empowered to decide, in a summarv man-
" ner, many of the most ordinary offences of the common herd of young criminals;
"and it is recommended that there should be annexed to Police Courts, some place,

where, for minor crimes, a sound but not cruel scourging, witlh a birch rod should
" be administered, after which to be dismissed to their homes," with this mark of
%vhat they will be exposed to if erring again, and thcy aise be told that to this

punishment vould be added, a long sojourn either in a prison or in a peni;entiarv.
It would not, perhaps, be amiss to add a few more distinguised naines, whose

opinions corroborate the above views. Baron Rolfe, states: " I think it -would be
"advantageous to give to Magistrates a pover of snrmarily convicting young

offenders for petty thefts,and perhaps for sone oiher crimes, and awarding flte pun-
ishment of whipping cither with or without imprfoonment for some fixed peribd."

And hie Lord Justice General thus expresses bis sentiments iiin this natter: " I have
certainly sonetimes had occasion to regret that a power to indiict moderate chas-

"tisement by whipping, was not sanctioned in regard to .Javenilc offenders as being
entirelv more calculated to deter fron a repetition of ine oftence than the punish-

4 ment of imprisonment alone." " Let it be recollecied that he fears of the criminal
"are the safeguards of society."-Crawford Russel.

The sentiments and opinions of such able and distingished men,, it is fair to
suppose, will have due influence in this Country; and that no utra hunane feeings
will deter really benevolent and kind hearied men froni putting to tlic test means that
cone so highly recomnended, and that seem so well adapted f£r the suppression of
crime, and through very fear, lead wayward youths into tle paths of industry and
proprcty.

As the Inspector was about closing his Report, it occurred to him, that he sbould
visit the Friar's School for the purpose of acquiring all the information he could, in
regard to the system of education followed there, as well as the benefits it was calcu-
lated to impart. This visit resulted in a manner far beyond his anticipations, for
besides what lie sought, he had the happiness of sceing, in the person of the head of
that praiseworthy sehool, a gentleman of vast acquirements, who had consecrated
uncommon talents and a long life to the most exalted of alI occupations, that of
striving to make the people better, or in the language of the motto of the Institution,
"PouR RENDRE LE PEUPLE MEILLEUR," and who had been for eight years the chief
director of a large Juvenile penal establishment in France, 'where hie had the most
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ample opportunity for studying the character of the inmates, the progress they were
capable of making in secular and moral education, and how far theywere influenced
therebv. He stated, with tears in his eyes, that he feared greatly that more evil than
good resulted, notwithstanding the unceasing efforts and vigilance of his brother
Friars; duplicity and hypocrisy seemed to usurp the place of bold, reckless and manly
daring. So perfectly unsuccessful hac been their every effort, Ihat it would appear
as if the spirit of cvil paraded evcry part, as if moral leprosy infectcd the very atmos-
phere of the place, and lad fixed its vengeful arrows in every heart.

At the request of the Inspector, iis estimable man undertook to commit to
paper, in a concise manner, those views that lie had entertained towards such insti-
tutions-viewxs that are the result of great rcading, extensive and patient observation,
as well as frori a vast amount of personal experience ; and, two days after, the
Intspector had the honor of receiving a visit from this truc philanthropist, who put at
his disposal a jcr full of interest and information, and of which is subjoined a
translation, and lhe original vill be found in the Appendix, lettered E.f. It is a
document well ineriting record and the serions consideration of the Government:

ccA FEW OBSERvATTONS ON THE SUBJECT OF ASYLUMS FOR CHILDREN.

"It Vas expected that great service would be rendered to Society in establish-
c ing houses of refuge for vagrant children, or such as commit offences against pro-
"priety or sound ruorals. I can aflirm from a full, lengthened and conscientious
" investigation, which ihe experience of eight years lias enabled me to make, a
" pcriod during which several of these establislhments -were placed under my direc-
" tion, that a More fatal gift, I an convinced, legislators cannot bestow upon society,
" than ihe cstablishing such retreats.

"cIn fact these asylums, instead of being adapted to tie purpose of education
"and correction, are only pllaces of corruption, where a generation of thieves is
" reared, and all sorts of vices imaginable prevail. I look upon a child that is
" thrust into sucb a bouse as irretrievably lost.

" Youths continually brought into contact for a nunmber of ycars with others
" more depraved than ithey are theimselves, acquire suchx vicions habits that vice no
" longer can make them blush ; on the contrary, they wonld be ashamed to practise
" virtuous actions ; occupied from morning till night in evading ithe vigilance of their
"guardians, they becone hypoitritical, deceitful, and impious.

" Accustomrîed as 1hey are to a system that never leaves them in want of any
" thing, but bcing ever su pplicd with the necessaries of life, they acquire the habit
" of providing or caring for iothing ; and, when they get out of these houses, as
" they no longer have any one to furnish them witlh wlat they need, they take it
" wvere they ean find it nay, they soon even regret being out of the house where
" they verce kepti, looking upon it as their own, and will enter a prison with as
I much pleasure as would a son entering his father's house after a voyage.; they,
"besides, can find no synpathy but among the inmates of like places, and feel well
" nowherc else ; I have seen youths enter a penitentiary as cheerfully as if going to
" a Vcdding.

" It is in vain that legislators expect to train them to order, or to work, or to
" make themi learn a trade. If order be attained, it will only be through coercion or
"enslavement, a species of order vhich is calculated to degrade man, but never to
" bring him to any good ; that order alone, which springs from love, can lead man-
" kind to virtue. If there be any labor, this also must be effected by compulsion,
" and thcy will work only as slaves do, vith the sole view of escaping punishment,
" and perform as Little labor as possible, and that without application or taste.

" But, it is said, they will be taught a trade, in order that, on their going out thy:
" may have soie resource. I can affirm that, out of a hundred, not one will leave
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" that knows any trade whatever. Contractors for work will go to them to gain money,
"not at all to show them any trade. Their object is to have their work done as
" cheap as possible, that they may dispose of it on advantageous terms, and procure
" a market ; this is all they aim at. They will only show a part to each, in order to
" have the greatest possible amount of work produced, and it must be acknowledged
" that it would be very difficut for them to act otherwise. Let us suppose, however,
" that these youths do learn a trade, it must be such a trade as can be exercised only
"in Cities, where lies the cause of perdition: of the best educated youths, operating
"therefore with greater effect in regard to youths who own no family, and are
" taught to blush at nothing. Thus, even in the above supposed case, an injury is
"inflicted both on these youths and on society. This conclusion is derived from
c experience.

" It is in these establishments, and no where else, that is to be found the reason
4c of the increase of the number of crimes on the old continent, whether in France or
"in England ; and what is more lamentable, the truth has never reached the cars of
"the legislators, for they have never been able to investigate results but through
" fale and deceptive reports, made by interested parties, who strive to make them-
"selves appear useful, and are afraid of losing their situation. I could make such
"staternents on this subject as would not be credited.

" There is but one way, that I am aware of, in which these asylums can be ren-
"dered useful to society, and that would be, by converting them into'model farms ;
"that would provide men fit for agriculture, which is the only means of making a
"country grow rich and prosperous. Model farms could be established at very little
"expense, and, after two or three years' time, would be able to support themselves;
"but to arrive at this result, andsecure success,they must be placed under the direction
"of men more practical than theoretical, whose deeds will tell, and who do not like
"to write or make reports; men who do good for the sake of good, and await their
" reward from God alone, faring like settlers, unprovided with large salaries, and
"who will take these children and look upon them as their own. Without these con-
"ditions success could not be obtained. This also is from experience.

" When men are placed at the head of public establishments who love fame, can
"write, or address the public. through the medium of the newspaper press, who
"wish to make themselves a name, or obtain preferment, all their occupation
"consists in finding a way to deceive the public, and especially the legislators, which
"is a thing easily donc by publishing theories, that fail afterwards only through the
"inattention of their subordinates, never through theirs: what they care for, is their
"fortunes, not the good of the country.* Let us not forget that these men must be
"guided by a religious feeling, and that it is only in this spirit that good can be
"effected in a firm and durable way.

" It is above all of importance in the beginning that we lay down the basis of a'
"rigid discipline, both in the moral and religious point of view, for if ever corruption
"creep into the establishment, al will be lost-to reform it would be impossible.
"Corruption in an institution is like an infectious disease, it will attach itself to its
"walls, and all attempis at remedying the evil will only palliate, but never entirely
" root it out."

" If new countries wish to guard against the misfortunes of the old, they
must avoid falling into their errors; this would be a very dangerous mistake,

"which, if added to the one that bas already been committed in establishing so
many small colleges, would very soon be the ruin of the country. It were much
better to give a good primary education and instruction adapted to the wants of

c " The good Brother it is presumed and feared, draws the above conclusions from what fell under his
notice in France. It is to be hoped that this severe censure may never be merited in Canada. It may be as

"well, however, to state what has taken place elsewhere, lest a want of due surveillance, on a wise and vigilant
" precaution lead to the same results."
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"the country, than to create institutions that would tend to nothing but to draw
"away the people from the labours of the field, and make of them Lawyers and
"Notaries, often without any talent, their only merit consisting in labouring to make
"humanity more wretched. A good primary education is not attended with this
" defect, it never draws men from their station but makes good workmen, that are
"intelligent, laborious, economical, of good morals, and who are polite, but it never
"teaches man to be proud and scornful towards his fellow-beings."

"The following is the number of children that attendthe Friars' schoolsin Canada
and the United States: Montreal, 1869, children at the other stations, 2508, total,

"4377. In the United States, in 9 different houses, 4211, making a total, 8588."
The Inspector will not disguise the fact, that lie derived much satisfaction -when

he found that sentiments which lie had cherished for many years, had met with such
complete confirmation from a quarter so thoroughly unbiassed and deserving of every
confidence and respect, and the Inspector hesitates not to assert that the noble efforts
of the Teachers of the " Ecole Chrétienne," vould on every consideration be deserv-
ing of the countenance and favor of the Government, as the most efficient auxiliary
it could possibly have in the instruction and education of youth, thereby fostering
good habits, and consequently the best safeguard against crime and its sad and
multifarious consequences.

In addition to the opinion entertained by the Inspector, and hereinbcfore expresed,
that the present state of the Country and its population, taken into consideration,
no immediate necessity apparently exisis for the establishment of Houses of Refuge
for youthful offenders; if, indeed, such a contingency should ever occur, it may with
no little plausibility be urged, that the child who lias passed several years in one of
these retreats becomes habituated to it, and acclimatised as it were, it loses in his
sight the character of a prison, and he becomes attaclied to it as to a home; the
plasticity of his young mind leads him. readily to assimilate his ideas with' all that
surrounds him, the veryrestraint he is placed under loses its irksomness, and becomes
congenial with his feelings, and thus ultimately and insensibly lie cherishes his
abode, nor, is it at all singular that it should be so, for lie is well fed, comfortably clad
and lodged, kindly treated and littile worked; and during sickness he-receives every
necessary attention and comfort.

Under such influences is it at all marvellous, that lie should ere long entertain a
desire to return to a place in which lie has passed his happiest years, and where he
had been saved from the privations and miseries lie lad been subjected to from the
unkindness of his, perhaps, vicious parents.

It is of no avail that he is told that he lias escaped from a prison, for his most
intimate convictions impress undelibly upon him, that there lie lias been humanely
treated, sheltered and protectcd; hence it would be no punishment for him to be re-
manded to his old quarters, and asylum le would be disposed, and would most
readily seek, should he suffer any privation or ill treatment from his parents or from
some harsh and cruel m'aster; so that the remark is true, that " prisons are more
dreaded by those who have never been inmates of them, than by those who have."

Besides the above mentioned attractions, which should militate against the esta-
blishment of such institutions, there is yet another very manifest objection to them, and
this is, that it has been abundantly proved that reformation seldom or never results
from a sojourn in any one of these asylums; on the contrary, the bad are usually
made worse, and the well disposed are sure to be corrupted; the association even,
with spirits of so kindred a nature, may be another inducement for them to return
to their former abode. The pernicious influence which throughout pervades such
institutions, is well depicted by the Good Friar, in the valuable document, of which
a transcript and translation has just been given, the original whereof, in the vernacu-
lar tongue, will be found in the appendix to the Report of the Inspector, by which it
is clearly shewn, that it is next to an utter impossibility to reform youth, that are
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congregated together in large numbers, notwithstanding the best devised means for
preventing contamination, and truly has the worthy superior said, " that the moral
" atnosphere of the place is tainted and poisoned by the very presence ofits inmates."
It is also recorded, that the benevolent Harriet B. Stowe, stated that, " the subtle
"atmosphere of opinion maketh itself felt without words."

The impudent leer, the independent strut, and the swaggering gait, exercise a
singular influence, and it is to such a demeanor, which can neither be controlled
nor corrected, that may be attributed in a great measure, all the evils resulting from
the association of a number of ill bred children, who are continually in each others
company, althouglh silence may, even at all times, be enjoined.

The excitement incident to the labors of the field, the constant change of position
and occupation, the separation from each other while engaged in these field labors,
and the physical efforts that are continually made by them, exhaust as it were
the superabundant mental action resulting from a vigorous bodily frame, hence is
attained a quiet, placid, and contented disposition.

If there be aught of truth, or even vraisemblance, in the above allecation, it should
lead to deep reflection before determining on any public institution for Juvenile
delinquents and vagrants.

It is very true the example of England, France, other European nations, and
even the United States, may be considered as definitive on this subject, and it may
be deemed presumption on the part of any private individual to suggest any objec--
tion to the following sach example; still, the Inspector feels so thoroughly convinced
of the correctness of the position he has assumed, on this really momentous subject,
that he scruples not to subject himself to any remarks, however harsh, that may be-
made respecting his hazarding an opinion opposed to dogmas so generally received.
Another very cogent reason could be adduced against such institutions, even if they
were not subjected to the objections above stated, and that is, that the trades taught.
there are only such as generally can be exercised in Towns and Cities, the very hot-
bed of vice and corruption, and this is so much the case, that the same population in
a City, sends twenty culprits to Gaol, for one that is sent from a rural population of
equal number ; nor must it be forgotten, that the unfortunate inmates of. the House
of Correction were, in the first instance, contaminated in a large and close population,
and after having suffered the penalty for faults, which in the majority of cases, did
not originate in themselves, they are sent back again, older in years, but quite as.
corrupt as when they left the scene of their former vices, having greater bodily
strength, more intelligence, less dread of a Gaol, and ready to enter anew upon their-
sad career of crime, pests to society and burthens to themselves.

Now, if this picture has any resemblance to reality, would it not be a duty
incumbent on the Legislature to prevent results which experience proves, are as,
much to be anticipated as dreaded.

The Inspector may, perchance, be accused of enthusiasm in this matter, that lie
magnifies dangers and sees results beyond the ken of other men-it may be so; yet,.
seeing that model farms are about to be established in divers parts of this Province,
it might be prudent to test their use as places of correction and instruction for the-
poor child of degraded parents; there he will be taught an avocation that can alone-
be followed up at a distance from the allurements and corruption of the City; and,.
there he will learn to eschew vice, cherish industry, and at last become a valuable,
member of that society, of which lie might, under other circumstance, have become
the bane and the terror.

WOLFRED NELSON.
Montreal, Sth September, 1852.
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FEMALE DELINQUENTS.

Female delinquents constitute a class of prisoners, in District Gaols more espe-
cially, that are exceedingly troublesome, irreclaimable, and unprofitable to the insti-
tution. Much care and attention is therefore demanded in this department, which
should be governed by a sensible, well brought up, dignified matron, assisted by a
deputy of equally good qualifications, where the number of inmates is sufficiently
large to justify the addition. Such a woman would soon become feared and respected,
for it is a most fortunate circumstance that bad females quail in the presence of
a tmly virtuous woman.

On admission, the prisoner should be well washed, and lier filthy apparel
replaced by a plain, coarse, still neat, prison dress; and they should be compelled
to wash and mend their old clothes for another day. They should be forced to be
tidy and cleanly, and have their hair well combed, to excite, if possible, in them
some sense of self respect. For a few days they should be confined to their cells;
after probation, if silent and obedient, they should be admitted to the female ward,
and be supplied with some kind of work, mending and making clothes, needle work,
binding shoes, &c. They should sit in rows, all looking the same way, to prevent
their gazing at each other, whilst the utmost decorum is observed,-if loquacious
and insolent, to be at once shut in a cell, and when obstreperous, to be placed in a
dark cell, on bread and water, and if this does not humble them, to be deprived of
bed; and if still resisting, as a last and the severest punishment, the hair should be
shaved close, and the prisoner then taken to the black hole, which should be at such
a distance that they can neither see or be seen, hear nor be heard ; an ordeal of this
species there is every reason to expect will reduce the most determined and depraved
to quietness, and ultimately to submission.

They should eat at the same table, say prayers in common, morning and even-
ing, and together attend Divine Service. The matron, when not otherwise engaged,
should read a chapter to them from some entertaining and moral book. There should
not be one moment of idleness. There should be a room apart for young girls who
are apparently novices in crime, as an old offender is full of guile, and ber very
presence contaminates; kindness and moral suasion will generally lead her to
reflect, repent and reform, and while there is but little hope of amendment for the
veteran in vice, still no effort is to be spared to attempt to reclaim her.

Where contrition is manifested, favour should be shewn, and some token of
distinction should be added to the dress; thus a latent spark of virtue may be called
into action, and lead to real reformation, and at the expiration of ber sentence, she
should be allowed to remain, if desiring it, and have a certain remuneration for her
labour, till some kind, benevolent woman should be disposed to give her employment,
and prevent ber being turned adrift, and, as is too often the case, be compelled,
through very want, to return to her old practices. Let the noble and Christian exam-.
ple set by so many high-minded and religious ladies in the United States, serve
as a guide in this Country, and the most happy results will be sure to follow, and
Providence will bless the noble efforts and all engaged therein.

But should all the efforts to make them better prove abortive, still the ordeal
they have passed through, it is to be supposed, will at least have a deterring in-
fluence, and their future conduct will be less audacious, and hence less mischief will
attend their steps. On each subsequent committal for the same offence, the term of
imprisonment should be extended, so that at last, if incorrigible, their sojourn -nay-
be in a manner permanent, and therefore Society will be freed from their blighting
and blasting influence; and let it always be borne in mind, that it is this class of
offenders that cause myriads to fail and fall; hence the eye of a judicious magistracy
should ever be upon them, for their detection, their punishment and reformation.
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VAGRANTS.

Vagrants compose another tribe fertile in evil, and in trouble too corrupt to be re-
claimed, involving much expense and are the greatest nuisances which affiet society.
This motley group of petty thieves, and depredators,roaming about bye-ways, brothels,
grog shops, and tap rooms, should be dealt with in a very summary manner, and in a
way to inspire terror, at least in the new beginner, and to lead the more hardened
to observe some caution. As there can be no hope of reformation here, all that can
be done is to provide, at the least possible cost, some lock up, or place in the com-
mon Gaols, where, for a brief space of time, they may be confned, and treated to
bread and water, but there may be many whose state of exhaustion may be such as
to demand some animal nourishment, and the best and cheapest will consist of
strong soup made of neats feet and heads, well seasoned, and this will serve in-
stead of dainties and comforts that improperly swell at times an account to an extra-
vagant extent. Perhaps one of the most deterring influences would be found in sub-
jecting these unfortunate creatures to labour on the roads and streets, a great inflie-
lion on a roaming lazy vagabond, and a wholesome warning to others that would
be disposed to do likewise ; whilst sympathy for the fallen is most commendable
let caution be observed, lest an over wrought sentiment of charity dwindle into a
palpable encouragement to vice.

The following extracts from a celebrated work on Prisons and Penitentiaries,
published by Charles Lucas, an eminent Parisian Lawyer, 1826, are so very evident
and applicable to all times and Countries that they may be taken as axioms of the
highest importance, and will be found in his " Pétition aux Chambres :-"

(Translation.)
"1. The loftiest mission of the Legislature is to increase, to the highest possible

degree, the security which ougiht to be afforded to persons and property.
2. Civilization does not, it is true, dry up the sources of crime, but it purifies

them.
3. Increase the outlay for the prevention of .crime if you wish to diminish the

expenses of punishment.
4. There is a vast difference in the degree of productiveness which results from

capital invested in the prevention of crime, as compared with that which'results from
the sarne amount expended in its punishment.

5. Calculate the additional tax of blood levied on our persons in murder,
wounds, and mutilations, &c., and place il in comparison with the cost of pre.
ventive justice, to anticipate and hinder the commission of the greater part of
these crimes, by means of a sound system of elementary education, and correctional
detention.

6. The cause of moral influence of civilization in general, being the result
of an industrial education, is so well understood and appreciated, that in this'fact
is based, not social order alone, but the polity of modern nations."

The whole respectfully submitted.

WOLFRED NELSON, M. D.
1. P. P.

Montreal, 4th August, 1852.
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REPORT

0F NE OP THE

INSPECTORS OF GAOLS
For.

CANADA WEST.

11th September,-1852.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable JIMEs, E AUL OF ELGIN AND KINCARDINE,
K. T., Governor General of British North America, cc., c-c., ý5c.

MAY IT PLEASE Youn EXCELLENCY,

On the 2nd of March last, Dr. Nelson and myself, Inspectors of the Provincial
Penitentiary, received letters saying it was Your Excellency's pleasure that we should
proceed to inquire into the discipline and pecuniary management of the several
Gaols throughout the Province.

Dr. Nelson agreed to visit the Gaols in Canada East, and I, in Canada West;
thercby saving expenses and time, as we conceived our duty was only to report facts
for Your Excellency's information.

I have the honor to report to Your Excellency that I have visited twenty-two
Gaols in Canada West, where I have found little or no discipline or classification of
prisoners. In the. construction of most of thé Gaols in Canada West, the health of
the prisoners has rarely received a thought ; it is true that the highest spot has often
been selected as a site for the Court House and Gaol, yet it is lamentable to see the
cells partly under ground and badly ventilated. In many Gaols, the effluviafrom the
water closet, where there is no sewer, can be felt all over the Gaol; add to that, a
number of persons sleeping together in warm weather, or yet in cold weather, where
every crevice is carefully shut, and it will create no surprise to see prisoners affected
with disease that sends them to an early grave.

Hamilton Gaol is situated in one of the most wealthy Counties in the Province;
in the year 1851, it had four hundred and nineteen prisoners within its walls. The
cells are eight feet nine inches by nine feet nine inches, partly under ground, with
one small loop-hole for light and air; the door opens into a dark passage; Six human
beings are incarcerated in each of these cells night and day, with a tub in place of a
water-closet. The prisoners complain of vermin; it is impossible to be otherwise.
The Sheriff answers as follows:-

"Sheriff attendsat Court House daily, but doesnot visit prisoners,unless specially,
"called upon to do so, being in a state of dis gust with the condition of the Gaol, and
"wholly 'unable to ameliorate the condition of the prisoners, either morally or
"physically." There is no yard to give the prisoners air or exercise, hence, a three
months' confinement in such a Gaol, must shorten life more than a sentence of three
years in the Provincial Penitentiary, where they have every care, with pure air and

A. 1852.
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exercise. Ina moral point of view, such a prison is equallyruinous, no classification,
except the females being kept in a cell by themnselves, where they frcely converse
with the maile prisoners. I examined Sandwich Gaol, where I found the male and
female, the sane and insane, the tried and untried, the young and tie old, the black
and tlhe white, all eongregafed togethe: throughout the d'ay, having the range of the
Gaol, where any amoumx of crininluity mighi. be carried on. I mieel remark whatI
saw myself, as I have iot yet got ihe reqiite answers from ie Sherif.

The best conducted Gaoi i bave met with is Ile one in Toronto, and that is far
from what it ought ltobe. Tre Gaoler atempts a classification, by keeping Ihe felons
by themselves apart. fromn those whxo are: in for raisdemneanor, but the facts are, thatno
moral distinction can be drawn witIh the great mass who fil! that Gaol ; one time they
are in for r:iiam en nr. v ext 1im1e for rion. Ont of 755 prisoners in 1851, four
hundred and thirt-nie had been preion i-ecomnmitted to that Gaol, although tihe
best Gaol and Gaoler i have î,ý'. No refnrnation can take place in this Gaol, where
such massis congre'e n rid boid inter-olse. T is true, the prisoners arc supplied
in this Gaol wth rei ions boc!:s, an i --copal Clergym-i exhorts and prays with
them, and )erfoniis Divine S-vice on Sundav, yet no good resuhs from these
influences, because any good impressicr.s :re innnediately obliterated by the blighting
influence of the congregate syiem. I have not visited any Gaol but vhcre oral
intercovrse can h; iePl I hwnln tL. nal and fenale prisoners, and for vant of
proper Gaol-yards intercourse is kept up vitlh people out of doors, by introducing
liquors and tools, whîereby ecajps are made. I have found few or no safe yards
where prison'ers ean be let into, ciller for excrciec or work. i have foundi nine Gaols
without yards of any kind to keep people off, hence fite unsafety of such Gaols.

I have only particularizeci ihrce Gaols w ithout being minute, as I find it would
swell my Reportto an unusunl length, but if it is the wiSi of Your Excellency, I will
give a minute description of cach Gaol iii an appendix.

There is no uniformity in the expeises of fite (lifierent Gaols. , In the United
Counties of Peterborongli and Victoria, ihe charge is 2.d. per ration,-in the United
Counties of Prescott and Russel, Is. Jèd,-exactly six times tIe amount ; both are
rural counties. The United Counties of Lanaurkz and enfrew' allow the Surgeon of
the Gaol five pounds per annum, having had thi:Iy eight prisoners to attend to in 1851,
while the County of Haldimand allows £25 Io iheir Surgeon of the Gaol, for attending
34 prisoners, for 1851, exactly five times the amounti for attending fe wer prisoners.
The Gaoler of hle County of Norfolk receives a salary of £50 per annun, baving had
forty-nine prisoners under his charge in 1831. In ihe United Counties of Stormont,
Dundas and Glengary, tihey pay tfheir Gaolkr £125, he having only seventeen prisoners
for 1851. The highesI snlary paid to a Gaoler alone is £133; the County of Sincoe
pays £7 a vear for firewood for the Gaol ; have forty-nine prisoners. The United
Counties of Middlesex and Elgin pay £105 for their wood for the Gaol, which
contained 87 prisoners in 185!.

None of the returns show any procceds from the labor of prisoners, with the
exception of hle Toronto Gaol,-the net profits for stone breaking in 1846, £11 lSs.
4d.; 1847, £16 19s. 3d.; 1848, £17 17s. 6d.; 1849, £81 16s. 9d.; 1850, £32 18s.
Sid.; 1851, £i8 3s. id. Tne proceeds are smail iin compaiison to fIte expense, yet
it is a step in the righit direction'; it tends to keep up industrious habits, and is
beneficial to health. I have found the Gaols in Canada West fully as bad as was
anticipated, and no way in accordance with the requirements of this fine country. -I
would, therefore, most respectfully suggest some improvements for Your Excellency's
consideration. The Common Gaol should only be used as a place of detention for
the shortest possible period. Houses of Correction and Penitentiaries for short
sentenced convicts might be erected in Montreal and some other convenient -place in
Canada West, where a proper discipline can be introduced, and the work of the
prisoner made productive ; I lately visited an Institution of tha.t kind in Albany, in
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the State of New York, which is nearly self-supporting. Convict labor in Canadais
not so remunerative as it is in the United States, yet I think a saving might be made
to the Province in a pecuniary point of view, by adopting the Penitentiary silent
svstem, where strict silence is enforced, the prisoner is shielded from the impure
influence that ruins hundreds in our Common Gaols. He communes over the past
and resolves to live a better life. In the Penitentiary system, many good influences
are brought to bear upon the prisoner. In our Common Gaols many bad influences
are brought to bear upon the prisoner, and each produces their separate fruits.
Canada is better prepared to adopt Houses of Correction or Penitentiaries for short
sentences than many other countries, as the Government pays for the administration
of Justice, hence no collision between Counties in supporting such an Institution.
The only objection that can be urged against Houses of Correction is the expense
of conveying prisoners, but as soon as our Railroads are in operation, that objection
will be much removed; no great good can be accomplished without cost, even our
imperfect Gaol system costs the Province a large sum of money. The charges of the
Toronto Gaol for 1851, are £370 for Gaoler and Keepers, £969 17s. 8d. for sundries,
and £256 2s. 9d. for repairs, making in all the sum of £1596 Os. 5d. If Your Excellency
does not approve of the above suggestions, perhaps you might recommend the
Penitentiary Act to be so altered that convicts might be received for one year, instead
of lving in our Common Gaols, getting more confirmed in idleness and vice. Moreover,
irnprisonment in a Penitentiary has a more deterring effect upon society and the
conviets than Common Gaols, and certainly has a better effect religiously, morally,
industriously, and physically.

Since the inspection of the Gaols, I have visited several Juvenile Prisons or
JHouses of Reformation for the young delinquent. I strongly recommend to Your
Excclleney's notice, the introduction of one or more of these Institutipns into this
noble Province. In a pecuniary point of view, a great saving will arise by converting
ilu younig unfortunate into a useful member of society, instead of being a continual
charge upon the public, by living a life of crime and vice. It would be presumptuous
in mc attempting to demonstrate facts that Your Excellency understands better than
he writer, yet I should most respectfully suggest to Your Excellency the propriety of
having a good farm attached to the Juvenile Institution for the first class boys to
work upon in sumner. Farmers would more readily apply for apprentices who
know a little about farming, than for boys or girls who know nothing about-it.
Morcover, I would consider it desirable that so many of the boys and girls as were
fit, should be apprcnticed to Farmers in the place of Tradesmen in Cities and Towns,
because the tciptations are not so great, and when their apprenticeship expires, they
are ahways sure of making a respectable living. Some of the most respectable
citizens were named to me as having been reclaimed and saved by such Institutions.
The proportion of boys vlio are known Io have donc well, are seventy per cent.,
girls nintcy per cent. The expence for keepers is not great, kindness and firmness
appear to bc the gratid subduing power: while at work, it is donc chcerfully and
witlh silece-a happier class cannot be found while they are at play under the eyes
of their kcepers. Everything that is consistent with their discipline is donc to make
it as unprison-like as possible. The work donc is nlot of a very remunerative kind,-
the great object is to give tlem habits of industry and reform, and make them useful
memubers of society. To Your Excellency it would be superfluous to state the great
moral results from such an Institution.

All of which are respectively submitted.
I have the honor to be,

Sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,

ANDREW DICKSON,
Inspector P. P.
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RE TURN
To A--; ADDRESS of the Legislative Assembly, dated 6th September, 1852,

for "copies of al Despatches and Correspondence bwhich have passed
between the Colonial Office in England, and His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General, relative to the Seigniorial and Feudal Tenure in Lower
Canada, since the last Session of the last Parliament ; and also, copies
of all Despatches and Correspondence between the said Colonial Office
and the Govemment of this Province, relative to the different Tenures of
Land in Lower Canada since it has been under British Rule.
Government House,

Quebec, 21st September, 1852.

(Copy.)
No. 68.

DOwNIG STREET,
6th February, 1817.

SIR,-In reply to your Despatch, No. 22, I have the honor to transmit herewith
for your information and guidance, a copy of the opinion of His Majesty's Attorney
and Solicitor General, regarding the power of the Crown to accept the surrender of
lands granted to individuals in Canada, for the purpose of re-granting them in Free
and Common Soccage.

I have, &c.,
BATHURST.

Lt. General,
Sir J. C. Sherbrooke, G. C. B.

&c., &c.

2 LINCOLNS fINN,
22nd January, 1817.

My LORD,-We have had the honor to receive your Lordship's letter, dated the
lSth instant, transmitting to us the copy of a Despatch addressed by your Lordstiip.
to the Governor of Canada, and of the reply which has been re'ceived from Sir John
Sherbrooke, relative to the power of the Crown to accept the surrender of lands
granted to individuals in Canada, for the purpose of re-gTanting them in Free and
Cominon Soccage, and your Lordship is pleased to desire that we will take the same
into our consideration, and report to your Lordship our opinion, whetherthere is either
under the Statute of the Slst Geo. III, cap. 31; orunder the law originally prevailing
in the Province, as referred to in the minutes of the Executive Council, any legal
objection to changing the Tenure of lands in Canada, in the manner recommended'.

In obedience to your Lordship's commands we have considered the same, and
beg leave to observe that, if it was intended to change the Tenure of any lands, with-
out the consent or desire of the persons possessing such lands, or at once to effect a

A. 1852·
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general alteration of Tenure, there is no doubt that it could not be done without an
Act of the Legislative Bodies, with the assent of His Majesty; but the question is,
whether, if lands are surrendered to His Majesty, and thereby become reverted in the
Crown, His Majesty may not, by virtue of His Prerogative, grant sucli lands to be
holden by a Tenure different from that by which they were formally holden, (provided
the Tenure on which they are so re-granted, be one which is lawful in the Province).
That a man holding of the Crown may surrender his land to the Crown of whom
he holds we conceive to bc clear, and also ihat the Crown may re-grant then upon
such terms or Tenure recognised by law, as shall seem fit, unless rest.rained by some
law or Act of Parlianent. Looking at the British Acts which relate to the Province
of Canada, we do not find any sucli restriction of the Royal Prerogative as applicable
to this case. By the 14th Geo. 3rd, cap. 83, the title under which any lands vere
then holden, was not to be affected by that Act, but vas to remain as if the Act
had never passed. But by the same Act a power to grant lands in Free and Common
Soccage by tbc Crown is recognized, because after the eighth Section has directed
that the Laws of Canada shall be the rule of decision in all matters of controversy
relative to property and civil rights, the 9th Section provides, that such provision .
shall not extend to any lands that have been or nay be granted by Mis Majesty in
Free and Common Soccage. This Statute imposes no restraint in the ordinary rights
of the Crown, but merely leaves all subsisting Tenure unaffected by ihat Statute.
There is by the 43rd Section of the 31st Geo. III, cap. 31, a restriction of the Preroga-
tive as to the Tenure on which lands shall be granted in Upper Canada, bccause by -
that Section His Majesty can only grant lands in Free and Common Soccage, and all
the consequences which follow such Tenure by the law of England, must follow such
Tenure in Upper Canada.

With respect to the Province of Lowcr Canada, there is also a partial restriction
upon the Prerogative, as to granting lands to be holden by any other Tenure than
Free and Common Soccage ; namely, whcre the grantee shall desire to have thern
granted in Free and Conirnon Soccage, there they must be so granted.

These provisions, however, do not affect the right of His Majesty to accept a
surrender of lands holden in Seigneurie, and to grant such lands in Free and Common
Soccage, though they compel His Majesty in certain cases to grant then to be holden
by sùch last mentioned Tenure.

The 44th Section does not apply at all to this case, and neither enables or
restrains His Majesty as to any powers of granting lands in Lower Canada, but
relates to the giving good and valid grants of lands in Upper Canada, holden under
an incomplete or informal title by a mere certificate of occupation. We do not
consider that the message of Lord Dorchester, as far as we collect the contents from
the papers, could be deemed restrictive upon the Prerogative of the Crown, to accept
a surrender of lands holden in Seigneurie, or to grant such lands after they have
been revested in the Crown, in Free and Common Soccage.

The 36th Section of the 31st Geo. III, cap. 31, does not in terms or by inference
impose any restriction in the Prerogative of the Crown, to accept a surrender of
lands holden in Seigneurie, and to re-grant them in Free and Common Soccage, but
we think it would be necessary that at the time of such new grant, proportionable
allotments should be made of other land for the support of the Protestant Clergy;'
equal in value to the seventh part to be specified in the new grant, for the regulations
of that clause are general, and would apply to grants of lands which had become
revested in the Crown by surrender, as well as to lands which had never before
been granted. It is stated by the Chief Justice,*and not disputed by the Executive
Council, that the King of France, before the conquest of Canada, might have accepted'-"
a surrender of lands and have re-granted them, and indeed it would have been
extraordinary if such.had not been the law. His Majesty, of course, must have the
sane power, and though the King of France might not have had power to grant in
Free and Common Soccage, if such Tenure had not existed in Canada by the laws
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then in force (upon which we do not venture to form an opinion.) Yet His Majesty
having power to grant in Free and Common Soccage, and being bound so to grant
at the request of the grantee, if he grants at all, we humbly Report to your Lordship,
that there does not appear to us to be any legal o bjection to His Majesty's accepting
a surrender of lands holden in Seigneurie, and re-granting them n Free and Common
Soccage either under the Statute of the 31st George III cap. 31, or unaer any law
which prevailed originaly in the Province before the conquest.

We have &c.,
W. GARRON,
J. SHEPHERD.

The Right Honorable,
The Earl Bathurst.

(Copy.)
No. 123. Dowrxis STREET,

3lst August, 1817.
SIR,-fiaving referred to the consideration of His Majesty's Law Officers, your

Despatch of the 20th May last, respecting the opinion given by them in January
last, on the subject of acepting the surrender of certain lands of Mr. Caldwell's,
held in Seigneurie, and re-granting then in Free and Common Soccage, I now trans-
mit to you the copy of a letter from the Attorney and Solicitor General, and have
the honor to acquaint you, that for the reasons thercin stated, I am of opinion that it
would not be expedient to change the Tenure of lands now holden in Seigneurie.

I have &c.,
BATHURST.

Lieutenant General,
Sir J. C. Sherbrooke, G. C. B.

&c., &c.

SERGEANT'S INN,
1st August, 1817.

MY LoRD,--We have had the honor to receive your Lordship's letter of the 14th
July, 1817, referring to an opinion of the 22nd January last, relative to the power of
the Crown to accept the surrender of lands held in Seigneurie in Canada, for the
purpose of re-granting them in Free and Common Soccage, and transmitting to us an
enclosed letter from Lieut. General Sir John S.Sherbrooke, requesting to be informed
whether such change of Tenure, by abolishing, with respect to such lands, the Droit
de Qidnt, which was given over to the Province by Lord Dorchester's message,
would not be in some degree an infringement of the pledge so given by Government,
or whether a mode could be devised of giving to the Province an equivalent for the
Droit de Quint so merged and lost to it by such change of Tenure, and desiring that
we will take the case into our consideration, and report to your Lordship for the in-
formation of His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, our opinion, whether His Ma-
jesty is precluded by the declaration made in Lord Dorchester's message to the Pro-
vincial Legislature on the 29th April, 1794, from changing the Tenure of land
granted in Seigneurie, which are now subjected to the payment of the Quint appro-
priated towards defraying the civil expense of the Province without a Legislative Act
to that effect.

We beg to state to Your Lordship that, in the opinion which His Majesty's Law
Officers gave to Your Lordship on the 22nd January last, they confined themselves
to the consideration of the powver of His Majesty, to accept a surrender of lands holden
in Seigneurie and re-grant them in Free and Common Soccage, without any Legisla-
tive enactment, enabling him to do so ; that appearing to them to be the point then
proposed for their consideration. But the question now presented by the Governor's
letter is of a very different nature. It is not a question upon the right of the fCrown
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so to alter the Tenure, but upon the propriety of such an exercise of His Majesty's
Prerogative, whereby the Province will be deprived of one of the sources of Revenue
towards defraying its civil expenses, with which it was furnished by the appropria-
tion of the Revenue arising from the Droit de Quint, as communicated in Lord
Dorchester's message, and upon this point we think that Lord Dorchester's message
did give an expectation to the Province, that this part of His Majesty's Revenues
would be continued to be applied to the defraying their civil expenses, and that to
take from them tbis source of Revenue without their assent, or witbout providing an
equivalent, would be an infringment of w'hat they might fairly consider a pledge or
assurance on the part of the Crown.

We are not aware that His Majesty can in any way give to the Province an
equivalent out of any other of His Revenues, to supply the deficiency that would
arise from changing the Tenure of the lands frorn that of Seigneurie to Free nd
Common Soccage ; and if any source of Revenne to be so applied is to be created in
the Province, it must be by a Legislative Act; and the consent of the Province to an
abolition of the Droit de Quint could only be manifested by such an Act, or by aa
Address of the two Houses to His Majesty for that purpose. We think therefore
that though His Majesty is not precluded in point of law by Lord Dorchester's
message from changing the Tenure of the lands, yet that such change of Tenure
without the consent of the Provincial Legislature expressed as before mentioned, -or
without an equivalent provided, would be an infringment of the pledge given by Gov-
ernment in that message, and that in that point of view His Majesty is precluded
without such consent or equivalent from so changing the Tenure of the lands.

We have &c.,
S. SHEPHERD.
R. GIFFORD.

(Copy.)
COLOYIAL OFFICE, DowNiNG STREET,

3lst Alugust, 1822.
Mr LonD,-Lord Bathurst having, whilst the Canada Bill was under considera-

tion, availed himself of the readiness Chief Justice Monk has shewn upon all occa-
sions, to furnish such observations and information as his official station and long
residence in the Colony might enable him to offer, he directed me to transmit for
Your Lordship's consideration, the enclosed observations and suggestions with respect
to the mode of carrying into effect some of the Clauses in the Act lately passed, par-
ticularly those which relate to the change of the present Feudal Tenures into those of
Common Soccage,

I have &c.,
R. WILMOT.

The Earl of Dalhousie, G. C. B.,
&c., &c.

EXTRÂCT of a letter from Mr. Justice Monk, to Robert Wilmot, Esquire, dated
July, 1822.

"The change of the present Feudal Tenures to those of Common Soccage."
SECT. 29.-This Section of the Act declaringthe King's power, requires particu-

lar instructions to be communicated to the Governor, prescribing the various modes
of carrying that power into execution. It is by the modes to be used, that the inten-
tions and benefits will be more or less effected. The latitude which creates the
debt of responsibility is frequently a painful boon. Although in relieving the Gov-'
ernor by pointing out the progress of measures to fulfil the intentiols of Govern-
men, the steps to be indicated for him to pursue, should lead to the plain conclusion-
of their correctness, or, at least, afford him relief in venturing to with hold an
obedience when such could not have been intended.
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"The Act merely extends the declaratory power of the King to convert the
Tenure of a Fief which the Seignior could sell. By the Fief law, he could only
sell the entre Fief. The conversion can therefore only operate upon such an estate in
the whole. It is by the grant, under a surrender, that conversion can be effected;
and although the grant may do it generally over the whole Fief, the conditions of
tlie conversion will limit the operation to be-

"Ist. Upon the Seigniors paying the Quint fine, or sum thought to be equitably
dce to the King.

"2nd. Upon the Censitaire paying his commutation to the Seignior for the cens
et rentes, and

"Srd. Upon the Censitaires payment of the Crown dues upon his conversion
bcing open or vested.

" The instructions have been necessarily intended to include the subject in its
various parts, with sufficient clearness to understand and correctly execute. Yet, it
should be considered proper in a case involving so many interests, and apparently
attended wvith diiculties, the Governor might be required upon any application for
a grant, not to execute any such to a Seignior until he shall have made Dis Report
upon the general subject; and to submit all such remarks as may tend to elucidate
any objections, and remove doubts or difficulti es not at present foreseen, although
thrce modes in respect to conditions upon making any grants are suggested for the
commutation, it will not be requisite to adopt any one in particular, as a general
rUle, upoin which the whole of the grants are to be made, thoigh such would be de-
sirablc. Sorne Seigniors may prefer one mode to another. The end will be attained
n h hough il is thought it will be with more or less benefit on each ; and

should it be thought requisite to take a preparatory course for the Governor's sngges-
lions Cf facilities, or notice of obstructions, not at present contemplated upon the
execution, his Report may be directed to be first made upon the subject. This may
remove every argument against " having received absolute instructions of direction"
siould donbts b apprehended in respect to the measures intended.

(Copy.)
DowNrra STREET,

August, 1825.
My LcnD,-I have thte honor to enclose for Your Lordship's perusal, an Act

passed in ite last Session of Parliaruent, to provide for the extinction of feudal
services in t'hie Province of Lower Canada, and I have especially to direct Your
Lordship's attention to the first Clause of the Act, by vhich His Majesty is enabled
by insiructions to be communicated to thie Governor of the Province, through the
Secretary of State, to fix the consideration, terms and condition, upon which the com-
mutation of hIe feudal rights of the Crown is to be made

I have also the honor to enclose fbr Your Lordship's perusal the draft of Proclam-
ation, fixing the termas upon which it is proposed that these commutations shall be
carried into effect, and I an to instruct Your Lordship to cause this Proclamation to
be published in tie Province, in whatever manner may be best adapted for insuring
the general publicity of it.

You will observe that it is intended to accept from the Seigneurs, as the price of
commutation, five per cent. on the value of the Siegneurie, and in cases where
the Seigneur and the local Governmentrmay not be able to agree as to the value of the
entire Seigneurie, it is intended to leave that question to the decision of
experts. Probably this price may not be a full equivalent for the rights of the Crown
but Your Lordship will readily understand that, in advising the King to accept terms
which might in one sense be considered as unfavorable, my object has been Io hold
out an induceiment to the Seigneurs to carryinto effect a change of Tenure from
which much considerable public advantage may be anticipated.
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If Your Lordship, however, bearing in mind these liberal intentions of His
Majesty's Govermment shall, nevertheless, see cause to disapprove of the proposed
terms, you will without loss of time report the objections which occur to you, and
in the mean time you will consider yourself authorized to withold the Proclamation.

If, one the contrary, Your Lordship should deem the Proclamation unobjection.
able in substance, any alteration in its style or language, which yourself or the Attor-
ney General of the Province may judge nccessary or convenient may be made with-
out further reference Io me.

I have &c.,
Lt. Genl. The Earl of Dalhousie, BATHURST.

G. C. B., &c. &c.

(Copy.)
No. 27.

QUtEBEC, I9th .Jne, 1S26.
MY LoRD,-I have thle honor to inform your Lordship that, pursuant to the

instructions contained in your Lordship's Dcspatch respecting the measures to be
taken by the Provincial Government, for carrying iteffcct the Aets relating to the
change of Tenure of Seigniorial lands, I have, with the advice of the Executive
Council, issued the Proclamation, of which your Lordship transmitted me a Draft
with such alterations in points of form as were necessary, and with te addition of
a Clause requiring those who should come forward, to avail themselves of the terms
offeredby the Proclamation, to shew that they had discharged all arrears of feudal dues
to His Majesty.

There are now several applications before me for commutations of Tenure of
houses and lots in Quebec, but it will probably be a considerable time before the
proprietors of Seigniories will cone forward to avail themselves of the benefit of this
ineasure. I have no doubt that hie liberality of the ternis fixed for the commutation,
as between the Crown and the Seignior, will be generally appreciated, but I think it
my duty to state Io your Lordship, that i has been represented to me by persons well
acquainted with the subjeci, that the liberality of the Crown in this respect may, of
itself indirectly tend to keep back the Seignior from asking for a change of tenure,
and inay thus defeat or retard the accomplishment of the views of His Majesty's
Government, for it is said that, as bhe Act lately passed makes it compulsory on the
Seignior, who shall have obtained from the Crown a commutation of his Tenure, Io
grant thle like commutation to his vassal, on payment of a compensation to be fixed
byexperts or arbitrators, and as one at least of these experts (hIe one lo be namedbylhe
vassal,) will of course be from that class of people wlhose interest it vill be to keep
the rate of compensation to the Seignior as low as possible, the Seignior will be
deterred from putting himself in the situation of being compelled to go to such an
arbitration, in which the estremely low and easy terms already granted to him by
the Crown, would be taken as the measure of that compensation -which he should
himself receive from his vassal.

This view of the subject vas not suggested to me until after the Proclamation
was issued, and I now submit it for your Lordship's consideration and decision.

I think it right also to inform your Lorpship that, although upon the recommen-
dation of the Executive Council, I have adopted the same scale of compensation
with respect to bouses in Town, which the Proclamation fixes with respect Io
Seigniorial lands in the County, and have accordingly acted upon this recommen-
dation in the cases of applications now pending for a commutation of Teiure of
houses in Quebec ; I have forborne to issue any Proclamation upon the subject, ii
consequence of suggestions which I have received from several quarlers, that so
small a compensation in such cases is a sacrifice on the part of the Crown, not

NOTE.-(Proclanation dated 14thApril, 1826, pubiilhed in the "Quebec Official Gazctte," 2oth Apnl, 1826,
Page 3S0).

6
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necessary to the success of the measure, and that it should be fixed at a rate
considerably higber than on a change of Tenure of Seigniorial lands, inasmuch as
houses and property in Towns change owners much more frequently than mere
landed property in the country, and the surrender of the feudal dues is, of course, a
mucli greater sacrifice in the former case than in the latter. Not conceiving it to be
your Lordship's intention to give up the advantages now accruing to the Crownto
any greater extent than may be necessary to encourage proprietors to avail th sm-
selves of the benefits held out to them, I beg to be favored with your Lordslp's
instructions on the point I have last stated.

I have, &c.,
DALHOUSIE.

The Earl Bathurst,
&c., &c., &c.

(Copy.)
QUEBEC, 19th June, 186.

My LoRD,-In compliance with an Address of the House of Assembly'in their
last Session, I have the honor to transmit to your Lordship herewith their Address
to His Majesty respectingthe Acts of the Imperial Parliament, Srd Geo. IV., cap. 119,
and 6th Geo. IV., cap. 56, providing for the extinction of the Feudal Tenure, and
for other matters connected with this Province; also, their Address to His Majesty
respecting the operation of the Acts passed in the last Session of the Imperial Par-
liament for regulating the Colonial trade.

Also, their Address to His Majesty respecting their right to apply and dispose of
the 1Revenues arising from the 14th Geo. III., cap. 88, which Addresses they humbly
pray may be laid at Ile Foot of the Throne.

i have &c.,
DALHOUSIE.

The Earl of Bathurst.
&c. &c., &c.

(Copy.)
DoWNING STREET,

31st August, 1.826.
M\'hY LonD,-I have Ihe honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's

Despatch of the 19th of June last, requesting to be fumished with instructions as. to'
the rate of compensation to be paid to the Crown on the change of Tenure of houses
&c., in Towns, and stating that it has been represented to you that it would bé
proper to charge a rate considerably higher than on the change of Tenure of Seigniorial
lands. I have to acquaint your Lordship in reply, that I an decidedly of opinion
that a higher rate should be fixed vith respect to the commutation of Tenure of
houses, aid that double the amount which the Proclamation fixes with respect to
Seigniorial lands in the Country would only be a moderate charge to proprietors of
louses, Who may avail themselves of this measure.

I have &c.,

Lieut. General, BATHURST.
The Earl of Dalhousie,

&c., &c., &c., G. C. B.

(Copy.)
DOWNING STREET,

30th Oct., 1826.
My LoRD,-In the view of carrying into effect the provisions of the Acts of Par-

liament 3 Geo. IV., cap. 115, and 6 Geo. IV., cap.-, which contemplate the entire ex-
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tinction of the Feudal Tenure in Lower Canada, I am to instruct Your Lordship
that whenever it may be necessary to grant any part of the unoccupied waste lands
comprised or supposed to be contained within the limits of the Seigniories in the pos-
session of the Crown, Your Lordship will direct that the patents conveying the land
so granted do expressly declare that the same are to be held under the Tenure of
Free and Common Soccage, liable only 'to similar reservations of mines, minerals,
timbers, &c., as are contained in the patents granting waste lands in the Townships
of the Province.

I have &c.,
BATHURST..

Lieut., General,
The Earl of Dalhousie,

&c., &c., &c., G. C. B.

(Copy.)
QueBuc, 19th Decevmber, 1830.

Si,-The Commissioner of Crown Lands in Lower Canada, having represented
ime that in offering for sale certain lands, the property of the Crown, it vould be
xtremely desirable to hold out to those desirous of becoming purchasers, the option

of acquiring the same under the Seigniorial Tenure, or the Tenure of Free and
Common Soccage, as they might think proper ; and being doubtful of the extent of
my authority in this respect, in regaid to the Acts of the Imperial Parliament
(3rd Geo. IV., cap. 119, Sec. 31 and 32, and 6th Geo. IV., cap. 59,) i caused areference
to be made to the Attorney General of this Province for bis opinion, and I have now
the honor of transmitting to you a copy of his Report.

From this it appears, that if the Acts in question are not exactly binding on this
point, they prove at least that it is evidently the policy of the Imperial Parliament
to convert the Seigniorial Tenure, which is that by which the far greater part of the
land in this Province is held, into the Tenure of Free and Common Soccage; and
it is upon this point that I beg to be honored with your instructions for iy guidance,
in the event of applications being made to me Io acquire lands, the property of the
Crown, under the Seignorial Tenure.

I would here take leave to remark, that the great majorit.y of the inhabitants of
Lower Canada, hold their lands under the Seigniorial Tenure, to which ihey are much
attached; ard that iii denying them the power of acquiring Crown lands under that
Tenure they are virtually excluded from the market when Crown lands are put up
for sale.

Nothing can more fully establish the fact of the predilection to which I allude,
than the extremely rare occurrence of instances of French Canadians applying for a
Mutation of Tenure from the Seigniorial to the Tenure of Free and Common Soccage.

The particular case which was referred by my direction to the Attorney-General
was not my only motive for desiring his opinion, for similar applications had been
made previously to me ; and upon the whole question I was given to understand
that the granting of the power to acquire Crown lands on the Seigniorial Tenure
would be considered as a very graci,,s proceeding towards the Canadians of French
extraction.

In this view of the case, I most respectfully submit that I may be furnished
with the necessary authority for offering to those who may be desirous of becoming
purchasers of Crown lands, the option of acquiring the same on the Seigniorial
Tenure or the Tenure of Free and Common Soccage, as they may think proper.

I have, &c.,
AYLMER..

Rt. Hon. Sir George Murray,
G. C. B., &c &c. &c.
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(Copy.)
DowNING STREET,

18th March, 1831.
My LoR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Lordship's

Despatch of the 19th December last, stating that it would be extremely desirable to
hold out to persons wishing to become purchasers of Crown Lands, the option of
acquiring the same under the Seignioral Tenure or the Tenure of Free and Common
Soceage, as they rnight think proper, and being doubtful of the extent of vour authority
in this respect in regard to the Acts of the Imperial Parliament (3 George IV, cap. 19,
sec. 3Ist & 32 and 6 George IV, cap. 59,) you had referred the subject to the Attorney
General for bis opinion, who had reported that the sales ought to be made under
the Tenure of Free and Comumon Soccage, and not under the Seignioral or other
Tenure.

In reply I have the honor to acquaint Your Lordship that you could not lawfully
grant Lands in Lower Canada to be holden of the Crown in Fief and Seigneurie,
and this disabilty could not be renoved by any instructions which it is in the power
ofHis Majesty to issue. The Bill, however, which is now before Parliament, although
it does not directly meet and provide for this case would, when passed, enable the
Provincial Legislature to regulate the descent alienations &c., of Soccage Lands,
and thus to remove all the objections fo the Soccage Tenure, to which the dislike
of it is presumably to be atributed. If by the means proposed the mind of the peo-
ple cari be reconciled to the change, a very considerable object will be gained, be-
cause the lands of the Province will be thns at once delivered from the absurd and
injurious incidents of the Feudal Tenure, and from those rles of descent and aliena-
tion which alone render the Soccage Te nure inapplicable to the condition of a new
Country.

I have &c.,
GODERICH.

Lt. Gen. Lord Avlier,
K. C. B., &c. &. &c.

(Copy.)
QuEBEc, 7th April, 1831.

My LoRD,-I have the honor of transmitting to Your Lordship herewith, by de-
sire of the louse of Assembly of the Province of Lower Canada, a copy of a
petition to His Majesty, praying for the repeal of the Canada Tenure Act.

i think it proper at the same time to transmit to Your Lordship, a copy of a set
of Resolutions which were proposed and recorded on the Journal of the Legislative
Council on the day of the prorogation of tLie Provincial Parliament.

By the documents above mentioned Your Lordship -wiil observe that the two
Branches of the Colonial Leaislature entertain very different views in regard to the
Act in question; and this circumstance may perhaps be considered as an additional
Motive for flte establishment of a commission in this Country for the revisal of all
the Laws, French as well as English, now in force in the Province, especially as it
appears to be admitted on all lands that a very great degree of uncertainty prevails
in regard to many legal points of the greatest importance to the interest of individuals
aisimg out of tle present state of the laws.

I have &c.,
AYLMER.

The Right Honorable
Lord Viscount Goderich,
- &c., &c., &c.
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(Copy.) 
DOWNING STREET,

LONDON, 17th May, 1831.
M-r LoR,-I am directed by Viscount Goderich Io transmit to Your Lordshipa

copy of a memorial which has been received from Dr. Milis, relative to an estate
which lie holds in the Seigniory of Sillery, which formerly belonged to the late Order
of Jesuits, and of which le prays that a mutation may bc allowed from the Seig-
niorial Tenure to ihat of Frec and Common Soccage.

Lord Goderich is not aware that there is anything objectionable in Dr. Mill's
application; and as he is desirous, if possible, of forwarding his wishes, he has de-
sired me to request that Your Lord ship will facilitate the object which Dr. Mills has
in view, should you be of opinion that no inconvenience would arise from a compli-
ance with his request.

I have &c.,
R. W. HAY.

Lieut. General
Lord Aylmer, K. C. B.,

&c., &c. &c.

(Copy.)
To the Right Honorable Lord Goderich &c., &c., &c.

The Memorial of the Reverend Dr. Mills, of Quebec, in the Province of Lower
Canada.
Most respectfully sheweth:

That your Memorialist, being proprictor of thie snall estate in the Seigneurie of
Sillery, formerly belonging Io ihe laie Order of Jesuits, applied in the year 1828 to
the Executive Govertinment of the Province, for a change of Tenure.

That your Memorialist's application vas foundedon lhe clause relating to Tenure
in the Canada Trade Act, wliereby any person holding Lands of the Crown en
censive, has a right to obtain from the Crown a release and commutation of all
fendal burthens (paying tle Crown an indeminiy,) and to get a grant en Socage.

That your Memorialist was therefore not a little surprised at the question raised
in the Report of the Council, 5th September, 1828, (a copy of which is subjoined)
a Report, which, as Your Lordslhip cannot fail to perceive, wlile it disclaims any
intention of militaling against the view of His Majesty's Government for a chanae
of Tenure of tle Jesuits Estates, suggests at flte same time, plausible arguments
against any such change, but merely for the purpose of obtaining an explanation of
a despatch in which the intentions of Government were pretty clearly expressed.

The prayer of your MeNmorialist is, that instructions may be given to the Execu-
tive Government of the Province, directing that a commutation of Tenure shall be
ailowed of Lands held within the Seigneuries of the Jesuits Estates.

And your Memorialist as in duty bound will ever pray,
T. L. MILLS, D. D.

50, Sloan Street,
April 7, 1831.

Extract of a Report made by a Committee of the whole Council, dated 5th Sep-
tember, 1828, on the Petitions of Dr. Mills, praving that the lands held by him in
the Seigniory of Sillery, part of the Estates of fthe late Order of 'Jesuits, may be
granted to him in Free and Common Soccage. Approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Chief, in Council, 6tl September, 1828.

" It appears to the Committee that it vill be most advantageous for flte interests
of the Crown to continue the Jesuits' Estates under the Feudal Tenure.

" There are many Canadians who prefer tle Tenure en roture to that of Free and
Common Soccage, and as a large proportion of the Seigniories of the Province are in
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hands of Englishmen, and that many more vill be, it seems to be most probable
that the unconceded lands in the Seigniories generally, will at no very distant day be
converted into Free and Common Soccage Tenures, and in such cases the Canadian
applicants for grants in the Seigniorie of the Jesuits' Estates would be numerous.
It is also certain that by tlis means the proceeds of the Jesuits' Estates would be
more immediately augmented, as the lands in the Estates of that Order which re-
main to be settled are not of the best soil, and if the Canadians are not induced to
take them by their attachment to their ancient Tenure, they are the last which will
be settled.

" It is by no means the intention of the Committee to militate in the smallest
degrec against any view which Her Majesty's Government may entertain with re-
spect to commutations of Tenures in the King's Seigniories; on the contrary, their
object is to ascertain whether the direction contained in Lord Bathurst's despatch of
the 30th October, 1826, which speaks only of future grants, is to be taken to extend
to the Seigniories of the late Order of Jesuits, and to commutation of Tenure with
respect to lands already granted within those Seigniories as well as the future
grants, and for this purpose the preceding observations are most respectfully sub-
mitted.

" The Committec therefore hurnbly recommend that all further steps upon this
application be suspended, until the pleasure of His Majesty's Minister for the
Colonial Department, with respect to it, shall be specified."

(Certified.)
(Signed,) GEORGE H. RYLAND.

Extract of a despatcli from Governor Gencral Lord Aylmer, to Mr. Secretary
Stanley, dated Quebec, 5th March, 1834.

CANADA TENURES ACT.
"It must be taken for granted that this sLnbject was well and duly considered by

His Majesty's Government before recommending it to the consideration of the Im-
perial Parliament, I will only therefore- take the liberty of observing that, having
becn now for a considerable time -in operation, the eflcts of the Tenures Act have
become interwoven to a degree which must unavoidably increase every day, with
the concerns of the inhabitants of the Province in relation to their Property; and
that the observance of extrenie vill therefore bè necessary in making any attempt
to alter or modify its provisions."

(Copy.)-No. 116.
GovERN.MENT NOUVsEý

QUTEBEC, 22nd October, 1851.

My LoRD,-I have the bonor to transmit herewith, with a view to its being
laid at the foot of the Throne, an address to the Queen from iHer Majesty's dutiful
and loyal subjects the Commons of Canada, in Parliament Assembled, praying that
Hier M'ajesty will be graciously pleased to recommiend to the favorable consideration
of the Imperial Parliament, the repeal of certain provisions in the Canada Trade
and Tenure Acts, relating to lands held " a titre de fief," in Lower Canada.

I trust that I shall be able in a few days to furnish your Lordship with a Re-
port on the subject of tids address.

I have &c.,
(Signed,) ELGIN & KINCARDINE.

Mt. Hon. The Earl Grey,
&c. &c. &c.
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DOWNIXG STREET,
6th April, 1852.

(Copy.)--No. 9.
Mr LOr,-L have had the honor Io lay before the Qucen the Address trans

mitted in vour Despatch No. 116, of the 22nd October last, from the Legislative
Asscmbly of Canada, praying for the repeal of certain parts of ihe Imiperial Acts 3,
Geo. IV., cap. 1 19, and 6, G-e. IV., cap. 59, on which my predecessor, Lord Grey,
had deferred taken any steps until the arrival of the Report of Mr. Attorncy General
Drummond, wiich lias now reached me with your Despatch No. 20 of the 5th
ultimo.

2. Her Majestv's Govcrnment will not fail to give tliîr best attention to the
subject of this Address; but in the present state of public business, it is out of my
power to undertake Ihat the repeal of these Acts will be proposed to Parliament
during the current Session.

You will therefore be pleased to make known Io hie Legislative Asssembly;
Her MVlajesty's answer to this Address to the above eflèct.

I have &C.,
(Signed,) JO HN S. PAKINGTON.

Rt. lon. The Earl of E!gin and Kincardine, E. T.
&c. &c. &c.

(Copy.)-No. 20.
GovEaxM1ExT HoeUS,

QUEnEc, .lh Mc 805, 52.
My LoR,--I have the honor Io transmit herewith a communication which I

have received from Mr. Attorney General Drummond, upon the sabect of the Address
of the Legislative Assemblv, of tlic 29th Augnst last, traismrritted in my Despatch
No. 116, of tle 22nd Ociober, and prayinz for the repeal of certain parts of the Imperial
Acts 3 Geo. !V., cap. 119, and 6 Geo. IV, cao. 59. 2. The provisions of Ilhe above
mentioned Acis, to w1hich the Address cf tLI Assembly refers, have been the subject
of reiteratcd complaint on the part of ihe )o)ular branch of the local Legislature, on
the ground chiey cf their being undu ifaorable to flie Scignieur, to the prejudice
of the righlt which the intendingsettler had undor thle old Tenure of demanding the
concession of Seigniorial iands, on thie payment of the custonary quit rents and
dues; and also, of flie subject being one of internal arrangement, with which the
Imperial Parliament ought iot to have interfered. It is als o be observed that the
applications for comnmutation which have been marie under the Acts have been very
limited in number.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE.

Right lonorable
Earl Gray,

&c., &c., &c.

Upon the Address of the Legislative Assenbly of the 29th A ugust, 851, praying for
the repeal of parts of the0 Inparial Statates 3 Geo. IV., cap. 119, and 6 Geo.
IV., cap. 59,-Canada Tradc and Canada Tenure Acts.

CRowN LAw DE?' aTMEnT,

QuE-zc, 261h February, 1852.
I have tle honor herewith to submit for tLe information cf lis Excellency the

Governor General, several extracts made fron the Journals of the House of Assembly
of Lower Canada, shewing the' opinions expressed, and the proceedings adopted by-
that Body on various occasions with reference to the Canada Tenures Act.
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The object of the Address, which it is now proposed to submit to the favor-
able consideration of the Imperial Authorities, is solely to obtain the repeal of
those Clauses of the Acis in question which go to deprive the inhabitants of Lower
Canada of the right of claiming unconceded lands in Seigniories, upon the payment
of a moderate annual rent, by enabling the Proprietors of Lands held enfief to com-
mute them into a Frce Tenure, even in cases where, under the old laws of the country,
1he waste lands so commuted would have been subjeet to forfeiture from the neglect
of the holders to effect settlemenis upon them.

I would also beg respectfully to refer His Excellency the Governor General to
the Report of the Commissioners, who were appointed in 1835, for the investigation
of grievances affecting Her Majesty's subjects in Lower Canada, where an opinion
is pronounced in favor of the répeal of these enactments in the following terms: -

"There is every reason to hope that whenever a better understanding may be
established between the Local Legislature and the Provincial Government, there will
be no objection on the part of the former, to pass some measure for the gradual
discharge of lands from feudal duties and services, if not in a manner obligatory on
the Seignior, at least by voluntary argreement, and whenever such a measure may
be passed, we have no hesitation in saying that, in our opinion, the Tenures Act of
1S25, and the Clauses in the Trade Act of 1822, which relate to Tenures, should be
repealed, of course making it a condition of the repeal, that al titles and advantages
acquired under either of the Acis are to be held valid.

(General Report, cap. 4, sec. 20, page 63. See also preceding sections, from 7
to 20).

The hope expressed by the Commissioners that a measure for the gradual
discharge of lands from feudal duties and services would be passed by the Provincial
Government was fulfilled by the enactment of the optional Commutation Act 8,
Vic., cap. 42.

I have further deemed it expedient to annex to this Report, a certificate from the
Deputy Provincial Registrar, which, together with the Returns made in 1833 and
1835, to be found among the accompanying abstracts from the Journals of the House
ofAssembly, show the number of commutations which have been effected underthese
Acts. Fron these statements, it will be pereeived that commutations have as yet
been effected in no more than nine Seigniories. The rights acquired by the holders
of these Fiefs, as well as those of all others who have taken advantage of the facili-
ties accorded to them by the Imperial enactments, should of course, be maintained,
as suggested in the Address now under consideration. The Imperial Parliament is
not called upon to any interference with rights acquired under the enactments com-
plained of, but to prevent individual holders of Fiefs not yet commuted, from avail-
ing themselves of the Imperial Statutes to deprive the bond fide settler of rights ac-
quired by him under the preceding laws of Canada.

I must not omit to draw His Excellency's attention to that part of Lord Glenelg's
instructions to the above Commissioners, which relate, to the Tenure of Lands in
Lower Canada, from which the following extract is taken:-

"I next proceed to the consideration of a subject which has given rise to long and
embarrassing discussions between the Executive Government and the House of
General Assembly, I refer to the Tenures on which lands in the Province of Lower
Canada are holden. Much controversy has prevailed, not only respecting the legal
incidents of Soccage Tenure in that Province, but also respecting the comparative
advantages of holding land in Fief and Seigniory, or in Soccage, and a question has
arisen whether these controversies would be more properly adjusted by Parliamen-
tary or by Provincial enactments. Convinced of the propriety of referring the whole
subject to the Provincial Legislature, Lord Ripon embodied that principle in an
Act which vas passed in the year 1831. It has been since'maintained that the
language of that Statute is not sufficiently precise or copious to affect the real design
of its author, and it has been strongly pressed on His Majesty's Government, that
Parliament should be advised to repeal the Canada Tenures Act of 1825.
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On the whole of this subject, I am well convinced that the Imperial Legislature
will adopt any measure distinctly recommended to then by the Legislature of Lower
Canada. To advance any further, except at the instance of that Legislature, and
with a perfect assurance of its approbation, would be to disregard every lesson to-be
derived from the experience of past years.

(Signed,) LEWIS T. DRUMMOND,
Atty. Genl. L. C.

*LisT of Seigniories, the Tenure of which lias been commuted under the provisions
of the Imperial Statute, 6th Geo. IV., cap. 59.

NAME OF SEIGNIORY. DATE.

Ste. Anne de la Pêrade, ..................... ...... 2Sth December, 1830.
Beauhamois,.- ................... .. .............. 10th March, 1833.
Lotbinière,......................... .. 21st December, 1835.
Madawaska and Temiscouata,......... ....... .... S5l1 December, 1838.
Mont Louis,...................... ............. 6th June,1839.
Perthius...... ................................ 7îh April, 1841.
Rivière de la Magdclene,.............................. Sth March, 1842.
Pabos,........................................ Sth March, 1842.
AInce du1- Grand Etang,....1t February, 1846.

(Signed,) THOS. AMIOT,
Depuy Registrar.

Quebec, 26tD Fbc., 1852.

(Cop y )
N, tes of tue proceDdings of the House of Assembly of Lower Canada, and

extracis from its Journals in relation to the Canada Tenure's Act.
The Impcrial Act of the Srd Geo. IA., cap. 119, commonly called the

"Canada Trade Act," 3xvas made known to the Colonial Legyisiature by allusion
to its passage in the speech of the Earl of Dallîcusie, at the opening of the Lower
Canadýa Parliament, on the 1 ltli January, 1823, in the following ordsc1

"Another Act bas also been passed reguflating oui trade with tlue United States
of America, and our intercourse -with Upper Canada, and providing for an adjust-
ment of the differences subsisting between the two Provinces," wvithout any allu-
sion to the two Clauses thercof, (31 and 32), regulating the mode of effcting a change
of the S(igniorial Tenure.

On the 2th of Jauary, 1823, a copy of the above Act as laid before the
N.use of Assembly, and on the 5th of February, following it was unanimousy re-

solved by the bouse, on t motion of I.Stuart, seconded by mr. Cvillier, to
take the raid Act into consideration by a Com ittee of the wLole House, on the
followin a Wednesday.

Feby. 9tha. Comaitte sat and reported progress.
Feby.24t . Comittee again sat and reported progress..
s Maro t 9th. louse resolves to ta2e into their most serious consideration, at

an early period in t e ensuing Session, the Act commonly called the "Canada
Trade Act." or

u e n the followin, Session, the bouse having previously sat in Comittee of the-
whole House four ties on the said Bi on

Feby. 18. Motion was made for an Address to the Governor i Chef repre-

ebyn4h.Cmiteiganstanneoregrors.
Mr19t.Huersle otk noterms eiu osdrtoa
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"That the unconceded lands held by the Seigniors en fief, in this Province, are
held by them subject to be regranted to any applicant engaging to settle thereon,
subict only to the accustomed dues and conditions, and that it is ongrants of those
hnds that the cultivators of the soil in Lower Canada depend for the setlement of
the,ýir children, they the said cultivators and their children having a legal riglht to
obtain such grants."

That any arrangement which might be made under the provisions of the
Canada Trade Act between His Majesty and the holders of such waste lands enfief
et Seigneurie would deprive a third party of a legal right, which is beneficial to
the individual, advantageous to the community, and guaranteed by the capitulations
of the Colony, by an Act of 14th Geo. III., (1774.)

"That this House conceiving that it is a duty incumbent upon it to support in
so far as may depend upon the flouse, every right of its constituents, humbly re-
preent the matter to your Excellency, and pray that in any conditions which may
be imposed on any Seignior rendering lands under the said Act, to obtain a grant
thereof in Free and Common Soccage, such conditions may be imposed on such
Seignior in conformity to the said Act, as may preserve entire the right of the sub-
ject to a grant of said waste lands, at the usual redevance or dues and conditions."

Consideration of motion postponed Io 2lst February.
Feby. 21. Above motion lost by adjournment.
Same day. A motion to appoint a Committee of seven to draft an Address

praying for the repeal of said Act "inasmuch as it contains certain dispositions
contrary to the rights and interests of the Province" vas negatived, 8 to 14.

Also, another motion for the appointment of a Committee of seven "to enquire
into and report upon the advantages or disadvantages resulting from the execution
of the Act 3 Geo. IV., cap. 119, to the constitutional rights and interests of the
Province" vas made and carried, 14 to 13.

No report from this Committee.
28th Feby., 1824. The Order of the Day of 18th inst., then lost by adjournment,

was revived, and the Address then moved, was unanimously adopted.
3rd March. His Excellency's answer to Address was communicated to the

House.
"I shall pay every attention to the subject of this Address when any exchange

of the Seigniorial Tenure shall come under my consideration."
The Canada Tenures Act, 6 Geo. IV., cap. 59, was passed by the Tmperal Parlia-

ment on 22nd June, 1825, and transmitted to Lord Dalhousie by despatch dated
August, 1825, and a Proclamation fixing the terms upon which the commutations
werc to be effected, vas pnblished in the " Quebec Gazette " by authority of the
20th April, 1826.

In 1829, the Legislature of Lower Canada passed An Act, (cap. 77,) "for ren-
dering valid conveyance of lands and other immoveable property held in Free and
Common Soccage within the Province of Lower Canada, and for other purposes
therein mentioned" and reserved for His Majesty's Sanction.

Before the Royal Assent was given to the above Bill, the Imperial Parliament
passed an Act (30th March, 1831) intituled, " An Act to explain and amend the
Laws relating to lands holden in Free and Common Soccage in the Province of Lower
Canada." This Act was published in the " Quebec Gazette" of the 22nd September,
18831.

On the 5th March, 1831, it was resolved by the House of Assembly to take intó
consideration, by a Committee of the whole House (on the 9th) the expediency of
addressing the three branches of the Parliament of the United Kingdom, for the repeal
or amendment of the 6th Geo. IV, cap. 59.

March 9.
"G 16r Consideration deferred.

March 24. Order revived.
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House in Committe. Chairman Reports following Resolutions:
1. That the introduction of the English Law into certain parts of this Province,

by an Act, &c., (6 Geo. IV, cap. 59), without confirming all such transactions as had
been previously entered into in good faith, has introduced the greatest confusion into al!
parts of the Province, by destroying acknowledged rights and by affording facilities for
fraud and oppression.

2. That the Law of England, as introduced in certain parts of this Province, in
virtue of the said Act, is opposed to the feelings of the inhabitants of this Province,
incompatible with their edutation and habits of life, and has been forced upon them
contrary to their rights, interests and desires.

3. That the said Act ought to be repealed.
The above Resolutions were unanimously adopted, and a Committee named to dr'aft

an Address founded thereon, to be submitted to the King in Parliament.
March 26. Addresses to the three branches of the Irnperial Legislature, founded

on the above Resolutions were adopted by the House, and an Address to the Governor
in Chief, informing him of the same, and requesting him to transmit them to His
Majestv's Ministers, was also adopted.

Itewas also resolved, That the Speaker be desired to forward the Addresses to the
louses of Lords and Commons, and to see that they be presented according to the Reso-

lutions of this House.
28th March, 1831. The Speaker reported the Governor's answer to the above Ad-

dress, promising in the usual forms to transmit it to be laid at the foot of the Throne.
in the following Session, December 20th, 1831, it was
Resolved,-That the House would, on the 27th, resolve itself into a Committee of

the Whole, to consider the expediency of repealing in whole or in part the Act, &c.(Cai-ada Tenures Act) or adopting such Legislative provision as may appear best calcu-
lated to secure to al is Majesty's subjects in this Province, the right given to them
by the Ancient Laws, of obtaining possession without purchase, of sufficient portions
of unconceded wild lands held from the Crown, à titre defief et Seigueurie, at the accus-
tomed rates and dues, on condition of cultivation and residence thereon.

December 27th. Committee reported progress.
January 24th, 1832. Committee reported progress.

" 27th. Committee reported Resolutions.
" 28th. The following Resolutions, reported by the Committec, were un-

animously adopted by the House
1. That by the Laws of Canada, guaranteed to the inhabitants of the Province, by

the capitulation of 1760, the Act of 1774, (cap. 83) and the constitutional Act 31 Geo.
III, cap. 31, they had a right to grants of sufficient portions of wild lands held from the
Crown, à titre defief, subject to the customary dues, and on condition of cultivation and
residence.

2. That the commutation of these lands, into the Tenure of Free and Common
Soccage, under the Act 6 Geo. ]IV, cap. 59, deprives them of this right, and vests the
said lands in the Seigneur, to dis pose of them on such terms and conditions as he thinks
fit, at the same timne subjectgtose who may settle thereon to laws with which the
great majority of the people of the Province are unacquainted, utterly unsuitable to
their circumstances, and repugnant to their feelings and usages.

3. That the provisions of the said lav for the said commutation are unjust, and
contrary to the established rights of the inhabitants of this Province, to the extension
of settlement, and to the general prosperity.

4. That it is expedient to repeal so much of the 3rd Geo. IV, cap. 119, and 6th
Geo. IV, cap. 59, as provides for the commutation of lands held à titre de fief and à titre
de cens, in this Province, to be held in Free and Common Soccage, subject to the laws of
England.

On the same day Mr. Neilson obtains Icave to bring in a Bill to effect the repeal
mentioned in the 4th Resolution.

16
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Introduced and read lst time.
January 3lst. Read second time and ordered to be engrossed.
February lst. Read Srd time and sent to the Legislative Council.
February 16th. Hfouse resolved, on motion of Mr. Neilson,
That an humble Address be presented to is Excellency, the Governor in Chief,

with a copy of the Resolutions of this louse of the 28th January last, upon which the
Bill passed by this House for the repeal of the clauses of the Act passed in the Parlia-
ment of the United Kingrdom, authorizing the commutation of lands held en fief et
.seigurrie, into Free and Common Soccage was founded, praying that His Excellency.
would be pleased to take the same into favorable consideration, and that until such
repeal is effected, lie would give directions to the Law Officers of the Crown to support,
in all cases, where a commut-ition of Tenure of Seigneurie is prayed for, the right of
all His Majesty's subjects in this Province to obtain concessions of waste lands in, the
Seigneuries, at the accustomed rates and dues, on condition of actual settlement, and
oppose under the lst and 7th Clauses of the Act Gth, Geo. IV, cap. 59, the making of any
fresh grant of such lands, unless the said rights be naintained and reserved, and that
without such condition no fresh grants of such waste lands be made.

February 25th. By Message HiisExcellency" expresses his regret that.the interval
of time between the presentation of the said Address and the close of the Session, has
been too limited to enable him to give to the subject of it the degree of consideration
necessary to enable him to come to a decision on a question of so much importance.

"1He requests the House to be assured, that lie will continue to give to the subject
of their Address his best consideration, w'ith every desire to comply with their wishes
in as far as the provisions of existing Statutes will authorize him to do."

During the next Session, on the 24th November, 1832, an Address was voted to
the Governor in Chief, with reference to the Address of the 17th February, respectfully
inquiring of bis Excellency, whether, in the interval which had elapsed, he had been
enabled to place himself in a situation to give any new information on the subject,
praying him, in that case, to be pleased to communicate the same to the House.

On the same day another Address to His Excellency was adopted, praying for a
list of all applications made to Government for a mutation of Tenure under the 6th Geo.
IV, cap. 59, whether by Seigneurs holdingfiefs from the Crown, proprietors of, arriere
Alfs or of Censitaires, &c. &c. ; also a list <of all oppositions, remonstrances or memo-
rials which may have been pr.esented, &c.

On the 7th December, the Governor. in Chief, by Message, " assures -the. House
that in every instance where he may be called upon to give effect to the Canada Tenures
Act, lie will not fail to require the complete fulfilment of every provision of the law,"

On the 22nd March, 1833 the documents requested by the Address of the Ho.use.
of the 24th November, 1832, were laid before them as follows:-

(Vide Appendix K.K. 18.32-3.)
On the 20th November, 1835, in reply to an Address of the House ofthe 10th of

the sanie month, a continuation of the above list, up to the 13th November, 1885; was
laid before the louse, and which is as follows:

(Journal, page 175.)
27th February, 1886. The House, on motion of Mr. Morin, resolved to consider

in Committee of the Whole, the expediency of repealing, in whole or in part, the-Canada
Tenures Act.

On the lst March,,1836, the House. again passed the Resolutions adoptèd on the
28th January, 1882-, amd Mr. Morin brought in a Bull to repeal certain parts of tLe.3.rd'
Geo.IV,cap. 119, (Canada Trade Act) and of6th Geo.VI, cap. 59.(Canada Tenurs-At.)-

March 3. Second reading.
" 4. Read third time and sent to the Legislative Council.
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The 56th, 57th, 58th, 59th, 60th and 61st of the 92 Resolutions of 1884 relates
to this subject, and the 62nd concludes:

"That it is the duty of this House to persist in asking for the absolute repeal of
the said Tenures Act; and until such repeal shall have been effected, to propose to the
other branches of the Provincial Parliament, such measures as may be adapted to
weaken the pernicious effects of the said Act," and in the Address founded on those
Rtesolutions the effect of the Tenures Act is minutely treated of."

No. 670.
DowNiNG STRFT,

27th December, 1851.
My LoRn,-I have the honor to transmit for the consideration of your Lordship, and

of your Executive Council, the accompanying copy of a letter which I have received
from the Right Honorable Edward Ellice on the subject of an Act brought into the
Canadian Parliament in its last Session, but which it appears was afterwards with-
drawn, relative to Seigniorial Riglits in Lower Canada, together with a copy of the
answer which I have caused to be returned to Mr. Ellice's letter.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,> GREY.

The Right Honorable
The Earl of Elgin and Kincardine,

&c., &c., &c.

ARLINGTON STREET,

10th December, 1851.
Sm,-I request you will bring under the consideration of the Secretary of State

for the Colonies, the enclosed copy of a Bill brought into the Legislature by the
Solicitor General of Lord Elgin's (overnment in Canada, under the title of " An
Act to define certain rights of Seigniors and Censitaires in Lower Canada, and to
facilitate the exercise thereof."

This Bill, under the pretence of defning certain rights of Seigniors in Canada,
is in reality for the confiscation of such rights, and, as is alleged in Canada, is
brought in more with a view of influencing votes at a general election, by holding
out inducement to tenants to vote for candidates willing and able to release them
from their engagements than, as it would appear, from any semblance of reason or
of expediency, on which an Act of direct spoliation could be suggested.

My family and myself have been interested in, or in possession of the largest
and most valuable Seigniory in Canada for the last 70 years.

I made an arrangement with the local Government, under the Act of Parliament
of 1825, now nearly 30 years ago, for a commutation of the Tenure of the unsettled
land, binding myself, among other conditions and according to the provisions of the
Act, to commute the Seignorial rights and rents of any tenant, who should desire the
conversion of his Tenure on such terms as should be determined by arbitration
named by both parties, or by arbitration named in the Court of Queen's Bench in
the Colony.

The rents on the different farms vary from 2d to 6d an acre. I think the
largest proportion are at 6d. The rents are covenanted for in written leases, signed
by both parties, and passed before and recorded in the Offices of Notaries Public
which have been frequently matter of proceeding and judicial determination before
the Courts of Justice in the Province, where their provisions have invariably been en-
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forced. It is now sought, for the first time, and certainly in a manner and.on principles
unknown to the Legislature of any Country in the world except in France, during the
first Revolution, to release the tenants from their engagements, and to confiscate the
rents of the proprietor by an Act ofthe Provincial Legislature. The sane complaint
has been made of perpetual leases and of any ancient modes of Tenure in the ad-
joining State of New York, in our Colony of Prince Edward's Island, and in other
places. Propositions have been made for their abolition or regulation, but only in
the Colony of Prince Edward's Island without adequate compensation to the pro-
prietor. The Government have lately, it is understood, disallowed the Act passed in
that case although of much less violent character.

Recourse would be had to the Supreme Court of the United States, against a
similar attempt on the part of the Legislature of any separate State in America.
In the Colonies the subject can only look to the protection of the Crown, when parties
in the Legislature, excited by circumstances of the moment, disregard the sacred
rights of property on any supposed view of expediency, or in seeking for popularity
to promote their political objects.

It is on this ground that I trouble you with this application.
The Secretary of State will have no dificulty in forming his opinion on the

import of the provisions of the Act. It is scarcely necessary to point out particular
claims to his attention, all being more or less of the same character, but the Clause 34,
relieving tenants from voluntary engagements, and which to my knowledge they have
punctually performed during half a century, is probably the most striking.

The Bill, after passing the second reading, was withdrawn, but notice was given
by the Solicitor General of re-introducing it in the first Session of the new Parlia-
ment. A canvass and election are now proceeding in the various Seigniories on
the faith of Candidates returned by the tenants voting for it.

Having brought the matter under the notice of the Secretary of State, I have
no disposition to suggest any course with respect to it. His Lordship may probably
consider it right to express bis opinion to Lord Elgin, whether it is consistent with
the honor of the Crown, or the claims which the subject has to its protection that his
Goverment should encourage an agitation on this subject, by re-introducing a Bill,
to which it would be impossible for the Crown to give its assent.

By the last accounts tenants are paying their rents as heretofore, but the
Agent expresses great doubts as to the state of things which further agitation might
produce.

I have, &c.,

T. F. Elliot, Esq., (Signed,) EDWARD ELLICE.

&c., &c., &c.

(Copy.)
DowmNG. STRT,

December 30th, 18511.
Sr,-I have laid before Earl Grey your letter of the 10th. instant, (addressed

to Mr. Elliot,) bringing under His Lordship's consideration a Bill which had been
brought into the Canadian Parliament, in its last Session, but afterwards withdrawn,
intituled, " An Act to define certain rights of Seigniors and Censitaires in Lower
"Canada, and to facilitate the exercise thereof."

Lord, Grey directs me to acquaint you in reply, that the Bill to which you refer
has not yet been brought under His Lordship's notice by the Governor General of
Canada. It is impossible, therefore, for Ris Lordship to express any opinion, or to
advise Her Majesty to interfere with respect to the Bill in question, and as to which

A. 1852.
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it is uncertain whcther it will pass at all, or if so, in what shape. Lord Grey is,
however, persuaded that in legislating upon a subject of so much difficuhv and im-
portance, the Provincial Legisiature will procced Vith due caution and deliberalion,
and ihat a great majority of ils members vill be found too enlightened, to under-
stand too vell the truc interests of the Province, and the shock which sucli a course
would give to its rising credit and prosperity, to pass a law, which, on examina-
tion, vould prove to be inconsisicnt with a scrupulous regard to justice to indivi-
duals, and the rights of property.

Lord Grey lias a proof that it was not the wish of the lcading members of the
Assembly, whiclh has just been dissolved, to legislate upon this subject, without a
careful inquiry into the rights which might be aflècted by doing so, in the fact, that
an Address lias been presented to the Queen from the Assembly, praving for Her
Majesty's assistance in obtaining a variety of information calculated to throw light
on the subject of the Feudal Tenure in Lower Canada. If, unfortunately, the new
House of Assembly should proceed to pass an Act which would, in your opinion,
involve such a violation of private rights as vould justify parties similarly aggrieved
in one of the States of the American Union in seeking redress in the Supreme Court
of the Union, it would be open to you to bring any objection which yon miglht enter-
tain to ils confirmation, under the notice of 11er Majesty's Government, nor would
Her Majesty be advised to confirm any Act against which sucli objections had been
urged, until ihey had been fully considered, and if established, the Royal Assent
would be vithheld.

Lord Grey will transmit a copy of your letter, and of this reply, for the consider-
ation of the Governor Gencral and of lis Executive Council.

I have, &c.,

(Signed,) F. PEEL.
The Riglît Honorable,

Edward Ellice,
&c., &c., &c.

DOwNING STREET,
19th June, 1852.

ý(Copy.)
No. 37.

Mr LORD,-I transmit for your Lordship's consideration the copy of a letter
-which I have received frorn Colonel Gugy, vho lias arrived in this couniry, deputed
by a body of Seignieurs interested in landed property in Canada, to appeal against
attempts which they apprehend will be made inii the Provincial Parlianent to interfere
-with their righits.

On this subject it is only at present necessary that I should express my entire
-concurrence in the observations contained in the letter addressed by Earl Grey's
direction to Mr. Edward Ellice, which formed the enclosure in his Lordship s
.Despatch No. 670, of the 31st December last.

I have, &c.,
JOHN S. PAKINGTON,

'The Right Honorable
The Earl of Elgin and Kincardine,

,&c., &c., &c.
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65, STAFFORD PLACE,
PnuMco, 7th June, 1852.

(Copy.)
Sin,-I have arrived in this country from Canada, depuied by a body of Seignieurs

interested like myself in landed property in that, Colony, to make an appeal to the
British Covernment against attempis made in the Provincial Parliament at Toronto,
and the renewal of which, is threatened at the approaching meeting thereof at
Qucbec, Io deprive thei of rights secured by law, and of which théy have been in
undisturbed possession since the annexation of Canada to Great Britain.

i pray you will be pleascd to admit me to an audience, at which I may more
fully explain ithe grounds for ihis appeal, but in order that you may be previously
awarc of the exact nature of our grievance, I beg to submit the following statement
on behalf of the interests I represent.

In the course of the Session before the last of the Provincial Legislature the
following resolution was referred for consideration, to a Select CommittÊe

10. Resolved,-That the Seigniorial Tenure in Lower Canada is a matter of
public concern, which it is the duty of the Provincial Legislature to take into con-
sideration, more especially now thai ihe subject has attracted the public attention in
a higli degree ; and that it is therefore important to eflfct, at as early a period as
possible, the conversion of the said Tenure into a frce one, taking care that all the
interests con cerned are protected and equitably adjusted.

After considerable invcstigation into the origin and progress of the settlement of
the Seigcuries, and of the various laws and edicts of the French Government
respectig tliem, the Solicitor General, Mr. Drummond, Chairnan of the Committee,
introduced the Bill, of which I have the honor to enclose a copy. The bill was read
a second time and then dropped, in consequence of the approaching termination of
the Session.

This rneasure, as you will sec from a perusal of its provisions, instead of pro-
viding for a commutation of the Feudal Tenure, the object of the resolution enacted
an unconditional confscation of a large portion of the rent, without even the sem-
blance of compensation, .either frora the tenants or the publie. By one of the
Clauses, all tenants in Lower Canada wcre absolved from their written engagements
voluntarily entered into vih the formalities required by law. We venture to assert
iliat no fegislative measure of so violent and immoral a character has ever been
proposed 10, or sanctioiccl by, any Legisiature except, possibly, by the French Conven-
tion in 1759, and most assuredly has iever been attempted by any Parliam.nent or
Colonial Assembily under ihe authority of the Crown of Great Britain.

We have reason to believe that the attempt was made fron the expectation that
such a measure might render the parties supporting it popular with the tenants and
Electors in the Seigneuries at the ihen approaching Elections for the.present Assem-
bly. It is from the engagements of these parties to re-introduce the Bill in the ap-
proaching Session and our knowledge of the extreme lengths to which they are pre-
pared to carry their views, that we feel ourselves compelled to throw ourselves on
ihe protection of the English Government. If we were to wait till such a bill pro-

l)osed with the sanction of-the Governor General, passed the Legislature, the ex-
pectations it would raise among the tenants (and the subsequent disappointment from
its necessary disallowance by the Crown, for we cannot permit ourselves for an in--
stant to doubt the disallowance) would throw the vhole country into discontent andi
confusion.

The enclosed bill had not even the merit of providing for a commutation of*
those feucal restrictions which all parties admit to be objectionable in the present
circumstances of the Colony. The perpetual rent varying generally from two pence:
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to six pence an acre, and in some few instances raised so high as eight pence,-
so far from being an evil in a newv country, is a much less onerous engagement o
the settler than the payment of a capital equivalent to it. It is less than half the
interest on the amount now required by this Government as the minimum price of wild
lands in the Colonies. The real evil in Canada is the fine or mutations, varying and
increasing with the incrcased improvement of the Country-the droit de monture
and other restrictions of that character.

For these grievances the bill proposed no remedy.
The pretext on whieb an attack was made on rent, was ihat the Seigne.urs were

restricted by the terms of their original grants from exacting a higherrent than a cer-
tain tariff fixed by the obsolete edicis of 1h2e Frencli Government.

This has been a frnitful topic of agitation by all demagogues for the last fifty
years-and has led rarely, probably in ten or twenty cases, to attempt at resistance to
the payment of the covenanted rent, by tenants urged by those parties to appeal to
the Courts of law on the question.

From the first suit of this description to the last, (decided-by the Superior Court
of Lower Canada in January last,) the Judges have invariably and unanimously
sustained Ihe validity of the eases, and the legal rights of the proprietors-I refer
you for confirmation of this fact to the case of Langlois vs. Martel, at page 36 of the
Lower Canada Reports, officially published and enclosed herewiih.

By way of example, I submit also that my family have held the three Seigneuries
of Grandpré and Dumontier and the half of Grosbois for abont ninety years. These
properties were purchased, immediately afier the Conquest, by rny great uncle, at
that time an officer in the EngLish army, and frorn that period our rents have invari-
ably been paid without dispute.

Admitting the policy of some equitable settlement of the Feudal Tenure, we
humbly submit that even if it wias justifiable Io determine legal rights in this manner
by legislation, this act of simple spoliation would be of no benefit to the tenants
without ruining the landlords, thus entailing irreparable loss not only on their
creditors, but on the community at large, and holding out, as you will admit, an evil
example susceptible of imiation elsewhere.

A perusal of the clauses of the Bill, especially of the 341h, releasing tenants
from their written contracts, (indeed all the clauses are of the sarne lenor,) will
enable you to judge how far we are jnstified in characterising this proceeding in the
terms I have ventured to apply to it.

The Seigneurs, so far from objecting to any measure for a commutation of their
rights, and the abolition of the Feudal Tenure on equitable conditions, are as much
satisfled as any other class of the community of the expediency of such an arrange-
ment. The conditions imposed for this purpose by the Canada Tenmres Act, passed
in 1822, on proprietors obtaining a commutation of their tenures from the Crown,
seem to be equitable, and might be extended with great advantage to all cases of
-estates, whether held under old or new tenures.

These conditions entitled every tenant desiring to be released eiter from rent,
-fnes or droits, to a Free and Common Soccage tille, on payment of a compensation
for the rights of the Seigneur, to be fixcd by arbitrators mutually chosen ; or, failing
the appointment of arbitrators on the part of the proprietor, by arbitrators named by

'the Court of Queen's Bench. But whether in this way or in any other, the whole
body of proprictors are more than desirous to meet the wishes of the local Govern-
ment for a commutation of the tenure on fair and equal terms ; such an arrangement,
however, they humbly submit mast be preceded by and based upon an acknow-
ledgmeent of Lheir legal rights, admitted by the Courts of Justice and confirmed by
prescription since the British possession of Canada. I venture to suggest further
rthat the greatest difficulty in arriving at a settlement of this complicated question
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will arise out of the indifference of the tenants of French descent, if not from their
preference for the present tenure, and it is a fact that few or none of them have
availed themselves of the provisions of the above mentioned Act, nor has a single case
of a commutation of tenure under it taken place at their instance, to my knowledge.

I have taken the liberty of troubling you at length with this statement of the
case which I an deputed to represent to you, in order, in the first place, to put you in
possession of the facts, on which I desire the honor of a conference, and in the second
to support an appeai Io the Justice of Her Majesty's Government, that instructions
may be sent to the Governor General of Canada to withhold his sanction fromn the
introduction of any new bill of a similar character with that proposed, as I have
said, by Mr. Drummond, or which may contain provisions inconsistent vith public
faith, the rights of property, and the principles by which both are secured in the
Legislation of this country.

I have, &C.,
A. GUGY.

The Riglit Hon.
Sir John S. Pakington, Bart.,

&c., &c., &c.

(Copy.)
No. 33.

DOWMNG STREET,

29th June, 1852.
My LonD,-With reference to Earl Grey's despatch, No. 670, of 27th of Decem-

ber, I have the honor to transmit to Your Lordship, with a view to its being brought
uider the consideration of your Council, the copy of a xepresentation which I have
received from Mr. Peter Burnet, upon thé subject of two Bills iitroduced last Session
into the Provincial Legislature, affecting Seigniorial Rights and the lenure of land
in Canada.

I have, &c.,

The Right Honorable, (Signed,) JOHN S. PAKINGTON.

Thé Earl of Elgin and Kincardine,
&e., &c., &c.

(Copy.)
NICE, ITAL,

29th April, 1852.
SX,-I have the honor to address you on the subject of a heavy grievance and

injustice, to which I and other persons holding Seigniories in Lower Canada are-
exposed, in regard to which, an appeal to the British Government has becoine
necessary, for the protection of the rights of property in that Colony. I am desirous
to plead the urgency of the case, as an excuse for bringing the subject under your
notice at the present moment. Two Bills were introduced into the louse of Assem-

iy during last Session, one of vhich, to define certain rights of Seigniors and Cen-
sitaires in Lower Canada, and the other, to facilitate the redemption of Seigniorial

R and to convert the tenure of the lands into that offranc aleu roturier. Uiider
the influence of circumstances, the making up of the Lafontaine Ministry, the lead-
ing rnernbers of which were opposed to many of the provisions of these Bills, the
question of the Clergy Reserves, and the re-construction of a mixed Ministry, several

. 23
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ofthe members of which hold very extreme opinions; these two Bills are now again
about to be brought forward by the present Attorney General, and consequently,
under the system of self-government now accorded to the Colonies, will pass into
law, uniless the Governor General be instruceld to witlihold his assent, and by the
exercise of the Prerogative of ihe Crown, reserve tiiese two Bills for the considera-
tiôn of thie authorities in Engh',nd.

I hold extensive property in Canada, having at one lime been a member of the
House of Assembly for the City of Quebcc. One part of my property is a Seigniory
granted by the King of France, and liable to foi and homage to the Crown.
Another part of my property I hold as a frce gift and grant of a very old date, and I
submit my own case, which, however, assimilates to ihat of the oth1er Seigniors
in Lower Canada as almost all the Seigniors hold their properties under
the one or the other of these ties, wlhich titles are unregistered in the
Registre d'Intendance, at Quebec, and arc not contested. By the enactments of
the Bills now under consideration, the compensation to be given to the Seigniors for
the rights and privileges they arc required to surrender and give up, is to be esti-
mated, valued and paid for in a manner utterly unjust, and contrary to the evidence
of the Attorney General, (Ogden) and of the Solicitor General, (O'Sullivan) as given
in lhe year 1836, is not only quite inadequate and far less than recommended by the
Commissioners of Grievances in their General Report in 1836, and even then the
compensation granted to the Seignior in France, whCn under thie influence of the
Revolution, the R,,igemeJéodele was done away with in 1789-90, but the Seigniors
in Lower Canada are now about to be deprived of a part of what has hitherto been
recognized as their property and tleir riglt, and wliclh property is virtually to be
confiscated by the provisions of iliese Bills, and without any compensation being
given Io the Seigniors. That part of my properly originally granted as a free gift
and not under the Seigniorial title, is about to bc held liable to the enactments of
those Bills, Io which I do not object, as suich lands, aîïhough lnot liable to foi and
homage, or to any fine to the Crown, have hithe0rto been treated as Seigniories by
the custom of the Country andi under thie maximu of French law, nulle terre sans
Seigneur; but while this maximii is held to be valid, and is about to be adoptedc so
as to bring these lands under the provisions of those Bills, it is nevertheless to be
abrogated and set aside, as regards the rights and privileges of th2e proprietor of the
lands, and who is to be deprived of the rights of property and privileges such as
unquestionably appertained to such lands and property, when held under the same
maxim of law in France, and which riglts of property have always been freely
exercised under the sanetion of the law and custom of the Country, and continued
to be so exercised up to the present time.

I arn aware that these harsh proceedings and legislation in favor of one class only,
may appear to be so extraordinary as to secm exaggerated, and even to ercate doubt,
but I appeal to the Chief Justice of Canada, Sir James Stuart, Bart., who I trust
may not yet have left England, and who I arn confident will establish to the full extent
these facts, and as more elearly detailed in a statenient I have thie honor to transmit
herewith. All that I ask and desire is, that justice be donc, that when I an required
to give up my property and mly rights for the public good, I receive a moderate but
equitable compensation for that of which I arn deprived, and that no part of my pro-
perty held by myself and ny predecessors, under the sanction of' the law and custom
of the Country, and in perfect reliance on the good faith of the Government and of the
'Crown, shall now be confiscated, and I carnestly appeal to the British Government to
prevent this gross injustice and violation of the rights of property.

Many years ago, when a Bill of the Im2perial Parliarnent was under consideration
for the purpose of settling the question of the tenure of lands in Lower Canada, I had
frequent conference with the Secretary of the Province, then in London, and by desire
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of the Governor General, whose intimacy I had the honor to enjoy, I furnished a variety
of information on this and on other subjects connected with Canada, and my nane was
at that time sufficilently known at the Colonial Office, wherc I was rcquested to attend
while sonc of those matters were under consideration; it may, however, now be neces-
sar for me to refer to any gentleman of old standing connected with Lower Canada,
or to the present Lord Panuire, wlo is aware of the position I held in that Country
and in England, to the Hon. Adiiral Gordon, M. P. for Aberdeenshire.

I have, &c.,

PETER BURNET.
The Righit LIon.

Sir John S. Pakington, Bart.,
&c., &e.. &c.

(Copy.)

MvEMORANDUM.L

The undersigne iaving resided for maiy years iii Canada acquired a large extent
ot property Ii that Colonv.

One part of thlis proîiertv. as appears by titles rcgisttered il the Registre d'Inten-
dence at Qucbec, iii tI yar 1723, is a Seigniorv grauted by the King of France, with
the rihpits of baute moyenne and basse justice, poche and chasse, and liable to foi and
boiiagre to the Crowin.

A.nother part of his property, as appears by tlles enregistered at Quebe lin the
yemr 107 is a frce gift and grant., liable to no suchi conditions, and this grant is not a
titre de fief Seigneurie, but by the law and custom of the country, such grants of land,
whether made before or sinee the comuest, have bec treated as liable to the Seigniorial
Tenuîre, under tIe maximu of French law, nulle terre sans Seignieur,

It has been the enstoi of Lower Canada to concede to Censitaires for tenants in
perpetity~, the lands in the Seigniories liabie to very low rents, and to lods et ventes,
or a fine of one-twelfth of the ;alue on aci mutation of sale, and by an arrêt of the
King of France of 1711, it vas rendered compulsatory in the Seigniors to concede their
Iands without requiring any suma of money by reason of the said concession, but by
an other arrêt of the ing of France of the sane year and date 1711, suci concessions
and grants are to be made only for actual settleient a:d improvenent, if the Ccnsitaire
or tenant did not reside on and improve the lands so conceded within a year and a
day, the farm or grant became remitted to the domain of the Seignior.

The undcrsigned, and tie Seigniors generally, have not exacted any sumn of money
by reason of tie concession of their lands, but comnplaints have. been made that there
are cases where Seigniors have attcmpted to do s4, anid although "eh cases were sought
for over the whole space of tire since the conquest, arc found to have been extrenelyrare
and to have been corrected nder the law and custom of the country, a kind of excuse
bas bec given, and as many of the Censitaires or tenants have become wcalthy in con-
sequence of the very low aninal rents they have been subject to, they are now desirous
of no longer being held liable to pay to the Seignior lods et ventes, or a fine or mutation
by sale, and under these circumstances two Bilis were introduced during the last Session
fthe louse of Assembly, the one to define certain riglits of Seigniors and Censitaires

in Lower Canada, and the other to facilitate the redemption of Seigniorial rights, and
to convert the tenure of the lands into that of franc roturier, an'd fixes
the indemnity te be given te the Seignior as compensation for rents, lods and ventes,
and other rights and privileges Ie is required to surrender and give up. The under-
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signed, from some experience, and having been a member of the flouse of Assembly
for the city of Quebec, is strongly of opinion that the Seigniorial Tenure is far the most
advantageous for the settlement of a new country, and more especially where the inha-
bitants are habituated thereto, but if a change of tenure be supposed by the Legisa-
ture to be for thc public good, he, and nany of thc Seigniors do not complain orreinon-
strate, al they ask or desire is an equitable, fair and just compensation for that of which
they are to be deprived, and are required to surrender and give up, and the object of
the present is to shew clearly and beyond all manner of doubt, that nany of the provi-
sions of these Bills are harsh and unjust towards the Seignior-a violation of the rights
of property by arbitrary legislation in favor of one class only, and contrary to the wel-
fare of the Colony by throwing the whole of the unconceded lands into the harf'-s of
land jobbers and specilators unconditionally. One arret of the Iing of France o the
year 1711, for the protection of the Censitaires or tenants is held tobe in force; while
another arret of the King of France of the same date, for the protection of the Seigniors
is abrogated or rendered unavailable, and the Seigniors are by express legislation to
be compelled to grant their unconceded lands to all persons who may denand of them,
and without any condition or obligation whatsoever, as to residence on, or the improve-
ment of the lands, nnless such conditions as contained in the original titles of the
Seignior, and even in that case, thc parties w-ho have enforced the concession to them
of such lands, are to be considered as residing thercon, if they occupy any oth er land,
Lot, or emplacement, within a distance of 10 leagues from the lands so conceded. It
was stated in the House of.Assemblv by the present Attorney General that the Seigniors
who held Seigniories or titre deIaule justice probably enjoyed certain riglt s and privileges
in their quality as High Justiciers and notas Seigniors, and that their righ t s ceased to exist
a ter the conquest when justice becane vested'in ithe Crown ; this assertion was, however,
afrowedly a mere speculative opinion, and as many of the grants of land in Lower Can-
ada are not a titre de fief Seigneurie by the original titles, consequently those grants,
if Sceigniories at all, can only be iel liable to thie Seigniorial Tenûre under the maxiim
of French law nulle (erre sans Scignieur, the proprietor of the lands so held is justly
and equitablv entitled to the rights, privileges aid property, as conferred by the tenure
to which it is held to bc liable, and not being- a High Jastice could not by possibility
have lost the rights consequent on that title. By the preamble of the Bil to define
the rights of Seigniors and Censitaires, it is assuned that certain Acts have been done
in violation of the conditions under which the original grants of the Seigniories were
made ; the arrêt of the King of France orf 1711, in relation to lands in Canada granted
as Seigniories, and the sanie powers a e to be conferred on the Superior Court of
Lover Canada, as the powers le'etofore exercised by the Governor and the Intendant.
But several enactments of this Bill go far beyond the declaration in the preamble
and in direct terms confiscate the proper y on the unnavigable rivers, and the timber
on the lands; both of vhich rights and Property, incontestibly and beyond all manner
of doubt, appears to have formed part of the property of the oLners of land in France,
not granted as Seigniories, but held liable to the Seigniorial Tenure, under the maxim
of French law, nulle terre sans Seign ieur. in the same manner as similar grants of
land in Lower Canada have been held liable to the sanie tenure under sanction of the
law and custon of the country.

The eflect to result fro m t!is legislation palpably is, that practically the pro-
pribtors of extensive properties in Lower Canada are held to be liable to the condi-
tions of a certain tenure, but are arbitrarily to be deprived of tlhe rights of property
such as hitherto at all tines freely exercieed under sanction of the law and custora
of the Country, as consequent on tlhe same tenure, and are not to be compensated for
that of which they are so deprived.

That part of the property admitted by these Bills to remain vested in the Seicnior,
or persons holding laads under the Seignorial Tenure, is to be estimated, valued and
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paid for on a change of tenure in a manier utterly contrary to equity and justice,
and in favor of one class only.

The compensation thus to be awarded to the Seignior on a change of tenure, is
not only rendered very precarious and uncertain, but has no direct relation to the
actual and real value of the property, is infinitely less than what was recoramended
as a just and fair arrangement by the Canada Commissioners in their General Report
in 1836, and is founded on principles entirely contrary to the evidence of the Attorney
General Ogden, and Solicitor General O'Sullivan, as annexed thereto, and to the more
equitable manner of which ihe real value of such Seigniorial property vas established
in France, when- the Régime fèodele was done away with at the commencement of the
Revolution in 1789-90. By the enactments of the Bills as now proposed in Canada.

Ist. The annual rents are to be estimated by the present rental which is taken
to represent hie interest of capital at 6 per cent, and thus an annual and increasing
rent of £12 is taken Io represent £200, which is redeemable at the option of the
tenant but not of the Seignior.

Ia France although the Régime fZeodele was abolished in revolutionary times,
the rents were valued at 20 and 25 years purchase, and thus a rent £12 per annum
would represent £300 capital payable the Seignior, a much more equitable arrange-
ment Ihan that proposed at the present moment in Canada.

2nd. The lods and ventes, or fine of one iwehh of the real value, payable to the
Seignior on each mutation by sale, is to be estimated by taking the receipts of fourteen
years, and after educting ihe receipts of the two bighest and two lowest years,
then assuming the average of the rcmaining ten years, as the value of the income
of the Seignior, and to represent ihe interest of capital at 6 per cent., redeemable at
the option of the Censitaire or tenant but not 'of the Seignior, and distributed in
proportion to the lands of the -whole Seigniory. This tortuous and confused mode
of estimating and valuing a revenue derived from so extremely fluctuating and
increasing a source as a fine on each mutation by sale, is pàlpably unjust and a
mere lottery, depending entirely on the accidental circumstance of whether, large
sums have been paid in -two, or the same amount lias been paid in three or more
ycairs, and a Seignior, having a Seigniory or Seigniorial lands of ten times the
value, and having actually received ten tines the arnount of income for fourteen
ycars, May nevertheless actually receive less compensation under these Bills tba

Seignior having a Seigniory of only one tenth of the value; but where the pay-
ments of lods et ventes have happened to be made differently. The rents of lands
are excessively low, and great source of Scigniorial revenue is the lods et ventes,
or fine due to the Seignior when property is sold, and thus fromi its nature the
receipts from lods et ventes are liable to very great fluctuation, but of vastly in-
creasing value, and the estimation and valuation ho take place under the enact-
ments of these Bills, has in fact no relation to the actual and real value of the Seig-
nior's property, and the amount so estimated and again revalued by being converted
into capital at 6 per cent. interest, is not only quite inadequate, but is arbitrary and
unjust, as not being founed on the real and actual value of the rights and property
the Seignior is required to surrender, and give up for the public good, and is -in
direct contradiction to the opinions of the Attorney General, Ogden, and Solicitor
General O'Sullivan, as given in their evidence to tlie Canada Commissioners of 1886.
A Seignior who for the last fourteen vears has received of lods et ventes or fines'on
sales within his Seigniory an amount of £,600 in four payments, would have an
average annual income of about £115. per annum, which by this arbitrary and op-
pressive plan of estimation and valuation would be reduced to abont £80 per annum;
by dedneting the two highest years, and vhich sum of £80 per annum being taken
as representing the interest of capital at 6 per cent., vould amount to about
£1,383, while the average income actually received by the Seignior of £115 per
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annum, from a source of vastly increasing value, taken at something more near
to its actual value and real value and as representing the interest of capital at 4 per
cent., would amount to about £2,875, considerably more than double the com-
pensation as proposed to be âwarded to the Seignior.

In a note attached to the General Report of the( Canada Commissioners of 1836,
it is suggested that on a change of tenure, where voluntary on the part of the Cen-
sitaire, in no case ouglit hIe comnutation fine Io be less than one ordinary fine or
lods et ventes, on tLe contrary it ought to exceed the amount of such fine by the
present value of all the revertionary fines to which, if the tenure remained unaltered,
the land will be subject, and 'that taking in consideration all the circumstances, it
perhaps nay be found that in voluntary commutations of one-tenth of the-actual value
of the property will be suflicient compensation to the Seignior for the rights which
he surrenders, but that in this allowance no estimation is made for rents or any
other feudal burtiiens beyond lods et ventes, and that the renis rnay be easily cal-,
culated and redcened ai so many years purchase, or they might be left as a charge
on the property. By this calculation, however, the amount to be paid to the Seig-
nior is avowedly decreased under the supposition that as lands granted as Seig-
niories with the rights of Haute Justice, &c., &e, are lable to or a fine
to the Crown on mutation by sale, this claii would be given up by the Crown,-
and the benefit to arise from the remission by the Crown would thîus be divided
brtween the Censitaire and the Seignior; it is therefore quite evident and clear that
where lands are held under the maxim of law, nulle terre sans Seigneur, and con-
sequently are not liable to any fine to the Crown on mutation by sale, the Seignior
on a change of tenure by the Censitaire is equitably entiled to a proportionate in-
crease of compensation for the difference in the value of tiat which he is required
to surrender and give up. In the evidence of the Attorney General and of the
Solicitor General jt is recommenlded as equitable and just that the actual value o:
the property liable to lods et ventes be ascertained by experts or arbitrators. la
France whcn the Régime fèodale was done away -with, the valuation of the Seig-
nior's property subject to lods et veiles on a change of tenure was taken as that of
Ihe last sale if within te years, and if no sale had taken place within that term,
and that the Seignior and his tenant lad not come Io an agreement, then the actnal
value was ascertained by experts or arbitrators.

Srd. The Seigniors in Lower Canada who hold thei rSeigniories of the Crown
and also hie proprietors of large grants of land not granted a titre de fief Seigneur,
but held to be liable to the Seigniorial Tenure, under the maxim nulle terre sans
Seigneur, have hiherto held and exercised Ihe right of property in the timber on
the lands and control thereover, as completely and entirely as .ii and over any other
property or real estate whatsoever ; this property is nevertheless to be confiscated to
the Seignior to the proprietor. The tiber on the unconceded lands of the Seig-
niories in France, appears nLot only Io have been considered of a domainal nature,
but when under les ordonnances des eaux and forêts of 1669 which continued in
force in 1792. Timber was taken for tlhe Royal Navy, ihe Seigniors were paid
the value of the tiiber so taken, and it scems quile incontestable and beyond .all
manner of doubt, that where property was held to be Seigniorial under the maxim
nulle terre sans Seigneur, the right of property in the timber on the lands was just
as entirely and completely vested in the proprietor of the lands as the right of pro
perty in any other irrmmoveable or real estate wlhatsoever.

4th. By these Bills tlie Seigniors in Canada are deprived of the control over
unnavigable rivers, within their Seigniories, and of the property in the beds of such
rivers, thus summarily and arbitrarily iiiterfering with the rights of property, and
assurning as a fact and legislating on, that which is not only· very doubtful but bas
created so much difliculty as not tu be settled in France up to the present tire';
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and while this enactment is to take place in Canada, from the avowed reason that
possibly those Seigniors who were High Justices in Canada, held some of their
iabts and privileges as High Justices and not as Seigniors, yet the same
enactments are rendered applicable to' lands and rivers held under the maxim of
law nulle terre sans Seigneur where the Seigniors or proprietors were not High
Justiciars, and under which tenure in France, all such property appears beyond all
manner of doubt to have been held as fully and entirely as any other property or
immoveable whatever.

5th. The undersigned and his predecessors have erected extensive and valuable
Saw Mills, and under sanction of the law and custom of the Country have at all
times freely exercised the. right of property in the tiniber on his Seigniory and lands'
but by the enactments of these Bills the Seignior or proprietor is deprived of the
right of property in the timber on his Seigniory and lands, and consequently those
extensive and valuable saw mills will in fact virtually be confiscated. The arrêt
of the King of France of 1711, for the protection of the Seignior, and to enforce the
actual seulement and improvement of the Country, being abrogated, or set asideby
those Bills, and the granting unconditionally of the unconcedel lands to all who
may demand of then rendered obligatory on the Seignior, it- inevitably follows
that land jobbers and speculators are to be empowered to demand the concession to
them of the whole of the lands on which there is timber, and without any intention
of the improvement or settlement of those lands, but for the express purpose of
cutting and selling the timber, leaving the lands denuded and waste, and this
deteriorated, no longer in a fit state to be conceded for actual settlement and im-
provement, and the Seignior without any recourse whatsoever, unless that of resum-
ing the lands after the whole of the timber has been cut and carried off.

(Signed,) PETER BURNET.
Nice, Italy, April, 1852.

EXTRACT from a Despatch fromthe Right Honorable Earl GREY, Secretary of State for
the Colonies, to His Excellency the Earl of ELGIN and KINCARDINE, dated
Downing Street, Srd January, 1852-No. 674:

"My LoRD,-I have had the honor to lay before the Queen, the Address trans-
"mitied in Your Lordship's Despatch, No. 102, of the 26th August, from the Legislative
"Council of Canada, in Parliament assembled, praying Her .Majesty to cause to be
"laid before that House, copies of certain Corréspondence on the subject of
" Seigniorial Tenure.

" am commanded by Her Majesty to transmit to Your Lordship, for the infor-
"mation of the Legislative Council, and in answer to the Address from that Body;
"the enclosed copies of Correspondence respecting the. Seigniorial Tenure, 'vhich
"has been obtained from the State Paper Office; together with a list of other docu-
"ments, deposited in that office, relating to the same subject.

" These Papers comprise all the documents referred to in the Address, whicb,
"aftcr a careful search, can be found amongst.the Official Records of the Secretary
" of State."

(Copy.)
STATE PAPER OFFICE,

101 November, -1851.
Sin,-Agreeably to the direction of Earl Grey, conveyed to me by yonr.letter of

the 4th instant, that I should cause the Colonial Department to be supplied with

A. 1952i
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copies of the Correspondence which took place in or about the year 1766, between
His Excellency Guy Carleton, Governor of the Province of Quebec, and the Earil of
Shelburne, His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies, relative to the
Titles to Lands held à titre de fief et seigneurie avec haute moyenne et basse justice,
15th April, 1767. granted in Canada by His Most Christian Majesty the King of

eth October, 1767. France, and which, after the Session of Canada, passed under the
24th December, 1767t.
12th April, 1768. British Crown; I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of
6th July, 1781. the Correspondence, so far as I have been enabled to find it in this

office.
I also beg leave to transmit herewith, for Earl Grey's information, a list of

documents preserved in this office, relating to the subject of Seigniories in Canada,
although not forming part of the Correspondence.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) H. HOBHOUSE.

T. F. Elliot, Esquire,
&c., &c., &c.,

Colonial Office.

(Copy.)
STATE PAPER OFFICE-AMERICA AND WEST INDIES.-VOl. 326.

(Lieutenant Governor CARLTON to the Secretary of State.)

QtiEBEC,
15th April, 1767.-R. lst July,

In obedience to His Lordship's letter of 1lth December, he transmits several
papers together with a list of them. The revenue of lots et ventes, cens et rentes,
and quit rents, lie understands properly belong to the King's privy purse ; the
money arising from licenses to retail liquors is appropriated to charitable uses, and
these are the only funds raised in that Province, except the duties laid by Acts of
Parliament, received and accounted for by the Collector,. so that the expenses of that
Colony fall entirely on His Majesty's Treasury. The charge of supporting the Pro.
vince, he thinks might be lessened, unless His Majesty should think proper to repair
his houses or erect some military works, both of which he thinks highly advisable.
The registers of the grants prior to the conquest have been so much tossed about
and are in such confusion, that it vill require a considerable time to arrange and put
them in order. The expense attending the registering them is so considerable, that
few have complied with the Order for that purpose given by General Murray, sothàt
at present it is impossible to be as particular in that article as His Lordship's letter
requires.

The following are the titles of the enclosed Papers.-
Inclosure, No. 1.-List of the Civil Establishment of the Province of Quebec.

Do No. 2.-Estimate of the annual Contingent Expense for the Province
of Quebec.

Do No. 3.-Military Establishment of the Garrisons of Quebec and
Montreal.

Do No. 4.-Account of the Lots et Ventes received by Thomas Mills
Esq., Receiver General for the Province of Quebec.

Do No. 5.-Explanation of the Tenure of Lands in the Province of
Quebec before the Conquest.

Do No. 6.-List of.persons in arrear for Lots et Ventes.
3o
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Do No. 7'-Account of-Lends granted since the Establishment of Civil
Govermrnent, in August, 1764.

Do No. 8.-Account ofMoney received for Licenses for retailin. Liquors.
Do No. 9.-Debt of the Government of Quebec for Fees of offce, Con-

tingencies and Claims, upon 24th December, 1766.
Do No. 10.-Account of Salaries due to the 24th December, 1766.

By the paper No. 5, (an explanation, &c.) it appears that the lots et ventes are
fines paid to the King upon the alienation of lands, one-fifth of the purchase money
upon the Seigniory, and one-twelfth upon the terres en roture, which were lands
grantcd to the King out of his reserved domain for yearly rent. It has been cus-
tornary for the King to remit athird of those fines. The cens et rentes is the annual
quit rent upon the terres en roture, but is very trifling. Both these Revenues are
perpetual.

(Copy.)
STATE PAPER OFFICE-AMERICA AND WEST INDIEs.-ol. 326.

(Mr. FRis. MACKAY.)

QUEBEC, -

30th October, 1767.-R. 14th December.
He hopes soon to be honored with full instructions from His Lordship, as without

them be will be at a loss how to act in his office; for many of the lands within that
Province having been granted by the French King, without the least reservation what-
ever, those who hold those lands imagine that His Majesty's Surveyor is not enti-
tied to appropriate the timber to His Majesty's use. In other grants the French
King reserves the masts and bois de construction only.

(Copy.)
STATE PAPER OFFICE-CANADA.-VOL. 6.

(Gux CARLETON to the Earl of SHELBURNE.) -

No. 23. QUEBEC,
24th December, 1767.

My LoRD,-To conceive the true 'state of the people of tbis Province, so far as
the Laws and administration of Justice are concerned, and the sensations they must
feel in their present situation, 'tis necessary to recollect, they are not a migration of
Britons, who brought with them the laws of England, but a populous and long-
established Colony, reduced by the King's Arms, to submit to His dominion on
certain conditions: That their laws and customs were widely different from those
of England, but founded on natural justice and equity, as well as these; That their
honors, property, and profits, as well as the King's dues, in a great measure de-
pended upon them; That, on the mutation of lands by sale, some special cases
excepted, they established fines to the King, in lieu of quit rents, and to the Seigneur
fines and dues, as his chief profits, obliging him to grant his lands at very low
rents.

This system of laws ·established subordination, from the first to the lowest,
which preserved the internal harmony they enjoyed until our arrival, and secured
obedience to the Supreme Seat of -Government from a very distant Province: Al
this arrangement, in one hour, we overturned by the Ordinance of the seventeenth
of September, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-four; and laws ill-adapted to
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the genius of the Canadians, to the situation of the Province, and to the interest of
Great Britain, unknown and unpublished, were introduced in their stead: a sort of
severity, if I remeinber right, never before practised by any conqueror, even where
the people, without capitulation, submitted to his vill and discretion.

-Iow far this change of laws which deprives such numbers of ther honors, pri-
vileges, profits and property, is conformable to the capitulation of Montreal, and
treaty of Paris; how far ihis Ordinance, which affiects the lifé, limb, liberty, aud
property of the subject, is within the limits of the power -lis Majesty has been-
pleased to grant to the Governor and Council: how far this Ordinance, which, in a
sammary way, declares the Supreme Court of Judicature shalljudge all cases, civil
and criminal, by laws unknown and unpublished to the people, is agreeable to the
natural rights of mankind, I hurnbly submit; This much is certain, that it cannot
long remain in force without a gencral confusion and discontent.

To prevent some of the misfortunes that rnust accrue, the enclosed draft of an'
Ordinance was prepared to be laid before the Council, but wlen I reflected on the
many difficultics that would still romain, I thought it more advisable to leave those
important matters as I found tliem till His Majesty's plcasure was known thereon.

To show more fully the extent of these alterations, several months ago I diree-
ted an abridgment of the laws of Canada, in force on our arrival, to be drawn up,
and at the same lime desired the ChiefJustice and Attorney General to give me their
opinion upon tle mode at present in practice. This, I Ihought absolutely necessary
to show the truc state of these matters, holding it a gTeat importance to the King's
service, that all cause of great or general discontent should be removed and
prevented.

A few disputes have already appeared, where the English law gives to -one,
what by the Canadian law, would belong to another; a case of this sort, not easy
to determine, lies at present in Chancery, if decided for the Canadian on the princip'le
that promulgation is necessary to give force to laws, the uniformity of the Courts
of Justice therebv will be still further destroyed, Chancery reversing the judgments
of the Superior Court, as that Court reverses those of the Common Pleas ; the people,
notwithstanding continue to regulate their transactions by their ancient laws, though
unknown and unanthorized in the Supreme Court, where most of these transactions
would be declared invalid.

So short sighted arc mon, that althougi these few instances manifest the difference
of the old and iew law, and give some uneasiness to the parties, yet I have met
vith only on- Canadian wx'ho sees this great revolution in its full influence, but

when time brings forth events, which shall make known to the Canadians, that their
modes of inheritance are totally changed, and other alterations which aflect the pró
perty and interest of every family in the Province, the consternation must beèome.
general.

The present great and universal complaint arises from the delay and heavy.
expenses of Justice ; formerly the King's Courts sat once a week at Quebec, Montreal
and Threc Rivers; From these lay an appeal to the Council which also sat once .a
weck, wlere focs of all sorts were very low, and the decisions iminediate. At .pre
sent the Courts sit threc limes a year at Quebec, and twice a year at Montreal, and,
have introduced all the chicanery of Westminster Hall into this impoverislhed-Pro-
vince, where few fortunes can bear the expense and delay of a lawsuit. :Thé
people are thereby deprived of the benefit of the King's Courts of Justice, which
rather prove oppressive and ruinous than a relief to the injured : This, with the
weight of fees in general is the daily complaint, not but a great deal might be id-.
of tle inferior Admi nistrators of Justice, very few of whom have received the educà-
tion requisite for the'ir office; and are not endowed with ali the moderation, impar-
tiality, and disinterestedness that were to be vished.
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The most advisable method ii my opinion for removing the present as well as
for preventing future evils, is to repeal that Ordinance as null and void in its own
nature, and for the present leave the Canadian Laws almost entire; such alteralions
night be afterwards made in them, as time and occurrences rendered the same advis-

able, so as to reduce them to that system, His Majesty should think fit, without
risking the dangers of two much precipitation; or else, such alterations might be
made in the old, an'd those new laws judged necessary to be immediately introduced,
and publish the vhole as a Canadian code, as was practised by Edward the First
after ihe conquest of Wales.

For a more expeditious and easy administration of justice, a Judge should
reside at each of the three Towns of Quebec, Montreal and Three Rivers, with a Ca-
nadian assistant Io sit at least once a month ; it seems to me no less essential that
none of the principal officers of Government and Justice, neither Governor, Judge,
Sccretary, Provost Marshal or Clerk of the Counèil, should receive fee, reward, or
present from the people, on pain of the King's displeasure, though an equivalent
should be allowed them by way of salary, and that the inferior oflicers be restrained
to the fees authorized under the French Government, in order to remove the present
reproach, that our English justice and English offices are calculated to drain the
people of the little substance they have left, as well as to serve as a barrier, to
secure the King's interesis at this distance fron the Throne, from the pestilential
dangers of avarice and corruption for ages to come.

What salaries may be necessary to induce gentlemen of the law, of integrity
and abilities, with a knowledge of the French language, to come into this Country,
I cannot tell; such characters, however, are more indispensably necessary in this
than in any other of the King's Provinces; for here, every fault and error of the man
becomes a national reproach. But men of the stamp of our present Chief Justice
and Attorney General not being always to be met with, ifunexceptionable characters,
such as above described, cannot be procured, it vill be better for the Province to be
satisfied with any men of sound sense and probity, it can afford, who with good
intentions and the advice and assistance of these two gentlemen, may prove of more
service than an ignorant, greedy and factious set.

I could almost venture to promise that in a little time the Provincial duties may
pay all the Officers necessary for Government and the administration of justice, on
the footing I propose, of procuring persons properly qualified -without fees, together
with all necessary extraordinary expenses (I except, however, sinecure salaries and
all public works) without giving the least discontent. The Canadians in general,
particularly the gentlemen, greatly disapprove of the verdict given last year against
the Crown, on the trial for the duties, and both Canadian and English merchants,
the colonists excepted, would have fixed the rates in the scheme I enclosed to your
Lordship in my letter (No. 22) higher than I thought judicious for the first essàys
These things I thought proper to mention at present, least the economy, necessary at
home, might be an objection to the arrangements essential to the King's service and,
the interest of Great Britain.

I am, &c.,

(Signed,) GUY CARLETON
To the Earl of Shelbyrne,

One of His Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State,
&c., &c., &c.
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(Copy.)
AN ORDINANCE for continuing and confirming tlhe laws and customs that pre

vailed in this Province in the lime of the French Government, concerning the
Tenure, Inheritance and Alienation of Lands.

Whereas, from the extensive words used in the cgrcat Ordinance of this Province,
dated the 17th day of September, in the ycar of Our Lord, 1764, iniituled, " An Ordi-
nance for regulating and establishing the Courts of Judicature, Justices ofthe Peace,
Quarter Sessions, Bailiffs, and other matters relative to the distributions of Justice
in this Province, by which the two principal Courts of Judicature, erected thereby in
this Province, are empowcred and directed, the one of them to hear and determine
all criminal and civil causes, agrceable to the laws of England and to 'tbe Ordi-
nances of this Province, and the other to determine matters of property above the
value of ten pounds agrecable to equity, having regard neverthcless to the laws'of
England, and an appeal is allowed from this latter Court in cases wherein the matter
in contest is of the value of twenty pounds and upwards, to the former Court, which
is strictly enjoined to proceed according to the Laws of England and the Ordinances -
of this Province as aforesaid ; certain doubts have arisen,. and may arise, thatin con-
sequence thercof, the Rules of Inheritance of lands and houses in this Province, and
the terms and conditions of the tenures thereof, and the righls, privileges, profits;
and emoluments thence arising either to the King's Most Excellent Majesty, or to
divers of his said Majesty's subjects, that are owners of lands in the said Province,
were in the whole or in part abolished, and the laws and customs of Erigland, relat-
ing to the said points at once introduced in their stead; which great and sudderi
alteration of the laws concerning these important subjects would not only be in no
wise useful to the said Province, but by unsettling men's ancient and accustomed
rights and reasonable expectations founded thercon, would be attended with innu-
merable hardships and inconveniences to the inhabitants thereof, and produce a
general confusion. In order therefore to prevent these evils, and to quiet the minds
of the inhabitants with respect to them :-It is ordained and declared by the Lieu-
tenant Governor of this Province, by and with the advice and consent of the Council
of the same, that all laws and custons that prevailed in Ibis Province, both such as
were held immediatcly of the Crown, and such as were held of subjects, and the
terms and conditions of such Tenures ; and concerning the. rights, privileges and
pre-eminences annexed to any ot the said Tenures, and the burthens, duties, and
obligations to which they were subject; and concerning the inheritance and succes-
sion to the said lands upon the death of any of the proprietors thereof, and concern
ing the forfeiture, confiscation, re-annexing or re-uniting to the demesne of the,
Lord, escheat, reversion or other devolutionl, whatsoever of any of the saifi lands
either to the King's Majesty or any of His Majesty's subjects of whom thcy are held;
an'd concerning the power of devising or bequeathing any of the said lands by a last
will and testament, and concerning the power of alienating the sarne by the pro-
prietors thereof in their lifetime ; and concerning the power of limiting, hypothecating;.
charging, or any way incumbering or affecting any lands in the said Province, shall
continue in full force and vigor until they are changed in some of these particulars
by Ordinances made for that purpose,-and expressly mentioning such changes, and
setting forth in a full and distinct manner the laws introduced in the stead of thosé
which shall be so changed or abolished, to the end that all tie inhabitants of thiÏ
Province, Canadians as well as English, may fully understand and be made acquaing
ted with the said new laws that shall be so introduced; any laws, customs, or
usages of England, or any Ordinances of this Province, to the contrary 'hereof in
anywise notwithstanding.
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Also the said French laws and custorns hereby continued and confirmed, shall
be deemed and.taken to have continued without interruption, from the time of the
conquest of this country by the British arms to the present time; any former Ordi-
nance or Ordinances of this Province to the contrary thereof in anywise notwith-
standing.

And further, ihis Ordinance shail exterd not only to all lands in this Province
held immediately of the Crown, by grants made by the French King before the con-
quest of this Country, and to all lands held under the immediate tenants of the
Crown, -who are commonly called Seigneurs, by grants made by the said Seigneurs
to inferior tenants or vassals before the said conquest, but likewise to such lands
as have been granted by the said Seigneurs to the said inferior tenants since the
said conquest, and likewise to all such lands as shall be granted hereafter by the
said Seigneurs to the saiçi inferior tenants or vassels, both those that shall hereafter
be madc, and those tbat have been made already, shall be subject to the same rules,
restrictions and conditions as were lawfully in force concerning them in the time
of the. French Government, at or immediately before the time of the said conquest
of this Province by the British arms. But this Ordinance shall not extend to or any
way aflèet any new grants of land in this Province, made by the King's Majesty
since ihe said conquest, or hereafter to bc made by His said Majesty; but the laws
and rules relating to such Royal Grants shall be the same as if ihis Ordinance hád
not been made.

Given by the Honorable Guy Carleton, Lieutenant Governor and Commander
in Chfief of the Province of Quebec, Brigadier General of His Majesty's Forces,
&c., &c., in Council, at the Castle of St. Levwis, in the City of Quebec, the
day of in the year of His Majesty's Reign, and in the year of
Our Lord, 176-.

(Copy.)

STATE PAPER OFFICE-AMERICA AND WEST INDIE.-VOI. 326.
(Governor CARLETON to the Secretary of State.)

(No. 33.) QUEBEC, 12th April, 1768.-R. 15th June.

Mr LORD,-Again 1 find myseif under a necessity to repeat very near the same
apologies as in my last about the fees; the iruth is, that while offices are farmed
out to the best bidder, tenants will make the most of their leases, and in their turn
hire such servants as work at the cheapest rate, without mucli inquiry whetber the
same is well or ill-done ; the enclosed list of grants prior to the conquest of the
Country lias been greatly retarded, from the persons employed therein not being
thoroughly versed in the languages; at the same time it must be fairly acknowledged,
the ancient records of the Country are by no means so clear and accurate as one
could wish, however, it vill in general tolerably well exhibit on what terms the
Seigniorial grants are held, for as to the terres en roture held immediately of the
King, in the Towns of Quebec or Trois-Rivières or elsewhere the same is not yet
completed, but is in hand and shall be transmitted without loss of time as soon as,
finished.

Some of the privileges contained in those grants appear at first to convey danger-
ous powers into the hands of the Seigneurs, that, upon a more minute enquiry, are
found to be really little else than ideal; the Haute Moyenne et basse justice, are
terms of high import, but e'ven under the French Government were so corrected as to
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prove of little signification to the proprietors, for besides that tbey could appoint no
Judge without the approbation of Government, there lay an appeal from ail the pri.
vate to the Royal jurisdictions in every matter exceeding half a crovn ; it could not
therefore be productive of abuse, and as the keeping of their own Judges became
much too burthensome for the scanty incomes of the Canadian Seigneurs, it was
grown into so general a disuse, there were hardly three of them in the whole Pro-
vince at the time of the conquest.

All the lanas here are held of His Majestv's Castle of Saint Lewis, and nothing,
I am persuaded, would be so agrecable to the people, or tend more Io securing the
allegiance of the new subjects to lis Majesty, as well as ensuring the payment of
1hose fines and dues, which here stand in the lien of quit rents, than a formal re-
quisition of ail those immediately holding of the King, to pay faith and hornage to
him ai his Castle of St. Lewis. The oaths which 1he vassals take upon the occasion
is very solemn and binding; they are obliged to furnish wçhat they here term their
aveu et denombrenent, which is an exact account of their tenants and revenues,
and to discharge whatever they owec their Sovereign, and to appear in arms for his
defence in case bis Province is ever attacked. And at the same lime that it would
prove a confirmation 1o the people of their estates and immunilies, after wbich they
most ardently sigh, it might be a means to recall out of the French service, such as
have yet possessions in ibis Country, or at least oblige them to dispose of their effects
here, and alhhough it may not be possible, ai least for a lime, entirely to preventthat
intercourse, every measure that can tend towards putting an end to it must be
useful.

The Canadian Tenures differ, it is true, from those in the other paris of His
Majesty's American dominions, but if confirned (and I cannot see how it well can
be avoided witbout entirely oversetting hie properties of the people) vill ever secure
a proper subordination from this Province to Great Britain ; if its detached situation
be constanly remembered, and that on the Canadian stock we can only depend for
an increase of population therein, the policy of continuing to thcm their customs and
usages wvill be sufficiently evinced.

For the foregoing reasons it bas occurred to His Majesty's servants here thatit
migbt prove of advantage, if wvhatever lands remain vacant in the inierior parts of
the Province bordering upon those vere the old custons prevail, were henceforth
granted on Ihe like conditions, taking care that those at Gaspey and Chaleur Bay,
where the King's old subjecis ought chiefly to be encouraged to settle, were granted
on such conditions only as are required by His Royal instructions; And upon this
consideration, have some grants iii the interior parts been deferred carrying into
execution until I could receive the sense of Govermment thereupon.

Your Lordship may have perceived by some of my former letters, that long
before His Majesty's Order in Council of tie 28th of August,came to my bands, the'
matter therein recommended had been the object of my most serious consideration
the receipt of that Order has induced me to aller some part of the plan I at first pro
posed to myself, and have accordingly directed the abridgement mentioned to'Your,
Lordship in my leiter of 24th December, (No. 23,) and undertaken by some of the
ablest men in ihe Province, Io be further extended and rendered more fulland copious,
and to comprise all the laws in force at the conquest; in the meantime, to give Yur
Lordship and His Majesty's other servants sorne idea of the nature of them, I here
with transmit to Your Lordsbip a short sketch exhibiting only the heads of tbose
laws ; the several matters recommended by that Order to the King's servants here,
shall be prepared with all the despatch that the importance, as well as extent of the
subject can possibly admit of.

I am, &c.,
(Signed,) GUY CARLETON.

3G
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lst. Inclosure-Abstract of Seigneuries granted by the French Governor and
Intendant of Canada, before the conquest in 1760.

2nd. Inclosures-Coutumes et Usages Anciens de la Province de Québec.

(Copy.)
STATE PAPER OFFICE-AMERICA AND WKST INDIE.-VOL. 329.

(Governor HI-tmAND tO Secrctary of State.)

(No. 90.) QUEBEC, 6!7 Jal7 , 1781. -R. Srd August.
My LORD,-I have the honor to transmit by the " Quebec," Merchant Ship, the

Minutes and proceedings of the Legislative Council daring the Sessionof the present
ycar.

On the 29th of last Decemuber I received aletier, in cypber, fromu SirlHenry Clin-
ton, the copy of which is enclosed. I had last October discovered and apprebended
several persons who were carrying letters to ihe Congress, Mr. Washington and the
Marquis de la Fayette, bul. though they are cònfinec in separate prisons I cannot
trace ihe combination forther than anongst ihe lower class of Canadians-at the
same tirne a slip of paper found amongst the leuers, contained intelligence wrote in
milk, which mnust have been composed by sone person who liad more capacity and
opportunity to make observations than the lower class o Canadians generally have.
Mr. Du Calvet, a Merchant at Montreal, is iii custody on that occasion. The person
who has confessed the vriting the letters, says that he put Du Calvel's name to one
of tiiemi at bis desire ; and he who -was-apprehended wi.h the letters upon him,
declares that he undertook the journey to the rebel colonies at the instigation of Mr.
Du Cal vet.

I ordered the Council to assemble on the 15th of January, and -with their con-
currence issued the Proclamation which Your Lordsbip will see amongst the
Minutes.

I did not adopt the mode proposed by Sir Henry Clinton of taking the grain and
provisions into my possession, and of leaving with the proprietors only a quantity
sufficient for the subsistence of their families. The Proclama:ion appeared equally
eflicacious and less alarming. If the inhabitans complied vit i the Proclamation
the ca·tle and cora upon the approach of an enemy might have been transported to
places of safety, and if they disobeyed it, I would have done ny duly with less
regret in destroying all provisions which could not otherwise have been prevented
from fMlling into the hands of the enemy. The Bishop gave me a proof of his good
disposition in writing a Circular letter to the Clergy, well adapted to thie occasion.

The inhabitants of the Towns of Quebec and Montreal, presented Addresses to
me full of sentiments of loyalty to the King, a.nd of attachment to the Constitutional
Government of the Province. These things, in themselves, are of io great cohse-
quence, but as the merchants in the Town give the tone to the traders in the Coun-
try, who have but too often been the instruments of retailing sedition and rebellion
to the ignorant inhabitants, I gave my consent to have the Addresses with my an-
swers l be published in the Quebec Gazette.

The Legislative Council renewed the Ordinances which I mentioned to Your
Lordship, and made in that for regulating the proceedings of the Courts of Justice,
the alterations which I proposed, and which experience had suggested, I refer Your
Lordship to my former letters for the state of the Clergy.

Sir Guy Carleton had thought proper to require, by Proclamation, a performance
of the fealty and homage due to His Majesty from the proprietors of Seigneuries

37
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at the expiration of,thc year 1777, and had previous to my arrival in the Province, by
a subsequent Proclamation, prolonged ihe delay till the Slst of December, 1778.
Perhaps it wôuld have been better not to have taken up that business during the war,
but as it had been agitated1, I had reason to think ithat the nlot insisting upon it might
tend to Iessen the King's authority amongst an ignorant people, many of whom might
think that cercmony necessary before their allegiance could be changed from the
King of France. I have reccived hie feally and honage, and the register of the
acte de foi and homage may be useful in giving a short and clear vie.w of :he con-
ditions upon which the different Seigneuries have been granted.

A difficulty was stated by the Attorney Geuneral, relative to the religious corm-
munities, and pa-rticularly the Seminary, the richest of thern, and who have been the
most useful and the most zealous for Government upon ruany occasions. I thought
it riglt 1o admit them to the performance of fealty and liornage, as well as the other
religiou.; communities, that of Ihe Jesuils ceptedi. They presented their tities,
and oflred foi and liomage. I have returned theoir iiles, and allow theni to enjoy
their estates in Iheo saine nanner lis Majesty ias hitherto permitted. In consider.
ation of tlcir poverty and their usefulness, in taking care of the sick and infirm, and
in the education of youth, I,have remuied Io the Nuns of Ihe gencral hospitals, and
to those of the Order of St. Ursule, the qnint and other rights which were due to
the King.

Iln my letter of the 25 th October last (No, 66,) I transrnitted to Your Lordship
an account of part of the moneys ii the hîi:nds of tfie Receiver General and bis agents,
arising from the quints, lods and ventes and rent of domain belonging to the
King, and proposed that ihe purchase of the King's liouse at Montreal, that of the
Seigneurie of Sorel and of sorne ground necessary for the fortifications of Quebec,
shuild bc defrayed from it. The repairs of the King's liouses at Quebec and
Montreal, and such charities to indigent people of birih as become the Royal muni.
fience to bestowv, nay bo paid from hie sanie fund. I bog that Your Lordship will
take that matter no consideration, and acquaint me of lis Majesty's deterrnination
on that head.

I have, &c.,
(Signed,) FRED. HALDIMAND.

List of Documents prcserved in the State Paper Office, relating to the subject of
Seigneuries in Canada.

Extract from answers made by Colonel Gage, Governor of Montreal, to Heads
23rd May, 1763. of Encuiry relative to the state of Canada, transmitted by the Lords
Commissioners for Trade and Plantation in Iheir letter of 9ti March, 1763.

" The Lands arc held on feudal tenures. The-y have been granted by the Kings
Canada B. T., Vol. 1. of France or iheir Governors duly authorised, (though all grants
confirmed by the King) in lordships from one to three or four leagnes in length,'
upon one, two, or more leagues in breadth, to the Lord and his heirs for ever, with
rights of Manor, viz., to hold high and inferior Courts of justice, hunting, fishing,,
and exclusive traffic with savages, on condition of fealty and homage, of acçus-,
tomed dues and acknowledgments, agreeable to the customs of Paris, followed in
Canada of preserving and obliging iheir tenants to preserve all Oak-timber fit for
the King's slips, of giving the King advice of all mines and minerals that shall be-
discovered, etc."

Answers made by Colonel Burton, Governor of Trois Rivières, to the Heads of
31st May, 1763, Trois Enquiry of the Lords Commissioners for Trade in their letter

Rivières.
CandaB.T.,Vo] i of 9th March, 1763.

Caaa .T.8o.1
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Copy of the French registers at Quebec of the fishing posts, granted by the
21B. 1765, Quebec. French King on the coat of Labrador, enclosed in Governor
canada, B T., No. 2. Murray's letter of 24th June, 1765.

Extract from instructions to the Honorable James Murray, Governor of
2.11h June, 1766. Canada:-

" That in all suits and actions relating to titles of land, and the descent, alien-
Canada, 13. T., Vol. 15. ation, setlements, and incurmbrances ofù real property, and
also in the distribution of personal property in cases of intestacy, and the mode of
assigning and conveying il, thcy do govern thermselves in their proceedings, judg-
ment and decision, by the local customs and usages, which have heretofore pre-
vailed and governed within fiat Province, using and applying the said usages and
customs to the causes coming before ilem, in like manner as the customs and
usages of Normandy arc applied in causes from Jersey brought before the Lords of
Our Privy Council."

Minutes of Council, read the Petition of Duncan Anderson and William Smith,
1770. Apiri 18th. ii behalf of themsclves and Frederick Dutins, praying that the
canada, ß. T., Vol. 2. quantity of 5000 acres of the above mentioned lands be aranted
to the petitioners Tracadigauch, and the remaining quanlity of 5000 acres at Paspa-
biac ; boli tracts in manner of a Seignory, agreeable to the ancient French
custorn.

Tablean de-toutes les Seigneuries concédées et établies dans l'étendue de la
.rd Auguîst, 1770, Quebec. Province- dC Québec, Extrait des Registres d'intendance et du
Canada. B. T., Vol. 60. Conseil Supérieur.

Tableau des Terres en Rôture, concédées à Perpétuité, qui se trouvent aujour-
3rd August, 1770, Quebec. d'hui hors des limites de la Province de Québec, Extrait des
canada, B. T , Vol. 60. Regisires d'Intendance et du Conseil Supérieur.

Report of the Council for Trade to the King, recommending in pursuance of the
21t11 Apili 1771. representations of Governor Carleton, tiat those articles of the
Canada, 3. T., Vol. 16. Royal Instructions to the said Governor, which relate to the
granting lands, should be revoked; and that the Governor should be authorized to
grant, with the advice of his Council, the lands remaining, subject to His Majesty's
disposal, in Fief and Seigneurie, as hath been practised heretofore, omitting in such
grants, haute moyenne and basse justice, the exercise whereof liath been long
disused in that Colony.

25th May. 1771. Report from the Committee of Council for plantation affairs
Canada, B. T., Vol. 7. on the same subject.

19th June, 1771. The additional instruction for Governor Carleton, agreeably
Canada,.B. T., Vol. 16. to the preceding Report of the 24th April.

7th June, 1711. The King's approval, in Council, of the additional instruc-
Canada, B. T., Vol. 7. tions.

Minutes of Council, " Read an additional instruction from His Majesty to the
cath June. 1772. Governor of ihis Province, revoking all 11s Majesly's forinerCanada, B. T., Vol. 20. instructions for granting lands in the said Province, and im-
powering the Governor, with the advice of the Council, to grant the %lands which re-
main, subject to His Majesty's disposa, in Fief or Seigneurie, as hath been prac-
tised heretofore, antecedent to the conquest of Canada. Omitting, however, in such
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grants, the reservation of hie exercise of such judicial powers, as bath been long
disused wilin the said Province." (The addi1ional instructioù is entered at full at
the end of the Minutes of Council of 30th June, 1772.)

3rd May, 1773. Doctors' Report from the King's Advocate General to His Majesty, on
CoAmmeiandwestIndies, a general plan of civil ad criminal law for the Province of
Vol. 480. Canada.

Minutes of Council.-" The Act of the 14th of His present Majesty, under whieh
31st January. 1777. we have the honor to sit as the Legislative Council of this Pro.
Canada, B. T., Vol. 20. vince, declares that ail His Majesty's Canadian subjects, except
the religious orders and communities, shall hold and enjoy their property and pos-
sessions, together with all customs and usages, relative thereto, and ail other their
civil rights, in as large and ample manner as may consist with their allegiance to
His Majesly, and subjection to the Crown and Parliament of Great Britain."

Minutes of Council.-" Read the Draught of a Proclamation, requiring ihe pro-
28th Auzust, 1777. prielors of Scigniories in ihis Province, to attend, to render theirCanada, B. T., Vol. 20. fealty and homnage." His Excellency approves thereof and
orders it to be engrossed for publication, and entered.

Minutes of Council.-His Excelleucy having stated to the Board Ilie inconve-
30th November. 1778. niences that might at this juncture result to His Majes1y's ser-
Canada, B. T., Vol. 20. n tti uîtr eui 0RsMjsyssr

vice and the interests of this Province, by enforcing obedience
to a Proclamation of Sir Gny Carleton, K.B., late Governor of this-Province, by the
advice of His Majesty's Council in the same, bearing date the 28th day of August,
1777; and the prejudices whlich might happen to His Majesty's service by altering
the mode of making the Aveux et Dénombrements for Seigniories, and the declara-
tions for rôtures, practised in this Province before the year 1760,-

Ordered, that the tinie given by the said Proclamation be prolonged to the Slst
day of December, which will be in the year of Our Lord 1779, that the manner of
making the Aveux et Dénonbrcnents for Seigniories, and the declarations for rôtures
in this Province before the year 1760 be still observed; and that the Attorney
General do forthwith prepare a Proclamation for the aforesaid purposes.
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ANNUJAL REPORT
Or the NoR.&IL, MODEL and Co3I3IoN SCHOOLS, in Upper Canada, for

the year 1851: with Appendices. By the Chief Superintendent of

Schools.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR UPPER CANADA.

EDUCATION OFFICE,
ToRONTO, 27th September, 1852.

SIR,
I have the honor to transmit, herewith, to be laid before His Excellency

the Governor General, my Report or the state of the Normal, Model and Common
Schools of Upper Canada during the year 1S51,-including a Statistical Statement of
other Educational Institutions, as far as I have been able to obtain information respect-,
ing thei. To my Report I have added an Appendix;which contains copious'Extracts
fromn Local Reports, and various Documents and Papers illustrative of the means which
have been employed to promote the improvement and extension of the Schools.

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

E. RYERSON.
The Hon. A. N. MoRiN, M. P. P.,

Secretary of the Province,
Quebec.
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ANNUAL REPORT
0P THE

NORMAL, MODIEL AND COMMON SCHOOLS,

UPPER CANADA,
FOR THE YEAt 1851.

PART I. Report, &c.

TO HIS EXCELLENCY

THE RIGUT HONORABLE JAMES, EARL OF ELGIN AIND KINCARDINE, K. T.
GOVERNOR GENERAL OF CANADA, &c. &c.

MAY rr PLEAsE YoUR EXCELLENcY,

As required by law, I have the honour to submit a Report of the state of the
Normal, Model and Common Schools of Upper Canada for 1851 ; the first entire year
of the operations of the present School Act, as it did not pass the Legislature until
July, 1850.

lu this report I do not, as in that for 1850, give separately the statistics of each of
the nearly four hundred townships of Upper Canada. I have thought it sufficient to
give statistics so extensive and detailed but once in three or five years, and to confine
the statistical part of the present report to Counties, Cities, Towns, and Incorporated
Villages. Though a considerable saving of expense will thus be effected in printing
this report, there is comparatively little reduction of labour in preparing it, as the
Local Reports are Township and not County Reports, and as the statistics of each
Township Report must be analyzed and revised in this department in order to prepare
the county abstract for the tables of my general Annual Report.

I EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORTS OF LOCAL SUPERINTENDENTS
OF SCHOOLS.

Though the appointnents of the Local Superintendents of Schools, except in
Cities, Towns, and Villages, are made by County Councils'; yet Township, instead of
County or Circuit Superiitendents are, for the most part, appointed-a system of
questionable efficiency, and which adds greatly to the correspondence of this depart-
ment. There is, nevertheless, in the method of reporting by townships, something
peculiarly practical and interesting. The most extensive and minute analysis of the
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public mind on the great problem of the age is thus presented, and the largest induc-
tion of facts is obtained. Township after township rises up before you in its own
distinct features, its defects, its wants, its struggles, its failures, its successes, its pro-
gress-and then may the features common to all, or the greater number, be contem-
plated, and the general results inferred. I have therefore inserted in Appendix A of
this report no less than one hundred and twenty-eight extracts from the explanatory.
descriptive and practical remarks which have accompanied the statistical reports of
Local Superintendents. These extracts cannot fail to be read with deep interest.
They are a mirror in which is reflected the educational condition of the country; and
while much will be seen to humble, to modify, to grieve,-there will also be found in
action, and often in vigorous action-the essential elements of a country's sure and
rapid advancement, and an organization to the results of which limits cannot be easily
assigned.

l all proceedings concerted, and in all efforts made in every branch of a people's
civilization,-and especially when such proceedings and efforts are devised and con-
ducted by many separate and independent communities, there will be witnessed indi-
vidual instances of error, of disappointment, of failure, of defeat, even where the
general results are most satisfactory. The organization of our school system, estab.
lishing independent sections as well as villages, towns and counties, furnishes a vast
field for this variety of experiment and diversity of results, as may be seen by referring
to the extracts in Appendix A from the reports of Local Superintendents of Schools
-extracts in which are faithfully given the dark as well as the bright shades of the
picture. Instances will be found of the same system followed by opposite results in
different school sections, the smallest school divisions authorized by law. Take for
example the system of free schools. In several sections it has been tried for a year
and then abandoned ; while in a multitude of other sections the success of the experi-
ment, even under disadvantageous circumstances, has been complete. In searching
for the causes of -failure in the instances mentioned, they will be found, not in the
system itself, but in one or more of the facts, that the free school has been brought
into operation either when the school-house has been unfit or too small to accomodate
all the children of the school section, or the teacher has been incompetent to teach
them, or the combination of ignorance, prejudice and selfishness in the section has
proved more powerful than the desire and efforts for universal knowledge. In the
contests of light with darkness, of liberty with despotism, of the interests of childhood
with the selfishness of manhood, of the nobleness of a coming generation with the
ignobleness of a present generation, the former may often experience a temporary
defeat, weep.under the sorrows of disappointment, and bleed under the infliction of
wrong; but the nature of the contest waged, and the many examples of splendid suc-
cess, leave no doubt as to the ultimate issue of the general struggle.

From the extracts of the Local Superintendents' Reports, the following general
facts may be inferred:

1. The onerous and valuable labors which Local Superintendents have performed
in the various townships. No one can read these extracts vithout being impressed,
by undesigned and incidental references, that the gratifying progress which the schools
have made, is, in no small degree, owing to the exertions and counsels of Local Super-
intendents.

2. The very general dissatisfaction with the present state and character of the
schools and school accomodations; the general conviction of the need of improvement
in the schools, and a desire and determination to effect it. A consciousness of defect
and a determination to remedy it, is the first step to improvement in any thing.

3. The improvement in great numbers of sections in the condition and conveni
ences of school-houses, the character and position of school teachers, and the subjects
and mode of teaching.

4. The commotion of the social elements in a large proportion of the sections fo
and against sound education to the masses, for and against improved facLities for its
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extension to all. These discussions and conflicts are the invariable precursors and
attendents, in free countries, of the progress of knowledge and every kind. of public
improvement, as well as of the diffusion of religious truth.

5. The rapid and vide diffusion of just views on the nature and importance of
general education, and the means of its attainment.

6. The amazing progress which the principle of free schools has made in the
public mind; the triumphant success of its application as a general rule, with indivi-
dual instances of failure; and an increasingly strong and wide-spread desire to have
the question settled by legislative enactment and not left as a subject of annual discus-
sion and agitation in each school section.

7. The advantages resulting from the Provincial Normal School, not merely by
sending out into the country more than a hundred teachers per annum,-more or less
trained in an improved system of school teaching, organization, and discipline,-but
by giving a higher tone and character to the qualifications and modes of teaching, to
which other teachers aspire, and which the schoûl authorities in many places require.

S. The increased advantages of an unexceptionable and excellent series of school
text-books.

9. The salutary influence of County Boards of Public Instruction, (by their
examinations according to the general programme prescribed by the Council of Public
Instruction for Upper Canada) in elevating the character and qualifications of school
teachers.

10. The important part performed by Municipal Councils in this great work of
our country's mental development and growth.

11. The acceptableness and suitableness of the general principles and provisions
of the school law, securing, at the same time, the indispensable necessity and entire
freedom of local action, and the assistance and advantages of a Provincial organization.

12. The deplorable defects and apathy which exist in some school divisions and
townships, and the vast work which yet remains to be done in order to complete and
render effective the operations of the whole system of Public Elementary Instruction,
and to extend its ramifications and blessings to the newest and most remote sections
of the country. The foundation is laid, and I trust broadly and deeply laid, and the
superstructure, in some parts, is rapidly rising in fuir and beautiful proportions; but, in
other parts, the materials are scarcely collected, much less moulded into form and
wrought into use.

I have preferred that Local Superintendents, rather than myself, should speak in
this report on the state of the schools, and the working of the school law; and I
shall confine my own references and remarks within the narrowest limits possible, and
to, a brief discussion of the question of religious instruction in connection with our
system of public schools.

IL. SCHOOL SECTIONS AND SCHOOLS.
From the statistical part of this report, table A, it will be seen, that the number

of school sections reported for 1851, is 3,340-being 67 less than the number reported
for 1850. This decrease may be accounted for upon two grounds:-1. That several
villages have been incorporated during the year from parts of townships in which
school sections heretofore existed. 2. That small sections have, in a considerable
number of instances, been abolished as separate sections, and incorporated with other
sections. One of the most serious impediments to the improvement of the schools, in
regard both to the character of the houses and the qualifications of the teachers, has
been, and still is, the establishrment of small sections-sections too feeble to erect a
good and commodious school-house, or employ a good teacher, or keep the school
more than in a lingering existence by an inferior teacher during six months of the
year. The first step, therefore, towards reducing the number and -enlarging .the
dimensions of school sections, is a pleasing indication of progress in the right direction.
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It is also to be remarked, that there is a corresponding decrease in the number of
schools reported-the number for 1850 being 3,059-for 1851 being 3,001-decrease
58. This decrease is partly owing to the difficulty many trustees experienced in ob
taining teachers with the qualifications required under the present law. Had there
been a decrease in the number of pupils taught in the schools, or in the amount paid
teachers, the decrease in the number of schools reported might be viewed unfavourably;
but as there is an unprecedently large increase under both of these heads the decrease
in the number of schools is a gratifying proof that small schools are being absorbed
into large, and much more efficient ones.

III. SCHOOL MONEYS.

1. Moneys paid Teachers.-The amount of the Legislative School Grant appor-
tioned to schools in 1851, was the same, with the addition of £10 4s. 7d., as it was in
1850; but the amount of money paid teachers in 1851, exceeded the amount paid them
in 1850, by £15,402 Is. 5d. The total amount received foi•teachers' salaries in 1850
was £88,429 8s. 7d.-in 1851. £102,050 12s. 6d.;-increase, £13,621 3s. Ild. The
total amount paid teachers,in 1850 was £82,425 5s. 6d.-in 1851, £97,827 7s. Od.;-
increase, £15,402 1s. 6d. The increase under this head in 1851, is considerably more
than the total increase, under the same head, during the whole of the three years preý
ceding. This fact is auspicious for the prospects of the common schools, honorable
to the country, and encouraging to school teachers.

If the manner in which the increase has been produced be examined, it will appear
still more gratifying. The total amount required to be raised by municipalities in
order to receive the Legislative School Grant, was £19,027, Is. 6d.; the total amount
.assessed and collected by municipalities for teachers' salaries, was £25,835 17s. 6d.-
being an increase on the preceding year, under the same head, of £2,398 14s. 9d., or
£6,806 16s. Od., more in 1851 than the actual amount required to be raised by the
municipalities.

The amount levied and collected in school sections by rate-bill, was, in 1850, £39,-
043 9s. 9d.; in 1851, £33,577 9s. 3d.;-a decrease of £5,466 Os. 6d.-shewing that the
system ofrate-bills on parents and guardians sending children to the school, is declining;
while the anount levied and collected in school sections by a rate on property (on the
-principle of free schools) was, in 1851, £19,832 13s. 7d.-a head under which there
were no returns in 1850.

2. Moneys for the Building, Repairs, Rent, 4.c.. of School-houses, and School Appa-
ratus.-Under this head the total amount collected and expended was, in 1850, £14-
189 14s. Od.; in 1851, £19,334 18s. Od.-increase £5,145 4s. Od.

3. Grand Total of School Moneys.-No returns were obtained in 1850 of moneys.
collected and expended in support of other educational institutions, including grammar::
schools, colleges, &c. Under these heads are reported for 1851, £32,834 7s. 8
making the grand total of moneys received and expended in Upper Canada for educa-
tional purposes, for the years 1850 and 1851, respectively, according to the returns,
as follows: For 1850, £102,619 2s. 7d., for 1851, £154,230 18s. 2d. The actual,
increase in 1851 in the sums available for common school purposes, over those of 1850,
amounts to the gratifying sum of £18,777 7s. 1ld.

IV. NUMBER OF CHILDREN OF SCHOOL AGE, AND ATTENDING THE
SCHOOLS-CLASSIFICATION OF PUPILS, &c.

From table B, it appears that the number of children in Upper Canada betwené
the ages of 5 and 16 years in 1851, was 258,607-being a decrease of 651 on th
tumber reported for 1850. There is reason to .believe that-the local
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1850 exaggerated the number of children in many of the sehool divisions, with a view
of obtaining a larger share of the school fund; but in 1851, a more efficient super-
vision of the returns was exercised, and there was not the same temptation to exagger-
ate the numuber of resident children of school age, as the fund was not, in future, to
be distributed on that basis.

The number of children reported as attending the schools in 1851, was 170,254,
while the number reported as attending the schools in 1850, was 151,891 ;-being an
increase in favour of 1851, of 18,363-a much largerincrease than was ever before re-
ported in any one year.

The total number of boys reported as attending the schools in 1851, was 94,439-
being an increase on the preceding year of 9,721; the total number of girls, was 75,-
815-being an increase of 9,642.

The total average number of pupils attending the schools in the summer, was 83,-
390-increase, 6,566; of boys, 44,647-increase, 2,863; of girls, 38,743-increase,
3,703.

The total average number of pupils attending the schools in the winter, was
84981-increase, 3,512; of boys, 49,060-increase, 752; of girls, 35,921-increase,
2,760.

Table B also shews that in each of the various subjects taught in the schools,
there is a large proportionate increase-in some of them a very large increase,-
especially in grammar, geography, book-keeping, arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
elements of natural philosophy, vocal music, &c.

V. TIME OF KEEPING THE SCHOOLS OPEN-TEXT-BOOKS USED IN
SCHOOLS.

The average time-of keeping open the schools may be obtained in three ways:
1. By taking the sum of the averages of counties, cities towns, and villages,-

which gives 662 divided by 67, the number of municipalities-according to which the
average vould be 9 months and 28 days. This was the mode adopted in my last
annual report.

2. By taking the separate average of the counties, and the separate average of
the cities, towns, and villages-which gives, for

Counties, 8 months, and 22 days; A total of 19 months and 26 days; this
Cities, towns, and villages, 11 months divided by two, gives an average of 9

and 4 days; • months, and 28 days.
3. By taking the separate averages of the counties, the cities, the towns, and

the villages, thus:
Counties, 8 months, and 22 days; 1
Cities, 10 months, and 18 days; 'otal, 53 months, and 11 days;
Towns, 11 months, and 20 days; -which, divided by five, gives 10
Town municipalities, 11 months, and 16 days; months, and 20 days.
Villages, 10 months, and 25 days; J
This mode of taking the average time of keeping open the schools is the most

minute, and has been adopted in this report.
Table B shews that the average time during which the schools have been kept

open during the year 1851, is 10 months, and 20 days-being an apparent increase of
1 month, and 17 days on the average attendance of the preceding year, but a real
average increase of 25 days-or about one-twelfth on the average time of the pre-
cedingyear. This gratifyingimprovement may be accounted for, in part,by the provision
of the School Act, which requires that the distribution of the school fund to the school
sections shall be made, not according to the number of resident children.of school
age, as heretofore, but according to the average attendance of pupils at school--the
mean average attendance of winter.and summer being take... .:
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Table C shews an increase in the use of the best text-books in the schools. and a-de-
cline inthe use ofinferiortext-books. The importance of an appropriate anduniform series-
of text-books can hardly be over-estimated, on the ground of saving time and labor. on
the part of both teachers and pupils ; but as I have dwelt repeatedly on this subject,
and at some length, I shall add nothing to the statements contained in table C.

There is, however, one circumstance which requires remark in reference to books
used in the schools. From table C, it appears that the common version of the Bible
and Testament was used in 1851, in 1,.748 schools; whereas, according to the local
reports for 1850, itwas used in 2,067 schools. Whether this discrepancy is attributable
to defective and loose returns, or otherwise, I arn not prepared to say positively; but
my conviction is, from what I have learned, that there has been a decrease, as I think
there ought to be, in the use of the Scriptures as a common reading book, but an
increase in the use of thern for lessons of religious and moral instruction.

VI. TEACHERS: -THEIR CLASSIFICATION, RELIGIOUS FAITH, AVERAGE
SALARIES.

Table D shews that the number of teachers employed in 1851, vas 3,277-being
199 less than the number employed in 1850. This shews that there were fewer-
changes of teachers in 1851 than in 1850-there being not 300 more teachers em-
ployed than there were schools in operation. The number of teachers employed in
the State of New York, in proportion to the number of schools, is very much greater
than in Upper Canada.

The examination and licensing of teachers by County Boards of Public Instruction
according to a programme prescribed by the Council of Public Instruction, was first
introduced in 1851; and the testimonies as to its salutary influence in elevating the
standard of character and qualifications for teaching, are strong and decisive-as may
be seen by referring to the extracts from local reports, in Appendix A. It is too
much to assume that every County Board gives effect to the programme with views
equally elevated, or that the circumstances of each municipality will enable them -to
do so, without closing many of the schools. It seems to have been laid down as 'a
rule of necessity, that, at least, as nany teachers in each county must be licensed as
there were schools to teach. To meet this necessity, the County Boards gave many
third or lowest class certificates for the teaching of particular schools for the year.
By this method, the necessities of particular localities were provided for, and yet pre-
caution has been taken to prune, as fast as possible, the profession of incompetent and
improper teachers.

The number of first class certificates given to teachers during 1851, was 378;
second class certificates, 1,272; third class certificates, 1,547: making a total of
3,187-being 274 less than the number of teachers licensed by Local Superintendents
in 1850.

It will be observed by table D, that there are very few teachers licensed who
do not profess to be members of some religious persuasion, that in the column headed
"other persuasions and those not reported," only 81 are given, out of the 3,277 reportedt
as employed. In examining the local reports, it has been found that of these 81;20
profess to belong to some one or other of the minor religious communities. -And I
think it is probable, that the most if not all the remaining 61 would be found professedly
connected with some religions persuasion or other, had the local reports been.perfect.t
But the returns of the religious faith of the teachers, is a sufficient refutation:ot-
some thoughtless and reckless imputations which have been made, that no attentio
whatever is paid to the religious and moral character of teachers-an impuati
which might have been truly made in regard to the teachers sanctioned in former
years, as far back as 1820 or earlier, but which is without foundation in referenceýto-
the present school system. Not that certificates of qualification have notbeen
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are not given, in some instanòes, to persons who are morally and intellectually unfit to
be entrusted with the office of teachers; but the law itself is explicit that "no certificate
of qualification shall be given to any person as a teacher who shall not furnish
satisfactory proof of good moral character ;" and the County Boards, consisting of the
Trustees of Grammar Schools and Local SuperintendentsofSchools, are as unexception-
able and as efficient tribunals as can be selected in the country to examine and decide
on the subject.

It will be seen from table D, that there is the largest decrease in the number of
Methodists and Baptists, and the smallest decrease in the number of members of the
Church of England, employed as teachers during the year; while there is an increase
in the number of Quakers employed as teachers.

In average annual salaries of teachers, table B presents a gratifying improvement.
The average of salaries of male teachers, without board, was, in 1850, £52 4s. Od.;
in 1851, £55 12s. Od.; being an increase on the preceding year of £3 8s. Od. The
average of salaries of female teachers without board, was, in 1850, £31 Is. Od.; in
1851, £33 10s. Od.; being an increase on the preceding year of £2 9s. Od. I trust this
gradual and encouraging progress in the right direction will soon make the schools
efficient, and the office of teaching them respectable throughout the Province-thus
saving the time of youth and the money of parents, and elevating the entire population.

VII. SCHOOL-HOUSES.

Table E shews the number, kind, and condition of school-houses, and the sums
expended in their erection, repairs, &c., in each county throughout Upper Canada.
It will be observed that while the proportion of log houses is still lamentably large,
there is a reported decrease of 82 in the number of such houses, and an increase of 49
frame school-houses, 30 brick, and 8 stone. The whole number of school-houses
reported to have been erected in 1851, is 238, 33 less than the number reported to-
have been erected in 1850; but the amount expended in 1851 in the erection of school-
houses exceeds that expended for the same purpose in 1850, by £1,811 19s. Sd. shewing
a great improvement in the character of the school-houses erected in 1851. The
items of information respecting school-houses, given in table E, evince an encouraging
improvement in this vital part of a system of public instruction.

VIII. SCHOOL VISITS, SCHOOL APPARATUS, PUBLIC LIBRARIES, AND
PUBLIC SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS.

Regarding visits to schools as an indication of the interest in their progress felt
by the parties making such visits, table F shews an increase in the number of visits
made by each class of School Visitors, except Magistrates and Judges and Members of
Parliament. The number of school visits made by Local Superintendents, was, in
150, 5.852, in 1851, 8,933: increase 3,081, an increase of almost one third. The
number of visits made by Clergymen was, in 1850, 2,566, in 1851, 2,846; inerease, 280.
The number of visits made by Municipal Councillors was, in 1850, 1,229, in 1851,
1.366; increase 137. The number of visits made by Magistrates was, in 1850, 1,190,
m- 1851, 1,111 ; decrease, 79. The nunber of visits made by Judges and Members of
Parliament was, in 1850, 64, in 1851, 57; decrease, 7. The'number of visits made by
Trustees and others was, in 1850, 7,417, in 1851, 18,295; shewing the large increase
of 10,878. The total number of school visits made in 1850 was, 18,318, in 1851,
32,608 ; increase, 14,29 0.

Under the head of apparatus, table F shews a progress in favor of 1851 equally
encouraging. In 1850, 1,814 of the schools were reported as having large, maps;
(as classified in table F) in 1851, 2,795, increase, 981. lu regard to most of the other
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items under the head of apparatus, no returns were made in 1850; but table F shews
that a very considerable number of the schools were provided in 1851 with maps of
different countries, black-boards, globes, Holbrook's apparatus,'and object and tablet
lessons-and that the sum of £1,442 8s. 4d. was expended for these purposes.

Under the head of Libraries, table F shews an increase iii favor of 1851 over
1850, of 17 common school, 156 Sunday school, and 22 publie libraries-of 228
volumes in common school libraries--22,424 volumes in Sunday school libraries,
and of 12,017 in the publie libraries-total increase in favor of 1851, 195 libraries
and 34,769 volunies. Total number of libraries reported in 1850, 675; in 1851, 870.
Total number of volumes reported in the libraries, in 1850, 96,165, in 1851, 130,934.

From table G, it will be seen that there were 6,423 public school examinations
in 1851, being an increase of 1,896 over those of the preceding year.

IX. OTIIER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

Table G contains the results of the efforts which have been made to obtain
information respecting other educational institutions of Upper Canada than the common
schools. By application to the Secretary of the Province and to local sources, more
statistical information has been obtained respecting the grammar schools than has-
heretofore been given in any public document. According to the returns, there
appears to be a decrease in the number of private schools and private pupils. This
will, of course, be the case as the public sehools improve. We must, however, except
superior ladies' seminaries, for which our system of publie instruction does not, as
yet, make any provision.

X. NORMAL AND MODEL SCHOOLS FOR UPPER CANADA.

Tables H and K contain full statistical information respecting these institutions,
whichr may now be rgarded as forming a vital part of our educational system, and
without which all other efforts to elevate the standard and character of contmon
schools and common school education, would be comparatively fruitless. In the
Appendix D, will be found the examination papers, forms of certificates, and terms of
admission. The operations of the Normal School have been greatly impeded by the
loss, at the end of 1849, of the commodions public buildings which were required by
Goverument on its removal to Toronto. But the completion, in the course of a few
weeks, of the netw Normal School Buildings vill soon afford every facility for promoting
the objects of the institution.

XI. MISCELLANEOUS.

I refer to the documents ir the Appendix B and C as explanatory and illustrati!e
of the measures vhich have been adopted and the means employed by this department-
during the year, to facilitate and extend the operations of the school law, to furnish -
the schools with suitable maps and apparatus, after having provided a series of te
books, and presented to each of the municipalities a work on School Architectui',
including a great variety of plans of schcol-houses. The pleasure of devising aiïd
adopting these, in some respects, extra-oîi 1 mear.s for the advancement of the schools1
is enhanced beyond what 1 can easily exprez , the cordiality with which my humbl
efforts have been sanctioned and aided by the , -rnment, and seconded byÀtî:
municipal and other local school authorities throughout the Province.

Though I had, previous to the publication of niy last report, selected specim
books for libraries. and made arrangements for procuring them on the most advantag9âk
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terms, I have not yet been able, on account of the other multiplied duties of the
departrnent, to classity and make the requisite examination of them in order to their
approval and recommendation for the publie libraries by the Council of Public In-
struction. To this task, as well as to a visitation of the several counties in Upper
Canada, I purpose, as fàr as possible, to address myself the present year.

XII. COMPARISON BETWEEN UPPER CANADA AND THE STATE OF
NEW YORK IN RESPECT TO THE SYSTEM AND STATE OF THE
COMMON SCHOOLS.

The period is very recent when the introduction of a section of this kind would
have heen an absurdity-when the word " contrast " must have been employed in-
stead of the word "comparison," when not a few of our fellow countrymen, and some
of our public men, considered the project, or the idea, of emulating the common
school doings of our New York neighbors, as presumptuous and chimerical. I have
not viewed or referred to the noble and patriotic exertions of the American people in
the cause of education in any spirit of jealousy, much less of -hostility; I have observed
their proceedings and success vith the most lively interest and satisfaction, and hold
up their example to the admiration and imitation of the people of Canada; but I have
not despaired of, much less depreciated, my own country; and have had, and have still
in a higher degree than ever, a strong conviction that there are qualities in the people
of Upper Canada, which, under a proper and possible organization, and with judicious
counsel, would place schools and education in this country upon more than a level
with what ve have witnessed and admired in the State of New York. It is true our
American neighbors have had more than thirty years the start of us,; but I am per-
suaded we shall not require half that time to overtake them-profiting as we have
done, and doubtless will do, by their mistakes and failures as vell as by their ingenuity
and success. To rebuke an unpatriotic spirit of Canadian degradation in which some
Canadians indulge, and to animate the hopes and exertions of the true friends of our
intellectual and social progress, I will show what bas already been accomplished in
Upper Canada in respect to common schools by a comparison, in a few particulars,
with what has been done in the State'of New York.

1. There are three particulars in vhich we must at once yield the palm to our
American neighbors. (1) They have school-houses and schools in their cities' and
towns with which we have as yet nothing to compare; but from what has been done
and is doing, in several of our cities and towns, I am confident this contrast will be
superseded by comparison. (2) They have numerous school libraries, while we as
yet have none; but in this they are rather declining than advancing, for want of need-
ful authority and caution and severe discrimination, in the beginning, in the selection of
proper books, and the consequent introduction into their libraries of an immense amount
of trash, which bas greatly depreciated their value, lessened their usefulness, and, in
sonie instances, led to their abandonment. i trust, if we move slowly in this part of
our system, we shall proceed more safely, as well as more economically and success-
fully. (3) Of the 753,047 children of school age in the State of New York, 726,291
of them are reported " as having been under instruction for a longer or shorter period
during the year 1851;" while of the 258,607 of our children of school age, but 170,-
254 are reported as having attended the common schools in 1851. It is however but
just to remark, that nearly 20,000 more of our children are reported as having attend-
ed school in 1851 than in 1850; while 196,561 children in the State of New York
are reported as having attended school less than two months of the year, and 212,578
of them between two and four months, and 170,005 of them for four months and.less
than six months. It may also be observed, though great improvements have been
made in their schools in cities and towns, their annual school reports furnish very
little indication of progress in the rural parts of the State, vhile' school progress-with
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us is, in general, more conspicuous in the rural portions of our country, than in.our
cities, towns and villages.

2. The average period during which the schools were kept open in the State of
New York in 1851, "was seven months and seventeen days ;' in Upper Canada it was
nine months and twenty-eight days.

3. According to the last census of the State of New York taken in 1850, the
population of that State was a fraction more than four times the population of Upp:r
Canada. There ought therefore to be four times as large a sum raised for the salaries
of comnon school teachers in that State as in Upper Canada. The total amount of
money raised there for the salaries of teachers in 1851 (including the large school
fund) was .1,350,345.00 or £337,586; the total amount raised in Upper Canada in
1851 for the same purpose was £102,050, or $408,200.00-nearly one-third. of the
amount raised in the State of New York.

The length of time during which the schools are kept open during the year and
the amount of money raised for the salaries of teachers, are the two strongest tests
of the doings of a people in regard to education.

4. The adoption and use of a uniform series of good text-books throughout the.
country, and the facilities for procuring school maps and apparatus. are a great saving
of time and money to the children and people of Upper Canada in comparison to thi
perpetual changes of school books and maps which are taking place in the State.of
New York, arising from the absence of any state authority and provision in these
respects, and the representations and collusions of interested book and map sellers and
teachers.

5. The examination and licensing of teachers by County Boards, according to a
programme prescribed by public authority, and establishing an uniform standard of
qualification and classification of teachers throughout the country, must be a much
more effectual provision to secure teachers of good character and proper qualifications
than the examination and licensing of teachers by individual township superintend-
ents and trustees.

6. There are no Normal School buildings in the State of New York, nor in any
State of America, equal to those which are nearly completed in Upper Canada.

7. The great principles and general outline and provisions of our school law,-
being the result of extensive enquiry and mature deliberation, may be considered as
seuled; and what appears to remain, and all that is desired by any considerable party
on this subject, is, the filling up of that outline and the extension of those provisions
as circumstances mayrequire. But the following extract from the last Annual Report
of the Superintendent of Schools in the State of New York, presented to the Legis-
lature in January of the present year, shows that, after forty years legislation on the.
subject of common schools, our neighbors are still considering first principles, and are
proposing to adopt the peculiar features of our Canadian school system. The State
Superintendent says-

" By a resolution of the Assembly, of the 1ith of July last, the Governor was
authorized to appoint a commissioner whose duty it should be to prepare and report
to the Legislature at its ensuing session, an entire common school code, in one act.
Under this authority, the appointment of Commissioner was conferred on Samuel S.
Randall, late Deputy Superintendent of Common Schools, who proceeded at once to
the disoharge of the duty thus devolved upon hlim, and whose report will be forwarded
to the Legisiature at an early period of its session. Following, as this resolution, of
the Assembly did, immediately upon the completion of a full consolidation and arrange-
ment of the existing provisions of law in relation to commons schools, under the Act
of last session, the commissioner deemed himself authorized to incorporate in the ne
revision such amendments and modifications of the system now in force, as in his best
judgment, after full and free consultation with the most enlightened and experienced
friends of education throughout the State, seemed desirable and necessary. The prin
cipal suggestions and recommendations made by him in the discharge of this importan
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and responsible duty, are fully in accordance with the views of the department; and
their adoption will, it is confidently believed, place our common school system upon a
permanent and satisfactory basis. They are understood to embrace as their leading
and prominent objects. 1st. The separation of the office of Superintendent of Com-
mon Schools, from that of Secretary of State, and its erection into a separate and
distinct department. 2nd. The substitution of a permanent annual State tax of one
mill upon every dollar of the aggregate real and personal property of the State, for
the support of common schools, in lieu of the present tax of eight hundred thousand
dollars. And 3rd. The restoration, in a modified form, and with suitable guards- and
restriction, of the system of county supervision.

"The proposed alterations of the existing systen are independent of each other;
and any one or more of them may be adopted by the Legislature and engrafted upon
the system to the exclusion of others, or the whole may be rejected, leaving the enact-
ments of the present law to stand substantially as they are, with a new and improved
classification and arrangement, and with such modification of their details as to adapt
them more perfectly to the objects for which they were designed, and to carry out
more fully the obvious views and wishes of the Legislature. Some amendments of
the existing law will doubtless be found absolutely indispensable, and if combined with
a full and complete revision of the system, in such a manner as to render it permanent,
as far as may be practicable, there can be no doubt that the interests and welfare of
of the schools and of the inhabitants and officers of the several districts, would be
materially promoted by such an arrangement."

XIII. QUESTION OF RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION, IN CONNECTION WITH
OUR SYSTEM OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

The question of religious instruction has been a topic of vuluminous and earnest
discussion among statesmen and educationalists in both Europe and America-has
agitated more than one country on the continent of Europe-has hitherto deprived
England of a national systen of education, permitting to it nothing but a series of
petty expedients in varying forms of government grants to certain religious denoi
nations, while the great mass of the laboring population is unreached by a ray of
intellectual light, and is " perishing for lack of knowledge " amidst the din of secta-
rian war about "religious education," and under the very shadows of the cathedral
and the chapel. If I have not made this question a prominent topic of remark in my
annual reports, it is not because I have undervalued or overlooked its importance.
In my first and preliminary report on a systen of Public Elementary Instruction for
Upper Canada, I devoted thirty pages to the discussion of this subject, (pp. Z2-52,)-and
adduced the experience and practice of most educating countries in Europe and
America respecting it. In preparing the draft of the school law, I sought to place it
where it had been placed by the authority of Government and by the consent of ail
parties in Ireland-as a matter of regulation by a National Board, and with the guards
which ail have considered essential. These· regulations* have been prepared and

*These Regulations are as follows:-
CONSTITUTION AND GOVERNMENT OF SCHOOLS IN RESPECT TO ELIGIOUS' AND

MORAL INSTRUCTION.
As Christianity is the basis of our whole system of elementary education, that principle should

pervade it throughout. Wliere it cannot be carried ont in mixed schools to the satisfaction'of both
Roman Catholics and Protestants, the law provides for the establishment of separate schools. And the
Common School Act, fourteenth section, securing individual rights as well as recognizing Christianity,provides, " That in any model or coinmon school established under this Act, no child shall be required
to read or study in or from any religious book, or to join in any exercise of devotion or religion, which
shal be objected to by his or her parents or guardians: Provided always, that within this limitation,
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duly sanctioned, and placed in the hands of ail school authorities; nor have I failed
from time to time to press their importance upon all parties concerned. It is, however,
worthy of remark that in no instances have those parties who have thought proper .to
assail the school system, and inyself personally, on the question of religious instruction,
quoted a line fron what I have profèssedly written on the subject, or from the regau-
lations which I have recomtmerded, while such parties have more than once pretended
to give my views by quoting passages which were not at ail written in reference to
this question, and which contained no exposition of my views on it.

As some prominence bas been given to this question during the year hy individual
writers, and some vague statements and notions put forth, I will offer a few renarks
on it in concluding this report.

1. My first remark is, that the system of common school instruction should, like
the legislature which has established, and the government that administers it, be
non-sectarian and national. It should be considered in a provincial, rather than à
denominational point of view-in reference to its bearing upon the condition and in-
terests of the countrv at large, and not upon those of particular religious persuasions
as distinct fiom public interests, or upon the interests of one religious persuasion more
than upon those of another. And thus may be observed the difference betweenwa
mere sectarian and-a patriot-between one who considers the institutions and legis-
lation and government of his country in a sectarian spirit, and another who regards
them in a patriotic spirit. The one places his sect above his country, and supports or
opposes every public law or measure of government just as it may or may not promote
the interests of hs own sect irrespective of the public interests and in rivalship with
those of other sects, the other views the well being of his country as the great end to
be proposed and pursued, and the sects as among the instrunentalities tributary to
that end. Some indeed have gone to the extrerme of viewing all religious persuasions
as evils to be dreaded; and as far as possible proscribed, but an enlightened and pa-

pupils shall be allowed to rcccive such religious instruction as their parents or guardians shall desire,
according to the general regulations which shall be provided according to law."

In the section of the Act thus quoted, the principle of religious instruction in the schools is recoeg-
nized, the restriction within which it is to be given is stated, and the exclusive right of eaci parent
and guardian on the subject is secured, without any interposition from trustees, superintendents, or the
Government itself.

The conimon school being a day, and not a boarding school, rules arising from domestic relations
and duties are not required; and as the pupils are under the care of their parents and guardians on
Sabbaths, no regulations are-called for in respect to their attendance at public worship.

In regard to the nature and extent of the daily religious exercises of the school, and the special
religious instruction given to pupils, the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada makes the fol-
lowing regulations and recoinniendations:-

2. The public religious exorcises of each School shall be a matter of mutual voluntary arrangement
between the trustees and teacher: and it shall be a matter of mutual voluntary arrangement between
the teacher and the parent or guardian of each pupil, as to whether ho shall hear such pupfil recite
from the Scriptures, or Catechisn, or other sunmuary of religious doctrine and duty of the persuasion
of such parent or guardian. Such recitations, however, are not to interfere with the regular exercises
of the school.

2. But the principles of religion and morality should be inculcated upon all the pupils of tlie
school. What the Conmissioners of National Education in Ireland state as existing in scehools under,
their charge, should characterize the instruction given in cach school in Upper Canada. The Comins
sioners state that "in the National Schools the importance of religion is constantly impressed upon the-
minds of children, through the works calculated to promote good priiaciples and fill the heart with love
for religion, but vhich are so conpilei as not to clash with the doctrines of any particular classpf
Christians." In each school the teacher should exert his best endeavours, both by example and pre-
cept, to inpress upon the minds of all children and vouth comrnitted to his care and instruction, the
principles of piety, justice, and a sacred regard to truth, love to their country, hunanity and universa
benevolence, sobriety, industry, frugality, chnstity, moderation and temperance, and those other virtues
whici are the ornament of society and on which a froe constitution of governnent is founded; anait
is the duty of each teacher to endeavour to lead his pupils, as their ages and capacities vill admit,.iito-
a clear understanding of the tendency of the above nientioned virtues, in order to preserve and perfect
the blessings of law and liberty, as well as to promote their future happiness, and also to point outtto
thethehe evil tendency of the opposite vices.-General Forms and Reguulatins, &c., Ohapter IT W
t« 6. See Ànnual &Sool Report for 1850, pp. 257, 258.
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triotic spirit rather viewr them as holding and propagating in common the great prin-
ciples of virtue and morality, which forms the basis of the safety and happiness of
society ; and therefore as distinct agencies more or less promotive of its interests-
their very rivalships tending to stimulate to greater activity, and therefore, as a whole,
more beneficial than injurious. I think a national system of public instruction should
be in harmony with this national spirit.

2. I remdrk again, that a system of public instruction should be in harmony with
the views and feelings of the great body of the people, especially of the better educated
classes. I believe the number of persons in Upper Canada who would theoretically or
practically exci de Christianity in ail its forms as an essential element in the education
of the country, is exceedingly small, and that more than nine-tenths of the people
regard religious instruction as an essential and vital part of the education of their
oispring. On this, as well as on higher grounds, I lay it down as a fundamental
'principle that religious instruction must form a part of the education of the youth of
our country, and that that religious instruction must be given by the several religious
persuasions to their youth respectively. There would be no Christianity among us
were it not for the religious persuasions. since they, collectively, constitute the Chris-
tianity of the country, and, separately, the several agencies by which Christian doctrines
and worship and morals are maintained and diffused throughout the length and breadth
of the land. If in the much that certain writers have said about and against "secta-
rian teaching," and against "sectarian bias" in the education of youth, it is meaut to
proscribe or ignore the religious teaching of youth by sects or religious persuasions;
then is it the theory, if not the design of such writers to preclude religious truth alto-
gether from the minds of the youth of the land, and thus prepare the way for raising
up a nation of infidels ! But if, on the other hand, it be insisted, as it has been by
some, that as each religious persuasion is the proper religious instructor of its own
youth, therefore each religious persuasion should have its own elementary schools,
and that thus denominational common schools should supersede our present publie
common schools, and the school fund be appropriated to the denominations instead
of to the municipalities; I rernark that this theory is equally fallacious with the for-
mer, and is fraught with consequences no less fatal to the interests of universal edu-
cation than is the former theory to the interests of all Christianity. The history of
modern Europe in general, and of England in particular, teaches us that when the
elementary schools were in the hands of the Church, and the State performed no other
office in regard to schools than that of' tax-assessor and tax-gatherer to the Church,
the mass of the people were deplorably ignorant and, therefore, deplorably enslaved.
Ia Upper Canada, the establishment and support of denominational schools to meet
the circumstances of ea.ch religious persuasion would not only cost the people more
than five-fold what they have nov to pay for school purposes, but would leave the
youth of minor religionus persuasions, and a large portion of the poorer youth of the
country, without any means of education upon terms within the pecuniary resources
of their parents, unless as paupers, or at the expense of their religious faith.

3. But the establishment of denominational common schools for the purpose of
denominational religious instruction itself is inexpedient. The common schools are
not boarding, but day schools. The children attending them reside with their own
parents, and are vithin the charge of their own pastors ; and therefore the oversight
and duties of the parents and pastors of children attending the common schools are
not in the least suspended or interfered with. The children attending such schools
can be with the teacher only from 9 o'clock in the morning until 4 o'clock in the
afternoon of five or six days in the week, while during his morning and night of each
week-day and the whole of Sunday, they are with their parents or pastors; and the
mornings, and evenings, and Sabbath of each week, are the very portions of time
which convenience and usage and ecclesiastical laws prescribe for religious studies
and instruction-portions of time during which pupils are not and cannot be with the
teacher, but are and must be under the oversight of their parents or pastors. And
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the constitution or order of discipline of each religious persnusion enjoins upon 1t
pastors and menbers to teach the summary of religious faith and practice requiredto
be taught to the children of the members of each such persuasion. I might here
adduce what is enjoined on this subject by the Roman Catholic, and the several Pro.
testant Churches; but as an example of what is required, in some form or other, by
the laws or rules of every religions persuasion, I will quote the 59th canon of thé
Church of England,-which is as follows:

"Every Parson, Vicar, or Curate, upon every Sunday and Holy-day, before Even.
ing Prayer, shall, for half an hour or more, examine and instruct the youth and igno-
rant persons in his parish, in the Ten Commandments, the Articles of the Belief, and
the Lord's Praver; and shall diligently hear, instruct, and teach them the Catechism
set forth in the Book of Common Prayer, and all fathers, mothers, masters, and mis-
tresses, shall cause their children, servants, and apprentices, which have not learned
the Catechisrn, to come to the Church at the. time appointed, obediently to hear, and to
be ordered by the Minister, until they have learned the same. And if any Minister
neglect his duty herein. let him be sharply reproved upon the first complaint, and true
notice thereof given to the Bishop or Ordinary of the place. If, after submitting him-
self, he shall willingly ofend therein again. let him be suspended; if so the third time,
there being little hope that he will be therein reformed, then excommunicated, and so
remain until he will be reformed. And, likewise, if any of the said fathers, mothers,
masters, or mistresses, children, servants, or apprentices, shall neglect their duties, of
the one sort of not causing them to come, and the other in refusing to learn, as afore-
said; let them be suspended by their Ordinaries, (if they be not children,) and if they
so persist by the space of a month, then let them be excommunicated."

To require, therefore, the teacher in any common day school to teach the cate-
chism of any religious persuasion, is not only a work of supererogation, but a direct
interference with the disciplinary order of each religious persuasion; and instead of
providing by law for the extension of religious instruction and the promotion of Chris-
tian morality, it is providing by law for the neglect of pastoral and parental duty, by
transferring to the common school teacher the duties which their church enjoins upon
them, and thus sanctioning immoralities in pastors and parents,-which must, in a
high degree, be injurious to the interests of public morals no less than to the interests
of children and of the common schools. Instead of providing by law for denomina-
tional day schools for the teaching of denominational catechisms in school, it would
seem more suitable to enforce by law the performance of the acknowledged disciplin-
ary duties of pastors and members of religious persuasions by not permitting their
children to enter the public schools until their parents and pastors had'taught them
the catechism of their own church. The theory, therefore, of denominational day
schools is as inexpedient on religious grounds as it is on the grounds of economy-and
educational extension. The demand to make the teacher do the canonical work of
the clergyman is as impolitic as it is selfish. Economy as well as patriotism-re
quires that the schools established for all should be open to all upon equal terms, and
upon principles common to all-leaving to each religious persuasion the performance
of its own recognized and appropriate duties in the teaching of its own catechism'to-
its own children. Surely it is not the province of government to usurp the functions
of the religious persuasions of the country; but it should recognize their existence, and
therefore not provide for denominational teaching to the pupils in the day schools,
any more than it should provide such pupils with daily food and raiment, or weekly
preaching or places of worship. As the state recognizes the existence of parents and
the performance of parental dutics by not providing children with what should be pro-
vided by their parents-nanely, clothing and food ;-so should it recognize the exist
ence of the religious persuasions and the performance of their duties by not providing
for the teaching in the schools of that vhich each religious persuasion declares should
be taught by its own ministers and the parents of its children.

4. But, it may be asked, ought not religious instruction to be given in day schools.
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and ought not government to require this in every school ? I answer, what may or
ought to be done in regard to religious instruction, and 'what the government ought to
require, are two different things. Who doubts that publie Worship should be attended
and family duties performed ? But does it therefore follow that government is to com-
pel attendance upon the one, or the performance of the other ? If our government
were a despotism, and if there were no law or no liberty, civil or religions, but the
absolute will of the Sovereign, then government vould, of course, compel such reli-
gious and other instruction as it pleased,-as is the case under despotisms in Europe.
But as our government is a constitutional and a popular government, it is to compel
no farther in matters of religious instruction than it is itself the expression of the mind
of the country, and than it is authorized by law to do. Therefore, in the "General
Regulations on the Constitution and Government of Schools respecting religions in-
struction," (quoted in a note on a preceding page) it is made the duty of every teacher
to inculcate those principles and duties of piety and virtue which form the basis of
morality and order in a state, while parents and school teachers and school managers
are left free to provide for and give such further religious instruction as they shall
desire and deem expedient. If with us, as in despotic countries, the people were
nothing politically or civilly but slaves and machines, commanded and moved by the
will of one man, and all the local school authorities were appointed by him, then the
schools might be the religious teachers of his will; but with us the people in each
municipality share as largely in the management of the schools as they do in making
the school law itself. They erect the school-houses; they employ the teachers;
they provide the greater part of the means for the support of the schools ; they are the
parties immediately concerned-the parents and pastors of the children taught in the
schools. Who then are to be the judges of the nature and extent of the religious in-
struction to be given to the pupils in the schools-these parents and pastors, or the
Executive Government, counselled and administered by means of heads of depart-
ments, who are changed from time to time at the pleasure of the popular mind, and
who are not understood to be invested with any religious authority over the children
of their constituents ?

5. Then, if the question be viewed as one of fact, instead of theory, what is the
conclusion forced upon us ? Are those countries in Europe in which denominational
day schools alone are established and permitted by government, the most enlightened,
the nost virtuous, the most free, the most prosperous, of all the countries of Europe or
America? Nay, the very reverse is the fact. And it were not difficult to show that
those denominational schools in England which were endowed in former ages, have.
often been the seats of oppressions, vices, and practices, that would not be tolerated in
the most imperfect of the common schools of Upper Canada. And when our com-
mon schools were formerly, in regard to government control, chiefly under the ma-
nagement of one denomination, were the teachers and sehools more elevated in their
religious and moral character, than at the present time ? Is not the reverse notoriously
the case? And if enquiry be made into the actual amount of religious instruction
given in what are professedly denominational schools, whether male or female, (and
i have made the enquiry,) it vill be found to consist of prayers not more frequently
than in the common schools, and of reciting a portion of catechism each week-a
thing which is done in many of the common schools, although the ritual of each
denomination requires catechetical instruction to be given elsewhere and by other
parties. So obviously unnecessary on religious grounds are separate denominationaL
schools, that two school-houses which were built under the auspices of the Ciurch of
Encland for parish schools of that church-the one at Cobourg, by the congregation
of the Archdeacon of York, and the other in connection with Trinity Church, Toronto
East-have, after fair trial, been converted for the time being into common schools
houses, under the direction of the Public Boards of School Trustees in Toronto and
Cobourg.
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6. 1 am persuaded that the religious interests of youth will be much more effeitub
ally cared for and advanced, by insisting that each religious persuasion shall fulfiliti
acknowledged rules and obligations for the religious instruction of its own youth, than,
by any attempt to convert for that purpose the common day schools into denomina
tional ones. and thus legisiate for the neglect of duty on the part of pastors and
parents of the different religious persuasions. The common day school and its teacher
ought not to be burthened with duties which belong to the pastor, the parent, and the
church. The education of the youth of the country consists not merely of what is.
taught in the day school, but also of what is taught at home by the parents and in the
church by the pastor. And if the religious part of the education of youth is, in any
instances, neglected or defective, the blame rests with the pastors and parents con-
cerned, who, by such neglect, have violated their ovn religious canons or rules; as'-
well a3 the express commands of the Holy Scriptures. In all such cases, pastors and,
parents are the responsible, as well as guilty parties, and not the teacher of the com-
mon school, nor the common school system.

7. But in respect to colleges and other high seminaries of learning, the case is
different. Such institutions cannot be established within an bour's walk of everÿ
man's door. Youth, in order to attend them, must. as a general rule, leave their-
homes, and be taken from the dailv oversight and instructions of their parents and
pastors. During this period of their education, the duties of parental and pastoral
care and instruction must be suspended, or provision must be made for it in connexion
with such institutions. Youti attending colleges and collegiate seminaries are at air
age when they are most exposed to temptation-most need the best counsels in reli-
gion and niorals-are pursuing studies which most involve the principles of humai
action, and the duties and relations of common life. At such a period and under such
circumstances, youth need the exercise of all that is tender and vigilant in parental
affection, and all that is instructive and wise in pastoral oversight; yet they are far
removed from both their pastor and parent. Hence what is supplied by the parent and
pastor at home, ought as fàr as possible, to be provided in connection with each col-
lege abroad. And, therefore, the same reason that condemns the establishment of
public denominational day schools, justifies the establishment of denominational col-
leges, in connection with which the duties of the parent and pastor can be best dis-
charged.

Public aid is given to denominational colleges, not for denominational purposes,
(which is the special object ofdenominational day schools,) but for the advancement
of science and literature alone, because such colleges are tbe most economical efficient
and available agencies for teaching the higher branches of education in the country::I
the aid being given, not to theological seminaries, nor for the support of theological
prolèssors, but exclusively towards the support of teachers of science and literature.
Nor is such aid given to a denominational college until after a large outlay has been
made by its projectors in the procuring of premises, erecting or procuring and furnisha-
ing buildings, and the employment of professors and teachers-evincive of the intellii
gence, disposition and enterprise of a large section of the community to establish and
sustain such an institution.

It is not, however, my intention to discuss the question of recognizing and aiding
denominational colleges in a system of public instruction. My object in the foregoing
renarks is to show that the objections against the establishment of a system of deno-
minational day schools, do not fbrm a.ny objection to granting aid to denominational"
colleges as institutions of science and literature, and open to all classes of youth who
may be desirous of attending them.

The more carefully the question of religious instructio n in connection with our sys
tem of conmon schools is examincd, the more clearly, I think, it will appear that î
lias been left where it properly belongs-with the local school municipalities, parents
and managers of schools-the government protecting the right of each parent and
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child, but beyond this and beyond the principles and duties of moralities common to all
classes, neither compelling nor prohibiting-recognizing the duties of pastors auýd
parents, as well as of school trustees and teachers, and considering the united labors
of aUl as constituting the system of education for the youth of the country.

i have the honour to be,
Your Excellency's

Most obedient, and most humble servant,

E. RYERSON.
Educntion Office,

Toronto, 27th September, 1852.
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COUNTIES.

IND

CITIES.

COUNTIES.
Glengarry ..............
Stormont ...............
Dundas .................
Prescott ...............
Russell ................
Carleton» ..............
Grenville...............
Leeds ..............
Lanark ................
Renfrew ...............
Frontenac..............
Addington..............
Lennox................
Prince Edward..........
Hastings ...............
Northumberland.......
DurhaIn................
Peterboro'..............
York-North Ridiug .....

" South " .....
East "
West "

Simcoe.................
Halton .................
Wentworth .............
Lincoln ................
W elland ...............
Haldirnand .............
Norfolk................
Oxford..............
Waterloo...............
Perth..................
Huron.................
Bruce .... •.............

Middlesex..............
Kent ..................
Lanbton...............
Essex ........... .....

Total..........
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64
65
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il
98
87

141
110
27
82
69
45
99

138
119
90

101
91
70
86
75

127
116
69
68
80
72

101
149
166
45
45
1

238
77
60
49 i

3231

T

64
58
58
40
10
78
83

133
92
24
74
70
43
95

108
107
84
85
68
67
81
70

109
111
67
67
79
64
84

129
142
33
36
1

207
60
50
40

2871

A. 18.

PART I.--STATIsTICAL SCHeaL ý

SCHO0L.

EAcBERS' SALARIES.-

£ s. d.
389 15 6
281 14 0
369 18 0
218 9 6

32 12 6
479 18 6
428 8 0
621 10 6
490 13 0
127 4 0
402 9 0
370 2 6
166 16 Il
409 14 6
578 17 0
570 7 6
575 18 6
530 2 0
498 6 6
599 2 0
558 19 6
587 Il 0
641 18 6
774 10 6
426 3 0
322 17 6
380 2 0
324 7 6
431 3 6
789 o o
963 7 6
231 1 6
305 18 6
18 4 6

1243 8 6
294 9 0
250 2 6
310 8 6

16995 12 6

1

414 19 8
338 10 0
388 10 9
333 18 1
114 18 6
465 4 5
428 8 0
621 10 6
514 12 6
128 10 6
491 18 0
370 2 6

223 0 0
416 19 1
589 10 6
570 7 6
575 18 6
746 7 3
455 3 6
629 1 3
586 18 7
607 13 6
700 2 2

825 10 0
421 3 0
698 17 0
956 0 0
556 0 0
718 1 2
92 13 4

1424 0 0
294 18 3
440 12 1

00 0 2
1364 5 0
296 4 2
250 2 6
310 8 6

20245 18 4

il

CITIES,
Toronto ... ........ 14 16 497 5 0 789 9 11 .. .. .. 129 3 11
Hamton.............. 7 187 13 0 213 19 8 332 17 7
Kingston............... 13 13 196 2 6 438 0.. .. 50 -0 0

Total .......... 28 ý 36 881 O 6 1441 1 2216

* No Reports received from the Township of March and Village of Richmond.

76 9à3

U2

£ .d.

134 13 0
190 11 9
356 15 10

25 10 0
388 7 1
581 6 8
796 19 6
410 14 2
158 1 11
690 10 10
231 6 1
47 7 6

467 5 5
508 15 2
851 19 6
559 9 0
801 3 8
563 19 1
825 10 4
689 19 .1
.>52 13 2
568 7 4
614 0 5
582 1 il
595 17 2
604 18 0
829 10 3
674 Il 5
939 12 8

1024 19 0
369 1 0
142 16 1

0 0 0
1418 13 3

742 4 0
421 8 8
595 4 5

19832 13 7
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REPorr for 1851.-Table A.

MONEYS.

C

£ s. d.
389 5 4
810 15 8
499 11 7
150 5 6

0 0 0
806 1 6
458 1 5:'-
908 19 o-

1308 15 0
358 15 9
425 16 1
775 19 0
555 12 8

1138 1 10
996 10 3
744 11 4'

1304 18 5
345 3 10
650 18 3

1173 12 0
1196 10 8
1234 8 3

849 2 2
2023 8 8
1230 0 7
709 4 8
988 18 3
486 18 10,
578 10 7

1346 3 7
1259 17 3'

264 14 3
303 12 7

0 0-0--
2328 4 7

523 12 o--
243 18 1
359 2 11

30228 2 6

.

£ s. d.
4 61
6 48

20 19 il
12 2 2
0 0 0

32 9 2
57 15 7
65 18 0
24 13 4

0 0 0
62 2 9
84 17 6
10 14 9
91 11 10

123 3 8
227 0 8
260 7 4
18 12 7
69 18 7

112 11 11
97 17 9

101 12 5
7114 1

188 19 11
114 5 8
336 7 0

67 7 3
236 18 1
218 8 3

68 16 3
151 7 9

18 16 10
22 6 9
0 0 0

111 5 7
86 6 8
58 2 11

121 0 6

3377 4 2

£. d.
1774 15 10
1571 17 4
1469 12 0
1071 il 1

173 1 0
2172 0 8
1953 19 8
3014 17 6
2749 8 0

772 12 2
2072 16 8
1832 7 7
1003 10 il
2563 3 8
2796 17 7
2964 6 6
3276 11 9
2441 9 4
2238 5 11
3339 17 6
3130 5 7
2883 18 5
2831 4 4
4426 9 6
2778 14 2
2663 3 4
2997 5 6
2453 14 8
2621 0 11
4076 5 10
4823 Il 6
1178 il 10
1215 6 o

18 4 6
6465 16 Il
1942 15 10
1223 14 8
1696 4 10

90679 11 0

70 5 8 1486 4 6 1288 18 0 197 6 6 885 14 2 17044 8 11 19416 77
0 00 734 10 3 734 10 4 0 0 0 1277 13 2 2513 0 0 4525 8 5
0 0 0 1384 3 4 1384 3 4 0 0 0 159 00 1750 00 3293 3 4

70 5 8 3604 18 1 3407 11 7 197 6 6 2322 7 4 21307811 ] 2723414,-4

-i

'i

r=

£ s.d.
1699 14 0
1552 il 1
1430 2 1
1067 5 3

169 12 3
2114 0 5
1897 15 4
2871 5 3
2707 13 il
747 15 Il

1990 10 3
1786 11 0

915 9 il
2472. 18 1
2707 13 2
2864 16 8
3235 17 10
2354 6 2
2060 19 6
3327 3 8
3087 19 6
2778 6 7
2769 12 3
4339 12 4
2653 17 1
2368 6 il
2755 8 10
2275 2 3
2353 13 10
3840 6 7
4752 16 7
1020 16 9
1181 10 4

18 4 6
6293 4 7
1884 11 4
1173 9 0
1611 4 6

87132 5 6

Q.

£ s. d.
75 1 10
19 6 3
39 9 il

4 5 10
3 8 9

58 0 3
56 4 4

143 12 3
41 14 1
24 16 3
82 6 5
45 16 7
88 1 0
90 5 7
89 4 5
99 9 10
40 13 11
87 3 2

177 6 5
12 13 10
42 6 1

105 il 10
61 12 1
86 17 2

124 17 1
294 16 5
241 16 8
178 12 5
267 7 1
235 19 3

70 14 11
157 15 1

33 15 8

1M0 0 0172 12 4
58 4 6
50 5 8
85 0 4

13547 5 6

OTHER SCBOOL MONETS.

£ s. d. £ s.
173 17 11
250 0 10 1 236 0
215 7 7
137 18 4 -004 0

37 15 0 )
207 12 7 148 0
218 3 2 230 0
78011 9
585 10 4 362 0
132 4 4
293 10 5
349 17 1 1381 13
156 4 8
433 8 8 709 2 1
506 18 0 0 0
569 11 10 222 5
386 16 8
223 6 3 24 0
262 19 8
716 5 2 621 0
718 8 9
493 1 6
740 16 6 338 17
377 13 0 243 0
320 18 10
468 4 3 202 0
277 8 4
237 15 0 166 0
243 16 11 153 0

1108 1 4 156 0
877 14 0 188 0
164 3 7
210 16 2 0 0

3 0 0
1299 13 3 608 0
178 711 0 0
345 10 3 214 0
209 11 2

14892 1 0 5426 18

d.

0

0

0

0

0

4

1
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

9

GRAND TOTAL.

£ s. d.

5691 11 6

1644 5 5
2527 13 8

6206 12 1

4601 14 10

6090.0 8

3705 15 3
3803 15 7

7419 11 9

2688 15 7

14874 2 6

3910 18 4

8146 15 6-

6608 1 5

2857 9 8
3017 17 10
5340 7 2,
5889 5 6

2790 2 1

8373 10 2
2121 3 9

3689 0 il

110998 10 9
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SCO SHOO
SE CTIONS

TOW S S LANDLTF.CHRS' SALARIES.
' SCHIOOLS.TAcsssLnz.

TOWN MUNICIPALITIES, -. SàA

AND 
M o

,ce.

TOW£S.S.d. £s.d. £ s.d. £s.d.
Belleville ............... 4 54 6 0 31411 9
Brantford'......... 1 2 67 14 6 115 4 6 216 1 10
Brockville.............. 4 4 58 1 0 178 7 3 ...... 1124 6 10
Bytown................ 7 7 96 12 0 300 0 0 166 3 8
Cobourg. . ..... 5 5 65 14 0 110 0 0 204 9 5
Cornwall............... 4 4 33 0 0 102 ù 0 .5510 0
Dundas ................ 1 1 51 7 6 119 16 9 112 14 .
Goderich ............... 2 2 15 0 0 106 8 0
London................ 1 2 116 8 0 481 0 0
Niagara................ 4 4 46 19 0 22919 0
Peterboroughli........... 4 4 35 9 6 48 5 6 176 5 o'
Pictonb................. 5 34 7 0 87 5 0 134 9 9
Port Hope..............3 4 4120 60 9 2 154 0 6
Prescott.............. 4 4 37 13 0 65 0 0 102 7 0
St. Cathorines.......... 6 61 75 7 6 129I11 7 .. .. .. 209 13 1

Total ........... 52 58 829 1 0 2447 19 6. ...... 11656 1 8

TUW.N MUSIcIPÂLITIES7'
Amberstburgh ........... 1 6 30 0 0 278 17 6
Chatham............... 5 5 30 19 6 211 10 6
Guelph ................ 1 3 15 9 6 87 9 0 89100
Perth.................. 2 4 33 4 6 22G 15 6
Simcoe............... 2 2 22 14 6 97 1 9 10 14 9
Woodstock............ 4 4 32 2 0 13818 s5 110 9 7

Total..........119 24 184 10 0 104012 8 2101410

VILLAGE.S.I
Chippewa............. 3 3 21 1 6 110 0 0
Gait................. 1 1 40 2 6 67 9 0 .. .. .. 82 8. 6
Oshawa............... 1 3 195 6 271i115
Paris .................. -2 2 s3117 6 125 16 4 10880
Thorold................ 3 3 24 10 6 85 0 0 .7912 4-

Total.......... 10 12 136 17 6 659 16 9 .. .. .. 270 8 10

SUMMARY.

Total for Counties ...... 32.31 -2871 16995 12 6 20245 18 4 19832 13 7 30228 2 5
for Cities ......... 28 36 881 0 6 1441 10 31.... .. 12121 6

"for Towns.........52 58 829 1 0 2447 19 6 ......... 156 1 8
for Town Municipalt. 19 24 184 10 0 1040 12 8 '...... 210 14 10,
for Villages........ 10 12 136 17 6 659 16 9 ....... 270 8 10'

Grand Total for 1851..... 3340 3001 19027 1 6 25835 17 6 19832 13 7 33577 9 3
Grand Total for 1850... 3407 3059 19016 16 101, 23437 2 9 Not reported. 39043 9 9

I

i
As the total amount available for Educational purposes in 1850, did not include the amouats received

for 1851.-Table A.-(Continued.)

MONEYS.

OTHER SCHOOL MONEYS. GRAND TOTAL.

c> ci

- o- Z .2 ..

d. £ . d .d.

.. .. 368 17 9 368 17 9 .. . 126 18 0 659 10 0 1155 5 9

.. .. 199 0 10 399 0 10 . . .. .. . .. 400 0 0 799 0 10

.. .. 360 15 1 360 15 1 . . . 57 8 6 115 0 0 533 3 7

.. .. 562 15 8 562 15. 8 . ... .. .... 600 0 0 1162 15 8

.... 380 3 5 380) 3 5 ... 83 17 10 1284 0 0 1748 1 3

.. .. 190 10 0 190 10 0 .. .. . ... 100 0 0 290 10 0

.. .. 283 18 10 283 18 10 . .. 4 15 2 100 0 0 398 14 0

... . 121 8 0 121 8 0 . .. 7 10 0 2 82 0 0 410 18 0--
218 3 4 915 11 4 712 1 12 2 193 19 2 41 14 0 100 0 0 1057 5 4
4 0 0 280 18 0 12'20 13 6 60 4 6 60 0 0 110 0 0 440 18 0

.. .. 260 0 0l 260) Il0 0 . . . 49 10 0 308 0 0 617 10 0

.. .. 256 1 9 256 1 9 . .. . 22 2 6 , 440 10 0 718 14 3
56 17*7 312 9 3 236 4 6 764 9 42 9 4 286 0 0 640 18' 7

...... 205 0 0 205 0 0 ... ... i1 5 0 220 0 0 436 5 0
42 l 457 3 4 451 10 7 5 12 9 64 7 6 -250 0 0 7110 10

321 12 1 15254 14 3 4918 131 1 336 1 2|571 17 10 5255 0 0 11081 12 1

.. .. 308 17 6 211 17 6 97 0 0 . . .. . . . 308 17 6
.. ..«4'1 29 3 4 13 6 8 100 13 9 152 0 0 1395 3 9

242 10 0 lio -* *

212 9 0 212 9 0 . 36 16 1 100 0 0 349 5 1

S 260 0 0 260 0 0 93 3 3 160 0 0 513 3 3
S 130 010 130 10 4 15 0 0 175 0 0 320 010
S28110 0 28110 0 15 0 0 110 0 0 396 10 0

....1435 17 6 1325 10 10 110 6 8 1160 13 1 687 0 0 3283 107

S 131 1 6 11 1 6 .23 18 6 158 0 0 313 0 0
19010 0 1900 0 190 18 4 380 18 4

889 299 5 8 267 0 0 32 à 8 5 18 28.... 05 3 10
2 66 1 10.2..1.10. 154 12 10 0 . . 40148
189 210 12189 10 .23100 11 . . 212018

8 915114 101043 6 2 3 5 8 398 18 9 1500 1632 10 7

Table A.

3377 4 2 90679 11 0 87132 5 6 3547 5 6 14892 1 0 54261890 110980 9
70 5 8 3604 17 11 3407 1 5 197 6 6 2322 7 4 21307 8 11 27234 14 2
32112 1 5254 14 3 4918 13 1 336 1 2 571 17 10 5255 0 0 11081 12 1
.. .. . .. 1435 17 6 1312510 10 110 6 8 1160 13 1 687 0 0 3283-104
8 8 9 1075 11 10 1043 6 2 32 5 8 398 18 9 15 0 0 1632 10 7-

3777 10 8 102050 12 6 97827 7 0 4223 5 6 19334 18 0 32834 7 8-15423018 2
6931192 88429 8 82425 5 10 6004 3 1 14189 14 010Notrepo9ed 102619 2 7.

.13 10 1510 1 253514586 11 8. 5161115070
3154 80 19..0..C..... .1780 17 7 . . .

other Educational Istitutions, the actual increase in 1851 is, therefore, 8 9 18,777 7.10d.

-A. 1852.

Incraase . . .. ... .1 - Il .. Il 10 .4 7 2398 14 -9 -1 . - - Il -..IJecrese .............. 67 58 . . .. . 1.. :. 5466 O 6 1
JIZ ý.,A
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PART. U.-S - s.rrcA, ScHoOL

SCHOOL POPULATION AND PUPILS. 21xI

SP.P2S AVFRAGE ATTENDANCE IN

COUNTIES.
Sunimer. Winter.

CITIES. 7

-oo

co.U..TIES..D.

Glengarry........ 91744 52701 2729 185 94 291411730 1184 1748f 1014 7341278 -151 527 557.15
Storniont.........12999 4111 2365 110 44 24751332 1143,13771 72.6 65111262 677 585.521
Dundas........1... 13811 43911 28521 18 51 :050 1691 13591681 8961 785 1568 920 6481554..6
Prescott ......... 10176 2918 - .1595 122 44 1717907f 810 878 489 389 892 5091 383 401.10
Russell.......... 3034j 4 1 2921 20 .. 31 152 160 172 84 88 169 89 80 -72.15
Carleton*........ 23635 6S8S8 3804 133 45 39422104]1838.1834 951 883 189510601 835 294.18
Grenville ......... 185511 57421 4915 264 38, 4279:225 6 2023 19451 987 958 1910 1052 858 11..2O
Leeds ........... 27144 82661 6060 486 911 65463516 3010 2801 1425 1376.2787'15491238 696.20
Lanark........... 25381 6260 4154 254 65. 448 2486 1922 2094 1156 938.200511216 879 962..2
Renfrew.......... 9415 1790 1125 29 221 1154f 620j 534f 659 349 310 6181 349 269-223 -
Frontenac ........ 19150 5418 3582 196 103' 37782047:1731 1856 961 89511777-1022 755 651.19
Addington....... . 15165 4599 29831 321 63 330417971507 1696 880 81611579 892 687 ,524
Lennox........... 795 2213 1513 193 35 1706 931 775 920 463 457 1072 552 520 307.*.8
Prince Edward .... 17318 5143 3972 579 126 4551 2494 2057 2230 1114'111612540 14331087 810
Hastings.......... 27408 7328 4701 398 73 5099 278512314 28114731344-2532 1457 1075 869.28
Northumberland ... 27580 7834 463 406 97 5041 2681'2300 2520 1297 122352307,1345 962 786.12
Durham.......... 2825G 7944 5243 445 151 5688 3333 2355 249411394 1100 2G56,1621 10351 901..9
Peterboro'........ 24703 78701 4317 274 27 4591 2490 1201 2147 1116 1031 2098 1156 942,1689 -
York-N. Riding . . 23605 65311 3326f 360 77 3686 20491637 1566 849 717 1736 992 744' 535..6

" S. " 27607 7877 45251 333 125 485812790 2068 2408,1357 f1051 15971538 1059 571.16
" E. " 25922 72511 44781 309 159 47872681 2106,244111332 1109,2697 1644 1053 731.20

W. " 24816 7442 3747f 365 122 4112!2432 1680 2302.1312 990-2638 1638 1000 1702..4
Sincoe........... 31126. 9036 5053 346 106 539913000 2399;2720'1504 1216 2733 1592 114111945..4
Halton ............ 38151' 10504| 6365 57: 166 693813965 2973 3498'1934 1564 3912 2343 1569 11034
Wentworth... 23023 5542 3519 273 82 3792 2080 1712.1887 953 9.34 1817 1050 767 .617.29
Lincoln ........... 16160 44841 3135 378 130 351-311970 1543 1643 822 821 1866 1088 7781 516.21
Welland........ . 17857 5060!l 3653 393 45; 40462284 1762 1893 1004 889 2109 1254 855 643.14
Haldimand........ 18788 4713 3133, 206 74' 3339,1888 1451 1723 899 824 183611085 751 477..8
Norforlk......... 19828 5721 3973 453 112' 44262366 2060 1943 965 978 2127 1239 888t 610.17
Oxford............ 37631 10198 6702 619 148 732114064 3257 3543 1834 1709 3456 1997 1459: 1050..18

Waterloo ......... '56230 13629 8091 482 148 S573 4817 3756 3416 1899 1517 4131 2438 16931 1039..16
Perth ............ 15545 29009 1741 68 9 1809 1017 792 955 545 410f 992 578 414 296..2
Buron............ 17879 4065 2127 j197 44 2224 1212 1012 1117 631 486 972 540 432 326.25
Bruce............ 28:37 135 661 .. .. 66 31 35 22 12110 24 10 14 6 -
Middlesex ........ 56450 15809 10873 1136 164 12009 6570,54395684 3033 2651 5974 3343 2631 173.27
Kent ............ 15399 4350 2837 269 52 3106,1587 151911436 709 727 1399 779 620 487..7
Lambton......... 10811 353.3 2036 199 10| 2235 1096 113911200 586 614 1009 550 459 1365..6
Essex1.............14937f 3816 2083 168 871 2251 1195 1056 1172 586 586,1329 708 62f 3179.25

Total.......... 822044 2o52 141400 fsso 3025 153045 68579,74438 39541 3489776389 4407632313 23L21

Total____.... ___f-15 66I37r483

CITIES.
Toronto .......... 30763 7773 3059 37 .. 3096 1668 1428 1428 758 670 1323 715 608 167
Hamilton......... 14199 2755 985 32 61 1017 682 335 456 314 142 429 308 121f 65..8
Kingston......... 115851 3313 1184 21 398 1205 646 5591697 351 3461 624 354 270 156

Total ..... 56547 1384115228 90 459 5318I2996 2322 258111423 11582376 13771 999 338 8

*No Reports from the Township of March and Village of Richmond.
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REPORT for 1851.-Tib1e ]B.

OPEN PUPILS IN THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF INSTRUCTION.

READErS. ARIMTTc OT HER BRANCHES.

0 7z L.) ; -

8.-25 611 55q 621 599 212! 429 10 35. 31 2 3 97116 .. ..1..

8.10 459 448 506 449 191 325 273 284 321249 39 918 22 101 6 5 34 10 7 8

9.11 593 602 648 525 1791 490 318 289 346 363 89,1204; 31 16 19 12 55 12, .. 7
10.2 345 300 362 327 1711 349f 212; 239 239 177 32 8241 29 1Il 14 13 20 90 25 6
7.20 78 59 74 48 22 58.32 30 5353 3 5142f.. 1.. .. .. 40 ..1..
10.7 657 761 844 726 2981 566 391 382 .3241 236 44,15061 18 4 5 11 10 76 2
8.22 755 751 916 881 330! 692 525 4781 442 420 91 1700, 49 16 15 7 7 .. 10
9..4 1216 1302 16011.322 396 1243 770 7211 708 670 100 2654 43 24 29 16 24 10 1 9
11.2 720 821 1033 991 426 772 521 5751 611 525 234 1793 47 32 17 29 17 204 .. 6
9.11 212 2811 290 221 116 197 144 126: 169 138 14 529 16 13 12 5 5 217 .. 22
9.20 646, 738 830 632 2931 556, 392 3.33' 390 354 115 1326 54 16 16 14 27 1011 3 2
8.12 482 599 711 622 358' 509 380 438 500 516 15S1319 101 24 59 33 84 .
7..5 281 319 393 310 1711 333 236 237 3.33 304 ,2 20 22 3 19 15 52 12 . 3
8.17 592 779f 908 1046 4.33 815 651 629 817 1189 201 2175 81 26 47 20 133 40 1 24
7.20 837 979 1121 979 293; 988 6.35 515 738 7S7 14"31814 851 9 22 13 81 562 50 18
8.12 9941048 1033 851 358 917 528 410 544 614 11512186 55 28 Il 10 46 272 1 29
9.20' 893 880 1298 940 418 921 638 60! 482 675 8:32340 30 13 41 21 64 145 12
8..6 883 1083"1 181 757 204 702 452 285 220 163 2711617 18 17 2 5 .. l...
8..6 765 802 992 631 214' 776| 45 306 416 521 55 1777 16 12 7 9 52 216 . 27
9.22 861 1018 1123 780 446 6909 , 623 600 806 1282 187 2139 112 87 42 22 87 182 2 21

9.17' 752 87411024 744 458 8.331 5721 600 619 840 2232168 35 10 23 11 41 182 .. 38
10. 20! 719 975 1179 694 313; 707 543 621 603 691 50 1880 52 43 31 19 22 8 46 16
S. .61016;1115 1162 941 345 900 622: 491 375 436 1542048 26 26 18 10 55 30 10
9.20 1000 1188 1504 1472 851 1235 919 1052 1107 1253 301 3421 146f 40 40 21 97 109 30 56
9.16 635 707 867 741, 288 647 500 497 629 734 76 1711 781 22 21 6 51 158 122
8..3 649 667 746 838 357 727 474 398 619 738 98 1717 87 12 39 14 66 20 54 78
8.13 651 804 1002 858 454 845 635 630 888 1400 225 1904 66 23 64 22 73 379 20 134
7.21 652j 769 766 544 230 684 417 269 424 514 114 1286 .10 7 3 4 32 15 21
7.20 746 836 907 769 412 '714 535 345 428 710 91 1607 37 20 48 9 47 79 . 10
S. .1,140 1396;1658 1710 4711|1283 860 692: 909 1.397 903206 115! 40 40 10 138 124 45 42
8.15 1749 1S90,2026¡1250 348 1751 862 635 979 1059 191 3095 78 23. 24 20 59 1036 1 3
9 421 360f 428' 323 126 327' 173 122. 149 168 93 698 7 151 13 61 16 111 ..
9.27 514 461 527 234 41 392 210 159 203 169 60 817 7 3.. 31 10 .. 3
6 2! 20 10 16 6 12 3 6 16 ..140.......... ..
8.11 1743 1952 24192349 1281 21061664 1380 1809 2841 694 5139 182 95 156 98 355 1098 230 96
7.25 512 608 647 550 2861499 345 271 348 227 69 1286 11 4 1 7 135 69

7.21 364 443 531f 456 196 355 228 1511186 142 19 901 1.3 2 2 2 5 ..... 20
8.14| 481 456' 469 357 1671 401 235 144 212 206141 686 13311 . 137 8 22

8.28 1932 !9,50 '4357 28493 1"1 16351 19333 23os894476 63501 1839 7599151612 187525 538 932
_______G0__357_849_121-3126959! 1 'S 8975195 188582

10.15 3S2 1 339 325 251 149 317 172 182 536 623 162 700 4813S 33 28 105 435 2811
9..8 1631 215 272 189 139t 292 182 199 272 330 86 594 .39: 35 10 61 30. 39
12 216208 229 208 105 239 149 110 192 126 88 431 24 23

848 503 49111000 1079 336 1725 111 96 50 40 166 465 28 100
- -ý261- -- -
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Appendix- (J. J.)

PART IL-STATISTICAL SCUoOL REPORT,

SCHOOL POPULATION AND PUPILS. ME

rcPILS. AVERAGE ATTENDANCE IN
TOWNS.....

Sumumer. Winter.

VILLAGES.

a 0 Z O.I

0 0

T 0Il-%S. rM. . D.~ _

Belleville........ 4569 1175 716, 56.. 772 457 315 250 151 99 267 171 96 46.20
Brintford.........3877 11-7 703 26 26 729 468 261 356 227 129 330 206 124 23
Brockville....... 32461 1246 393 18 901 411 263 1481 353 223 130 334 212 122 48
Bytown ......... 7760 879 1149 16 51 1165 717 448 418 295 123 439 264 155 81
Cobourg ......... 3871 895 3521 7 40 359 243 116 235' 175 60 234: 163 71 58
Cornwall........ 1692 476 1961 51 21 201 119 82 127 77 50 1171 78 39148
Dunda.q.......... 3517 852 408 10 35 418 226 192 '00 173 127 278. 150 128i 12
Goderich........ 1329 349 244.. .. 244 140 104 15*3 80 73 147| 74 73 24
London..........'7124 1789 1143 14 .. 1157 703 454f 588 335 253 479 251 228 24
Niagara.........3.3340 832 720 .. .. 720 459 2611 287 147 140 292 152 140 41..6
Peterborough .... 2191 513 324 .. 15 324 198 126 216 140 76 190 114 76 46
Picton........... 1569 423 346 23 20 369 187 S182 251 122 129 224, 118 106 53
Port Hope.......'247 C 659 24.13 2f 131 245 179 66i 148 112 36 151 116 35 47
Prescott......... 2156, 550 265 16 .30 2811 181 1001 200 134 66 179 115 64 48
St. Catherinles .... 4368 1136 446 18 24 464. 285 179j 296 175 121 285 175 110' 66..6

Total ..... 530851,2881 7648 211 3651785914825 30344178 2566 161213926 2359.15671 666..2
TOWN MUNICIP'ALITE '

.Amherstburgh.... 1880 500 43 .. .. 343 183 160 200 154 136 290 154 136 72
Chatham........ 270 586 609 Il .. 620 296 324 287 127 160 291 142 149 53.14
Guelph.......... 18601 481 29 6 14 296 158 138 175 17 78 169 94 75 33
Perth ........... 1916 431 390 12 .. 4021 204 198 287 147 140 289 150 139 48
Simcoe.......... 1452 446 166 7 8 173 96 77 11 66 50 113 68 45 23
Woodstock......2112 507 471 36 18 507 259 248 233 128 105 242 138 104 48

Total ..... 11290 2951 2269 72 40 234111196 114511388 719 669 1394 746 648 277.14
VILLAGES.

Chippewa ........ 1193 275 365 19 .. 384 2001184 81 47 14 113 72 41 27.20
Galt............ 224S 531 258 2 12 260 141! 119 148 80 68 141 85 561 12
Oshawa ......... 1142 356 373 12 .. 385 210 175 228 78 150 315 160 155 34.15
Paris ........... 189)0 4.56 1-157 28 25 285 1801 1015 )0 7 113 94 196 112 841 21 -
Thorold.......... 10911 264! 361 16 21 377 2251 1521 141 80 61 131 73 58 33

Total ..... 7564 1SS 21 1614 77 58 1691 0561735 805 398 407 896 502 394 128..5

SUoMMARY.-

Total for Counties. 822044 2r7052 141400 116 8 3025 15301 194466 &S57917443839541 34897 763S9 44076 3231 24504.27
l for Coties.. -06547 13841 5228 90 4591 53189 232225811423 1158123761377 999 388..8

" for Towns .. 53085 12881 7648 211 365 7859 4825 3034 4178 25661161213926!2359 1567 666."2-
" for Town Mu-

nicipalities. 11290 2951 2269 72 401 2341 1196 1145 1388 719 66911394 746 648 277.14-
for Villages .

7564 1882 1614 77 48 1691 956 735 805 398 4071 896 502 394 128..5

Grand totalfor18511950551 258607 168159121303947 170254 9149j 75St5 S3390 44647 38743;84981 49060 35921 25964.26
" for 1850 813485 25925 151891 N. R. 4777 151891 85718 6617376824 41'64 3504061469 4b30S33161 27131..7

Increase ........ 37086 .. 16268 .. .. 118363 872119642-6566 2863,3703 3512 752 2760!
Decrease........ .. 651 .. .. 8

3
0 .

2-
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for 1851.Table B.-(Continued.)

o PUPILS IN THE DIFERENT BRANCHES OF INSTRUCTION'.

RADERS. ARITMETIC. OT HEI RBRANCHES.

i~ ~ ~ ~ f,3~.-.--

11. 1 223 18 1651 1361 401 1901 1161 891 2S3 364 19 53- 30 .. 61 6 .39 301 .
11.15 114 172 205 110 128 215' 109 94 293 334 103, 520' 31 27 22 .. 109 .. .. 89
12 64 103 111 75 33 117 54 761 1:36 95 54 259 30 14 .. 3 75 155 8
11.4 213 168 253' 226 77 *313 122 130 217 192 31 518 11 5 10, .. 11 .. .. 3
u.18 48 791 70 60 45 102, 77 47 72 1IS 29 239' 9 3 .. 2 36.. .
12 35 26 39 4045 35 32 34'55 53 16 102 8' . .
12 61 65 41 50 60 4() 18 102 1011 200 40 150 16 15 .. 12 50 .. 35.
12 S30 40 60 10 0 54 54 551 4 t ,2 61 1 52 116 6 .. 2 - Il6 .34 | .. ..
12 31 329 160152 204 60S 171 64 5M7117 33 S46 10 71 7 6
10.91 1w0 84 90'781 60 134 63 46 13 1314 8 229 13 1 . . 6 47 61 39 40
11-1¶ 60 66 5039 37 55 .55 48'461 44 21 152 6 6161 .. 1 .. .
10-18 6 6  73 75 31 26 63 34' 57 65 60 28 160 13 4 2 1.. 3. 4
11- 48.54 72 29126153> 2527 33 31 12121 65.. 7j5..........
12 49447418116431491564751 1130 1035 9 2......
11.1 87 78 91 73 55 78 76 65 70 71 20 4.44 . 42

10 .11579 1556 1,240 94)6 '212,1) 10-56 9-15 2135 9i5521 4280 203 791361 59 435 572 82 208

12 17361 61 57 35164 42 50 95 108 51 183 4 3.. 3 30..!..
10-20 122 84 114 95 32 81 51 46 65 107 68 194 10 2 .. 9 19 121.
l 33 52 631 431 22 84 41 16 86 57 31 127 3 2 .. 2 .. .. - 8
12 102 59 811 671 70 83 63! 27 97|76 3 1621 9 3 1 3 S....
111 17354629117 44 36 13.4.3143 4 95 41.. .. .. 23.. 170
12 87 112 112 119 67 330 95 135' 186 307 68 360 14 40 35112 67476 318 50

Il 16 434 403 477 410 243 686 328 287 572> 698 2251121 44 50 36 29 147 597 327 126

-..6 97 91 86 80 30 129 85 58 112 27 17 239 4 6 5 .. .7 18 2 2
12 2532 42 25 15 50 .30 30 60 40 12 70 44 6 61526012
11.15 41 53 48 58 34 73 72 40 104124 22150.. 9 3.... ....
10-13 44 45 81 96 8 73 54 59l 931 981 211 165 37 151 8 14 24 140 9 65
11 49 51176 8074 86 54 55 66145 29191 5 ...... 18.... 50

54.6 256 -72 333 339 161 411 295 242 435 434 101 815 50 34 22 20 64 418 23 127

Table B.

8.22 26sse 29650 31357 28463 12153 26959 1819316351 '19333 23059 4476 63570 1839 759 915 612 18785825 5381 932
10- I 761 762 826 648 393! 848 503 491 1000 1079 336 1725 l 96 50 40 1661 465 281 100
11.20 1510,1579.155611240, 906:2130 1056 975 2135 2955 521 4280 203m 70 136 59 435 572 821 208

11.16 434 403 477 410 243' 686 328 287 572 698 225 1121 44 50 36 29 147 597 3271 126
11.1 56 272 3 339 161 411 295 242 1 435 434 101 815 50 34 22 201 64 418 231 127

1- 1 1 11 - 1 -121 - - Il 1
10.20 297ss 32666 3751 31120 1356 31034120375118346 2347528255 5659111511 2247 1018 1159 8 7877 988

93 4 2 1 5 6 3 2659 7 7 8 9 8 60 6 90 5 7 7 6 1 4 9 3
9 34o1 757 1802374136S5931154 1132 1 971!28015786367767 888:904 618 1255î1 574b 1116 10-28

I17 5237 5129 5744 3246 588 6071 1835 2021 37346671 581 8244 1480 130 255 242 139..... . · . •.... .. .... .... . .. .. 265
188 ..

16 Victoriæ.



Appeidlix (J. J.)

PART II.-STAT1ST1CAL SCEQOL

TEIT

COUNTIES | EE.. EI GR01MAr.S. GEOGRI-

CITIES.

Glcngarry 27I 62 4l.... 10 24 3
Storniont...... 2111 52 | 4.. 20 33.... 1 .... 10 26 10 2 5 3 38 3
Dundas ........ 261 56 3 313921....1....... 2 18 2 .... .... 39 1
Prescott...... 24! 34 1[ 1 25 7.... 1 ..... 31......... .... 1 22....
Russell....... 7 10 ........... 2 11.... 1.. .. 4 .... 1 .... 2 3....
Carleton" ..... G0o71 231.... 2.-50. 6 1 43 21 7 723 5
Grenville.......54176 5..1 .35 54 ..... 2. 5 29 21 3.... 4 48 ....
Leeds ........ 6100 ci 3...... r9 .3 ...... 2.... 14 17 6 2 .... 3 71 3
Lanark ........ 71 87 4 1 61 3Q 8 15 3 7 G7 1 1 2 3 57....
Renfrew ....... 14 "2 0 . 14 3.... 6 .... 1 10 1..............12....
Frontenac .... 536 0 .... 1 25 39 420 22 1 3277
.ddington 4' 65 ..... 12 .... 1 4 346 1 1 45 9

Lennox ........ 28[ 42 ........ 0 6........ .... 1 5 30 2!.......1813
rince Edward. 25 2 .... 5-4 2G ... .... 10. 4 78 1. 1

Hastings ..... . .. 63!108 o 1 91 8 1 3 15 1753 1 1 0 7
Northumberland 410 .7.... 9 4 1 ... 17 24 48 4 1 10 45 26
Durham........58,157 10 1 :1 29 ......... 3 12 21 1511 5 1 40 5
Peterborough .. 58 !1'4 12 1 61 17.... 2.. 5 0613 10 .... 2 29 3
York-N.Ridin 401 64 ... 18 ........ 18 20 2 1 1 2 40 ....

I - 121114o 240.....
" S. Riding 42, 67.....|.... 65 5 ............ 16 43 8..... 5 50 1
" E. Riding 57 72 4 .... 28 30 ........ 1 6 37 14 .... 15 .... 67 i1
"W. Riding 60,66 1.... 4117.... 2 9 10 48 .... 3. 533 15

Simcoe........ 76|106 13...., 68 30 1 2 5 16 43 7 5 2 7 35 1
Halton........8102 2 2 84 6 .... 8 7 13 68 16 2 1 8 68 8
Wentworth.... -4'|6,3 1 1 54 1 2.. 7 428 31 .... ..... 1 46 14
Lincoln.......837 157 Il 4 .32..... 02 150... 2 .... 57 2
Welland.......03371 1 6 58..-. 9.... 12 7 10 48.: 6 2 56 9
Haldimand .... 41155 61.... 44 7 8 2 81913 5 2 3 34 3
Norfolk....... 26181 ... .... 69 116........10 1 62 1 ......... 63 8-
Oxford.........501119 1.... 111 6 11 2-1 1434 57 4 1 37522
Waterloo.... 99120 6 lo 02 10 7 4 8 17616 9 41 il 50 7
Perth ........ 20 30 .... 3 25 2I.... 2 5 3 13 .... 1 1 5 9....
Huron.........28 32 1 .... 23 3 1.... 5!.... 19.... 6.... 3 8 2:
Bruce .......... 1 .... ....I 1.... .............. 1........ .... .......
Middlesex ..... :961194 4 .... 153 16 19 6 14 14 112 47 1 5 4 13533-
Kent .......... 13155 1 .... 41 1 1 ........ 738 6 1 .... .... 42 2,
Lambton...... 301 45 .... 4 31 10........ 4 7 17 71 1 4 2 16....
Essex ......... 1329 1 4 15 3 Il.... 11 4 6 5I 3 7 311 2

Total 16521 2504 127 43 1827 597 116 90 141 280 1040 799 92 67 108 1582 228

CITIES.
Toronto....... 11 16........ 6 ........ .... 10 .... 16..... ........ 6 10....
Hamilton ..... 5 7 ......... 5 11.... 1 4.... 7 .............. 17 ....
Xingstoni.. 13 13.... 13 13.... ......... 13 13 13 13.... 13 13..

Total....... 27 3613.... 2414.... 1 14 13 36 13 13.. . 2030.

* No Reports from the Township of March and Village of Richmond.
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REPORT for 185 1.-Table C.

D 0O]ES. 
MODES OF

B 00 KS.INSTRLUCTIO.

SPELLING HISTO- Doo':NsU- ALGE- GEoME-
PEIES.~ O<OK. HIFS. kepng BOOKS.G- EME l

PrES. BOOKS. IES. keeping RATIONS BRAS. TRIES. O o

........... 3 5

1 1 1 1:il 1 1 1 1..4.. 52 6 ...1
....... .•.'". .1 4 ... 2 5 I - ...... 1...... 4 55 .... 1

... ... .•.•.. 8 51 4 01 3 1 ... 3 1 1 2 ... ..• ... 3 1 35 .... 4
.. . · · · ·· · · 1.. . . ... ... ... ... ... 2 9 .... 2

. ..2 4. ... . .1 i: ... .. .. .. : ... 1 22 3 48
... 1 .. 5! 1 9 10 7 2 3 4 4 2 1 . . 1 .... 63 .... 13

1 1 . 3 1 4 4 5 21 4 ... ... ... 3 118 1 9
3 .·· 8 3 i 21 6 13 1 4 61 5 41 1. 1 1 21 1 84.... 15

1î 36... i 26 1 3 1 1 1 21...1... ... 1.... .2 16 .... 6
1. 1 . .. 1 3  5  9 2 5 6 5 5 8 2 ... ... 17 2 61 1 6

1 4.. 11 7 13 6 3 1 ... 9 2 5' 2 1... ... 1 1 24.... 40
19 3 2! 3 8 1.. . 7 1 3 4 3. ... 1 .. 29 .... 13

.... ...1. ..-- 1 5 UIl2012 11 1 1 16 4 4 14 2•..... 173::4 1 5
..... .1 24 271'2 8 101 61.... 2 3 81 1 23

. 1 7 . 1 6 20 '9 4 3 6 14.. . 5 81100 4 29
1 4 1 9 5 8 1 7, 1 12 3 3 12, ...... 4 1 59 4 25

3. 94 6 1 î 4 1 1[ i 1 . ... ... ... . .. . 7 7 1 1
---- - ... •..'. 3 4 6 5.. 1 1 Il 4 2 .· 2 .•. '65 .... 2

101415 91 11 7... 12 6 3 114 2... 1 42....18
--- 1 .-- ¿ 8j 13 10,6 2 1 4 4 3 1 8 6.......21.... 66....11

1. . . . 1218 11 3 8 4 8 3 4 3 1 3. 2.... 62.... 6
. 81 14 5 7 58 52 26 2 1... 2 5 81 .... 22.

n- 3 721 24110 12 10| 2 1212 8 13 518. 4 1 84.... 21

S . • 6 8 12 10 7 5 3 l171 113 105 2. 5.... 44....20

S ~ . 3 17 8 2 1 41 2 8 ... 3 8 2 ....... 4 116
3 7 24 9 64 7 3 2 17 3 4 il SH::1 .. 11 . ....16... 3 .. S. 9 2 6 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 2i..., ... 2 .: : ... 3. ., 16

S1 1 216 10 2 3 1 5 5 ... 13 3 1... 2 2 60.... 17
1 41.32 5 7141 216110 5 2...20 4 1 182 3 ... 4 8 88....31

16 5 m.. i712 14113 6 5 11 1 9 5 41 8 18 2 1 20 6 19.... 49
1 ]~ 1 ....... 4 3 1 21 1 1...-. 1 .... 7

12 4 3 I 1

î. ........................ 28.... ...
. ... 16 23 .. 17 14241 8 3521 5... 3S1 1481. 2

.... ... 3 3 1 1 1 i 1.. 1. 1 ... ... . 1 .. .35. .

. 2 .. i 1i 1 1 .. 4 28....

16791 12 150 6 440353168 179 112 65 260, 1141 86 221 126 35 21124 78 2165 231575

.16... 16.... . - 2 4,... 3 ...

13117 16 16 ...

13 ...

14 18

16 . . . . . .1... . . . 1 • .. 1

19 . 4 1 .. .. .. 1 ... 16 .... 20

16 Victoriæ.
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Appendix (J. J.) A. 1852.

PART I.-STATISTICAL SCHOOL REPORT

TOWNS, TEXT

TOWN

NICIPALI- REAnERs. ARITrarETICS. GRtA rARS. GEOGRA.

TIES

AND zpl; 'icri

VILLA GS.

Belleville....... 3 4... . ... 4 .... .. .... 3.... .... ....
Brantford..... 1 2..........2... .. ........ .... .... ..
Brockville..... 3.........4.................41 3.................4....
Bytown ........ 3 5 .... i 5.........1... 1 4 1 ......... 1 1 2-
Cobourg ....... 4 5 .... ..... 4 ............ 3 1 1 1 .... 2 1 41....
Cornwall ....... 4 3 1 .... 3 1 ............ ...... *......1........ 3....
Dundas ....... 1 1 .... 1 1 -............. 1 .... 1....................
Goderich ...... 2 ......... 2.... ...... .... ............ 1 ......London ....... .... 1 2 .... .... 2 .... .... .... .... .... 2 .... .... .... .... . ..
Niagara....... 4 4..... .... 4................. .... 3 1 ........ 1 3 .
Peterborough 4 4.......... ................ 1 4 ................ 4 ....
Picton ........ 4 4............ 2 1 1 .... 2 ........ ..... 4:....
Port Hope. . ........33i............14............. 3
Prescott .....e 3! 4.... .... 4 41.... .... ......... 4 4....... .... 4....
St. Catherines 5 51.... 4 1 ......... 4. 4 3....6......

Total.... 41 52 2 2.45 Il 1 1 14111 31 12 4 3 7 44 1.
TOWN MUNICIPALT.
Axnberstburgh . 5 6........ 6.... .. 6
Chatham ....... 2 5..... ... 4 ... . . ... 2 11.... 4 ........ .... 4 ....
Guelph........ 3 3 ......... 3. ........ .... .. 3....
Perth ........ D 4.......4... .... 4 ...... ... .... 4....
Simcoe........ ..01 .... -: 1 2.2.... ............. 1 1
Woodstock .... ....... 4 ...... .4.... .... .. ....

Total .... 19- 24......... 23 8.......5, 7 17  9 ............ 1 22 11
VILLAGES.

Chippewa ..... 2 1......... 1 .... .... .... 1 1 1 ................. 1....
Galt .......... 1 1 ........ 1............ 1 1 .................. · .1....
Oshawa ....... 2 ...... 3 21....1....... 1 ........ 2 .... 2 .... 3
Paris ...... * 2 2 .... 1..... 2 ........ .... 1 2 .... 2 .... ........ .... 2 ....
Thorold ........ 2 2..... ..... 2!............... .... 1 2 .. .. 111....1

Total .... 9 6 .... 3 95.............5 2 4 4 .... 1 2 1 8....

SUMMARY.--

Total, Counties . 1652 2504 127 43 18271 597 116 901 141 280 1040 709 92 67 108 1582 228'
" Cities.... 27 36 13.... 24 14.... 1. 14 13 36 13 13.... 20 30....

Towns... 41 -52 2 2' 45 1 1 1 1 14 1 31 12 4 31 7 44
Town Mu-1
nicipalities 191 241.... .... 23 s.... ..... 5 7 17 9........ .... 22 1

" Villages.. 9 6 .... 3 9 .... 5 21 4 4 .... 2 1 8....

Totalfor 1851.. 17481 2622 142 48 1928 630 117 4921 31311281837 109 72 1366 230
" for 1850.. 20671 2593 45! 127 1525 1077J 206 2281 298i 332 10301 891 1711 58 20311408 311

Increase .......... 29.........403........ ............. 98.........14 .... 278
Decrease.. 319 .... 309 9 .... 447 89 136 119 19.... 54 62.... 67.... 81
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for 1851.-Table C.-(Continued.)

Bq0 0 K S. MODES OFi INSTRUCTION.
SPFLLING HISTO- BOOK 3ENSU- ALGE- GFONIE-

P1IFS. BOOKS. RIES. kep RATIONS BRAS. TRIFS. OTE-iR BOOKS.

2-

... . ... .. . .. .. 2 4 ... . . . . . 3 ... ... ... ... ... 1 ... 1 ... 3S2 . 2 4 ... ... ... 2 ........ ....
.2 .... ... ........ .... 4... ... ... .... ... 4 4 1 3 ... ... ......... .. . 7.... .

.. 2 1. 1. 4... ... ...... 1... ... ... 2.... 2 .... 3
. . 1. 2 ... ... ... ... 2. ......... 1.. 1 ....... 2... . ..... . ..... . 7. .... 2

. .......... ... .. 1 ..... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... .... ...
.... ... ..... . ... .22... ... 2... ... ......... 1.....2.... ... .

................. 1 1 1 .. .......... 2...... ......... 3...1.............4
. 2...41.2 . .. . ................. 4....

...... 1 ..... .. .... 2 2 .... |....42... ... 4... ... 1........4....
........ ... ........ 2 1 .. .......... 2... 1....... ... ... .. 3..............2

... ... 41... 3 ... 4 .4 ... .1...4 ....... ... ... ...............
1 ... 4 ... 1 ... ... ... 4 1 1............. ... 3

*2 .5 1 1 9 3 .36 2-2| 13 '221 3 4 23 13| 151 7 ... 2 ... 16 .... 28 .... 28

............ 6 6 .... 6........... 6... ... .................. .... .... ... . ... ... ... ... ................... ...... 3 .......... 43 ... ... ... ...... 4 i... ... ... ... ... .... . 3
... . .. ... ... 1 2 .. 1 · . 1 1 5 1 ...... . 1. .... 2.... 2

. i ... i · ·... ... ... .6 .... · · ... ... ...... 2
.. ............... 4 .... 4 ....... 4....414... ... 2... 4

... 1 4 ... .... ... 20 1.5 4 15 4 ... 51 7 8 .5 ... ... ... 61 1 13 11 i

... ....... 1 2 . ... i i . ..... i. ... ... ... ... ... 1... ... .... ... 1 1 ... i ...... 3i... 11.: ... ... ........
.... ... ... .... ... 2 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . ... .... .3
... ... ... .... ..... 2 2 ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 ..... .... .. 2 . ..................... 2.

1 5 1 4 3 2 7 1 1 1 ... .........

Table C.

16 79 122 24 150 164440 3531168 1791112 65260 114 86 221 126 35 2124 78 2165 23 57514....... 1 35! 17 16116... 14 18 19... 1...... .... 1. 16.... 20i 5 111 9 3 361 22 13 22 3 4 23 13 1571... 2... 16 .... 28 ... 28

.... 1 4..........20 15 4 15 4... 57 8 5 ... ... 6 1 13....112...............19 5 1 3 1 4 3 2 71 1 1 . . . .... 7 ..

20 99 127 25 159 169i537 4121202 2361221 85!313 154110 235126 37 2152 792329 2363935130 21 42 297 1025î4 390 227231123 75179 124119 84 3 26 1 160 5052783 257NB.

.... .... 67 ... 22 ... 51... 10 134 30 ... 151 123 11 1
1551 9417138...37... 45 ... 1.... ... 9....9.... ... ... ... 8426523
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Appendix (J. J.)

PART I.-STATISTICAL SCROOL

TE ACH.

SSE. TRAINED AT RELIGIOUS

COUNTIES TUE

NORMAL SCnOOL.

CITIES.

COUNTIES.
Glengarry .......... 61 58 3 2 2 9 104 34! 1
Storiont...........60 3 25 1 1 1 .... ............
Dundas ............ 6.l443 21 5 4 1 4 24 7 14 14 2 .... 2.
Prescott............-4222 201 2 1 1 4 9 S 10113 1 1...........
Russell............10 6 4 ......... ... 1 4 .... 2 . .
Carleton-*........... 74 65 9 3 3 12 26 24 14 8.. 1....

Grenville........... 88 54|.34 1 1.... 8 21 O1 34 2 2 .... ........
Leeds ............. 160117 43| 3 2 12' 47 13 19 62 8 ......... 1....
Lanark ............. 92 84 S l 2 21.... 1230 83812 3 1...........
Renfrew............ 24 '24 .... 1 1 1 .... 5 7 6 7 2.... Il............

Frontenac........... 83' 58 2.51........ . 6i 27 17 16 20. 1....

Addingtou...........70 52 18 2 2.... 18 20 14 10 2............. 1
Leunox ............. 53 37 16 2 2.... 7! 15 7 7 24. ...........
Prince Edward. .110 î 73 4  0 .. 131 22 10 10 50 4 1 1 9 2
llastings ........... 119 83 36 9 9 .. 21 26 13 53 1 2 1 2....

Northumberland ..... 128 81 471 10 10 .. 22 19 12 . 9 66 5 4 ... 6
Durham............85 73121 6 6 12 -23 5 22 21 1 4 ......... 1

Peterboro'.......... 86 82 4' 2 2....-.... 19 18 20 16 5 1 . 1

York-Northlidioe.. 66 03 3 4 4.... .... 2i 6 17 7 1 6 ....
" South .. 64 62 2 14 13 1 4 8 2 31 15 1 2... r....
" East 1 .. 94 79 151 7 7... 7 18 3 34 20 8 6 1 1....
" West " -.. 72 70 2 9 9 .... 13,25 5 301 11 .... 1 .... ........

Simcoe ............ 106 97 9î 8 8 il 36 14 27 13 .... 1. 4

Halton. ............ 110 101 9 9 9 22 37 54019 .
Wentworth ........ 70 52 18 4 3 1 18 il 4 20 205 6 11.... ........
Lincoln .......... 581 34 10 5 5 3 i18 9 14 33 8..........
Welland ........... 100 70130 19 12 7 18 20 1 21 34 15 ' 4 1 2....

Haldinand..........72 581 141 2 2 .... ! 823 121 15 4 1!..........
Norfolk............. 111 64|47|10 8 2 10 22 211 37 351 2..........1
Oxiord ............. 155 1171 38! 20 13 7 S 22 7 39 44 16 17 8 ....
Waterloo...........135 130 5| 7 7 .... 9 18 2050 20 5 1 4 1 1

Perth.............. 33 209 4 3 9 4 15 1.... 1 3 •.

Huron.............. 35 27| 8 1 ... il 7 13 3.... ................

Bruce................1....| 1.............-. ·........ 1 •••..••.........•' '
Middlesex..........240' 105 45. 15 13 o10 5917 65 5536 4
Kent .............. 60 56 41I 1 1 .18 6 18. 12 5 1

Lanbton ........... 47 3 110 2 19 9 3

Essex ............. 42! 34 S..·.... 7115117 1 5 2 2 ....

Total ......... 3123 2442 68I 2041 175 29! 303,759347 770 80 186 69 13 46 

CITIES.

Toronto ............ 16 12 4 6 5 1 5 3 4 5 1 1 2........

Hamnilton............7 7........... .... 4 3 1 3 .... ...................

Xingston...........13 7 6'.................. i 5 4 3 1l....i.........

Total ............ 36 26 10 6 5 1 9 11 911 211 2........

*No reports from the Township of March and Village of Ricbrond.

A. 1852. A ppendix (J. J.) A. 1852.

REPORT for 1851.-Table D.

ERS. CHARACTER AND
DESCRIPTION

FlAI T II. AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARIES. CERTIFICATES. 0F SOHOOLS.

Male Male Female Female

- Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher

with without with ithlout
Board. Board. Board. Board.

_ _ _ _Co Ca o

r.
£ s. £ s. £ s. £ s.

1 26 2 3512 21 6300 0 956
. 943 19 177 217 53101 57 . 6302no

1 32 2 48022 0 26 71 13 2923 64 il 20 29...16
.... 0O 4 39 5 21 8 24 0 5 1,5 22 42. . . 14 19... 20

2.... 30 0 33 4 2 0 27 06...
1.... 28 8 37 13 1615 24 10 945 17-1 .. 1236 26...17

. 30 15 47 8 21 Il 39 10 9 3 81 84 4. 6132 41...136
1 9 31 7 45 7 18 0 30 10 6 516157 3 1 36065245

23 7 3610 220 2211 21119q2.........1636 38...15
1 131 0 41 19........ .......... 2 11922 2 .120...13

...2:350421520 0 22 9 641:3683.........5260125
35 0 46 17 18 15 33 13 7 4-i 20 170......... 84219. - 17

.3718511622 6 26 0 5252151 2. 212n10.4
4.... 38 5 56112115 25 9 1433 61108111.2338-35.23

37 17 510 21834 15 2p5 37114t!5 106238127
7 39 15 54 0 22 14 28 19 S 41 '77126! 16, 47 44. 40
8 3-)18 49 6 20 5303 1932328 2 5 16284. 22
.5 3 15 38 8 ......... 2s 7 2

.352 52 10 1610325 6134766... 2 9 143918
3 1 34 2 6111 1........ 7 6 2:3059 5.... 318271

339 6 53 1225 12 41 3 5 53 35 93S1 17 42 18.15
3015497..........2417 1165471l1 il131 19.9

4 7 30 5 41 18 1217 26 8162OS67106.... 1 1935 3826
2. 47 5 55 7 28 15 39 01 134845106 4 2162 21.14
1 2 46 19 60 19 40 0 43 13 9 24 28 61 9 23 19 5.. 17
3 7 47 1 63 2 41 16 41 12 17 37 34 88 4 13 38 14... 20
1 1496 61 9 34 17 43 10!22502799 1 2836)13...21
5 2 42 10 54 13 22 3 38 0 4234168 4 23318... 25

1 47 13 55 12 34 1 31 8 13 24 72 109 2....! Il 13 54... 42
2.... 42 10 52 16 33 7 29 15 205375148 1.... 26 5446...34
6 930 4 4415 25 10 28 15 65178135.........14202368

........ 21 18 48-7 25 10 22 10 2151633.. 1213 818
118 153917 24 039 10 4191235.......

.. .... ........ ........ ........ 36 9 .... 1........ 1
7 9 36 13 48 16 26 13 323 50111'79 0 1 7 2

........ 37 9 479 2402914 2174059 1.... 21640129
128 1045 3 21 0 35 19 4 il 3241119 2).23

...... 35 10 44 11i 18 0 25 10 9 16 12 37 5.... 5 18 15 419
- - - - - -- -- ----- -- -

42 80 5 6 48 3 23 16 31 O 325 120415233041 82 il. 407.114.21621 19

1050.....10....732 5 416.... 412.... 216
116.........51.24........1 4 1 61 1 421
.. 85..........47810 4 6 3 13........

- - 9-45 17 71 1....

10231.........606 1215 835 .... 925 2 16

16 Victorik. 16 Victorie.
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PART II.-STATISTICAL SCOOL REPORT,

T E A CH-

TOWNS, S s. TRAINE1 ATwIELG 0oU8
TII

TOWN MUNICIPALT.,

.&N DI +5a
VIL L.A G ES. - o

TowÇSK. 2î 1 .................
Belleville........... 4 4 2.· ~2 2 .... .... ..... .

Brau2 
.............. .

Braoi r .......... 63 4 ~ . . .1 3............ .... ........
Brockrville............4 '4....-4..

By............. ................... ...................
Coborgc............ . .. .... .1 .2 1 ............... ....

Dobun ............. - 3.... ................
i g1 .1. .......... ...-.

N i g r .........-- 1. .... .... .. .. 2 .... ... .. .. .. .. ...

Peterborough....... - 1 ' ... . 3 . .... ....
P'icton............ . . -... . . 2 .... .... ....... .Picton.... ..........
Port Hope.......... ..........
Prescott .........- .- 1.3. ... . 1 .. .. .- . . . .. . .St. Catherines·.. .... - - - - -- - -- -

Total ........ 79 59 2 1  11 8 10. 16 1·7

TOWN MUNICIPALMTES. ý. .. ....

Amlherstburgh ........ 6 4 .. . ·.. ...

Guelph.. ...... ... 2 2... 2 1... .. . . . . .
Perth .......-.--.-.- 2 .... 1 ... ................
Simcoe ............ 1 321............ ...
Woodstock .. . - --

1e. .11 - .. . I 6 5 . 3 1 ................
Total ........

Chippewa .......... .. .... 2 ...... .... ..... ....·· ·..
Galt........................l............
Oshawa ....--- .·......... .. ... . . . .
Paris.............. . 1 . 1........ .... ...
Thorold ..........- -. --------- - -

Toa . . . . 1-1 10 3 2ý 1 41 3 2 7 2 . .... .. .... ..
Total...

SUMMARY.-

Total, Counties. .312312442 681 204 175 29 303 759 347 '770 806 186 69 13 46 6

TtCities......3136 26 1f 6 51 1 911 2 12......." tes. 79590019 1 81 1617 24 17 3 .............
"c Towns ....---.. 1 6 3 9 . .....2.-0
c' Town u iiat 5 14 1 . i 4 3 2 7 2 .... .... ·. . .··
" Villages. ' 14 10 4 30-

To.a. 3 7 25511 7261 233 193 40 332 '794 3178 821 830 191 71 13 46 6

T for 1850 .... 34-6 26 9 291 243 48 N. R. 796 390 858 904 238 73 19 38 19

Increase............. .................8.......................
.........199 146 53 58 50 8 .... 223 47 2 6.. 1

Decreaseo...-....e 3 F

• h atalicrae in the above averages over those of 1850, is-Male Teachers, £3 8S.;Fe
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for 1851.-Table D.-(Continued.)

ERS. CHARACTER AND
DESCRIPTION OF

FAIT H . AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARIES. CERTIFICATES. SCIIOOLS.

Male Male Female Female . E o - i

Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher 2 cI .R '

r- with without with without à ..a
o. ' 3oard. Board. Board. Board. 'c cr l g

£L. £ s. £ . s.
95 0. .............. 2 2 .... 4 ......... 4 .... .......... 4

........ 947.........55 5 2 1 1 4 2.... 2..............
86 2 ................ ... .... 4
61 14................. 6.il..... 7..............

....... 7718........ .......... 1 4 . . . .. .. 2 3..........
. 565.........39 0..... 3 .... 3 1.........4..........

.... .... ........ 110 0 ........ 40 0 2 ..... 13.... 1 . .. ,, ... . 2..... .110.0..........400 2 ....... .. .... ........
.... 1 ........ 115 0 ......... 55 0 10 2 .... 121 .2 ... .2............. 2
.... :.... ........ 100 0 ........ 55 0 2 2 .... 4 1 ... .... 2 2 ......... 4

80 0 ........ 55 0 1.... 3 4........ .... 1 .......
.79 0.........2315 2 4 1 7. . 1 2 2 1...
66 6......... 37 7 1l 1 2 41.. . ... 2 ....

.... .. 51 5................1 1 2 4........ 1 1 2.
........ 523 ...... 250 2 2 2 6...... 2 2 2.

1 1.......80 O.. 4 4 ) 29132 12>73 6  . 26 1911l 1 12
60 0......... 60 0 2 4. 6......... 2 4.......
'750......... 40 0 2 3 .... 5......... 2.... 15........ 82 8..........6310 .... 2 1 3.. 1 3. ..61 10 4... . .. .. .. . 6 1 .. .. .. 50 0 .... 2 2 4 .. ... . . ... ....: ..:
.75 0 ........ 3710 1 2 .... 3 ......... 2....2.........2

4 ............ 1065 5210 3 .... 1 4..........3 1.........

.... ........ 7 14 ......... 50 12 8 13 25.

.... ........ 1 ........ 50 0 1 2··.. 3......3.......... 3 .8

.... ........ 95 02.................2.........2.........1.
.... .. .... 93 10 .00- 0 . . 2.... 2 .... ....

.... 3........... 100 0 . 0 0 2 .... 2 1
. 5 0 ........ 92 19 1 1 2:.. 3

.... _.... ........ 87 13 ........ 3 5 4 8.... 12 2.... 2 _7_.

Table D.

42 80 35 6' 48 3 23 16 31 0 3251204 1523 3041 82 11 407 114211622 19804.... .... ........ 102 3......... 60 6 12 15 8 35 1.... 9 25 2 3 161 1......... 8010 ........ 4314 29 32 12>73 6.... 261911 112... 1...... l 4......... 5012 & 13 4 25.... 1 12 8 117.
.87 13 ........ 73 5 41 8 .... 12 2 .... 2 7........ 6

47 81 35 6 79, 2 23 16 '5 17 3>7181272115473187 91 12 4561201 1635 24 85é54 87 33 7 52 4 21 9 31 1 Not classified. 3461 N. . 15 397 106à 933 46 252

1 19 26 18* 2 20 16» .... .... . . . 59 138 b02 .... 604S6 ........................... ............. 274.... 3............. 22..

Teachers, £2 9E.; a large average increase.
F



KIN P.
TOWNS

CITIES.

COUNTIES.I
Glengarry................8
Stormont.........3 3 19
Dundas .............. 6 14
Prescott........ 2 1 7
Russell .... .............
Carleton*.. .... .... 7
Grenville.............23 51
Leeds ........... 4 27 3
Lanark .............. 4 8
Renfrew........... .... ( 2
Frontenac ........ 1 13 20
Addington ....... 2 7 28
Lennox.............. .... 36
Prince Edard .. 3 12 67
Hastings......... 1 65
Northumberland 3 .... 69
Durham......... 5 .... 41
Peterborough...... 1 16
York, North Riding.... 3 31

South Riding 8 .... 26
East Riding 5 .... 51

" West Riding: 5 1 28
Simcoe ......... l.... ..... Il
Halton.......... -2 3 61
Wentworth.......2 1 43
Lincoln..........|7 1 51
Welland..... ... 6 3 57
Haldimand....... 1 .... 27
Norfolk ......... 1 .... 65
Oxford.......... 6 .... 76
Waterloo ........ 3 7 44
Perth............3 1 3
Huron .'............. 1 51
Bruce........... .... .... 1
Middlesex.........9 2 106
Kent ....... ........... 15
Lambton..........1.... 7
Essex.........I 2.... 9

Total........ 84 12111621

CITIES.
Toronto......... 6 .... 9«
Hamilton ......... 1.... 6.
Kingston.........2 9 ....

Total ........ 9 9 15

Appendix (J. J.),

PART II.--STATIS=r

551
3.3|
2 9 1
10
69
481
73

79
2-2
38
28
9

38

38,

69
50
27!
21,
39
92
39
18,
6

10
30
18
45
83
26
28

90
42
39
285

1466

TITLE.

63 45
58 39
59~ 48
39 35
10 6
76 47
76 601

137 102
91 74
24 13
72 43
65 59
45 38
93 67

113~ 90
10 96

84 710
86 78
84. 63
61 41
77 62
73 53

103 79
105 74
64 37
65 44
76 40
58 30
84 41

127 83
137 1071

3325
34 .30

o
O
o.
p

- o
o -

o
o

2833112034469l102

14
10
4

-6

2
2
12

21
21

5

19
14
8|

6
12
15
12
13
10

12
20
21
15
26
26
14

41
22
7
9

411
42
37
30

5 I

44
53
671
6.5
12!
42!
39
30
62
79
61
55

52
47
50
50
58

49
44
55
38
50
78

102
27
24
1

137
45
30
20

1835

O

22 6013
17 57 1
22 56 3
s 37 1
5 10 1

27 74 1
23 76....
61 125 2
26 92 1
11 22....
26 67 2
22 61 4
12 40 2

1483 10
33 113....
49 107 3
39 84....
48 85....
21 78 1
14 58 3
25 481 7
21 69J....
39 98....
20 102....
14 55....
20 62 2
20 57 18
20 56 1
25 78 6
44 124 3
33 122 9
6 32 1

16 32....
... 1....

70 201 6
12 49....
17 37....
18 35 1

940126551 100

A. 1852

car. SCHooL

SCHOOL.

ili

58 5'
54 4
54 5
36 1

9 1
61 10
74....

z 98 ....
88 2
20 21
63 3
64 ....
43....
93 ....

108 3
104 41
78 5
65 20
77 4
60 ....

76 9
69
86

100 2
62
61 1
74 ....
54 4
81 2

103 10
106 8

32 ....

30 4
1....

200 1
38 3
43 4
33 5

2556 122

C O NDI-

.... 10 5 11 4 14 1 4 1l
... 7.... .... 7:.... 7 .... 7 .... 7 .... 7 ...-

91 20 3 1 9 7 8 12 il 213 713 7

91 42 5 6247 25 17 29 6 34 8124.18

*No reports from the township of March and Village of Richmond.
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z

61

41
36
26
1

13
37
33
21
8

20

19
29
93
83
85
27
28
42
33
41
28
17
18
18
26
34
94
27

89
18.
34-
6

1204

2

9

1
3

4
5

1

8:
31
2

4
6
9

10

15
12
10
16
11l
4

23

228

REPoRT for 1851.-Table E.

11OUSES. SEPARATE
SCHOOLS.

TION. BUILDING, RENT AND REPAIRS.

- Ahool-ouses bult Âmount Total amount
durmng the year. Amount
dt received for received forI. o reccived for

building rent and ,building,rent
-- co repairs of and repairs

- . school---
-= > = .ü hou ...: school- of school- E .

o o3bu o= o o 1 houses. houses. I o 'o

£ s. d. £ s.d. £ s. d.
14 49 1 61 1 ....... 1 3 4 123 14 7 35 1010 159 5 5............
24 34 4 542............21 3 95 0 3 127 13 1 222 134............
7'52 2 57........1.... 1 2 106 3 7 57 17 0 164 0 7 ............

14 29 335 1........... 1 1 93 0 0 38 8 4 131 8 4............
9 1.... 10...............1 1 27 10 0 10) ) 037100 ............

15 8 2 14 60,...... 1 6 7 164 19 9 31 1210 196 12 7.........
36 17 5 33 38'... 3.... 1 4 136 2 3 21 10I11 158 13 2 ........
50 28 il 97 29 1 6 1 2 10 618 27 12577 743102 11....
18 19 4 35 52 ... 2 2 5 9 462 10 0 102 0 9 564 10 9 ............
12 6 1 15 8 .......... 4 4 8812 61 3011 10 11944............
28 11 6 43 23 ... 1 '2 3 6 188 13 3 89 7 8 278 011 ... 1 1
25 2 8 16 41 ....... 2 ... 2 30300 34182 I 33738 2 ............
26 9 5 16 24 ...... 3... 3 75 0 0 57 9 Si132 9 8............
22 5 15 16 62 1 1 2 1 5 179281 50011 32937............
57 32 2 93|181 ... ... 72 9 362 8 31 68 7 3 430 156... 1... 1
43:65 11 97 2...... 54 9404 126 99 6 2 503 18 8 ... ... ... ...
11 67 13 71.... 3 2 5 239 14 1 82 6 7 322 0 8 ............
-2 83 6 75 5I... 1 1 ... 21 109 8 10 97 13 2 207 2 0............
14 24 11 28454.......4 2 6 186 1 6 67 4 2 253 5 8............
30 22 22 10 29 . 4 3 101 570 193 80 19 0 651 18 3 1... 1 I
16 49 9 44 24. 21... 6... 8 62511 9 71 19 1 697 10 10 ... ... .......
2-3 20 1629 281 2... 25 9 322 2 0 123 0 5 445 25............
18 42 2 50514....... 4 812 652 6 61 8526 737 9 0............
39 42 24 56 25 1 2,... 3 205 10 0 101 4 3 306 14 3 ... ... ... ...
25 5 9 19.36 11 3 ... 4 231 4 4 56 11 5 287 15 91... ... ... ...
33 32 17 34 14,... .... 5 ... 5 352 10 3 44 0 4 396130 7 ... ... ... ...
46 13 28 30 18. . 3... 3 40 17 21 175 6 3 216 3 5 ... ... ... ...
28 17 8 42 '8.. 4 1 5 16211 8 67 12 1 230 3 9............
31 33 51 39 401... ... 2 2 4 us7 0 71 1810 170 510...........
29 88 15 97 151........15 4 19; 821 110 197 13 2 1017 15 0 ............
65 40 40 49 481... 2 511 181 515 13 81291 16 5 807 10 1 1 5... 6
24 10 1 21111 ... ....... 5 5 94 3 4 65 1901 160 2 4... 1 ... 1
18 2 1 5 2S1... 1 5 7 16115 O 4322 20417 2H......
1.... 1 .... ... ........ 300 1 0 0 ... ... ... ...
479923 62 122j2.. 14 3 19 1102 1911 124 11 8 1227 Il 7 1 1... .2
11 24 1 2333.......... ... .. ... .. 17588 175 8 8 ...... 1 1
13 25 331 13 ... .... 7 10306 12 5 37 10 4 344 2 9 ............
15 3 5 18 15 1... 1 1 3 133 7 2 71 8 9 204 15 11 1 1 2 4

939 1107 340 1525 967 15 17 110 94 236 10350 9 10 3215 11 3 13566 1 1 4 12 3 19

14 Il15........ ................. 320 8 4 185 0 0 505 8 4 ... 2... 2
6 1 7........ ... 1....... 1 1120 0 0 154 13 2 1274 13 2 ... 1... 1
3 1712 1 7]................. ........ 13500 135 0 0...........

23 19 34 1 7 ... 1........ 1144084 4741321915 1 6 ... 3... 3
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PART II.-S-TAncAL ScH

TOWNS,

TOWN

ItUNICIPALITIES

AND

VILLAGES.

TOWNS.
Belleville ..........
Brantford ..........
Brockville..........
Bytown ...........
Cobourg ...........
Cornwall ..........
Dundas ............
Goderich.........
London..........
Niagara..........
Peterborough.
Picton ...........
Port Hope........
Prescott.........
St. Catharines.

KIND.TI TLE.

- 'i l ____________._

. . ô 9 3 '.3 =Le

1.
i

c>

1.
1.

3

o

3....

1....

4 1 ... 3... 3 1 I1 34 .... ... 4 1 3 3 1
5 : 1 . . 4 ... 5ý .... 5 .....
4 1 3... 31... 3 13 l

1 . ... 4 ... ... 1 .... . .

4 .... ... 4 ... 2 2 4J.....
5 41... 1 ... 3 2 5
4 1 ... 3 ... 2 2 4 .....
4'1 .. 3. . 4 . .. 4 . . .

5 154 39 11 47 121 49 10

v~% I

A. 1852.

OOL REPORTr

S CHOOL-

C ONDI.

3~ ... j
x ~zx'

4L.. 1..3
47... 7. ..

5 ... 2| 3

4... 4....

58 1 29 30
Total....... .... i .l. -.... x

TOWN MUNICIPALITIES.
Amberstburgh ...... ... ... 6.... 6 ....... 6... 6.. 66 ... 61....
Chatham ......... 1... 315 21 2...1 32 4 151 ... 23
Guelph ..... .... 2 1.... 3 1 2... ... | 3.... 3 . .. 3'... 3....
Perth ............. ·...... 4 .... 4.... 1 ... 3 4 .... 4 ..... 4....

Simcoe ............. .... .... 2 -...... ... 2.... .....
Woodstocki.........2... 2.... 4 1 1 11 2 2 4.....

Total............ 3-2 1 i i 241 61 5 9 41 201 4 23 1 24 . 21 :
VILLAGES.

Chippewa... . ..... ...

Galt ....................
Oshawa........ 21 . 3

Thorold ..... 3.... 2 ....... ....
Thros............ ...... 3 .... 3 1'... 2.. 3 .... 2 1 3....

Total............ 2 2 8 ... 161 32 10 2 7  5  12... 39
SUMMARY.-

Total Counties ...... 84 121 1162 1466f 2833 2034 469 102 228 1835 940 2655 100 2556f 162

" Cities........9915 9 42 5 6 24 7 25 17 29

" Towns........913 37.... 59 15 4 39 1 47 12 49 10 581 29j80
"Town Municipalt. 3 2 18 1 24 6 5 9 4 14 10 23 1 24.21 3
"Villages ...... 2 2 8 .... 12 6-1 3 2 10 2 7 5 12 3f9

Total for 1851 ...... 107 147 1240 1476f 2970 2066 48511771242 1931 981 2743 122 2684 131 826 1277

for1850.......99117119115
681f-29751685f1411

49f 1833 108602363 
981 23021639 600 99&

1 24 .. 1 3

Increase ............ 8 30 49 .... .l. . . 381 .. t... ... j 98.... 380 24 3821
D .ecrease............... 82 ... 79 307 .... 105 ......... ..

4
226 281 U

16 Victorio. Appendir (J. J.) A. '1852.

-j

for 1851.-Table E.-Continued.

OUSES. SEPARATE
1 SCHOOLS.

TIoN. BUILDING, R.ENT AND REPAIRS.

3 :.. a o School-houses bulte omount Amount Total amount5 -~ .- 3 daring the year. Amount
r-- ec.ive..f-rreceived for received for •y .. , ., è;received for- PI buildio. rent and Ibuildin-,rent .e o..d to o obuildm -

~ .school repairs of and repairs -.
.s 2school- of school-

houses. houses. -

£ s.d. £s.d. £s.d.
4 4......................... .............. 9981 99 8 1 ............

1 1 3........ .....................................................
..4 3 1.... ........... .... ...... ....... 37100 37 10 0O............

7.... 7.....................................Notrported.1............. ...... ...

4 ......................... ... ....... 72 1210 72 12 10 ............
2 2 4 .... ................................ Notreported.......................

.... 1 1....................................................................
1 1 2. .......... 7100 7100............
2.... 2.. . . ..... . . .. . ... ...... 41140 41 14 0.............
3 1 4 ............ ........................... 35 0 0 35 0 0 ............
1 3 4........ .............................. 37 100 37100............
3 2 3 .... ................. ......... 18 5 0 18 5 0 . .
2 2 2 2 ... .... ..... .... ....... 42 9 4 42 9 4 ............
2 2 4......... ................. ........... il 5 0 11 5 01 ...
5 1 6.................... .... ........... 64 7 6 64 7 6 .

.9 20 54 5.... .............................. 46711 9 46711 0...I1... 1

6.... 6........ .............................................................
2 3 2 3.... 1..............100000 01391000 13 9 ......... i
2 1 3.....................................3616 1 36 16 1............

2 2 2 . . 2 ..... .... ... .... 50 0 01 43 3 3i . 93 3 S ... ... ..

.... 4 1 . 2..............................................

14 10 16 4 4 1 ... .... ... 1050 0 80 13 110 1 . 1

3.... 318173 1817 3
1.... 1.... ..................... 18518 4............18518 4 ... ... ... ...
3.... 3........................................5182 5182............
2.... 2........................ ............. 1541211 1541211 ...........
2.... 1 2 .... ... ... .... ... .... ............ 13 18 5 13 218 5 ... ... ... ...

il 110 2........... .... ........ 185 18 4 193 6 9! 3795 1

Table E.

9391107 340 15251 967 15 17 110 94 236 10350 9 10 3215 11 3 13566 1 1 4 1) 3119
23 19 34 1 7 ... 1 ......... 11.1440 8 4 474 13 2 1915 1 6 ... 3... 3
39 20 54 5.............. ......... 467I11 9 46711 9... 1... i
14 10 16 4 4 1........ ... 1 1050 0 0 80 13 1 1130 13 1...l... 1 -1
il 1 10 2.......... ........... 18518 4 1 193 6 9 379 5 1f........

1026 1157 454 1637 978 16 18 110 94 238 13026 16 -6 4431 16 0 17458 12 6 4 16  4 24

664 978 371 1215 1389 Not reported.. . . 2711 11214 17 3f 2974 16 9f 14189 14 0O Notreported. 46

362 179 83 422 .................... 1811 19 3 1456 19 3 3268 186
... 411... .......... 33...................... .......... 22

1



Appendix (J. J.)

PART IL--STATimcr.L ScoOL

SCHOOL VISITS. LIBRA.

C 0 UN T IE S co osscooL. SUNDAr ScHoor.

X .A.moxxnt ex-

C I T IE S. mpended for .CITIES. 1jI * ~ PeddofCommon

3 .. School Li-

braries. ' a

coCNyIxs. S.d.
Glengarry..............192 56 18 21 .... 181 46S..................... 1 100
Stormont ............. 1S4 83 38 29 2 438 'é74 31502500 1 15
Dundas .............. 1198 67 30 39 2 358[ 694 2 283 5 10 O 6 668
Prescott ............. 136 24 14 12'.... S108 294 1 0............
Russell............... 28 12 9 7..... 54  694.............
Carleton*............266' 41 63 3S .... 286 9 . . . 10 1060
Grenville ............. 222 76 23 24 .... 527 872 i .. S O0 12 1115
Leeds................386 53 39 53 .... 798 1329 6 214........ 40 4690
Lanark...............309 111 30 26 1 460 9371 8150 210 32 4658
Renfrew.............. 57 40 20 9 .... 130 256 1. 2100 6' 641
Frontenac ............ 199 79 59 20 .... 349 ïo6i 2 S2 O 9 1260
Addington ............ 193 72 18 37.... 524 846 1 100.1052
Lennox .............. 871 19 10 25 .... 269 410 1 56. 200
Prince Edward ........ 2931 60 38 45 .... 674 ,110:.....................171 2001
Hastings ............. 270 106 60 60 .... 1010 1506 31 137'.............21' 1Il"
Northumberland........363 63 30 35 1 5651C1057 1 40 1 6 3 32 33;4
Durham............... 314 98 27 17 .... 4641 920 1 200 25 0 O 26 8853
Peterborough.......... 197 49 33 26 .... à4621 7d7 1291 010 0 il 1880
York-NorthRiding .... 253 37 27 21 .... 420 758 1 41 1 O.O 15 2481

" South " ... 208 71 29 21 .... 485 1 50.24 8774
" East " .... 266 79 14 7 11 438 805 1 100 16 2200
" West " .... 265 65 19 S.... 493 850 1 152i5 17 3064

Sincoe ...... ... 282 147 48 38 13 501 1029 1 20(...:..... ..221 2530
Halton. .............. 249 73 17 25 3 6.58 1025 9 682......31 5716
Wentworth ........... 140 58 30 22 Il 3931 644 1 'é-.............. 8 1860
Lincoln .............. 158 41 42 31 4 4381 'à14 2 8(............ 31 4617
Welland ............. 162 99 36 32 2 604 935 2 100............-28 3849
Baldiniand ........... 130 107 20 8 3 360 628 1 lOb.............181200
Norfolk.............. 205 23 23 34 1 332 618 3 300.............311 4088
Oxford ............... 376 63 49 38 .... 709 12'5 6 149 1 15 9 41.15636
Waterloo ............. 1350 135 67 87'.... 841
Perth ................ l101 12 41 10 1 208 373,.................S 400
Huron................99 .34 52 12 4 202 403(3200319p7766
Bruces.. ..... ...... 2 ........ .......... .
Middlesex............ 553 101 71 64 6 1091 18861 S 540...: . 48 6330

t ............... 93 33 33 22 .... 143..524
Lanbton ............. 126 25 36 17 .... 208 412 .. 1580Essex...............1'4 512.3 14. 241 4878 .1 0...............5 30

Total..80481238771236 1034 45 16624 2934 86 4871 90 0 il 631 84016

CITIES.
Toronto........... 130 53 16 12 3 232 446............... 2000

.29 13012............... 9 10

110........... ..... ... 5 73

inSton.............2 2 1........ 60 317 ................

Ta1 3 296 821..... ............. 40 40

* No Reports received froin the Township of March and Village of Richmond.
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REPORT for 1851.-Table F.

RIES. A P P A. R A TU S.

PCBLIC. . TOTAL. MAPS. j OT UER APPARATUS.

r. ~M s. r
:2 >.Amouit ex-

E-r- i 2 pended for

vi a 0 o mo U 7 -2 O Maps and

SApparatus.

I 100 72 9 24 .... 39 21 41 3 1 14 12 6
4 225 19 4 12 ...... 3 44 3 ...... 2 2 7 6
8 951 1 1................... 36 4 11...... 45 17 0
10 1370 1 I.................. 18 il...... 1 6 10 0
5 735 ...... ...... ...... ....... 4 ..... ...... ...... 0 5 0

1050 28 4 8 ...... 16 il 1 3 2 il 0 0
1 200 14 1315 13 4 9............. 36 4 6 1 4016 7
2 350 48 52541 2 1...... i........79 15 13 5 5910 0
9 3386 49 81941 24 6 10 1 744 4 3 7 18 9 7
2 620 9 1261 l 1.................. 13 3 2 3 10 10 0

........ 11,1342 12 3 5 4...... 30 2 6 5110 9 6
1 130 9 1282 37 3 8.... 26 41 2 2 5 111811
1 70 4 326 17 1 41..... 12 27 5 4 56 23 15 0
1 425 18,2426 321 44 1761 3 98 68 9 4 9 104 5 1
4 315 28 2176 45 6 10 7 22 64 15 13 8|76 2 6
3 176 36 3610 25· 9 5 3 8 65 9 10 9 64' 611
3 384 30 44011 £ 9 1 2 2 4 49 10 5 5:39 16 0

18 2271 8 ..... 3 ...... 5 24 2 2 6 15 14. 3
3 220 19 2705 54 6 20 1 27 44..... 2 10 8 14 0
3 550 28 4374 189 35- 87 2 65 48 6 8 31 64 611
1 560 18 2860 23 11 3 ...... 9 72 8 6 19j20 1711
2 614 20 3755 55 16 23 1 15 39..... 8 19 15 3 8
3 370 26 3100 17 6 48...... 718 1 1 8 3 7 6
6 1720 46 8118 105 36 38 ...... 31 71 13 8 1570 18 9
2 182 Il 1614 63 11 28 3 21 43 5 6 6 33 3 1
2 297 35 4994 79 11 28 16 2452 14 14 Il 71 13 8
3 600 33 4549 342 48 165 3 126 70 29 20 10 61 411
2 160 2112460 50 6 20 3 21 31 ..... 5 5 711 3
1 80 354468 179 29 106 1 43 58 6 10 9173111
20 554 49 6339 277 37 152.88 84 13 15 2788 10 7
4 1072 26 35291 81 27 32 4 1876 9 10 13 61 6 5
3 376 8 776 27 2 14 1 1011 1 ...... 3 4 1 .
1 2 Il 968' 251 2 . . Io 2 2 2 0*0·· .. . .. . .. .... .. I 6 . . . 3 ...... 3 .... ..... ...... ...... ...........
13 2510 69 9380 324 57 186 1 80 136 23 14 337218
1 65 8 765 13 5 4 1 3 14 1 ...... 1 2 19 3
2 300 16 1880 16 4 8...... 4 11.............. 2 1 76

.---.. ...... 6 315 7 1............... 6 12 2 1...... 3 4 15 3

81 16252 7981052391 25474461 1200 60 841 1574 226 214 301 1224 1 0

4 5150 77150 83 14 46 ...... 23 13 1 2 143776
2 1850 3 1870 3 2............. 1 6 2 2 1 3 0 0

•.......... ............ 6 1 4...... 1 7..... 2 ...... 24 0 0

67000 10 9020 92 17 502...... 526 3 6 15 64 76

16 VictoriS.



Appendix (J. J.) A. 16

PART II.--STATISTICAL SCHOOLRRoE0

SCHOOL VISITS. LIBRA.,
TO0WNS,

TOWN COMON SCHOOL. M-DÂY SCUOOL

MUNICIPALITIES a O . . -=

_ pended for~

VILLAGES. C

>. O - -~ braries.

TOWNS.£S.
Belleville..............29 23 8 4 .... 126 190
Brantford.............6 14 12 9 .... 154 195...............1800
Brockville............. 53 17 ............ 46 116....................
Bytown............... 59 301 12.... 2 59 162..... ........
Cobourg..............5 27 8 10.... 36 86.................
Cornwall..............15 43.............. 2 60....................
Dundas ............... 4 7' 2 C1.... 62
Goderich ............. 8 15 9 1 21 38 8.......
London............... 4 12 10 6 5 22 259,....................
iagara...............50 16 12 3 66 147.4 1200

Peterborough.......... 18 30 ............ 48 964 1600
Picton................121221 ........ .... 15 39. . . .410
Port Hope ............ 16 . 6 2.............3 600
Prescott.............. 12 10 .............. 16 38. .................. S 600
St. Catharines ......... 62 19 6 .... 69 161...................

To.......... 3513 7 79 50 96 1734 .... .... ......... 32 7650

TOWC SHMUMHCIPALMTIESSH 6A 0
Amlerstburgh......... 24 10.............. 14 48 .... .................. 4 60
Chatham.............. à 1.............. 28 34 .... .................. 1 275
Guelph............... 10 2 41..****.-. 20 36....................... ....
:Perth ................ 19 33 11.. 5 1....... .... ...............
Sinicoe ............... 13 2 ....... 46 61 .... ...................
Woodstock............21-4 1 66 112 158 ..................... 4 Z.R.

Total .......... 95f 641 5 61 278 448 .. .......... 9, 875
VILLAGES.

Chippewa.............14 Mi...............5 96........Aot............- 2 575
Gait.................. 8 5.............. 6 19 1 .1091...:.......... 600
Oshawa............... 10 5 6 21 . 12 35 j ...... . .

Paris.................9 6 4 3 .. 82
Thorod...............1 2 4... 33 53......................... ....

195.................. 
5 10

Total1..........148 265 17 q6132 231 6 109. 1525

SUMMtIRY.-

Total, Counties........18048 2387 1236 1034 45 16624 29374 86.48 1 90 18 i631.401.6
Cities ........... 389 92 29 12 3 296 821 ....................... 4 2020
Towns..........6353 278 79 50 9 965 17340................... ...32. ..
Town Municipalt.. 9.5 64 5 6 .... 278 4483.....................8.... 87.

illaes..........48 25 1 i 132 239 1 109................ ....

Total for 1851 ....... ..8933 2S46 1366 11147 18295 32608 874980 90 18 il 684 9606
for 1850........5852 2566 1229 1190 64 7 94617 18318 704752 Not reported. 528 13662

crease.3081 280 13108 1429 228..............156 4
Decrease......25.....7.... . .

08 . . . . . . . . . . 0

i

.4
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for 1851.-Table F.-(Continued.)

RIES. A PPARAT US.

PUBLIC. TOTAL. MPS. OTHEZ APPARATIUS.

- D p Amount ex-

0Z . -c; c--22 pended for

s.Mapan

-- U o t Q Apparatus.

5 1 .2 1 1 4 1 4 7 9.1
1 900 6 2700 8 2 41 1 12 2 2 2.......

.... .... .... .... 9 2 4 .... C 4 .... .... .... J 19 18 6
6 1 1 4 .... 1 7 . . .......

.2 20 7 5 .... .... 4.... 1 3 1150

3J1 i 1 1 415 2. ... .... .... .... .8 ..1 . . ..... ..... ..............
8 I 6 21......2...

.... .... .. 30 2 8 .... 20 2 2 2 ............
2 1100 6 2300 2 1 .... 1 .... 4 2 2 3 25 0 0

.... 4 1600 1 .... 1 .... .... 1 1 0 1 12 0 0
2 600 5 10501 131 1 4 1 7 2 2 2 3176

3 6001......................... 1 .. .....

5 600, .... ...
2 9001 8 210...................5 ........... •1 2 i

7i .3500 39 11150 92 17 33 4 38 43 14 14 20 104 6 1

1 300 5 900..........................2....... ............
.... .... 1 27.5 . .... 1..... ..... .... ....

1 1075 1 1075! 31 1 .... 1 3 1............
.... .... .... .... 12 3 41 .... 5 4 .... 1............

1 4001 1 400 .... .... ... . . 2.... . 15 0 0
1i1000 510001....4 1 2 1.... 4.... 4 4 15 0 0

4 2775' 13 650 19 5 l7 1 6120 1 7 7 3000

2 575 1 .... .... 1 .... 1 1 1 .. 5 1 8
1 241 7 950 10 1 4 .... 5 1 1 1 5 0 0

2 .... .... 4 ..... ..... .... ...........
.... .... ... .... 7 1 4 .... 2 3 . .. . . .. . . . . . ..

.... .... 1 350 25 2 8 .... 15 3 1 2... 9126

1 241 10 1875, 45 4 18 1 22 12 3 4 1 1913 9

Table F.

81 16252 798105230 2547 446 1200 60 841 1574 226 214 301 1224 1 0
67000 1019020 92 171 50.... 25 26 3 6 15 64 73
7 3500 3 11150 92 17 33 4 38 43 14 14 20 104 6'1
42775 13 3650 19 5 7 1 6120 1 7 71 300.0
1 241 10 1875 451 4 18 1 22 12 3 4 1 19I3 9

99 29768 870 130934 2795 8891 13081 661 932 1675 247 2451 344J 1442 8 4
77 17751 6751 961651 1814 Not reported. 1649 168 Notreported.

22 12017 195 34769 981 .................. 26 79

16 Victori.



Appendix (J. J.) A. 185

PART II.-STASTICAL Sca0oIô

MISCELLANEOUS. OTHER EDUCATIONAL

COUNTIES .n LECTURES. COLLEGES. GRA MM A R SCIHOOLS.

tr' Annual Amount .AmountCITIES. C, 'iAnua
e. -toc o- Amount--. Income, received .5 of

u ty; greceived fromor Legis- from - o Government
o o 2 oFees.

.0 o .5 • lativeaid. Fees. aid. .e .
-. .-. _- o z ___o_ _

COUNTIES. s. d. s. d s. d s. d.
Glengarry ..... 29 1 58 16 7. ................. 1 78sNotreported.
Stormont ....... IS 150 5) 1lu 741............................164 O O . .
Dundas........21 127 58 ..................... 1 68 Notreported.
Prescott ........ 25113S42.... 4 . . . 1 60 14o0o0 8000
Russell ......... 2 1u11 ... ........
Carleton*..........241 81 ... ...... 1 40 108 0 0 40 0 0
Grenville....... 46 182 179 1 80f.....................1 251 101 o o Not reported.
Leeds .......... o -252 1,-> I 1:11.....................1 24 8
Lanark............'28 6.... 9618.l0
Renfrew ........ 13 52 2 -2 5 . . .4 No2  O p120 O

Adi-o .. l 17 i. ...... ..1845 0 Not40or0ed
Frontenac .... .2 168 50 2 1 ........... ... . . . . . . . .Addington I 1. 1 24 2 '...... ............ 2 .19
Lennox ......... 72 226H I2r 1 0 Oo 4 0
Prince Edward .3 79312105 . ï707200 10000
Hastings...... 61 248 160 ....................
Northumberland .51 220 119 1 120 ............................ ....O.
Durham ........ 35 66 86 86.................. .'R'.f
Peterborough 209123 Il 78.. .. ....................
York--N.Riding 29135 64 2 66.....................1 43 15000

" S. Riding 25 158 50...... ..........................
" E. Riding 45 192 76. 6. . . 4 5orepor
" W. Riding 38211-7..,2. . . 4()J7500

Simcoe.........73..........27020000
Halton ........ 37 238 85. 85.................. N. R. 08 0 0 Notreported.
Wentworth .... 2412045 651...................i30 3500
Lincoln........12 149 44 16 60..50 152 O 0 Notreported
W elland1...... 23 35 15 50 ..
Haldimand1....9107411.... Il ... ....... 6
Norfolk........ 38 115 ',4 I 751......................1 30 720o O Notreported.
Oxford........44 240 165 19 184 .. j.. ..... . . 11,.
Waterloo ...... 45 290 351 38.. . .1 13 0 Notreporte
Perth.........10 U73126.....26... 1 8OO...tr..... e..
Huron......... 760.. ................................................
Bruce ........ .... 1.....
Middlesex 85 375 166..... 152 208 0 O 400 00
Kent8.........3 2 8. ................ ......................
La8bton1254104 48.... 48........................1 .... 010400 0
Essex........ 131 116 33 34.............. ........ 1 30 Not reported.

Total. 119261042581 1602741 ............ .......... 121060 802877000121413 4

CITIES.
Toronto5........1 39 14 1 14 14442290000 2304f 200 O0O03036. Af
Hamilton........52625... .. ................... 1100 2000 0 3000.0,
Kingston........13 31...........2.100 100000 50000 1 42 10 0 0 150 O 0-

Total...... 19 104 39 ... 9 6580141112•2.340000 4 446 500 0. O 0753.0

* No Reports received from the Township of March and Village of Richmond.f Including the Model School.
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RIEPORT for 1851.-Table G.

TØTXI~COL-

I N ST I TUT 10 N S. LEGES, ACADE-
MIES, SCHOOLS

AND PUPILS.

ACADEMIES. PRIVATE SCHOOLS. TOTI. . REFERENCE
o .e

-a o0.!e...2 5TO OTHER
. Totalamount

- Axnount . Amount e =.SA .m received by MUNICIPALITIES.
received - r received .E r5. other Educa-

Sfrom Fees. -9 from Fees. ,-2 _tional Insti- 3
à è , 3 N. tutions.

£ s. d. £ d. £ s. d.
......... 65 2992........... ... .... ... .......... ...... .... 236 0 0 5S 2475

1 24 72 0 0................. .2 92 60 3142
. .. ....... N. . 2 60 42 1777224 0 0................... 10 312

. 40 148 0 0 79 3982 Bytown.

. 25 84 4304 Prescott.
.. O... .......... 4 0 2 39 23 135 65S5 Brockville.

3 34 N. r. 5 108 362 0 o 97 4516 Perth.
2 62 110 0 0 3 107 27 1261

..... S . .O........ ............ 4 .. .... 74 3778 Kingston.
2R.8 0 .. ,....... ...., 4 139 381 13 4 74 3443

1 251 20 0 0 2 50 45 1756
1 93 537 2 Il.......1.......... 3 163 709 2 11 98 4714 Picton.

.......... i 7 N. n 7ot reported. 109 5106 Belleville.
.I...o...... . 245 48 15 45109 5086 Cobourg.

20 5L)000 1 17 7 10 0 3 37 222 5 0 87 5725 Port Hope.
............. 11241 24 0 0 1 24 24 0 0 86 4615 Peterborough.
... ............... ........... 1 43 69 3729

.. . . .. 62100 67 4858 Toronto.
4! 96 N.R. 5 138 86 4925 Oshawa.

.......... 6 75 4000 7 115J 77 4227

.......... 10156 123 17 6 121 226 338 17 6 121 5625 *Dundas and Gailt.
1 NR. N. R. 2'N.R. 243 0 0 1131 *6938 tHiamilton. Brantford,
1 18 do. 2 481) 691 f3840 and Paris.

............... 3 08 do. 4 07' 71 3610 Niagara and St.Catha..
0m0rues...... .......... 1 40 50 0 0 1 40 80 4086 Chippewva and Thorold

1 10 166 0 0 65 3349
..'.... ....... 2 49 81 00 379 153 0 0 87 45051Simcoe.

S.475 24 0 0 575.5 156 0 0 134 7396 Woodstock.
.............. .... ... .......... 1 201 188 0 0 143 8593 1Guelph.

33 1809
.............. . ........ 36 2224 Goderich.
............... .. ................... 66
............... 8 198 N. R. Il 350 608 0 0 218 12359 London.
.. ... ........... . . . ..... .. 60 3106 Chatham.

.......... 1 12 N. R. 2O48o 52 2283
.. o............. 1 10 do. 2 40 1 42 2291 Amherstburgh.

5 137 741 2 11 55i996 574 2 6 92 2333 5426 18 9 2963 155378

3 130 500 0 0 3 40 130 0 0 12 954 17044 8 Il 28 4050 York--South.
.. ... .......... 26191612013 0 0 27 1016 2513 0 0 34 2033 Wentworth.

3 142 1750 0 0 16 1347 Frontenac.

3130 500 0 0 29 956 2143 0 0 42 2112 21307 8 11 78 7430
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PART II.-STATIsTCAL SCEnooL REpO1m

T 0 W N S,

TO W N

3IUNICIPALI-
TIES.

- AND

V I L L A G E S.

MISCELLANEOUS.

c,'
o ~

OT HER EDUCATIONAL

COLLEGES. GRAMMAR SCIo oLS.

a

~

0L Oz z

Amount

of

Government

aid.

Toll . 1 1 £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
eville . 4 15 2 .... 1 2 . . ........ ........ 1 36 196 0 0Brantford . 2 4 ........ .. .. .. ........ .. ... .... .... ............

Brockville...... 4 16 41 .... 4 .. .......... ........ 1N. R. 115 0 0
Bytown........ 7 ................. 1 NR!......... . .** 50 100 0 0
Cobour . 9 2 15250000312 00 118 1000 0
Conrn ...... .... 3 ........ .. .. ........ . 100 0 0
Dunas........ . 1 4 2 1 3 .. .................. .
Goderich....... 2. . ................................. 1 24 212 0 0
London ....... 2 4 ............................... 1 54 100 0 0
Niagara........ . 2 16 2 .... 2 .. .................... 1 35 100 0 0
Peterborough 1 i1 7 7 .. .................. i 55 188 0 0
Picton ........ 2 5 ........... .................... 1 21 100 0 0
Port IIope ..... 4 8 .... . .... .. .. l........ ........ 1jN. R. 100 0 0
Prescott ..... .... 16 4i .... 4 . .. .. . ........ il 6 C 0 Go 0 0
St. Catharines . 3 16 4 .... 4 ................... 1 70 50 0 0

Total ....... 3 212 1 2,Q 2 252 .510 0 0 ! 1 2 0 0 121 n99 1521 0 0

Amount

reccived from

Fees.

£ s.d.
95 0 0

Not reported.
150 0 0

72 0 0
Not reported.

70 o 0
Not reported.
do. do.

12-0 O O
30 0 0

Not reported.
70 0 0

Not reported.

AO07 O
TO WS M U N 1WP L'L
Amherstburgh.. 1 12 1 .... 1 .. .....................
Chatham....... 1 7 1 .... 1 .. .. ................ 1. R. 152 0 0 Not reported.
Guelph ........ 3 2 2 .... 2 ................... 1 32 100 0 0 do. do.
Perth ......... 4 12 4.... 4 .. .. ........ ........ 1 35 100 0 0 60 0 0
Simcoe ........ 1 8 2 .... .................... 1 25 100 0 0 75 0 0
Woodstock..... .... 16 1 .. 1 ..................... 1 44 100 0 O Not reported.

Total.......10 5 11 .... .. .................. 5 1.6 552 C 0 135 0' 0
VILLAGE.

Chippewa ..... 1 5 ........ ..............................
Galt ....... 1 41 .... 2 2j.. ............................ .................
Oshawa........ 3 12 ..... .. .. ............... .............................

Thorold......... .... .... . ..........................................

Total.......5 .34 .... 5 .. ..... ............
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for 1851.-Table G.-(Continued.)

INSTITUTIONS.

ACADEMIES. PRIVATE SC0ooLS.

Amount Amount

received reccived

from Fees. 0 from Fees.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

51130 400 0 0

. .. .. .0
21.661 30 0 0 3 75 1 R.

.......... 5110 10 0 0
.. ... . ....... .... ... ..........

.. .. .......... .... ... ..........
.. . .......... 2 N .
... ........... 4 110 do.

il 401 300 0 0 il 16 10 10 01
.......... 70 1 0 0
.......... 3 60 90 0 0
...........i 10 1701 200 0 0

4 !! 600 0 O 52'1508 1715 0 0

4 86 N. R.

. .........

.. .. . ..........
4,90 N. R.
71130 do.
2 NR. do.
21 60 do.
1 \n. do.

T O T A L.

Total amount
.o received by
., other Educa-

w _. tional Institu-

tions.

331 £ s. d.
9 33 05 10 0

5 130 400 0 0
i1N. R. 115 0 0

10 490 600 0 0
7 2 1284 0 0
S5.. 100 00

5 10ý 110 0 0
1 24 ,282 0 0
1 54 100 0 0
4 107 100 0 0
5 165 308 0 0
> 77 440 10 0
4 70 286 0 0
4 96 220 0 0

11 240 250 0 0

71 21051 5255 0 0

5 90 152 O 0O
12 248 100 0 0

,s 35 160 0 0
3 85 175 0 0
2 441 100 0 0

41G .... 1...... 16280 25 5021 687 0 0

232 158 0 0 2 32 158 0 0
5 176 N. R. à 176 Not reported

............. 7 208 158 0 0 7 208 158 0 0

TOTAL COL-
LEGES, ACADE-
MIES, SCHOOLS
AND PUPILS.

E F E R E N C E

TO OTHER

MUNICPALITIES,

c >-.t A C.

13

5
17
12

6
3
3

9
8
8i
8
17

1290

1103 Hastings.
859 Wentworth.
411 Leeds.

1655 Carleton.
570 Northumberland.
201, Stormont.
528 Halton.
268 Huron.

1211 Middlesex.
827 Lincoln.
489 Peterborough.
446 Prince Edward.
315 Durlam.
377 Grenville.
704 Lincoln.

9964

6 3431 Essex.
10, 7101 Kent.
15 544 Waterloo.
7 4.37 Lanark.
5 2581. Norfolk.
6 551 1 Oxford.

Total, Counties . 1192 6104 25811160l2741l
" Cities. ... 19 104 39 . .. 391
" Towiis... 35 124 27 1 28
" Town Mu-I

nicipalities 10 57 il ... 1
" Villagcs.. 5 34 .... 9 9

6 580
2 52

14111 22 3400 0 0
50000 312 0 0

32 1210 2877 0 0
4 446. 500 0 0

13 3991 1521 0 0

5 136 552 0 0

SUMMA&RY~-

1214 13,4
753 6 9
607 0 0

135 0 O

Total for 1851.. 1261 6423 2656 172 0828 81632 191112 2!3712 0 0 54 2191 5450 0 0 2710 O 1
"18 .. .B.1 45271 N. R. N . 2116 7 684 Not reported. Granmar Schools and Academies -re

Increase ........... 1896.... ... à712 1
Secrease ...... .......... ... .. 52..............

1 ,e
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TABLE H..-Account of the Receipts and Expen
and the additionalç

A. 1852.

PART II.-STATISTICAL
diture of the Normal and Model
sum of £1000, granted to facilitate

No. OPEDS 0F RECEIPTS. AMOUNT. AMOUNT.

.1 Warrants issued by command of Iis Excellency-Quarterly-in fuil
of the Annual Grant for the current expenses of the Normal and
Model School..... .................................... 1500 0 O

2 Warrants issued by conimand of Iis Excellency, to facilitate the
attendance of Students at the Normal School......0.........000

3 Normal School Fees and cash returned by Students .............. 0O 0
4 Model School Fees ......................................... 143 6 9ý
5 Sundry Receipts for books, &c. .............................. 31 15 3

182 2 01

2682 2 0½

16 Victorioe. Appendix (J. J.) A. 1852.

SCHOOL REPORT FOR 1851.
School for Upper Canada, for the year 1851, including the Annual Grant of £1500,
the attendance of Students at the Normal School, &c., &c.

No. HEADS OF EXPENDITURE. AMOUNT. AMOUNT.

1 Salaries and Wages.. - -................................... 1186 1s.6
2 Books, Apparatus, and School Requisites ....................... 95 4 10
3 Agriculture, Chenistry, and Natural Philosophy................. 20 0 41
4 Advertising and Printing............................. . .. 23 3 1
5 Repairs and Contingencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180 12, 516 Lighit, Water and Wood .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... 5 18 104- 1581 1 1
7 Rent .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........... ... 5 0f0
8 Aid granted to faceilitate the attendance of Students at the Normal

School. Five shillings cadi per Student, weekly aid, during a
part or the ivholc of tic Sessions .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ 468 15 0

6 iht a e.nd .Wood .............. -............... 756 18 14

alace............................................... 556 8 11

2G82 2 0½

TABLE K.---GENERAL STATISTICAL TABLE, exhibiting the gross attendance of Studen
of Weekly Aid granted to them during each session-The

ABSTRACT No. 1.-Gnoss ATTENDANcE OF STUDENTS.

THE SESSIONS -il

OP TIIE I-

NORMAL SCHOOL .M.
FER

UPPER CANADA. a
-E-4

First, 1847-48..........7171 . 8 63 63 4 4. 2727.
Second, 1848. ........ 140112 28 15 11 4125 101 24 5 4 1 93 86 7
Third, 1848-49........123 98 35 15 12 3'108 76 32 19 14 5 61 51 10
Fourth, 1849 . 31 105 2GÎ; 20 15 5 111 90 21 7 4 3 70 61 9
Fifth, 1849-50........160 109 511 25 17 8 135 92 43 11 7 4 75 56 19
Sixth, 1850-51........100 64 36f 24f 13 11 70 51 25 f 2 2 ...... 48 31 1
Seventh, 1851-52.........93' 68 25 131 8 5 80) f6 20 f 1 1 ...... 63 51 -12

Grand Total . . . . . . 818 617 201 120 84 361698 533 165 49 36 13 437 363 .-74

N. B-No females were admitted during the first session of the Normal School-the comtemplated

NOTE.-Out of the entire anmber of 818 who made application, but 698 were admitted into the Normal
385 reccived certificates of attendance or qualification on leaving the Institution. It will be observed, that not
second sessions containe'd simply a stateinent of the attendance of the student, and his or her conduct while in
1849. Those issued afterwards, contained, in addition to the foregoing, a statement, in a tabular form, of the
certificate, and that given at the close of the seventh session of the Institution, will be found in Appendix D t
of a previous session.

The Model School, in connection with the Normal School, is daily attended by from 2 10 to 300 pupils. I
under the direction of masters named in the Normal School. Admission to the Model School is much desired
all times open to the visits of strangers. Its exaninations have excited much interest, and have evinced to

*At the commencement of the eighth session (May, 1852) there were 101 students-71 males and 30 femiales
admitted since the commencement of the Institution in 1847.

D at the Normal School since its commencement in 1847-(seven sessions)-The Amount
Religious Faith-And the County from which the Students attended.
WEEKLY AID GRANTED-CERTIFICATES, &c.

~~Io Q -

c-,o

o~
~ a-.
ci 1/2

- .±~ o
.5 Q-.
o Q -n

e Q -~ A31UNT.

£ s. d.
53 53 210 10 0

100 89 20 439 10 0
7l 57 18 347 7 6
72 61 11 261 0 0
82 58 24 41615 0
62 43 19 536 0 0
67 50 17 429 5 0

411 109 2640 7 6

o

Z ICi

E-4

24 24..
17 71 10
24 7 17

CI

6 6.. . 2
46 40 6 5 2 3 1 1
24 20 4 4 2 2 2 2
53 47 6 9 5 4 1
24 20 4 10 5 5 5 5
16 12 4 13 9f 4 2 2
3 4 29 5 2 1 1 1 1

203 174 291 45 261 19 12 8

518 54
62 42
40 30

4 78 49
43 26
43 29

4f 385f 281

20
10
29
17
14

104

arrangements not having been completed.
School,-(of these 437 had been School Teachers previously),-only 520 received weekly assistance, and buteven one-half of those admitted, received certificates. The certificates which were given at the end of the first and
training. The blank form of this certificate vill be found in the Appendix No. XVI of the Annual Report for
proficiency of cach student ia the several branches taught in the Normal School, &c. The blankSorm eofrthist es Repor*t, No. 13. Many of those who received certificates had been in attendance during a part or the whole
is in this school that the Teachers-in-training in the Normal School practice teaching more or less each week,there being sometimes 200 or 300 more applications on the books than can be entertained. The school -8 et
great numbers the excellence of the systei of instruction pursued.
admitted to be trained in the Normal School-making a grand total of 199 students (604 male and 195 female)

16 Victorie.
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TABLE K.-GENERAL STATISTICAL TABL.-
ABSTRACT No. 2.-CorLuNTs raox wMca

FOR e.l_ j ei ~ .~ *

iJTER C AN ADA.W .t L _ 'I

E5 5~

*The numbers admitted, purporting to be fron the counties of York, Ontario and Peel, are proportionaly~Toronto, and nearly all the newiv-arrived persons fron Europe, who attended the institution.
NOTE.-The first five sessions of the Normal School extended over a period of five rnonths each; the sixth

the shorter sessions will afflord greater facilities for carrying out the ohjects of the institution. The Council of
revised terms of admission to the institution, &c., see Appendix D to this Report, Nos. 14 and 15.

TABLE K.-GENERAL STATISTICAL TABLE.-

ABSTRACT No. 3.-RELIGIOUs FAITH OF TE

THE SESSIONS

OF THE C

NNORMAL SCHOOL .5 ~ -
C 2. C/2 .~ -- .C.

FOR -

Q 0 0Q

First, 1847-48 ........... 63 6 3 .... 14 14.... 7 7.... 1 12.... 21 21.
Second, 1848 ........... 125 101 24 31 24 7 7 6 1 30 23 7 35 30 5
Third, 1848-49 ......... 18O 761 32 21 9 12! 6 6 .... 20 12 8 42 33 9
Fourth, 1849 ........... 111 90 21l 25 18 7 6 5 1 14 12 21 51 41 10.
Fifth, 1849-50..........1351 92 43 22 16 6 32 9 3 25 20 5 52 34 18,
Sixth, 1850-51..........76 51 25 10 7 3 6 2 4 11 9 2 32 22 10
Seventh, 1851-52 ....... 80i60 20 16.... 37 26 .11

Grand Total..........69S e5311 165 131 95 361 49 37 12 12S 104 24 270 207 63

*At the commencement of the May session, 1852, there were 101 students (71 male and 30 femnale) admit-.
Rome, 23 Presbyterian, 35 Methodist, 3 Congregationalist, and 10 Baptist,-the reinainder, 5 of other persuasions.

NoTE.-The various bodies of Presbyterians are included under one head; so are the Methodists, ap. ,
The foregoing Abstract, in connection with Table D, exhibits a Tabular Retura of the Religlous Fai

16 Victoiioe. Appendix (J. J.)

Normal Schoo.-Continued.
TE STUDENTs M THE NORMAL. SCHOOr, rTrEnDED.

3 3. ... 4 4.......... .5 5.. 313
491 32 17 6 6.. 22.. 4 4. 15i10 51010
52 3 19 2 2t. 5 .. 1311 210 3 7 .. 1..
47 9118 I 1 . 2 2.. 811 9 8 1 3 3
66 42 24, 1 1 2'2 .. ' 7 6 1 10 3 7 3 3
41 24 1 1..121734716'1..

1 11 8.. . .44. 87111047 3 4 4
307204 103 15 14 I 18117 1 347 38 Q66'37924 23

6 5 1 3 4 4 ..
.. 7 5 2!.. ..î: .. ::I .

.3.. 2 2 . 4 4 ..
4 2 2 3 3 .. 743S

1 2 1 1 4.. 7 7..
..3 21 1 4 2 2 8 44

1 28 21 7 16 14 21138 31 7

A. 1852.

3 1 2 1 1
1 1.. i 1..

..... 1l1..

8 7 1, 0l 4

larger than from any other county in Upper Canada. They, however, included the students from the city of

session was prolonged to a period of nine months, as an experiment. Experience bas, however, proved that
Public Instruction has therefore limited their duration for the future to a period of five months, as formerly. For

Normal School.-Continued.
STDFNTSATTENDING TLE ?'ORMAL SCnoot.

6)44 op

i I

6 2.. . . . .. .. ...

8 5 3 3 3.
14 à 9 4 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .2 2 . . . .. .. .
8 41 41 4 3 1 .. .. .. 1.. .. .. .. .. . .. .1 1 22. .
.. 63 . . .4..1. . .... ...

56 34 22 33 24 9 1 1....2.2... .1.... ... 6 5 1 1 ...

ted into the institution to be trained. Of this number there were 18 Church of England Students, 7 Church of

far as it has been reported) of every teacher employed in the Common Schools of Upper Canada.

Si

1
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CONTENTS OF THE APPENDIX TO THIS ANNUAL REPORT.

A.
EXTR.cTs from the Reports of the Local Superintendents of Common Schools and Boards of School

Trustees in Cities, Towns and Villages, in Upper Canada, relative to the state and progress of
Elementary Education in various Townships, Cities, Towns and Villages therein duringtheyear 1851.

1. Townships in various Counties ............................... 112 extracts.
2. Cities..................................................... 3 "
3. Towns and Town Municipalities .............................. il "

4. Incorporated Villages ....................................... 2

Total............................ 128 extracts.

B.

OmcutrAL CircuLAuRs from the Chief Superintendent of Schools to the various Municipal and other
officers in Upper Canada, concerned in the administration of the Common School Act, 18th and
3 4th Victoria, chapter 48.

No. 1.-To Clerks of County Councils, dated the 1st of December, 1851, transmitting various
Reports, Publications, Maps, &c. for the use of the Municipalities and local School olicers.

Replies to the foregoing Circular, (so far as received), with additional correspondence relating
thereto. Twenty-eight documents.

Twenty-ninth document-Blank form of Return transmitted to each County Clerk to be filled up
and returned to the Educational Department.

No. 2.-Te Local Superintendents of Common Schools, dated the 1st of December, 1851, transmit-
tingblaik forms of reports, &c, and educational publications, and directing their attention to several matters.

Replies to the foregoing Circular so far as received. Seven documents.

No. 3.-To various Local Superintendents of Schools, dated, February-June, 1852, returning their
defective and incorrect reports for correction.

Explanatory remarks and suggestions for the guidance of Local Superintendents in compiling their
annual reports.

No. 4.-To Wardens of Counties, dated the 1st May, 1852, on the omission of County Clerks and
Local Superintendents of Schools to transmit certain information required by law.

No. 5.-To the Treasurers of each Municipality in Upper Canada, dated the lst of July, 1852,
informing them of the payment of the Legislative School Grant for the year 1852.

(Accompanying Documents.)

a. Blank form of Attorney, in duplicate, referred to in the preceding circular.

b. Blank form of Cheque for paying the Legislative School Grant to the Treasurers of the several
Counties, Cities, Towns and Villages in Upper Canada.

c. Blank form of Voucher for the payment of the apportionment of the Legislative School Grant
for 1852. (Signed in duplicate).

No. 6.-To Clerks of Counties, dated the lst of July, 1852, notifying them of the apportionment
of the Legislative School Grant for the year 1852.
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d. Blank form of Return referred to in the preceding circular.

No. 7.-To Clerks of Cities, Towns and Villages, dated the 10th of July, 1852, notifying them of
the apportionment of the Legislative School Grant for the year 1852.

No. 8.-To Local Superintendents of Schools, dated the lst of July, 1852, on the mode of apportion-
ing the Legislative School Grant to School Sections for the year 1852, and other matters.

No. 9.-Notice to Local Superintendents containing additional remarks, explanatory of the law
relating to the distribution of the School Fund to School Sections according to the average attendance of
pupils.

C.

OFFIcimL ANswluns by the Chief Superintendent of Schools to questions proposed by Local Superin.
tendents and other school authorities in Lpper Canada.

J.-Sclections froi replies to letters sent to the Department. Twenty-one documents.

IL.-General reply to various inquiries as to the duties of School Section authorities relating to the
election of School Trustecs,-receiving of their annual reports and examination of their accounts
throughout Upper Canada, on Wednesday the 14th of January, 1852.

D.

DocuiENTs relating to the Normal and Model Schools, Toronto.

I.

1.-Programme of the annual examination of the Normal and Model Schools for Upper Canada at
the close of the seventh session, 18-31-'2.

2.-Examination paper for lis Excellency the Governor General's prizes in the Science ofAgriculture.
3.-Examination paper on Education and the Art of Teaching.
4.-Examiation paper in 3ook-Keeping.
5.-Examination paper in Themes for Composition.
6.-Examination paper in Algebra.
7.-Examination paper in Grainmar.
8.-Examination paper in Practical Arithmetic.
9.-Examination paper in I-Iistory-General, English and Canadian.

10.-Examination paper in C cography-General and Canadian.
11.-Examination paper in Geometry.
12..-Examination paper in Mensuration and the Rudiments of Mechanics.

III.

13.-Blank form of Certificate given at the close of the seventh session of the Normal School to
Students then in attendance and deened worthy of it.

14.-Blank form of Application for Admission to the Normal School.
15.-Revised Ternis of Admission to the Normal School.

E.
SELEcTIoNS from the General Forms and Instructions for executing the provisions of the Common

School Act 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48, in more constant use among the Local School authorities
in tfpper Canada, or required for continued reference--eighteen documents.

F.
AssTRAcT of Descriptive Catalogue of Maps aid other School Requisites for sale at the Educational

Depository, Department of Public Instruction for Upper Canada.

G.
LIST of Local Superintendents of Cor mon Schools in Upper Canada, appointed for 1852-3, as re-

ported to the Educational Department-with the naine of Municipality, and Post-offBce address of each.
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APPENDIX.

I.-ETRACTS from the Reports of Local Superintendents of Common Schools and
Boards of School Trustees in Upper Canada, relative to the state and progress of
elementary edncation in various Townships, Villages, Towns and Cities therein
during the year 1851.

1. COUNTY OF GLENGARRY.

The Reverend Daniel Clarke, Charlottenburgh, 4-c.: "In presenting my Report
as Superintendent of Common Schools for the townships of Charlottenburgh and
Kenyon for the year 1851, I may remark that since the present excellent School Act
came into operation, various beneficial changes have taken place. The teachers in
general are gradually rising in publie estimation as to character, conduct, literary ac-
quirements, and diligence and success in the discharge of their highly important duties.
Before I gave a cheque on the treasurer for the apportionments due out of the Legis-
lative and assessment funds, the trustees certified to me in writing that they did not
not know of any cause that would justify me in withholding it. It is much to be re-
gretted that while the law is so framed as to furnish suitable means to stimulate
teachers to endeavour to become what they ought to be-and liberal allowances are
given for their benefit out of the public funds, so little is done, at least in some places,
in the way of giving them a suitable compensation for their valuable services, or mak-
ing them available for the benefit of the young. In some sections the school is kept
in operation only for six months in the twelve, and even during this short period the
attendance is not at all regular. In some places the people are poor, and scattered
over a wide surface, but in general they might do more than they do for the benefit of
teachers and pupils. In some places all that the teacher receives for his services for
six months is little more than the allowance out of the Legislative grant and assess-
ment lund. The free school system is better understood, and more appreciated than
it was formerly. ,here are however strong prejudices against it still, which prevent.
its adoption in many places. The Normal School is a great public benefit, which
appears to be increasingly appreciated. For want of a suitable training, many persons
of high literary acquirements are inferior teachers. Teachers trained in the Normal
School are much sought after, and where there are educated persons in comfortable
circumstances they get something like a compensation for their valuable services.
But, in some places at least, the trustees have but a very indifferent education, and
they prize most the teachers whom they can get at a cheap rate, and who cause their
pupils to pass very rapidly, and of course, superficially, from the elements to the higher
branches of a common education; and some teachers from ignorance and others from
carelessness and selfishness, in order to please their employers, act in the manner re-
ferred to: certainly not for the benefit of the young, but very much the contrary.
Sometimes on examining a school, something like the following incident occurred. A
class of young persons stood up. The boys bowed,-the girls curtsied,-and eachsaid
'attention, obeisance.' Being asked the meaning of the word 'attention' only one at-
tempted to give an answer who said that it meant-to stand steady; and in this all
seemed to concur. It was remarked that a person might 'stand steady' and fix his
eyes upon a book for an hour, while his thoughts were scattered among a variety of
objects. Whep it was asked if that person could properly be said to pay attention,
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was answered--' No, no.' Being asked if they now understood what it was to pay
attention, it was answered,-' To fix the thought.' They were directed to fix the
thought, if they wished to learn. Being asked the meaning of the word ' obeisance,'
no one answered. It was asked,-if the master were to say, 'Be silent and attend,'
and if the scholars were to continue to talk to each other, and to look out, some at the
windows and others at the door, could it be said properly that they gave obeisance ? it
was answered, 'No.' When it was enquired what it is to give obeisance, it was an-
swered, ' To respect and obey the master.' It was observed that in order to learn,
scholars must fix the thought, and respect and obey the master A numerous class
stood up who appeared to have made great progress in arithmetic. A question in
compound proportion was pointed out, which they were directed to solve by integers,
and by vulgar and decimal fractions. They looked at the question, and one said that
they had solved that question before : but it was manifest they could not solve it now.
It was asked,-If a person purposed to build a durable house, what he should do first.
' Collect the materials,' each said. It was stated that the answer was not satisfactory.
The scholars were surprised and the master endeavoured to corroborate their states
ment. It was observed that we have an account of two men, each of whom built a
house, the one upon the sand the other upon a rock,-and that the one fell, while the.
other stood. When it was asked which fell, and which stood, it was answered, 'Thé'
house upon the sand fell, while the other stood because built upon a good foundatioù
-upon a rock.' It was observed that, in order to become prosperous and usefuliti
any department, young persons ought to have a perfect knowledge of the elements öf
the branches which they study, to attend particularly, though not exclusively, to tlie
branches suited to the business or profession on which they purpose to enter, and nôt'
to pass over any point in any branch until it is perfectly understood. It is to be re-
gretted that, while much is done with a view of giving to the young a secular educa'
tion, little is done for their welfare when this life ends. In some schools a Bible can-
not be found, and it would not be for the advantage of the young to imbibe the opi.
nions, and to imitate the conduct of their teachers. Superintendents, trustees, and
others concerned in the education of the young ought to endeavour to procure the ser-
vices of teachers of sound religious views, good conduct, and good intentions. Such
persons acting ' with the wisdom of the prudent which is profitable to direct,' might
do much good even in places where there are persons of various religious denomina-
tions. It is probable that the stringent provisions of the School Act, with respect -to
the character, the conduct, and the qualifications of teachers, and an-increase of funds'
for educational purposes, will soon render teachers more respectable and respected and
useful than formerly, and that the rising generation will receive the benefit. Accept-
of my best thanks for the books you have presented to me. The trustees of the school'
sections are very thankful for the book containing the school act, &c., which you
have presented to them. The Journal of Education is a very valuable periodical, and,
calculated to do much good. Superintendents and trustees and others ought to endea
vour to extend its circulation, which I trust will soon extend greatly. I feel very.
grateful for your polite attention to the communications with which I occasionally
trouble you, and for the seasonable suitable directions with which yon have favoured
me in perplexing cases."

2. John Murray, Esq., Lancaster and Lochiel: "I feel sorry to say that educatiofl
in this township is in a backward state: owing to the inefficiency of trustees and
teachers. In some schools I endeavoured to introduce the system of teaching as pUr-
sued in the Model School in Toronto-and where this has been strictly adhered toit
has been attended with beneficial results : clearly evincing the usefulness ofthati
stitution in connection with the Normal School. It is my intention to make an ap
cation to the township council of Lochiel at their first meeting to get a sum of mone
placed at my disposai for the purpose of getting every school section in the townsleP
supplied with a copy of the Journal of Education.'

A.
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II. COUNTY OF STORMONT.

s. Hugh R. McGillis, Esq., Cornwall: I I have the honour of transmitting to you
the annual school report of this township for the past year, which I am happy to say
exhibits considerable improvement upon that of the previons year. I endeavoured al.
in my power to induce the parents of children throughout the township to establish
free schools, but all my exertions proved unavailable save in three or four school sec-
tions. One of these was upon the system of general assessment according to the rate-
able property within the section, and the others by imposing a certain amount upon the,
inhabitants, in proportion to the benefit they were supposed to derive from the schools
for the year, and that passed unanimously at the annual school meetings ; which worked
well until sometime in October last, when a few stubborn persons took a stand and de-
defied the trustees to collect the residue of the rates thus imposed upon them. I at-
tended the school meetings where the free system was adopted, and I now beg to state
for your information the very principle upon which the people were rated, viz:-In
many instances a party having five or six children between the ages of five and sixteen.
were only rated about one half as much as others who had only one or two. Their
circumstances were in all cases taken into consideration and the more wealthy were:
rated the most with half the number of children, as I have just stated, with no other
view than to induce the poorer class to send their children, who otherwise would be
kept at home growing in ignorance and wickedness. In no case have those who con-
tributed the most towards the support of the schools refused to pay the amount imposed
upon them in this way. It amounted in all cases to the principle of raising the teachers'
salary by subscription equitably imposed at the discretion of a comrnittee appointed at-
the school meetings for that purpose, and up to the period I have described the systeni
answered every purpose far beyond my expectations. It was intended by this mode to,
let all parties knowhow much they had to pay during the year before theschools
were opened, and which induced them to send their children, who otherwise would
have been kept at home. The people have such an aversion to taxation that they
would much rather pay three times the amount than to allow themselves to be taxed
for the most trifling amount ; and it was to come at some equitable scheme in order to
benefit the children of those who felt and took no interest in the education of their
offspring that I encouraged the method I have endeavoured to explain to you.
In retiring from office I have to express my thanks for the gentlemanly and courteous,
manner in which you have advised and assisted me on all needful occasions."

III. COUNTY OF DUNDAS.

4. Emerson Ross, Esq., Williamsburgh: " The numbers of the Journal of Educa-
lion for which I subscribed last year, I distributed among the people even before I had
an opportunity of perusing them myself, for the purpose of inducing others to take that
paper; hoping thereby to increase the ambition and inclination of parents to educate"
their children and so diminish the amount of selfish ignorance with which I have to con-
tend. I have used my utmost endeavours to induce trustees and teachers to subscribe
for the Journal of Education, repeatedly explaining to them the immense benefit resulting
from its circulation to the community-the great aim and end of that periodical, &c.,
but my labors in this respect, I regret to say, have been almost in vain. I am 'now
placing the matter before the Township Council, and I am happy to inform you that, in
all probability, I shall be able in the course of a few days to remit you a sum sufficient
to furnish every school section in the township with a copy of the Journal of Education,
also with a 'school register.' In the event of a refusal of the council to furnish ýme
the means of accomplishing so high and all important an object, I am resolved td
circulate the Journal at my own expense. I highly approve of the School Act, and'
also of the free school system-a system which alone can secure to the youth of our
land that education which they by nature ought to enjoy."
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5. John J Kerr, Esq., Winchester: "As the theme of practical education has
engaged the attention of many able, and eminent writers, I shall pass over that subject:
for the present, and confine my remarks 'to the state of the schools in this township
as they occurred in the journal of my quarterly visits. By reference to my report
you will find two schools of the first class. These schools were conducted during the
last year, by enlightened and efficient teachers, and they produced their effects by the
rapid improvement of the children placed under their respective charges, in the several
branches in which they were instructed, but the practice (which I lament to say is*too
prevalent in this country) of frequently changing their teachers will, I fear, greatly im-
pede the march of intellect.' Respecting the remaining eight schools of this township,
as you may perceive by my report, they are all of the inferior or 3rd class; the,
trustees hiring teachers for six months, so as to be enabled to draw the public grants,,
and those in sorne instances, though holding certificates of qualification, were incom.
petent to keep a register in any decent or intelligible form; but I must confessit
was better to have the schools in operation than have none, which would have been
the case had they not procured such teachers. In my public lectures, I delineatedto,
the inhabitants of the several school sections the benefits and blessings emanating from.
education, not only as affecting the interest and happiness of their offspring in this world;,
but that it may open the portals of heaven hereafter for their admission. I also-laid,.
before the teachers the most approved methods of conducting their schools, and the best'.
plans of teaching the different branches of commun school education. I adverted
'most forcibly ' to the great improvements in the present School Act, particularly ivs
regards free schools, and used my most strenuous reasoning to persuade the peopleg..
adopt that systern this year; but I am sorry to say my advice in the last instance has
not been appreciated; as by the minutes of the late annual school meetings, I fid
only three schools instead of six here reported, have decided on the free schooli
system in this township for the current year, but have adopted the voluntary mode
instead. I shall conclude my remarks with a quotation fron from the commentaries
of Cesar applicable Io the subject-' sem per gens est rerum avida novarun."'

IV. COUNTY OF PiESCOTT.

6. John Pattee, Esq., Alfred, 4c.: " The condition of the schools in this localit,
exhibit no material improvement. The adoption of the free school system which is,
fast gaining popularity, is likely to be of great public good. It affords the privileges f
a common school education to the poorer classes, and wherever the free school has
been adopted the average attendance has been much increased. The difficulty of 'W
taining well qualified teachers in this part of the Province is much to be regretted, but,
the general apathy of parents in reference to the education of their (hildren. is
lamentable. Were the schools frequently visited by trustees and parents, the teachers
would be encouraged in the performance of their duties, and the pupils stimulated,
greater exertion, and consequently to inake far greater proficiency ; and I am satisfied,
that local superintendents and school visitors could in no way advance the true inteiests
of the rising generation more than by endeavouring to inspire the parents and guardians
of children with a conviction of the utility of education.»

7. James Gamble, Esq., East Hawksbury: "As to the kind and condition of t
schools in this township generally, I regret that I have nothing very interesting to comn
municate. They by no means, generally speaking, respond to the demand, which in
the nature of things is made for a higher intelligence,-a better education. .Sociét
around is not only increasing in wealth, but rising fast on the scale of general knowledge
Trhe institutions of our country are becoming more and more extended and interloèoke
A better education, then, a higher intelligence is demanded among all classes of t
community, in order suitably to discharge the duties arising from this advanced'anid
advancing state of things. Again the great interests of the community, both in chiirCh
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and state, wiIl soon be in the hands and under the control of those who are now children;
how necessary then that they be well educated, their minds cultivated, drawn'out,
strengthened, together with such established principles as shall qualify them to dis-
charge the duties, with honor and efficiency, of any and every situation which they may
be called to fill. The schools of this township generally are not of the character to
promote to any great extent such an education. In a towship like this, comparatively
new, with a scattered population, the schools will, of course, be thinly attended; nd
the people cannot be prevailed upon to give such salaries as would secure the services
of competent and efficient teachers. However, the people are becoming more alive to
their interest and duty in these matters ; and during the past year, two or three teachers
have been employed, who have not only done credit to themselves by their faithfulness
and zeal, but have also given evidence the most tangible of the superiority of the normal
system of teaching, which system they carried out in their respective schools as far as
circumstances would admit. And I am fully of the opinion, from what I have witnessed
during the past year that, a teacher thoroughly acquainted with this improved system
of teaching wili advance the educational interests of a school more in five or six months,
than a teacher will do in a twelvemonth of as good natural abilities under the old
dronish system of teaching. I am much pleased with the presentSchool Act, and con-
sider it a decided amendment of any former School Act we have had. Still, in my
opinion, it requires the insertion of one clause yet, that is, a uniform assessment for the
support of every common school in the Province of Canada, so that every child of this
Province may attend school free of rate. I am persuaded that such an enactment is
required to make elementary education a cornmon, a general boon. A large majority
of the people of this township is in favor of the free school system. Asyou will observe
by the report, eight out of the thirteen schools of this township for the past year adopted
the special assessment or free school system of support, and an equai number have
availed themselves of the privilege for the current year."

V COUNTY OF RUSSELL.
8. The Reverend John Edwards, Clarence, 4-c.: " The inhabitants of this county

are widely scattered ; many of them are commencing to clear the bush, roads in nany
parts bad, schools few and far between, good teachers fewer, and difficulty experienced
in paying such as are employed. Stili with the assistance afforded by government,
and the thorough working'of the School Act, joined to a determination worthy of the
end sought in the education of youth, I would not despair of seeing even this country
with ail its natural disadvantages blest with flourishing schools. If, however, petty and
party interests, sectarian and political prejudices be permitted to weaken what shàuld
be strong, to divide what should be united, and to produce hostility where should be
love; then must ignorance, with its train of evils, physical, mental and moral, cast its
withering blight over us for many years to corne. In reporting all the schools as
ventilated, 1 do not mean that they have apparatus for this purpose, but that not being
tightly built, abundance of fresh air cornes in, winter and summer. None of the schools
have a play-ground fenced in for that purpose, but they have al abundance of room in
the fields and little fi-equented roads surrounding them for the children to play in."

VI. COUNTY OF CARLETON.
9. The Reverend John Flood, Goulbourn, North Gower, 4c.: "The schools which

I superintended are steadily improving. They are in a far better state now than that
in which they were when I first examined them. Reading and writing are being taught
in a much better manner. The teachers are more careful that the children may una
derstand arithmetic, and be able to work questions which are not in their books. And
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many of the teachers are striving to show themselves efficient, and thus to obtain from
the Superintendent a special recommendation, which, they are beginning to learn, is
worth some pounds in their next year's salary. But education is fax from progressing
as quickly as itsfriendsdesire. There are many difficulties withwhich we have to contend.
One of no small magnitude, is that the people do not send their children constantly to
school. They frequently keep them at home when they are beginning to be interested
and successful in their studies, and do not send them again till they have forgotten
much of what they had learned. Thus the teacher is much discouraged; whereas if
his pupils attended regularly, he would be animated to persevering exertion, by the
prospect that the effects of his labours would be seen. Also, very few of the teachers
of this county have been trained. We must have trained teachers before we can cx.
pect great improvement. I have seen a few teachers from the Normal School, and I
am convinced that one of them is better than any other two. It would be a great ad.
vantage to the country, if the government would make an arrangement for supporting
at the Normal School every person who would bind himself to continue to be a common
school teacher for a certain number of years. The teachers here are very desirous of
attending that institution ; but they are too poor to do so. If more assistance be given,
we shall soon have many well qualified and efficient schoolmasters. The schools here
are very much in want of maps and tablet lessons: and it is very difficult to prevail on
the people to procure them. I wish to see maps hung up in every school; but thé
parents and trustees do not care much for geography. I will try to procure some cheap
maps ; I will take them to the schools, and endeavour to sell them to the trustees. For
this purpose I was looking over vour advertisements; but all the maps which you have
mentioned are too dear. In this part of the country we need things which are easily paid
for, until the people are led to have a taste for education, and then they will not grudgeto
spend a proper amount in enlightening and cultivating the mind."

10. The Reverend W. Lochead, Osgoode, ec.: " A deeper interest in the cause of
education is manifested in these two townships, by parents and trustees; visits and
lectures attended by increasing numbers: teachers and scholars excited to more uniform
efforts ; a larger number of schools free, especially in Gloucester, than in any previous
year: several new school-houses erected during the two previous years, and several
more in the course of erection, and resolved on, at an annual meeting lately held to be
erected during the year 1852; and these school-houses, though far inferior in style and
accomodation to what they ought to be, are very superior to the houses formerly occu-
pied. Much of all this is owing to the close and almost constant supervision of school
affairs, by the four annual visits of the local superintendant, and his residence among
them, contrasted with the passing call of a county superintendant, once in two or three
years, and, in several schools to my knowledge, not once in ten years of their existence
as section schools. Much, too, is owing to the increased amount of intelligence on'the
subject of common school education, thrown before the minds of teachers and trustées,
through the medium of the Journal of Education, furnished last year gratuitously'to
each school section in the county of Carleton,-the expense being defrayed by county
tax. The interest manifested in the cause of education in Upper Canada, by its Chief
Superintendant, and the increasing success which is attending his efforts in the noble
cause, merits, and will receive, the gratitude of an educated and enlightened people."

VII. COUNTY OF GRENVILLE.

11. James Clapperton, Esq., Augusta: "With regard to the schools in our township,
they are without doubt susceptible of much improvement ; I trust the time is, not<far
distant when the minds of the people will be more awakened to the importance ofconm.
mon schools. The great obstacle to the progress of our schools, lies in the wantofthe
appreciation of the value of education, and an unwillingness in the people to pay irit.
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The great desire of the people seems to be to have cheap teachers. In order that the
tuition of their children may cost but little, the trustees in a number ofinstances, engage
a male teacher for five or six months in the winter, and a female in the summer; and
the consequence is that the male teachers not getting steady employment, some of them
have left off teaching, aud have turned their attention to other pursuits. Parents fre-
quently pay more by employing cheap teachers, for teaching their children what is
wrong or must be forgotten, than would be necessary to give them a good knowledge
of elementary studies, under a well qualified teacher. iNine of our school sections have
adopted the free system this present year, being three less than last year. The reason
as I conceive of their being fewer is that, the more wealthy inhabitants have educated
their own children and are averse to being taxed for the tuition of those ofothers. Al-
though we have lost a little as regards the free school system, yet our schools are being
carried on nearly as welL The trustees in almost all our schools have persuaded the
parents and others in the sections to subscribe for the payment of the teachers salary,
so that they will have no difficulty in making up the amount at the end of this term.
In conclusion, I would remark that the schools are in a progressive state, and that the
children have made a satisfactory improvement. The teachers are endeavouring to
teach the national books according to the directions laid down in the prefaces to those
books; so, I hope, that after they shall have become more familiar with the subjects of
the lessons, the -pupils will make more rapid progress under their tuition."

12. The Reverend James Geggie, Edwardsburgh: "Our report shows that there is a
great want of school requisites, both external and internal. There is however abegin-
ning made, and we trust the trustees and parents generally, will become more alive to
the importance of procuring suitable apparatus for facilitating the improvement of their
children. The inhabitants of this township are not a reading people, and hence the
little interest they take in the education of their children. The children who are sent
to school, and become able to read with ease, are not stimulated to farther improvement,
by being supplied with books. Libraries are inuch needed, both for the young and the
old, but no move has yet been made to obtain school libraries, or libraries of general
literature, for the benefit of the community. There are two Sabbath school libraries in
this township which are not noticed in the report. Could we excite parents to
read, we would not have to complain of the little interest they take in the instruction
of their children. The free school system has. not yet made much progress in this town-
ship. Four schools are reported as free schools, and there will be more this year. It is
desirable that free schools universally obtain. We have one school that has been sup-
ported in this way for two years; and the resuit is that all the children of school age,
are on the roll. The attendance is always large. Ont of a school population of 112
upwards of 80 are in regular attendance. I have no doubt that were all our schools
supported in the sanie way, there would not be greatly above one fourth of the children
in the township not at school, as is the case at present. There is no little opposition to
free schools as yet, chiefly on the part of those vho are most able to promote the general
good. The remuneration to teachers is by far too small; and it is not to be expected
that well qualified teachers, in sufficient numbers, will be had till there is less parsimony
in rewarding them. Besides, I do not thirik that our school system will work altogether
satisfactorily till teachers have a more permanent residence in school sections, and hence
have their interests more identified with the people among which they labour. I de-
livered a public lecture in each sehool section in which a school was in opperation,
excepting two ; and though timely notice was given to the teachers of the two schools,
yet no one attended, and no lecture was delivered. It will be observed that only one
copy of the Journal of Education is taken. I urged upon trustees during my visit last
year, the duty of obtaining the Journal; but very generally they were unwilling to tax
the school sections to obtain it. A few weeks ago I presented a petition to our town-
ship council to appropriate as much of the township revenue as is necessary to procure
a copy of the Journal for each school section; and by this time our clerk has ordered
twenty copies »
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13. The Reverend W. J. McDowel4 Oxford, 4-c: "There is much opposition to
'the free school syster' in many portions of the townships of which I have beeii
superintendent for the last year, though many schools have fallen in with it through my
advice, and a clear sense of their own advantage; I am convinced we shall never have
a good operative school systerm till 'free schools' are the law of the land ail over.
Pride and selfishness are the two grand objections to it in this neighbourhood, and the
wealth of the people seems to me to be the curse of the land. The mass of the people
are unwilling to pay for any thing from which they cannot see an immediate earthly
return. They know their duty but will not do it; and my principle is that they should
be obliged to do it. The voluntary system will not do, and should therefore be
abandoned, until the people begin to see with more patriotie, liberal and Christian eyes."

VIII. COUNTY OF LEEDS.

14. Jacob A. Brown, Esq., Elizabethtown: "We had six free schools in thi'
.township last year. I do not think we shall have as many this year; although the
liberal and enlightened portion of our inhabitants are decidedly in favor of the freè
school principle, they are prevented from carrying it into effect by the wealthy, and by
those who have either raised their children beyong the school age, or have not thé
happiness of being blessed with a numerous progeny. By way of opposition, it is by -
some called a poor school, and by others a charity school. I firmly trust and hope that
the day is not far distant when every school in Canada, (over which you so deservedly
have the oversight,) will be a free school by legislative enactment; and not left to thé
option or disposition of trustees and inhabitants. The present School Act, I think, iš
well calculated and ingeniously amended to further the great cause of education. Thé
Board of, Public Instruction, as one feature of it, has already done much good, and is
well directed to remove from our schools incompetency, immorality and vice. I arn
happy to say, as far as I am qualified to judge, that our schools are in a progressive state."

15. Thomas Vanston, Esq., Escott, 4-c.: "It affords me pleasure to inform yoù
that the free school system is gaining ground; there are double the number of free
schools this year in the townships of Escott, and Leeds and Lansdown Front, that there
were last. I have every confidence that the time is not far distant when every school
in Canada will be free as the breezes that blow. It must be admitted that educatian,
based on moral and religious principles, is the only sure foundation for the good of mari-
kind; by it nations have been distinguished, and individuals honored; the peace and
prosperity of Canada depend on intellectual, moral and religious improvement: and thisi
cannot be accomplished without a free education. Education should be considered as
a public debt, and a public good ; and has a claim upon property for its support as
much as any other object or institution. Indeed, the poor man's child bas stronger and
more just claims on rateable property for its education than the inrnates of our jails ana-,
penitentiary have for their support: the former is a preventive of crime, while the
latter may be only a cure. I regret to say that the condition of many of the schoo&-
houses is in a very low state; which greatly retards the progress of scholars. Yoii
can perceive by the report, that the average attendance is comparatively small, which.
may be attributed, in part, to the wretched state of some of the school-houses,and, on the
other hand, to the constant changing of teachers. Sometimes these are employed::for
only three months at a time, and then three months' intermission. The teacher, under
these circumstances, can do no more than find out the disposition of the children ai
make a good beginning, when bis time expires and the children resume their-idleg
wandering habits, and lose their relish for learning. I am sorry to say there aresso few-
libraries imà these townships, and not one copy of the Journal of Education taken by tlie
trustees. I think, if each township council were to take a lively interest in education,
they would at once procure, at the expense of the township, a library for each school, and
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appoint a township librarianin each; and byexchanging their libraries, the schools would
thereby receive a store of information, for years to come. Although the price of the
Journal of Education is very low, and contains information, without which a corporate
body of common school trustees, cannot get along very efficiently, yet there appears
to be a determined will to remain without taking it or any other educational periodicaL
It is not a very agreeable task for a superintendent to recommend the Journal of Edu-
cation, a black-board or some other school apparatus, and at the end of the quarter find
the school without them-and thus from quarter to quarter. The want of proper school
apparatus and text-books, retards the progress of education more than all other impedi-
ments that generally stand in the way. It is evident that a school teacher can no more
succeed in his profession, as such, without proper school apparatus and books, than eau
a farmer, in cultivating his farm without farming implements; and for the want of
proper school apparatus, incompetent teachers protect themselves by an excuse that
the children are not advanced enough. Where schools are furnished with these
necessary requirements, teachers unable to use them, must either tura their attention
to something else, or qualify themselves for the exercise of their profession. I can
further say with pleasure, that the village of Gananoque, is now taking an interest in
education; their grammar school is in a prosperous condition, and one of the common
schools is in a most thriving condition under the care of a teacher who has been trained
in the Normal School, at Toronto. Were all our school teachers of this class, and
qualification, with enterprising trustees, our common schools would soon be advanced
100 per cent., and education be exalted to its proper standard. The inhabitants of
Gananoque, and the trustees of the schools in the village, are contemplating the erec-
tion of a large school-house, with four departments-one for the grammar school, and
the others for the more advanced, and less advanced, boys; and female scholars with
very small children. Should they execute this noble undertaking, they will raise the
dignity of their village, lay the foundation for a thorough and practical education, and
set an example that should be imitated by every town and village in Canada. The
advantages arising from a union school are greater than I would at this time venture
to describe, and I hope at the close of the present year, to have the pleasure of informing
you of its completion.

16. Samuel Graham, Esq., Kitley,: "You will perceive from myreportthat we have
had eight free schools last year, which have prospered better than any others in the
township, with one exception. We have got a good stone building, erected in section
No. 11, which is a credit to the people. There has been application made to the
council for aid to erect school-houses, in three other sections,-which has been' com.
plied with. This shews that the people of Kitley are not unmindful of the best interests
of the rising generation. Notwithstanding all that governnent has done, combined
with your own indefatigable labors, in devising and improving the present system of
education, yet there is a draw-back, on the flattering prospects. I would rather avoid
recurring to it; but as this may be the last time I shal have the honor of expressing
ny opinion upon so important a subject, I beg leave to say that, until it becomes the

law, that schools shall he maintained by a tax on property, many noble efforts will be
rendered abortive. One part of the community is so independent that, "they do not
desire their neighbours to pay for the education of their children," while another part, I
am sorry to have it to say, would rather pay a lawyer for advice, than contribute one
dollar towards the support of so general a good as education. Hoping that you may
have the pleasure of realizing your most sanguine expectations regarding the prosperity
of schools in Canada, I remain, &c.-"

17. H. P. Washburn, Esq., Leeds and Lansdown Rear: " The report shews that
there is still much need of improvement in the common schools, for this township,
althongh I am happy to state that they are advancing iaterially, under the present
Schoul Act. The school-houses are somewhat improving, although many of them, are
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in a very bad state. The people, many of them, are much more engaged about the
education of their children than formerly. We have a better supply of school books,
which are well calculated to improve the character of the schools, but considerable
difficulty in obtaining efficient teachers. However, we are expecting a better and morie
thorough system. The Normal School has done much, and will do more to remedy
this evil. I see no other way but the people must make a difference between com-
petent teachers, and those who merely make school teaching a stepping stone to some
other profession, without any previous training. Much remains to be done in the ad-
vancement of our common schools for this township; and it is to be hoped, that schools
will ultimately be made free to all the youth of this township, as the water they drink.
You may also notice by the report, that, not a copy of any educational periodical has
been taken last year. I have frequently urged the necessity, and many are beginning
to see the utility and advantages of such a paper: three copies of the Journal of Edu-
cation have been ordered for 1852, and I hope more vill be before the close of the year."

18. The Reverend Joshua H. Johnson, Yonge: "During the year I made it a point
to lecture in every school section, in favour of the free school system; urging it upon
the inhabitants as the most successful mode of promoting the education of teir children,
and as that which is best sustained under the provisions of the act. I found consider-
able animosity among the people resident in some sections, relative to this subject, the
minority complaining very bitterly of the majority, for forcing the free system upon
them. In my opinion a general free school law would be preferable to the present
mode, on this as well s some other accounts. I think an amendment should be made
to the act, with respect to the taxation of certain non-resident landholders. Under the
present law, individuals living on the front of their farms may be taxed in their own
section, and likewise for that portion of their rear lying in another section, while their-
children may be refused admission into the school in the latter section. The system of
taxing non-resident landholders is, on the whole, a good one; but I think an exemption
should be made in the case referred to. The establishment of Connty Boards of Publié
Instruction to grant certificates of qualification to teachers, is, in my opinion, an admira-
ble provision of the law. Immoral and incompetent teachers have, under the practical
working of these boards, been excluded from our public schools. A certain tribunal,
before which the applicants for school situations are periodically arraigned, is thereby
instituted, and trustees feel no hesitation in employing any teacher who holds a certifi-
cate of qualification from one of these boards. The power given to local superintend-
ants, to cancel a teacher's certificate until the next meeting of the Board of Public
Instruction, in certain cases, is, if judiciously exercised, a very needful one. I exercised
it in one case of gross immorality, and was fully sustained by the board. The provisions
of the present school law I have endeavoured to carry out to the best of my ability;
and have always felt it my duty to defend those provisions, as well as the conduct of
the chief officers employed in working the act, against all unjust attacks. As I view it,
Upper Canada has one of the best common school systems in existence ; and every Up-
per Canadian will find himself better employed in trying to aid in the practical working
of that system, (suggesting amendments where required,) than in labouring to destroy
it altogether. I cannot conclude this report, as it will probably be the last I shall make
to your department, without bearing my humble testimony to the prompt and obliging
manner in which yourself and your head clerk, Mr. Hodgings, (Deputy Superintendant
in your absence,) have invariably furnished me with instructions and advice, whenI
made application for them. As superintendant of common schools for the township of
Yonge, and for the town of Brockville, and secretary to the Board of Public Instruction
for the united counties of Leeds and Grenville, I have troubled the educatiotial depart-
ment with a great many inquiries, and I have always received the most marked attention.
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IX. COUNTY OF LANARK.

19. John A. Murdock, Esq., Bathurst, c.c.: "In reporting on the state ofthe schools
in the four municipalities under my charge, I beg leave to remark that the schools are
gradually rising in character. As in the examination of teachers tte examiners are
more strict, the teachers in consequence are more on the alert in qualifying themselves,
so as that they may pass their examinations credibly. The letter of the law has been
rigidly adhered to, in so far as their temperate habits and moral character are concerned;
so that now within my limits, the teachers as a body are most respectable, and some of
them possess talents and acquirements of a superior order. There are some schools, in
which a system of teaching has been adopted approaching to that ofthe normnl school;
and in these schools the children make rapid progress in all the branches of knowledge
usually taught in common schools. When a teachers' institute is once formed in these
counties, there is little doubt that a strong impetus will be given to the cause of educa-
tion. And I may remark that, the teachers are all very anxious that such an institution
were established with as little delay as possible. The question of free schools has been
agitated in these counties, and though they have not as yet been very generally adopted,
yet in some instances the schools have been made free, and the consequence has been
that, in all such cases, a numerous attendance of pupils has been secured. The minutes
of the annual section meetings intimate that free schools will be more numerous for the
current year than they were in the past. In numbers of sections the schools are made
partially free. The amount of the rate-bill is fixed at the annual meeting, with an un-
derstanding that when two or three of a family pay, the rest of the family go free; and
should there be a small sum required to make up the teacher's salary, it is levied upon
the rateable property of all in the school section. This mode of paying the teacher's
salary seems to be most approved of in those sections where there are many of the in-
habitants who have already educated their families. Nothing short of free schools,
however, will reach the case of those who are careless about educating their children;
for when they see that they will have to pay at any rate, they will send all they can to
school. Our schools in general are greatly deficient in school apparatus, such as maps,
charts, &c. Soirees are now being got up in some places, from the proceeds of which
trustees may be enabled to purchase those necessary aids for giving efficiency to common
schools. On the whole we are progressing, and it is to be hoped that the friendsof pro-
gress will in time overcome the prejudices of the ignorant and inconsiderate, and that
in a few years a general and extended system of education will be voluntarily adopted
in which knowledge will be free to every child in the province."

20. Edward Byrne, Esq., North Burgess: "As required by the present School
Act, I have the honor tu submit to you this my second report of the state of the schools
of this township. The report for this year shows that there is still much need of im-
provement in our common schools. We have formed two new school sections this
year, one of which we intend to have in operation next spring. I have again to express
my feelings of regret respecting the miserable class of teachers we have in this township.
You will see that our schools are not very well furnished with the necessary apparatus,
such as blackboards, large maps, &c., which I would wish to see in every school house,
in order to enhance the progress of the pupils. I have endeavoured to impress the
necessity of all these things upon the minds of the parents and guardians of the children
of this township."

21. The Reverend John McMorine, Ramsay: " Eight of the school sections were
as per report on the free school system, and were assessed by the municipal council of
the township. The sums in which they were assessed were collected with the. other
taxes. The benefit of this plan would be great to all parties were it cordially submitted
to ; but considerable discontent and opposition have arisen on account of the heayy
addition to the ordinary taxes. Those settlers whose families are grown up complain
of injustice; and considerable division and strife have been produced in one or two of
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the sections. The farmers also complain that an undue share of the burthen falls upor
them, compared to tradesmen. It is to be hoped, nowever, that such unfavourable views'l
and feelings will gradually subside. I was disappointed to find that the increase of,
scholars in the free school sections was very trifling, if any, and the attendance more
irregular than before. These effects may have arisen partly from the opposition of ai
discontented minority. There is a considerable scarcity of teachers among us, and
several of those we have are of very small attainments. It is my opinion that more
must be done for the comfort of the teacher, by affording him a house to live in, and-
some degree of independnce of the caprice of parents, and by giving greater stability
to his situation, or few will adopt the profession of a common school teacher except as
a stepping stone to sonething else. This however, I beg to submit with ail due humility
and deference. I delivered a lecture in each of the schools under my charge after due"
intimation of my intention, but were I to judge of the interest taken in education by the
attendance of parents on these occasions, J would pronunce it low indeed. In more than
one instance neither trustees nor parents made their appearance, and my largest audience.
was less than a dozen. Other circumstances lead me to believe that in these our back-
wood settlements, the physical ranks far higher with most than the mental. It is to be
hoped that more elevated sentiments will gradually prevail."

22. David Campbell, Esq., Clerk of Ransay: "The amount already set apart for:
the establishment of libraries is twenty-nine pounds. And at our next meeting, to be
held on the 28th instant, a bye-law will be introduced with a certainty of being passed,
appropriating the whole of the money accruing from the sale of tavern licenses, for the
next ensuing ten years, toward the same laudable object, and which may probably
amount to twelve or thirteen pounds yearly."

X. COUNTY OF RENFREW.

(No general remarks were appended to the reports of local superintendents in
this county for 1851.)

XI. COUNTY OF FRONTENAC.

23. The Reverend Matthew Connor, Bedford: "It is gratifying to know that there
is an increasing interest on behalf of education; but, it is painful to perceive it increas-
ing so slowly. Many are in favour of free schools this year who opposed them last
year. As far as I know, there is no prejudice of any force now against that noble
system of supportinz public education, except one, and that one would have no force:if
free schools cost nothing. It is not always the case however that those who would
have most to pay shew the most opposition, in this place; for I could name Colone
Kilburn and others of much property who warmly advocate the principle. There
are many who do not vote for free schools who, nevertheless, say they would be glad if
the law made them obligatory. I am sure that general education is as worthy
legislative support as any other general good, or public institution; and, until thattk
place, till the schools of our country be free, our school-houses will be ventilated but
imperfectly. The plan of having township superintendents in my opinion is not for th
promotion of education, but the reverse. Nor are there rnany who are fit for the
office whom it pays to break off from any general business to visit a few schools fok7v%
times a year, and attend the other duties."

24. Asa Philips, Esq., Lougiborough: "Our schools are I think improving.F
schools are being tried in a number of sections of the township, and where they
established we have good schools and a large attendance. In some of the sections
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people are not willing to be taxed for the support of schools ; they do not see or feel
that there is any use in giving their ebildren a better education than they have them-
selves. I hope ere long to see the whole of the schools in our township free; and not
only our township, but the whole country; for it is the only true plan-by which the
door of education can be opened to all, the poor as well as the rich."

25. John Walsh, Esq., Clerk of Loughborough: (After detailing the, various sums
which had been imposed upon the several sections for the support of free schools, re-
marks,) "I am thus particular, conscious that the Chief Superintendeut will be glad to
learn that the system of free education progresses in this locality. I have also to in-
form you that another section has this year adopted the free school system, and that a
vast majority of the children of Loughborough receive a free education. Our township
municipality have authorized me to order the Journal of Education for the current
year, for each of the school sections in Loughborough. Hoping that your efforts to
promote education may succeed to the full extent of your wishes, I have the honour,
&c., &c., &c."

26. James . Macdonald, Esq., Portland, 4c.: "I am extremely sorry to say for
the inhabitants of this township that, although four of the schools adopted the free.
school system in 1851, and although facts go to prove the benefits resulting from ityet
they refused to continue the system this year. For example-

In 1850 Section No. 2 reported 16 average attendance.
" 1851 " " - "c 17 " "
"1850 "i No. 6 " 11¾ "

" 1851 " " 14 " "
" 1850 " No. 9 " 14

1851 " i " 36 "

" 1850 " No.13 " 5Î "
" 1851 " "9 " 1s dg

The above statement shews an increase in the average attendance of scholars in
the four free schools over the preceding year of 381 scholars, (this is more than the
average attendance of scholars in any one school in the township.) I have as super-
intendent endeavoured to the utmost of my ability not only to encourage the adoption
but the continuance of the free school system, since I consider it the only effectuai
means of imparting a liberal education to the youth of our country. Yet, surprising as
it may appear, at the annual school meetings for 1852 the free schools were voted
down in the whole four sections which had adopted it in 1851. I am of opinion that
if the free school system, or in other words, if the law would make it imperative upon
every person to support schools according to their rateable pi operty there would be,
less fault found than at present. Why the rich should not contribute towards-the: slp-
port of schools according to their abundance and the poor according to their penury as
well as to any other general tax, and thus have the children of all educated at the ex-
pense of all, appears so very unanswerable an argument that many of the opponents of
free schools will admit it; but under the present act, where the free school systsm.is-to
adopted, it has to be done by a majority of votes at a meeting called for that purpose;
and the consequence is that the rich use their influence against the poor and those in.
their power, and persecute them fôr voting against them in what they say is an arbi-
trary and compulsory measure-by these means many are dissuaded from-votingfor.
free schools and prevailed upon to vote against them to the injury of themselvesýand
of their children. But if it were made the law of the land by the representatives-of':'
the people in Parliament, men who are chosen and elected by the people -themselves,
then all would submit and willingly comply with the law. I sincerely hope; the free
school system may become the universal system of our country, and that everyfriend
of education will lend his aid in so desirable an object. I regret that none of the trus-
tees have applied for any periodical devoted to education, but I have prevailed on the
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township council to take a copy for each corporation of trustees in the united town.
ships of Portland and Hinchinbrook, at the expense of the municipality."

27. Bernard Kennedy, Esq., Stirington: "I have to inform you that our Schools
are getting on well."

XI. COUNTY OF ADDINGTON.

28. Robert Burleigh, Esq., Amherst Island: " I am happy to inform you that the
common schools in this township have greatly improved during the past year. Prior
to 1851 a want of uiformity and even a deficiency of books were severely felt both
by teachers and pupils, but these difficulties are at length overcome, as the books now
used in the schools in this township are the class books selected by the Council of
Public Instruction. You will see by the report which accompanies this, that there is
a great deficiency of school apparatus in this township, there being only two black.
boards and not a single map in any school-house; but I hope during the present year to
see this great defect remedied. In 1849 if any person had been so bold as even to ha-mr
spoken of supporting the common schools by a general tax on all the rateable propertý.
of the island, every tax-payer would have considered such a man duly qualified for a-
place in the lunatic asylum ;-but in 1852, three of the five schools in operation in thé
township are free schools, and the other two are to be supported by voluntary subscrip.tion, any deficiency to be supplied by taxation."

29. The Reverend Paul Shirley, Camden East, &Sc.: " About fourteen months ago,
for the second time, I entered upon the duties of Superintendent of Common Schools
for the township of Camden East. At the same time I was appointed to take charge
of the township of Sheffield. It was not through religious partiality that I was nomi-
nated to the situation, [Mr. Shirley is an Episcopalian Clergyman,] for the gentleman.
who represents Sheffield is a Presbyterian, and the gentleman who represents Camden
East is a Roman Catholic. I make these remarks merely for the purpose of paying
public respect to liberal conduct, and with the intention of expanding those narrow
minds which are chiefly confined to parties, but cannot extend themselves to public
good. My first attempt, when I commenced the duties of my situation, was to convince
the people that, without good teachers, they should remain in their present'position. To
accomplish this I gave general notice of the time I would visit such a section- I
requested the attendance of the people, males and females, saying I would bring sub-
jects of importance before them. On those occasions I contrasted school section with
school section, showing how far superior one was to the other. Then I inquired i6nto
the cause of this superiority. Upon examination it was found to proceed from:te
fact, that the teacher employed in the one section was far superior in tact and talent
to the other. This proof could not be resisted, and therefore received general assent.
At the same time I pointed out the advantages of education. How it raises one mn
above another. I mentioned the names of men now living who raised thernsèlfe
through education and perseverance to the highest situations, religious and politieäi;äi,
the province. I endeavored to elevate the minds of parents, teachers and taughtdöI
stations of honor and profit, shewing that without a proper cultivation of the znhd
these cannot be reached; that were they now offlered to us it would confer no ·beiiefit
on us, as we are not qualified to fill then. I pointed ont the necessity of proprietyof,
conduct and cleanliness of person. I drew a contrast between the way in which two
pupils perform the same task, how far the manner of the one exceeds that of thé t
-and although both may be correct, so far as solving the problem is concerned,Yyet'tor
the eye of the spectator the one far exceeds the otber. Therefore we should endeavdr"
to discharge every duty in the most accomplished manner. I am happy to have
my power now to say that these instructions have had the desired effect. The stand',-
ard of manners and education is raised to a high pitch in Camden and Sheffiel
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say, without fear of successful contradiction, that there are not two townships in this
province which have made greater improvement in both of these necessary accomplish-
ments than the two townships here mentioned; and as a proof and a means, I refer the
public to the model school established in the village of Newburgh. I am bold in say-
ing that this institution, considering the lirnited means which it possesses, has done
more for the advancement of education, than any similar institution in the province.
The united counties of Frontenac, Lennox and Addington are very large, and yet
there is scarcely one township in these counties from which persons have not come to
receive instruction; and with some honorable exceptions, the most useful teachers in
the adjacent townships received instruction in Newburgh ; and I believe I may say
that some of our pupils who attended the normal school, Toronto, were as successful,
and left the institution with as much credit and ability as any other young men. The
people of Newburgh have spared no expense in procuring teachers of high qualifica-
tion. The principal was educated in Victoria College, and is retained at a salary of
£125 per annum. This will appear only a trifling sum when con ipared witb the sala-
ries of professors in universities and colleges. True ! But bear in mind the first is
private contributions, the latter is public endowment. The conductor of the model
school attended the normal school, Toronto, from which he brought a testimonial of
high standing, and is now paid £75 a year. The lady who superintends the female
department is highly esteemed for her great faculty of communicating information to.
her pupils, and receives £50 per annum. At present there are about 150 pupils receiv-
ing daily instructions in the village of Newburgh. As you will see from the general
report of the common schools of Camden and Sheffield, the free system is gaining
ground every year, though in some places it is greatly opposed. This may be expected
for some time to come, but finally, I think, the advantages of such a system will be
fully appreciated. The wording of the School Act is so comprehensive that peoplb
have abundant room to say how their teacher shall be paid. If the present school act
does not give general satisfaction I am apprehensive that the discontented will remain
so for a long period."

30. Thomas Aishton, Esq., M. D., Ernestown: "It is much to be regretted that.
the system of free school teaching is not more appreciated, but on the contrary a gene-
ral dissatisfaction prevails. I am sorry to say that some schools which were free last
year have abandoned the systern this year. I shall in my lectures and visits to the
various school sections bring this subject more particularly under the observation of
trustees and people-hoping that ere you receive aiother annual report firom this town-
ship free schools will prevail."

XIII. COUNTY OF LENNOX.

31. John J. Watson, Esq., Adolphustown: "I regret to say that, although the
schools under my care are not retrogading, their advancement is not so rapid as r could
wish. Last year one of our sections failed twice in the attempt to establish a free
school. I am happy now to announce that a special meeting was held a day or two
since in section No. 1, wherein I reside, in which this course was adopted. The causes:
which prevail most here against education are, in the want of it not being duly felt-
the absence of comfortable school-houses, text-books, maps and other apparatus-the
smallness, and consequent poverty of school sections-the periodical manner. of *sir
months school and six months none at all-and the want of competent trained teach-
ers, without these we have but little to elevate their character and efficiency. In fact
avarice and ignorance should be swept off the land, and one step-towards this would
be, (I am led to believe,) an imperative law for one general tax upon all for the màinl.
tenance of common schools."

32. Reverend John G. Bull, Fredricksburgh: "I have visited the schools'in ordei
to inform myself of their state ,and now sénd you the result: I ar sorry to be oblie
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to say that there is little activity on the part of many of the trustees, parentsaud
guardians in many of the school sections in this township. There are, however, some
exceptions. On the subject of free schools, the people are very generally opposedto
the system; for the want, I believe, of proper information in regard to it. I am grieved
to learn that your educational periodical is taken in but one out of twenty sections. -I
shall use my influence to get it into every section, and promote its circulation otherwise,
as best I can."

33. Thomas Chamberlain, Esq., M. D., Richmond: "You will see by my report,
that the attendance of pupils in some school sections has not been so large as hereto.
fore; this has been chiefly owing to the want of teachers, caused by the fear of not
being sufficiently well qualified to obtain certificates from the county board of exami-
ners; some have given up teaching, whilst others have gone to be taught. The great
benefit you have already rendered Canada West in the cause of education, impresses
me with the hope that, you will not abate your most useful exertions, until the system
of free schools shall become the law of the land, and every school section can boastof
a normal trained teacher. Although we have slightly suffered from the mode'-y
which teachers obtain certificates, still, it will eventually prove the best. As I hintéd
in my remarks in last year's report, I hope that Parliament will in its first session grant
a free school act."

XMI. COUNTY OF PRINCE EDWARD.

34. David Bryant, Esq., Ameliasburgh: "There are not as many schools in op .
ration in our township this winter as last, owing to the scarcity of teachers ; and I find
that it is not only the case in our township but in every other from which I hear.
Those that are in operation, on the whole, are doing well. It is very encouraging
indeed to see the rapid improvement which is taking place in the method of teaching.
Every teacher seems to be endeavoring to make his pupils thoroughly understand that
which they are studying ; and it has always been my aim to endeavor if possible to
eradicate every old system which was not a good one, and te establish such a system
in its stead, as would be beneficial both to teachers and pupils. I have visited all the
schools in our township, once every three months, save such as did not then happen to
be in operation, and these when they got into operation. I have also lectured in every
section in which I could get an audience, with one or two exceptions, and in conneca
tion I a]ways lectured more or less to the teacher and pupils at my quarterly visits: I
am sorry to say that the majority of the teachers are not as well qualified as they
should be, though we must take up with such as we have until we can get better. I
hope ere long that a sulticient number will emanate from the walls of'the norml
school to supply the demand, and as soon as this takes place our schools will prosper
more rapidly."

35. John B. Denton, Esq., Hallowell: "I feel it te be a duty te make ifz
remarks in reference to education in this county, as far as I am acquainted ,ith
and I am sure you who have toiled se indefatigably to promote information amon9.g
the people !y means of common schools, wil be pleased to hear that you hayeniot
been disappointed in your endeavors ; yet, it is to be deplored by the friends of.educae
tion that great apathy still exists,-and it is already too manifest that it will. continue
until the free school system shall be universally adopted. I have been thinkingf
some time past of opening a correspondence with you in reference to this interesting
topic, merely te obtain your views as te the practicability of making the fre
system'permanent by an act of Parliament-but knowing you te be already-toç-
burthened with the duties of office, I have refrained from this consideration to treip-
upon your time. Having been engaged for many years as a teacher bothin
other countries, candour compels me to state that in my humble opinion we t;
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yet in a situation to reap the whole amount of usefulness which rnight be acquired
from common schools; and this reminds me to notice the unwearied exertion which
you have put forth for the emancipation of the rising generation from the thraldom of
ignorance. You certainly have a right to claim a share of public gratitude which
cannot be justly accorded to many others who have labored for their country's weal.
And lastly, if it should meet your views to use your influence with government, (to
crown the edifice which promises so much,) to make the common schools free through-
out the length and breadth of the land, you will, I predict, at no distant day receive
the hornage of a grateful and enlightened people."

36. Robert Whitly, Esq., M. D., Marysburgh : With regard to the accompanying
report I beg to remark that we have in this township, neither private schools nor pub-
lic libraries. I think there is considerable improvement in our common schools, and
reasonable ground for future hope. You will perceive that the average time the
schools have been kept open is less than that of last year; but that has occurrcd in
consequence of the difficulty of obtaining qualified teachers, as many of those who for-
merly taught, particularly during the summer season, did not or could not obtain certi-
ficates from the county board. Qualitied teachers were not to be had, though there is
an increasing desire on the part of trustees and people for good teachers and a willing-
ness to bestow on them an adequate remuneration. The want among the people of
information on school matters is severely felt in many instances; and though I have
made every exertion in my power to induce the trustees of the different sections to
procure the Journal of Education, I have hitherto been unsuccessful. When I failed
with the trustees, I applied to the municipal council, and was led to believe the appli-
cation would be attended with success ; but here too I have been disappointed, at least
for the present. There is a very great improvement in ail the schools with regard to
books, maps, &c. In every school in the township, the national series is made use of,
alrnost to the cxclusion of every other, though some of the older teachers still cling to
"Cobb." Eleven of the eighteen schools in operation are supplied with large maps,
so that the future prospect is rather encouraging. God grant we may not be disap-
pointed. There is a mighty map of ignorance and prejudice to overcome."

XV. COUNTY OF HASTINGS.

37. George Benjamin, Esq., iungerford: "I have endeavoured to get the'several
small school sections to unite. By the report you will find that with four I have suc-
ceeded. How far it will be lasting I cannot say. I find that too many jealousies
spring up, which hinder the law from being as useful as it otherwise would be. I have
this past year attempted the prize system. I induced the municipal council to give
£10 for books, for prizes, and it has had a most.excellent effect. 1 shall try to induce
the council to continue this grant annually. I make it my business to assist poor sec-
tions, where they have not been opened the time required by law, where 1 find the
disposition exists to encourage education. I am happy to say that the Bible is coning
into general use."

38. George Mowat, Esq., Huntington: "I beg to offer a few remarks, the result
of my own observation in regard to the working of the present School Act, and the cha-
racter of the persons entrusted with its administration. That the present School Act if
faithfully applied, is better adapted to promote the cause of education among us, than
any which has preceded it, must have become apparent to every one who has paid,-
even the least attention to the subject. Still, there is one clause in it which Ihope.will
soon be altered and amended, viz: that clause which leaves it to the option of the.,n.
habitants of a school. section to raise their teacher's salary and other expenses ofthe
school, either by a property tax, rate bill, or subscription. I am fully convinced that
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this liberty has done more to impede the progress of education, and create divisions
and uncharitable feelings in neighbourhoods during the last vear than all other causes
put together. Whilst the more liberal and better informed in a school section declare
in favor of a free school, the illiberal and selfish strenuously oppose it and advocate
subscription or rate bill instead; and I an sorry to say that, in most instances in our
back townships at least, the latter class out-ote the former ; the resuit of which is that,
the Iosing party withdraw their support from the school, and the othber party finding
themselves unable to pay a teacher, allow the school-house to remain unoccupied for
that year. For this reason I hope the Legislature will amend this clause by enacting
that all schools in the province shall be supported by property tax. This looks like an
arbitrary measure, but the welfare of our country demancs it. Again, it is my humble
opinion, that if the office of township superintendent be supcrseded by that of countv
superintendent, the change will in no small degree advince the cause of education
throughout the province. There are no doubt many excellent and well qualified men
among our township superintendents; but it is equally true that there are many of
another stamp-men who have never before getting into office shewn the least interest
in education, and who in rnany instances are incapable of examining the children
placed under their care in the branches usually taught in our common schools. But
who need be surprised to find such men among our township superintendents when hé
reflects that the appointment to the office of township snperintendent is frequently
made by one individual-the township reeve-who, if an honest man, looks only to the
good of the children of his township when he proposes a person to fill that office; but'
who, if he chance to be a person of a different character, as may sometimes happen,
proposes some favourite or warm partizan ofhis own, and the other members of the coun-
cil, being unacqainted with the character of the person proposed, allow that his reeve-
ship knows best, and so confiri his choice. Apart fror the class already described
there is another, composed of those who are qualified to discharge their duties, so far
as regards the requisite knowledge ; but who have to depend upon some other calling
or profession for a living, and just give schools as much of their tine and attention as
they can convenienly spare fron the duties of the other. These, sir, are a few of the
reasons which make me wish those men out of office, and their places supplied by those
who are the tried friends of education,-men who are acquainted with the practical as
well as the theoretical parts of teaching,-men who will be enabled to devote their
whole time and attention to the advocacy of this glorious cause-men of talent and
learning, and above all, men of untarnished character, whose advice and opinions will
have some influence in reconciling such differences as frequently arise in school sec-
tions. If the respectability of an office or situation depends upon the characters of
those who discharge the duties of such office, and the manner in which those daUñ.es;
are performed, then I fear the office of local superintendent will soon fall into disrepïe,-
and few possessed of the requisite qualifications will be found willing to accept th&
office. Perhaps anong the many ofilicers connected with school affairs, there are pone
who have more poVer to do good or evil than our common school trustees; and yet
the people in many school sections seem ignorant of this fact, or display a .riminab
indifference to the welfare of themselves and families-oft.en electing persons tofill
that responsible office, whose only recommendation seeis to be that they are the
avowed enemies of education,--who declare themselves opposed to taxation for schoo
purposes-are warm advocates of what they call or rather miscall 'cheap schoos'-
wili not engage a teacher that will not ' board round'-and pledge themselves 'note
give .to any teacher more than ten dollars per month,' &c., &c. Many of this class
can neither read nor write their own names, but have been elected to office for the rea
sons already assigned. J arn aware, reverend sir, that many of the above remarks may
to you, appear uncharitable; but let me assure you that in making them I have bee
actuated by no hard feelings towards any man, or.class of men. My apology r
sole reason-for ivriting thus to you is, a sincere desire to promote the welfare of
country, and of the rising generation. And, although I have thus far. presented only

".
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the dark side of the picture, I am happy to say it has a bright one. The cause of edu-
cation is certainly advancing more rapidly in Canada than its most warm and enthu-
siastic friends ever dared to anticipate, and that vou, reverend sir, may long continue
to fill the high and responsible situation which you now occupy and live to see the
fruits of your labours in a more virtuous and intelligent population growing up around
vou, is undoubtedly the heartfelt wish of every true friend of education in Canada
WTest"

39. The Reverend Stephen Miles, Madoc and Elzevir: " Since the first of January,
I have visited every school in operation in Madoc and Elzevir,-nine in number,-and
an gratified to find that all are .making advances in the different branches taught.
Other suhools, I an inforimed, will commence early in May. I am pleased in being
enabled to rermark that, I find the scholars generally, in the diffièrent schools now in
operation, are niaking progress in the different branches of education now being taught
in our comrnon schools : but thore is too great an indifference on the part of many pa-
rents in furnishing their children with the necessary books. There have been in all
thirteen schools in operation for a quarter or less period of time since the commence-
ment of the present year, ali of which I have visited; and six which were in operation
during the winter, I have visited twice,-making in all nineteen visits since the corm-
mencement of the present year. I feel gratified in being enabled to say, that, upon
the whole, there appears to be a visible improvement in the organization and manage-
ment of the schools under my care; but much rernains yet to be donc, especially in
.procuring a unifornity and uIll supply of books."

40. Wrn. Inkster, Esq., Marmora: "We have two free schools in this township.
It is some little encouragement when we compare the reports of the last two years. I
think you will find an increase of ninety pupils on the roll for 1851 over that of 1850."

41. The Reverend Wm. McEwen. Rawdon: "I regret that the free school system is
not better embraced in this part of the country ; however, time will accomplish it,.and
dernonstrate the superior advantages of the systein. The few inclining to it in.the
township of Rïawdon are all the best schools, and sucli results are the only, arguments
to convince the public mind."

42. Thomas D. Farley, Eýsq., Sidney: nT the township of Sidney attendance has
increased during the last year; the number of school visits have doubled and nearly
trebled. It was thought by sone friends of general education that when the clergy,
district couicillors, and magisirates, were created school visitors, that voluntary school
visits would be few and fhr between. But we are happy to inform you that this pro-
vision of the School Act has not proved a dead letter. Our leading men in the township
appear to feel an increasing interest in the cause of education. Some bave corne out
nobly and given their support in favor of free schools. In addition to the school visits
we have our public quarterly examinations, which have increased withiri the last year
fifty per cent.; and the least that ve can say in respect to our schools is that they are
on the increase. We have some excellent teachers in the township, qualified not only
in regard to learning but in ability to teach-in fact with almost every qualification
necessary for school teachers."

43. Isaac Denike, Esq., Thurlow: "I have classifiec the schools according.. to the
intimations in the Journal of Education for February 1852-the certificates of teachers.
We have some good schools-no flogging-the blackboard in fulil use-the visitors'
book and register duly cared for, the last furnished by the council. The Scriptures are
read in all the schools of the township, with few exceptions. The free schools do well,
and we hope much from the circulation of your last year's report. The School Act as
it is, is beginning to work better than formerly, being better understoód ; but 'it -will
never meet the demands of our country until the free school system becomes engrafted
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therein-made compulsory. The presentgrammarschool law militates stron7gly againe-
us in the country. Aware however, that al these things bave attracted your attention
we hope for the best."

44. The ReverendAndrew Hudson, Teyendinaga: "Were I to say anything regarding
the state of education in this township, I do not know if I would be warranted to say
much in the way of commendation. From all that I can learn regardi ng the state of
things a few years ago, a very marked improvement has taken place. It requires, how.
ever, no very refined discernment to discover that there is abundant room for still further
improvement. Rather than attempt to enter upon an examination of all the evils and
defects that characterize educational matters in this quarter, I would briefly point out.
one or two of the leading points in reference to which. in my opinion, improvement is
urgently required. ist. We are greatly in need of well educated, and especially of-
thoroughly trained teachers. Ve are not so badiv off for respectable scholars, as -for
thorough practitioners. I would rather have two or three well trained teachers than a,
dozen untrained, however well trnished in other respects their minds may be. Hence-
the necessity of encouraging promising young men to attend. the Normal schoolai
Toronto, or some other institution of a similar character. Until men study for this
work and lay themselves out for it as they do for any other profession, we cannot expecti
to see the cause of education advance with much rapidity.-2nd. And to prepare tbé»
way for such training for, and dedication to, the work of teaching, I should like to seé-
the system of making the teacher board round amongst the people done away with e-
tirely. Were young men given to understand that teachers are no longer to be doomed.
to a life of perpetual wandering from bouse to house, we should doubtless find- more of-
the right stamp offering themselves for this important and useful employment. On
making inquiries of teachers regarding this matter, I have not found one who is in favor
of it. In fact I have often wondered, considering their feelings regarding it, how they
bring themselves to submit to it at all.-3rd. And in order that the people may be able
to pay for good teachers, there nust be a full and regular attendance at school-there
must be some way of drawing out all the pupils and all the resources of every school
section. In order to this, 1 do not know of any system equal to that of free schools.
But until all the inhabitants of a school section~are equally enlightened and disinterested,
this is a result, I have but a faint hope of seeing realized. The only effectual remedy
would be for the Legislature at once and finally to decide the matter. Theremightbe;
perhaps, many loud complaints for a time, until having given vent to all their spleen,
they would quietly submit to their hard fate. But so long as the decision of this matter-
is left to the will of the inhabitants of each school section, there will generallv be found
a reclaiming and a more or less powerful minority. You will observe, there are veryi
few free schools in my township."

XVI. COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND.
45. The Reverend Daniel Wait, Haldinand: " In transmiting my report, I respect

fully submit a few remarks. 1st. Relative to school houses,-as it regards thez'
miserable internai arrangements, the want of proper furniture, &c. Notwithstanding
the statements in the reports, it is an indisputable fact, that a great majority of the
houses are in a state of rapid decay, and cannot last many years longer. I mention
this not so much as fact, but as bearing upon another subject-the sections. 2. Of
the scliool sections in the township of Haldimand, five out of every six are eithertwo
small or an irregular shape ; in the first instance it is impossible to keep a good.school
for want of means to support it-in the second many are located so far from the hous
that, during several months it is impossible for them to send, at least, small childre
It is therefore generally agreed by competent judges in this place that, there ou
be a new survey of the entire sections, especially in the front part of the, towns
giving to each a regular and deflnite size. The form and size proposed are, a squ
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of four thousand acres-the house to be located in or as near the centre as circumstan-
ces would admit-each side of the square being thus two and a half miles. It is doubtful,
however, whether such arrangements could be effected vithout a Legislative enact-
ment. But from these considerations I cannot urge people to build or repair houses, or
be at the expense of purchasing play grounds, or to provide other conveniences for the
benefit of the schools, as it must ultimately be a loss. 3rd. As it regards the character
and progress of the schools. a description would give the reader painful sensations,
occasionally relieved by a few pleasing prospects. It may be necessary to state,--
firstly, that the public does not apprehend what kind, nor amount of education should
be sought for in common schools. lliterate parents have but little idea of any thing
beyond what they learned themselves, and are indifferent to a great extent about any
thing else for their children. Yet the greatest obstacle that impedes the progress and
elevation of the schools at present, is the necessity which compels us to emplôy
incompetent teachers in many sections or have no schools at all. Then the county
board have been obliged to license all they thought would possibly answer, and even
after all some schools have been vacant. The improved method of teaching is
consequently not very generally adopted, and much loss of time is the result. B ut
little effort has as yet been made for procuring maps, globes, and other artificial helps,
and the chief reason is that teachers do not understand the use of them, and it would
be nearly a total loss. There is, however, one encouraging indication among several
schools, where formerly a poor teacher was thought to be 'good enough for them.'
In almost everv instance where I could have access to the people by a lecture or
social intercourse, a desire has been expressed to obtain a better teacher. Another
favorable indication is, that more attention is paid in procuring suitable text books for
pupils. The national books are generally admitted to be superior to those formerly
used. although some few are tenacious of old things-but there are so few of these
that I have not thought it advisable to take any coercive measure to prevent theiruse';
feeling assured that ail will soon be convinced of the impropriety and renounce them
voluntarily. I entertain sanguine expectations that the circulation of the Journal of
Education in our schools this year will produce a beneficial effect. 4th. The subject
of free schools occasions much discussion here, and various sentiments are expressed,
in relation to it. After all so near as I can judge from my opportunities, the sentimeüt
in favor of them is on the increase. The course adopted in the majority of the sections -
this year, is to impose a tax of 2s. 6d. to 5s. per scholar, per quarter, and the balance of
teacher's salary to be raised by tax. Several persons are found, and some possessed
of considerable property, who say, it would be their choice that government should
impose a direct tax on all property and make the schools free at once. In some sections,
there is a regular and organized oppositiou to taxing for school purposes. The opposi-
tion is generally composed of the most wealthy aged persons whose children are grown
up-of young married people who have no children as yet to send-of bachelors, and
misers. In conclusion i will only add that I entertain confident anticipations amidst
al] opposing obstacles, that education will yet shed its blessings upon the youth of
Canada, and that the day is not far distant when our native country will 'ue placed on
a level, at least, with other civilized portions of the globe. I covet not the privileges
of the youth of Canada, although they are conferred as they were not in my day.
Though ardently desiring the blessings of education so widely diffused now, yet mny
youth was spent in obscurity, for Canada had them not to bestow."

46. The Reverend Joseph Borne, S. Monaghan : " The state of education on the
whole may be said to be a healthy one and progressive. The masters are tolerably
efficient for what they profess to teach, and I have every reason to be satisfied with
their attention. The attendance upon my lectures was perhaps as good as I had any
right to expect, taking into account the ignorance which prevailed as to the nature arid
designs of such lectures; but from what I have heard since their delivery, probably,-
the next course will be better attended. There is a great want of libraries, or perhaps
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to speak more correctly the spirit to appreciate them ; consequently I have impresšd
the minds of the parents with the importance of providing for their children works of
a healthy and improving character. There is but one library that I know of, and that
is attached to che Baptist church. The free school system is by no means in favoih.i
this townshir."

47. Rabert C. Struthers, Esq., Murray: "I am happy to say that the cause of
education has received more attention in this township, during the past year, than:at
any former period; the character of the schools is much superior; and the teachers are
of a superior stamp, both as regards their moral character and intellectual, attamnments.
The free school system has received much attention, and caused a great deal of excite'
ment. I am now very decidedly in its favor, although at the commencement of iy
labors as local superintendent I was rather wavering in its support. From eye-prodf
of its good effects, I no longer doubt. I see that it is the only plan that will succeedin
elevating the mass in the intellectual scale. However, I think it would be better ifit
were established as the law of the land, instead of leaving it to the voluntary choice"oI
the people. By doing so a great deal of contention, which takes place at the annàlüa
meetings, would be avoided, and I have been repeatedly informed by the opposersîof
the system themselves, that they would be better satisCied if this were the case."

48. George liarl, Esq., P"ercy: "As a township we are progressing inthe
matter of cemmon school education. although very much remains to be done by us.
'With several of the sections under my charge rapid advances have been m ade. I trust

ere another year passes away, much will be accomplished in this and other townships
anongst the young. This is an age of improvement, let us have good teachers-men
and women who know their duties, and then it is to be hoped we shall have good
scholars."

49. T. E. Tildesley, Esq., Scymour: " The accompanying report may lead you to

suppose fron the few public exarninations and public lectures held and delivered during
the past year, that some w:mt of interest or dereliction of duty had been the cause.
The explanation why, must, 1 trust, be satislactory when shewing the lukewarmness of
those most interested in the progress of the pupils, viz.: their parents. I can safely say
that on my attendance to perform the duties of ny bflice there were, with the exception
of teacher and pupils, not an audiior in several instances. It gives me much pleasure
to iniorm vou t hat the coun cil of this township, though some are personally uninterested,
are more erergetic, and have decided to order such a number of the Journal of
Education as to furnish the school sections and themselves with a copy each. The
ouetion has been much discussed regarding the advantages of free schools, but opinon
is so divided that I can scarcely arrive at a conclusion. Jn a sparsely settled township
it so happens that there are one or two in each section who have to pay a heavy ta
under the free sehool svstem, t.n.1 n:ing in n· int ce Ie j of the whole the

general feeling, how-ever, as far as I can be guided by private communications, led
me to suppose that, if the whole of the sections were abolished, and the townsfip
directed by trustees, as provided by the statute, it would le beneficial ; and that uider7
such a svstem the trustees wouldi he of a much higher order-attention to school
better-and more general satisfaction given."

XVII. COUNTY OF DURHAM.

50. The Reverend William Ormiston, A.M., Clarke: "In presenting the accom

panying report, I am pleased to have it in-my power to state, that the schoolsb'f thi
township have all, with one exception, been in operation during the year; and 't
generally they have made some improvement, there being an evident -advanl
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previous years,-both in attendance and proficiency. I regret deeply, however that I
carnot speak more decidedly of our progress, for I certainly anticipated more than we
have accomplished. Our cornmon schools have still many obstacles to surmount,
many prejudices to overcome, and many improvements to make, ere they become what
they should be,-the nurseries of order, intelligence and virtue. The community,
generally, are far from appreciating as they ought, the importance and influence of the
common school, and greatly nieed enlightenment, as to its nature, dignity, and position.
The fallacious and ruinous maxim, that, 'whatever is cheapest is best,' is unfortunately
too popular on this subject, and the most unjust and invidious comparisons, are often
made between the remuneration of the teacher and the common laborer, much to -the
disparagement of the former; and hence, in many localities, no inducements are offered
toany but. a very inferior class of teachers, and ill-conducted, badly 1aught schools are
the result. Another great difficulty is the paucity of good teachers; and until a better
educated and more thoroughlytrained class of these canbe procured than are at present
too frequently employed, our hopes for the future cannot be very sanguine. A good,
practical, successful teacher in a section is worth a score of lectures, either in removing
objections to our common school system, or in illustrating its advantages. If in our
own township we had a few more such teachers, as I might name, our schools would
quickly assume a new and a higher character. The school everywhere bears the
impress of the teacher's character ; and, whether in a large, or a smal section, whether
in receipt of a low or a higher salary, wherever there is intelligence, diligence and
enthusiasm in the teacher, there will be found a corresponding character of order, activity
and proficiency among the pupils-but if negligence, indolence, and slovenly habits
characterize the teacher, what can be expected but inattention and disorder in the
school? The average salary of the teachers of this township during 1851 is much in
advance of that of any previous year, and a good thorough teachier can now readily
command a fair remuneration. More than one-third of the schools in the township
were free ; beside several which were partly supported, either by a general tax or by
subscription. There is still. however, a great deal of misapprehension and misrepre-
sentation on this subject, and even in some of the sections where it has been tried, no,
little disagreement and dissatisfaction prevail. Another great hindrance to the uniform
and unanimous working of our common school system is found in the motley character
of our population. A sectional school meeting, is a miniature house of representatives,
of all nations ; and public opinion, a tumultuous clashing of jarring prejudice; and, not.
unfrequently, national, sectarian, political and party feeling, usurp the place -of sound'
reason and sober judgment. A few years, however, will soon change the aspect of
society in this respect, when we hope there will arise a race hardy and intelligent, brave
and virtuous to fill their fathers' places, and proudly say, ' this is my own, my native
land.' And it is just because we believe that a national system of common school
education is indispensible to produce such a state of things, that we are willing to labor.
for its establishment and support."

51. The Reverend John Climie, Darlington: "You will perceive that we have
seven free schools. I met with some ignorant opposition in advocating the principle;
but I feel persuaded that it will yet triumph. However, I think that there ought to beý
soie alteration in the law, to allow of free trade as well as free schools. There ought
also to be a clause allowing men of property the same privilege that they have in the
road tax; especially if they have not children to send to the grammar school, or pro-,
vincial university. Where parents draw a hundred pounds for about twenty children,
and vote against a free school in their section because they do not send their children
to it, is not honorable, and scarcely honest.'

5. The Reverend James Baird, Hope: "In reference to the state of the schools,
I ar hàppy to say that they are much improved, and that the people are now taking'
a greater interest in them. There are two first class, four or five second~ class, and
several respectable, third class teachers in the township. Notwithstanding the opposi.
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tion to the free school system from persons who are well able to aid it, yet it is taking
root. Four sections have resolved to carry it into effect this year. In section No.-7,
the teacher's salary is to be raised by voluntary contributions. If the sum providedin
this way be not sufficient, the balance is to be raised by a tax on rateable property;
Sections Nos. 8, 10, and 17 resolved, that the teacher be paid by a tax on property.
In No 8, there was no opposition; in No. 10, only one dissentient voice, and in No. 17,
only a small minority against the free school resolution. These movements aie an
earnest of the diffusion of benevolent principles. I can also speak with greater satis-
faction of the school-houses. A verv commodious school-house has been built in No.
7; and Nos. 8 and 16 have been finished and made cormfortable. I have heard with
pleasure, too, that new ones are to be erected in Nos. 6, 11 and 17. In addition to
these encouragements, I may mention that the county council has presented the trus-
tees of each school section in the township, with a work on agricultural chemistry. - I
wish it would order annuallv the Journal of Education for each section; for the trus-
tees are slow, in this respect, to do their duty. The advancement of common school
education is the interest of all, high and low, rich and poor. According to the ratio'
that every man raises his fellow in the scale of knowledge, wisdom, goodness and
happiness, he advances his own interest in almost every intellectual, social and moral
point of view."

5.3. Tte Reverend William Logan, Carterigiht and Manvers: "In these townships
the schools are very poor indeed. The people take very little interest in education.
I have never been able to get the people to attend any public lecturE. on education."'

XVIII. COUNTY OF PETERBOROUGH.

(No general renarks were appended to the reports of the local superintendent in
this county for 185i.)

XIX. COUNTY OF VICTORIA.

(No general renarks vere appended to the reports of the local superintendent in
this county for 1851.)

XX. COUNTY OF ONTARIO.

54. The Reverend A. W. Waddel, Pickering: " Free scbools. In some of those
schools marked free in the report, you will find a small amount receied from rate-biU
This is explained by the fact that they were free to the section, but when children:,apa
peared from other sections, they were required to pay. I think attendance has been
in favor of the free schools. In 1849, if I remember well, the average attendance es'
492; in 1851, I think it is over 700. There is about the same number of free sch6ls
this year. I advocate the free school system, and I fully believe there would havebèéàft
ten or twelve free schools in Pickering this year, if I could have assured the trustee
that the schools would be paid according to the average attendance."

55. T/e Reverend R. H. Tho-nton, Whitby: "The trustees' reports are upoò the
whole, more correct than formerly. Still, mistakes and discrepancies are almost
innumerable. It is plainly necessary to insist upon more care. I have done my
utmost to induce trustees to keep their accounts; but I am painfully cohvieed thaVit
lias yet been w'ith little effect. During the past year I have carefully gathered.fracf
frorn each section, and but for my memoranda, an immense number of coluis
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have been entirely empty, or filled with conflicting items. I have. employed fully four
days these two weeks, each, in overhauling and comparing the reports with my notes,
so as to get as near accuracy as possible. Beside want of keeping a book for accounts,
there is another reason for the gross blundering on many topies, viz: the want of
school registers. I have insisted upon their being got in every section; but the few
which are employed, have been mostly got by the teachers at their own expense. A
similar indifference exists among trustees respecting the Journal of Education. The
free school systemn has met with much opposition here. I need scarcely say that
it seems to be entirely upon selfish principles. In Oshawa, where it was adopted in
1851, it has been rejected without respect to its merits. Interested parties just fairly
cried it down; an I the village being heavily assessed for improvements, the grievance
was laid at the door of the free school system, while some of the complainants have,
upon inquiring, at length found that the schooling was actually cheaper than usual.
Among the wealthy especially it must fight its way. I have, while lecturing, urged its
adoption in the way of experiment, believing that a fair trial is what is necessary and
al that is necessary to its success. The quality of the schools is decidedly improved,
and will, I am confident, continue to improve with the rising qualification of the
teachers. But there have been more vacancies from want of teachers than I ever
knew before."

XXI. COUNTY OF YORK.

56. The Reverend Thomas J. Rodgskin, First Circuit: ' During the year many
difficulties as well as many facilities were found in connexion with ' a new school law.'
Some grurbling-especially on the part of the immoral and the incompetent, who had
found a school-house, an alms house or a peritentiary, where they could obtain a sub
sisience and secure also their portion of whiskey, their harvest tine had passed away
and bitter were the lamentations. In looking at the school law through its operations
oi last year, I cannot but feel that it is adapted to the need of the country, and cannot
fix upon any point where, if I could, I would make much alteration. While every
thing human is imperfect, it must be admitted that, in our educational provisions there
isas much freedom as is compatible with the attainment of the end in view. I feel that I
can look with satisfaction upon the very high character of the teachers in the first school
circuit, and I can also fetI gratification at the fact that, even, if I have aided them in
nothing else, some of them are much improved in their pecuniary position. The
drunken and the dissolute cannot now be obtained. The incubus of the profession has
been removed ; and at our present rate of progress, the day is not far distant when the
designation of a teacher will associate with it the true moral and intellectual idea of
the gentleman."

57. Thomas Nixon, Esq., Fourth Circuit: "I am happy to be able to say that the
schools of this circuit are progressing. This I attribute in a great measure to the in-
terest which the teachers take in the improvement of their pupils; and to the great
nuimber of schools which have been kept open on the partially free, and entirely free,
systems. Many of the sections which fbrmerly returned an average attendance of only
twenty pupils, have had for the past year an average attendance of twice that number;
thus, on account of the free school systen having been adopted, are the blessings of
education extended to double the number of children, some of whom would otherwise
never have received any education at all. I am pleased to be able to inform you that
not only are the schools progressing, but I flnd a greater improvement in the literary
qualifications of the teachers-owing I presume, in a great measure, to the yearly ex-
aminations by the county board, and to the manier of conducting those examinations,
-which, in this county is done by printed questions, to which the candidates are re-
quired to give written answers. The improvement of teachers in this respect, during
the year 1851, has been at least twenty percent. It is pleasing to contemplate thia le. -
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cided alteration for the better;- and when we are fully aware of the fact, that, as isthè
.teacher, so is the school,' I look forward to the current year as one of still greaterim-.
provement. If our teachers are determined to become 'workmen that need not b
ashamed'-' wise master builders'-then we may expect such results as will stand the
test of time. That teachers may become good master builders they must be furnished
with materials of a superior description. In this respect we are gaining ground. -You
will no doubt perceive by my annual report, that in nearly all our schools we have the
national series of school books, and that most of the schools are furnished with black.
boards,-which I rejoice to perceive are made use of by the teachers for the purposes
for which they are intended. I cannot close my remarks without an expression of thanks
to the inhabitants of the fourth riding of the county of York, for their courtesy and kind-
ness. No obstacles have been thrown in my way, but, on the contrary, 1 have received
every assistance in the discharge of my duty from both trustees and people."

58. The Reverend Thomas Wightman, Scarboro': I The general character of the
schools in Scarboro' is improving-in some the improvement is but small, but in othérs'
it is more marked. Somewhat more attention is beginning to be bestowed-mrore -im.;
portance attached to the moral influence of the teachers as well as to their scholarship:
the and periodical examinations by the County Boards of Public Instruction, 'cannot
fail to have contributed greatly to diminish the number of inefficient and unworthy
teachers throughout the country. One proof of increasing interest in the cause of edu-
cation on the part of the people, as well as of improvement in the qualifications of
teachcrs, is the advance in the salary as compared with past years. The number of
pupils on the rolls in Scarboro'was, in 1851, about 14 per cent. higher than in 1850-while
in the only free school in the township the increase was 40 per cent. over the preceeding
year. This, though on a small scale, tells favorably on behalf of the free system. Al.
though there has been only one school in the township altogether free, yet a portion of
the teacher's salary has, in several sections, been provided for by voluntary assessment,
without increasing the rate bill; so that the principle of the free school system is gaining

round. Where a school section consists partly of 'villagers and partly of farmers, the

ee system meets with considerable opposition, and will probably continue to do so
unless the assessment law be somewhat modified."

59. School Section No.-, York: "Since the free school systera has been adopted,
we have the pleasure of seeing, instead of twelve or fifteen pupils, forty and forty-five,
and fifty, are admitted. Now this fact must create a pleasant emotion in the minds of
those who are anxious to see education flourish. But I must say that we have some

persons in this neighbourhood who would rather have their money out at two per ceit.
interest, than to educate their children with it. I hope it will not be long beforeit be
taken out of the hands of such people altogether, and free schools become universàl
throughout the province, whether those misers are willing or not. If this was really the
case, there would be better schools and more of them,-and instead of about four-nths
of the children in the Province being educated, nine-tenths would enjoy this great bles-
sing. O may the time speedily arrive !"

XXII. COUNTY OF PEEL.

60. The Reverend J. Wheeler, Albion: 'I visited school section No. 11, (tlie o
one in the township which had not a school,) three times-rode from house to 'houset,

encourage the people-called a public meeting and lectured. They are now build
a school-house, and the school is to be a free school !"

61. Thomas Studdert, Esq., Toronto: "The schools in this township have rnuCkh

improved during the last year; and a very general interest has manifested itselfin rer
ence to educational matters. The free school system has been discussed in almost eve
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section, and although I cannot report any free schools in operation, the discussions have
evidently been attended with good results. At the commencement of the year there
were only two maps in the township-in December there were twenty-three, and a
globe; and several other maps have since been procured. In January very few of the
schools were furnished with books of a uniform series,-but in December they were
tolerably well supplied. In January there were only two blackboards,-in Decenibér
there were fifteen. The total visits reported for 1850 were 82, and the actual visits
paid in 1851 were 247.

62. Education Commiuee of the Municipal Council of the United Counties of York
Ontario, and Peel: " In reference to the working of common school education, generally,
your committee feel themselvés called upon to state, that they hail the present move-
ment in numerous sections of this county, in regard to the establishment of free schools
therein, as indicative of a decided melioration in the tone of the public mind, in its.
preciation of this sound and enlightened mode of rendering the blessings and benefits
of education available to all. And your committee have no doubt that the result, pro-
vided that the system be fairly and candidly, and to a commensurate extent, perseveringly
carried out, will be that a most salutary and satisfactory position in regard to these
matters will be speedily attained." (Adopted by the county council at the Felruary
session,1851.) .&Tbe important subject ofschool inspection and superintendence having
occupied the greater portion of the time of your committee, and being moreover one
naturally of very great interest to the council, your committee beg to state. it as
their opinion that, in order to conduce to the uniform and simultaneous attainment of
improvement, which it ought to be the main object in all general systems of education
to promote, it is necessary to render the sphere of duty allotted to the respective super-
intendents suffliciently extensive, as to require the whole undivided and assiduous at-
tention and ability of the persons filling such situations to be devoted to the service.
And in the case of small divisions it is obvious that such salaries as could be afforded
Ibr such officers would by no means afford remuneration for services of the natüre
contemplated by your committee, and the natural resuit is, and must be, the assumption
of the highly responsible situation of common school superintendent by individuals
who, whatever may be their ability or zeal in the cause of education, must, and naturally
will, make the discharge of their duties in that behalf, subordinate to the more impera-
tive demands of their professional or other regular avocations. And your committèe
respectfully submit to the consideration of the couneil whether supervision of our schoolà
of the nature above adverted to would be consonant with the enlightened parental feel-
ings of the country. In making these remarks your committee intend no disparag.-
ment to the sincere and zealous advocacy of the mode of township superintendence,
elsewhere adopted for what is deemed sufficient reason; but, taking into consideration
the very great interest which is at stake, and which is dependant upon the successful
issue of the experiment, now making in common school education, it is confidently
hoped that all honestly opposed to the views of your committee in this matter, will,jfrom.
like motives, so far acquiesce with them as to permit the mode of circuit .superintelId-
ance, to have a fair and impartial trial. In conclusion, your committee are convinced
that if the mode of circuit superintendence, with the concurrence of the people, be-per.
severed in, and the common schools sustained on the free school system, now happily
becoming prevalent in the country, a state of high attainment both in mental andndmraI
education will be speedily realized, which will be hailed with delight by every frind
to his race, and which will eventually place our country in the foremost ranks ofhuman
civilization." (Adopted, in substance, by the county council, at the February session
of 1852.)

XXIII. COUNTY OF SIMCOE.

63. James Hart, Esq., Adjala: "I am happy to say thatthe people of this township
are apparently·taking more interest in school matters at presentv tha hithertò 'We
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bave one master trained in the normal school. I wish we had six more, the requ ed
number at present for our township."

64. Jason BJurchill, Esq., Collingwood, 4c.: "Many more schools would be opei'd
if we could pay and get aualified teachers. There is not one qualified teacher
every five schools in this place. Free schools are generally adopted, and we beliee 0
will universally prevail. If something could be done to qualify, (for the present,)
few teachers for this back country, who ca:inot pass the board according to the pre
sent act, it would be a great blessing to this place. Wishing you, sir, every prosperity

i lpn x ti .I 4

in Tue great work engagng yoUL atUtUU rean

65. Thomas Drury, Esq., Es,-a, 4-c.: "From the accompanying report it may p.
pear that the people have been less liberal in the support of schools than heretofore -a
sections 1 and 5 have been wholly supported from the school fund. This I am aware
is the misfortune, rather than the fault, of the trustees of those sections. Although-tàé
school population appears to be less, I am happy to say that the number on the rolfUh
increased about 25 per cent., and the average attendance in summer has increased ,if
a greater ratio. I postponed the delivery of the school lectures until near the close f
the yéar, for the want of an auditory ; but even then the case was no better-so that
none have been delivered; but as my residence is very central for the two townsrf!i
I have frequent opportunities of calling the attention of the inhabitants to school nis
ters. The township of Tosorontio is settled only on its southern side, ail the rest-i"
wilderness. It is divided into three sections, in two of which there will be schools-thii
year: the other section is at present too feeble to support a school. On the wholé éhi
schools are gradually improving; but not nearly so fast as I could wish. The nationli
books have greatly contributed to that improvement. Some teachers have adopti-
the method of instruction therein recommended, with zeal and success; but others wIii
still persist in following the inefficient system of by-gone age, wil l eventually be driii
to the confines of civilization, for they cannot expect to be tolerated in populous settl
ments."

66. The Reverend Wm. Fraser, Gwillimbury West: " It appears that, while there.
is a greater number on the rolls than in the year previous, there is a slight falling off
in the average attendance, and in the time the schools have been kept open. These
unfavourable results are attributable as much if not more to the impossibility of ob-
taining well qualified teachers than to apathy on the part of the people. One ofour
best school sections where there is every disposition to sustain the school, and in which
the free school principle was adopted, reports only 6 months school. They were
obliged to employ the 3rd teacher in the course of the year. Other sections were sirni.
larly situated. The people still require to be enlightened as to the necessity of setünrg
a proper value upon the talents and capabilities of teachers. The profession, mustbe
elevated by the same means with other honourable callings by attaching to itthe
means of living and respectability. Until this be accomplished in some reasonabje
.measure, it will be very up-hill work with the best digested laws and the most:care
fully and correctly managed systems, greatly to improve the state of education inthe

"country. The free school principle has not made much progress in this township duir-
·ing the last year. There is no question that the effect of its application, has been.and-

,ill be, to bring a greater number of children under instruction. But the consider
·tion which vill be given to any principle or project will always be greatly affecteQiI'
circumstances, and by immediate interests, without regard to its intrinsicval
prospective benefits. This is precisely the position of the free school'question.
is not yet sufficient of that patriotism and disinterestedness which would be prepared&t
make common cause for the moral, intellectual and social elevation of the masses
mankind.

67. The Reverend John Gray, Orillia: "lHaving only resided a few months
township I cannot speak yet very decidedly regarding its educational state.
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in general much to dishearten. Much apathy on the subject exists among the upper
class of society in this quarter; and the feeling in favour of education is thus far-from
being strong. A number of hostile influences have also been at work, and greatly
hindered the free development of our admirable school system. But few have inter-
ested themselves in the matter, and they have been feebly supported by the community
at large. I am truly ashamed to perform the un pleasant duty of recording in the report
the disgraceful state in which the school buildings apd premises are allowed to re-
main-the latter indeed cannot be said to exist. Still the prospects are on the whole
encouraging. A growing interest in education has of late been manifested; and those,
who have children are expressing great anxiety to get them properly instructed. -1
have brought under their notice the excellence of the free school system, and the feel-
ing in favour of it is increasing. The opposition however is great, and the chief argu-
ment employed is the apparent injustice of taxing alike those who have and those who have
not children. This objection is easily answered ; but perhaps, if a very sligh't differenceià
regard to taxation were made between these two classes, the free system would be adopted
throughout tbe land. Against even such a scheme, however, many objections might
be urged; especially the difficulty and trouble of classifying those paying the taxý
With the admirable- scheme, as explained in the school bill, I am fully satisfied, and
long for the glorious era in the history of our colony, (a time I trust not far distaint,)
when rich and poor shall be harmoniously united in diffusing the blessing of trée edu-
cation throughout the country. The county board of instruction is doing much .to
raise the standard of the teachers' qualifications, and the day will soon come whe'n
those belonging to the third class shall only be found in the waste places of the land.
la alluding to this subject, I would respectfully suggest the propriety of dividing the
,first class into two grades, and requiring of the higher some acquaintanceship with thé
Latin language. In every place where a first class. teacher is employed, you ill
always find a few who desire to acquire a knowledge of that language; and the ado'
tion of such a plan would mitigate the hostility which some of the upper classes of so-
ciety entertain towards our excellent school system."

XXIV. COTNTY OF HALTON.

68. Samuel Clar'ke, Esq., Nassagawaya: "I attended a meeting of a committee
of the County Board of Public Instruction for these counties two days ago in Palermo,
and I can assure you I was pleased to find such a respectable class of men offeiiri
themselves for examination as common school teachers. The people likewise in this
section are taking a much deeper interest in educational matters ; and, on the wholè,
my little exporience enables me to say, that the cause of common schools is advanò-
ing. The prospects are encouraging. I sincerely hope it may yet be more and more'
so till our favourite province shall be in a position to rank with the most favored coun-
try as to educational institutions."

XXV. COUNTY OF WENTWORTH.

69. Tte Reverend J. F. A. S. Fhyette, Ancaster: "I aim happy to state -thathe
schools under my superintendence are in a progressive state. When first I enteréd
upon the responsible duties of my office I found much to discourage, but I resolved-nôt
to yield. My only motto was persevere and do what I couldeto make the schools .,hat
they shorld be by encouraging a nd exciting trustees, parents and teachers, -to unitê
and ceneentrate their efforts to improve and make their schools as efficient, as possibleï
My efforts were especially directed towards the pupils of whom I had the stronigest
hopes-I conceived them to be the proper medium through which to convey an influs
ence, and my expectations have in great measure been realized."
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70. The Reverend Samuel Finton, Barton: "r think there is an improvement over
the previous year in the school interest of these places. It may not be very apparent-
from·the reports, yet it exists in the sections they represent. I think an average.of fou'
pounds is added to teachers' salary. Free schools have been freely discussed, but in no
case, I believe, established; yet, the excitement has been useful, as many persons have
largely contributed to school support for their prevention that otherwise would have
taken no interest in them. The school meetings this year have been very warm and
spirited."

71. The Reverend John Porteous, Beverly: "You will observe there were seven-
teen schools in operation for nearly 154 months, wrhich gives an average of 9 months
for each school. I record with pleasure the following hopeful signs of future improve-
ment in the common school department. First-every person is full of school matters:
He advocates or opposes frec schools; he finds fault with the territorial boundaries of
his section; he blames the despotism or indifference of his trustees; or finds numerous
faults, many of them contradictory, with the teacher. No doubt much of the schol
agitation is unhealthy, but more of it is, I believe, indicative of a growing interest'in
the education of the young. At any rate I prefer alnost any kind of agitation to the
calm of death. Second-Four sections take the Journal of Education, namely-the
1ith, 12th, 13th and 1 7th. Also the 1 ith bas procured last year a full set of schoô
apparatus. Third-There were two free schools in operation. The one, No. 9, owing
to circumstances quite satisfactory to me, and urconnected with the principles of free
schools, was not successful. The other, No. 12, gave much satisfaction. The scholI,
population 50, the teacher a young female, and the attendance 35. as I saw it twice;
present a very interesting chain of facts. In 1850, the number I saw present was
somewhere about 14 or 15. Besides, three more sections wvere partly free, as tlie
trustees say in their reports-for-the rate bills were voted so low as to leave a consil-
derable balance to be raised from the rateable property. Fourth-the character and
qualifications of the teachers have much improved during the past year. The pros-
pect ofexamination before the county board has produced a wholesome fear, and -led,
in very many instances, intending a pplicants to review the ground which they had not
seen since they left school themselves. Besides, in some cases the holder of the lowest
class certificate has been already urged by an honorable ambition to secure a higher.
In fact, it seerns plain to me that a few years will find the teacher occupying a high
position in society,-the position which lie should occupy. These, sir, are hopeful signi;
I cannot say, however, that I have beheld much fruit during the past year. But what
little has been seen, and especially the large harvest anticipated, leads me to take
a favorable view of the future. It is little of it we can see, but the glimpses obtained
auger well for the coming generation. On the other hand I am vexed with the very
small attendance of parents at our public examinations. One or two sections ,onlyin
this township present honourable exceptions to this. Also, whilst, as you see per repotp
there is a deplorable want of maps, apparatus, libraries, &c.; I am sorry to say therei
mach contentment under this want. Let me do justice, however,-some ofthesections
are beginning to move in this matter, and before 1852 closes, I have no doubt, will haè'
maps at least hung up in their school-houses. On the whole, my conviction is, thât
there is improvement: very slow it may be, but true and lasting. I may add, and dit
with great readiness, that I am welcomed in every section as the friend of all partiés..
My labours as superintendent of the township, have been thereby lighnened and rendered
pleasant. And were the superintendent freed entirely from arbitration cases, andthë
settlement of other disputed matters, he could not be regarded otherwise than as a generad.
friend."

72. The Reverend George Cheyne, Binbrook: "I think upon the whole the schools
in this township are improving. Where free schools were adopted last year they
have been given up this year. But the people seem disposed to reduce the school fe,
and raise the balance for the payment of teachers by tax upon property."
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73. Richard H. Craddock, Esq., Flamboro' West:" There has been a small increase
in the attendance of pupils during the year 1851, as compared with the preceding one;
but a falling off in the average number of months each school bas been kept open-caused
in some measure by the time lost after the removal 9f teachers before their places dould
be suitably supplied-in one instance by the small size and consequent poverty of the
section. A small section labors under disadvantages in several ways, and indeed; asw
far as I have observed, everything connected with it seems to correspond 'with its own
narrow dimensions, except the scale of taxation which it would require to keep the school
belonging to it in constant operation-but, in general, the time such a school is keptopen,
is comparatively short; also from the children being idle half the year, the knowledge
they acquire is but little; the proportion of public school rnoneys coming to the section
is trifling ; the teachers salary is paltry,-and for that reason, and moreover from its
not affording permanent employment, its chance of getting a first class teacher, is very
small indeed. Besides, a six months' school involves the necessity for a continual?
change of teachers, thus destroying in a great measure the feeling of mutual interest
and good understanding, which ought to exist between parents, teachers and pupils,
and which tends so much towards the advancement of the children. The West Flam-
boro' schools strongly exemplify this. The three best in the township, (which as
far as concerns the progress made by children in them, surpass the others very greatly,)
are kept permanently open, and for years have had the same teachers. The others with
one exception are continually changing masters, and the progress of the pupils in thein
seems very much to resemble that of a pendulum-backwards and forwards, without
gaining any fresh ground. Taking into consideration the comparative wealth and popu-
lation of the different sections, by far the most flourishing school is that of No. 9, which
shews on the roll 122 pupils,-a number greater than the whole school population of
the section. The plan adopted there for the last two years, has been very successful,
and seems to meet the approbation of all the inhabitants; it is that of charging every
child entered on the roll, at the rate .of one dollar a year, and then levying the deficiency
upon property. This rate is so small that even the poorest willingly pay it, and there
is thus raised £25 of the teacher's salary. The teacher is also supplied with a dwelling-
house, rent free, built at the expense of the section. Were this plan of providing a
teacher's house, more generally adopted, I think it would often be a way of furnishizig'
an equivalent to a considerable amount of the teacher's salary, which would fall very
lightly upon the inhabitants. Thexre is, however, one great, though I trust temporary,.
evil arising out of this school's prosperity--I mean the want of proper accomodation
for its present number of scholars. An apartment 24x 18, being obviously quite in-
adequate for an average attendance of 60 or 70, and such a crowded room very un-
healthy for the children, for though the population of the section, has been diminished
by a portion of it being now made to form part of No. 10, yet the attendance -at the-
school has undergone no decrease. I have been thus particular in my notice of this
school, as I think it affords a very good example of how much can be effected -bjr
mutual and well directed efforts, on the parts of trustees and teacher; for the inhabi.
tants ofthis section, are no better able in the way of wealth than others, where, a very
diffèrent state of things is seen, to afford the means of educating their children, by
strongly supporting their public school. However, throughout the townsbip I think
there is less dissention now than formerly on the subject of public schools-arising I
hope from a more just appreciation of the great benefits conferred by education upon,
all classes; and, consequently, something like a conviction, is gaining ground, that it is
now necessary for ail to work together harmoniously for their maintenance."

74. Education Committee of the Municipal Council of the United Countiev of Wet-
worth and Halton: "Your committee would recommend that no local superintendent
of education be paid his salary until satisfactory evidence has been given to thewarden,,
that his duty has been discharged in conformity to law." November session, 1851.
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XXVI. COUNTY OF BRANT.

75. The Reverend Wm. Hay, Burford: " On the whole, education is progressing in
this township. The number of schools bas, within two years, increased nearly one.
fourth. A greater number of children have been under instruction, than in any forméiý
year. The annual school meetings have been better attended, and a greater numbe
of visits have been made to the schools, which much increases the interest of both
teachers and pupils, while it shews that parents are more deeply concerned for their
improvement. Better supplies of the National books are provided, and a greater num.
ber of intelligent and useful teachers are employed, for whom we are indebted to the
Normal school. The great advantages attending the free schools, are becoming every,
day more apparent, and about one-third of the schools in this township have adopted
this system. Still there is an immense amount of prejudice and ignorance to overcome,
before all the schools, can be placed upon this efficient footing. I hope the time is no,
far distant when this blessing will be realized by the whole province."

XXVII. COUNTY OF LINCOLN.

76. The Reverend Wm. Hewson, Clinton: "I transmit herewith my annual report
of common schools in Clinton township. I am happy to say that your superior
abilities and untiring efforts, in your onerous office, are, producing their fruits in this;
part of the country; the general sentiment being that you have done ail that couldcibe
done, and more by far than could be expected, to promote the interests placed under-
your direction. By means of your numerous ci! culars, the present school law is better
understood, and more efficiently worked than any of its predecessors. In fact, with a few
modifications it would be as perfect as human legislation could make it,-meeting all
the wants of our country, and wonderfully adapted to the peculiar character of oui"
mixed population. I think I may say of this township that the case is, onward. The
people are awaking to the subject, more than ever before-this will appear evident
from the following fåcts :-1st. The kind of teachers that formerly iund employment,
have now to give way to those of higher qualifications, intellectually and morally. 2nd.
much attention is being given to improvemenrs in school-houses, and school furniture,
-- people seeking to put facilities before their children, for acquiring knowledge, which
until very recently they would have rejected as absurd. 3rd. Half of our sections
have procured full sets of Holbrook's apparatus-others are introducing maps, and. al:
have furnished their children with authorized books, &c. My lectures on education
are now well attended; all the people in the sections turn out, and manifest an interest':
in the subject hitherto unknown. 5th. Five sections have adopted the free schoVl
system, and it is becoming more popular, (though I fear it may lead in some cases
unhappy altercations, for there is yet rnuch ignorance and selfishness ; and local sam
mosities are worse, and more difficult to overcome, than those of a general character
Is not the country ripe for a thoroughly free school system?). Oth. I have been vastly
pleased withtheincreasing thirst for knowledge among the more advanced scholars-there
is a spirit of emulation among them that is really cheering. These facts present themselves
to my mind as a foundation of hope-an earnest of future advancement-a flattering
indication that the rising generation will be far in advance of the present.ý When
men among us like yourself devote their clear intellects, and with indomitable perse
verance lend their energies, to advance a cause like this, which lies at the base of amä
tion's greatness, Canada-our own loved Canada-must soon rise to a proud position,
and hold rank among the first of nations. You, sir, are doing a work that shal live lon
after we shall have passed away. May God sustain you anid your toils, bear youýp7<
far above the slander of venemous tongues, crown you with success here, and hereafte,
with a crown of glory.
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77. Jacob Kennedy, Esq., Gainsborough: "In lookinxg over the school report for
the present year, I find that, in respect to the length of time taught, the average at-
tendance of pupils, and the funds on hand, they are considerably in advance of-the
preceding year. Three of the schools were taught on the free school system, and two
partly so. The péople are beginning to understand the working of our presert school
law, and avail themselves of its benefits. There appears quite a disposition on the part
of the people to visit the schools and attend the public examinations. I am led to be-
lieve that this improvernent is much to be ascribed to my endeavouring to impress on
the minds of the parents the importance of visiting the schools. I proposed that two
of the parents should visit at a time every two weeks, and thus in rotation till the
whole of each section be favoured with a personal inspèclion of the disposition and
practical working of the system adopted by the teacher of their section. I beg to add
that the municipal council furnished means to purchase a map of Canada for each
school section-last year there were but two large maps, now there are fourteen."

78. Jonathan Woolverton, Esq., M. D., Grimsby: "Perhaps a chief reason, why
trustees find it so difficult to keep up a continuous school in their respective sections, is
this, that the amount of public moneys for schools is not sufficient of itself to obviate
recurrence to a pretty considerable rate-bill to meet the balance of teacher's wages.
And again, since the principle of "free schools' has been agitated, many are opposed
to a rate-bill altogether; And, sir, I have no doubt but that when this is taken away,
a great obstacle to the universal diffusion of knowledge will be removed. But before
this can be expediently done, I think -the Legislative school grant should be increased
to at least double what it now is, and, if practicable, even to a greater extent,* so that
a slight additional assessment will furnish the necessary sum for defraying the salary
of the teacher in all cases. When this is the case we may expect to see the principle
of free schools pervade our land, and the blessings of education be felt and known by
the inhabitants thereof."

XXVIII. COUNTY OF WELLAND.

79. The Reverend John Russell, D. D., Stamford, 4-c.: "In classifying the schools
I have been guided by the class of certiticate hel I by the teacher. But while those
reported as first class are really worthy of beincr so designated, sone taught by second'
class teachers are but little if at all inferior to first class ; and some of the third class
are really little if at ail inferiow to second. There have been only two schools in the
two townslhps that I consider truly inferior, alnost despicable, during the past year,
and one of them is in a fair way to be improved. A number of schools not reported
free are partially so; the rate-bill is kept low, and a supplementary tax leviedfor
paying the teacher-this is beco ning very common in the township of Stamford.
Sorne of the free schools have been very flourishing, such as Drummondville,.and
Queenston, but others of them in the township of Niagara have been so poorly ae,
tended and poorly conducted, that for one I would count it a grievance to be assessed
even ligbtly for their support."

80. Dexter D'Everardo, Esq., Thorold, 4-c: " I beg to remark that the school law
seems now to be regarded as ' a settled fact' among the people, and to give general
satisfaction. I hav a heard no one express a desire to have any of its provisions altei-d,
unless it be those, iand they are not few, who would like to have a county assessment
for free schools made compulsory. In Pelham, from local causes, the improvements in'
the schools durir.g the past year has not been so marked as at some' former periods';

* It is possible on this subject to go to an extreme. For an admirable essay on the practical evilà
of too large a national school fund, see the " Journal of Eduation for Upper Canada;" Volume III,;pp..
180-182, entitled, " The efficiency of a school system not dependent on a large school fund."
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yet the feeling among the inhabitants in favour of education is decidedly sound. Se.-
veral new and somewhat expensive school-houses are in course of erection in the
township, and when they shall have been completed and paid for, the annual report
will doubtless show in many of its columns the favourable influence which good school.
houses exercise over the attendance and several interests of the schools. In Thorold
the schools have, I think, improved much during the past year, and the tone of public
sentiment in the township with regard to common school instruction is at a very
healthy standard. In the latter township four free schools have been in operation. I
these four sections the aggregate population of school age is 405-the aggregate at-
tendance at the schools is 360. In the remaining six sections the aggregate population
of school age is 425, while the aggregate attendance bas been only 308. These fi-
gures shew clearly that supporting schools by assessment, even in rural neighbourhoods
and among ci people who are all abundantly able to pay school fees, has the effect of
bringing children into the schools, while the rate-bill in like neighbourhoods keeps
them out. Within the past year I have heard many persons of means and of influence
in society express themselves distinctly in favor of free schools, though they had for-
merly been opposed : but in a majority of cases they seemed to be of opinion that theý
existing provisions of the school law in that behalf are inadequate to the end, and that-
to secure good free schools and a general acqueiescence with principle and practièèe.
the Legislature should make it compulsory upon municipal councils to leey the re-
quired sum upon the property of the country. Some of the more cautious entertaint
doubts whether there is a sufficient number of properly qualified teachers to justify
such liberal and permanent support as that system would ensure to them-this evil, if
it exist, would soon cure itself. The present nethod of examining and licensing teachers
appears not to work altogether satisfactorily in this county; but whether the faultis
with the law, or in those who administer it, myself among them, I am not now pre-
pared to say. It will be seen that Pelham has one more school than in 1850. A
commodious new school house has been completed within the past year, and the school
which was formerly union school section No. 6, Wainfleet, has been removed to this
new house and is now called union school section No. 5, Pelham."

81. The Reverend Wm. M. Christie, Willoughby: «I have not delivered any for.
mal lecture in any of the school secrions under my care ; but think I gain nearly the
same end-so far at least as practical results are concerned-by short addresses after
each examination; and these I always strive to attend. Generally speaking the schools
are well conducted, though the attendance is poor. Some of the sections have laboured
under considerable disadvantages in this respect, but I earnestly hope that these are now
being lessened, if not entirely removed. If compulsory attendance on school is ever
accompanied with any permanently beneficial results, surely it were necessary and
prudent to adopt it here! Another free school isadded to the list this year."

82. Education Committee of the Municipal Council of the United Counties of Lin,
coin and Welland: 4 Resolved,-That in order to discharge the duties of local super
intendents, those oficers should be guided by higher and more ennobling motives than
those which the mere emoluments of office contr. A strict compliance with all the
duties and requirements of the School Act, should be kept steadily in view,-suchas
frequent school visitations, delivering lectures, &c., and that every means ought to be
employed by thern to arouse the teachers to a zealous discharge of their duty, and 8
promote the general cause of education throughout the various school sections uider
their immediate superintendence; and that the reeves of the varlous municipalities
should accompany the superintendents as often as practicable, during their school v
tations." .anuary Session, 1852.
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XXIX. COUNTI OF HALDIMAND.

83. William Jones, Esq., Rainham: "Notwithstanding all the difficulties which
ignorance and superstition place in our'way, I think the cause of education is gaining
ground. We have in this township three free schools, and some are on a very liberal
plan-a sufficient sum having been voted to keep the school in operation the whole
year, and employ a good male teacher for that time. But the most of our school-houses
are miserably constructed things without proper conveniences, and desks and seats
badly constructed and badly placed. causing great inconvenience in large schools; and
all free schools are large. I think I have so far prevailed with some that alterations
for the better will be made during the ensuing summer, and there is great need of thern.
I am often surprised at the stingy disposition of the people. If you talk about building
a new school-house. or repairing the old one, they exclaim that it is good enough, no
need of going to so much expense. The greater part of the broils and contentions
which arise in communities may justly be charged on ignorance. But we musf not
despair; we must still struggle on against all opposition, for these things cannot be
overcome at once: but it will require perseverance. I conclude these remarks by
bearing testimony to the usefulness of your excellent paper the Journal of Education,
although I cannot prevail on trustees to take it."

XXX. COUNTY OF NORFOLK.

84. James Covernton,Esq.,Charlotteville: " I conceive it is of great consequence that
uniforn school registers should be kept, and that to effect this object some very stringent
regulation should be introduced. A reaction of an adverse nature to common schools
has taken place in this township this year. I am constrained to say there is much of
prejudice in this, as well as objection on a pecuniary ground. In school section No 8, a
a free school was established last year; the attendance increased at*once eight times
the former average; the school was kept open nine months at a most insignificant ex-
pen;e (bcyond the public money,) which the trustees collected from the parents of the
children, instead of taxing the property in the section, and yet even then where signal
advantage had resulted from that system, its continuance was negatived at the annual
school meeting. There are some schools in this township that cannot be kept open the
prescribed period unless extraordinary means are pursued."

85. The Reverend Aaron Slaght, Jr., Townsend: " There is much more interest
taken in the subject of education than formerly; and as school officers, and the people
generally, become more acquainted with the present School Act, we shall be enabled
to carry it out more fully. Free schools in this township are producing much excite-
ment, and you will see by the report that over one-half the schools last year adopted
this system, though it is not the case this year. The grand objection, in my opinion, to
the present free school system is, that the matter is left to individual sections to deter. e
mine for themselves. Were there a general measure, either county or provincial, for
taxing, it would be more favorably received."

86. John A. Backhouse, Esq., Walsingham: "In transmitting my annual report of
schools for 1851, it affords me much pleasure thus to shewthatthe state of schoolsin.this
township, is far in advance of any preceding year, as well in reference to the qualifi-
cation of teachers and the average attendance ofpupils, as in the improved system upon
which three-fourths of the schools are at present established. The system of free
schools, formerly ridiculed and opposed, is now almost unanimously adopted ; and with
three exceptions, (and they are doomed to a short continuance,) Walsingham hasAits
free schools. Since I have had the honor to discharge the duties of local superintendent,
I have endeavored to the best of my humble abilities to advocate the system of fiee
schools; conceiving it to be the most rational and surely the most efficient means of
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promoting popular education. As I hopefully anticipated, the circulation of the ".Tournal
of Education" in every school section has proved most successful, not only in correctin*
erroneous views, and rernoving prejudices hostile to the advancement of a system alike
liberal and benevolent in sentiment and sound in principle, but it has been the means,
of diffusing useful and interesting knowledge upon various subjects; at the same timê
furnishing a guide for trustees and other school authorities in the discharge of their
duties. In every instance where the freee school systern has been adoped, it has
greatly added to the average attendance of pupils, and in many sections the increase
has been more than fifty per cent. The principle which advocates the propriety and
necessity of making our common schools free, and thus placing within the reach of
every child, to whatever class it may belong, the means of a common school education,
is every day gaining ground; so much so that the importance of making the property
of the township educate the youth of the township, is being gravely considered; and'i
humbly trust that the report of 1852 will shew that Walsingham amply provides .fo
the free education of all its children. Allow me to congratulate you upon the succes
which has thus far attended your unceasing efforts to secure to your native country th-
unspeakable blessings of an impartial system of universal education ; and although assu-
rances of approbation and expressions of gratitude may salute you from every quarter, yet.
1 conceive the greatest equivalent you can receive for such services is a secret con.
sciousness that you are fearlessly and faithfully discharging your duty to your countrm
to your fellow creatures, and to your creator. I have nearly completed at my own ex
pense a map of the school sections of Walsingham, which will be submitted for ti
approval of the council at its next sitting. After which I will furnish each corporatiga
of trustees with a map of their own section agreeable to the new arrangement of the.
sections. I have also assisted indigent sections, (this present year,) to the amount'f,
three pounds ten shillings towards erecting school-houses. I also, (in the past yea4)
distributed prizes and books to the scholars of different sections, to the amount of t1o
pounds twelve shillings and sixpence."

87. D. Wesley Freeman, Esq., Windiam: "In transmitting to you the annual
-eport of common schools for the township of Windham, I cannot but express my regret.
that it does not present the schools under iny superintendence in a more prosperous con.
dition. From the facts therein stated, you will doubtless come to the conclusion that th
importance of comnon schools is not duly appreciated by the inhabitants of this towá;.
ship. You will perceive, sir, that there is an entire disregard to the comforts and ebat
veniences of school-liouses and premises. Instead of there being ample play-ground S
and an air of comfort and convenience connected with them, our school-houses are
placed beside public highways with ground barely sufficient for then to stand upon,
and the only play-ground is the public road. You will also perceive that our schooWl
are lamentably deficient in maps, black-boards and apparatus generally and otherî
school requisites. The subject of free schools is thorougly discussed in ail our
school sections, and that seems to be about all we have gained on the free system
Last year there were four free schools in our township; at present, I believe, there
not one. This falling off is partly owing to the influence of a few wealthy individuals
and partly owing to the increased taxation on the inhabitants consequent upon the ne*v'
assessment law. Some of those wealthy opposers to the free school system inform me,
that their opposition is not to the system, but to the waste of money paid to inefficien
teachers; I would charitably hope that they all had as good an excuse; but I.a
there are some who not only stifle their own consciences, but fetter the consciencesof
their poor neighbours, many of whom are partly dependent upon them for suppor :
It is, however, a lamentable fact that there are many who take upon themselves-tihe
onerous and responsible profession of teachers who are deplorably deficient in the-ù'
cessary qualifications, and upon whom our money is worse than wasted; and I feài'j,$
will continue so unless the free system or some better one be adopted. Upon lookingEY,
over this intellectual desert we are occasionally cheered by the appearance of ai o
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we have a few good teachers and by consequence a few good schools. In my own
school section we are striving to establish a model school, which doubtless will be a
general benefit to the township. We expect to have a suitable building finished dur-
ing the coming summer-any suggestions from you in reference thereto will be most
thankfuly received and cordially responded to."

88. 77e Reverend Andrew Wson, Woodhouse: "In respect to the state of edu-
cation in this township, I am sorry to say it is far behind what it should be. A great
deal of apathy prevails in regard to the proper training of the rising generation. Many
parents, either from not having enjoyed it themselves, or from other causes, do not
sufficiently appreciate education. When lecturing I had in very few of the sections
what could be called a fair audience. In one there were but three adults present-
one trustee, one parent, and the teacher. In another so careless were the trustees in
respect to giving intimation to the people, that no lecture was delivered. The free
school system is gaining ground. Of seven schools in operation last year five of them
were free schools ; and I see by the reports of school meetings, the number is larger
this year. There is a good deal of opposition, however, to this system in several of
the sectionsarising chiefly on the part of the wealthy. There is one very great de-
feet I have found to my regret throughout the schools,-and I fear it is to be found in
the schools of more townships than Woodhouse,-the almost entire neglect of moral
training. Any education which embraces not the development of our moral nature, I
consider as not only defective but injurious to the individual and dangerous to the
community. The subject of such an education is being prepared for the better accom-
plishing of all the deeds of darkness which his fallen and corrupt nature may suggest.
I fully accord with the sentiments of Thomas Dick on this point. as expressed in his
work on the -diffusion of knowledge.' ' If,' he says, 'scripi ural views of the character
of the Deity, if the promotion of love to God and to man, if the cultivation of heavenly
tempers and dispositions, and the practice of Christian morality, be entirely overlooked
in seminaries devoted to the instruction of the great body of the community; such in-
stitutions, instead of being a blessing, would ultimately become a curse to the human
species; and we should soon behold a vast assemblage of intelligent demons, furnished
with pow.rs and instruments of mischief superior to any that have hitherto been wield-
ed, and which might ere long produce anarchy, injustice, and horror, throughout every
department of the moral world.' On the whole I see indications of progress and of a
greater interest in the educational cause; and Ihope by the close of another year I
shall be able to write you more favourably of our schools."

XXXI. COUNTY OF OXFORD.

89. Charles E. Chadwick, Esq., Dereham: "The schools of this township are evi-
dently improving, though mach is required to be done to brinig them to a proper stind-
ard. The subject of education is becoming more a niatter of every day life among the
parents, and a desire is increased for a better class of teachers. The system of exam-
ination at present adopted is a most excellent improvement over that which allowed
tùe granting of certificates by councillors and clergymen. The free school system is
on the advance in this township, and with a better class of teachers will produce its
effect. The present School Act is, I think, far n-arer what the country wants than any
of its predecessors.

90. John McKee, Esq., Norwich: " There is a manifest improvement in the effi-
ciency of the teachers since last year ; and also a corresponding improvement in their
schools; but there is not yet a sufficient supply of qualified teachers to fill all the
schools."

91. Rod. Macdonald, Esq., North Oxford: " The principle of free schools is gain-
ing rapid ground, and working admirably where tried. I may mention as an instance,
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that the school under my charge, never averaged above 30 scholars on the roll, under
the old system, whilst under the new, the number amounts to 70."

92. The Reverend Robert Wallace, West Oxford: " The cause of education is
making progress, and more enlightened views on the importance of good teachers aie
gaining ground in this community. Discussions sometimes arise on the subject of
salaries-some thinking that the teachers receive too large salaries-but there are in
most school sections, individuals who see the importance of providing a suitable re-
maneration for the services of teachers, such as their education, talents, and labors,
might secure in other professions, or in other departments of the public service."

XXXII. COUNTY OF WATERLOO.

93. John Finlayson, Esq., M.D., Wilmot, c.: "I 1 am happy to state that -thie
schools now reported, in the townships of Wilmot, Waterloo, Wellesley, and Peel, ae
ail of them improving; their teachers, without an exception, so far as I could'hear or
see, are men of unblemished moral character; and several of them are exclleit
teachers. The introduction into almost ail the schools, of the Irish national seriesgf
school books, brought with it an improved system of tuition. The teachers are aware
of the existence of the normal school at Toronto, and of its important objects;-ind
though but few of them have been trained there, thev all contrive to obtain, from varföui
sources, information as to the discipline and mode of instruction, adopted in the model
school attached to that institution. There are a few teachers who have attendedilte
normal school in Toronto; and there are others who have purposely visited it foi;a
few days. The mere existence of such an institution, for the purpose of qualifyingmén
for teachers, seems to do good, by shewing that, to be a successful teacher, something
more is required than the possession of a certain amount of literary knowledge. The
teachers, and, I should hope, the intelligent portion of the community every where iin
this province, are now becoming impressed with the important truth that, teachingjis
an art which must be acquired by a course of training. Some of the young men now
engaged as schoolmasters in these townships, are very anxious to attend the normal
school, and have been hitherto prevented from doing so, by the want of the necessary
funds. This obstacle, it is to be hoped, they may overcome. In regard to ventilatin,
I am not aware of any special provision for this purpose, in any one school-house, though
I made enquiries at al' the school-houses on this head. I do not think that, in gene-al,
that the children can suffer from a want of circulation of air, as by means of doors,
windows, chinks in the wall, &c., a sufficient supply of air is admitted. A large po-
portion of the inhabitants of Wilmot are Germans, and more than half of the schools
are so exclusively,-where German only is taught, these schools are very inferiorin
every respect. The books used are the German New Testament, a Roman Cathlic
catechism, and a Bible history. To improve these schools it would, I think, be neces'
sary to give them teachers, who would be able to teach the several branches ofian
English education. If they could also teach the German language, so much the more
agreeable to the German parents. From my own observation, I should say that th.
Germans in the township of Waterloo, Wilmot, and Wellesley, are becoming alive to
the uselessness of teaching German only, in their schools ;-so much so, that in- so
school sections among them, the German language is excluded, and all the ordinary
branches of a common English education are taught. In other sections, the German
language, is taught alternately with the English."

XXXIII. COUNTY OF WELLINGTON.

94. John Kirkland, Esq., Guelph, 4-c.: " So far as I have been able to observe,
though there bas been some fluctuation in public sentiment, as to the free schoolpri
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ple; it is steadily advancing in public confidence, on the whole. One gratifying instance
of candour, came under my notice, in the reports of the annual meetings, where an in-
dividual, who had publicly proposed some 'queries', adverse to free schools, moved the
resolution for a fret- school, in his section, which was carried by nearly two to one: I
have also an instance to state, of the benefit resulting from the distribution of your an-
nual report. A person who was one of the most prominent actors, in voting down the
free school, in a section where it was in operation last year, came with the report after
the meeting, and said that he had been reading your address in the report,* and making
some calculations since, and be found that, owing to there being a large number of
indigent scholars, in the section, the probability was, that after having collected all they
could from fees, they would have a larger sum to make up by assessment, to meet the
deficiency in the teacher's salary, than if the school had been free; and that if the
meeting had to be held again, he should do his utmost to carry the free school. In one
section, where the free school was carried last year, owing to a few clamorous individuals
keeping the neighbourhood in constant agitation on the subject, the leading advocates
of free education, made no proposition for aissessment, but opened a subscription list,
and, as I am informed, got a considerably larger sum promised, than the assessment
wrould have amounted to. The Jcading man in this movement, who subscribed teD
dollars, told me some time ago, that he believed if the government would pass a general
measure, there would be no opposition worth notice; but that it was a great annoyance,
to have the continual irritation resulting from its annual discussion, and the contest of
neighbour with neighbour. Having been satisfied in my own mind that the trustees'
reports were not generally filled up with that regard to accuracy as to the average
attendance, which is absolutely necessary to the equitable distribution of the public
money, I appointed a day to meet the teachers of each township, in their own town-
ship, and requested them to bring their registers, as vouchers for their reports. When
they came together, I found that in some localities there were diversities in the mode of
taking the average, and in others, that the numbers set down were nothing more than
a mere guess. 1 inay mention in proof of this, that one, who had made a report of 36,
when his register was produced, had never added up the colunns at all. I added up
the separate columns one by one, for two-thirds of the time his school had been open,
and on dividing the sum by the days, the product was an average of 20 only; and I
found another equally gross error, besides several minor ones, in those which were
presented. 1 beg leave to suggest the propriety of the Education Office furnishing a
register to every school, as it seems hardly fair to throw the expense upon the teacher,
when the trustees are not disposed to incur the expense. The accuracy of statistics
being of the utmost importance-uniformity in the mode of stating them-and, after all,
the charge of the register having to be borne by the public, in some shape or other,
unless great injustice be done to individuals-it appears to me there is no way so likely
to combine cheapness, regularity, uniformity and convenience, as for them to be furnished
from the Education Office, and let the cost form an item in its expenditure. The super-
intendents might be furnished with a supply, to distribute among the schools as often as
necessary. The trouble would be far less than the annoyance resulting from the want
of them. I requested the county council at its last session, to order a register, and :a
copy of the Journal of Education, for every section in the county, as Puslinch did for
its own schools last year ; but I found there was an amount of prejudice-sheer preju-
dice-which I did not expect ; one of the most influential reeves in the county, remark-
ing that il was not the business of the council to furnish the country with newspapers."

XXXIV. COUNTY OF GREY.
95. Thomas Gordon, Esq., Derby, e.: " Herewith I send you school reports for

the townships of Arthur, Egremont and Normanby, Ben&inck and Glenelg, Holland
ani Sullivan, and Derby and Sydenham. From these you will perceive that in Arthur

* See Annual School Report for 1850, pp. 198-216.
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the four schools in operation have been free schools during the past year. The exai.
pie was set by section 2, chiefly through the instrumentality of two of the trustees, to
whom more credit is due, as they have no children of their own to send. It is a sorïe-
what remarkable circumstance, that those most inimical to the keeping of a school in
this section are the very persons who ouglit to be most desirous of its establishment.
One man, who lives so near to the school-house that his youngest, of school age, could
attend every day in 'the year on whicb school was kept, and who has several childWâ
who would be none the worse for becoming acquainted with the school-master, bas
been one of the most determined focs of the school, actually grumbling at paying bis
quota of rate to purchase a stove. Che people generallyhowever, were so well content
with the working of the free school last year, that they unanimously (the person above
referred to not having attended the annual meeting) agreed to continue it this year.
Sections 1, 3 and 4, followed in the wake of 2 last year, and opened the school-house
doors to all in the respective sections who might go or be sent to get instruction, and
they are going on the same track in 1 and 4 this year. In 3, school bas not Deen
commenced this year as yet. Egremont and Normanby have been a prey to ,te:
contention between "schools and no schools ;" but there seems to be some prospecVtf
the struggle ending in favor of "schools." Bentinck and Glenelg have three union
sections, in which schools on the free system were kept open-in one for 12 mo"tliñ
in 2 for 3 months, and in 3 for 9 months, of the past year. New sections have beeh"t-
off in each of these townships, and will, no doubt, soon be organized and at wiË.
Holland and Sullivan have also three union sections. In one of these only-No..i
was the free school system adopted. In 2 and 3 there has been such strife, that I fe r
there is no hope of getting matters made ail straight and smooth ;-in 3 the scho60l
not in operation; in 2 it is likely to be closed. Sections 2 and 3, Holland, had teachers
employed last year,-section 2 has re-engaged its teacher. In section 3, there-hl.rÏ
been and are sad dissensions, chiefly arising from the fact of the section being piep
terously large, some parts of it lying in a direct line 8 or 10 miles fron the schooj.
house, and by the only practicable road as much as 14 or 15. Last year the teachšs
salary was to have been raised by an assessment on the whole rateable property ofilè
section: the trustees consequently had to assess those who lived 12 miles beyond tihe
farthest point from the school-house from which it was possible for children to atténid;
and, as might have been expected, have not yet been able to get the rate colleéted.
One collector abandoned the attempt in despair: another is shortly to try his'chañ'ee
of success. Derby had one school in operation, in section 5, last year; this year it has
been closed agai . Sydenham has 3 schools open this year-the same that werein
operation last year. Section 1 comprises the town of Sydenham; it is on thefre
school system this year; lastyear it was kept by rate-bill of 4s. per quarter per scholÛ
In this section the trustees have received the authorization necessary to enable.thè.
to open a female school, and have advertised for a female teacher; but I cannot Sa,
whether thcy have yet engaged one. In section 3, lake shore line, Sydènham, thê
school is kept on the free school system,-as also in section 4.* I have thus given'yu
a short summary of the position of affairs in the different school sections which have
come under my notice,-from which it will be seen that, even in this new -egilp h
free school system has taken a strong hold upon the people's minds. In those schô1ö
which have adopted it, and they are the greater number, the attendance of scholars is.
far larger and more regular than in those that have adhered to the quarterly rate
plan; besides which they are sure to secure the best teachers. Under the old'regzme
a teacher was frequently little else than a 'Gaberlunzie man'--going from bouse
house-getting from one a little flour-from another a few eggs--from a third a poun
or two of butter, and so on until his frock was full or he could get no more; wherea-
by the free school systen, he is transformed into a person of sorne -consideratIo,.

* The very great extent of the region of country under the superintendence of Mr. Gordo4n
the foregoing apparently minute account of the free schools in operation among the settiers,
interesting.
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receiving his payments in cash, yearly, half yearly, or quarterly, instead of scouring-
the section to beg for his dues. To encourage and foster this system has been my
constant endeavor, as also to strive to allay contention and strife. In- some instances
I have succeeded, in others failed; but, on the whole, I trust the schools under My
supervision have made an advance in the right direction during the past year."

XXXV. COUNTY OF PERTH.

96. James Redford, Esq., Downie, 4-c.: "Permit me, in transmitting the annual
report of the corümon schools of the following townships, viz.: Downie, Ellice, North
Easthope, South Easthope, Logan, Hibbert, Blanchard and Fullarton, which constitute
the sphere of my superintendence, briefly to state that, so far as my own experience in
the performance of my duties, as common school superintendent for the county of
Perth, has enabled me to judge, I am happy to think there is a growing interest felt
amongst the inhabitants of the county generally, towards the fostering and supporting
of common schools. That noble system of free education lately instituted in the
country, of the benefit of vhich during the past year a few of the school sections in
this county have availed themselves, is already begun to be perceived as one of the
highest boons, and is destined at no distant day not only to become general, but to be
hailed with more than ordinary enthusiasm through the land, notwithstanding the
objections that have sometimes been raised against it. Though comparatively few (as
I have already remarked) of the schools in this county have as yet profited by the
advantages thus held forth, yet there is an onward movement in the right direction,
which, when once subjected to the stimulating influence of the flourishing condition of
those schools which have availed themselves of the free system, compared with the
dwindling aspect of those depending on voluntary contributions and rate-bills, cannot
fail to convince the most sceptical of the unspeakable superiority of the former, and of
the certainty of its ultimate success. Of the 32 schools in the county, 12 may be
denominated 1st class; 13, 2d class; and 7, 3d class. Of the teachers engaged in
teaching these schools, 2 have lst class certificates; 15, 2d class; and 15, 3rd. class
certificates. So large a number having only 3rd class certificates, arises mainly from
a want of adequate remuneration being awarded to teachers for their services, and
thus preventing qualified individuals from applying for shcools, and obliging trustees
to engage inferior teachers rather than have their schools vacant. This, however, I
am convinced, will, to a certain extent, remedy itself, through that system of exami-
ation of teachers by the Board of Public Instruction, inasmuch as it is the means of
arousing every one entrusted with the education of the young, even for their own
credit, to make as conspicuous a figure as they can on these occasions."

XXXVI. COUNTY .0F HURON.

97. The Reverend John Logie, Hay, 4c.: "On looking at the state of education
in the townships to which my duties have extended, I have to indicate considerable
progress. Matters are still not what one would wish, we have to bear in mind the
comparatively recent settlement, the scattered nature and poverty of the population of
these townships, in order to form a correct opinion of educational interests and progress
I have to notice in several of the schools a decidedly higher order of teachers than they
had a year or two ago. The dissipated and the disqualified are giving way to the
moral and intellectual, who are more alive to their responsibilities and more interested
in their duties ; and in consequence, order and interest are more -manifest *in the
scholars. I ascribe much of this favorable change in our teachers to the formation sind
efforts of our board of education. Another favorable symptom of interest inour scehools
is seen in the slow but steady increase of maps, black-boards and improved school.

M
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books, and in the change taking place in the election of trustees; the people seem to
be feeling now, that every man will not do for this office. I see the question of free
schools has been attracting the notice of the press and the townships, in the more
settled parts of the Province; nor is the 'question unknown here. At many of the
annual school meetings the subject bas been keenly discussed, in some cases, as you
will see by the report, favorable to the principle of free schools. Personally, I have
my doubts as to the correctness of the principle on which free schools are based; and
I have been unable, notwithstanding all I have read throngh the press, to yield that
support to the system which is now becoming so popular. But there is one thing
which I have remarked in its favor, its superiority to other systems in bringing out the
children to school. There is a school in my neighbourhood which furnishes a case in
point. During the past year it was a free school, the attendance being then about 40.
They have returned this year to the rate-bill system, and I am sorry to say, it is witi
difficulty they can keep the school open, though the school is undei the same teacher
and management. This result is so important to my mind that, I have encouraged a
fair trial of the principle of free schools. From what I have seen of the progress 6f
education in these townships during the past year, I have no doubt that in a few years
they will take their place side by side with the most advanced settlements in the
Province."

XXXVII. COLJNTY OF BRUCE.

(No general remarks were appended to the reports of the local superintendentiu
this county for 1851.)

COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX.

98. Robert Tooth, Esq., Adelaide: "I hope to have a more promising report next
year, as most of the sections have adopted the free school system, with every prospect
of an improved zeal in the work of education."

99. Edward Handy, Esq., Carradoc: "You will perceive by my report, that
the free school system bas been universally adopted in this township, and, with very
few exceptions, has given general satisfaction. The advocates cf this noble system are
now beginning to look forward with confidence to the time when education willbe
placed upon a more solid basis, when every child in the community shall have the id.
vantage of a free education within bis reach. It is the prevailing opinion that nothinig
short of a Legislative enactment will ever be able to secure this great and inestiniable
blessing. In the administration of the present school law, one great cause of dissatis
faction Prises from the exercise of the powers vested in the treeholders and households
of each school section, by the 4th clause of the 6th section of the common school Ast
which allows a discretionary power with regard to the manner in which the teàchers
salary, &c., is to be raised. It frequently happens that those who are most interesed
in the school are over-ruled by a majority of selfish persons, who either hae 2l
children or else disdain to have them educated in a common school; thereby cm
pelling the poorer part of the community to resort to the inefficient system of rate4 il
as their only resource. I have known some schools which have been disorganied
altogether on this account, trustees having no permanent means within their reacli1
secure the teacher's salary. Were the Provincial Parliament to repeal the above cite
clause of the act, and substitute compulsory, instead of discretionary or voluntary, taza"
tion for the payment of the teacher's salary, it would set aside those unfortunate *

culties which at present exist. The distribution of the school fund according to4he
average attendance of pupils, in conformity with the first clause of the 31st sec i
the School Act, has produced a beneficial effect in securing the attendance.ofÀ,à
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children in our common schools. As the above clause is calculated to assist those who
assist themselves, many persons have availed themselves of the advantage of that privi-
lege. I have been enabled to introduce the 'Journal of Education' into seven school
sections under my charge ; the beneficial resuilts arising from the perusal of such a
valuable periodical are duly appreciated in this township. The Carradoc academy was
estsblished in the year 1832. - The number of boarders is at present, limited to 40;
and the school is conducted by a principal, and two assistant masters. During one-
half of each session, weekly lectures, with experiments, are given in chémistrv, and
other branches of natural philosophy by a member of the Royal College of Surgeons;
and a master also attends, to give weekly lessons in vocal music. There are different
kinds of apparatus used, of which the following are the principal :-Tbe globes, au air'
punp. an electric -machine, a galvanic battery, &c. About £18 per annum is the
average sum reccived from each pupil for board, washing and tuition. The Mount
Elgin industrial school is delightfully situated on the right bank of the Thames in the
southern part of this township. The school is in a prosperous condition. The national
school books are used, and the pupils classified in accordance therewith. The zealous
aud efficient efforts of the present missionary, the Reverend S Rose, in discharging the
onerous and responsible duties imposed upon him, must prove highly conducive to the
welfare of the Indians under his charge."

100. Tie Reverend .ames Skinner, Lobo and London: "In further reporting per-
mit me to state that, it gratifies me very much to intbrm you that the character of the
teachers in the townships of London and Lobo during the year past, has been of a high
moral standard. Their qualification as teachers are diversified, but they have all been
competent for the duties required by their respective schools. The schools generally,
have been well conducted, not a few have been very efficiently taught. In Lobo,
particularly, few changes have taken place; only two schools of the nine are this
season occupied by new teachers. I respectfully submit to you the following view :--

IN LoNDON. IN LoBO.
Number of pupils between 5 and 16 years of age ........ 2310

" on the rolls of that age........... 1498
"9C on the rolls above 16 years.................... 144

Average attendance during the year.................... 772
At school during no part of the year.................... 812
Approximate ratio of the average attendance of the number

on the rolls during the year ......................... 5.10
Approximate ratio of the average attendance of the number

between 5 and 16 years ............................ 3.9
Average time in months, during which the schools have been

kept open ...... ........................ 8

841
679

73
301
162

5.9

3:8

These figures shew that these precious institutions, our common schools, are yet
far from being duly appreciated. We have still to contend with two great evils, un-
called for, factious, opposition on the part of some, and a disposition on the part of
many to neglect the education of their children, if it shall put them to 'any cost..
Free schools would, indeed, prove a great blessing to this land. I hope the time is not
far off when this benefit shall be permanentlysecured by Legislative enactment. Wère
it so, I firmly believe the measure would afford general satisfaction. As the law now
stands, it is difficult to conceive to what extent jealousy and bad feeling are excited;
especially at our annual school meetings, by the discussion of the questlon of -free
schools. With rnany worthy and patriotie exceptions we have, generally, unmarried
men possessed of property, together with those whose families are grown up, arrangéd
against the free school system. It is lamentable to see men in any country, but still
more so in a young -country, such as ours, keeping a keen eye on the small sàm whihl
free schools would onlv demand from each one's capital, and 'wholly overlooking thé

A. 1852.
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means adequate for exalting the character of our rapidly increasing population, and
possessing ourselves of the yet unknown resources of our fine country. Many, how.
ever, sustain the system of free schools. The number of those friendly increases daily.
Already is the subject warmly discussed in every school section. If the public aid shall
be constantly apportioned to schools on the basis of the yearly average attendance,
sections will speedily be forced to adopt the system. Wherever we have a free school,
we have a comparatively large average attendance, and consequently will have a
proportionately large share of the public grant. If the basis of apportionment shall be
the number of children of school age in the section, our present contest wil be indefinitely
prolonged."

101. The Reverend Wm. F. Clarke, Westminster, «.: " In my lectures I have
taken occasion to advocate the system of free schools, and I think there is a growing
public sentiment in their favour throughout the township. You will be gratified to
observe that, we have had ten schools sustained on this principle in Westminster dur-
ing the past year. I have also urged strongly the necessity of remunerating teachers
more liberally. Very seldom indeed does the best male teacher receive more than £6
per annum, without board. I believe I have only the pleasure of reporting one instance
of a larger amount being given. Now what is £60 a year as an inducement for young
men of energy and talent, (and we want none lacking these qualities,) to devote them.
selves to the profession of teaching? Who can seriously contemplate a settlement for
life, and the formation of domestie relations with such a prospect as this before him?
The efiect of this penurious system of remunerating teachers is, that men of the rigb
stamp, shun the vocation as a poverty-stricken one, or perhaps pursue it for a while
only to embrace more lucrative situations as soon as they present themselves. I regret
to state that two of the best teachers within the limits of my superintendency,-young
men of sterling talents and excellent attainments,-of whom I had every reason to be
proud, have recently deserted the profession simply on the ground that they saw no
prospect of a competency in it. I hope the day is not far distant when by the imposi-
tion of a general tax by government for universal education, the profession of common
school teaching shall be elevated to its proper position in society ; and, instead of being
a fluctuating, make-shift, and beggarly vocation, shall become the respectable, settled,
and well-remunerated thing it ought to be. l the meantime, it is encouraging to
know that decided progress is being made. The report I have now the honour- f
transmitting indicates considerable improvement in the township of Westminster. .I
have no doubt the reports from ail parts of the province wiill exhibit the same pleasing
features, and I would fain hope in a much greater degree. The Canadian mind is evi
dently awakening to the importance of securing a good education for the entire popw
lation of our noble province. There is no good reason why Canada should not become
one of the best educated countries in the world. It is only necessary that the people
generally co-operate -with their representatives in Parliament and with their local.
school officers and the work will go on most successfully and rapidly. The province
is much indebted to you, sir, for the unremitting zeal with which you have devoted
yourself to the advancement of its educational interests, and I heartily hope you may
live long to fill your present post of responsibility and usefulness."

XXXIX. COUNTY OF ELGIN.
102. Donald Currie, Esq., Aldborough, 4.c.: "The Schools under my superintend

ence, upon the whole, are in a state of progressive improvement: some of them deci
edly good, where the school law and system of intellectual education have beenm p ir
sued. And this last holds good specially in respect to Dunwich, where a better classf
teachers fill the schools,-Ior this very good reason that there greater encouragem
is held ont to them."
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103. The Reverend T. B. Read, Bayham: " There have been many changes made
in the school arrangements during the year 1851 ; a new organization has in a great
measure been effected; some difficulties removed which existed at its commencement;
and many inconvenient boundaries altered. Five new school-houses have been built,
and arrangements made for the erection of four others during the year 1852. I have
executed with much care a map of the township on which all the sections are distinct-
ly marked, and new numbers given in regular order-which map has been sanctioned
by the municipal council as the school plan of the township. The general principle on
which the school money is now divided is the best that could be adopted as encourag-
ing industry, but it might perhaps be a little improved by still withholding the legisla-
tive grant from sections that have not complied with the law during the previous year,
but allowing the municipal grant to be divided among all who kept their school open
six nonths of the then current year-this would prevent some poor sections from being
discouraged and abandoning ale enterprize. Many years' experience as a school trus-
tee has afforded me ample proof of the inconvenience ofthe rate-bill system. The un-
certainty ever attendant upon it as to whether it will be high or low keeps many from
sending to school ; the natural consequences of which is that it falls heavily on those
who do send. To remove this evil in sections where general taxation was opposed I
have suggested the adoption of an entrance fee, fixed upon, as to amount, at the annual
meeting, and so low as to exclude none from attending-the balance, if any, required
to pay the teacher, to be raised by the trustees by tax on the property of the section.
This plan has been resorted to in several sections this year with great prospect of stuc-
cess, and is likely to produce harmonious working."

104. Noah Silcox, Esq., Southwold: "It is pleasing to remark that there is an in-
creased interest in education in this township. It will be seen by this report that there
are 18 common schools and 1445 children between the ages of five and sixteen. The
total number reported as attending the schools is 121 4,-being an increase of 226 over
the past year. The total average attendance is 570,-beiLg an increase of 103,-and
the average salary of male teachers has increased £3 per annum. There are 34 large
maps hung up in the schools,-being an increase of 29. Black boards are used in 13
schools,-being an increase of 4,-and globes and other apparatus have, for the first
time, been used in two of our schools. The free school system was tried the past year,
for the first time in this township. Five sections adopted it: two of these were in new
settlements, and the average attendance -was less than the previous year ; but in three
free schools, in which the average attendance the previous year was only 84, it in-
creased to 132: being an increase on the whole of 48. We have at present only three
free schools;-three sections which adopted the system last year rejected it this. Some
may be led to infer from this fact that people have come to the conclusion that it is a
bad systern, and that the number of its friends is decreasing. But this is not the case.
I believe there are many more in favour of free schools now than there were last year.
And if we look at the amount of influence used to oppose the system at the annual
school meetings, we shall not be surprised that it was not more generally adopted. For
the last twenty years, in many sections, not more than five or six individuals-attended
the school meetings. But the school tax had the effect of bringing to the annual meet-
ings all the voters in a section. Men of property who had educated their children, and
those who had no children. looking only to present results, came forward and opposed
what ihey considered to be an act of gross injustice. But, with all the influence that
could be brought against the system, its adoption was lost in two or three sections by a
single vote. And I am led to believe that when people obtain more information on this
suhject through the Journal of Education, the public school lectures and the press, the
system will be universally adopted. For it is a.notorious fact that, when educatiorn is
left to private individual effort, and there is no legislative enactment or general provi-
sion for its support, the large mass of the people grow up in ignorance. And-if we
look at the present condition of the nations of the earth we shall find that the. mostig
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norant are the poorest, the most debased, the most wretched, and the most oppressed:
Where ignorance prevails people enjoy neither civil nor religious liberty, but are the
dupes of superstition, and fit tools to sustain tyranny. Whereas, on the contrary, the
most enlightened enjoy the greatest amount of wealth, happiness, and freedom.

XL. COUNTY OF KENT.

105 Thomas Cross, Esq., M.D., Howard, 4&c.: "Achool-houses. There is nothing
which so truly and so eloquently conveys to the mind of a stranger the moral and so-
cial condition of the people amongst whom he is sojourning as the appearance and
character of those houses devoted to the intellectual training of their youth. They
stand as evidence of the liberality displayed in the support of that cause on which aldne
can be based a people's social happiness, or a natioli's prosperity. I find in many sed
tions of this county little or no attention whatever is paid to the appearance or comfort
qf the school-houses. I have repeatedly in my visits directed the attention of trustedï
to this important matter, in some instances my suggestions havebeen promptlyadoptè4d.
while in others nothing bas been done towards improvement. The necessity of every
section obtaining a freehold on which to place the school house is, moreover, apparent"
One acre well Inced and neatly laid out in shrubbery would not only add to the i
spectable appearance of the neighbourhood, but would also contribute to the enjoymÏit
of the pupils, and by giving them early habits of taste and neatness might mould thefi
character to such habits inl after life. Fe w school-houses have any play ground attachëd,
and fewer still have even the comnon convenience of a privy, which must be looliéd
upon as essential to preserve that innate modesty which ought to characterize the
minds of the youth of both sexes. In the year 1850 there were reported sixty-fiv
schools in the county; of these twenty-three were in bad repair and more than two
thirds with no out-door corivenience of anv kind. I hope, therefore, as an educational
spirit advances arnong the people, when they become properly aroused to a just serise
of the obligations under which they are placed, to consult for the intellectual welfareôof
their children, a marked improvement will take place in the character and appearance
of their school buildings, and that a generous ernulation will pervade the inhabitants
of every section to excel each other in the external decorations and internal conve
niences of those houses. Qualification and classification of Teachers. When I reflet''
for a moment what mighty interests are involved in the character of our common
schools-that there ilie youthful mind is trained either to habits of thought, reflectida3
sobriety and virtue, or to receive those impressions by which the incipient germs_ f
depravity and vice are brought to full naturity, and unchecked and uncontrolled spréâd
crime and pauperisrn over the land-when I sce that to make a people truly happy,
truly great, and truly independent, it is necessary that they be an educated peoPl«
that education lies at the root of their moral and social greatness, the very foundaù
on which alone can be raised national wealth and influence-when I consider h-•'t,
essentially necessary to the elevation of my country, morally, politically, socially -a
religiously, that those tender minds which are about to take our places be moulded in ó
habits of thouglit, of intelligence and virtue,-I must conclude that no departmentj1f
our educational system requires more vigilance than the appointrnent of those vho re
about to be the guardians of our children's morals, and the developers of their-mtl
lects. No school law however wisely conceived, however liberally assisted by legisIl
tive and municipal endowments, cau be conducive to the object of its existence whin
carelessness and inattention are manifested in filling the schools with teachers mor
and intellectually disqualified for the office. And such is often the most difficult paxrf.
the duties which school officers have to discharge. It is peculiarly so in this conii3 ý<
and at this time, from the erroneous impression under which the people labour %
gards the economy of cheap teaching. Such a system, so long acted upon, hasC
vented competent persons from engaging in the profession, and hence the schools.h
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in too many instances been filled by men who, both from immoral habits and mental
incapacity, are notoriously unfit to be placed in stations of such trust and responsibility.
The present school law has visely provided for the'appointment of a County Board of
Public Instruction, whose duty it is to examine teachers, ànd grant certificates of qua-
lifications-a duty which before devolved on the county superintendent individually.
Notwithstanding the solicitations of the trustees and others interested, the board during
the past year has rejected many candidates who have had nothing to recommend them
but sialil wages and loose discipline, and in a few instances certificates have been an-
nulled, from the holders indulging too freely in intoxicating liquors. Though many of
our schools are as yet filled by third-class teachers whose standard of qualification is
too low for any school, yet many men of a higher order of' qualification and capacity
have been appointed, who have, during the past year, afforded evidence of their useful-
ness by the progress the pupils ure making under their care; and bear conclusive tes-
timony, if any were wanting, that it is only the good scholar who can properly teach
the child even its A B C-that it is onlv he whose mode of instruction is based upon asys-
tematic principle, and who enters vith a corresponding energetie spirit into his work,
who is at all calculated to instil into the minds of youth the frst principles of a sound
English education. It is pleasing, therefore, to see that this pernicious principle of cheap
teaching is beginning to lose its hold on the public mind; that many poor sections are
liberally assisting towards the maintenance of an efficient school with a good teacher,
the only difficulty now being to obtain a sufficient supply of such men. The annual
reports of this year will not sufficiently demonstrate the march of improvenent in our
schools under such an enlightened system as this; it requires time fully to prove its
practicaL utility, and the unwonted impulse it is about to give to the educational inter-
ests of the rising generation. Thus is the profession of school teaching beginning to be
appreciated-thus it is no longer looked down upon as beneath the notice or occupa-
tion of the respectable, the talented and educated ;-thus is the schoolmaster now con-
sidered as truly the guardian of the youthful mind; the developer of its virtues, its in-
telligence and its thoughts; the framer of its destinies, its future career and social posi-
tion; and thus are his services sought after and bis worth appreciated only so far as he
gives evidence of his ability and zeal, bis integrity and usetulness, in the discharge of
bis ail important duties. Mode of supporting Schools. Intimately connected with the
qualification of teachers is the method to be adopted for their support. As long as
their services could be procured for a trifling remuneration, it was a matter of little
moment how it was raised-the burthen was light. But it now becomes a grave
question with the inhabitants of every section,-How can we procure the services of a
qualified teacher with the least individual expense and to keep our school open for the
whole year. Property taxation at once suggests itself as the only effectual method to.
secure with the least possible expense the blessings of education to all: the poor as well
as the rich. It will soon cease to be optional with the inhabitants of every school sec-
tion whether they shall go on in the old voluntary track, with scarcely means raised
sufficient to keep a school open a few months, or close in with the only true and en-
lightened plan of establishing a free school or a school supported by a rate on the pro-
perty of all, and free t o the children of all. The latter system vill force itself upon
them whatever opposition it may now have to encounter. The very judicious method
of appropriating the Legislative and municipal grants to schools in proportion to average
attendance will have a powerful influence, in hastening the period when the mainte-
nance of schools on the " free system" will be as settled and established in the minds
of all, as regards its necessity and justice, as administering to the support or our gaols
and courts of justice. It secures in every instance when acted on a larger average
attendance, and consequently entitles the section to à larger apportionment' of public
money. During the past year I have taken the opportunity in many localities to press
the importance of "free schools" on the people, and though I find occasionally.some
dissatisfaction and much opposition nianifested, still the liberality and good sense of the
right thinking portion of the community is, fast prevailing over the-selfishness .ofthe
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few, so that in a very few years, I trust to see every section supporting its schools<rea
as the air which surrounds it to every child within its boundaries; and that accom
plished, not by Legislative enactment, but by the force of public opinion itself. Had I
been able to present you with the results of the system in every school section where it
was acted upon during the past year, I have no doubt but it would have afforded cori-
clusive proof of its great superiority over any plan ever yet adopted, and have inducé
others who are backward in embracing it to 'go and do Iikewise.' Book- use& Next
in order of importance to a good teacher is the introduction of a uniform series of text
books; the one is as necessary to the efficiency of common schools as the other
Classification is an important part of school organization, and without which a teacher
cannot impart his instructions sitnultaneously to nunbers: hence the necessity of sup.
plying the schools with proper text books from the lowest to the highest class. Thè
national series is adnirably adapted for this purpose, and is now entirely used to the
exclusion of any other. This has been a work of time ; much prejudice had to be
overcome before those American productions with which the schools were flooded could
be abolished. Early in the year the board published a list of books authorized bvthe
Council of Public Instruction for Upper Canada, to be used in all the schools, and mak-
ing the payment of the school fund to each section contingent on its complying withthis
resolution of the board. The result is that the annual reports for the past year will
shew that those books have superseded the use of all others, and that the inefficielit
mode of individual instruction has given place to classification in all our public schools.
Libraries. The want of common school libraries is one serious drawback to the diffai
sion of knowledge amongst the working classes in this country: little spirit seems'tô
exist among the people to procure libraries suitable for general reading, and the acqi.
sition of general information. This should not be. In a country like ours, where- the
life of the agriculturist especially is one of a secluded and monotonous kind, food is
required for the mind to prevent it from falling into listless inactivity and passive-indo;
lence. The hours of relaxation from labour ought to be spent in storing the mind with
useful knovledge, and nothing contributes so much to this as libraries in connection
with our common schools."

106. John Stone, Esq., Orford; "The schools in this township, I am happy to bé
able to say, are, on the whole, improving; some of them are in a satisfactory conditiöii
and would, I think. suffer nothing from a comparison with the schools of any of the.
surrounding townships. One school section has adopted the free system this yearI.
trust it will go on and prosper. As an individual I am an ardent admirer of the free
school system, considering it one of the greatest boons any government can confer:on
its subjects; my opinion is, however, that it will not be universally adopted, unless l1
a legislative enactment. I believe that a large majority of the inhabitants of thé
several school sections are in favor of the plan, but many under the present systemd
not like to oppose their neighbors. Prejudice against free schools will have to give
way sooner or later; but, in the meantime, in very many of the school sections, :te
rising generation will suffer lack of knowledge under the old rate-bill system.
your exertions on behalf of free schools be crowned with success."

XLI. COUNTY OF LAMBTON.

107. Ctarles Scarlett, Esq., Dawn: "From my report, you will perceive that4t
schools are gradually, though slowly, advancing. Although the range of studesisf
from being as extended as would be desired, yet the several branches which are taugý
are taught in a more enlightened manner, the books used are more uniform, and paren ts
and trustees are willing to pay a higher salary for a better class of teachers. I remM
that it is a very difficult matter, in this newly settled part of the country, to -proceu
teachers who are sufficiently acquainted with the improved system of teaching. Ia
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fully convinced that the normal school system is decidedly superior- to any ixnëthod of
teaching which has ever been introduced into this or -any other countryP and ohghe
thererore to be extended into every part of the Province. 1 am- of opinion that, bîy
establishing teachers' institutes or associations, where they could convene añd coifer
on educational matters, discuss the most improved method of teaching aiid sohoôl
discipline, and compare it with that adopted in the normal schools; much goodmight be-
effected: whde ail could be initiated in the method pursued, and consequently énabléd
to practice it in their respective schools. It will be observed that there is a total wanit"
of school apparatus in this township-such as globes, maps, &c.-the importance cof
which I have endeavored to impress upon the rninds of both trustees and the comnul
nity at large, but as yet apparently without success. In accordance with-the'reqire"
ments of the Common School Act, I have to report that I have duly examined,éach'
school utider my superintendence, and I am happy to state that nothing of what niglt-
be considered as disagreeable or unpleasant occurrence has yet presented itself befor
me. I have much pleasure in stating, also, that I have induced several trustee corpo-
rations to subscribe for the Journal of Education. I consider it to be an excellent-
periodical, one which will well remunerate any person who may favor it with a place
in the circle of his reading acquaintance, and wbich should, at least, be in the hands of
every school official. I have also great pleasure and satisfaction in stating that every
school section in the township has adopted the system of free schools-schools sp
ported by the property of all, and equally free to the children of al-the only schàool
which are, in my opinion, based upon the true principle of nàtional education.' Ir
fact, universal taxation is the only method that will ever elevate the character- of thê
cornmon school, and render it what it should be-a seminary for the education -of alil
classes. This ·cheering circumstance clearly indicates the increased atthntion a<h:
interest which the people in this township are beginning te manifest upon the -subjec-
of free schools. I therefore look forward with pleasing anticipations to the day, not
far distant, when every school section will be supplied with a good school.house,'the
necessary apparatus, and a competent teacher to conduct it. In conclusion, allow zi&'
sir, te congratulate you on the dignity of your position-foremost in the advancement-
of national education, and the promotion of general good throughout the cominunitg?"

108. The Reverend Geo. J. R. Salter, Moore: " I am sorry to say that the school
affairs have been by no means in a satisfactory state amongst us during-the past year..
Much opposition has been given to the working of the new School Act, chiefly byÀ
persons, who, having hitherto neglected their duty by not attending school meetings.
and left the management of the schools to a few, now finding that trustees are no.'
longer the ciphers they have beei heretofore, opptse them when exerting their lawfiÂk
authority, and object to the law which gives them that authority. A very',large
majority oi :he people in this section of the country are opposed to free-schools..-Thi,
I believe, arises in part from the po'verty of most of the early settlers in a new country,-
and early remunerative employment, which induces many to keep their- children
working on their farms, and thus they grudge the payment of taxes for the mainté.
nance of a school, of which they neglect to avail themselves. Added to this,,the
difficulty of collecting the taxes due on the unoccupied lands, renders the tax-forya,
time burdensome on the residents. The principal evil, frorm which we.sulfer, issthes
want of efficient teachers-many having devoted their early years to some.other-
employment, have only sought engagements as teachers, when such employments have.
failed to be remunerative :-they may be able to pass the examination of the, county:
board, but yet are unacqainted with the practical working of a schôol, and aredeficient!
in the power of imparting knowledge. I trust, however, that this lack may be sup-
plied in time through the agency of the normal school." . . ' ".

109. The Reverend John Armour, Sarnia, ec.: "I herewith send you the-aâuü
reports, for the townships of Sarnia, Plympton, Warwick and Bosanquet, for the&jee
1851. lst. The free school system is taking a considerable hold of- the 'mind' òfthiW
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scattered population. There were eight achools in these four townships, (and which
is a considerable minority,) which adopted and carried out the free school principle,
There were also several which were partly free. The system was not, at the begi.
ning of 1851, nor is it yet, well understood here in all its bearings, and in one or two,
instances has been greatly mismanaged. From this cause the minority have obtained
a return to the rate-bill for the present year, with its usual consequence, a diminished
attendance,-and if so at the beginning, I am afraid of the end of the year. There
are also two schools, which at their annual meeting resolved on a rate-bill, or tag, to be
levied on all the children of school age in their sections. To the trustees of these
schools I have made known the illegality of this resolution, and their incompetency to
collect such a tax. As, however, others have tried the rate-bill last year.and haveý
determined to try the free school the present, we do not suppose that the free schooli
have lost any thing by either of these changes. It seems to be an experimentor trial,
with the people; and I have no doubt but that the advantages of the free schools over
every other system which can be adopted, will ultimately recommend themnselves to
universal preference. 2nd, The state of education, notwithstanding the exertioni
made, is still, in this part of the country, very low. It is, however, in a progressivel
state. There is, I hope, on ail hands a progressive movement, both in the organizatioi
and management of the schools, and in the advancement of the children in intellectua
and moral training :-and though far from what it may be, and I hope will be, yet *e
are improving. Teachers of suitable attainments are not to be had;--many of thosei
now engaged are young persons without experience, and without training themselvei
We have, notwithstanding, a number of good teachers, whose schools for managemei
and progress will compare advantageously with the most of country or rural semina-
ries. There is in this part of the country, no doubt, a great drawback from want et
school accommodation, miserable furniture, and want of books and apparatus ; b#
where there is a thorougb going and competent teacher, who scatters instruction with
a profuse hand, he invents or obtains by some means or other what is necessary for thé
fulfilment of his duty. But where there are trustees and parents who take no intere
in the schools, and will give the teacher neither pay nor countenance, it is not to be
wondered at if teachers of little energy be taken into such schools, and become uselesr
and thriftless. It is the sage saying of Dr. Chalmers, the celebrated Scottisli divine-
U:in order to fill the Church well, fill the pulpit well.' In this manner we find an active,
devoted teacher, fills his station well, as also the school-room. But whilst trustees wilb
have teachers cheap, and pay then irregularly, they may expect ineHicient teachem
and teaching; and with such teachers and heavy rate-bills, the children of the pooir
will necessarily rise up in ignorance, thriftlessness and vice. Did the rich opponents
of free schools 'but see the objects of pity that 1 sometimes fall in with, arising .fr
defective or no early education, unless they are void of the principle of benevolencei
they would be ready to further and promote the free school system, and use -al their
personal or official influence to reach by education the nasses. 3rd. There is in th
part of the country a great want of school-room accommodation; from thirty to fi
scholars are as many as most of the school-houses will accommodate ; any more -oni
crowds the house to confusion. The above numbers are about as many as the teachere
engaged can also properly teach. But for many sections this accommodation is ap'-,
gether inadequate. Thus, in school section No. 7, Warwick, there is reported ei't
six children;-the sectional school-house is a miserable, smoky shanty, scarcelyùt.fqri
a piggery; its size is only sixteen by eighteen feet; and this is the only sanctuarye4oi',
the training of eighty-six children in intelligence and moral principle. Before we:ica:
have all educated, we must have much improvement and enlargement of our sections L
schools. Around this last seminary is found a large amount of forest land ; these
are of as good quality as any in Cadada. Can any valid argument be adduced,
such lands as these should not be taxed to raise suitable school-room for the ci
around, and to obtain for them all a proper education? The residents havehih&e
opened up and made the roads, kept the school going, and raised the price of
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what it is; and surely it is but right andjust that such land should be taxed to support
both the roads and the schools. I hope the time will soon come when all Canada
will adopt the free principle, as the only plan which will give us the greatest amouni
of thorough teaching, and reach the mass of the people."

XLII. COUNTY OF ESSEX.

110. James King, Esq., Gosfeld: "During the last year all the schools in this town-
ship were free schools, and appeared to be in a very flourishing condition. The pros
pect for the present year is not so favourable; some of the schools have returnedto the
old, and, allow me to add, very defective system of the rate-bill, arid but four of our
schools are now in operation, without any immediate prospect of more becoming se.
I hope the time is not far distant when our common schools will becomt. by law all free
schools, as I am fully convinced, that so long as the question remains an open one, our
schools must fluctuate. It also appears to me that a very useful amendment in the
present Act, would be to constitute a board of trustees for each township, in number
say six, with local superintendent, the said trustees to be elected at the annual town
meeting. I think some such measure, would in a great degree supersede the present
difficulties respecting the boundaries and alterations of school sections-a very fertile
source of annoyance at present-and would be more effectual in fixing permanent sites
for school-houses, and thereby cause the erection of a much superior class of buildings."

111. Jonathan Wiggld, Esq., Mersea: "I am happy to report that the inhabitants
of this township, are beginning to feel more deeply interested in the progress of education,
and more desirous of securing the services of well qualified teachers. All the schools ini
operation are conducted on the free principle, a majority of the inhabitants of the several'
school sections being favourable to the system. Strong prejudice against the principle
of free schools exists in certain quarters; but I believe the time is not distant, (judging
from the working of the system, and the results after a year's trial,) when prejudice
will give place to warm approval."

112. P. McMullen, Esq., Rochester, 4-c.: "In the beginning of the year there was
considerable opposition to the system of free schooling, but lunderstand that it has given
way totally in some places. The opposition to free education appears to have been
caused by those who possess worldly trash, or have few, or no children. Oh -how
steeled must the hearts of such individuals be against the principlesof charity, liberality,
and philantrophy, not to give a pittance ofthe means which God in his goodness bestowed
on thern for so beneficial a purpose as free education. For by the system offree school-k
ing, the poor and the indigent have an opportunity of being instructed, so as to enableý
them to develope their intellectual faculties, and become moral, religious,. and 'useful
members of society. Individuals who set their faces against free schooling,. merelyý to
save a trifle, in order to hoard it up, should reflect from whom have they received what
they possess; and how they should make use of the superabundance in their hands-
they should consider that what they have beyond a competency is fnot theirs,: strictly
speaking, but belongs to the poor. For how are the poor to be educated or instructed,
if the rich ones of this world turn their backs on them? Surely it cannot be expected
that the poor can educate the poor. Yes, it is the duty of the rich to afford the meaïns f
instruction tu those who no means themselves. Free education, if properly conducte&
is calculated to do much public good. It will act as a preventative of crime in agrea
degree: for it must be allowed that children will be instructed in some way or ohié
if not in the school-house, they will be educated on the streets ; and if they be'
allowed to roam on the streets what will they learn ? No doubt they will learn vice,
and most probably become profligates, sabbath breakers,. gamblers, &c.; -ready to
commit any crime, with neither the fear of God nor.man in their hearts. When much
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cbildren, so improperly educated, arrive at the age of maturity, they become anuisaúš
and a burthen to society-most probably inmates of gaols and penitentiaries. All ibii
misery and wretchedness may be caused by the want of moral and religious traininge
Proper religious instruction should be the basis of education; and there is no educatiòû
complete without it. Many are the instances to prove the fact, that the greatest scourges
of our race have been men of gigantie talent and learning, who were without religion
or morality. In such cases knowledge becomes a curse, and ignorance a blessing. I arm
rather inclined to believe that the system ot free schooliag will not become general
without legistative enactnent, because human nature is too grasping and selfish in too
many instances."

CITIES.

1. CITY OF TORONTO.

113. Extract from the Report of the Comnittee of the Board of School Trusteeijä
Free Schools: " It is one of the recognised principles of civilized society, that ail shäIl
contribute to establish and sustain institutions deemed essential by the majority-ripi .
vided that the demanddoes not infringe upon·the rights of conscience. Thus, the charges
attendant upon every branch of publie legisiation, jurisprudence, or any otherbrancbièf
social economy, security or delnce, are, or should be borne equirably by ail the inhali.
tants of the country, because ail are partakers of the benefits resulting from 'the éï-
penditure. No good citizen complains of being taxed to nake the laws of his cointr -
to guard it against foreign enemies, to secure its internal peace, to repress or puish
crime, or to extend the benefits of public economy throughout society. There is aui
versai admission of the rectitude and necessity of united co-operation in public affa-
and of submission to the burthen imposed to uphold those civil institutions which 'tIÉ
majority may deem essential to the social existence or welfare of the whole. Among
all the instrumentalities employed to secure the moral elevation, and to promôte'tlhe
best interests of society, none appear to be more important than a wise and liberal systený
of public instruction, based upon moral law, but free from sectarianisn. ·To promote
intelligence and virtue ail admit is better than to punish ignorance and crime;, toji"
by a public tax, for the moral and intellectual improvement of youth, experience .ba
proved to be the best public economy. The system offree schools, recently establishéd
in the city, rests upon the recognition ofan entire equality ofrights and privilages an
ail classes of citizens. The religious convictions of ail denominations have beensêril
pulousiy respected, and their rights sedulously guarded by the law under whicihs
schools have been established. Arrangements have been made to erect three subtân
.tial, neat, brick school-houses in central parts uf the city, so as in time to redude*id
.classify the schools, and to afford a superior common school education to all t1éie t
-of Toronto"

114. George A. Barber, Esq., City Superintendent: "In addition to the imerel«
-statistical information embodicd in the formal report, made out in accordance witi
requirements of the School Act, a recapitulation of the general features and particuali
of the report, together with a concise summary of the principal incidents coinzmëec
with the school affairs of the ycar 185 1, wil, it is thought, not be irrevalent -TIhie
feet of the existinf' School Act, whereby the soie management of the city schooWlif
placed' in the han s of a board of trustees, elected by and responsible to, the ratèble
inhabitants, came into operation in September 1850; and the board confinéd 'itir
ceedings until December, chiefly, in the continuance of existing arrangements an a
the organization of new considerations tor the ensuing year, when the importanti
dèiolving upon it would practically commence:
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1. Free Schools.-At an early period or the proceedings of the board in 1851, .the
attention ofthe trustees was carefully directed to the question of free schools. A-stand-
ing committee was appointed to consider the subject, and submit the results, of their
inquiries to the general board. Early in the year the conmittee reported, and the 'foI-
lowving are extracts from the report, viz.: ' The education of theyoung being intimately'
and inseparably connected with the welfare of the state, the question becomes one of
intense interest to every wise and benevolent mind.' 'How shall the blessings ofa good
education be most wisely and universally diffused throughout society.' 'So long as our
youthful population is deprived of the blessings of education, .so long will the broad
avenue of vice be suppliedi with its victims, and our courts and prisons be supplied with
their vouthfiu criminals ' ' Your committee are of opinion that by making the schools
under th is board free to all, the means for their support beyond the legislative appro.
priation, being raised by an equitable tax: by nroviding more commodious and suitable
school-houses; by furnishing them with appropriate libraries and apparatus-a much
larger proportion of the school population would be drawn out to the'schools, and thug
the best interests of society would be promoted.' 'And they look forward with hope and
expectation to the important period, when to all the youth of Canada a good common
school education, will be as 1iee as the air and light of heaven.' This report was
adopted by the board, and our city schools, which for 1850 and during the first part of
1851, were to a great degree supported by rate bills, (1850 yielding £731 14s.-1 1½d.,
and the first part of 1851 £129 3s. 1i d.) were thenceforth, viz., April ist declared-to
be 'free to all.' Towards the close of the year, and shortly previous to the time for the
annual elections for trustees to take place, a inovement was made against the free school
principle. A requisition was sent in to the Mayor to convene a public meeting to con:.
sider the question, and a very large number of our citizens attended the same. The
question was fully and freely discussed, and after much argument on both sides, in thè
course of which speeches were delivered by many influential gentlemen, the voice of
the meeting was almost unanimously in favor of free schools, and a resolution: to'thàt
effect vas moved and carried. At the elections which shortly after took place, the
question of free schools having by means ofthe recent meeting been prominently'brought
under pu lie attention-the test question of free scbools may fairly be considered -as
having been the test question between the opposing candidates. In every instance
where an opposition on this ground presented itself, the free school candidate was sue-
cessful; and in other wards the absence of any opposition on this ground, must be taken
as affording reliable proof that public opinion, was decidedly in favor of free education
at the general expense. And thus supported and encouraged by public approval;ithe
board have made no change in the system of free admission to all. It will naturally-be
expected that in my officia] capacity, I should express an opinion regarding thefree
school system, and I do not hesitate in doing so. As regards numbers, one ofthe effects
of free education, has been to place upon the rolls of our schools, a much larger number
of pupils than was exbibited when the rate-bill system was in operation; but as regards
average attendance, the comparison of those who regularly attended school with the
gross number on the rolls, is greatly in favor of the latter. It will be perceived that
the large number of 3059 pupils, are returned as being on the roll. while the' average
attendance under the most favorable circumstance of season, exhibits only 1428. In
fact the average attendance under the free school system, has been so irregular and
disproportionate, as to call for some decided action on the part of' the boarC t check
the evil. As regards the average attendance at our schools, another effect of free.edu-
cation has been to deteriate its character, that is to say the more advanced, the more
respectable, and the older pupils have to a considerable extent witldrawn fron our
cornmaii schools, leaving their places to be supplied by very young children, and a large
number of pupils, whose parents have omitted or negiected to take care that their chi-
dren w'ere regular in attendance, or properly supplied with the books necessary
for their improvement. But while I affirm these facts as connectedi with.the free.school
system, I must not be understood as charging them upon the principle of free education
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in the abstract. On the contrary, I consider the results I have pointed out as attribut-
able,firstly, to the defective accommodation of our present school-houses. wherein neithier
classification as regards the various branches of study, nor as regards the separation of
the very young from the senior pupils, could be possibly accomplished; and, secondly,
to the want of a comprehensive code of wholesome regulations, whereby regularity of
attendance, decent apparel and cleanliness of the person, should be enforced as neces-
sary qualifications for the enjoyment of the privileges afforded by free schools. When
the commodious school-houses, which I shall have presently to remark upon, that the
board contemplate erecting, are available, so as to separate the male from the fenale
pupils, and the juvenile from the more advanced scholars; and when by these means a
proper systen of classification in the studies pursued can be introduced, so as to have
each department under its own separate teacher. I feel satisfied, when the systen is
thus fairly tried, that not only will public opinion be found supporting free education, on
account of its beneficial influence upon society, through the improvement in morals
and learning among the humbler portion of our people, but public approval will thën
further sustain it, as affording to all classes, a sound and useful English education."

2. Female Schools: At a very early period of the existence of the board, its
attention was directed to the hurtful tendency of the practice of children of both sexes
promiscuously attending the same school, and the following affirmation of the principle
was unanimously adopted, viz.: "Resolved, That the present system of school arrange-
ments, under which children of both sexes are assembled in the same apartment,and
are unprovided with other separate accommodation, bas a deleterious influence on the
morals of the scholars, and calls for the immediate consideration of this board.' Prac-
tical effect was given to this view of the question at the earliest possible opportunity.
The successful result of the experiment has been most encouraging, and so gratifying
has been the improvement made by the numerous pupils attending these schools, that
the board have determined to establish two more female schools in other parts of the
city; and the time, I trust, is not far distant, when, with the exception of the very
juvenile pupils, the classification of male and female pupils will be separately accom-
plished. In furtherance of the advantages to be derived from the establishment'óf
of female schools, the board has decided upon employing the gentler influences of
female instruction in the junior departments, and in each of the more numerously
attended schools, a female assistant is to be employed in teaching the 'infant mind,'--
thus uniting efficient instruction with a milder authority. In connection with separate
female schools, it will not, perbaps, be out of p'ace to remark that it would most likèly
contribute very much to their efficiency were the departments of writing and arith-
metic under the daily charge of a male teacher, experience having demonstrated tht
in these essential respects males have proved better instructors than females.

3 School Sites and Buildings: When the report of the committee on free schoois
was submitted, a strong expression of opinion was manifested at the board in favor cf
an early effort being made to procure suitable school sites and erect one or more-large,
substantial and commodious school-houses, su as to concentrate and classify therein
the children resident in three or possibly four of the present school sections. TÈie
subject was referred to a committee, and the result of their active labors was that the
board agreed, firstly, to purchase two plots of ground, and subsequently a third plon
It is the intention of the board to build at least two school-houses during 1852.. Plani
were advertised for, and the competition was highly satisfactory. The buildings aré
to be of brick, and while sufficiently architectural in appearance to be ornamentaFlo
the city, the interna] arrangements have been carefully studied as regards practical
utility. The cost of each building has been estimated at £800, but when the fitting
up, the outer premises, and the fencing, are considered, £1,000 will most likely be
required. Should no untoward interruption present itself, the city of Toronto will have
to boast of possessing common schools equal, if not superior, to any in the Province
The want of suitable school premises in'the city has long operated as a drawbacktè
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the successful operation of our common school system, and until this want be umply
supplied, any great improvement in our schools cannot reasonably be looked for.

4.~ Viitorial Teacher: The board having had under its consideration the advaa-
tages that would be derived from a more pervading system of supervision than ha
heretofore existed, came to the conclusion that it was desirable to establish, in connee-
tion with the office of local superintendent, that of visitant teacher, whose duty- it
should be to devote his whole time to not merely visiting the' schools, but in actually
teaching in each school day by day in rotation. A code of regulations has been drawn
up defining this officer's duties, and it is confidently anticipated that the happiest
results as regards the improvement in our schools will be found to flow from the eff-
cient services of such au officer.

5. .Number of &hoars, 4-c.: It will be seen by the report that the number öf
children in the city between the ages of five and sixteen amountà to 7,773; attending
school, 4,488. The gross population of the city, as ascertained by the census recently
taken, being 30,763, of whom 7,939 are Roman Catholies. The total number of pupils
on the school registers for 1851 has been 3,059, namely, boys 1,668, girls 1,428.. The
average attendance for 1851 has been, in summer, 1,428, namely, boys 758, girls 670;
and in winter 1,323, namely, boys 715, girls 608. The disproportion which exis
between the gross number of scholars on the roll and the average number in attendance
is very marked, and invites attention and enquiry.

6. Ezpense of the Schools: The aggregate amount of the school fund for the year
1851 was £2,496 14s. 71d., and the total expenditure, including the apportionment of
£85,5s.subsequentlymade to the RomanCatholic Female Schools, was £2,385 13s. id. It
wili not be ont of place to remark, that the amount required, as per estimate for 1851,
from the city exchequer, was promptly supplied by the corporation, who have hitherto
co-operated, and no doubt is entertained that their worshipful body will continue to cô-
operate heartily with the board of trustees in carrying out a comprehensive system,òf
common school education in this city. While from the chamberlain, who is ex-officiothe
treasurer of the school fund, the board has invariably met with the greatest attention
to their numeas demands, and every possible consideration for their convenience.

7. Grammar &Soo-s: During the year 1851 a ballot was taken (according to 59,
George 3) by the trustees of the grammar school, for twelve of the most promisihg
scholars, selected from the common schools of the city and neighborhood. Of the
nurnber, seven were elected from our city schools. Now, as the 4tîi section of the 24th
clause of the existing School Act, provides that the board of trustees for commein
schools may, at their discretion, act with the trustees of the cou.nty grammar achool
in uniting one or more of the common schools with said grammar school, it may, 1
think, be safely assumed that one of our common schools may and will be advanta-
geously united with the Toronto grammar school, as the highlschool of the commnon
schools of this city."

Il. CITY OF HAMILTON.

[No general remarks were appended to the report of the board of school trus-
tees in this city for 1851.]

IIL CITY OF KINGSTON.
115. Extractfrom the Report of the City Siperintendent: "The report that 1 had

the honor of subrnitting to the late board of trustees, I am led to believe, was instru-
mental in turning public attention to the importance of these schools. The, statistics
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of the number in daily attendance could scarcely be credited, and astonishment and
incredulity were manifested at the large number said to be growing up without educa.
tion of any kind to fit them to discharge the duties of life. It is, nevertheless, true--
and painfully true-that although the Legislature has liberally provided on its part,
for the education of the whole people, and although the present board'have with great
liberality, supplied many ot the wants of the schools, that the increase of the attend.
ance is not so great as it ought to have been, and as was anticipated. The conviction
forcibly impresses itself upon the mind, that something is wanting, either to attract the
children to the schools, or to bring home with irresistible power the obligations of thé
parent to his offspring and to society, to avail himself of the means offered to educate
'his children, and thits bestow upon them the largest amount of hapriness which they
can enjoy. Although we cannot,' then, congratulate ourselves upon such a change-in
the feelings and views of the whole people as that all the children of school age have
more or less been under the influence of educatiorial training during the past year, yet
Iam happy to say, that there has been an increased attendance in the common schools.
This must be gratifying to the board of trustees, whose members, by their visit,
inspection, vigilance and judicious advice, have materially assisted in producingthisb
gratifying result. The national reading books take precedence of all others, and 'are
used almost exclusively in the schools. There are no works with which I am acquaint-,
ed, in the use of which a higher order of intelligence and greater mental activity:aiî
essential in the teacher in order that t1 'e children may enjoy the full benefit, and rea
the great advantages, to be derived frem the study of these works; and none so emi-
,nently calculated to expand the youthful mind-to induce to habits of study and
serious thought, and thatgive a greater zest for intellectual food. The exercises inthe
prefixes, affixes, and Latin and Greek roots furnished in the appendix to the fouit
reader, and which are so arranged as to be applicable to each section, accustom chu-
dren to habits of combination and analysis-give them a command of expression ii,
and a power in the use of, their own languaige-requisites in an English education
.that have only hitherto been obtained from elementary acquaintance with the classics.
The old systen of teaching children the alphabet, then to spell syllables of two or thiée
letters, in none of which are the elementary sound of these letters heard, although
retained in our schools, nust eventually be superseded by the system upon which thé
national works are based. Amongst the eminent men who have deplored the evils of,
and labored faithfully to do away with the former pernicious systen, our own chief
superintendent has lifted his eloquent voice, and wielded his powerful pen in the greât
cause of reform, in turning the school-rooin from a prison to a palace of delight. The

- increase of our country in population, its progress in science, commerce, manufactures;
and the mechanic arts, in-iperatively call for a corresponting energy and progress an
the culture of the human mind. Already is there a response to that call. The expé
rience of Germany, Prussia, Holland, Switzerland, and the whole Europeanfcon-
tinent, is spread out befbre us, and a systern of education based upon that expert,
ence, symmetrically proportioned, adapted to our condition, and commensurate with
our wants, harmonizing the various interests of our society, is now maturing,-toq'
degree of perfection that promises to be both permanent and extensively useful. As
neans of promoting the usefulness of the schools, the chiefsuperintendent dwells with
much earnestness on the importance of school visitation. It is with prolbund regrét
that I observe a marked decrease of visits made by clergymen to the schools during
the past as compared with the preceding year. The members of our city counòilhave
made twenty-seven against eleven made last year. The visits made by the memrsêià"
of the board of trustees number 101. The chief superintendent remarks That he can
hardly conceive of a more powerful auxiliary to the cause of elenentary education
than the frequent visits of the various clergy and nagistrates of the land to the cor
responding exercise of their influence in other respects in favor o? public instruction
Such visits would prompt and encourage the teachers, would gratify and animate the
pupils, would tend to impress and excite additional interest among parents, wouldafford
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the opportunity of making -useful observations and suggestions, and be promotive of
many valuable limits and exertions in a work common to every forim of -religion and
every variety of interest. The whole number of visits that I have made to the
schools during the past year is 397, besides devotiing about eight days to each quarterly
examination. A presiding, active, animating, vigilart,supervision, appears to nie to be
essential to the welfare of the schools, and-of much more consequence than the deliv-
ery of elaborate lectures. In the country it is otherwise, because from the sparseness
of the population, intelligence is not so generally disseminated, and the means of
obtaining it not so abundant and varied, the school house being looked upon as the
centre o? knowledge, the rays from which are the principal if not the only ones that
radiate to the circumference of the section. Although the schools have improved in
efficiency, exemplifying both the devotion and usefulness of the teachers, and ialthough
the labors of the teachers have resulted in an increased measure of educationi am
painfully impressed with a sense of the inefdiciency of the system pursued for extensive,
permanent and practical good. This inefficiency arises from nany causes; among
which may be enumerated as the chief, want of suitable school-houses with -furniture,
books, and other requisites for study, and a proper classification of the pupils. _At pre-
-sent, children of all ages and of varions attainments and capacities, unprovided. with
the means of learning, are huddled together in low ill-ventilated apartments, -poorl.ý
provided with desks, &c., and with scarcely any aids to assist in developingthe intel-
lect or allure the mind to study. Bodily health is essential to a vigorous mind,-but;this
cannot be long retained in an atmosphere reeking with the impurities of sixty or
seventy bodies. The teacher himself feels the benumbing influence of such an atmos-
phere on his intellect; langour, inactivity and impaired bodily health are the -results.
The enterprize anid energy which education confers, depend much on the physical-con-
stitution, and above every other consideration is it a paramount duty to maintain :this
in health. Large, well ventlated school-rooms, cleanliness, and means of taking exer-
cise, are arnong the requisites to attain this end. In order to properly classify the
pupils, it is important that gradation in the character of the schools should be intro-
duced. As the schools are now constituted, each teacher is required to teach all the.
branches of a comnon school education, involving an amount and variety of labor in
a crowned schol-roorm that cannot but be superficial and unproductive to any extent,
of a thorough knowledge of any one of the branches taught. Priniary, intermediate,
and high schools, are peculiarly adapted to our community. In Prussia, France, Hol-
land, &c., public instruction is thus divided :-This has been effected upon the princi-
ple that ' where there is a division of labour, each laborer is more likely to become
more thoroughly imbued with the spirit of it, than where his time and attention and
energies are divided among a nameless variety of objects.' I have purposely abstained
from making any remarks upon the free school system, because it has been a:subject
of nuch discussion, and is now one of inquiry. Careful investigation will develope ,the
means, and lead to the adoption of measures by which instruction shall be accessible
to every child. Under whatever name, and in whatever way sustained, asystem thàt
has for its object the cultivation of the morals and intellect, aud the elevationà fo he
industrial classes, that is of a practical character, and adapted to the wants and pàr-
suits of our people, will be acceptable and received with thankfulness. The hasis, sub
jects of study, and objects of such a system cannot be better described than in Jh
language of the chief superintendent, and than with quoting which I cannot better
close this report. ' The Christian Religion should be the basis and all pervading'ürifi
ciple of it. It should irclude reading, writing, drawing, arithmetic, the English Jii-
guage, music, geograply, elements of general history, natural history, physiolgy,
mental philosophy, chemistry, natural philosophy, agriculture, civil governmeiit, and
political economy. The mother tongue alone is taught. Every topic is praètical,con-
nected with the objects, relations and duties of life. The object of education is to
pre are men for their duries, and the preparation and disciplining of the dîîldT6lt e
performance of them. What the child needs in the world he should doubiess b
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taught in the school. On this subject we should judge, not by what has been, or is
but by what ought to be, and what must be, if we are not to be distanced by other
countries in the race of civilization."

TOWNS.

I. TOWN OF BELLEV1LLE.
116. Extract from the Trustees' Report: " The system of free schools, as adopted

by the board, has rendered a good common education attainable by all classes of
children,-and it is gratifying to be able to report, that all classes have availed them-
selves of the advantages thus offered. The greatly increased number of pupils created
by this system, imposed upon the board the obligation of providing more extensive
school accommodation, and they therefore entere into contracts for the erectionof
three brick school-houses, which are now pretty well advanced, and will, when finished,
materially contribute to the comfort both of teachers and scholars.* One of the schoo-
houses (in Samson Ward) is in the course of erection upon ground belonging to the
board. The sites of the other two were purchased. and are well suited for the purpos. -
Attached to each there will be a play ground of good size for the use of the childrer.
The parties contraciing have undertaken the erection and completion of the three build-
ings for £1,373, payable in debentures of the town council-one-half in one year, and
one-half in two years from the 23rd day of October, 1851, with interest. The sites
were purchased by the board for £200, payable in debentures as aforesaid-one.hàlf
in five years, and one-half in ten years from April, 1851, with interest. Four teachers
were employed by the board for the year-two at the rate of £100 each, and two at
the rate of £90 each."

IL. TOWN OF BRANTFORD.

(No general remarks were appended to the report of the board of trustees in' this
town for 1851.)

III. TOWN OF BROCKVILLE.
117. Extract from thz Trustees' Report: "The taxable inhabitants of the toi;è

at their last annual school meeting, decided by a very large majority to abolish the rat
bill system altogether, defray all the expenses of common school education for the
current year by a direct tax, and thus render the schools free to all the children of;t1e
town. This decision of the people has made it imperative on the board of trusteú>i9
provide additional school accommodations. Accordingly, arrangements have b
made to open speedily six schools-three under the charge of male teachers, eache
receive a salary of £80 per annum, and three under the charge of female teacher
£35 each per annum. One male and one female school to be kept in each of thet
wards into which the town is divided. This plan has been adopted instead of th"òn
of centralization determined on by the board last year. The trustees have reason tb
anticipate, from the adoption of the free school system in the town-which they'1
with pleasure is producing most beneficial results in various of the adjacent 'rf
sections-and from the additional facilities which have been afforded by the purelie
of school apparatus, and school furniture, and by the measures recently adopted 5r
the board-that the educational interests of the youth of Brockville will be better
secured during the present than during any former year."

• The dimensions of the buildings are 60 x 8a feet, with walle of 14 feet from the foundation.
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IV. TOWN OF BYTOWN.

118. Extractfrom the Report of the Tustees: "Our schools for the year 1851,
have progressed steadily; although we have net been able te remunerate our teachers
sufficiently for their valuable services, still we hope for better times. The trustees,
on examining the sums apportioned by the Government te each county, town and
village, think that for 1852, they will be entitled to a much larger share than feu te
their lot in 1851. The population of Bytown numbers upwards of eight thousand:-
the trustees have been petitioned from all the wards te increase the number of schools,
which they must and will do. Pray remember the poor orphan and the widow's child
whose soul sits yet in darkness; aid us in our exertions; do al you can for us. The
trustees are discussing the propriety of the free school system; all are disposed well
towards it, and will no doubt ultimately adopt it-not at a very distant day."

V. TOWN OF COBOURG.

(No general remarks were appended to the report of the board of school trustees
in this town for 1851.)

VI. TOWN OF CORNWALL.

(No general remarks were appended te the report of the board of trustees in this
town for 1851.)

VII. TOWN OF DUNDAS.

119. Extractfrom the Report of the Trustees : « It is now just fifteen months since
the public school was re-organized, namely, on the 1st of October, 1850; since which
timâe the scholars in attendance gradually increased, fron about 80 in the first month,
till the setting in of the warm weather of the past summer, when they numbered nearly
400 ; at which time, as was fully anticipated, the number began te decrease, in con-
sequence of the want of sufficient accomodation, consistent with health, in the present
school buildings. However, notwithstanding the very great drawback under which
the school labors, from the cause referred te, there are at present nearly 300 on the
school list; which number renders the school buildings quite sufficiently crowded., In
referring te the condition of the school, as it respects order and scholarship, as far as
we can learn there is, on the part of those who have taken the trouble te examine the
matter, only one opinion, and that is, that it is highly credible te both teachers and
scholars ; and this opinion, in ourjudgement, is a correct one. Adverting te some views
which have been advanced by some two or three persons who have advocated the idea,
that small schools would be more economical, efficient, and convenient than a large
central one, we are confident we can demonstrate that the two first ideas, are entirely
fallacious, and that the last has no weight in actual practice. We will commence by
stating the fact that there were in this town in 1850, 699 children of school age. It
may safely be assumed that at the present time there are 750. We will admit that
about one-fourth of this number would net probably attend the public school, leaving a
balance of 560. To attend thoroughly te this number it would require another male
teacher, at £100 per annum, and another female teacher at £40 per annum, inM
addition te those already employed. Allow for additional firewood £4 more.
The whole expense for educating the 560 would be £456; deduct from this lhe
government allowance of £51, and it would reduce the sum te £405; which divided
by 560 gives us for each scholar 14s. 6d. a year, or 8s. 8d. per quarter. Well,
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now, we are confident that all will admit 80 scholars to be quite enough for one
teacher working alone to manage. Divide, then, 560 by 80, and we find it pro-
duces 7-the number of schools required. There would, then, on the old system of
one teacher working by himself, be required 7 teachers; and reckoning them to be of
the same quality as the second teacher now employed, their salaries would be about
£95 each, which gives us the sum of £665; add to this the contingent expenses of
firewood, &c., &c., admitting them to be the same as in the one school-house, (hey
would be considerably more,) the whole expense would be £703 for educating on the
separatte school plan, the same number of scholars. Thus showing, on the central
school system, or division of labor plan, a clear saving to the community, in some
shape or other of £27 annually. Add to this the additional cost of necessary
sehool apparatus, such as maps, black-boards, astronomical apparatus, &c., -for
seven schools in place of one, and the difference is still more apparent. And éven
on the plan of two schools in place of one, although the loss is not so great as it
would be if there were seven, yet it would be still very considerable. Let us now
consider the matter in regard to efficiency, which is certainly a more important con-
sideration than the pecuniary one-and the same results will appear evident. On the
division of labor system, we have a staff of teachers of varions grades, each one occu-
pied in his own special departments, and the scholars have the benefit of the concen-.
trated efforts of each one brought fully to bear upon them, until they get througli the
whole course of training referred to above. Say, now, for example, vou want to have
your child instructed in twelve distinct branches of useful knowledge; he is sent to a school
where there are four teachers, each of these teaching three of the twelve branches: by
means of their co-operation the work can be easily done. Send the same scholar to a
school where there is onlv one teacher-can he, although he may be as industrious aspo
sible, find the time to instruct twelve classes? Everybody of observation knows it to be
impossible; the same extent and range of instruction cannot possibly be imparted in the
one as in the other. Let us next proceed to a short exami nation of the building matter;
and on this point we really think one suggestion alone is sufficient, which is this, that
any given amount of house-room can be provided at a cheaper rate in one building
than in seven, or even than in two. This will be self-evident on the least reflection.-
Concerning the third idea, namelv, convenience, it has been found, after the mostex-
tensive inquiry in Britain, the United States and Canada, that in those towns where
the central school system is adopted, it presents no difficulties whatever to the carrying
out of the system ; for it is found to be uniformly the case that scholars most remote
from the school-house, are most regular in their attendance."

VIII. TOWN OF GODERICH.

[No general remarks were appended to the report of the board of trustees in-this
town for 1.851.]

IX. TOWN OF LONDON.

120. Extract.from the Report of the Trustees: ' At an early period of the pastyeaw
it was deemed expedient by the trustees, in compliance with the opinion of the inhab-
tants, publicly expressed, to establish the free school system, so long adopted with the
highest success in the various cities and towns in the United States, and advocated by
the most intelligent and experienced educationists in this, and indeed .all countries
During the past year that system has been in operation, and with the best .results.,æ
order to meet the growing educational wants of the .town, and to esta-blish the.schoos
upon the most efficient basis, it was found necessary to engage a supply of teachers comn
mensurate with the number. ofpupils that mightrationally be expected, from:theextent.
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of the population, to attend the public schools under the free school system, and ofsuch a
character in reference to literary attainments, as should guarantee that progressive ad-
vancement in the higher branches of iearuing, that would necessarily be demanded in
a public institution in successful operation for any lengthened period of time. These
objects the trustees have endeavoured to secure, by engaging the services of an addi-
tional supply of teachers. But in order to see the full advantages of the free schooi
system over that which it superseded, let us compare the number of children in attend-
acce during the past year with the former one, and we shall find that, whilst the ex-
penditure ivas almost equal, the actual attendance has been nearly doubled. In 1850 the
numnber of children returned in the report of the board of trustess, upon the roll, was
598 ; whereas,'for the past year, in consequence of the establishment of the system of
free schools, and of the provisions made for carrying it into successful operation, the
number enroMed upon the books of the public schools, and who participated to some ex-
tent in the instruction imparted, amounted to 1157; showing an increase of 559, being
nearly double the number of the previous year. The average attendance of pupils'in
1850 was, during the summer months, 339, the average attendance in 1851, during the
corresponding period of the year, was 588 ; showing an increase in the average attend-
ance of 249. The inform-ttion contained in the report of expenditures and attendance
of children at school, enables us to arrive at the following important result, that, hasing
our calculation upon the average attendance, the publie expense of education in the
London free schools, amounted only to 6s. I¾d. currency per quarter, for each pupil-
the government appropriation being included in that sum. In 1850, using the same
data, it cost los. 2d. per scholar. But the above estimate of? s. 1¾d., moderate though'
it is, is much too large ; for according to the regulation of all schools supportvd by rate-
bill, those who enter upon a quarter have to pay for a greater or less period of time.;
and if we were to base our calculation upon the actual number that have been upon the
rolls, (1157,) it would make but 3s. currency per quarter for each child. One .of the
first advantages of the free school~system, then, as shewn by the above statemnents, is,
that it is cheaper.ý This has been sufficiently ascertained by all who have attended to
the subject ; but the above calculations bring it home to ourselves. Before the intro-
duction of public schools in Canada, the usual fee was $2 per quarter; and, in most
cases, only a véry indifferent education could be obtained for that. Another important
advantage of the free school system, consists in the increased number of children brouglit,
under its operation, into our public schools. The present statistics clearly shew 'this.
Here is the great' fact brought out, that the number of children in 1851, participating
for a longer or shorter period during the year in the benefits of education, is double the
number that attended in 1850, under the system ot rate-bill. This of itself is an over:
whelming increase in favor of the free schools, to those who feel an intcrest in the edu-
cation of the masses; and it derives additional force fi om the consideration, that pareiits
are too often very remiss in attending to the educatioial interests of their childrei, arid
require the strongest inducements to lead them to embrace the opportunities.afforded
for educating them. But one of the greatest advantages derived from the systém' of
management of the' union school daring thé past year, consists in the increased facilities'
provided for imparting an education of a higher character than is attainable, generally-
speaking, under a different system. Perhaps in no respect will the union school under
its present full complement of teachers compare more favourably with the past, than in
the number of pupils successfully engaged in the higher class of studies. As a nèces-
sary consequence -of the progessive advancement of pupils regularly attendiù
school, a demand arises for a higher order ofstudies and a more extended curriclum.
This demand the trustees felt it their duty to provide for as necessary io school effici
ency, and they believe they have succeeded in a great measure in effectingthis objecL.
It is nor intended in this report to enter minutely into an account of the different brariches
of study embraced in the course of instruction pursued in the union school, that *iU
appear more appropriately in the statiStics of the annual report of the chief superin-
tendent. It wili be found, however, upon enquiry, that there is no departmàént ómnittèd
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which is generally embraced in a thorough academical course of instruction, and that
a considerable number of pupils are at present engaged in studies much in advance of
those hitherto pursued in any common school in the province."

I. TOWN OF NIAGARA.

(No general remarks were appended to the report of the board of trustees in
this town for 1851.)

XI. TOWN OF PETERBOROUGH.

121. Extract from the Report of the Board of Trustees: "The estimate for the
year 1851 which the Board prepared and laid before the municipal council of this
town amounted to £150. For this sum, school furniture, maps, &c., have been pro-
cured, amounting to about £30, which will last for many years and save future outiay
for such purposes,-and 309 children have been provided with tolerable educational
opportunities at the low rate of 3s. 9d. each, per quarter. It is true, as has beeni
already confessed, that the efforts of the board during the past year to improve the conZ
dition of the schools, and to provide means of common school education for the chik
dren of this town, which would offer no humiliating contrast to the state of common.
school education in other incorporated towns, have not produced effects as extensively,
beneficial as the board had reason to expect, and as they ardently desired. It is onw-
this account that the board decided on effecting an entire change in the system and
supervision of the town schools, and following in the footsteps of boards of trustees in
other towns in the province, where the results of the system now about to be pursued;
in this town, have justified the most sanguine expectations of the sincere friends of
popular education, to unite all the common schools under one management, in one-
building. The board confidently believe that by these means a superior education,:
at less cost, with greatly increased facilities for promoting the bodily comfort, decent,
and orderly habits, improved manners and morals, and the intellectual culture of pupils
will be equally placed within the reach of the rich and poor; and that all classes ofd
the community will thus be brought together to share equally in benefits to which ,ai
are equally entitled. The board are convinced that, in deciding to unite the schools,
they have not commenced a hazardous experiment which may end in disappointment
and pecuniary loss. They have before them the example of two of the towns of this6
province, namely, London and Brantford, which early adopted the centralizing piai.
As is usual in all such enterprise, the board of trustees in both these towns, particu:-
larly in London, met with serious opposition, and were compelled to prosecute their
benevolent and disinterested designs in the face of many discouragements. In the
town of London the central school was made a free school, and ail the expenses of
conducting the school, added to the cost of erecting the finest school-house in the
province, were met by a direct tax upon the inhabitants. In Brantford a tax 'f
upwards of £1,000 was cheerfully submitted to by the people, and the opposition:in
both cases has almost entirely disappeared. The advantages of the centralizing system
have become so apparent as not only to silence all discontentin the two towns above-
named, but also to excite a spirit of laudable emulation in other towns, and a desire.to
imitate their successful practice. • The board of school trustees of Belleville havç
applied to the town council, for a tax of £ 1,000, to be levied for the purpose of building
two common school-houses.' A committee of the Hamilton board of trustees visid
Brantford, London and Toronto, with a view of examining the system pursued in hfe
public schools in those places, and reporting thereon for the guidance of their board.'
The board of school trustees of Brockville report 'that the school-houses are in suchW
condition as to be extremely prejudicial, both to the progress of education, and tAi
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]health of the children and teachers. The town council, at the request of the trustes
have appropriated £920 for the purchase of a site, and the erection of a school-bouse'
Ja Bytown Ithe trustees intend to build two large central scbool-houses, so soon as
they can command the means.' In Cobourg the efforts ofthe friends of common scbool
education are directed to the same object, and there, as elsewhere, the centralization
of the schools is the desideratum, which is looked to as the perfection of our present
excellent school system in towns. In Dundas a large central school is in successful
operation, although it commenced under such discouraging circumstances, that, at the
end of the first week, only sixty-seven scholars were in attendance. By the end of the
first quarter the number had increased to two hunered and eight. Of London, it is
reported 'the system adop ted, as regards the number and location of the school-houses,
is precisely the same as that of Brantford.' Encouraged by the success of the system
in every case where it has been faithfully carried out, and emboldened by their reliance
on the good sense and enlightened public spirit of a majority of the inhabitants of
Peterborough, the board have completed the arrangements for opening the union school,
early in January, and have engaged the services of a staff of teachers, who they hope
will prove deserving of the confdence of parents and guardians of youth, and realize
the very favourable anticipations of the board. The present superintendent of schools
for the county and town of Peterborough has been employed as head master, at a salary
of £150 a year, and much is expected from bis ability, zeal and experience. A young
gentleman who has taught school for several years, and has very satisfactory testimo-
nials of character and abilities, bas been engaged as second master at £75 per annum,
and two female teachers, who are believed to be fully competent to the task they have
undertaken, are employed at £55 and £50 respectively. In introducing so great an
innovation on the school system of the town, the board of trustees did not venture to
hope that its superiority would be so manifest as to preclude all opposition or disap-
proval. In the prosecution of every great enterprise, how much soever it may commend
itself to the unlerstanding and heart of the wise and the good, there have always been
found persons, who, some from interest, some from prejudice, and some from even more
culpable motives, delight to retard its consumnation, and heap up obstacles and
discouragements in the way of its most disinterested promoters. But the instances are
few in which, among an enlightened and patriotic people, a judicious perseverance in
measures calculated to promote the public welfare, bas failed to secure the support of
the great majority of the people, and the ultimate accomplishment of a benevolent
object. The boart of trustees could have had but one object to attain in the measures
they have adopted, and but one hope to cheer them on through some surrounding
difficulties-the desire to improve the educational institutions of the town has been
their sole aim, and the humble trust that their efforts will be blessed with success, has
been the only reward they have received or sought."

XII. TOWN OF PICTON.

(No general remarks were appended to the report of the board of trustees in this
town for 1851.)

XIII. TOWN OF PORT HOPE.
(No general remarks were appended to the report of the board of trustees in this

town for 1851.)

XIV. TOWN OF PRESCOTT.
122. E3tract from the Report of the Board of Trustee: U The common schools

here are efficient, but capable of improvement. Two great and general errors prevail
-a want of public interest, and a desire to procure teachers at a.low rate."
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XV. TOWN OF ST. CATHERINES.

123. Extract from the Report of the Reverend G. A. Bull, Town Superintendent
'Being yet a stranger here, and lately elected to the office of local superintendent, 1 am
not able to give you such information as I could wish, nor am I able to say concerning,
the progress of the schools under my charge, during the past year. But considering the,
r< spectability and the good attainrnents of the teachers, on the whole I might conclude
that the progreFs had been fair and goid. At the close of December I held the required
examinations, and vas much pleased at the general proficiency in gramnar, and,
geography. Two of my examinations lasted two days, and were well attended, and
muchi interest indeed manifested by the friends of the children. Their answers in.
astronorny, natural philosophy, granmar and geography, were excellent. In the present
year we may hope for much improvement in the way of school-houses. The house'
at present occupied are by far too small: the buard are in consequence about building
commodious and proper houses-and will permit the teachers to receive the additonl
number of pupils, which they cannot do now,-and probably employ assistants, whéi
the number is beyond a certain mark. We may also expect that, very soon, the schoïl
will be supplied with maps-each with a set. It is a matter of -surprise to me h
they bave done so well as they have, in the study of geography, without the invaluèb.
assistance of maps. The subject of education seems daily more and more to occupy.
the public attention-all seen more alive to its importance and many advantages;
When this is so we may hope for bright and happy days. The board of trusteesi,
composed of intelligent and experienced persons,-they indeed seen to have, together
with the teachers, one interest at heait, which is honourable and laudable-the welfaïï
of the rising generation."

TOWN MUNICPALITIES.

- I. TOWN OF AMHERSTBURGH.

124. Extract from the Report of the Board of Trustees: "9 A majority of the bop,[
are decidedly of opinion that the free school system, (if properly carried out,) is thebl é
for the general diffusion of education."

iI. TOWN OF CHATHAM.

125. Extract frorm the Report of the Board of School Trustees: "The town of
Chatham, lormnerly comprised of portions of three distinct municipalities, each having
an interest in the school affairs appertaining to its own particular township, becâme by
royal proclamation on the 1st January, 1851, a separate corporation, and thereupon:th.
several school interests above alluded to became consolidated under the charge ofé
boarci of trustees then to be appointed and adopted by the present common School Act
to incorporated villages. The piesent board feels justified in remarkirig that prioro
the year 185 1, the inhabitants of Chatham, in anticipation of a speedy incorporatiou
of tueir town, deterred the consideration of improving their schools ard sch6oolhoùîs
until separate organization would enable then to do so with a greater prospect of
future advanmage. The severat members of the municipal corporation of the town
were alike sensible of the urgent demand for improved school-houses, and in the desire
to assist in such improvement, they, as well as the trustees, represented the feeling of
a great majority of their constituents. After careful consideration, the présent ¥oed;
seconding the views of the committee of school trustees appointed in thë cityf
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Hlamilton in the early part of last year, to visit and report upon the common schools in
the towns of London and Brantford, and having every confidence that their report
was impartially made, and based upon just conclusions, decided upon adopting the plan
and dimensions of the public school-house in Brantford, which seemed better adapted
than any other to the growing wants and prospects of Chatham. The building is now
nearly completed, It is expected that the school will commence therein on or about
the first day of February next. The dimensions of the school-house are 60 feet by 40
feet. It is built of an excellent description of brick, which, with cut stone corners,
and a front ornamented with that material, gives the building an architectural charac-
ter and procures for it that attention which induces a creditable opinion of the
ent'erprise of Chatham. With regard to the schools themselves, under the circumstan-
ces' and with insufficient accommodations, they have progressed as much as could have
been expected. The school-room, which the heat of summer renders unhealthy, and
the severity of winter renders untenable, must neutralize the efforts of the best
teachers. Such has been the case in Chatham. Qualified teachers have been-engaged
at liberal salaries, but the causes above stated, and the disinclination of the board to
repair the buildings, in view of the speedy completion of the new school-house, have
tended to retard t he progress which might have been confidently expected under more
favorable circumstances. The schools during the past year in the town of Chatham
have been or the description known as free schools; that is, a rate has been levied for
the teachers' salaries upon the whole of the property, real and personal, in the muni-
cipality. The taxation which the building of the school-house required, and in addition
to this, the direct method in which the teachers' salaries were raised being unusual in
the town of Chatham, incurred the payment at one time of so large an amount from
the rate payers, that it is doubtful whether the same description of schools, under the
same circumstances, will for some time be popular in Chatham. In concluding this
report, the present board feel justified in looking forward to a great improvement. The
public school, when once in operation under efficient teachers, properly classified, will,
with the careful supervision of a board of trustees, be able to effect an advance in the
educational interests of this town, it is hoped, alike creditable and profitable to the
inhabitants; and whatever may be the opinion of those who have carefully watched
the working of the present School Act, and the causes of condemnation on the part of
others, one thing appears to this board certain-that its provisions with regard to the
extensive powers vested in the trustees generally are not injudiciously framed, as the
nature and extent of those powers are well adapted for making the rate payers consi-
der and ponder well upon the integrity and judgment of the parties who may be propo.
sed to fill the important office of school trustees."

III. TOWN OF SIMCOE.

126. Extract from the Report of the Board of Trustees: "A visible improvemerit
has taken place in the schools under the care of this board since the-passing of the late
School Act. The trustees being now endowed with ample powers, there is no doubt
but that the results will prove highly beneficial to the cause of education. Since the
incorporation of this town, the trustees have established distinct schools for mae
and female pupils. The advocates for free schools are rapidly gaining ground, and the
board anticipates that ere long their schools will be entirely free. The board has much
pleasure in expressing its appreciation of the unwearied zeal and great ability displayed
by the chief superintendent in discharging the important duties of his office."

1-6 vl*ctil)rim.
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INCORPORATED VILLAGES.

I. VILLAGE OF PARIS.

127. Extract from the Report of the Board of Trustees: "The schools in this
village, during the past year, have been in a state of great efficiency. The teachers have
labored diligently-the school-houses are large, airy and convenient-and the means
to meet all demands ample. The report, however, brings to our view a striking fact-
it is this:-We have 456 children of an age to be instructed; 285 of these are taught in
our schools. Supposing 30 are taught in select schools, still 140 children in this village-
are without instruction. This is deeply to be regretted, and doubtless it exists owing
to the inability of parents to pay for instructingtheir offspring. To remove this terrible
evil there is only one remedy, namely, free schools. The rate payers in this village
have not as yet adopted the free school system, opening the way to instruction equally
to rich and poor children. The difficulty with us in obtaining free schools may bé
summed up in one word-injustice. The rich overlooking wholly the good that would
be effected, think it very hard that they should be taxed to pay the education of the
poor This difficulty we hope will soon be removed."

II. VILLAGE OF INGERSOLL.

128. Extract from the Report of the Village Superintendent: "There are upwards
of 150 scholars attending the common school here. We have two teachers-one a
very superior self-taught man, at a salary of £100 per annum, and his assistant at £40.
Each pupil pays 2s. 6d. per quarter, fees, and the rest is raised by a tax on the property
of the section. The cause of education is making progress, and more enlightened
views on the importance of good teachers are gaining ground in this commu-
nity. Discussions sometimes arise on the subject of salaries-some thinking that thé
teachers receive too large salaries-but there are in most school sections individuals
who see the importance of providing a suitable remuneration for the services of teach-
ers, such as their education, talents and labors might secure in other professions or in
other departments of public service. I hope you will believe me when I assure
you I feel a lively interest in the good work in which you are engaged, and the greatest
respect for the ability, wisdom and energy, by which the proceedings of the educational
department of Upper Canada have ever been characterized."

(No general remarks were appended to the school reports from the other town and
village municipalities for 1851, received at the educational department, Upper Canada)
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APPENDIX B.

OFpicAuL CmcuLAIs f-om the Chief Superintendent of Schools to the various municipal
and other officers in Upper Canada concerned in the administration of the Common
School Act, 13th & 14th Victoria, chapter 48.

No. 1.

CIrEuLAR to Clerks of County Councils in Upper Canada, transmitting various Reports,
Publications, Maps, &c., for the use of the Municipalities and Local School
Officers; with their acknowledgments.

Sm,-I forward to your address a sufficient number of copies of the Annual School
Report for 1850, to supply the county council, the county board of public instruction,
each township council, each local superintendent of schools, and each school corporation
in your county, with a copy. This is the first annual report which has been prepared
under the present School Act; no pains have been spared in collecting its varied
statistics ; a copy of the School Act is given in the Appendix, and various documents
and papers are inserted, to render it a practical expositor of the school system, and a
convenient manual of reference for councillors and all other persons concerned in the
execution of the law and in promoting education. I also transmit to yon the first,
second and third volumes of the Journal of Education for each of the local superin-
tendents in your county; likewise a copy of the second and third volumes (not having
any more copies of the first volume,) of the Journal of Education for each of your
township councils, and a copy of the first three volumes for the county council and
county board of public instruction.* The indices to these volumes and to my annual
school report, will enable the municipal councils to satisfy themselves on all doubtful
matters in the performance of their duties, without the trouble and loss of time occa-
sioned by frequent references to this department. I hope you will lose no time in seeing
that these publications and documents are forwarded to the parties to whom they are
addressed-that if they do not receive them as a New-Year's Gift, they may, at least,
receive them by New-Year's Day. I should have transmitted them to you earlier,
could my annual report (of nearly 400 royal octavo pages, and a large proportion of
it statistical tables,) have possibly been sooner got through the press.

2. I likewise forward to you for the acceptance of the county council, andfor
reference by all school officers, between £7 and £8 worth of specimen maps, natural
history prints, &c., &c., for the use of schools. These are as samples of the great
variety of school publications and requisites, for sale at the Educational Depository, a
descriptive catalogue of which, with prices annexed, occupies the last sixteen pages of
the appendix to my annual report, and which (from the advantageous arrangements
which I have made with the publishers,) can be procured through this department at
lower prices than they can be purchased at retail in the cities where they are published.
In 1847, I had the pleasure of presenting to each county council in Upper Canada, a
complete set of the national school books, &c., (a donation from the board in Dublin,)
with a list of the prices at which they could be procured. The examination of these

*The first volume was transmitted on the 6th of February, 1849, to the Wardens of Counties, for
the use of the Educational Committees of the Municipal Councils.

A. 1852.
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books produced, at once, an almost, (and so far as I know, a) unanimous impression
upon the local representatives of the people, and soon, through them, upon the public
mind at large, in favour of the national books, both on account of their excellence and
cheapness. And now, as appears by the returns which will be found in my annual
report, the great majority of our schools are supplied with these excellent books, instead
of the old, inappropriate, multitudinous, and often pernicious books which were formerly
inflicted upon children and teachers. Last year I was enabled to present each muni-
cipal council in Upper Canada with a copy of a practical and valuable work on Sch1ool
Architecture, containing also various plans of school-houses. By the. same means, I an
able this year to present the county council, through. you, with the maps and publica-
tions above referred to. I may add, that I have recently procured samples of improved
school-house furniture, which can be seen by inquiring parties at this office, and a supply
of which I hope to get manufactured in this city, as I am assured it can be manufactured
in Canada as cheaply as it can be imported from the United States. At all events, I
trust soon to be able to announce that all trustees who may vish to furnish their school-
houses in the best manner, can procure furniture for that purpose, either through this
department, or from some furniture establishment in this city.

3. From the beginning I have had no desire, nor have I ever made any attempt,
to force any part of our school system upon the country, but to reason, to persuade, and
to diffuse information in every way possible, to provide as far as possible for the more
thorough training, the more careful licensing, and the better protection and support of
teachers, and not only to ascertain the best school publications and various school-
requisites devised and introduced into schools in other countries, but to provide facilities
for rendering them accessible, at the least expense, to the authorities of every school
even in the remotest townships of Upper Canada. These efforts have been most-
cordially aided by the government, and heartily responded to, with very few exceptions,
by the municipalities throughout Upper Canada.

4. Between one and two thousand volumes of books have been selected for county,
township, and school section libraries, and arrangements have been made for procurig
them on advantageous terms in London, Edinburgh and Dublin, New York, Philadel-
phia and Boston. Before these books can be finally recommended by the council of
public instruction to be introduced into public libraries, they must be carefully exam-
ined-which vill be a work of some months-when a descriptive catalogue of'them
will be published in the Journal of Education for 1852, together with regulations.for
the establishment and management of the proposed libraries.

5. Several of the municipal councils of both counties and townships have aided in
diffusing information on educational subjects, by promoting the circulation-of theJournal
of Education. I submit how far your county council may deem it a duty to co-operate
in this work the ensuing year. Had I made the application, I have reason-to believe
that Legislative aid would have been granted me to sustain the Journal of:Education
and promote its circulation. But I have determined from the commencementý *
whatever risk or loss, to rely solely upon the voluntary support of nunicipalities,
schbol corporations, and individual friends of education. I have incurred personal
expense, but I have not, nor can I under any circumstances, derive a farthings gain
from the Journal of Education, any more than any member of your county council,
and the preparation of the matter alone for four volumes of such a publicationis-,no
small item of labour. However, this labour and responsibility shall be continued-during
the publication of another volume; and, as I intend that that volume shal, if in n
porer, exceed in value and interest any of the preceding volumes, I shal feel enco
raged and rewarded by its more extensive circulation and usefulness.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed) E. RYERSON
EDUCATION. OPICE,

Toronto, Deoember 1st, 1851.
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P. S.-The 5th clause of the 27th section of the School Act, requires each county
clerk to transmit annually to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, a certified copy of
the county auditors' report of the receipts and expenditure of school moneys in the
several townships of the county. To aid you in performing this duty, and to secure
uniformity and completeness in these important returns, I have prepared a blank form
for that purpose, and I forward you a printed copy of -it--requesting your- particular
attention to the preparation of the returns it provides for, and to its transmission tothis
department as required by the statute.*

(Signed) E. R.

AcKNoWLEDGMENTs to the foiegoing Circular with additional correspondence relating
thereto.

I. COUNTY OF NORFOLK.

1. Prom the County Council

COUNTY CLERK'S OI'bcE, SINCoE,
County of Norfolk, December 27th, 185-1.

REVEREND ANçD DEAR Sm,-I have much pleasure in being made the medium of
communicating to you the annexed resolution, unanimously passed by the council -of
this county, at its recent session, and to add, which I do with great satisfaction, my
most willing testimony to the great ability, indefatigable industry, and untiring zeal
with which you have laboured in the long-neglected, but now, thank God, universally
appreciated, cause of -common school education, since I have had the honour of being
the channel of communication, through which your exertion have been, though only
partially, made known to the inhabitants of this, I believe, your native country.

Accept, reverend and dear sir, the assurance of my high regard, and believe me to be,
Yours, very faithfully,

(Signed,) STEPHEN J. FULLER,
County Clerk, County Norfolk.

The Reverend EGERTON RYERsON, D. D.,
Chief Superintendent of Education,

Toronto, C. W.

[Resolution Enclosed.]

Moved by Mr. Ford, seconded by Mr. I. W. Powell, and resolved,-
First,-That this council has much pleasure in availing itself of this opportunity of

expressing their approbation of the energy and efficiency displayed by the chief super-
intendent of education, in the discharge of his arduous duties, and to thank him for
his handsome donation of maps, historical prints, &c., lately forwarded to this counicil
for the use of school officers.

Second,-That the county clerk be instructed to transmit a copy of this resolution
to the Rev. E. Ryerson.

And the motion was passed unanimously in the affirmative.

I the undersigned hereby certify that the foregoing motion and resolution are truly

*For form of this retnrn, see Appendix B, document 29.
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copied from the journals of the municipal council of the county of Norfold, on Wed-
nesday, December 17th, 1851.

(Signed,) STEPHEN J. FULLER,
County Clerk, County Norfolk.

CoUry CLERK'S OFFIcE,
Simcoe, December 27th, 1851.

2. Reply to the foregoing.

DF2PAETMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR UPPER CANADA.

EDUCATION OFIcE,
Toronto, January 2nd, 1852.

SIR,-I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the '27th
ultimo, and, in reply, I beg to express my respectful and most heartfelt thanks to the
members of the council of the county of Norfolk, for the approving and complinentary
terms in which they are pleased to acknowledge the receipt of the documents and ma'ps
which I had the pleasure of presenting to them.

I desire also to make my grateful acknowledgments for the very handsome manner
in which you have comimunicated the resolutions of your county council.

From the municipal council of my native county, I have never experienced unkind
opposition, but have been encouraged by its patriotic co-operation; and it affords me
no small satisfaction, that that same council is the first in Upper Canada to acknow-
ledge the receipt of the documents and maps referred to-that the resolution of the
council was seconded by an old school-fellow, and couched in terms to me the most'
gratifying and encouraging; and that my first official letter of a new year, relates-to
topics which call up the earliest associations of ny youth, and are calculated to
prompt and impel me to renewed exertions for the intellectual and social advancement
of my native land.

There is no poetry in the establishment and, development of a public school
system; it is a matter-of-fact work from beginnincr to end; and its progress, like the
growth of body and mind in an individual, is gradual, and is the joint result of time
and labour. I am happy, however, to know that our school system has already become
so far doveloped in its principles, objects and character, as to command the attention
and almost unanimous approbation of the country. I have laid it down as a first
principle, to educate the people through the people themselves, by their own voluntary
co-operation and exertion, through the usual elective municipalities and other acknow-
ledged and responsible organs of a free people.

No person who has at ail studied the subject of comparative school legislationI
between Canada and other countries, can fail to observe, that there is an extent of
local discretion and power in each of our school and county municipalities not foundin
any one of the neighboring States, while there are other elernents incorporated into
our school system, which secure to the remotest municipality of Upper Canada the
information and fàcilities which can alone be acquired and provided by a public depflt-
ment. But the rational conviction and voluntary co-operation of the people themseIés
have been relied upon and appealed to as the basis of exertion and the instrument öf
success. When, therefore, steps were taken to improve the text-books of the schoolsga
set of the books recommended was procured and furnished to each county municPlit<
in Upper Canada, that the people might examine and judge of the desirableness of tie
books proposed, in regard to both excellence and cheapness. In promoting an impröve%
ment in the condition and character of school-houses, plans and illustrations of:shool
houses and premises were procured and placed in the hands of the local councils, and
several of them were published in the Journal of Education. The sane coursé hias
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been adopted in respect to school maps, &c. And in pressing upon the public mmid
the necessity and advantage of duly qualified school teachers, an institution has been
established to train them; and the specimens of teachers thus trained, (though but
partially trained in most instances, from the short period of their attendance at the
Normal School) have excited a desire and demand for improved teachers in every
county in Upper Canada. I trust this year will witness the introduction of libraries-
thus completing the establishmenof every branch of our school system.

In all this, there has been no coercion-but a perfect blending of freedom and
unity, of conviction and action; and the entire absence of any opposition to the school
system during the recent elections througbaut Upper Canada, shows how general and
cordial is the conviction of the people e to its adaptation to their circumstances and
interests.

I have the deepest conviction of the strong common sense and patriotism of the
Canadian people at large-a conviction founded on long observation and comparison
between the people of Canada and those of many other countries; and I have a faith.
littlé short of full assurance, as to the advancing and glorious future of our country.
With this conviction and faith, and animatad with the consciousness of general appro-
val and co-operation on the part of the people, I shall renew my humble contributions
of labour to the common treasury of Canadian progress and civilization.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
STEPIIEN J. FULLER, Esq.,

Clerk, County of Norfolk,
Simcoe.

No. 3. Fron the County Board of Public Instruction.

DRYDEN< FARM, VMTTORIA,
December 29th, 1851.

Sra,-I do. myself the pleasure of handing you the subjoined copy of a resolution,
passed at a recent meeting of the board of instruction for the county of Norfolk. I
also tuke leave to transcribe another resolution more especially directed to the local
superintendents of their county, but illustrative of the professed belief of the members
of the board, of the great usefulness of the works submitted by you.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your very obedient, humble servant,

(Signed,) JAMES COVERNTON,
Hon'y Sec'y, Board of Instruction for Norfolk.

The Reverend E. RYERSON, D. D.,
Chief Superintendent of Education,

&c., &c., &c.,
Toronto.

[Resolution enclosed.]

"Resolved, That the honorary secretary be requested to convey to the Reverend
E. Ryerson, chief superintendent of education, the thanks of this board, for his hand-
some donation of books, &c., and at the same time to express to that gentleman, the
high sense entertained by~this board of the unwearied zeal and great ability displayed
by him in the àischarge of his arduous and important duties.

" Resolved,-That the members of this board having carefully examined the maps,
prints, and specimens of natural history, &c., forwarded by the chief superintendent of
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education to the clerk of the county council, (and deposited in his office for the inspe.
tion of the school officers of the county,) have much satisfaction in bearing testimony
to the great superiority of such specimens over those commonly used in the county
schools, and therefore earnestly urge on the local superintendents and trustees, the
paramount importance of providing a suitable supply of such essential requisites fer
Most school sections in the county."

4. Reply to the foregoing.
DEPARTM&ENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOI U. C.

EDUcATON OFFIc,
Toronto, January 3d, 1852.

SiR,-I have the honor to acknowledge thereceipt of your letter of the 29th rtimo,
enclosing to me certain resolutions of the board of public instruction for the coy of
Norfolk, and I return my sincere thanks for the terms in which my humble exe rions
are referred to. I rejoice at the judicious and earnest course which your countybýard
bas taken to promote the objects I had in view, in presenting the publications to wheh
you allude,-by examining them and recommending the general introduction of thèn
into the schools of the county, I hope the poorest boy in my native county may have
access to a better common school than existed there when I was a lad. What I wit-
nessed and felt in my boyhood, gave birth to the strongest impulses of my own mind,
to do what I could to place the means and facilities of mental development and culture
within the reach of every youth in the land.

I am more than gratified, I am profoundly impressed, that such efforts are made for
the interest of the young, and of future generations, in the county of Norfolk. That
county is dear to me by a thousand tender recollections; and I still seem to hear in the
midst of it, a voice issuing from a mother's grave, as was wont formerly frqm the
living tongue, telling me that the only life worthy the name, is that which makes man
one with his fellow-man. and with bis country.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed) E. RYERSON.
JAMEs COVERNTON, Esq., (ind

Bonorary Secretary, Board of Public Instruction,
County of Norfolk, Vittoria.

II. COUNTY OF KENT.

5. From the County Council
CBATRAM, 9th January, 1852.

Sir,-I have the honor to acquaint you, that at a meeting of the municipal council
of the county of Kent, held this day, the following resolution was unanimouslyadopted:

" That the thanks of this council be given to the Reverend Egerton Ryerson, D.D.,
chief superintendent of education, for the specimens of maps, books, &c., presented to
the county of Kent."

I beg to assure you, sir, I feel a high gratification in transmitting you this resolution.
I have the honor to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) WILLIAM COSGROVE.

Clerk, Municipal Council of County of Kent.
Rev. E. RYERsoN, D. D

&c., &c., &c.
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6. Reply to the foregoing.
EDCATION OMCE,

Toronto, 19th January,1852.

SmR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th instant,
enclosing a resolution of your county council, and desire to express my acknowledge-
ments for the manner in which the council bas referred to me, and the handsome terms
in which you have been pleased to transmit its resolution.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

W1L.rnX CosGROv, Esq., (Signed,) E. RYERSON.

Clerk, county of Kent,
Chatham.

III. UNITED COUNTIES OF NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM.

7. From the County Council.

Errucr from the report of the standing committee on schools and education, dated
the 31st December, 1851.

"Your committee have carefully examined the circular from the chief superin.
tendent of education, and also observe that copies of the annual school report for 1850,
are furnished to supply this council, the county board of public instruction, each town-
ship council, local superintendents of schools, and each school corporation in the county;
also several volumes of the Journal of Education for the township councils, and local
superintendents, which in the opinion of your committee will be a valuable acquisition
to the various municipalities, and all concerned in carrying out the provisions of the
School Act; and would recommend the representatives of the different townships to
make such arrangements as may be necessary that they may arrive at their destination
as soon as possible.

"Your committee have not been able to examine the specimen maps, natural bis-
tory prints, &c., for the use of schools, but have no doubt they are eminently adapted
to demonstrate the sciences they are intended to illustrate, and would recommend the
local superintendents of education, trustees of schools, and all others engaged in the pro-
motion of education to give them a careful examination.

"Your committee are of opinion that much credit is due the chief superintendent
of education for the arrangements to facilitate the procuring of county, township, and
school section libraries on terms much more advantageous than have been made hitherto
-also for the liberality manifested in presenting each of the municipalities with a copy
of a valuable work on school architecture during the year 1850.

"Your committee learn with pleasure that the Journal of Education is to be con-
tinued during the publication of another volume, and would recommend that this coun-
cil afford every facility in its power to make it as generally diffused as possible through-
out the counties."

Truly extracted from the adopted proceedings of the county council.
(Signed,) MORGAN JELLETT.

County Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK'S OFF1cE,

Cobourg, 18th January, 1852.
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8. Reply to theforegoing.
EnucTioN OFFIcE,

Toronto, 19th January, 1852.
Sm,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt ofyour letter ofthe 13th instant,

enclosing an extract from the report of the educational committee of the united coun-
ties of \orthumberland and Durham, adopted by the council, and to express my thanks
for the terms in which I am therein referred to, and for the assured co-operation of the-
council in my efforts to promote the interests of schools and diffuse useful knowledge by
means of the Journal of Education and otherwise.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Siged,)E. RYERSON.
MORGAN JEELLETT, Esq., (Signed,)

Clerk, united counties of Northumberland
and Durham, Cobourg.

IV. UNITED COUNTIES OF ESSEX AND LAMBTON.

9. From the County Council.
MUNICIPAL CoUNcM OFIcE,

Sandwich, 5th February, 1852.
Sta,-I have been instructed by the municipal council of the united counties of

Essex and Lambton, to convey to you the thanks of that body for your useful present
made to the council, of specimen maps and books, from the depository of school-books
and apparatus at the Education Office in Toronto.

I have the honor to remain, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) S. S. MACDONELL,
County Clerk.

The Chief Superintendent of Schools,
Toronto.

10. From the County Board of Public Instruction.
OFFIcE OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTIoN,

Sandwich, 5th February, 1852.
Sr,-I have been directed by the board of public instruction for the county of

Essex, to thank you on behalf of the board, for the present of your annual school report
for 1850, and also three bound volumes of the Journal of Education.

I have the honor to remain, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) S. S. MACDONELL,
Secretary to the Board.

The Chief Superintendent of Schools,
Toronto.

V. UNITED COUNTIES OF LANARK AND RENFREW.

11. From the County Council.
ExTRACT from the minutes of the J anuary session, 1852.

"Moved by Mr. Buell, seconded by Mr. Stevenson, and
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Resolved-That the thanks of this council be forwarded to the educational depart-
ment of tUpper Canada, for the maps, &c., lately forwarded to this council for the use of
school officers, and now in the office of the clerk of this council; and that this council
highly appreciate all exertions made tending to improve and elevate our schools; and
that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the chief superintendent of education,
Toronto.

Certified.
(Signed,) W. R. F. BERFORD,

County Clerk, Lanark and Renfrew.
To the Chief Superintendent of Education,

Toronto.

12. Reply to the foregoing.

EnucATION OFFICE,
Toronto, loth February, 1852.

Smn,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a resolution (enclosed by
you) of the municipal council of the united counties of Lanark and Renfrew, acknow-
ledging the receipt of maps, &c., from this department, and expressing the high appre-
ciation of that council of my humble exertions to improve and elevate our schools.

I desire to convey my sincere thanks to your county council for this expression of
their sentiments and feelings. I trust the discussions which are now taking place, and
the circumstances which are transpiring in every county, city, and village in Upper
Canada. will satisfy all parties, that at the very time I was represented by some as
wishing to establish a despotic system of government, and to enslave the publie mind,
I was laying the foundation of a system which has recognized the right of suffrage and
provided for the cultivation and free development of mind to a greater extent than had
ever been provided in this country. By referring to the first volume of the Journal of
Education, page 42, it will be seen that in the very first official communication I ever
submitted to the government on the school system, March 3rd, 1846, I expounded and
submitted a draft of a bill to enable the people to establish free schools. But the clause
submitted for that purpose, though advocated by the then Attorney-General Draper,
was defeated in the Legislative Assembly. By referring also to the same volume of
the Journal of Education, page 19, it will be seen that, this important provision was
again embodied in a bill which passed the Legislature in 1847, and was pressed upon
cities and towns, and provided for in-regard to counties.

I make these references, knowing the deep interest which is felt in the subject by
your county council and its constituents ; and that they may be satisfied that the prin-
ciple of the school system of which they so cordially approve, are those which I have
laid down and pursued from the beginning without regard to men or parties.

i have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
W. R. F. BERFOBD, Esq.,

Clerk, U. C. Lanark and Renfrew,
Perth.

VI. UlNITED COUNTIES OF YORK, ONTARIO AND PEEL.

13. From the County Council.
ETRAc-r of a report made to the county counicil by the standing committee on educa

tion, dated February 4th, 1852, and which report was adopted.
" Your committee have to acknowledge the reception of some works referring to
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educational matters from the chief superintendent, presented by him to this c~ouncil.
Your committee would suggest that the several township councils should each*purchase
for the use of their schools, a few copies of one of them-< Page on Teaching'-which
contains much information on the subject ;-(that is to say, one copy for each school)
Your committee recommend that the thanks of the council be tendered to Dr; Ryerson
for his present."

(Signed) J. ELLIOT, Clerk.

VIL UNITED COUNTIES OF PETERBOROUGH AND VICTORIA.

14. From the County CounciL

ExTRAcT from the report of the standing committee on schools, dated the loth of
January, 1852.

" Your committee have had submitted to them, and have examined with much
pleasure, a present of maps, charts, and standard school books on a great variety of
branches of common school education, forwarded by the chief superintendent of-schools
to the county council."

" Your committee recommend a careful examination of these articles to the reeves
assembled in council, with the view of their being able to offer inducements to the
trustees of schools in their several localities to supply their schools from the valuable
editions of which these are specimens."

In reference to the above, it was-
Resolved-That the thanks of this council are due to the Reverend Dr. Ryerson,

chief superintendent of education, for the very handsome and appropriate gift to the
council of text books, maps, charts, &c., as specimens of the provision he has made
for improving the system of education in the common schools of this province, and that
the county clerk transmit a copy of this resolution to the chief superintendent.

VII. UNITED COUNTIES OF LINCOLN AND WELLAND.

15. From the County Council.

ExTAcr from the first report of the committee on education, adopted in Council
28th January, 1852.

" Your committee are highly pleased with the valuable and handsome donation of
between £7 and £8 worth of books, maps, prints, &c., &c., as samples for the use of
schools, from the chief superintendent of schools, and are of the unanimous opinion
that a judicious selection from the great variety of school publications now current,
would prove highly beneficial, and give a lively impetus to educational interests
throughout the counties; and your committee hereby recommend local municipalities
and school sections to make such selections.

"Your committee would also suggest that each town and township reeve be ailowed
to take with him as samples a few ofthe prints and lessons.

"Your committee would recommend the following as among the best of the works
which have been submitted to its notice, viz: Agricultural Class Book, Johnson's
Catechism of Agricultural Chemistry, Map of Natural Philosophy, Malhauser's system
of Writing, Object Lessons, Scripture Natural History, Scriptu :e Scenes, Scriptre
Manners and Customs, Natural History, and Common &hool Registers.
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XL COUNTY OF SIMCOE.

16. Frora the County Council.
BARuE, 9th February, 1852.

Sm,-I am instructed by the municipal council of the county of Simcoe to tender
to you the thanks of the council for the books, maps, and documents, whichyou were. s
good as to transmit to them a short time ago.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,

(Signed) JOHN STRATHY,
Clerk M. C. C. S.

The Reverend EGERTON RYE.ON,
&c., &c., &c.,

Toronto.

17. From the County Board of Public Instruction.
BARRIE, 30th April, 1852.

REvEREND Sm,-By direction of the board of public instruction for the county of
Simcoe, I have the honor to convey to you the thanks of that body for the present of
three volumes of the Journal of Education, and your report for 1850, lately received
by them.

In perusing these works, the board have been much struck by the amount of labor
and attention bestowed on the compilation of themr, and have not failed to recognise
and appreciate your efforts in the cause of education; and while tbey wish you success
in a matter you have evidently so much at heart, they cannot neglect the opportunity
of expressing their high sense of the ability, zeal and assiduity with which every part
of your duties has. hitherto been discharged.

It will at all times afford the board the greatest gratification to be able to co-
operate with you in improving and perfecting our present system of public instruction,
or in carrying out any suggestions for that purpose.

I have the honor to be,
Reverend sir,

Your most obedient servant,
(Signed,) HENRY A. CLIFFORD,

Sec. B. P. I., County Simcoe.
Rev. Dr. RyvRsoN,

Chief Superintendent of Schools.

I. UNITED COUNTIES OF PRESCOTT AND RUSSELL.

18. From the County Council.

Riceville, 4th August, 1852.
DEAR Sm,-1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of Kày

last. My-being absent, and under the impression.that the receipt of the books feferred
to was-acknowledged by the clerk of 'the council, are the only apologies- that I can
offer for delaying it until this late period. The maps, books, &c., &c., were düly
received, and I lost no time in laying them before the council. They were highly
approved of, and recommended to the different corporations in the united counties of
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Prescott and Russell, and at the same time deposited with the district grammar school
teacher, that they may be open to the inspection of the different municipalities.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) PETER McLAURIN,
Warden.

The Reverend Dr. RYEEIoN,
Chief Superintendent of Education.

XI. COUNTY OF PRINCE EDWARD.

19. From the Warden, in a letter dated the 5th of May, 1852.

"The county clerk received notice in December last that certain maps, books,
&c., had been forwarded to him; but they did not come to hand until a few days ago.
They were, however, laid on the table of the council at the meeting held this week.

XII. COUNTY OF HASTINGS.

20. From the County Council.

BELLEVHLF, 6th May, 1852.

REVEREND Su,-The maps, books, &c., whicb you refer to in your circular did
not reach this place till the opening of the navigation. Upon making enquiries after
the receipt of your letter, I found* they had been at the wharf for about ten days. I
shall see them r ielivered.

have the honor to be,
Yours obediently,

(Signed,) G. BENJAMIN,
Warden.

Rev. E. RYERsoN,
Chief Superintendent! Education, C. W.

XIII. COUNTY OF CARLETON.

21. From the Warden, in a letter dated the 6th of May, 1852.

«The progress ofthe chest of maps, books, reports, &c., was impedel by the sudden
closing of the navigation on the St. Lawrence and Canal; but your considerate present
reached us by and carriage in time to exhibit in council; and, by a resolution, carried
unanimously after two days' inspection, they were handed over to the county board as
the most suitable department to place them in."
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XIV. UNITED COUNTIES OF WENTWORTH, HALTON AND BRANT.

22. From the County CounciL

CoUrry C1.Mu's OFFICE,
Hamilton, Sth May, 1852.

RzvRuD Si,-The Maps, books, reports, &c., presented to the council, (in conse-
quence of the early closing of the navigation,) did not arrive at this office till late.
The maps are now hanging in My office for the inspection of the public, and it is with
great pleasure, on every convenient occasion, I submit the valuable and interesting
books, &c., to the same inspection.

I have the honor to be,
Reverend sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) C. O. COUNSELL,

Clerk, U. C. W. H. and B.
Rev. Dr. RyEsoN,

Chief Superintendent of Education,
&c., &c., &c.

XV. UNITED COUNTIES OF HURON, PERTH AND BRUCE.

23. From the County Council.

CoUNry CLER'S OFFICE,
Goderich, 18th May, 1852.

REVnrD Sna,-I am desired by the county council of Huron, Perth and Bruce to
acknowledge the receipt of the box containing the maps, books, &c., from the education
office, and to return you the thanks of the council for the same.

I have the honor to be,
Reverend sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) D. H. RITCHIE,

County Clerk.
The Reverend E. RYEsoN,

Chief Superintendent of Schools,
Toronto.

XVI. COUNTY OF OXFORD.

24. From the County Clerk in a letter dated the 14th December, 1851:

«Several parties have applied to me to purchase the maps sent the county council.
I suggested to the board of public instruction to make an application to the council for
£100 to be expended in books and maps and desposited with me to sell at cost price,
to the school teachers and trustees; and with the amount of the sales replenish the stock
each quarter, so that there might be nearly £100 worth of books on hand continually.
Upon this suggestion the board acted, but whether or not the council will act.upon it,
remains to be seen.":
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XVIU. UNITED COUNTIES OF FRONTENAC, LENNOX AND ADDINGTON.

25. From the County Clerk, in a letter dated the 27th January, 1852:
The maps, &c., have come to hand."

XVIII. UNITED COUNTIES OF MIDDLESEX AND- ELGIN.

26. From the County Clerk.

COUNTY C(LERK'S OFFICE,
London, 25th May, 1852.

SI,-With regard to the specimen maps, books, and prints, which were transmitted
from your office, they were received some time ago and duly submitted to the muni-
cipal council and county board of education.

I have the honor to. be, sir,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) J. B. STRATHY,
County Clerk.

Reverend Dr. RyERsoNr,
Chief Superintendent of Education.

XIX. UNITED COUNTIES OF LEEDS AND GRENVILLE

27. From the County Clerk.

COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE,
Brockville, 31st May, 1852.

REVEREND SIR,-The maps, books, reports, &c., presented by you to the council of
these counties have been received, and distributed as addressed.

I have the honor to be,
Reverend sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed,) JAMES, JESSUP,

County Clerk.
Reverend E. RYERsoN,

&c., &c., &C.
Toronto.

XX. UNITED COUNTIES OF STORMONT, DUNDAS AND GLENGARY.

28. From the County Clerk.

COUNr! CLERK's OFFICE,
Cornwall, 12th July, 1852.

REVEREND SIR,-l have the honor to express regret, that circumstances: prevened
my sooner acknowledging the receipt of the parcel containing specimenmaps e.&cà- &i,
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presented by your department to the council; and also of the box, containing reports
&c., for which I tender you the thanks of that body, hereby.

I have the honor to be, sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,)

The Rev. EGERToN RYERSoN, D.D.,
&c., &c., &c.

Toronto.

PETER J. McDONELL,
County Clerk.

NoTE.-No acknowledgment on the subject has been received by the educational
department from the municipaI councils of the counties of Haldimand, Wellington,
Waterloo and Grey at the date of this report, 27th September, 1852.

No. 29.
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No. 2 9 .-- FoRM 0F RETURN transmitted to each County Clerk to be fihled up and returned

SCHOOL ACCOUNTS of the

[Authorized and required by the School Act, 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48, section 27, clause 5, and

Auditors of School Moneys,

See Postscript to Circular No. 1, in Appendi A, to this Report.

County oie rk

I ertify the foregoing School Accounta to be correctly extracted from the County AuditorW' Report forthe

DTar 1851.
DàÂTEthi day of 1852.

16 Victorie. Appendix (J. J.) A. 1852.

to the Educational Department for Upper Canada.*

for the Year ending 31st December, 1851.
section 35, clause 3, to be transmitted to the Chief Superintendent of Schools before the lst of March, 1852.]
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No. 2.

CRCULAR to Local Superintendents of Common Schools in Upper Canada, transmitting
blank forms of Reports, Educationai puMications, &c., and directing their attention
to several matters.

SJr,-I transmit to you by mail, herewith, the blank reports for the trustees of the
schools under your charge, and for yourself, for the current year, 1851.* You wil]
please furnish a copy of these blank reports to each corporation of school trustees
within your jurisdiction. It is important that the trustees should have those blank
reports in good time to enable them to fil! them correctly and fuliy before the ensuing
annual school meetings, (to be held on the second Wednesday in January next,) at
which the trustees are required to read them to their constituents, and then to transmit
them forthwith to you. In each blank report, there are plain and minute directions to
trustees as to the manner of filling up the various columns which it contains. Nume-
rous complaints have reached this departruent from trustees last year, to the effect
that they had not been furnished by their local superinten dent with "a copy of the blank
school report. I hope you will see that there is no ground this year for such a com-
plaint from the trustees of any school under your supervision. I have forwarded to
you these blank reports direct by mail, instead of by stage, through the county.clerk,
in order that you may have ample tirne to secure the delivery of them to each of the
parties concerned, belre the 25th of this mmemb.

2. I also florward to the clerk of your cou:ty one copy of rny Annual School Re-
port for 185 for yourself, anr o'w copy for each of the school irustee corporations within
your jurisdiction. To iie address ou cach repurt, for the trustecs you will please be
particular to add the number and township of ibe school section, in a blank left for
that purpose, and cause the report to be delivered to cach of the trustee corporations
for which it is intended. This report occupis nîearly 400 royal octavo pages ; and be-
sides a large amount of statistical irifbrrmation. it contains a copy of the School Act,
forms, regulations, and a great variety otdoenments. which will render it a comprehen-
sive school manual for trustees and ail other parties concerned in the administration of
the school svsLem. To aid you stili further in the preparation of school lectures, and
in deciding doubtful questions. I transmit to t he county clerk for your use a copy of the
three bound volumes of the Journal of Education. Besides a great variety of educa-
tional articles, and educational intelligence generally, nearly every question of dispute
arising under the operation of the school law, has been discussed in the Journal of
Education, and may be referred to by means of the index prefixed to cach volume ; and
the disputed questions not referred to in the first three volumes of the Journal, are dis-
cussed in the fburth volume (noc yet completed), and in the appendix to my annual
report. It will be observed that all copies of school reports, acts, &c., thus provided for
local superintendents and trustees are not the property of individuals, but of school
oificers and corporations, and appertain to the olficers and corporations by whomsoever
filled, either now or hereafter. It is important that every school trustee, and I may
say every school elector, should understand the school law, and the principles and
character of the school system ; and I have clone what I could to promote this object
by issuing the Journal of Education. and by the circulation of annual school reports.
It is one of the gratifying indications of progress, that the liberality of the Legislature
has enabled me, during the last and the present year, to furnish each municipal coun-
cil, school superintendent, and school corporation in Upper Canada, with a copy of the
provincial annual school report-a report which I have endeavoured to render as com.,
plete and as instructive as possible.

3. To the filling and adding up of the columns of your own blank school report for
the current year, and to its early transmission to this department, I must solicit your
special attention and care. To the printed directions accompanying the blank report,

*For form.of these blank reports, see Annual Report for 1850, Appendix XI and XII p. 321-826.
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I need only add a few words on filling up the columns relative to the average school
attendance of pupils. The strictest accuracy and uniformity in determining this, is the
more important as the present act provides, (not indeed, as some have supposed for the
apportionment of the Legislative school grant to counties and townships, but) for the
distribution of the school fund to the several school sections in a township, according to
the average attendance of pupils at school in each section-the mean attendance of
winter and surnner being taken. I need not enlarge on this principlie ofthe law which
proposes to aid each school section, rot according to the number of children of school
age, nor according to the amount of taxable property, nor according to what the inha-
bitants in each school section may contribute, but according to the nunber of children
sent tQ school, and the tiie and punctuality of their attend ance-conditions favorable
to poorer sections. Such being the principle of the law in respect to the local distribu-
tion of the school fund, care should be t, ken that no errors or attempted abuses escape
detection in the returns of the average attendance of pupils. This you can easily pre-
vent. The law requires each local superintendent at his quarterly visit to each school,
to ascrtain, anong other things, the average attendance of pupils. Your own quar-
terly notes, therefore, of the average attendance of pupils at each school will enable you
to test the accuracy of cach school report on this point.# Where any change has been
made in the municipal boundaries of your township, care should be taken to distinguish
the nev divisions in your report.-See Journal of Educationfor Septenber, 1851, p. 138.

4. With a view of aiding in furnishing schools with proper maps and apparatus,
as well as text books, I have forwarded to the clerk of your county, for the information
of the inernbers of the council, local superintendents, and all other school officers, speci-
mens of maps, historical and natural history prints, &c., &c., to the amount of several
pounds. The last sixteen pages of the appendix to my annual report are occupied with
a descriptive catalogue of a great varie! y of school publications of this kind, which I
have arranged to procure for schools at cost prices. 'I have also procured samples of
the latest and most improved kind of school-house furnitire, which, I am inclined to
believe, can be manufacturcd here for schools, cheaper than it can be imported from the
United States. Hlaving also selected, and inade arrangements for procuring a supply
of somu 2,000 volumes of books for public school libraries, this last branch of the school
system will, in the course of a few months, be completed, and a list of the books, with
the prices, vill be published in the Journal of Edutcation for the information of the muni-
cipalities and the various school auth'rities.

5. In conclusion, I would call your attention to that clause of the School Act, (sec-
tion 12, clause 15,) which makes it the duty of cach school corporation "to procure
annually, for the benefit of the school secion, some periodical devoted to education.'
This is to be done not at the expense of the trustees, but at the expense of the school
section for whose benefit the periodical is procured, and should be included as one of the
items of expense for which the trustees make provision in levying the school rates.
The benefit of such a periodical, froin any country, in a school section, even if read by.
no more than one or two of the trustees and the teacher, vould many times over-
balance the one dollar paid for it, I have reason to believe that this provision of the
act bas been but partially carried into effect. This ought not so to be. Every-school
corporation ought to have a school periodical. During fbur years I have, without a
farthing's remuneration, at sorne expense of means and much labour, voluntarily con-
ducted and caused to be published the monthly Journal of Education, containing that kind
of information which appeared most appropriate to school trustees and other persons
concerned in the administration and success of the school system throughout Upper
Canada. In addition to the usual topics discussed and intelligence given in the Journal
qf Education, the next volume will contain the regulations for the establishment of

* This subject is more fally discussed and explained in my two circulars to local superintendents,
dated respectively the 12th of August, 1850, and the 2Sth of June, 1851. See my annual school report
for 1850, appendix VI.. numbers 4 and 12,-pages 260-27-5, and 208-300; also Appendix'B to this
Report, numbers 8 and 9.-E. R.
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libraries, and catalogues and characteristic notices of the books which may be recom-
mended for such libraries. I cannot promise the continued assumption of this burthen
longer than the next year. Whenlassumed the duties of this department in 1846,1 allowed
myselffiveyears toget the foundation of the school syste.m laid,in respect to thelaw, normal
school instruction, text-books, maps and furniture for schools, plans of school-houses,
and libraries. I trust the next year will witness the completion of this preliminary part
of the great work; and 1 hope that the next volume of the Journal of Education which
has contributed so much towards such a consummation, will be found in the hands of the
thousands whom the law invests with the responsibility and duty of carrying forward
the work thus begun, until every child in the land shall be taught in a good school, and
nurtured in the principles of virtue and knowledge.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
EnurCÀnoN OFFloE,

Toronto, 1st December, 1851.

REPLES to the foregoing cirenlar, received from local superintendents, &c., Upper
Canada.

1. John Kirkland, Esq, Guelph. Extract of a letter dated 13th of February,
1852: " 1 have an instance to state of the benefit resulting from the distribution of
your annual report. A person wtiho was one of the most prominent actors in voting
down the free school in a section in which it was in operation last year, came with the
report a few days after the meeting and said that lie had been reading your address in
the report, and making some calculations since, and he found that, owing to their being
a large number of indigent scholars in the section the probability was that, after having
collected all they could from fees they would have a larger surm to make up from
assessment to meet the deficiency in the teacher's salary than if the school had been
free; and that, if the meeting had to be held again he should do his utmost to carry
the free school."

2. Te Reverend Aaron Slaght, Townsend. Extract of a letter, dated 24th of
February, 1852: "I beg to acknowledge the receipt of annual reports for Upper
Canada, and they have been duly distributed among the trustees. Also the Journals
of Education and other useful papers for my own use."

3. R. B. Cradoch, Esq., Flamboro' West. Extract of a letter dated the 26th of
February, 1852: "I have much pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of nine copies
of your report for the year 1850, to be distributed for the use of trustees in each school
section. Also, another copy, together with the 1st, 2nd and 3rd volumes of the Journal
of Education, which you have had the kindness to present to me as local superintendent;
and for which 1 beg you will accept my thanks."

4. Benry Cardwell, Esq., Iolland. Exti act of a letter dated the 1st March, 1852:
"The trustees beg to acknowledge your valuable present of school report for 1850;
and I beg, as clerk of the municinal council of the township,to acknowledge the receipt of
a similar report, two copies of Journal of Education, and other documents of an educa-
tional charicter, which were forwarded by the county clerk from Guelph. These I.
presented to the council at their first business meeting, on the 16th ultimo, and the
books, &c., are now in their respective possessions for perusal."

5. John J. Ker, Esq., Winchester. Extract of a letter addressed to Mr. Hodgins,
and dated ist iNarch, 1852: "Be so kind as to return ry sincere thanks to the Chief
Superintendent for his munificent gifts of the Journal of Education for the years 1848,
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1849, and 1850. Also for the annual school reports, eleven in number, which were
transmitted to me through our county clerk: those intended for the trustees, I have
distributed judiciously to the school sections of this township ; and I am happy to add
they are highly appreciated, not only by the people but by your obedient servant."

6. The Reverend John Flood, Goutbourn. Extract of a letter dated 27th February,
1852: "I have received from you a copy of your report to the Governor-General for
each school section. I have also received three volumes of the Journal of Education,
for which I thank you very much." .

7. John A. Backhouse, Esq., Walsinglzam. "I beg most cordially to tender you
my sincere thanks for the many favours conferred, and especially for your valuable
report on education and schools for 1850, furnished to each school section."

[NoTE.-No other acknowledgrents on the subject were received from local
superintendents.]

No. 3.

CIRCULAR to various local superintendents of schools in Upper Canada, returning their
defective or incomplete reports for correction:-

EDUCATION OFFICE,
Toronto, (February-June,) 1852.

ýSR,-I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your report of the schools
under your superintendence for 1851; but it is so defective, that I herewith return it
to you with its inaccuracies noted in pencil, that you may prepare it on the accompa-
nying blank sheets, according to the provisions of the act and the instructions authorized
by it, as you alone have or can procure the data by which the defects can be supplied,
and as I am resolved to spare no pains to make my annual statistical returns trust-
worthy.

There can be no reasonable excuse on the part of any local superintendent for
transmitting to this department a defective report, as he has the means, and as I have
provided him with every convenience and facility in my pover, to secure correct and
full returns from trustees, and prepare his own report with accuracy and cornpleteness.
The local superintendent is not authorized to pay the last instalment of the annual
school fund to any school section until he receives a satisfactory report from such
section for the previous year: and 1, instead of merely complying with the require-
ments of the law to prepare forms according to which local superintendents and
trustees may prepare their reports, have actually furnished them with blank reports
themnselves, and plain directions printed on them for filling them up in every particular.
The local reports, therefore, cannot be defective except from negligence or indifference.
In ail cases where I fail to obtain local reports fully and accurately prepared, I have
resolved to forward copies of the correspondence and statement of the circumstances
to the clerks of county councils within whose jurisdiction such omissions have occurred,
that such councils may provide against their recurrence.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.

EXPLANATORY REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONs for the guidance of local superintendents in
compiling their annual reports:-

In connection with the foregoing circular, it is proper to direct the special attention
of local superintendents to the flbilowing explanatory remarks, on the more important
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headings of their annual school reports. It is to be regretted that inattention on the
part of local superintendents to the very plain directions, printed at the foot of their'.
own and the trustees' blank reports, has, in so many instances, compelled the chief
superintendent to return several local superintendents' reports for correction and expla-
nation. IL is expected that in future local superintendents, in transmitting their
annual reports to the education oDI'ce, will spare no pains or trouble to make their
remurns as accurate and conplete as possible, so as to obviate the necessity of incurring
additional labour and expense of postage in returning then for correction. The reports
should be transmitted in as light an envelope as possible, and wiithout filling up the
blanks on the back of sheet C.

[The following remarks would, under other circumrrstances, have been unnecessarily
minute; but having invariably observed inattention to, or misapprehension of, parts of
the annual report, by some local superintendeats, ià has been thought advisable to be
thus particular.]

1. On receiving the forn of report, the local superintendent should make himself
perfectly faniliar with each column, and understand the manner in which it is to be
filled up; and should any difficulty arise, further explanations will be given upon appli-
cation, as all reports w'hich may be defective or not compiled in accordance with
the general instructions here given, will be returned to the local superinteudent send-
ing thern, and the township or townshipsi of such superintendent, will not be entitled to
an apportionment of the legislative school grat, until al school returns relating thereto,
are transrnitted to the chief superintendeit of schools at the time and in the manner
required by law. (Sec No. 32 of these suggestions.)

2. E ach local superintendent should see that the trustees' reports are correct and
satisfactory in every particular ; and, i'finot, to correct or return them with his objections
marked thereon, and withhold the payment of any part of the school fund apporti oned
and due the section until such trustees comply vwith the law. [See second clause of
the 81st section of the School Act, and the generali instructions.]

1. SCHOOL SECTIONS AND sCHOOLS.

3. In the first column insert the number by which each section and part section
is known in ie township reported. In the other colum ns, the numeral, 1, will be
sufficient to designate such union sections as nay come under the different headings ;
but the name of the other township, with which such section is united, and the number
of the other part of the section in such township, should b.e written nfuil.

4. Union school sections should be invariably reported in the township in which
the school-house is situated, and in no other; but the amounts apportioned and paid
from other townships, for iast year, shouild be reported by the superintendent upon
whose cheque the inoney was paid. [See appendix B., No. 8.]

5. Local superintendents should report ail school sections which may have kept
open a school either for six months or for a shorter period, or not at al. The school,
law and instructions will, however, be their guide in apportioning and paying the
school fund to such sections the ensuing year.

I. ScHOOL MONEYS FOR TEACfERS' SALARIUES.

6. Moneys available for teachers' salaries consist of (1) the legislative school
grant, (2) nunicipal assessment, (3) school sction assessmnent, rate-bill or subscription,
and (4) anount received fror othcr sources: such as grants from balances appropriated
under the authority of 5th clause of the 35th section of the School Act, or special
graits made by municipal councils, in accordance with the lst clause of tbe 27th section,
&c. AU these suns, wrhether actually collected or in the course of collection for the
payment of the teacher's salary, should be reported in the proper colunns, in order to
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complete the financial report and exhibit a stateinent of the value of the services of
teachers for the year.

7. Amount paid teachers. Under this head should be returned the amounts paid
to teachers for the year ending at the date of the trustees' report, together with the
balance due.

S. Balances unappropriated consist solely of moneys apportioned during the year,
but which have been forfeited by reason of non-compliance with the provisions of the
school law; and any sums which may have been raised over and above the amount
required to pay the teachers' salaries.

- 9. As the sum total of the moneys enumerated above (No. 6) constitutes the
funds available for the payment of teachers' salaries, the amount actually paid or to-be
paid teachers, and the balance unappropriated (if any) should exactly agree with that
surn total. All moneys apportioned, whether paid or not, should be reported in the appro-
priate column and in the total amount received, and, if unpaid or forfeited, be carried to
the balance unappropriated.

10. Moneys raised and expended for rent, repairs and building of school-houses,
and for books, maps, apparatus and libraries should not be accounted for under any
of the foregoing headings; separate colunins for such moneys are provided in another
part of the report in which they should be reported as correct as possible.

U. SCIOOL PUPULATION AND PUPILS.

11. Total number of children of school age. Accuracy in this item is of specia1
importance, as it soimetimes serves as a basis for apportioning the legislative school-
grant. It also shows the relative number of children attending school, and those who
do not. Whenever any exaggeration is suspected or complained of, the local superin-
tendent should require fromn the trustees a return showing the names of those so
reported, and the age of each ; or the names of the parents and the nuinber of children
in each family.

12. Pupils of school age. The object of these columnas is to ascertain how many
of those returned as school population have attended the school during the year, for a
longer or shorter period, and received instruction therein; but whenever the number
of pupils attending a school exceeds the nu'nber of children of the legal school age,
resident in a school section, the excess should be noted and explained.

13. The number of pupils between the ages of live and sixteen years, (exclusive of
the indigent or non-paying pupils,).and those over sixteen years, should be equal to the
total numnber of pupils on the roll-distinguishing the sexes.

14. The average atteadance of pupils is one of the most important items of infor-
mation in the report, both to the superintendent himself and to this department, and
should be correctly ascertained and stated. For this report, it, can be obtained by-
taking the sum of each day's attendance. and dividing it by the number of days the
school has been kept open. The average attendance of boys and girls should make up
the total of the average attendance of pupils-in summner or in winter; and, as a matter
of course, should be less than the total number of pupils on the roll. [For mode of
determining the average attendance at a school, according to which the local super-
intendent should apportion the school fund, see Appendix B, Nos. 8 and 9.]

15. In reporting the number of pupils in the various branches of study, the actual
number of those returned as " Pupils," who, during the year, have received instruction
in each branch, should be given.

IV. BOOKS UJSED IN THE SCHOOL.

16. The information sought under this head must be compiled from the trustees
reports and the local superintendents' notes, taken during his visitations, and should be
as accurate as possible. [See xivth section of the School Act.]

17. The initial letter of the different works used will be suficient, as B. Bible;
T . Testament ; N. National ; B. E. English Reader; W. Walkinghame ; L. Lennie;
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K. Kirkhzai; M. Morse, &c. It is important to know in how many schools the autho-
rized series of school books is used.

V. MODES OF INSTRUCT10N.

18. The local superintendent will find an explanation of the different modes of
instruction on page 9 of the chief superintendent's annual report for 1849.

VI. TEACHERS AND THEIR SALARIES.

19. In reporting the Religious Faith of teachers let C. E. be inserted for Church of
England; R. C. for Roman Catholic: P. for Presbyterian ; M. for Methodist ; B. for
Baptist; C. for Congregationalist; L. for Lutheran: Q. for Quaker, &c.

20. The total number of qualified teachers should correspond with the number
reported in the previous columns, as having been employed; and where sections have
changed their teacher during the year, such changes should be reported.

21. Certificates of qualification being divided into three classes, and the local
superintendent being a member of the board authorised to grant such certificates, no
difficulty need be experienced in accurately filling up the several columns under this
head.

22. The annual salaries of teachers can be correctly estimated by comparing the
amount paid or to be paid teachers, with the number of months during which the.
school bas been kept open in each section, or from the direct report of the trustees who
employ them.

VI. CHARACTER AND DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOLS.

23. The classification of the schools rests with the local superintendent, who will
be guided in his judgment by the class of the certificate held by the teacher, and by
the results of his own observation at the quarterly examinations, visitations, &c. The
programme for the examination and classification of teachers, adopted by the council
of public instruction, will form a proper standard in this case. The character of the
school has nothing to do with ihe condition of the school-house.

24. Separate denominational or colored schools should be accurately reported,
distinguishing the religious denornination, and the date of their going into ope'ration.

25. Free schools should be correctly reported under their appropriate head.

VIII. KIND, TITLE, CONDITION AND BUILDING OF SCHOOL-HOUSES.

26. All the items under this head can be compiled from the trustees' reports, or
probably with more exactness from the memoranda taken by the local superintendent
at his quarterly visitations. Great inaccuracy bas characterized these returns hereto-
fore. It is important that the information here sought should be correctly reported, in
order to ascertain the nature and extent of the defective character of our school
accommodation. A knowledge of an evil is the first step towards its removal.

27. Whenever a new school-house has been completed during the year, the fûll
amount to be paid for its erection should be reported, and also the kind erected. Where
school-houses are being built, their progress and probable completion, should als
be reported.

IX. LIBRARIES, SCI1OL VISlTS AND APPARATUS.

28. If the trustees reports do not furnish exact information relative to the informa-
tion here required, the local superintendent should endeavour to correct them as far as.
possible; especially to ascertain the number, kind and extent, of libraries, and the"
amounts expended for their establishment and support, as well as in the purchase ofa
apparatus, &c.
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X. MISCELLANEOUS.

29. The items under this head will show in how many schools the provisions of the
law regarding visitors' books, registers for recording attendance, and an educational
periodical are acted upon. It is as well the interest, as the duty, of the local superin-
tendent to point out to the trustees and people, the necessity and importance of furnish-
ing their school with the above; and thereby relieve themselves and the department
of much labour and correspondence.

xI. OTHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

30. It is the duty of each local superintendent to report, so far as he may be able
to ascertain, the number of other educational institutions and pupils attending them in
each township under his care. Besides, it is of great importance to know the number
of schools of al] kinds; the number of children receiving instruction, and the amount
of money expended for educational purposes.

XII. OTHER INFORMATION.

31. Generally, the local superintendent's report should present the most extensive
and minute analysis of the state, progress, and prospects of the educational enterprise
in his township. It should be full, complete and correct, and compiled according to
the instructions here given ;-otherwise no comparison of the relative advancement of
education in the several Townships can be made, or a correct statement compiled for
the annual report of the chief superintendent of schools. Much extra labor, trouble,
correspondence and expense to himself, and the department, may be saved by each local
superintendent systematizing his report as above directed.

32. The report, with each column correctly filled and added up, should be
transmitted to the Chief Superintendent of Schools by the first day of March ; or, if
unable to transmit it by that date, the local superintendent should state the cause, and
the time when his report will be completed.

No. 4.

C1RCULAR to wardens of counties on the omission of county clerks and local superin-
tendents of schools to transmit certain information required by law.

Sip,-I have the honor to call the attention to the municipal council, of which you
are warden, to several matters relating to common schools:-

1. The Ist clause of the 35th section of the School Act makes it my duty to appor-
tion on or before the first day of May, the moneys which have been granted by the Legis-
lature for the support of common schocls in Upper Canada during the curreit year;
and I should have been happy to transmit herewith a statement of this apportionment
of such moneys, so far as your council is officially interested, had the offeers whom you
have appointed, furnished me with the information required by law to enable me to do so.
In order to apportion the legislative school grant to any municipality, for the current year,
as required by law, I must have from such municipality its audited financial school accounts
and its school reports for last year. But I have not yet received the former from one
county council in Upper Canada; and I transmit you the names of the townships within
your jurisdiction from which the required school reports have not been received. As
I am depending upon the information contained in the accounts and reports referred to
for the data and grounds on which to prepare and notify the current year's school ap-
portionment, it is impossible for me to perform this part of my duties at the time so
appropiately fixed by law, unless each county council, and the officers appointed by it,
will fulfil the conditions and perform the the duties, enjoined upon them by law, at the
time and in the manner prescribed in the statute.
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2. As to the auditors' report of the school accounts of the county and sub-treasurer,
a certified copy of the abstract of which the 5th clause of the 27th section of the Act
requires the county clerk to transmit to this department, on or before the first day of
March, I have to remark, that, in a circular dated as early as 31stJuly, 1850,* I called
the attention of the council to the provisions of the law in regard to the mode of secur-
ing and payinig the local sehool fund, and suggested the manner in which it could be
systematized and simplificd ; and in a circular from this department, dated 4th March,
1851,t the auditing of the accounts of the school fund and reporting other information
on school matters, was specially brought before the council. But I regret to say that
from no county has one sucli audited abstract of accounts for 1851, as required by the
clause of the act referred to, been yet received by this department. This has arisen,
as I have been informed by some county clerks, (who have readily furnished me with
such information as they posessed on the subject) from the delay on the part of sub'
treasurers to send in their accounts, or froni the absence of that responsibility and se.
curity on the part of those officers which the law requires each county council to se'
should be given. I hope this matter will engage the prompt and effective attention 6f
your council.

3. Another subject which I have to bring before the council is the furnishing me
with copies of itsproceedings "relating Io school assessments and educational matters-
as required by the 3rd clause of the 27th section. Some county clerks have annually
performed this duty fai;hfully and well ; but from others 1 have received no information
whatever,-either of the appointment and post office address of the local superintend-
ents and the county treasurer, or of the proceedings of your council on educational
matters. The attention of county clerks was drawn to this matter also in the circular
of the 4th of March, 1851-and some of them immediately either partially or wholly
complied with the law, but have oiitted to do so this vear.

4. Accuracy and punctuality in the transaction of every kind of business connect-
ed with the interests of the several municipalities throughout the country, is an impor-
tant branch of public education, and an essential clement in the intellectual and social
advancement of the people. The establishment of county and township municipal
councils has tended and is largely contributing to educate the people in a correct ap-
preciation and management of their own local affairs. The school sys:em carnes the
principle of local self-governnent into each school section, as well as county and town-
ship; and a correct and systematic manner of working it out ; of devising and account-
ing for all its flnancial operations; of reporting its state and progress, is a comprehen-
sive and po werful agency of social trairiiig,-apart from the advantages conferred by
the schools. and the inforation diffused by reports. And it is fbr each county council,
bv the fulinient of its own functions, by the appointment of suitable schoul officers,
and by seeing that each of them performs his duties enjoined by law, to aid in procuring
a progress and " consummation so devoutly to , e wished."

5. I will lose no tirne, after obtaining the necessary returns, in notifying the
apportionm.ent of the legslativc school grant for the year; but as the aggregate amount
of it is the same as that of last year, the variation in the amount apportioned to eacl
township, arising from the variation in the comparative increase of population in diff-
erent municipalitics, cannot be very great. On the basis of last year's apportionment
your county council might therefore proceed fbrthwith, should it think proper, to levy
the local assesment part of the school fund for the year.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
EDUCATION OFFTcE.

Toronto, 1st day of Mav, 1852.

* Sec Appendix VI. to my last Report (for 18.30) No. 1, pages 259-264.
t Sec Appendix VI. to my last Rleport (for 185û) No. 9, pages 289-290.
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No. 5.

CRcunu to the treasurer of each municipality in Upper Canada, informing him of
the payment of the Legislative School Grant for 1852.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LNSTRUCTION FOR UPPER CANADA.

EDUCATION OFFICE,
Toronto, July 1st, 1852.

SiR,-I have the honor to intimate, that, for the convenience of the public, His
Excellency the Governor-General has been pleased to direct that hereafter the Legis-
Iative School Grant shall be payable at the office of this department, Toronto, instead
of, as heretofore, at the office of the Honorable the Receiver-General, Quebec.

I enclose herewith a blank power of attorney,# to be signed by you in duplicate
and returned to this office, authorising some person in this city to receive and acquit
on your behalf, the amount apportioned by me from the Legisiative School Grant
appropriated to Upper Canada, li behalf of the common schools in your nunicipality,
and payable this day, as directed by His Excellency the Governor-General.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.

Acompanying documents relative to the payment of the Legislative School Grant.

a. BLANK forrm of power of attorney referred to in the preceding circular.
1, Treasurer of the

hereby appoint

rny lawful Attorney, to receive from the Chief Superintendent
of Sehools for Upper Canada, ail such um or suns of money
as are now due, or may h-reafter become due and payable to
me by the Provincial Government, froi the Legislative Grant
appor'tioned in behalf of Common Schools in the

and to give a receipt or receipts for the same.
WITNESS, my hand, at this

one thousand eight hundred and fifty
SIGNED IN PRESENCE OF

DUPLICATE.
If the power of Attorn
notintendd to . gener

!ke wordsin iau, a
atmuc7k out.

ey

Treasurer of the
hereby appoint

my lawful Attorney, to receive from the Chief Superintendent
of Schools for Upper Canada, ail such sum or sums of money
as are now due, or nay hereafter become due and payable to me
by the Provincial Government, from the Legisiative Grant
apportioned in behalf of Common Schools in the

and to give a receipt or receipts for the same.
WITNESS, my hand, at this.

one thousand eight hundred and fifty
SIGNED IN PRESENCE OF

* See document a appended to this circular.

A. 1852.

If the power of Attorney
is not intended to be general,
the worde in italics m.ay be
etm&C7L out.

day of

day of
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b. BLANK form of Cheque for the payment of the Legislative School Grant for the
year 1852.

LEGISLATIVE SCOIoL GRANT ACCOUNT. LEGISLATIVE SCHOOL GRANT ACCOUNT.
No.

Education Office, No.
Toronto, 185

DEPARTMTENT 0F PUBLIC INSTRUCTION FOR U. C.
To the Cashier of the Bank of Upper

Ca,,nada: DCTOOFIE

Payonto
Pa o To the Cashier of the Bank of Upper DUTON FC ,a

the Treasurer of the Please pay to the Treasurer
of

of Of the of or order, the sum of
£ o. d. pounds, Shillings,

and pence, being the amount apportioned by
me in to the said o t
of the Leisiative School Grant of Upper Canada.and ence bengtteaamuntappotiond.b

Total am't paid.......£
Chief Superintendent of Schools.

c. BLANK form of Voucher for the payment of the Legislative School Grant for the
year 1852.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUcT.oN FOR UPPER CANAD&.

EDUCATION OFFICE,
Toronto, 185

Received from the Reverend EGERTON RYERSoN, D. D., Chief Superintendent
of Schools for Upper Canada, (on behalf of the Provincial Government of Canada,)
the sum of pounds, shillings, and
pence, being the amount apportioned by him out of the Legislative School Grant
appropriated to Upper Canada, to the

for the year 185 , and payable to the
Treasurer thereof-for which I have given duplicate receipts, this
day of one thousand eight hundred and fifty

No. Attorney for Treasurer.
(Signed in duplicate.)

NoTE.-Original Grant, made 4th and 5th Vic., chapter 18, sec iii. Continued,
12th Victoria, chapter 200, section iv. Confirmed, 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48,
section i.

No. 6.
CIrCULAR to Clerks of Counties, notifying them of the Apportionment of the Legislative

School Grant for the year 1852.
EDUCATION OFFICE,

Toronto, 1oth July, 1852.

SiR,-I have the honor to transmit herewith, a certified copy of the apportionment '
of the legislative school grant for the current year, to the several townships of the
connty municipality of which you are clerk. You will please notify each local super
intendent in your county of this apportionment, so far as it relates to his charge, as-pro-
vided in the 1st clause of the 31st section of the School Act.
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For the convenience of the public, His Excellency the Governor General has been
pleased to direct that, here.after, the legislative school grant for Upper Canada shaH be
payable by this department, Toronto, instead of, as heretofore, at the office of the
Honorable the Receiver General, Quebec.

The amount apportioned t your county will be paid to your treasurer, or his
attorney, at this office, upon application, in terms of my recent circular to wardens of
counties, dated the 1st of May last. In addition, I have to state, that no part of the
apportionmnent, although made, will be paid to any of those counties and townships,
(as enumerated in the annexed note*) from which no certified abstract of the school
accounts for last year has been transmitted by you to this office, as required by the 5th
clause of the 27th section of the School Act-nor until such abstract shall have been
received at this department. From those counties and townships not enumerated in
the note, satisfactory abstracts of school accounts have been received, and are hereby
acknowledged. The clause of the act referred to, requires each county council " to
appoint annually, or oftener, auditors, whose duty it shall be to audit the accounts of
the county treasurer, and other officers, to whom school moneys shall have been intrusted,
and to report to such council; and the county clerk shall transmit to the chief
superintendent of schools, on or before the first day of March in each year, a certified
copy of the abstract of such report, and also give such explanation relating thereto, as
far as he may be able, which may be required by the chief superintendent." In the

* The following are the counties and townships from whi. ' no certified abstract of school accounts,
for last year, has been received at the educational departnen, as authorized and required by the 5th
clause of the 27th section of the School Act, up to the date of the publication of this circular
1. United Counties of Stormont, Dundas, and Glengarry.
2. " Prescott and Russell-also no notice of appointment of local superintendents, or copy of

proceedings of county council on educational matters.
3. County of Carleton (imperfect.)-[The local superintendent for the township of March bas not trans-

mitted his report.]
4. Township of Bastard, County of Leeds (imperfect.)
5. " Burgess, South, do. do.
6. " Crosby, South, do. do.
7. " Kitley, do. do.
8. " Bathurst, County of Lanark.
9. " Beckwith, do. do.

10. " Burgess, North, do. do.
11. " Darling, do. do.
12. " Elmsley, North, do. do.
13. " Lanark, do. do.
14. " Ramsay, do. do.
15. " Sherbrooke, South, do. do.
16. " Admaston, do. Renfrew.
17. " Bagot, do. do.
18. " Bromley, do. do.
19. " Horton, do. do.
20. " Packenham, do. do.
21. " Ross, do. do.
22. " Westmeath, do. do.
23. County of Hastings-also no notice of appointment of local superintendents or copy of educational pro-ceedings of county counci.
24. County of Prince Edward.
25. " Simcoe.
26. Township of Ancaster, County of Wentworth.
27. " Binbrooke, do. do.
28. " Esquesing, do. Halton,
29. United Counties of Lincoln and Welland.
30. County of Oxford (imperfect.)
31. United Counties of Wellington, Waterloo. and Grey (imiperfect.)
32. do. do. Middlesex and Elgin (imperfect.)
33. do. do. Huron, Perth, and Bruce.

The clerk of the county of Kent has not notified the departnent of the appointment of local super-
intendents, nor furnished copies of proceedings of county council on educational mattera.

s
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40th section of the act, it is provided, "that no county, city, town, or village shall be
entitted to a share of the legislative school grant, without raising, by assessment, a sum
at least equal (clear of all charges for collection) to the share of the said school grant
apportioned to it: and provided also, that should the municipal corporation of any
county, city, town, or village, raise in any one year a less surn than that apportioned to
it out of tbe legislative school grant, the chief superintendent of schools shall deduct a
sum equal to the deliciency frorn the apportionment to such county, city, town, or vil-
lage, in the following year."

Now, I cannot officially know or ascertain whether these conditions of the law
have been fulfilled in each township, or other municipality, without the county auditors'
abstracts, which should be transnitted to me, on or beibre the first day of March in each
year ; whereas such abstracts fron some whole counties, and from nany townships, are
not forthcoming even at the present time; nor can the legislative school grant, as inti-
mated, be paid (although apportioned) in behalf ofsuch townships, until the provisions
of the law are complied with; and all parties concerned will know to whom the blame
is attributable for any delay in tie paynent of any part of such grant, or in the loss of
it altogether, whether it be on thc part of county or township oflicers, or both.

One reason assigned, in some instances, for not making these returns, is, that the -
accounts could not be obtained from the township treasurers, who had been appointed
county sub-treasurers for the receipt and payment of school moneys. Now, no county
council is required to appoint a sub-treasurer for school moneys unless it shall judge it-
expedient; nor ought it to do so without providing that every sub-treasurer thus appointed
shtil perfortm every duty in the payment and accounting for school moneys as would
the couity treasurer himself. The provisions of the law are very explicit on this pointy
requiring cach county council,

"' Furt1y, To sec that sufficient security be given by all officers of such council to
whoi school noneys shall be entrusted; to see that no deduction be made from the
school fund by the county treaiurer or sub-treasurer, for the receipt and payment of
school moneys; to appoint, if it shall judge expedient, one or more sub-treasurers of
school moneys, for one or more townships of such county: Provided always, that each
sub-treasurer shahl be subject to the same responsibilities and obligations in respect to
the accounting for school moneys and the paynent of lhýwful orders for such moneys
given by any local superintendent within the parts of the county for which he is
appointed sub-treasurer, as are imposed by this act upon each county treasurer, in res-
pect to the paying and accounting for such moneys."

In the neyhbouring State of New York, the law has not allowed, from the begin-
ning, any part of the school nioncys provided by the :State. to be paid (though appor-
tioned) to any city, towinship, or county,. without such municipality previously raising
an equal sum by local tax, and attesting, under oath, to the state department ofcommon
schoois, that such suni liad actually been assessed and paid for the support of common
schools. Our law provides for the apportionment aud payment of the moneys providea
by the legislature before the raising of a like sum by tax or assessment in each munici-
pality-only requiring ihat such sum shall be provided in each municipality by assess-
ment in the course of the year, and that this shall appear by returns from each munici-
pality, on or before the first day of March of the year ibllowing.

Now, the efficiency and progress of the school system cannot be maintained, andý
its noble objects accomplished, unless the provisions of the law are punctually and
thoroughly acted upon by all parties concerned. These are not mere arbitrary provi-
sions; they are means to a great end-the social elevation of the whole population '
the land. And this elevation is not eflècted nereiy by schools, but by teaching and
habituating the people at large to transact all their public affairs,-from the schbôl
section to the county municipality,-in a business-like manner. The accuracy, punc-
tuality, and method observed in such proceeding, will soon be extended to all the trans.
actions of domestic and private life, and thus exert a salutary influence upon all the
social relations and personal habits of the whole people.
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I cannot therefore press too strong!y upon your municipal council the subjects
referred îo in this circular, as well as in my circular to wardensofcounties referred to;
and ais I have provided and furnished blanks for all the reports and returns, required by
the School Act. I can imagine no good reason for neglect or delay in the transmission
of thern from any county as prescribed by the statute.

In order to remove all possible excuse lor the treasurer or sub-treasurer not prepar-
ing and presenting, in proper time, io the cournty auditors, accurate and full accounts of
the school noneys received and paid in belalf ofeach township, 1 have prepared, and
i herewith transmit to your address, blank forms of such accounts, with directions for
fiuling them up-one copy of which you wilt have the goodness to furnish to each ofthe
sub-treasurcrs of school moneys in vour county, for the current year.* It will be recol-
lectcd, that the order of the trustees, in behalf of a legally qualified teacher, (endorsed
by such teacher,) and delivered to a local superintendent, will be stuch superintendent's
aut rity and receipt for his cheque upon the county or sub-treasurer fbr the amount of
such order, and that cheque (also endorsed by the teacher) vill be the treasurer's
receipt for the amount specified on the face of it, and will constitute his voucher for the
payment of such arnount, in presenting his accounts to the county auditors. For con-
venience each voucher should be numbered, as provided in the blank forms of accounts
hercwith transmitied. To mect the case, and relieve the embarrassnent o those delin-
quent counties and townships enurnerated in the note attached to this circular, a suffi-
cient number of copies of the forms will be fotind in the parcels sent herewith. They
might be filled up 'or last year, and transmitted to the county auditors withoutdelay, so
as to enable you to forward to me an abstract of the auditor's report, previous to the
apportiomnent being paid to your treasurer by this department.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant, .

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
P. S. For the satisfaction of the members of your council, and all parties interested,

I will add a few explanatory remarks in regard to the apportionment of the legislative
school grant fbr the current year. Lach of the successive School Acts for Upper
Canada~has contenmplated the census of the country as the basis ofschool apport:onment
to the various municipalities, but bas allowed another basis of apportionment in the
evert of a defective census. Unfbrtunately, no full and accurate census of the whole
population has been taken until the commencement of the current year; and, during
several years, the school population, as reported by the school authorities, has been
adopted as the best basis of apportioning the school moneys. Having been long con-
vinced that these returns were, in many instances, partial or defective, I gave full and
explicit directions to trustees and local superintendents for compiling their reports for
iast year; and this year returned such reports as appeared to have been carelessly or
inaccurately compiled, with additional suggestions for their correction. J also addressed
a circular to tfe census commissioners, in the various counties, for copies of the popu-
lation returns of their respective counties; and I applied to the provincial board of
statistics, at Quebec, for the same purpose. I have not even yet received reports from all
the local school superintendents. I have received copiesof the population returns from
several of the census comnissioners, and very courteous answers from them all; but it
was not until the last week in June, that 1 succeeded in obtaining, by personal applica-
tion at the statistical office, in Quebec, complete returns of all the townships, (with one
exception) cities, towns. and villages in Upper Canada.

The apportionment of the legislative school grant for the current year, is, therefore,
based upon the population returns of the census conrmissioners-the official census of
the province-and not upon the school population returns of the local school authorities.
That there has been gross exaggeration in the school population returns of many school
divisions, in order to obtain as large an apportionment as possible from the school fund,

* For blank form of this return see document appended to this circular, marked d.

A. 1852.
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may be fairly inferred from the fact, that by the present School Act imposing severe penal-
tics in case of conviction of making false returns, in order to obtian an undue share of the
school fend, the grcss number of children of school age in Upper Canada, according to
the local school reports recently received at this department, is nearly four thousand
less than that reported the year preceding; whereas, according to the increase of the
population at large, the school population must have been at least ten thousand more in
December, 1851, than it was in 1850. Though the aggregate sum apportioned in sup-
port of common schools in Upper Canada, in 1852, is about the same as last year, there
will be found to be considerable variation in the amount apportioned to the counties,
townships, cities, towns and villages respectively-the boundaries of several counties
having been altered by legislative enactment, several villages having become incor-
porated into municipalities, besides the variation in the population returns of the census
commissioners, and those of the local school authorities. I think the apportionnent of
the legislative school grant for the current year, is the most equitable that bas yet been
made-withholding from some municipalities what they have heretofore obtainéd by
exaggerated school returns, and giving to other municipalities what they have been
heretofore entitled to receive, had others made as honest returns as themselves. It
should also be recollected, that in some counties, townships, cities, towns, and villages,
there is much more rapid increase of population than in others.

(Signed,) E. R.

APPORTIONMMET of the Legislative School Grant to the Counties, Townships, Citiès,
Towns, and incorporated Villages in Upper Canada, for the year 1852.

GENRAL ABSTRACT of the .pportinment of the Legislative School G'rant for the Years 1850, 1851,
and 1852, inclusive:-

APPORTIONED To

Counties,....................
Cities, ......................
Towns, .'....................
Town Municipalities, .......
Incorporated Villages, .........
Special cases, ................

Grand total............

LN 1850.

£
17,394

843
736

s. ».
4 4k
3 49-
6 2

..............

35 0 0

£19,008 13 101

IN 1851.

£
16,952

881
829
184
136
43

£19,027 1

POPULA-
TION IN
1852.

816,064
56,547
5:3,085
11,290
11,642
1,902*

950,530

IN 1852.

£ si ».
16,151 5 4

1,119 3 2*
1,050 12 9Ï

223 8 11
230 8 8
297 19 il

£19,072 18 6

APPORTIONMENT to the Counties and Townships in Upper Canada, for the year 1852.

POPUîA. TOTAL TOTAL APPOBTIOH7
COUNTIES. TION. POPULA APPOETION[ENT. MENT.

TION.s£

1. Glengarry, .............. ........ 17,57315 11D
2. Storront, ........................ 12,998 44,383 257 5 5% 878 8 :8*
8. Dundas, ......................... 13,811 273  6 10.
4. Prescott,......................... 10,476 13,510 207 6 9 267 75. Russell,.......................... 3,0341 60 0 11

Indians and inhabitants of unorganized tracts,

A. 1852.
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APPORTIONMENT to the Counties and Townships in U. O.-(Continued.)
TOTAL TOTAL APPORTION-

COUNTIES. POPULA POPULA- APPORTIONMENT.
TION.

6. Carleton,.........................3201............... 4-9 .3 81
7. Grenville, ........................ 18551 4 :367 3 904 7
8. Leeds,........................... 27'14-1 Ç 537 4
9. Lanark,.......................... 25381 .50) 6 7 655 8 5

10. lenfrew,......................... 7:78-5 153 1 9-
11. Frontenac, ....................... 379 0 -
12. Addington, ..................... 15,165 42,270 838 .11 10i
13. Lennox, ......................... 7,955 157 8 loi
14. Prince Edward, ................... ...... 17,318...............342 15 01
15. Hastings........................ ...... 27,408...............542 9
16. Northumberland.................. 1 1

2s'q'55 5534 817. Durliain,......................... 4
18. Peterborough, .................... 13,141 24,703 4 488 18 si
lD. Victoria, ......................... i i
20. Ontario, ......................... 29,43-1 582 10 11%
21. York, ........................... 47,700 101,950 944 1 3 2,017 M 2il
22. Peel, ............................ 24,816 491 3 O
23. Sincoc,.........................7,158.............. 537 10
24. Wentworth,......................,4, 90 4 Il 10%?
25. Halton,........................ 1 ,71 1,248 6 01
26. Brant,.............. ............. 19,659
27. Lincoln, ......................... 31
28. W .ellnd ........................ 1 857 Ç :53 8 4
29. llaldimand ..............
30. Norfolk, ......................... ...... 19,828..............
31. Oxford, .......................... 29,336................58 12 2
32. Waterloo, ....................... 23,10r) 437 7 3%?
33. Wellington ..................... 004 493 18 1,199 9 1
24. Gry, .. ...................... 1 5 2 Ir-
.35. Perth,........................... 15,5 307 13

36. Hron......................... 1
87. Bruce,........................... 2,837 50 8
38. Middlesex, ....................... 32,86 008 { 1,128 5 8
30. Elgin, ........................... 24,144 477 17
40. Kent, ........................... ...... 15)399............... 304 15 bi
41. Lambton, ........................ 10811 2213 19 4-
42. Essex,........................... 14,93 2 295 12 6* 509 il il

ross total,. ................ ...... 23,01 ............ 5, 5 4

Ch
Xe
La
Lo

1. COUNTY OF GLENGARRY.
TOWNSHIPS. POPULATION. APPORTIONMENT.

£ S. d.
i1lottenburgh, ... 5,557 @ 44-d 109 19 7Î
nyon,...........3,842 .. 76 O 9%
ncaster, ......... 4,009* .. 79 3 4
chid, ......... 4,174 .. 82 12 2%

17,573 £347 15 114-

2. COUNTY OF STORMONT.

Cornwall,.......... 4,707
Finch, ............ 1,450
Osnabruck, ........ 4,700
Roxburgh,.........2,142

12,999

93 3 21
28 13 114-
93 0 5
42 7 10-

257 5 51

TOWNSHIPs.
3. CoUNTY oF IDUNDAS.

POPULATION. AP

Matilda, .......... 4,198
Mountain, ........ 2,704 .
Williansburgh, .... 4,284
Winchester, ....... 2,565

13,811

4. CoUNTY OF PRESCOTT.
Alfred, ............ 584
Caledonia, ......... 958
Hawkesbury, East, . 8,029
Hawkesbury, West,. 2,665
Longueuil,......... 1,395
Plantagenet, North.. 1,202
Plantagenet, South, . 643

10,476

SAuiiumed,-no returns having been received.

SA. 1852.

PORTIONÇMENT.
:: 3. J.
83 1 8%
54 14 1
84 15 9
50 15 31

273 6 10

11 11 2
18 19 2j
59 18 11%
52 14 101
27 12 2j
23 15 91
12 14 '6f

207 6 9
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5. CoUNTY or RUssEI.
TOWNSIP. POPULATION. APPORTIONMENT.

Cambridgc,.........200
Clarence,.......... 700 ..
Cumberland,....... 1,631 ..
Russell,........... 503 .

3,034

6. CoN·rr OF CARLETON.
Fitzroy,........... 0,807 .
Gloucester,........ 3,005 .
Goulbourn, ........ 2,525 .
Gower, North, 1,775 ..
Huntley,..........2519
March, .... 1,125
Marlborough, ...... 2,053
Nepean, .......... 800
Osgoode, .......... à050 .
Torbolton,......... 542

23,201

Augusta,...
Edwardsbur
Gower, Sou
Oxford, ...
Wolford,..

7. CoUsry OF GRENTILLE.

.. ... 5,154 ..
~gh,......4,779
th, ...... 863 ..»
......... 4,496

. . ... 3,259 ..

18,551

S. CoUNTY or LEEDS.
Bastard,........... 3,448
Bugess, South, ...... 276
Crosby, North, ..... 1,785
Crosby, South,...... 1,578
Elizabethtown,...... 5,208
Elmsley, South, ..... 1,442
Escott,............. 1,399
Kitley, ............ 3,525
Leeds,& Lansdown,fr't 3,292

Do. do. do. rear, 1,530
Yonge, ............ 3,661

27,144

9. CorNrY 0F LANARK.
Bathurst, .......... 2.868
Beckwith,.......... 2,540
Burgess, North,..... 1,110
Dalhousie, ......... 1,42 t
Darliing, ........... 670
Drummond, ........ 2,648
Elmsley, North,. .. . 2,031
Lanark,............ 2,649
Lavant,............ 98
Montagne, ......... 3,336
Packenham,........ 1.868
Ramsay, .......... 3,256
Sherbrooke, North,.. 399
Sherbrooke, South,.. 487

25,381

£ s. d.
3 19 2

13 17 3

60 0 111

55 Il 1+
59 9 51
49 19 5-
85 2 -%
49 17 1¼
22 5 ô!
40 12 7z
75 4 2
60 7 34.
10 4- 6½

459 3 8+

102 0 1%
9 11 si
17 1 l7+
88 19 8
64 10 Gi

067 3 li

68 4 10
à 9 3

35 6 6%
31 4 -7j

103 1 6
28 10 9%
27 13 9½
69 15 3î
65 3 1
30 5 7%
72 9 1¾

537 4 6

56 15 3
50 5 5
21 19 4%
28 2 5+
13 5 2%
52 8 2
40 3 11
52 8 6t
1 18 9%

66 0 6
36 19 5
,64 .8 10

7 17 11¼
9 12 9u

502 6 71

10. CouNTY oF RE>NFREw.
TOWNSHIPS. POPLLATION. APPORTIONMENT.

Admaston, ......... .f85
Bagot,............. 74
Blithfield, ......... . 200
Bronile,........... 687
lorton,............ 1,142

McNab,............ 1,513
Pembroke, ......... 633
Ross,.............. 708
Stafford, ........... 281

estmeath ......... 1,1.52

7,35

IL. CO=NT 0F FOTN

Bedford,........ 18
iinchinhroke ...... . .4
Kingston .......... 5,2:3 .. 
Loghborou......
Pittsbur'gh ......... 01, .
Portland,...........2,.3.8
Storrington, ........ 2,1.0
Wolfe Island ....... 2,054

19,150

12. COUNTY OF ADDINGTON.
A mherst Island'..... 1,287 .. 25 9 5%
Caiden, East,...... 6,1975 .. 138 0 11
Ernestown,......... 5,111 .. 101 3 il
Sheftield,........... 1,792 .. 35 9 4

15,165 300 2 91

13. CocNTy or LENNoL
Adolphustown, ..... 718 .
Frederieksburgh,.... 3,16 .
Richmond, ......... 4,071 .

7,955

14 4 2%
62 13 21
80 11 51

157 8 10%

14. CoUNTY OF PRINCE EDWARD.
Ameliasburgh,...... 3,286 .. 65 0 8
Athol, ............. 1,621 ,. 32 1 7
]jallowell,.......... 3,203 .. 63 7 10%
Hillier, ............ 2,962 .. 58 12 51
Marysburgh, ....... 3,512 .. 69 10 2
Sophiasburgh, ...... 2,734 .. 54 2 2%.

37,318 342 15 0%

15. COUNTY OF HASTINGS.
Elzevir,Madoc&Tudor 2,761 .. 54 12 101
Hungerford,........ 3,124 .. 61 16- 7
Huntingdon, ....... 2,548 .. 50 8 7
Marmora,.......... 635 .. 12 11 44
Rawdon,........... 3,097 .. 61 5 10%
Sidney, ............ 4.574 .. 90 10 6%
Thurlow, .......... 4,469 .. 88 8 11
Tyendinaga,........ 6,200 .. 122 14 2-

27,408 542 9 0

A. 1852.

£ s. d.
13 11 1%
14 10 6%

3 19 2
13 11 11
22 12 01
28 18 1ot
12 10 6%
14 0 3

5 11 2%
22 16 0

53 1 9i

22 2 6%
7 4 1

03 12 2%
39 12 10%
64 9 7%
47 5 >
42 3 1 j
52 10 6%

379 0 21
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16. COUNrTr OF NORTHUMERLAND.

TOWNSHIPS. POPULATION. APPORTIONNENT.

Alnwick,...........
Brighton, ..........
Crnlae, ..........
Hldinand, ........
Hamilton,..........
Monaghan, South,...
Percy,.............
Murray, ...........
Seymour, ..........

614
3,725
2,993
4,G34
5,008
1,051
2,605
3,725
2,781

27,136

17. CorTY 0F opDuRHA.

Cartwright, ........ 1,756 ..
Cavan, ............ 4,438
Clarke,............ 6,190
Darlington,......... 8,005
Hope, ............. 5,299
Manvers,........... 2,508

28,256

£ S. d.
12 3 0
73 14 5e
59 4 8%
91 14 3j
99 2 4
20 16 0%
51 i1 1e
73 14 51
55 0 91

537 1 4

34 15 1
87 16 8%

122 10 2%
158 8 7¾
104 17 61

50 16 6

559 4 8

18. COUNTY OF PETERBOROUGH.

Asphodel,..........
Belmont & Methuen,.
Douro, ............
Dunnner & Burleigh,.
Ennismore,.........
Monaghan, North,...
Otonabee,..........
Smith and Harvey, ..

1,678
248

1,676
1,600

675
905

3,872
2,392

13,046

33 4 2%
4 18 2

33 3 5
31 13 4
13 7 2%
17 18 2Î
76 12 S
47 6 10

258 4 01

19. COUNTY OF VICTORIA.

Besley,............ 6
Eldon,............. 1,320
Emily, ............ 2,763
Fenelon, ........... 590
Mariposa, .......... 3,895
Ops, .............. 2,5-12
Verulam, .......... 571

11,657

20. COUNTY OF ONTARIO.

Brock, ............ 3,518 .'
Georgina, .......... 1,005 .
Mara and Rama, .... 11,403 .
Pickering ......... 6,737 .
Reach, ............ 3,897
Scott, ............. 1;028
Scugog Island,...... 415 ..
Thora, ............ 1,146
Uxbidge,.......... 2,289
Whitby, ........... 7,996

29,434

0 2 4j
26 2 6
54 13 8%
il 3 6%
77 1 9%
49 14 4
Il 6 0%

230 14 2%

69 12 6%
lu 17 9%
27 15 4-%

133 6 8%
77 2 60
20 6 11

8 4 3%
22 13 7-L
45 6 0%2

158 5 1

582 10 11

21. COUNTY or YORK.
TOWNSHIIPS. POPULATION. APPORTIONM3ENT.

Etobicoke, ......... 3,410
Gwillimbury, North, . 1,093
Gwilllimbury, East.. 3,207
King ............. 6,454
Markham,.......... 6,952
Scarborough, ....... 4,237
Vaughan, .......... 7,708
Whitchurch, ....... 4,604
York, ............. 10,035

47,700

- 22. COUNTY OF PEEL.
Albion, ............ 4,281
Caledon,........... 3,707
Chinguacousey,... 7,469
Gore of Toronto,.... 1,820
Toronto,........... 7,539

24,816

23. COUNTT OF SrCOE.

2

12

12

9

49

Adjala, ............ 1,994 ..
Essa,.............. 1,507 ..
Flos, .............. 545 ..
Gwillimbury, West, . 3,894 ..
Innisfil,............ 2,341 ..
Matchedash,........ 7 ..
Medonte, ........... 1,116
Mono, ............. 2,689
Mulmur........... 766
Nottawasaga,....... 1,887
Orillia, ............ 718
Oro,.............. 2,027
Sunnidale, ......... 203
Tay, .............. 600 ..
Tecumseth, ........ 3,998 ..
Tiny, ............. 748 .. 
Tossorontio,........ 492 ..
Vespra,............ 1,626 ..

27,158

24. COUNT OF HALTON.
Esquesing, ......... 5,225 ..
Nassagawaya, ...... 2,237 ..
Nelson, ............ 4,078 ..
Trafalgar, .......... 6.782 .. 1

18,322 3

25. CoUNTy op WENTwo.
Ancaster, .......... 4,653 ..
Barton, ............ 1,735
Beverly, ........... 5,620 .. 1
Binbrook,.......... 1,737 ..
Flarnhnrcm.h, East,.. 2,903 ..
Flamborough, West,. 3,533 ..
Glanford, .......... 2,008
Saltfleet,........... 2,801

24,990 4

£ s. d.
67 9 91
1 12 7-

63 9 5j
7 14 S%
7 11 10
83 17 1¾
2 il 1

91 2 5
9S 12 2-

44 1 3

34 14 6
73 7 4%
47 16 5t
36 0 5
19 4 2%

91 3 0

39 9 3
29 16 6%
0 15 8
7 1 4â
46 6 7-
0 2 9%

22 1 9
53 4 4-
15 3 2+
37 6 11-
[4 4 2-
10 2 4-
4 0 4
1I 17 6
79 2 6j
14 16 1
9 14 9

32 3 7j

37 10 0*

03 8 21
4 5 5t

30 14 2+
34 4 6%

62 12 5+

92 1 9¾
34 6 ' 9%
il 4 7
34 7 61
57 9 1%
3938 l 5
39 14 10
55 8 à*

94-11 10%

A. 1852.
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OPULATION. APPoRTIONMENT.

6,410
4,433
4,297

840
1,858
1,821

19,659

27. CoUNTY OF LINcoLN.

..... 1,398S .
......... 2,462
gh, ...... 2,538

..... 3,216 ..
......... 2,448
......... 3,848 .
......... 2,250

816,160

28. CoUNTY OF WELLAND
......... 2,737

..... 1,478 ..
ne, ...... 2,201
......... 2,400

3,113
......... 2,7 35..

..... 1,841 ..
1,352

17,857

29. CoUNTY OF HALDIMAN
Canborough, ....... 1,151
Cayuga, North, ..... 2,013
Cayuga, South, ..... 824
Dunn, ............. 828
Moulton,........... 1,984
Oneida, ............ 2,817
Rainham, .......... 1,618
Senee,............ 3,636
Sherbrooke,........ 334
W alpole............ 3,583

18,788

30. CoUNTY OF NORFOLE.

Charlotteville, ...... 2,780
loughton, ......... 1,509

Middleton, ......... 1,721
Townsend, ......... 4,9.4
Walsingham,....... 3,090
Windham, ......... 2,900
Woodhouse,........ 2,894

19,828

ToWNsIPBS. ?

Brantford, .........
Burford, ...........
Dumfries, South,....
Oakland,...........
Onondaga, .........
Tuscarora, .........

31. CoUNT OF OXFORD.
TOWNSHIPs. POPULATION. APPORTIONMEN.

Blandford, ......... 1,356
Blenheim, ......... 5,995
Dereharn, .......... 3,644
Nissouri, East,...... 2,118
Norwich, .......... 5,239
Oxford, North, . 1,378
Oxford, East,....... 2,210
Oxford, West, ...... 1,894
Zorra, East, ........ 3,200
Zorra, West,........ 3,302

29,336

£ 8. d.
26 16 9
98 17 2j
72 2 5
41 18 4ý

103 13- 91
27 5 5j
43 14 9j
37 9 8i
63 6 8
65 7 01

580 12 2

£ s. d.
' 126 7 3%

87 14 8
85 0 101
16 12 6
36 15 51
36 0 9î

389 1 8%

27 13 4%
48 14 6ý
50 4 7%
63 13 0
48 9 0
36 11 6
44 10 7j

319 16 8

54 3 4%
29 5 0%
43 Il 2%
47 10 0
61 12 2¾
54 2 7%
36 8 8%
26 15 2

353 8 4%

D.

22 1.5 71
39 16 9.
16 6 .2
16 7 9
39 5 4
55 1.5 71.
32 0 5%
71 10 3
6 12 24

70 18 3%

371 16 il

55 0 5
27 17 3-
34 1 2
97 13 Ofr
61 3 1%
57 7 Il
77 5

392 8 7

23,109

33. COU-NTY OF WELLINGTO
Amaranth,......... 500
Arthur, Luther and

Minto, .......... 1,803
Eraiusa, .......... 2,350
Erin,.............. 3,590
Garafraxa, ........ 2,083
Guelph, ........... 2,879
Maryborough, ...... .994
Nichol, ............ 2,450
Peel,............. 2,455
Pilkiigton, ........ 1,990
Puslinch, .......... 3,862

24,956

34. CoUNTY oF
Artemesia, ......... 733
Bentinck, .......... 1,272
Collingwood, ....... 545
Derby, ............ 471
Egremont,. ........ 665
Euphrasia, ......... . 603
Glenelg, ........... 1,250
Iolland, ........... 954
Melancthon & Proton,. 450
Nornanby,......... 539
Osprey, ........... 486
St. Vincent, ........ 1,601
Sullivan,........... 538
Sydenham,......... 2,432

GREY.

..s

12,539

35. CoUNTY OF PERTH.
Blanchard,......... 2,780 .
Downie, ........... 2,727 .
Eastbope, North,.... 2,341
Easthope, Souti, .... 1,707

Caistor,...
Clinton,
Gainsborou
Grantham,
Grimsby,
Louth,....
Niagara, ..

Bertie, ...
Crowland,
Humbersto
Pelihain, .
Staiford,
Thorold,..
Wainflcet,
Willoughby

26. CoUNTY OF BRANT.

f A. 1852.

32. COLUNry OF WATERLOO.
Dumfries, North,.... 3,476 .. 68
Waterloo,.......... 7,698 .. 152
Wellesley, ......... 3,546 .. 70
Wilmot, ........... 5,297 .. 104
Woolwich,......... 3,092 .. 61

457. 7. 3

N.
9 17 il

35 13 8
46 10 2j
71 1 O-
41 4 61
56 19 7k
19 13 5j
48 9 9%
48 Il 9j
39 7 8%
76 8 8j

493 18 5

14 10 lI
25 3 6
10 15 8¾
9 6 5¼

13 3 2Î
11 18 si
24 14 9à
18 17 7
8 18 1%

10 13 4
9 12. 4à,

31 13 8¾
10 12 11%
48 2 8,

248 3 4%,

53 19 5î,
46 6 7-
25 11 St
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TOWNSHIPs POPULATION. APPORTIONMENT.
. S d.

Ellice, ............. 1,328
Fullarton, .......... 1,750
libbert,........... 1,191

Logan, ...... ..... 698
Mornington,. 933

15,545

36. CorNTY OF HURON.
Ashfield,............ 907 ..
Biddulph .......... 2,081
Colborne, .......... 921 ..
Goderich, .......... 2,715 . .
Hay, .............. 995 ..
Ilullet, ............ 955
McGillivray,........ 1,718
McKillop, .......... 848
Stanley, ........... 2,064
Stephen, .......... 742
Tuckersmith,....... 1,727
Usborne, .......... 1,484
Wawanosh, ........ 722

17,879

37. CoUNTY OF BRUCE.
Arran,............. 149
Brant,............. 621
Bruce,............. 100
Elderslie, ........... 14
Greenock,.......... 244
Huron, ............ 236
Kincardine, ........ 1,149
Kinloss, ........... 47
Saugeen,........... 277

' 2,837

38. COUNTY OF MmDLESW
Adelaide, .......... 1,976
Carradoc, .......... 3,118
Delaware,..........1,861
Dorchester, North, .. 2,570
Ekfrid, ............ 1,792
Lobo, ............. 2,447
London, ....... ,....6,73
Metcalfe, .......... 1,096
Mosa, ............ 2,07
Nissouri, West. 1,882
Westminister, ....... 5,069
Wiliams1..........2,290

32,864

26 5 8
34 12 8%
23 11 5%
13 16 St

18 9 3%

307 13 24

1719 0
41 3 8
18 4 6
53 14 8
19 13 10%
18 18 0
34 0 0
1615 8
40 17 0
14 13 8
34 3 7%
29 7 5

14 5 9%

353 17 1%

2 18 11%
12 5 9%

1 19 7j
O 5 6
4 16 7
4 13 5

22 14 9
0 18 7%
5 9 7

56 2 11%

39 3 4½
61 14 2%
36 16 7%
50 17 3%
35 9 4
48 8 7%

133 5 11%
21 13 10
41 1 4%
36 5 2

100 6 5%
45 6 5%

650 8 8

39. CoUNTr or ELGIN.

TowNSMPS. POPULATION. APPORTIONMENT.

Aldborough,........ 1,226
Bayham,........... 5,092
Dorchester, South, .. 1,477
Dunwich, .......... 1,948
Malahide, .......... 4,050
Southwold,......... 5,063
Yarmouth, ......... 5,288

24,414

40. COUNTY OF KENT.
Camden and Zone, .. 1,434
Chatham, .......... 1,768
Dover, East, 1,723
Dover, West, i
Harwich, .......... 2,627
Howard,........... 2,798
Orford, ............ 1,566
Raleigh ........... 2,460
Romney, .... 1,023
Tilbury, East

15,339

41. CoUNTY oF LAMBToN.
Bosanquet, ....
Brooke,..... ......
Dawn..............
Enniskillen, ........
Euphemia, .........
Moore, ............
Plympton, .........
Sarnia, ............
Sombra, ..........
Warwick,...........

1,093
511
556
238

1,453
1,258
1,511
1,384

738
2,069

10,081

42. CoUNTY or EssE.
Anderdon, ......... 1,199
Colchester,......... 1,870
Gosfield,........... 1,802
Maidstone, ......... 1,167
Malden,............ 1,315
Mersea,............ 1,193
Rochester, ......... 788
Sandwich, ......... 4,928
Tilbury, West,...... 675

14,937

A. 1852.

£ 8. d.
24 5 3à

100 15 7
29 4 1
38 11 1
80 3 1

100 4 1%
104 13 2

477 17- 0

28 7 7à
84 19 10
34 2 4

51 19 10%
55 7 6%
30 19 10
48 13 9

20 4 11

304 15 5j

21 12 7%
10 2 si
il 0 1
4 14 2j

28 15 1%
24 17 11à
29 18 1
27 7 10
1412 1
40 18 11*

213 19 4%

23 14 7j
37 0 2%
35 13 si
23 1 11
26 0 61
23 12 2t
15 il il
97 10 8
13 7 2j

295 12 - 61
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d. Blankform of return

ANUAL RETURN of the Treasurer or Sub-Treasurer of Sehool Moueys for the Township
For the

NoTE.-This return must be accompanied with the vouchers (as numbered and distinguisbed in the
bth.clause of the 27th section of the School Act. Any Township, whose Treasurer of School Moneys
ensuing year.

The Treasures is not thejudge as to the iight of tlie local Superintendent to give a cheque for any
School funds or not. Sec 3rd proviso in the 1st clause of the 27th section of the School Act. The
cheque endorsed by the Teacher will be the Trcasurer's receipt for the amount specified on the face of
County- Auditors. For convenience and exactness, each voucher should be numbered as provided in this

DATE. RECEIPTS.

Received from the Legisuaive Sciuo irait for the year 15..
" Municipal Assessment for the year 185 ....

Balance of Legislative Grant for last year..........
"à Municipal Assessment for last year............
from other sources.............................

Total amount received for this year,.......£
Account of Municipal Assessment for this year, yet to be received,............

EXPENDITURE.

s. d. DATE. ¿ TO WHOM PAID.

16 Victorioe. Appendix (J. J.) A. 1852.

referred to in Circular No. 6.

in the County of
year 185 ,

to the County Auditors.

Schedle below), in order that the Auditors may be enabled to perform the duty required of themin theucclccts tOo oxply with this regulation, will incur the loss of the Legislative School Grant for the
Snountspcified toe a Tacher.lI fehas simply to pay the cheque when presented, whether he be inSurintendnt alonite is vesponeible for the just expenditure of the School Fund of his Township. Theit andill constitute his voucher for the payment of such amount in presenting this returni to the
returX.

EX P E -NDI1T U R E-continued.

Dated this day of 185 .
Caxried forward. .Il

s. d.

Treasurer of School 3Money,'.

16 Victori.

.z
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No. 8.

CIRCULAR to local superintendents of scbools on the rnode of apportioning the legislative
school grant to school sections for the ye ar 1852. and other matters:

Sia,-I have the honor to inform you that I have tbis day notified your county
treasurer that the apportionment of the lerrislative school grant vill be payable
hereafter at the office of this department. Toronto, instead of at the office of the honor-
able the receiver general, Quebec.

The amounts apportioned to the several townships in your county will be paid as
above intinatcd, as soon as your county clerk shall have transmitted to this office a
certified abstract of the school accounts of such township as required by the 5th clause
of the 27th section of the School Act, and provided that it shall appear from such
abstract that the provisions of the iav have been complied with by each township.
For it must be distinctly understood, after rny repeated intimations on the subject, that
although apportioned, no part of the legislative school fund will be paid to any
township in Upper Canada in which 1he requirements ofthe School Act have not been
observed in regard both to the financial and general provisions of the law.

On receipt of the notification by you, from the county clerk, of the amount appor-
tioned to your township, you will proceed to distribute the same, as authorised by law,
"among the several school sections entitled to receive it, according to the average
attendance of pupils attending each commnon school, (the mean attendance of pupils
for both summer and winter being taken,) as conpared with the whole average
number of pupils attending the common schools of such township."

As previously intimated, you vill take the average attendance of pupils at the
school for last vear as the basis for distributing the legislative grant part of the school
fund for the current year. Should any inequalities occur in this mode of distribution,
the ratter can be made a subject of consultation and suggestion at the school conven-
tions which I hope [D. V.] to attend in the several counties of the province this
autumn, with a view to its equalization, for the distribution of the municipal assess-
ment part of the school fund at the end of the vear.

In apportioning to new school sections you will take the average attendance of
pupils for the lirst half year, as the basis of distribution of the legislative grant part of
the school fund; the distribution of the assessment part of the schuool fund can be made
upon the average attendance returns of the last half year, or otherwise, as may here-
after be determined.

As to the termi "average atten dance," I may here repeat the suggestions which I
made on the subject in my circular of the 28th June, 1851, as follows:

" The second question which has been proposed by several local superintendents,
relates to the mode of apportionment whcre the average attendance of pupils, and not
school population, is made the basis of apportionment to the several school sections.of
a township. To ascertain the average attendance of pupils at a school for a given
period, involves no difliculty; but I am asked, how the 'mean attendance of winter
and summer is to be obtained ?' I answer, that in the directions which have accom-
panied the blank forms of trustees' reports during the last two or three years, it is
stated that ' the term summer in the report is intended to include the half year com-,
mencing in April and ending in September, and the term winter the half yearcommen-
cing in October and ending in March;' or, in other words, the summer part of the
school year commences iii the spring, and the w-inter part in the autumn. Shouldihe,
'average winter attendance' of pupils in a school section be fifty, and shouldc there,be
no school in such section during the summer, the 'mean attendance of pupils in wintert
and summer' in such section vould be 25; but should there be a schcol in such:section
during the summer, and the average attendance be forty, then the ntan attendanceOf '

fifty in the vinter and forty in summer, would be forty-five."
In taking this average attendance as the basis of apportionment, you will

course, omit so far as your information extends, those pupils vho may have'attendedi
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from other sections. If they do not attend school in their own section, their numbers
cannot be included in the returns upon which the distribution shall be basad; as it is
at variance with a principle of the school law that children should go into another
section to obtain that education w1hich the law requires to be provided in their own.

In rcgard to the didiicultv of distributing the school funcl equitably among union
sections, i have given the sub.ject a good deal of consideration. Viewed, hovever, in
any aspect, it still presents several obstacles to our arriving at a satisfactory settlement
o th-, question It is ove which will very appropriately formu a topic of remark and
consultation at the contemplated school conventions next autumn. l the mean time,
I would recommend the local superintendents of adjoining townships from which
union sections are formed to meet and determine among theimselves the sum or sums
which shall be payable from the legislative apportionment aiid assessment parts of the
school fund of each township concerned, in support of each union school; and also
determine the manner in which such sum or sums shall be paid-due notice being.
given to the trustees and local treasurer. In case of a disagreement on the subject on
the part of the local superintendents concerned, a joint statement of the case can be
submitted to this department for final decision. But I expect you will have little
difficulty on this point, às the school grant is apportioned the current year according
to the general population returns of the province, as reported by the census commis-
sioners, and not according to the school population returns contained in the local
superintenden's' annual reports.

These remarks on the modes of apportioning the school moneys, will, I hope, be
suflicient to guide you in performing this part of your duty the current year. And
trust that my official engagements will not prevent me fron conferring with you the
ensuing autumn, upon this and other important subjects connected vith the efficient
working of our school system.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
Education Office, 1st July, 1852.

No. 9.

CIRCULAR NOTICE to local superintendents of schools, containing additional remarks,
explanatory of the law relating to the distribution of the school fund to school
sections, according to the average attendance of pupils

By giving effect to the letter of the School Act, two changes take place in the
apportionment and distribution of the school fund for the current year. It is appor-
tioned to the several counties, cities, townships, towns and incorporated villages,
according to the official census of the population at large, and not, as heretofore, accord-
ing to the local returns of school population. It is distributed to the several school
sections of each township, not, as heretofore, according to the reported school popula-
tion ofeach section, but according to the average attendanceof pupils at school in each
section-the mean average atteridance of winter and summer being taken. In the
first general application of so important a principle of the school law, it may be proper
to advert again to the origin and reasons of its introduction.

This provision of the present act (lst clause of the 31st section) was first submit-
ted by the chief superintendent of schools to the Governor General in council, the 14th
October, 1848, in transmitting the draft of a short bill designed to remedy some of the
defects of the school law of 1846. The reasons assigned for the introduction of this
new principle into the law relative to the distribution of school moneys, were as fol-
lows:
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" The twelfth section proposes giving a discretionary power for the distribution of
the school fund in each district to the several schools, according to attendance, instead
of according to school population. The Bathurst district council has strongly advoca-
ted attendance as the basis of distributing the district school fund.

" As population has been invariably adopted in ail the popular school laws with
which I bave met, as the basis of distributing the local sthool fund of each county or
town, as weil as the. state or national fund to the several municipal localities, I hesitated
in proposing any other until within a fcw months since, when I received the last annual
report of the Massachusetts board of education, in which I find this distribution of the
school fund recommended to the legisiature with a force of argument, which, I think,
cannot be resisted. I find experienced persons whom I have consulted of the same
opinion. I find, on examination, tlat in many large school sections the aitendance of
pupils is often not larger than in small ones. Distributing the school fund according
to attendance will therefore be favorable to small sections. I flnd also that the attend-
ànce of pupils in new ani poor rural sections and townships is larger in proportion to
the whole school population, than in older townships and cities or towns. The
adoption of the proposed principle of distribution vil], therefore, be favorable to the
newer and poorer sections of the country. This is the result of a nost extended
enquiry into the statistics of school attendance as conpared with school population in
the state of Massachusetts; and the secretary of the state board of education concludes
his argument on this point with the illowing impressive remarks:-

"' It is most obvious. then, that an apportionment of the income of the school fund
according to the average attendance of children upon the school-taking the mean
attendance fbr both sunimer and winter schools-would conduce greatly to the benefit
of the smaller, the more agricultural, and the more sparsly populated towns. it would
distribute the bounty of the state on the principle of helping those who help them-
selves. It would confer the benefit of the income on the clildren who attend the
public schools, instead of bestowing it in behalf of children who attend academies and
private schools, and never enter public schools at al]; and thus it would give a practical
answer to the pertinent question, why money should be given to those who disdain to
use it. And, lastly, it would be a new argument of great weight in many minds in
favor of a more uniform attendance upon school; because the detention from school
of any child who ought to be in it, would diminish the town's share of the income, and
thus inflict palpable injustice, not only on the absentee, but on all other children in the
town.'"

In the annual school report of the superintendent of schools for the state of New
York for 1850, we find the same provision recommended to the favorable consideration
of the legislature of that state, in the following words:-

"It is respectfully suggested to the legislature, whether the ratio of apportionment
and of distribution of the school money niight not advantageously be so changed as to
have reference to the attendance of pupils upon the district schools, for a certain speci-
fied period during the preceding year, instead of being upon either population or the
number of children actuallv residing in the district. By the adoption of this mode of
distribution, strong inducements would be presented to the taxable inhabitants of the
several districts, to place their children in the common schools, and to keep them there
for a suflicient length of time to secure an additional share of the public money."

By an authority expressly given in the act to the chief superintcndent of schools,
the operation of this provision was suspended in 1850; and that suspension was
repeated in 1851, in regard to most of the counties at the request of the county coun-
cils, in order that the fullest notice might be given to all parties concerned before is
application. In the mean time, full explanations were given of its náture and opera-
tions, and al parties vere advised to prepare for its introduction. After such a notifi
cation of eighteen months, it would not be in accordance with the spirit and objects
of the school act for the chief superintendent to exercise the power of suspending the
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operations of this clause a third year, though be has been requested to do so by a few
municipal councils.

Several county councils requested that the operation of this provision of the law
might not he suspended last yetr, in so far as their counties were concerned, and their
requests were complied with.

Questions have been asked by several local superintendents respecting the mode
of giving effect to this provision of the law. The substance of the answers to these
questions rnav be here inserted.

As to ascertaining the mean average attendance of pupils in summer and winter,
it mav be sufficient to give the following extract from lite official circular, dated 28th
June, 1851, addressed by the chief superintendent to local superintendents of schools
on this subject ;-

" To ascertain the average attendance of pupils at a school for a given period,
involves no difficultv; but i am asked, how the 'mean attendance of winter and
summer is to be obtained ?" 1 answer, that in the directions which have accompanied
the blank forms of trustees' reports during the last two or three years, it is stated that
'the term suimner in the report is intended to include the half year commencing in
April and ending in September, and the term winter the half year commencing in
October and encling in March;" or, in other words, the summer part of the school year
commences in the spring, and the winter part in the autunn. Should the 'average
winter attendance' of pupils li a school section be fifty, and should there be no school
in such section during the summer, the 'mean attendance of pupils in winter and
summer' in such section would be twenty-five; but should there be a school in such
section during the summer, and the average attendance be forty, then the mean atten-
dance of fifty in the winter and forty in the summer, would be forty-five."

A local superintendent proposes a case in the following words:-

"Some schools are kept open only six months in a year-four months, perhaps, in
winter, and two in summer. The question is whether we are to take the average of
the time the school is kept open, or whether we are to extend the average over the
whole year? For example, a school is kept open two months in summer, the average
attendance during which (two nonths) is twenty pupils. The sane school is kept open
four months in winter, with an average attendance during which (four months) of
thirty. The mean average attendance in said school for six months will be twenty-
five pupils.',

"Or,
"A school is kept open two months in summer, with an average attendance of

twenty pupils for the two months-equal to an average attendance of 6 pupils for six
nonths. The same school is kept open four months in the winter, with an average

attendance of thirty pupils for the four nonths-equal to an average attendance of
twenty pupils for six monffhs. The mean average attendance of said school during the
twelve months (or winter and summer) of said year, will be 13k."

The question is, which of the above modes of taking the average attendance of
pupils is the correct one? The answer is the la:ter, which agrees with the letter ofthe
Iaw, and the principle of the îoregoing extract from the official circular- of June 28,
1851; one object of this provision of the act being to encourage the keeping open
schools in the summer as well as winter.

Another local superintendent bas proposed another question, as follows:-

"One school is kept open six months of a year-three months in -winter and three
months in summer, with an average attendance of forty pupils during each three
months. Another school is kept open twelve months in a year-six months in winter
and six months in summer, with an average attendance of forty pupils during each-six
months:-Are both schools to receive alike? Or, is the latter to receive twice the
amount of the former, havi ng performed twice the amount of labor ?'

A. 1852.
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The answer is, the latter school is entitled to twice as large a surn as the former;
the principle of the law being to help those that help thenselves, and in proportion as
they help themselcves.

I think the Iorcgoing remarks are suflicient to illustrate the application of this
provision of the school aet to all the variciies of cases which exist in connection with
the school sections througiout i he province, while they show the equitable principle
on which the provision itself is based.

It will be seen thra this clause of the act does not apply to cities, towns and incor-
porated villages, in cach of which there is but one fund, one interest, and one board
of school trustees. Nor does it affect the apportiument of the school fund to town-
ships, to each of which, as well as to cities, towns and villages, it is apportioned
according to population. But it applies to the distribution of the school fund in each
township to the several school sections of such township-based upon the principle of
aiding each section according to its works.

APPENDIX C.

OFFIcIAL ANSwERs by the Chief Superintendent of Schools to questions proposed by local
school authorities in Upper Canada.

(I. Selection front repues to letters sent o the Deparment.)

Ni arly three hundred letters per month are received at the Upper Canada Educa-
tion Oflice, at Toronto; and nost of these involve legal questions. To lessen the
increasingly onerous correspondence of the department, and to consult the convenience
of many parties, the chief superintendent thought it advisable to select and insert in
the Journal of Education, a score or two of the hundreds of answers which have been
given by him to letters of local school authorities involving questions and proceedings
under the school law. For convenient relerence by parties concerned, the answers were
numbered as follows:-

NUMBER 1.

A Townreeve inquires as to whether a township council can alter the boundaries
of school sections without the actual consent of the ia«jority of the inhabitants of the
several school sections concerned,-remarking that if such were the case, no alterations
would ever be made, howevcr necessary, as a majority of one or other of the sections
concerned wouLid always be opposed tosucl alterations. le also wislies toknowwhether
trustees can levy and col lect a rate, afler the adoption, by the najority of a school
meeting, of a resolution against " all taxation." in order to prevent the trustees from
keeping open a schoo longer than the public school fuad would dcf-ay the expenses of'
it. The Ibllowing is the aiiswer to his questions

C 1. The object of the 4th clause of the 1StIh section of the act was not to deprive
a township council of the power of altering the boundaries of any school section without
the consent of the najority of such school section; the object of the act was to prevent
changes frorn being mlandestineiy made in the boundaries of school sections, without
giving all parties concerned notice of" any alteration or alterations proposed, that they
night have an oppoi tunity of putting the council in possesion of all they might wish to
say for or against such alicrations. But, alter all parties have thus had-an opportu-
nity of a fair hearing, the township council has authority to make any alterations in the
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boundaries of school sections it may judge expedient, provided such alterations take
efFect only on the 25th December or at the close of each vear, so as not to derange the
calculations or proceedings of the trustees in the course of the year. The only case in
which the formal consent of the inhabitants of school sections is requisite in order to an
alteration in their bounldaries, is in uniting two or more sections into one.

"2. In reply to your second question, I remark that the last part of the resolution
of the school section meeting which you enclose, containing the words "and no taxation,"
is null and void, and of no more effect than if it lad not been adopted ; as the last part
of the 7th clause of the 12th section of the act expressly authorises the trustees to levy
any additional rate they may think necessary to pay the balance of school expenses;
and this rate, as the attorney general has dccicled, cannot be merely on parents sending
children to the school, but must be on all the rateable property of the school section. I
reer to what I have said on the povers of trustees, &c. in the Journal of Education
for October, 1851, p. 162, and for December, p. 183."

NuMmdn 2.

A majority of a school section meeting, adopted a resolution in favour of support-
ing their school by taxing every man in the section according to the number of bis
children between the ages of 5 and 16 years ; a local superintendent inquires if such a
tax is lawfui. The following is the answer returned:

"It is contrary to law to levy a rate on children of school age without regard to
their attending the school: or, in other words, to tax a ian according to the number of
his children between 5 and 10 years of age. The school act authorises three modes of
providing for the expenses of the school-namcly, voluntary subscription, rate-bill on
p)a-rents sending children to the school, and rate on property; and if the sum authorized
bv either of these modes of supporting the school be insufticient to defray all the ex-
penses incurred by the trustees, they then have authority, by the latter part of the 7th
clause of the 12th section, to levy any additional rate on the property of the vhole section,
(not,-as the law officer of the crown has decided,-merely on parents sending children
to the school) to provide for the payment of such expenses. 1 refer you to wvhat I have
said on this subject in the Journal of Education for December, p. 183, also in the num-
ber for October, p. 152."

NUMBIER 3.

A local superintendent proposes seven questions, the import of which may be inferred
from the following answers to them:

"1. If the Trustees of a school section do not keep open their school, though abun-
dantly able to do so, the constituencies that elected such persons as trustees, must suffer
the consequences of their conduct, like the constituencies of an unfaithful member of
parliament or of a municipal council.

"2. The 4th clause of the 18th section of the act states the way, and the only -way,
in which school sections can be divided and their school-house property thus disposed of.

"3. The electors who neglect to attend the annual school meeting of their section,
bave no just reason to complain of any decisions of such meeting, any more than the
electors who neglect to vote at the election of a councillor or member of the legislature
have just reason to complain of the result of such election. But by the 12th clause of
the 12th section of the act, trustees, if they think proper, can call a special meeting for
any school purpose whatever.

"4. -& 5. All that an annual school meeting has power to do, is enumerated in the
several clauses of the 6th section of the act. All else that an annual school meeting
may resolve to do, is nuil and void, as if it had not been done. The trustees alone, and
not any public meeting, have the right to decide what teacher shall be employed ; how
much shall be paid him; what apparatus shall be purchased ; what repairs, &c., shall be
made; how long the school may be kept opeil; in short, every thing that they may

A. 1852.
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think expedient for the interest of the school. See clauses 4 and 5 of the ]2th section.
No special school meeting called by the trustees (and nobody else lias the riglitof call-
ing a special school meeting) lias a right to decide or discuss anvother matter or matters
than such as are specified in the notice of the trustees calling suchmeeting as provided
ln the 12th clause of the 12th section.

"6. Each union school section is to be regarded as a section of the township within
the lirnits of which its school-house is situated, and toreceive its apportionment from such
township only. The only exception is, where the children of school age in any sucli
section were reported, for 1850, partly to the local superintendcnt of one township, and
partly to the superintendent of anôther. In any such case, the apportionment was inade
by this department to cach such township accordinilv; but in all cases where the
children in union school sections were reported for 1855 to the superintendent of one
township only, the apportionment for 185t must be made by the superintendent ofsuch
township-including both parts of the school fund. This year, and in time to come,
there will be no exception to the general rule.

"7. The father of whom you speak, had no right to vote at the school meeting to
which you refer. If he had rented the liouse of his son, and occupied it, lie and his son
would have both had a right to vote-the one as householder, the other as freeholder.
But the father was neither; he was only an iurnate in his son's house."

NUMUiER 4.

Some persons in a school section objected to paying their school rate because the
trustees included in it ie suin nccessary to pay for certain school apparatus, though a
public meeting had voted in favour of purchasing it. The trustees inquire if they can
enforce the payment of the rate. The following is the answer to tlcir inquiry:

"You have ample authority to include the expense of your school apparatus and
all other expenses of your school in the rate on pro ierty which you propose to assess ;
nor was it necessary for you to call a meeting iii regard to the purchase of the appa-
ratus, as the 4th and 5th clauses of the 12th section of the act, leave ail such matters
to the discretion of the trustees, as the representatives of their school section."

Nunma 5.

Several persons in a school section refused to pay the school rate levied by the
trustees, because they had not called % meeting to get its sanction as to the arnount of
the teachers' salary and other expenses incurred in support of their school. The
trustees ask whether they had proceeded according to law. The following is the answer
to their inquiry:

" The majority of the trustees of any school section has the right to decide what
expenses they will incur for school apparatus, salaries of teachers and all other expenses
of their school, as you will see by referring to the 4th and 5th clauses of the 12th
section of the School Act. The trustees are not required to refer to any public meeting
whatever as to the nature or amount of any expenses they may judge it expectient to
raise, to promote the interests of the school under their charge ; they have only to leave
to the decision of a public meeting, the manner in which such expenses shal be paid;
and then if such meeting does not provide adequate means to defray the expenses
incurred, the trustees have authority by the latter part of the 7th clause of the 12th
section of the act to provide for the balance of such expenses by assessing the property
of their section."

NUMBER '6.

A large absentee landholder proposes to contest the authority of the trustees to levy
a rate upon his property in their section. They proceed tosue him as directed by the
1ith clause of the 12th section of the School Act; but direct their secretary treasurer
to ask further advice. The following is the answer returned:
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"t regret that you will have to go to law to sustain the undoubted right and
powers of trustees, as the very point denied in your case, was brought up in the
Legislature when the Bill was under discussion-it having been argued that if the
trustees could assess the property of absentee landholders, such landholders ought to
have the right of voting at the school meetings of the section of such trustees. In
accordance with this view, the word "resident," in the original draft of the bill, was
struck out before the word " freeholders," in the 2nd line of the 5th section of the act.

" But it is important that you see that every step you have taken, or may take, be
according to the provisions of the act, as to the manner of proceeding; that no mere
technical advantages rnay be taken of you. You will recollect that a seal should be
used in your corporate acts."

NUMBER 7.
A local superintendent inquires whether a county council can apply any part of

the school fund to pay the salaries of local superintendents or in paying per centage on
school moneys to a local treasurer; and whether keeping two schools open three
months under the sanction of the trustees of a school section, answers the requirements
of the law. The following is the answer returned:

" 1. The 40th section of the School Act defines the school fund to be the Legislative
school grant and an equal sumn raised by local assessment; and the 45th section requires
the payment of that amount for the salaries of teachers alone. What a county council
raises over and above that amount, it can of course expend in payment of local super-
intendents; but the 4th olause of the 27th section of the act does not permit the pay.
ment of per centage to local treasurers for the receipt and payment o' school moueys.

"The keep ng of twio schools open three months by qualified teachers in a school
section. is no comipliance vith the provision of the law for keeping a school open at
least six months of the year, or a male and female school under the conditions specified
in the latter part of the 5th clause of the 12th section of the act. No child could
attend both schools at one and the same time ; and therefore they both amount to
nothing more for the children in the school section, than one school during three months.
As the section in question did not comply with the provisions of the School Act in 1851,
you cannot, according to the 2nd clause of the 31st section, pay any part of the school
fund of the present year to such school section; but if the trustees will comply with
the provisions of the act this year, I vould advise you, under the 5th clause of the 35th
section, to aid them to the amount of their forfeited apportionment of 1851."

NUMBER 8.

In a school section, certain female freeholders or householdersvoted at an annual
school election. Their right to vote was objected to by certain electors, one of whon
submitted the question to the chief superintendent, who returned the following answer:

" The question whether female freeholders or householders have a right to vote at
school meetings, has several times been mooted; but has not been brought before the
Court of Queen's Bench for legal decision. They have voted in this city, Brantford,
and, I believe, in sorne other places; and although some compliaints or remarks have
been made about their voting, their votes have been received, and have notbeen legally
contested by any party.

"laving examined the laws relating to the elections of both municipal councillors
and members of the Legislature, I find that women are expressly precluded from voting
at such elections. See 12th Vic. ch. 97, section 46, and 12th Vic. ch. 81, section 57.
From these acts, it appears plain that, where women are not expressly excluded from
the right of voting at an election, they possess that right under the same condition as
males; and especially when they are included in all such words importing singular
number and masculine gender, as expressly provided in the "Interpretation Act," 12th.

.Vic ch. 5, clause 7.
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"The Court of Queen's Bench alone bas authority to decide the legal question
finally; but, in the meantime, I think the female as well as male "freeholders and
househoiders'' of a school section have a right to vote at all lawful school meetings of
such section."

NUMBER 9.

The legality of the proceedings of an annual school meeting was objected to,
because the trustees had not specified the objects of it in their notice calling it. They
direct inquiry to be made as to the soundness of this objection. The folloving is the
answer returned.

"In reply to your inquiries, I have to refer you to the Journal of Education for
December, p. 183, in which I stated that it was unnecessary for trustees to state the
objects of the then approaching annual meetings, as the duties of such meetings were
expressly defined by law. It is the duty of trustees to specify the object or objects of
any special school meeting, but not of an annual meeting; and nothing but what is
specified in the 6th section of the School Act can be considered at an annual school
meeting; neither can anything not specified in the notice of the trustees, be considered
at a special school meeting."

NUMER~ 10.

A majority of persons at an annual school meeting, being opposed to the payment
of anything whatever in support of a school adopted a resolution to that effect, supposing
thereby that they would compel the trustees to shut up the school. The irustees felt
themselves much embarrassed by ruch a proceeding; thev inquire vhat they can do
under the circuistances. The following is the answer to their inquiries:

"You need not be in the least embarrassed on account of the proceedings at your
late annual school meeting, to which you refer, as it is with the m-jorityof the trustees
of a school section, and not witn any public meeting whatever, to decide how long a
school shall be kept open. what teacher shall be employed. how nuch shall be given
him, and vhat money shall be expended for repairs, schoiol books, apparatus, &c. See
the 12th section, clauses 4 and 5 of the School Act. Ali that any public meetinghas
a right to say in regard to school expenditure is as to the manner in which it shall be
provided ; and if the means adopted at any school meeting are not sufficient to pay all
the expenses which the trustees may deem expedient, the latter part of the 7th clatise
of the 12th section of the School Act empowers trustees to raise the balance by assess-
ing all the rateable property in their school section.

"As the school meeting to which you refer, has not provided for your raising any
thing bevond the amount of the school fund apportionment to your section, you have a
right by the clause of the act referred to, to raise any balance you may require (over
and above the amount of the apportionment) to pay such salary as you may think
proper to give your teacher, and to defray the other expenses of keeping open your
school; that is, you can have a free school, and you have ample power to provide the,
means necessary to support it.

" The 15th clau>e of the 12th section of the School Act makes it the duty ofeach
set of trustees to procure (at the expense of their section) annuallv some periodical
devoted to education; and had vou the Journal of Educaion fbr October, p. 152, and
for December, p. 183, where I have treated at large respecting the powers and dUties.
of trustees and of public mi etings, you would have had all neellul information on the
Patters to which 1 have briefly relèrred in this letter."

NUMBER 11.
The agt.hority of trustees to collect rates to pay a debt contracted in 1850 is den!'

.and they aI:e threatened with a prosecution for neglect ut duty; and they apply
information on thie subject. The following is the à.nswer to their inquiries:
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The lau does not limit the trustees as to the time when they shall collect school
rates required for any particular purpose; so that you have the same authority to levy
and collect the school rates to pay a debt contracted in 1850 and 1851, as if you had
levied them the day after the holding of the school meeting which decided on paying
the salaries of the teacher by a rate on property.

"I think it very desirable that the demands againzt a school section should not be
allowed to remain unpaid. It is not a good plan to get into debt; but I do not see in
your case any neglect of duty that would render the trustees personally liable, or sub.
ject them to reproach and opposition from any quarter."

NUMBEIL 12.
The chairman and majority of persons present at an annual school meeting,

declared themselves opposed to keeping the school of the section open at all by rate on
property, or by subscription; but the trustees, in communicating the facts, and asking
advice, do not say whether or not it was resolved to support the school by rate-biH.
The following is the answer returned

"If the school meeting to which you refer specified inits resolution the. amount
per month or per quarter, which :hould be paid fOr the aitendance of each pupil at
school, you ought to impose that sum; and then if the sums thus imposed, together
with the apportionment fron the school fund, did not pay the salary of Vour teacher
and all other expenses of your school, you would. under the autioritv ofthe 7th clause
of the 12.h section of the act, have authority to assess the property of the school section
for the balance.

"If the school meeting did riot resolve upon any particular sum to be paid for the
attendance of each child, then you as trustees ought to levy the rate-bill per child
attending the school at the sum yon have usually levied, and then assess and collect
wnatever balance you may require to pay your teacher's salary and other expenses of
the school, as authorised by the latter part of the 7th clause of the .2th section of the
act referred to.

"1 refer you to the Journal of Education for October and December, pp. 152 and
183, where 1 have treated at large of the powers of trustees. By the 4th and 5th
clauses of the 12th section of the School Act, you will observe that it is the trustees,
and not any public meeting, that have the right to determine every thing as to keeping
open the school, employing the teacher and deternining the amount to be raised and
expended for school purposes in their section."

NUMBER 13.

The legality of the proceedings of an annual school meeting were objected to
because the trustess had not specified the object of it, and because the attendance of
electors was very small. The following is the reply:

"I refer vou to the Journal of Education for December, p. 183,. where I stated, in
suggestions to trustees in regard to their notices, of the then approaching.annual school
meetings, tbat it was niot necessary to specify the objects of an annual school meeting,.
as the scho-l act definet them; and no subject not specified in the act could be consi-,
dered at an annual school meeting, any more than could any subýject be considered at
a special school meeting not specified in the notice calling it. The trustees, therefbre,
to whom you refer, fully perforned their duity in simply giving notice of the anniual
school meeting-the law having determined the objects of it, as you will see by refer,
ring to the several clauses of the Gth section of the School Act.

"Then if there are only three persons present at an annual school meeting, they'
have the same power to act for the whole section as il' there were one hundred present.,
AIl the electors of a coun~ty, or township, or school section, have a right to vote at the.
elections held for each; but if many electors do not attend to exercise their right,'they,
cannot complain of the result of any such election."

A. 1852.
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NumnBER 14.

Objection was made against the taxing of certain lots of land for the erection of a
school-house, because parts of them lay 'without the limits of the section for which the
bouse was built. The trustees ask how they are to know what property to assess i.
their section. The following is the answer returned:

"&The assessor or collector's roll is your sole guide as to the property you will
assess iri anv school section. It makes no difference whether one-half or the whole of
a property lies in a school section; if it appears on the roll included w'ithin the limnits
of one school section, it is ail liable to be assessed for the school purposes of such
section, and, of course, not for those of any other school section."

N mn 15

Objection is nade to the lawfulness of two trustees of a school section agreeing
with a teacher in the absence of the third trustee. Also, the majority of a school
meeting resolved that all the expenses of the school should be defrayed by parents and
guardians sending childreu to it. An appeal is made for an opinion on the lawfulness.
of these proceedings, and the authority of the trustees in such circumstances. The
following is the answer given:

"By the Interpretat ion Act, 12th Vict. ch. 10, section 5, clause 24, it is expressly-
provided that the majority of the members of any corporation whatever, have authority
to act in behalf of such corporation and bind the minority by their acts. Two trustees
therefore. have authority to contract with a teacher and deternine the amount of his
salary and the terms of paying it.

"In reference to the resolution proposed at the late annual meeting of your school
section, stating that the teacher's salary be collected by rate-bill from the parents and
guardians of scholars attending the school during the year 1852, I remark, that it is
contrary to certain express provisions of the school act, especially the latter part of the
7th clause of the 12th section. The majority of a school meeting nay determine,
within the limits prescribed by the act, the manner in which their school shail be sup-
ported; but they have no authority to say that a certain portion of the inhabitants of
their section shall pay ail the expenses of their schcol.

" You, as trustees, have authority, under such a resolution, to levy the rate-bill
you may have been accustomed to impose upon parents sending children to the sehool,
and provide for the balance (if there should be any) of the teacher's salary, and other
expenses of your school, by assessment upon the property of your school section, as
prescribed in the latter part of the 7th clause of the 12th section of the act."

NUMBER 16.

A resolution is adopted at a school meeting to ta-x each inhabitant of the section
according to the number of his children of school age, at a certain sum per child,
without reference to -his attending the school; and tEat if the sum thus raised was
insufficient to pay ail the expenses of the school, the balance should be paid by persons-
sending to it. An appeal is made on these points, as also enquiry in regard to th
number of teaching days in each month. The following is the answer returned:-:

"In respect to the resolution of a school meeting, a copy of which you encloseý;it Y
is contrary to law, as you will see from my remarks on the subject in the Journal of
Education for December, p. 183. No school meeting has authority to tax a man,
according to the number of his children of a certain age; nor lias any school meeting
authority to say what description of landholders or freeholders shall be taxed for&
school purposes. Whatever sum or sums are raised in a school Fection for school.pur.
poses, otherwise than what may be raised by subscription and rate.bill on pareits-
sending children to the school, must be raised by rate on ail the property of the school
section as given in the assessor or collector's roll. See 9th clause of the 12th section
of the act.
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"Your trustees, therefore, have no legal authority to carry into effect either of the
resolutions which you enclose. As no lawful manner has been.resolved upon whereby
the trustees can raise the balance of the teacher's salary over and above the amount
of apportionment from the school fund; they can do so by assessment under the autho-
rity of the latter part of the 7th clause of the 12th section of the act. Or, if they
think proper, they can call a special meeting to consider the subject again.

"The number of teaching days in each month is, all the secular days of each
month not specified as holidays in the lst section of the general regulations, prescribed
by the council of public instruction.

NumBEa 17.

A local superintendent proposes several questions as to the respective powers of
school meetings, trustees and others in a school section, the nature of which will be
sufficiently apparent from the following answers returned to them:

"1. An annual or special school section rheeting has authority to say whether a
school shall be supported by rate-bill at a certain amount per quarter; but such meeting
has no authority to say whether a child attending one week or one month shall pay for
the whole quarter. The last part of the Sth clause of the 12th section of the School Act
makes it the duty of the trustees to adopt a rnonthly, quarterly, or half yearly rate-blil,
as they may judge best. Under the resolution, a copy of which you enclose, the
trustees can, if they think proper, impose a rate-bill of one shilling and three pence per
month, (which is at the rate of three shillings and nine pence per quarter) and raise
whatever balance may be required to make up the teacher's salary, &c., by assessment
as authorised by the latter part of the 7th clause of the 12th section of the act.

"2. To your second question, I answer, that trustees have no authorit y to levy a
rate-bil! for less than one month.

"3. It is not lawful for any school meeting to adopt a resolution against al] school
tax, as the latter part of the 7th clause of the 12th section expressly authorises the
trustees to levy a tax on property, if necessary, to make up the balance of a teacher's
salary and other expenses of their school.

"4. If a majority of a special school meeting, called for that purpose, does fnot
resolve upon any method of providing the teacher's salary, then the trustees have
authority to provide for the whole balance of the teacher's salary, over and above the
amôunt of the apportionment from the school fund, by assessing the property of the
school section, as authorised by the latter part of the 7th clause of the 12th section of
the act. Thus adopting. no resolution at such meeting as to the mode of providing for
the teacher's salary, is equivalent to resolving in favor of a free school; for, in such
circumstances, the trustees have no authority to impose a rate-bill on parents sending
children to the school; they must raise whatever balance they require under the
authority of the clause last referred to.

"5. The trustees have authority, under the 12th clause of the -12th section of the
act, to call as many special school meetings as they please, and for any school purpose
whatever.

"6. No other parties than the trustees of a school section have authority to call a
legal meeting of the voters of such section.

"7. Each annual school meeting must be held the hour of the day, as well as on
the day, specified by law. . If any annual school meeting under your jurisdiction, was'
held at 6 o'clock, p.m., instead of at 10, a.m., of the day specified by law, the proceed-
ings of such meetings are null; but according to the 5th section of the act, the old
trustee continues in office until his snecessor is elected, as authorised in the proviso.of
the 9th section.

"8. A trustee can be sued by no other than the majority of his colleagues for
any neglect of duty. See 8th section of the act. Therefore, if the majority of voters
at a school meeting adopt resolutions according to which the trustees are of opinion
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they cannot employ a teacher and justly guarantee his salary,- (such, for examplr, as
a rate of two dollars a quarter for pupils, or any rate-bill so high as to prevent the
attendance of the pupils) the trustees can, if they think proper, decline employing a
teacher at al], and let the respousibility of having no school, and of losing the school
fund (including the local assessment, part of it. as well as the Legislative school grant)
be upon those who propose and support such unreasonable resolutions.

"I thank you for the energetic manner in which you co-operate in promoting the
circulation of the Joit> nal of Education-a publication from which I derive not a far.
thing's advantage more than yourself, unless it be an advantage to be responsible for
all expenses connected with its publication, besides the labour of editing it."

NUMBER 18.

In a school section where a free school was established, children from neigrhbouring
sections (in which the schools were not free) were sent to the cheap school--crcwding
that school and depriving trustees of neiglbouring sections of a portion of the ordinary
means of supporting their own schools. The trustees ot the frre school section rather
favoured this proceeding. and thought they could collect rate-bills for the attendance of
the non-resid' nt children. A representation having been made to the chief superin-
tendent ofschools on the subject, the following is the answer returned:

"In reference to the question you have proposed, I remark, that the. trustees of a
school section have no legal authority to admit to their school any children not resident.
in their section.

"The 11th clause of the 12th section of the act bas reference to the collection of
rates on the property of non-residents, but has no reference to the assumed admission of
non-resident children to the school. The school of each school section is for the children
of school age in that section, and for no others; otherwise the consequences would be
what you justly state in your letter. In some instances, children have been pernittedto
go to the school of a section in which they did not reside, but not when it has been
objected to by any party residing in the section, either to or frorm which such children
have been sent."

NUMBER 19.
The nature of the questions propo ed by a party concerned, relative to certain

powers of school meetings and trustees, is sufficiently indicated by the following arswers
returned to them:

"lu reply to your questions, I remark that no school section meeting has authority
to tax any man according to the number of bis children of school, or of any age, as you
may see by what I have stated at some length· on this subject in the Journal of Educa-
ion for December, p. 183.

"A school meeting lias a right to vote that a rate-bill of 71id.. per month shall be
paid for each pupil attending the school.

"The trustees, therefore, of section to which you refer, have a right, and it is their
duty, to levy the rate-bill of 7½d. per month for each pupil attending the school; but
they have no right, nor can they collect by law the proposed rate of as. for each child
resident in the school section hetween the ages of 5 and 16 years, whether such child
attends the school or not. But if the school fund apportionment for the year, and the
monthly-rate bill of 71d. per pupil, are not sufficient to make up the salary which the
trustees may think proper to pay ihe teacher and defray the other expenses of the school,.
the trustees have authority, by the latter part of the 'Ôti clause of the 12th section of
the School Act, to assess the property of the school section for the balance they may
require for such purposes."

NUMBER 20.

A majority of persons present at a school meeting passed a resolution against any -
tax for the support of the school, but did not say in -what manner the trustees should.
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provide for its support. The trustees.apply for advice as to what they can and ought
to do in the circumstances. The following is the answer to their representation and
and inquiry:

"No school meeting has authority to pass a resolution that would take away from
trustees a power which is expressly given to them by Act of Parliament. The 4th and
5th clauses of the 12th section of the School Act, makes it the duty of the trustees to
determine what expenses they will incur to support their school; and the latter part of
the 7th clause of the same section provides, that if the sum or sums provided for at an
amnual or special school meeting are not sufficient to pay the expenses thus incurred,
the trustees shall have authority to assess the property of the section and collect any
additional rate they may require to enable them to meet their engagements.

" The majority of the trustees of your section, under the circumstaices which you
stte, have ample authority to levy and collect a property rate for whatever sum or
sums they may require, over and above the amount of the school fund apportionment
for the year, to pay their teachier's salary and the other expenses of their school. The
proceedings of the meeting, therefore, to which you refer, enable and require the trus-
tees to establish and support their school as a free school,-as they have no authority,
toi levy a rate-bill on parents sending children to the school, according to the resolution
w'hich you enclose."'

NUMBER 21.
At an annual school meeting the resolution, as to the mode of providing for the

support of the school having been fbund to be injurious to the attendance of pupils and
not sufficient to meet the engagements incurred, the trustees called a special meeting
to re-consider the matter. Their right to call a meeting for that purpose, and the
legality of the proceedings of such meeting having been objected to, the trustees applied
for advice to the chief superintendent, who returned the following answer:-

" As the 12th section of the School Act atithorises the trustees to call a specia
meeting of their section for any school purpose specified in such section, a majority of
the trustees of your school section have authority to call a special meeting to reconsider
the whole question of the mode of providing for the support of your school, and rescind-
ing or modifying any resolutions which may have been adopted on the subject, at the
annual or any previous school meeting.

'I may further remark, that no school meeting has authority to say that the trustees
shall be confined to what may be paid by rate-bill and the apportionment from the
school fund fbr the support of their school; since the 4th and 5th clauses of the 12th
section of the School Act make the trustees the judges as to the sum or sums they wil
expend for the support of their school, and the latter part of the 7th clause of the same
section expressly authorises them to assess the property of the section fbr whatever
sum or sums they may require to meet their engagements, and the payment cf which
has not been otherwise provided for."

II.-GENERAL REPLY by the Chief Superintendent of Schools to varous inquiries as to
the duties of School Section authorities, relating to the election of School Trustees,
receiving of their annual reports and examination of their accounts, throughout
Upper Canada, on Wednesday, the 2nd of January, 1852.
The second section of the School Act requires, " That the annual meetings for the.

election of school trustees shall be held in all the villages, towns, cities, and townships of
Upper Canada, on the second Wednesday in January in each year, commencing at the
hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon."

As the proceedings of' these annual school meetings are.of great importance to the
interests of schools and the promotion of education, I will od'er some directions and
remarks respecting them.
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1. By the 12th clause ofthe 12th section of the Act, it is the duty of the trustees
of each school section, "to appoint the place of each annual school meeting, and to
cause'notices to be posted up in at least three public places of such section, at least
six days before the time of holding such meeting."

2. It is net necessary that the trustees should specify any of the objects of the
annual school meeting, as they are enumerated and prescribed by the act. The follow.
ing are the several clauses of the 6th section of the Act, relative to the duties of each
annual school meeting:

"VI. And be it enacted, That at every annual school section meeting in any
township, as authorized and required to be held by the second section of this Act, it
shall be the duty of the freeholders or householders of such s3ction, present at such
meeting, or a majority of them,-

" Firstly. To elect a chairman and secretary, who shall perform the duties required
of the chairmai and secretary, by the fifth section of this Act.

" Secondly. To receive and decide upon the report of the trustes, as authorized
and provided for by the eighteenth clause ofthe 12th section of this Act.

" Thirdly. To elect one or more persons as trustee or trustees, to fill up the
'vacancy or vacancies in the trustee corporation, according to law: Provided always,
that no teacher in such section shah hold the office of school trustee.

" Fourthly. To decide upon the manner in which the salary of the teacher or
teachers, and ail the expenses connected with the operation of the school or schools,
shal be provided for."

3. It will be observed that the majority of the freeholders or householders present
at an annual.meetingZ have a right to elect whom they please to be chairman and
secretary, without any restriction or exception; and however few electors there may
be present at any such meeting, (if no more than three) they have authority to do ail that
could be done by one hundred electors. The lawfulnessof the proceedings of any such
meeting is net in the least degree affected by the snallness of the number of school
electors present, any more than the lawfulness of the election of a member of Parlia-
ment would be affected by the smallness of the number of his constituents who had
voted at his election, provided hie had the majority of those who did vote. Ail electors
have a right to attend and vote, if they please; if they do not do so, they have no reason
to complain, and are justly bound by the acts of those who did attend and vote.

4. The fifth section of the Act requires that "the chairman of such meeting shall
decide ail questions of order, subject to an appeal to the meeting, and shall give the
casting vote in case of an equality of votes, and shall have no vote except as chairman;
and shaL take the votes in such manner as shall be desired by the majority of the
electors present, and shall, at the request of any two electors, grant a poli for recording
the names of the electors by the secretary." The same section of the act also requires-
t that a correct copy of the proceedings of every annual school section meeting, signed
by the chairman and secretary, shall be forthwith transmitted by the secretary to the
local superintendent of schools."

5. in the event of a vote being objected to, the 7th section of the Act provides,
"that any person offering to vote at an annual or other school section meeting, shall be,
challenged as unqualified by any legal voter in such section, the chairman presiding at
such meeting shal require the person so offering to make the following declaration:
'I do declare and affirm that i am a freeholder [or householder] in this school section,
and that I am legally qualified to vote at this meeting.' And every person making
such a declaration, shall be permitted to vote on all questions proposed at such meeting;
but if any person thus challenged shall refuse te make such a declaration, his vote shall
be.rejected." The act then renders any person liable to fine and imprisonment who
shall be convicted of having wilfully made a thlse declaration as to his right to vote at
such meeting.

6. With these references and explanations, I think there can be no doubt on' the
part of any one, as to the organization and mode of proceeding at an annual school
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meeting. It remains, then, for the electors to discharge the three important duties
which the act imposes. The first relates te the financial report of the trustees; the
second te the election of one or more trustees ; the third to the manner of providing for
the support of their school during the year.

(1.) The meeting is te receive and decide upon the report of the trustees for the past
year. The 18th clause of the 12th section of the Act requires the trustees "to cause te
be prepared and read at the annual meeting of their section, their annual school report
for the year then terminating, which report shall include among other things prescribed
by law, a full and detailed account of the receipts and expenditures of ali school mioneys
received and expended in behalf of such section, for any purpose whatever, during such
year; and if such amount shall not be satisfactory to a inajority of the freeholders or
householders present at such meeting, then a majority of said freeholders or house-
holders shall appoint one person, and the trustees shall appoint another; and the arbi-
trators thus appointed shall examine said amount, and their decision respecting it shal
be final; or if the two arbitrators thus appointed shall not be able te agree, they shall
select a third, and the decision of the majority of the arbitrators so chosen shall be final."
This provision of the act affords trustees an opportunity of publicly refuting any impua
tations which niay have been cast upon them from any quarter as to their expenditure
of school moneys; it also secures te the tax-payers in each school section a public
annual account of the school moneys of their section. They have, therefore, the satis-
faction of knowing that whatever may be the amount of school moneys which they
have raised, such moneys will be expended in their own section, by men of their own
election, and accounted for to them at the end of the year. We are not aware of a
provision for so prompt and satisfactory a mode of accounting for school moneys te
school constituencies existing ii any other country:

(2 ) The second important duty of an annual school meeting is " To elect one or
more persons as trustee or trustees, to fill up the vacancy or vacancies in the trustee
corporation, according to law: Provided that no teacher in such section shall hold the
office of school trustee." It will be observed from this clause ofthe act, that the electors
at a school meeting can elect whom they please (except a teacher in their section) as
trustee or trustees, whether rich or poor, resident or non-resident. The 5th section of
the Act having specified the order of the retirement of trustees from office, there can be
no misunderstanding or doubt on this subject in ordinary cases. But questions have
arisen as te the order of the retirement of trustees elected at the same time, net in a new
section, but in sections already established, in cases vhere one trustee has been chosen
to fil a vacancy occasioned by the retirement of a trustee after his three years' service,
and another has been chosen to fill a vacancy by death, removal or resignation. The
doubt will be removed, when it is recollected that a person elected in the place of a
trustee who had died, removed from the neighbourhood, or resigned, as authorìized by
the 8th section of the Act, remains in office, not three years, but se long as the person
in whose place he has been elected would have remained in office had he lived, or not
removed or resigned. Thusis the harmonious working of the principle of the triennial suc-
cession of trustees secured. I will not repeat here what has been said heretofore, as te the
importance of electing the most devoted friend of youth and the mostjudicious promoter
of education in each section, as school trustee for the next three years, commencing
the 14th January, 1852. There can be no doubt that the duties of school trustee are
much more im -ortant than those of a township councillor, and net second to those of a
member of the Legislature. We pray every school elector te think of this, and in behalf
of his children, the children of his neighbours, and his country in ail time to êome,to
vote for the best men as school trustees.

(3.) The last important duty of each annual school meeting is te decide upon the
manner in which the salary of the teacher or teachers, and ail the expences connected
with the operations of the school or schools shall be provided for." it will beobserved
by this clause, that the amount of the teacher's salary and of other expences-of -the
school is not to be determined at the school meeting; the amut of .all such expeonses
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(as required by the 4th and 5th clauses of the 12th section of the Act) is to be deeidèd
by the trustees-the elected representatives of the section. Indeed the question of the
precise amount of expense can seldom be decided upon by a public meeting in regard
to any undertaking whatever. It is not so decided in any of the p: blic vorks of Govern.
ment, of municipal councils, road companies, &c. And the expenses attending the
operations of a schoool are so contingent, that it would be as impracticable.as it would
be injurious to attempt the discussion and disposal of them at public meetings. There-
fore what is done by a majot ity of 84 men fbr United Canada, and a majority of 5 men
for each township, is wisely left to a majority of three men for each school section in
respect to the ainount of expenses of the school-rbree men elected for that purpose,
and who can have no other interest than that of the majority of those who elected them.
But the manner of providing for these expenses is left to be decided by vote at the
annual, or a special school meeting. Thiere is, however, one mode of providing for the
expenses of a school which is not recognised by the School Act, though some school,
meetings erroneous adopted it in the early part of the year; we refter to that of a tax
according to the number of children of school age. Ïhose wvho have fallen into the
error of adopting this method ofsupporting their school, have fbund it necessary to retrace
their steps. There is no provision or principle of the law that will authorise a tax upon

m an according lo ihe number o1 his children. The act recognises three modes ofsup-
porting common schools-voluntary subscription, rate-bill, (that is on parents' sending
their children to school), and general rate, or tax " according to the valuaT ion of property,
as expressed on the assessor or collector's roll. Which of these three mode of support-
ing the school shall be in each section adopred, inust be deterniiued by the electors
theinselves of such section. In the neighbouring States, a majority of the Legislature
determine hov each school throughout the state shall bc supported; but in Upper
Canada it is left with the electors of each school section to decide how their own school
shall be supported. If they decide to support it hy volunrary subscription, 1ie 2nd clause
ofthel2th section of the Act authorises the s:ate to collect such subcripiin in the
same manner as if it were a rate-bill or rate. If the majority nt a school meeting should
deter mine to support their school by rate-bill, they should then determine how much
should be paid per nonth or per quarter for each child attending the school: so thatall
parent's sending their children to the school may know at the commencement of theyear
how much they must pay. But the most simple, equitable and patriotic mode of sup.
porting each school is by rate on property. and then opening the school to ail the children.
of school age in the section,-as iree as the sun light of heaven. The inhabitants of
upwards of 250 school sections in Upper Canada adopted this mode of supporting their
schools in 1850; and some of the early results are attested in the extracts from local
reports, given in the Annual Report of the Çhief Superintendent of Schools, for the year
1>50, pp. 154-198. ln the same report vill also be lbund ihe address of the chief superit-
tendent to the people of Upper Canada, "On the System of Frce Schools." In every
case where a free school is adopted, two things should be especially remembered-there
should be room Ibr all children in the section who vill attend the school, and there
should be a teacher competent to teach them all.

No. 7.*

CCUTLAR TO CLERKS of Cities, Towns and Villages. in Upper Canada, notifying them of
the Apportionment of the Legislative School Grant for 1852.

Si,-I have the honor to intimate to yoh, as provided in the 35th section of the
School Act, for the infbr.iation of the council, of which you are clerk, and ofyour board
of common school trustees, that the sum placed opposite the name of your manicipaity

This Circular should appear before No. 8, on page 17O, but was omitted by mistake.
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has been apportioned to it for the current year, out of the legislative school grant
appropriated to Upper Canada.

By the 42nd section of the School Act, the monev thus apportioned is payable to
the treasurers of those cities, towns and villages, which have complied with the 5th
clause of the 27th section, in connection with the 2lst section of the act, as well as
other provisions of the law. I have to state that no apportionment (although made arfd
notified) will be paid in behalf of any of those cities, towns and villages from which no
certified abstract of school accounts, a blank forn of which, wras transmitted to vou
fromi this office, on the 19th of last February-has been received at this department ;*
nor until such abstract shall have been received.

For the convenience of the public, Ils Excellency the Governor General has been
pleased to direct that hereafter the legislative school grant vill be payable at this
department, Toronto, instead of at the office of the Hon. Receiver General, Quebec.

As required by the 21st seclion 6f the Act, taken in connection with the 2nd
proviso of- the 3rd clause of the 22?th section, you will please favor me from time ·to
tine with a copy of the proceedings of vour council on educational matters.

On the subject of the basis of the apportionment for this year, I have to refer you
for informatioin to the foregoing circular [No. 8, p. 170], addressed to clerks of counties.

I have the honor to be sir,
Your most obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. RYERSON.
EDUCATION OFFICE,

Toronto, 10th July, 1852.

CITIES. P

Toronto, .............
h11nilton, ........ ...
ingston.............

Belleville, ...........
Brantfbrd,.
Brockville, ...........
Bytown,...........
Cobourg, ............
Cornwall, ............
Diindas, .............
Goderich..........
London,...........
Niagara,.............
Peterboroughi,........
picton,.............
'ort Hope, ..........

Prescott, ............
St. Catherines, ........

oFULATION. APPORTMN MENT.
£ S. ci.

30,763 @ Qd. 608 17 CQ
14,199 .. 81O5
11,585 229 5 8*

56,547 l'liq 3

4,569 90 90 8
3,877 76 14 -Î
3,246 64 4 10+
7,760 153 Il 8
3,871 .. 6 12 si
1,692 33 9 9
3,517 6912 1*
1,329 26 6 0*
7,124 140 19 1
3,340 66 2 1
2,191 43 7 3U
1,569 31 1 o;
2,476 49 O 1
2,156 4213 5
4,368 86 9 O

5 1

..08 1053 11 8 -

ToWN MICUIcIPALITIES. POPULATIOn.

Amherstburgh,. ...
Clathai, ............
Guelph, .............
Perth,...............
Sincoe, .............
Woodstock,..........

INCORPORATED VILLAGES.
Chippewa,...........
Ga]t, ................
Ingersoll, ............
Osiawa, .............
Paris, ...............
Preston, .............
Ricmuonid,..........;
St. Thomas,..........
Thorold .............

1,880
2,070
1,860
1,916
1,452
2,112

11,290

1,193
2,248
1,190
1,142
1,890
1,180

434
1,274
1,091

11,642
Total apportionment to

cities, towns and
villages ..................

APPoRTIoNMNT.

37 4 2
40 19 4j
36 16 3
37 18 5
28 14 9
41 16 0

223 8 11

23 12 21
44 9 10
23 11 04
22 12 0*
37 8 W½
23- 71 l'
811 9

25 4 8j
21 11 10

230 8 3*

.£2,623 18 S

The following are the Towns and Villages from which no certified Abstract of School Accoints for last
year bas been received at the Educational Department, Toronto, as authorized and required by the 5th clause of
the 27ith section, in connection with the 21st and 25th sections of the School Act, up to the date of thepubli&-
tion of this circular:-
1. Town of Belleville. 8. Town of Niagara (imperfect). 14..Town Municipality'of Chathatr.
2. " BrockvUle. 9· " Peterborough. 15. " àlunicipality ofSimcoe.-
3. " Bytown. 10. " Picton. 16'. Village of Chippewa.-
4. "t Cornwall. 11. " Prescott. 17. " Galt.
5. " Dundas. 12. " St. Catherines. 18. " Richmond-nor
6. " Goderich. ' - 18. Town Municipality of Amherst- 'Board of SchoolTrustees' Report.

." London. burgh. -

A. 1852
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APPENDIX D.

DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE NORMAL SCHOOL, TORONTO.

1. Programme of the annual examination of the Normal and Model Schools for Upper Canada, at the close
of the seventh session, 1851-'52.

2. Examination paper for His Excellency the Governor General's prizes in the science of Agriculture.
8. Examination paper in Education and the art of Teaching.
4. Examination paper in Book-keeping.
5. Examination paper in themes for Composition.
6. Examination paper in Algebra.
7. Examination paper in Grammar.
8. Examination paper in Practical Arithmetic.
9. Examination paper in History--Gencral, English and Canadian.

10. Examination paper in Geography-general and Canadian.
11. Examination paper in Geometry.
12. Examination paper in Mensuration and the Rudiments of Mechanics.
13. Blank form of Certificate given at the close of the seventh session of the Normal School, to students

then in attendance and deemed worthy of it.
14. Blank form of application for admission to the Normal School.
15. Revised terms of admission to the Normal School.

No. .1. PROGRAMME of the Annual Examination of the Normal and Model Schools for
Upper Canada, at the close of the seventh session, 1851-'52.

Thursday, Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesdav, Thursday and Friday,
Sth, 10th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th of April.

NORMAL SCHOOL.

Thursday, the Sth of April.
Private examination for his Excellency the -Governor General's prizes in Agricultural

Chemistry, &c.

Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday, 10lti, 121h, and 131 of April,
PRIVATE GENERAL EXAMINATION, WITH WRITTEN ANSWERS.

FRoM FROM FROM
DTs. 1  9 TO 10j, A. M. 10 To 12 m. 12 to 2, P. M. raom 2 to 5, P. M.

TavRsDAY, Sth April, Private examination for Bis Intermission. 2-3iEducation and art ofteacbin.
Excellency's prizes. S+-5, Book-keeping.

aTVRDAT, 10th,....... Composition, including Spel- Algebra. Intermission, Grammar.
ling, Punctuation, &c.

MOXIDAT, 12th,......... Arithmnetic. Intemission. History-Genera, EnÉ a
Canadian.

TusDAT, 18th......... Geography-Mathematical, Intermission. Geometry, Mensurto,
Physical, and Political,- chanics.
Generaal and Canadian.

A. I85~
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Wednesday, April 14.

PUBLIC EXAMINATION.
HOUES.

10 to 1 1-Grammar and the Principles of Teaching.
il to 12-Principles of Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Mensuration, and Mechanics.
12 to 124-Hullah's System of Vocal Music.

Specimens of Writing and Drawing exhibited in the Examination Hall.
HOURS. INTERMISSION.

2 to 3-Natural Philosophy and Agricultural Chemistry.
3 to 4-History and Geography.

4-Distribution of Prizes given by his Excellency the Governor General.

MODEL SCHOOL.

Thursd*y, April 15.

SCHOOL ROOM. GALLERY.
HOURS. Senior Division. Junior Division.

10 to lO-Mechanics. Object Lessons-(2nd division.)
10¾ to 12-Practical Arithmetic, Geome-

try, and Book-Keeping. INTERMISSION.
INTERMIsSION.

2 to 2½-Natural History. Geography-(1st division.)
2j to 4-History, General and Canadian. Arithmetic.-(2nd division.)

Friday, April 16.

SCHOOL ROOM. GALLERY.
10 to 12i-Grammar. Object Lessons-(lst division,)
0 to 12-Geography, Mathematical, Grammar-(2nd division.)

Physical, and Political.
INTERMISSION.

2 to 3k-Arithmetic-Mental and Theo- INTERMiSSION.

retical,-Algebra.
Si to 4-Hullah's System of Vocal Music., Geography-(2nd division.)

Specimens of Writing and .Drawing exhibited in the large room.

2.-EAMINATION PAPER, for his Excellency the Governor General's Prizes of £5 and
£3 in books) in the science of Agriculture.

.April Sth, 1852.

EXAMINERS:
The Masters of the Normal School.
The Professor of Chemistry in the University of Toronto.
The President of the Agricultural Society of the County of York.
The first Vice-President of the Agricultural Society of the County of York.
The Secretary to the Agricultural Association of Upper Canada.

TIME: THREE HOUS.

1. Trace the history of an annual plant from germination tomaturity.
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2. Describe the mode in which compounds rich in carbon may be made to accumulate
in the soil, and show how they serve as food for cultivated crops.

3. Of what does the inorganic part of plants consist? In what forms does the inor-
ganic food exist in the soil? Describe the artifices you would employ in order
to furnish a constant supply to cultivated crops in a fit state for immediate
assimilation.

4. In what way does the porosity of the soil affect cultivated vegetables?
5. Name the sources of the organic food of plants, and describe the artifices you

would employ in order to maintain a proper supply in the soil.
6. Describe the eflcts of draining; also the mode in which you would proceed to

drain your land.
7. Describe the most imortant proximate principles found in cultivated vegetables.
8. When crops are used as food fbr domesticated animais, what purposes do the differ.

ent principles naned in your ansver to the last question serve?
9. Contrast the chemical functions of plants and animals?

10. To what points would you particularly direct attention in rearing stock?
11. How is animal heat supposed to be maintained? What effect wili exposure to

continued cold have upon the appropriation of the elemenis of food?
12. Describe the composition and physical eharacters of manures; distinguishing

between vegetable. animal and mineral manures. Describe also the artifices
you would adopt in order to preserve the properties of those which are liable to
deterioration.

NoTE.-By request of the Chief Superintendent of Schools, in the absence of bis
Excellency, the Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, the Honorable Chief Justice Robinson
conferred the prizes upon the successful competitors. The folloving list contains the
number of mark s each stulent obtained in the examination for his Excellency's prizes:

1. S. P. Robins, of the county of Northumberland,.........266, lst Prize.
2. Thomas McNaughton.of the county of Durham,.........199, 2nd do.
3. Alexander Lester, of the county of Lanark...........197.
4. Alexander .iartin, of the county of Lennox,..........192.
5. Catharine Johnston, ofthe county of York,.... .... ... 189.
6. Samuel 'Ross, of the county of Simcoe,..............182.
'7. William Tilly, of the country of Simcoe,.............173.
8. Benjamin F. Fitch, of the county of Nortblk,.............163.
9. Elijah Procunier, ot the county of Norfolk,..............152.

10. David Halliday, of the county of Renfrew,............138.
11. E. R. Morden, of the county of Hlastings,............126.

3.-EAMINATIoN PAPER in Education and Art of Teaching.

April Sth, 1852.

TIME: ONE HOUR AND THIRTY MINUTES.

1. What is the difference between Education and Instruction?
2. Strictly speaking, vhat persons are uneducated?
3. What species of Education is that which ail must undergo ? State why.
4. What evil usually arises, or may arise, from mistaking Instruction for Education

and why?
5. How is the consideration of the difference between Education and Instruction;

connected with modes of teaching and systems of rewards and punishment ?
6. What is the principle whicii should regulate ail systems of School discipline.
7. How would you proceed to organize a School?
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S. What is tre first point to be considered in classifying a School?
9. Describe in what consists the special utility of introducing in a School a system

of training, by which certain duties, &c., are performed simultaneously and
by words of command.

10. What course shoald a teacher adopt with reference to the feelings of his pupils in
exacting obrdience, &c.?

11. What is the best mode of securing the attention of a class?
12. What method would you adopt to exact obedience from very young children ?
13. At what stage of their progress, after children have commenced the alphabet,

would you begin the system of explan:.tory questioning?
14. On what class of worJs would you first begin to question children; and why ?
15. How would you commence with children the subject of Grammar? of Geogra-

phy? of Arithmetic?
16. Describe what you conceive to be a sufficient course for Common School or Na.

tional £ducation.

4.-ExAMINATIoN PAPER in Book-keeping.

Apr),il 8th, I152.

TIME: ONE HOUR AND THIRTY MINUTES.

1. State the principal objects of Book-Keeping.
2. What are the chief requisites in a Book-Keeper?
3. Give some reasons why children should be instructed in the taeory of Book-Keeping

at School.
4. What should a Tradesman or Merchant's books always exhibit?
à. Enunerawe the varions methods of Book-Keeping founded upon distinct principles,

and the books used in each.
6. What does the Day-Book, by single and double entry, contain?
7. When do you enter a person's name as Dr. or Cr. in your books?
8. What are meant by Real, Personal and Nominal accounts ?
0. Explain the u.,es of the Journal. How does it facilitate the keeping of accounts?

1o. W hat are the requisites of a Bill? The different kinds of Bills andthe parties con-
cerned in them'?

11. If you ship goods to the order of any person, how and where would you enter the
account by Single Entry.

12. In chargi.ig 1000 bushels wheat to 1-. Irvine, mention all the places in which the
account will be inserted by Double Entry.

13. What do you understand by Journalizing and Posting ?
14. How are the accounts opened in the Ledger, and what do they contain?
15. How are the accounts balanced and the books closed ?
26. How are Single and DoQble Entry proved and errors detected.

5.-EXAMINATION PAPE.-Themes for Composition.

.April 10th, 1852.

TIME: ONE FOUa AND THIRTY MINUTES.

I. Account of a voyage from Mozambique to Venice.
II. The rise of Mohammedanism.
III. The necessity of general education for a free people..
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6.-ExAmDATIoN PAPER in Algebra.

April 10th, 1852.

TME: ONE HOUR AND THIRTY MINUTES.

Second Division.
T. Divide 1 by I-x* to 6 terms.

IL What is the square root of
. 4x 4-16x 3 +24x 2-16x+4

III. Solve the equations
2x+1 x±3

1) X 3 - 4
x-2 3x 15x

2) 4 2 2- 37=0
3) 5x-6y+4z 15

7x+4y-3: 19
2x+y+6z= 16

IV. The sum of two numbers is 50; but when the greater is
the smaller by 5, the sum of the two products is 276.
numbers?

multiplied by 6 and
What are the two

V. A cistern containing 210 buckets, may be fi!led by two pipes. By an experi.
ment in which the first was open 4 ar.d the second 5 hours, 90 buckets of
water were obtained. By another experiment, when the first was open
7, and the other 3. bours, 126 buckets were obtained. How many bückets
does each pipe discharge in an hour ? and in what time will the cistern be
full, when the water flows from both pipes at once?

VI. Expand (1+x)s in a series, by means of the Binomial Theorem.

VII. Solve the equation
(x-32) 2 = 6-~

VIII. In an Arithmetical Progression,

prove that s- (a+n
2

also that l= 2s a

where s=the sum of the series,
a=the first term,
l=the last term,
n=the number of terms,

First Division.

IX. Expand in a series by the Binomial Theorem.

X. In a Geometrical Progression, show that

a= (r -1)
r'--
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XI. Solve the equations
2

(l+-)+I
c> 5

XII 2 2
nx =5
yi =c

XIII. A person huys some pieces of cloth attequal prices for 60 sillings. Had he
received tlree more picces fOr the same sum, each piece would have cost
him one shilling less. How nany pieces did Fie buy?

XIV. There are two numbers whose diffirence is 15, and half their product is equal
to the cube of the less number. What are these numbers?

XV. A and B together agzree to dig 100 rods of ditch for 8100. That part of the
ditch on which A vas employed was more difficult of excavation than the
part on which B was employed. It was lieretbre agreed that A should
receive for each rod 25 cents more. than B received for each rod which he
dug. Show that in order to flàfil the conditions of the question,

400 5+ 17
A must dig rods at dollars per rod.

400 34 17
B must dig 3 rods at---- dollars per rod.

XVI. Solve the equations-

1) x 3-x-6=0

2) x 4-5 2 +4=0

XVII. Extract the square root of

6-2.5
XVIII. From the equations whose roots are-

1) 2 anîd 3,
2) 1,-4 ancd 6,
3) 2, 5, 7 and-2.

7.-ExAMINATIoN PArER in Grammar.

April 101h, 1852.

TIME; THREE H.0-URs.

1. What is Grammar?
2. What is meant by the philosophy of Grammar?*
3. What are meant by the parts of speech?
4. Why are there different parts of speech?
5. To which of the four great departments of grammar does the divisionr of words into

parts of speech belong?
6. Whv is a verb considered the principal part of speech?
7. What is a proposition?
8. What is a complement?
9. How do you analyze a sentence?--a proposition?-any of its parts or.com.

plements ?
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10. Describe the different offices which dependent propositions may perform 'in a
sentence.

11. State the different kinds of verbs as regards the nature cf the action-as regards
the mode of its application to the subject.

12. How is the passive voice expressed in Eng]ish?
13. What kind of verbs may be expressed in the passive voice?
14. What class of verbs may be expressed in English in the passive form, though not of

that kind to which t! e passive voice is properly applied ?
15. What part of the verb is found after the auxdiary "bave"? After be? After al

the other auxilhries?
16. Wlhat is the origin of the common rule in grammar, " one verb governs another in

the infinitive mood"'?
17. Why does the verb " to be" take the same case after it as before it ?
18. What is the rule in orthography regarding the doubling of the final consonant when

a syllable is added?
19. What is a prefix? An aflix?
20. What general rule reguktes the changes w'hich prefixes undergo in composition?
21. What do all stops in reading indicate ?
22. Where should pauses, not indicated by printed marks, be made in reading ?
23. State the most general rules regarding accent and emphasis in reading.
24. By what other construction may a par.icipal phrase be expressed ,
25. By what other construction may an infinitive phrase be expressed?
26. What barbarism is contained in the sentence, "I was made a present of a book"?
27. Divide the following sentence into propositions, and pa-rse the words in italics-

" Asfar as I could judge, he spoke as if lie would willingly deceive other's to
benefit himself."

28. E.xpress to " benefit himself," in the above senlence, by a dependent proposition.
29. Describe the different species of complements that may be added to a noun-a

verb-an adjective.
30. Parse the words in italics in the following proposition:-" He is about forty years

of age."
31. Make the most common changes of construction in the following sentence:-

"Those who offer bribes should suifer the punishment which their guilt
deserves.

32. Parse the word " at " in the proposition, I He was laughed at by every one."
38. " Twice ten are twenty." Parse the words in italics.

8.-EXAMrATioN PAPER in Practical Arithmetic.

April 12th, 1852.

TIME: THREE HOURS.

1. Write the rules for the addition and subtraction of fractions.
Ad2 .7 5 18 Alo17 1 13 1Add 3 -Alsoi~Z

-; ; 70 16+8+j 48
I. Find the value of the subjoined expression.

X 0.02.X0.'456' ÷ · of

M. The commander of a fortress found thàt,ýr of his provisions were ehdud
in 13 weeks. How much longer would they last ?
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IV. If a student spend U of bis time in sleep, and a fellow-student only. of his.
time in the same manner, how much time (in hours) will one gain over the other in
nine months?

V. I divided a certain number by 5, then by , then by 1?c then by , the last,
quotient being 2. What was the number?

VI. If the half of sixteen-seventeenths of an ounce cost seven-thirds of four nine-,
teenths of a pound currency, what will the ninth of an oudce cost? Give the answer
in decimals of a shilling.

VII. 30 men in 4 weeks of 5 vorking days of 10 hours each, make a railway
emhankment 800 yards in length, 16 feet in meai breadth, and 4 feet in mean height.
It is required to find how many men under similar circumstances would be able to,
construct an embankment 4050 yards in iength, 20 feet in mean breadth, and 3 feet in
mean height; supposing that they might work at it for 10 weeks, with 6 working days
in each week, and 12 working hours in each day ?

VIII. The population of 'Toronto is 30,763. Now, if each inhabitant engaged to
subscribe to a charity for one year, at the rate of one penny a week, to be paid and
invested in the following way; at the end of the first quarter the sum due to be depo-
sited in a bank, compouid interest being allowed at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum,
payable quarterly, and so on for the other sums as they become due at the end of each
succeeding quarter ; vhat would be the amount of subscription and interest at the close
of the year?

IX. In what time will £300 produce £136, at 4 per cent. simple interest?
X. At what rate will any sum of money become 6 times as great iñ 50 years?
XI. What is the present worth of £80, due 1 year and 9 months hence, simple

mterest being allowed at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum?
XII. Ti e sum of an aritlhmetical progression is 400, the 1st term 2, the last term

78: what is the number of terns?
XIII. The sum of an arithmetical progression is 1000, the 1st term 10, the number

of terrns 60, what is the common difference ?
XIV. In a geometrical progression the sum is 8000, the 1st term 20, the last term

7202: what is the common ratio?
XV. Exhibit the mode in which the rules for al] the cases in geometrical progres-

sion, which do not generally require logarithms for their solution, may be found.
XVI. What principal will produce £2177,426 in 6 years, at 6 per cent. compound

interest ?
XVII. What is the square root of 119,550,660,121?
XVII. What is the iiinth root of 40,353,607?
XIX. Four kinds of oil were mixed together, each kind worth Ss., 9s. 1Is., and 12s.

per gallon, respectivelv. What was the quantity of each kind mixed ? Give ai least
three systems of answers.

XX. In a commercial transaction A advanced £5000, and after three months took
ont £2000, and continued the remainder 3 rnonths longer; B advanced £7000 for -2
months, then withdrew - of his stock, continuing the remainder 4 months longer; C
advanced £2400 for four months, and then added £2000, continuing the whole 2
months longer. Thcy gained £3000. What was the share of each ?

XXI. If 50 barrels of flour in Toronto are worth 125 yards of cloth in New York,
and 80 yards of cloth in New York, 6 bales of cotton in Charleston, and 13 bales of
cotton in Charleston, 3. hogsheads of sugar in New Orleans, how -nany hogsheads of
sugar in New Orleans are worth 1000 barrels of flour in Toronto?

XXII. What is - the amount of an annuity of £1000, forborne for 4 years'; com-
pound inter'st being allowed at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum ?

XXIII. What is the present worth of an annuity of £100, at 6 per cent., compound
interest to commence after 2 years, and to continue for 3 years?

XXIV. If A cau perform a piece of work in 10, B the same piece 9f work in.»
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and C the same in 20 days. IIow long will it take A, B, and C to perform the work
together ?

XXV. Suppose the elastic power of a ball which falls from a height of 100 feet, to
be such as to cause it to rise to a height of 50 feet, or one half the height from which
it fell, and to continue in this way, diminishing tie height to which it will rise, in geo-
Metrical progression, till it corne to a state of rest. How far will it have moved?

XXVI. Investigate the origin of the rule for fiading the solution of the above
question.

XXVII. The logarithm of 15 is 1.176191, the logarithmn of 24 is 1.380211. Find
the logarithms of ¾; of 2400; of 30; of 0.62> ; of IGand of 4. Also ind the logarithns
of 000036 ; 625000, and 1.6.

9.-ExAmNsATioN PAPER ia History-General, English, and Canadian.

April 12th, 1852.

TIME. THEEE BOURS.

1. What is history7

2. H-Iow does chronology differ from his'ory?
3. State three renarkable events in S.ripture History diviuding the periol between

the creation and birth of Cirist into four nearly equal parts.
4. What great division existed among nankind before the flood?
5. What seems to have been the earliest form of government?
6. Naine sorne of the most ancient cities in south-western Asia, with the dates when

they were respectively fbunded, so far as they are known.
7. Nane the states or empires of which they alterwards became the capitals.
8. Trace the connexion (hy conquest or otherwise) between the five great empires of

antiquity, including the Assvrian.
9. What state in Africa first came into historie notice? Mention any allusion to it in

the Seripiures, indicating its condition.
10. Give the most remarkable dates in the history of the Jews down to the birth of our

-Saviour.
11. What were the chief kingdoms or empires in the world at the period of the founda-

tion of Rome.
12. Name some remarkable events cotemporary with the founding of Rome. .
13. State six remarkable events with their dates, in the history of Rome, between the

expulsion of the kings and t ie birîh of Christ.
14. What was the political condition of Britain when Christianity was first introduced

into it ? Give the date.
15. Wbat effect was produced on the religion of the Britons by the Saxon invasions?.
16. Name three remarkable political powers in Europe when Egbert was crowned

King of Eglaind ?
17. Name the four great families that have reigned in France, with the date of the

accession of each to the throne.
is. In what circumstance did the empire of Germany originate, and about what timre?
1a. Give the nanes of all the Euglish morar.cbs from the Norman conquest, the family

to which each belonged, and the date of a.cession of each
20. How was Lady Janc Grey connected"with the rpyal fanily of England?
21. When and by whom was Mahometauisni introducgd into Africa?
2 Vv hat European nation flrst planted settilements on thé .coast of Africa?
23. By whQm was the coast of North America first visited, jad when?
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24. Who was on the throne of England at that period ?
25. By what people were the shores of the St. Lawrence chiefly peopled ?
26. Who left the first settlers there, and at what period ?
27. What circumstance in the mode of settling it tended to retard the progress of

Canada?
28. Name the most celebrated individual connected with the early settlement of Canada,

and give the date of his first voyage.
29. State the two most re.markable exploratory journeys by the French into the interior

of the continent during the eai Iy period of their possession of Canada.
30. Nane three of i he most remarkable French Governors of Canada, stating the dates.
31. What remarkable company was formed in France for the government of the

province ?
32. When was it made a royal govern ment?
33. When did Canada first come into possession of the English, and under what

circumstances?
34. About what period did the settlement of Upper Canada commence?
35. In what condition vas it previously with regard to occupation by Europeans ?
36. Describe the circumstances under wbich it was finally conquered ny Britain ?
37. Who were the British and French commanders in that war?
38. Detail the first remarkable event in the history of Canada connected with the

American revolutionary war.
39. What effect had the recognition of the independence of the United States by Great

Britain on the settlement of Upper Canada ?
40. When was the Province divided into Upper and Lower ?
41. When did the last war between Great Britain and the States commence, and how

was Canada coanccted therewith ?

10.-ExAmN.moN PAPEa in Geography-General and Canadian.

April 13th, 1852.

TIME: TIIREE HOURS.

1. What is the shape of'the earth ?
2. Describe its two motions with which we are most familiar.
S. What is the axis of the earth ?
4. Is there any part of the earth where the days and nights are equal throughout the

year ?
5. Wbiat is the length of the days and nights at each pole?
6. Name the great circles usually drawn on a terrestrial artificial globe.
7. What circles on such a globe would beoinitted if the axis of the earth were per-

pendicular to the plane of its orbit?
8. On what circles is longitude measured, ani why ?
9. On what circles is latitude measured, and why ?

10. What is meant by the sun's declination?
Il. What is mieant bv his meridian altitude?
12. Explain how these are useful in finding the latitude at sea.
1.3. Explain why there are spring tides when the sun and moon are in opposition.
14. Explain in general terms the effects produced by the heat of the sun in causing

currents in the ocean.
15. Explain the geueral efects of the sun in producing winds.
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16. Describe the general direction of the high lands in each of the two continents, oIC
and new.

17. Name the principal countries of Europe, their positions with regard to each
other, and their capitals-beginning at the north.

18. State in general terms the direction in which each of the principal riversin Europe
flows.

19. Describe the geographical position of each of the two principal states of Ancient
Greece.

20. Name the principal states on the eastern and northeastern borders of France,
beginning at the north.

21. Name the principal countries of Asia, from the Archipelago to the eastern coast
south of a line froin Mount Caucasus to the southern borders of China.

22. Name the capitals of these countries and the principal rivers.
23. Describe the position of each of the following countries: AncientAssyria, Babylonia,

and the Prornised Land.
24. State in general terms the geographical position with reference to Judea, of the

country occupied by the Moabites, Ammonites, and Midianites.
25. What part of Africa is occupied chiefly by nations professing Mahometanism ?
26. Describe the generaL direction of each of the principal rivers of Africa.
.27. State the dîi;iions of the continent of America, according to its principal highlands

and water svstems.
28. State the general boundaries of British America, and name the capitals of the dif-

ferent provinces.
29. Name the States of the Union washed by the sea from the north to the borders of

Mexico.
30. Name in succession the States of South America vashed by the sea, beginning at

the Isthmus.
S1. State the boundaries of Canada.
32. Name the counties of Upper Canada, with their chief towns and relative positions.
33. Name the principal rivers of Upper Canada, and the general direction of each.

11.-ExAMINAT1oN PAPEa in Geometry.

April 13th, 1852.

TIME: ONE SOUR AND THIRTY MINUTES.

1. Show that if the square of one side of a triangle be equal to the sum of the squares
of the other two sides, the angle opposite to that side is a right angle.

2. Nane the pr opo>itions to which it is necessary to refer in constructing the figures
of the ninith and tenth propositions of the second Book.. Draw the figures
required in the proof of the XXXV Prop., Book III: the IV Prop., Book IV, and
the XIII and XX Prop., Book VI.

3. Show that if fron any point without a circle two right lines be drawn to it, one of
which is a tangent to the circle and the other cuts it; the rectangle under the
whole secant and the external segment is equal to the square of the tangent.

4. Through three given points, not in the same straight line, it is required to describe
a circle.

5. The side of a square is 20 feet, What is the area of a square described on half ts
diagonal?
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6. Two tangents are drawn from a point outside of a circle to its circumference
forming with each other an angle if 60 degrees. The length of each tangent is
100 feet. Find the area of the circle.

7. A straight line, 12 feet long, is drawn from a point without a circle through the
centre to the circumference, another straight line is drawn, from the same point'
cutting the circle ; the parts within and without the circle are respectively 3
and 5 feet in length. Required the radius of the circle.

8. It is required to describe a square that shail be equal to a given rectilineal figure.
9. Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their homologous sides.

12.-ExnirwTion PArzR in Mensuration and the Rudiments of Mechanics.

.April 13thz, 1852.

TME: ONE HOUR AND THIRTY MINUTES.

1. Find the area of an equilateral triangle, one of whose sides is represented by (a.)
2. What is the area of a triangular field, whôse sides ieasure respéctively 35, 25,

and 20 chains?
3. A circle 60 inches in diamet2r is to be divided into three equal portions, by means

of two concentric circles. What must be their diameters ?
4. Find the solid contents of a sphere three feet in diameter.
5. How would you proceed to find the area of a field, having five sides, and each side

differing from the others in length?
6. A flag-staff was broken off by the wind, and its top struck the ground (a) feet

from the base; and being repaired, was broken a second time (b) feet lower,
and its top struck the ground (c) feet further from the base. What was the
height of the flag-staff ?

7. Find the solidity of a cone, the radius of the base being 10 feet and the altitude of
the cone 100 feet.

8. A and B carry 256 lbs. suspended upon a pole 5 feet from A and 3 feet from B.
How many pounds does each carry? .

9. What weight can be raised by means of four movable pullies, with a power of
100 lbs., each pully hanging by a separate string?

10. What weight can be raised by a power of 500 lbs. applied by means of a levèr
6 feet in length to a screw whose threads are one quarter of an inch apart ?
Friction being supposed in this case'io neutralize one-third of the real advan-
tage gained by the use of the screw and lever.

Il. A vessel in the form of the frustum of a cone, three feet high, weighing when
empty 160 lbs., is to be raised by means of a wheel and axIe. The diameter
of the wheel is 10 feet, of the axIe one foot. The internal diametér of "the top
of the vessel is three feet, of the bottom four feet. The vessel being filled with
water, what power must be applied to the circumferénce of the wheel, and how
many times must it. be inade to turn in order to raise the vessel 100 feet ?

12. Describe the course of the steam from the boiler to the condenser in Watt's double
acting coidensing steam engine.

13. State the use of the:governor, and the offide of hefly-wieel.
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13.-NOR»MAL ScHooL for Upper Canada, Toronto.

Seventi Session, 1851-52.

Certificate of the general qualifications and conduct of
according to standing in the class of students attending the Normal School
for Upper Canada, during the Session ending the l5th day of April, 1

[N. B.-The students are divided inlo two classes, and each class is divided into
two divisions. The standing of the students is denoted hv the first two letters of the
Alphabet. The capital letter A, opposite any branch of instruction, denotes that the
student deserved a place in the first or highest division of the first or highest class.
The smail letter a denotes that the student deserved a. place in the second division of
the first class. The capital letter B, denotes that the student deserved a place in the
first division of the second cla-s; and the small letter b, denotes that the student
deserved a place in the second division of the second class.]

BRANCHES OF STUDV, ETC. FIRST CLASS. SECOND CLASS. REIMARIES.

Spelling,...... ....................
Reading, ............. ...............
Grammar..............................
Composition,...........0......... .....
Geography,..............................
Arithmetic,.............................
Algebra...............................
Geornetry,..............................
Mensuration, ...... .....................
History,...............................
Book-Keeping, ..........................
Natural Philosophy,.......................
Agricultural Chemistry, ...............
Writing, ...... ....................
Aptitude to Teach........................
General conduct wiih reference to punctuality,

«c cc Order,.6... .........
"g "9 Arrangement,.............

" Attention to studies,........

Head Master.

14.-FRM OF APPLICATION FOR ADMIISSION to the Normal School, Toronto.

on the Normal School Register Session 185-

,185
SIn,- wish very respectfully to apply to you for admission to the Normal School,

in accordance with the accompanying terns of admission prescribed by the Counciinof

No.
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lublic lIstruction for UT. C., and to present herewith a certificate of moral character,
signed by the Reverend , a Clergyrnan of the

Church, and dated the day of , 185
I have to state tht-1. 1 am years of age.
2. I reside in the [Townahip, City, or Town] of
3. I was born im
4. I have. resided years in Upper Canada.
5. I amn connected as a member or hearer witlh the Church,
6. I have been yeirs a Selmool Teacher.
7. I hold a class Certiicati of Qualification.
8. Mv last place of te%hing was in S hool Section No. , township of
.. J attpnrded the No niil School durmin the session of 18
I have also to state, that it is my intention to devote myself to the profession of.

School Teaching. nnd that my oiject in comng to the Normal Schoul is to qualiify
nysel' hetter for the irp',rrnnt luties of tllt profession.

If adnitred to the Norm:al School. it vill be mv. siidv to observe the rules and
rezulations of th<* Insntitio,-to be dibgent il the performance of my, duties,-and.
upon leavinz, to ret urn each olf he books grante.d for rny use duinug the session. Should
I volunirily leave t he Normal Sciool bto e he expratio orllie session, for anvcause,
except 'Ilit, of sickness, au certified by a Plhysician. I will also return any money
advanced by th- Council towards defraying the e.xp-Jnses of my board and lodging.

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your very obedient servant,

To the Chief Superintendent of Schools,
Education Office,

Toronto.

The aipplicant will be very particular to fill up all the blanks in this application, either affirmatively
or negatively; but not to fill up the blanks on the back of the sheet, or make any entries thereon. This
application is to be presented in person at the opening of the session.

15.-REvisrD TERMs of Admission into the Normal School, Toronto-Adopted by the
Council of' Public Instruction for Upper Canada, on the 23rd day of July, 1851.

The council of public instruction, anxious to adopt such measures as appear'best
calculated to render the training of the normal school as thorough as possible, and to
difuise its advantages over every cointy in Upper Canada, as equally and as widely
as possible, adopts the following regulations in regard to the duration of the futuré
sessions of the normal school, and the mode and terms of admittinig and facilitatiîig the
attendance of students at that institution:

ORDEItED, I. That the semi-annuai sessions of the normal school shall commence
on the 15th day of MIay. and the 15th day of Novembr of each year, [and if thosedays
fill upon Sinday, the day following,] and continue for a period of five months each-
to be concluded by a public examination and followed by a vacation of one month..

II. That no male student shall be admitted under eighteen years of age, nor a
female student under the age of sixteen years. [2]-Those admitted;must produce a
ceriificate of good moral character, dated at least within three months of 'its'presenta-
tion, and signed by the clergyman or minister of the religious persuasion- with.which
they are connected: [3]-the.y must be able to read 'and write intelligibly, and be
acquainted wiih the simple rules of arithmetic, and with the elements of geography
and( inglish gramrar; [4]-must sign a declaration of their intention to devote themn-
Salves t- the prfession fI» school teaching, and that their object in coming to the
normal school is to qualify themselves better for'the important duties of thatprofession.
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III. That upon these conditions, candidates for school teaching shall be admitted
to the advantages of the institution without any charge, either for tuition, the use of
the library, or for the books which they may be required to use in the school. Other
professional students to be admitted upon paying £1 5s., for attendance at an entire
course of lectures during one session.

IV. That the teachers-in-training shall board and lodge in the city, in such houses
and under such regulations as are approved of by the council of public instruction.

V. That a sum not exceeding five shillings per week, towards defraying the expen.
ses of board and lodging, shall be allowed for the present, during one or two sessions
to teachers-in-training requiring assistance, on condition that they will engage to
remain in attendance at the normal school during that period.

VI. That all candidates for admission into the normal school must present them-
selves during the first week of the session, otherwise they cannot be admitted; and
theircontinuance in the school is conditional upon their diligence,progress, and observ..
ance of the general regulalions prescribed by this couicil.

VIL. That all communications be addressed to the Reverend Dr. Ryerson, chief
superintendent of schools, Toronto.

By order of the council of public instruction for Upper Canada.
(Signed,) J. GEORGE HODGINS,

Recording Clerk, C. ,P.'I
EDUCATI OFFICE,

Toronto, 10th April, 1852.
N. B.-Board and lodging, for students, may be obtained, at the houses approved

by the council of public instruction, at froni 8s. 9d. to 12s. 6d. per week.

APPENDIX E.

SELreTIONs from the General Forms and Instructions for executing the provisions of
the Common School Act, 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48; by the Chief Super-
intendent of Schools as authorised and required by the 3rd clause of the 35th section
of the Act.
[Tbe following selections from the General Forms and Instructions include only those in constant

use by the local school authorities, or which are required for more frequentreference.]

1.--PRoGRAMME for the Examination and Classification of Teachers of Common Schoolg,
by the County Board, prescribed by the Council of Public Instruction for Upper
Canada.

TO BE IN FORCE UNTIL REPEALED OR REVISED BY THE COUNCIL. - -

N. B.-Candidates shall not be eligible to be admitted to examination, until they
shall have furnished the examiners with satisfactory evidence of their strictly temnperate
habits and good moral character.

QUALIFICATIONS OF THIRD CLASS TEACHERs.

Candidates for certificates as third class teachers, are required:
1. To be able to read intelligibly and correctly any passage from any common

reading book.
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2. To be able to spell correctly the words of an ordinary sentence dictated by the
Examiners.

3. To be able to write a plain hand.
4. To be able to work readily questions in the simple and compound rules of arith-

metie, and in reduction and proportion, and be familiar with the principles on which
these rutes depend.

5. To know the elements of English grammar, and be able to parse any easy sen-
tence in prose.

6. To be acquainted with the elements of geography, and the general outlines of
the globe.

7. To have some knowledge of school organization and the classification of pupils.
8. In regard to the teachers of French or German, a knowledge of French or Ger-

man grammar may be substituted for a knowledge of English gramdmar ; and the certi-
ficates to the teacher expressly limited accordingly.

QUALIFICATIONS OF SECOND cLASS TEACHERS.

Candidates for certificates as second class teachers, in addition to what is required
of candidates for third class certificates, are required:

1. To be able to read with ease, intelligence, and expression, and to be familiar
with the princi ples of reading and pronounciation.

2. To write a bold free hand, and to be acquainted with the rules of teaching
writing.

3. To know fractions, involution, evolution, and commercial and mental arithmetic.
[Female candidates for this class of certificates will only be examined in practice and mental

arithmetic.]

4. To be acquainted with the elements of book-keeping.
5. To know the common rules of orthography, and be able to parse any sentence

in prose or poetry which may be submitted; to write gramatically, with correct spelling
and punctuation, the substance of any passages which may be read, or any topics which
may be suggested.

6. To be familiar with the elements of mathematical, physical, and civil or politi.
cal geography, as contained in any school geography.

QUALTFICATIONS OF FIRST CLASS TEACHERS.

Candidates for certificates as first class teachers, in addition to what is required of
candidates for third and first class certificates, are required:

1. To be acquainted with the rules for -the mensuration of superficies and -solids,
and the elements of land surveying.

2. To be familiar with the simple rules of algebra, and be ableto solve problems
in simple and quadratic equations.

3. To know the first four books of Euclid.
4. To be familiar with the elements and outlines of general history.
5. To have some acquaintance with the elements of vegetable and animal physi.

ology, and natural philosophy, as far as taught in the fifth book of the national readers.
6. To understand the proper organization and management of schools and the

improved methods of teaching.
N. B.-Female candidates for fiist class certificates will not be examined in the

subjects mentioned in the first three paragraphs under this head.
By order of the Council of Public Instruction for Upper Caùada,

(Signed,) J. GEORGE HODGINS
Recording Cler, C. P. 1.

£DUCATION OFFIcE, Toronto. •

Adopted.the &rd day of Qetober, 1810.

- A.-1852.
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2,-GENERAL FoRM of Certificate of Qualifièntion for Common School Teachers in
Upper Carada, to be granted by Counity Boards oflu'Jic instruction, in accorda nde
vith the foregoing Programme of Lxaiination, prescribed by the Council of Pub.

lic Instruction.
This is to certify that of the faith. having applied to t.he Board

of Public Instruction for [County, School Circuit, or United Counties] of for a
Certificate of Qualification to teach a Comnion School, and having produced "satisfactory
proofol good moral character," the Board bas carefully examined him [or he] in the
several branches of study enumerated in the " Qualifications ol [1hird. second, orfirst,
as the case mnay be] class Teachers," conttined in the ' Prozramm± of the kExamination
ai d Classification of Teachers of Common Schools, prescribed by the Counicil of Public
Instruction for Upper Canada," adopted the 3rd day of October, 1850; and having
found the said well qualified to teach the several branches therein named,
the Board, as authorised by the 29th section ofthe Act, 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter
48, herehy licenses him [or lier] to teach any Common School in the [If a
first class certificate, here inseri the n<ne of the county, school circuit, united counties, or
city; if a second class certffcate. the naie of the township; and if a third cluss certißi.
cale, the naine of the school section in wvhich t te candidate is authorised Io teach,-tobe
determined, ai the discrelion of the Board.]

This Certificate of qualification to remain in force [for one year from the date hereôf,
or until annulled according to law-to be determined by circumstance, and the class O*f
the cerißcale granted.]

Dated this day of ,one thousand eight hundred and
N. B.-Each certificate should be signed by the Chairman of the Board, and must also have the

signature of a Local Superintendent of Schools. Sec 2nd clause of the 29th section of the Act.

8.-Fon of a Kotice of an ordinary Annnal Schnol Section 3feetin g, pur.uant to the twe7fit clause of
the twelfth 8ection of the School Act, 13th and 14th V<ctoria, chapter 48.

'SCOOL No·ICE.

The undersigned Trustees of School Section, No -. in the Township of
he-reby give notice to the Freeholders :ind Householders of said School Section,

that a Public MIceting will be h Id at , on, th second Wednesday iii January,
18-, at the hour of Ten of the clock, in the forenoon, tor the purpose ofelecting a fit
and proper person as a School Trustee fbr the said Section.

Dated this day of , 18
A. B., Trustees of
C D., School Section,
E. F., No..

REmARKs.-The above no.ice should be signed by a majority of the existing or surviving Trustees
and posted in, at least, three public places of the School Section, at least six days before the holding of the
meeting. The manner of proceeding at the .\nnual Meeting is prescribed in the sixth section of the Act.

Should the Trustees neglect to give the presci ibed notice of the Aninal Section Meeting, they forfeit,
each, the sum of one pound five shillings, recoverable for the purposes of ihe Scliool Section, and thén
any two householders of the School Section are authoiised within twenty days' notice, to call such
meeting. See ninth section of the Act.

4.-Form of Notice, signed by the C7airmn and Secretary of a Sc7ool Section Meeting, to be ranemit.
ted by the Secretary to the Local Superintendent of Schools, intinatinp the election of one or morf
persons as Trutstee or Tru8tees.

Sr ,-In conformity with the Common School Act, 13th and 14th Victoria, h
ter 48, section five, we have the honor to inform you, that, at a meeting of the Fre
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holders and Houseliolders of School Section, No. , in the Township of , 'held
according to law, on the day of , [Here insert the name or names or address of
the person or persons elected] chosen School [Trustee or Trustees] of said Section.

We have the honor to be, sir,
Your obedient servants,

1). E.,
Chairman,

To the Local Superintendent of Schools F. A.,
for the [Township, School Circuit, or County] of Secretary.

5.-Form of Notice of a School Mfeeting, tofifl up a vacancy created by the death, permanent absence,
incapacity from sickness, refusal to serve, resignation, &c., on the part of a Trustee.

SCHOOL NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given to the Freeholders and Hlousehrders of School Section,
No. , in the Township of , that a Public Meeting will be held at , on the

day of , at the hour of 'en of' the clock, in the forenoon, for the purpose
of electing a fit and proper person as School Trustee, in the place of , [deceased,
removed, incapacitated from sickness, absent, resignation, or who has refused Io serve, as
the case may be.]

Dated this day of , 18 .
A. B., Surviving Trustees, or Trustee,
C. D., (as the case may be.)

REMARKs.-A Trustee who refuses to serve when elected, forfeits the sum of one pound five shillings i
bit h wing i'cepted o:fi.,, if lie slill at any ti no ref'4se or nebIct to performn the duties of that office
he shall forfeit the sumfl of five pounds, recoverable for the purposes of the school section; but a trustee
cannot be re-elucted without his ovn consent. (See eighth section of the Act.) Lhe mode of proceed-
ing at a meeting c died as above is the same as at an ordinary annual school section meeting, and is
prescribed in the sixth section of the Act.

6.-Form of Notice for calling a Special School Meeting.
REMARKs.-It belongs to the office of Trustees to estimate and determine the amount of the teacher's

salary and ail expenses counected1 wvith the school ; but it appertains to the majority of the freeholders
and householders of each school section, at a public meeting called for the purpose, to decide as to the
manner in which such expenses shall bu provided for, whether, 1st by voluntary subscription, 2ndby
rate-bill on parents or guardians sending children to the school, or 3rd by rate on ail the fre.
holders and hoasehoblers of the school section according to property. But should not a sufficient su~m
be provided by either of these means to meet the expenses incurred for school pu-poses, the trustees
are authorised by the latter part of the seventh clause of the twelfth section, to provide the balance in
snch a manner as they may think proper. But for ail the money received and expended by them, the
Trustees must account annually to their constituents as prescribed in the eighteenth clause of the twelfth
section. Besidles calling annual school section meetingQ, trastees are authorised to cal] special meetings
to consider the site and erection of a schoo!-honse, the moie of raising a teachur's salary or for any
sclue pirpose whatever. The object or objects of each school meeting should be invariably stated in the
notices calling it: and the three noti-es calling nry school neeting should in ail cases be put up six
days before holding such meeting. The forn of calling a special school section meeting, for any school pur.
poses whatever, is as follows:-

SPECIAL SCHOOL NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given to the Freeholders and Householders of School Secti5 ,
No. , in the Township of , that a Public Meeting will be held at , on
the day of at the hour of of the clock in for the purpose[Here statethe object
or objects'of the meeting]

Dated this day of ,18 .
A. B.,
-C. D., Trustees.

à,
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7'.-Frm of Sottßcation to Trustees of the alteration in the boundaries of their School ecti4.

TowNsiuP CLERK'S OfflcE,
,18. .

Sm,-In conformity with the fourth clause of the eighteenth section of the Com.
mon School Act, 13th and 14th Vict., chap. 48, I have to acquaint you that the Muni-
pal Council of this Township, has altered the School Section of which you are Trustee,
in the following manner: [Here insert the changes which have been made, and the
description of the new School Section.] These changes vill go into effect freim and after
the tventy-lifth day of next December, according to the fourth clause of the eighteenth
section of the Act.

You will please communicate this notice to the other Trustees of your School
Section.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

To D. E., A. B., Township Clerk.

Trustee of School Section No. , Township of
Rmi.-Tn giving notice of the formation of union school sections, see the remarks at the end

of the following form No. 8.

S.-Form of intimating to the Local Superintendent of &hooli the alteration in the boundarie of a
School Section.

TOWNsHIP CLERK'S OFFCE,
,1S .

SR,-Tn conformity with the fourth clause of the eighteenth Section of the Coin.
mon School Act, 13th and 14th Vict., chap. 48, I have to acquaint you that the Muni-
cipal Council of this Township has altered School Section, No. , in the following
manner: [Here insert the changes which have been made, and the descriptionqf the new
School Section.] These changes go into effect from and after the twenty-fifth day of
next December, according to the fourti clause of the eighteenth section of the Act.

i am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

A. B., Township Clerk.
The Local Superintendent of Schools

for the [County, School Circuit, or Township] of

N. B. When the Union School Section is formed or altered, as authorized by the fifth proviso of
the fourth clause of the eiglteenth section, the Clerk of the Township in which the school-house of
such union section is situated, should communicate the requisite notices to the parties concerned. .Sae
ixth proviso of the fourth clause of the eighteenth section, compared with the fourth section of the Act,

s

9.-Form of Warrant for the Collection of School Fees.

WE, the undersigned, Trustees of School Section, No. , in the Township of
in the County of , by virtue of the authority vested in us by the eighth clause of
the twelfth section ofthe Act, 13th and 15th Vict., chap. 48, hereby authorize and require
you [here insert the name and residence of the person appointed to collect the rate-41
after ten days from the date hereof, to collect from the several individuals in
annexed rate-bill, for the period therein mentioned, the sum of money oppositc t
respective nanes, and to pay, within thirty days fron the date hereof, the amountSO.
collectcd, aftcr retaining your own fees, to the Secretary-Treasurer, whose discha
shal be your àcquitttaneo for the sum so paid. And in default of payment en de'*'-,
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byany person so rated, you are bereby authorized and required to levy the arnount by
distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the person or persons making detault.

A. B.
C. D. Trustees.

Given-under our hands and seal, this E. F. [Corporate &aL]
day of ,18 .

To the Collector of the School Section No. , Township of

io.-Form of Rate-Bil, a8 authorized by the ucond and eighth clauses of the tzelfth section of the
Act-to be annexed to the foregoing Warr.nt.

RArE-BIU, of persons liable for School Fees, in School Section, No.
of , for the [month or quarter, 4.c.,] commencing the
ending the day of , 18 .

Names of
PARrs

or
Gumaus.

romount of rate- Amount of rate-
chi ber n bill per [month bill per [month
hiln Schendor quarter, &c.,] or quarter formg School (or tuition. fuel, rent, 2c.

£ . d. £ s. d. £ .

Given under our hands and seal, this A.
day of , 18 . C.

, in the Township
day of , and.

Aznount of 'Total am'nt of
Colector's fees rate-bill for the
at five per cent. [month orquar-

(terj &c.,

£ s. d. £ s.. d.

B., Trustees.D.
F. [ Corporate &al]

11.-Form of Receipt to be given by the Collector, r receving the amount named in the Rate-Bil.

Received from [here insert the person's name] the sum of [here write the sum in
words,] being the amount of his [or her] Rate-Bill, for the [Month or Quarter, 4c.,]
ending on the day of 18

Dated this day of 18 . A. B., Collector.

EXPLANATORY REMKMats on the Imposition and Collection of Rate-Bills 4.c.
1. The Collector should take a receipt from the recretary-treasurer, for all moneys

paid him. The secretary-treasurer should also take a receipt from the teacher for all
moneys paid him. The taking and giving receipts for money paid and received will
prevent errors and misunderstandings.

2. The trustees can raise the school fees by voluntary subscriptions, if they please.
They can also appoint the school teacher to act as collector, if he chooses to accept
of the appointment, and to give the required security. The trustees can also, if they
judge it expedient, impose any rate-bill which they may think necesary for renting,
and repairing and furnishing a school house, or for the teacher's salary, upon, the
inhabitants of their scbool section, or they can apply to the Municipality of their Town-
ship to impose and collect such rate for those purposes. Should the township council
refuse to comply with the request of the trustee representatives of a'section to impose

SA.:1852.
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and collect such rate, the trustees can, without further delay, proceed at once to impose
and collect the rate themselves.

3. As the school accounts of each year must he kept sep rate by the chief super.
intendent of schools, so must the rate-bills. The rate-bills and the warrants can be
made out for a month, or for one or more quarters of a year, at the same time, as the
trustees may think expedient.

4. Those parents and guardians who pay the rate-bills to the secretary-treasurer,
or collector, within ten days from the date of such rate-bill. and without being called
upon for it, will be exempt from paying the collecfor's fées.

5. The collector, hy virtue of lite warrant trom the trustees. can enforce payment
of the rate-bill by distress and the .sale of goods. from any person who resides, or has
goods and chattels within the limits of the school section. For the mode or proceeding
bv the trustees in case ot persons rated, who nay not at the time of collectin'g the rate-
bill reside or have goods and chattels within ihe imits of the school sect ion, see eleventh
division of the twelfth section of the Act. Sueb parties must be sued by the trustees
in their name of office.

6. The trustees should make the apportionment for fuel in money, as one item in
the rate-bill, and then exercise their own discreiion as to wb. iher the item for fuel
should be paid in money or wood-fixing Ihe price per cord, to he all>wed for the wood,
describing the kind of' wood, and the manner in which it siould he prepared for the
school. In case any person siould fail to pay the amunt of bis wood-bil, in the
manner and at the time prescribed by the trustees. the payment should. of course, be
enforced in the same manner as that of the school teacher's wages, and the amount,
thus collected, paid for the purchase of wood.

1 12.-Fom of Agreement between Trustees and Teacher.

We, the undersigned, Trustees of School Section No. , in the Township of
, by virtue of the authority vested in us by the fifth clause of the twelfth

sectio, of the School Act, 1 3th and 14th Vict., chap. 48, have chosen-[tere insert &
Teacher's name]-who holds a - class certificate of qualification, to be a teacher
in said School Section ; and we do hereby contract with and employ such teacher, at the
rate of [here insert the sum in words, in currency,] per annum, from and after the
day hereof; and we further bind and oblige ourselves, and our successors in office,
faithfully to employ the powers with which we are legally invested by the said section
of said Act, to collect and pay the said Teacher, during the continuance of this agree-
nent, the sum for which we hereby hecome bound-the said sum to be paid to the
said Teacher, [quarterly, c., as 'he case may be,]-And the said Teacher hereby,
contracts and binds himself [or hersel/] to teach and conduct the School,in said Schoo
Section, according to the regulations provided for by the said School Act. This agree
ment to continue [here insert he p"riot of agreenent] from the date thereof.

Given under our hands and seal, this day of , 18
(Witness)

Q. K.
A. B.
C.D. [Corporate Sal.] Trustees.

G. H. [Seal.] Teacher.

REmAPs.--This agreementshould be signed by at least two of the trustees, and the teacher, an
iust have the corporate seail of the section attached to it, otherwise the trustecs may be madeperson
ally responsible for the fulfilment of their agreement, should they be sued by the teacher. It shóUld
also be entered in the trustees' book, and a copy of t givcn to fhe teacher. The trustees beinga
corporation, their agreement iith their teacher is binding on their successors in office; anti shonldtbe
refuse orwilfully neglect to exercise the corporate powers vested on thLM, they would be peffliYï
liable for the amount due a tcacher-see sixteenth clause of the twelfth section. As to the Mdeof
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sctt'ing cisputes between trustees and a teacher, see the seventeenth section. And, on the otber hand
the tea:-her is equa ly bound to faithfulness in the performance of his duties accnrding to law. See
section sixteen and clause cight, of section thirty-one. See also the fourth paragraph of the following
regulation, number 13.

13.-ours of Daily Tcaching,-Hold<ays and Tacation&

1. The hours of teaching in each day shall not exceed six, exclusive of all the time
allowed at noon for recreation. Nevertheless, a less number of hours for daily teaching
may lie dete:mined upon in any school, at the option of the trustees.

2. Every altriate Saturday shall be a holiday in each school.
3. Tiere shall b- three vacations during each vear; the first, eight days, at

Easter; the second. the fir-st two weeks in August; the ihird, eight days, at Christmas.
4. Ail agreements between trustees and teachers shall he subje.ct to the iorego.ng

regulations ; and no teacher shall be deprived of any part of his salary on account of
observing allowed holidays and vacations.

14.-Duties of Cominon Sc7wol Trustees.

1. The full and explicit manner in which the duties of trustees are enumerated
and stated in the several clauses of the twelfth section of the Act, retnders it unne-
cessary to do more, in this place, than make some expository remarks on the nature of
the general duties of trustees, and ihe relations subsistinz between them and the teach-
ers whom they employ. The law invests trustees with most important functions;
thev are a corporation, a nd as such, the ownership and control of the school site, school-
house. and ail the property attached thereto, is vested in ihemn they are to provide and
furishi the school-huse and preimises. and apparatus and text-hooks for tie school, and
they alone have authority to enmploy the teacher. Their duties are, thereifre, of the
greatest importance. and ily shoul he well understood.

2. Whil the trustees enploy the tt-her--azree with him as to the period during
whicl hew shall teach, an i the aîo-tunt of his remuneration-the mode of teaching is at
the opt ion of the icacher a nd the local superintendent and visitors alone have a right
Wsdv-ise hiim on the luject. The teacher is not a n-ere machine, and no rrustee o.
parenit shouli attt-rnpt to reduce him to thai;t position. Ilis character and his iuiterest
ulike p>rmomlpt hirm to akn:t- his ins:ructions as efficient and popular as possible ; and if
be dioes nt give sati-faction, he can be disnissed accoiîding tu the terns ot his agree.
mnîl t wit h bis emplovers. To initerfeire wi: hiim, and deprive hirn of his discretion as
a teacher. and then to disniss him for inefficienmcy, which is the nalurail and usual
result. is to iiflict ipon hîimn a double wrong. and lrequently injures the pupils them-
selves, and all parties concerned. It should hien be distinctly understood, as essential
to hlie teacher's char-acer. poition and success, that lie judge for hirnself as to the
rnode of teachinîg in his school, including. of course, the classification of pupils, as
w-Il as the nianner of insi ruct ing them. It is, nevertheless, the dutv of the trustees to
see that Ihie sctuol is conducted cr to the regulations authoriz d by law.

h is therefore imnportanlit that trustees should select a competent teacher. The
best teachmer is always mie cheapest. lie teaclies most nnd inculcates the best habits
of ergn metai developmenit, ii a given tite; and time and proper habits are
worth more than mnoney. both to pupils an.j their parents. Trustees who pay a teacher
fairly and punctually, and treat himn properly, will seldom want a good teacher. To
employ an inconpetent pi rson, because lie offers his incompetent services tbr a small
surn, is a waste of money, and a nockery and injury of the youth of the neighborhood.
We entirely concur with the national boardl of education in Ireland, in the following
estimnate of' the quadities of a good teacher:

"\ teachershould bü a person of Christian sentiment, of calm temper, and discre.
tion; he should be inbued with the spirit of peace, of obedience to the law, and of

w

A. 1852.
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loyalty to bis sovereign; he should not only possess the art of communicating Iknow.
ledge, but be capable of moulding the mind of youth, and of giving to the power which
education confers. a usefiul direction. These are thé qualities for which patrons [or
trustees] of schools, when making choice of a teacher, should anxiously look."

4. Trustees will always find it the best economy to have a commodious school-
house, kept comfortable, and properly furnished. It is as difficult for pupils to learn,as
it is for ihe master to teach, in an unfurnished and comfortless sehool-house.

5. In the selection of books to be used in the school, from the general list authori.
zed according to law, the trustees should see that but one series of reading books, one
arithmetic, or one for the beginners and anoiher for the more advanced pupils, one
geography, &c., should be used in any one school, in order that the scholars may be
classified in the several branches which they are studying. Heterogenous school-books
(however good each book may be in itself) render classification impossible, increase the
the labor and waste the time of the teacher, and retard the progress of the pupils. Bat
the teacher and the pupils labor at the greatest disadvantage, when they are compelled
to use books which are as various as the scholars' names.

6. Trustees, being a corporation, are required to adopt and use a corporate seail;
which may be changed and altered at pleasure. It should be affixed to all agreements
and official documents, such as petitions, &c.

15.-Dutisq of Commono Schoot Teader.

The sixteenth section of the School Act prescribes, in explic&t and comprehensive
terms, the duties of teachers ; and no teacher can legally claim his salary who disré-
gards the requirements of the law. Among other things, the act requires each teacher
to "maintain proper order and discipline in the school, according to the forms and reg.
ulations which shall be provided according to law." The law makes it the duty of the
chief superintendent of schools to provide the forms ; and the council of public instruc-
tion prescribe the following regulations for the guidance of teachers in the conduct and
discipline of their schools:

It shall be the duty of each teacher of a common school-
1. To receive courteously the visitors appointed by law, and to afford them every

facility for inspecting the books used, and to examine into the state of the school; to
4-h the visitors' book open, that the visitors may, if tbey choose, enter remarks in it.

The frequency of visits to the school by intelligent persons, animates the pupils, and
greatly aids the faithful teacher.

2. To keep the registers accurately and neatly, according to the prescribed formî;
which is the more important under the present School Act, as the 31st section of it
authorizes the distribution of the local school fund according to the average attendance
of pupils attending each school.

3. To classify the children according to the books used ; to study those books
himself; and to teach according to the improved method recommended in their pre-
faces.

4. To observe himself, and to impress upon the minds of the pupils, the great rule
of regularity and order-a time and a place for everything, and everything in its proper
time and place.

5. To promote, both by precept and example, cleanliness, neatness, and decency.
To effect this, the teacher should set an example of cleanliness and neatness in his own
person, and in the state and general appearance of the school. He should also satisfy
himself, by personal inspection every morning, that the children have had their hand
and faces washed, their hair combed, and clothes cleaned, and, when necessary, mended'
The school apartments, too, should be swept and dusted every evening.

6. To. pay the strictest attention to the morals and general conduct of his pupils,
and to omit no opportunity of inculcating the principles of truth and honesty;Ah
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duties of respect to superiors, and obedience to ail persons placed in authority over
them.

7. To evince a regard for the improvement and general welfare of his pupils, to
treat them with kindness combined with firmness; and to aim at governing them by
their affections and reason, rather than by harshness and severity.

8. To cultivate kindly and affectionate feelings among his pupils; to discounte-
nance quarrelling, cruelty to animals, and every approach to vice.

1 6.-Duties of Common School Visitors.
1. The thirty-second section of the Act provides that ail clergymen recognized by

law of whatever denomination. judges, members of the legislature, magistrates, mein-
bers of county councils, and aldermen, shall be school visitors; and the thirty-third
section of the Act prescribes their lavfu dutic.s.

2. The parties thus authorized to act as visitors, have it in their power to exert
an immense influence in elevating the character and promoting the efficiency of the
schools, by identifying themselves with them, by visiting them, encouraging the pupils,
aiding and counseling teachers, and impressing upon parents their interests and duties
in the education of their offspring. In visiting schools, however, visitors should, in no
instance, speak disparagingly of the instructions or management of the teacher in the
presence of the pupils; but if they think it necessary to give any advice to the teacher,
they should do it privately. They are also desired to communicate to the local or chief
supermntendent any thing which they shail think important to the interests of any
school visited by them. The law recommends visitors, "especially to attend the quer.
terly examinations of the schools." It is hoped that all visitors will feel it both a duty
and a privilege to aid, on such occasions, by their presence and influence. While it is
competent to a visitor to engage in any exercises which shall not be objected to by te
authorities of the school, it is expected that no visitor wili introduce, on any such occa-
sion, any thing calculatedto wound or give offence to the feelings of any class of his
fellow christians.

3. The local superintendents are school visitors, by virtue of their office, and their
comprehensive duties, as such, are stated with suflicient minuteness in the third clause
of the 31st section of' the School Act. While each local superintendent makes the
careful inquiries and examinations required by lav, and gives privately to the teacher
and trustees such advice as he may deem expedient, and such counsel and encourage.
imeut to tre pupiis, as circumstances nay suggest, he will exhibit a courteous and con-
ciliatory conduct towards all persons with whom he is to communicate, and pursue such
a une of conduct as will tend to uphold the just influence and authority both of trustees
and teachers.

17.-Form of Deed for the site of the Common School House, Teacher's Residence, &c.

This indenture, made the day of , in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and , in pursuance of the Act to facilitate the con-
veyance of real property, between , of the Township, [Town
or Gity] of , ia the county of , and Province of Canada, of the
first part, and the Trustees of School Section Number , in the Township of

in the County of , and Province aforesaid, of the second
part.

Witnesseth, that in consideration of , of lawful money of
Canada, now paid by the Trustees of the School Section aforesaid, their successors and
assigns for ever, ail that parcel of land, &c.

. n trust for the use of a Common School, in and for School Section Number Y
in the Township of . , and in the County and Provinoe aforesaid.
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The said , covenants with the Trustees of the S,.hool Section
aforesaid, that he hath the right to convey ihe said Lanls to the Truste s of the.school
Section aforesaid. And that the Trstes of the Sebool -'cetion a:bresaid shal have
quiet possession of the said lands, frce fro:n incumirances. And the said
covenants with the Trustees of tîe School Section aloresaid, thiat lie wiill execute such
further assurances of the said lands as may be requisie.

1In witness wher eo!, r he said pari ies liereto have hereunto set their hands and seals
in the day and year beibre inentioned.

J. D. [.eal.]
F. H i.
J. G. [Coiporate Seal.] Trustees.
F. R.

Sgned. sealed and delivered in presence of
W. E.A. E. Witnesses.A. E.S

REMA~RKs.-1. If the grantor he a narried mani, his wifes name must be inserted
in the deed, and this phrase added ater tie w<ord · requisite:" And,
wife of the said , hereby bars lier dower in the said lands.

2. When, however, the land has descenîded to the wife iii her own right, she must,
besides joining with her husband in the conveyance, appear beibre two justiues of the
peace, to declare that she has parted with her estaLte in the land intended to be convey.-
cd without any coercion or Iear thereof' by or ot the part.of her husband; and the
certificates of such justices must appear on the back of the conveyance the day of its
execution. The form of the certificate is as foilows: " We the undersigned Justices of
the Peace for , do hereby certify that on this day of ,18
at - , the within deed was duly executed in the presence of
by , wif of , one of the grantors therein named; and
that the said , at the said timne and place, being examined by us,
apart from her husband, did appear to give her consent to depart with her estate in the
lands mentioned in the said deed, freely and voluntarily, and without coí rcion or fear of
coercion on the part of her husband, or of any other person or perous whatsoever.'

"R. W--, J. P.
"A. M- , J. P."

3. Tf the deed be for the site of a school-house in a city, town or incorporated
village, the words, board of sclhool irustees for such city, town or village. should be
inserted instead of the vords " Trustees of school section number" &c., in the fore-
going form. See the twenty-fourth and twenty-sixth sections of the Act.

18.-Communications to the Department of Pulic Instructionfor Upper Canada.

1. Appeals to the Chief Superintendent of Schools, 4.c.- Ali parties concerned in
the operation of the Common Sehool Act have a right of appeal to the chief superin-
tendent of schools; and he is aut.horised to decide on such questions as are not other-
wise provided for by law. But fbr the ends of justice-to prevent delay, and to save
expense, it will be necessary for any party thus appealing to the chief superintendent
of'schools: 1. To furnish the party against whom they nay appeal, with a correct
copy of their communication to the chief superintendent, in order that the opposite
party may have an opportunity of transmitting, also, any explanation or answer that
such party may judge expedient. 2. To state expressly, in the appeal to the chief
superintendent, that the opposite party has thus been notified of it. It must not he
supposed that the chief superintendent will decide, or form an opinion, on any point.
affecting different parties, without hearing both sides-whatever delay may at any:
time be ocçasioned in rder to secure such a hearing. 3. Application for adviPe-
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should in ail cases be first made to the local superintendent having jurisdiction in the
lucality.

2. Communications generally.-The parties concerned are left to their own
discretion as to the forrns of ail communications, relating to common schools, for which
specific fbrns are not furnished by the department. In ail cases of appeal or otherwise,
however, rhe number of the section, and the name of the township and post-office
should be given; aid if any previous correspondence on the sane subject have taken-
place, the dates of such correspondence and other particulars should, also if possible,
be mentioned.

3. Communications with the Government relating to Schools, conducted under the
authority of the Common School Act, 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48, should be
made ihrough the Educaiion Office, Toronto. Ail such communications, iot so made,
are refèrred back to the Education Otfice, to be brought belre His Excellency through
the proper department-which occasions unnecessaiy delay and expense.

4. Cmmunimcations relatilg to te Jourital of Educatioi and Educational Deposi-
toril, 4-c., should invarinbly be written on a separate page or sheet in order thàt they
may be separated and ciassified, &c.,

NoT.-For various ot her tbrms, instructions, regulations, &c., not in such general
use as rhe foregoinr, see Appendix to the Aunual School Report for 1850, Number V.,
pages 243-259. For Common School A ut, 13th and 14th Victoria, chapter 48, see
same Report, Number IV.. pages 217-242.

APPENDIX F.

ABSTRACT of the Descriptive Catalogue of maps and other school requisites for sale at
the Educational Depository in connection with the Department of Public Instruc-
tion for Upper Canada, Toronto.

1. GEOGRAPHICAL MAPS.

I. IRISH NATIOnAL MArs.

1. Modern Geography.
2. Ancient and Scripture Geography.

IL. VARTY'S MAPS.

1. School Room Maps.
2. Large Outline Maps-corresponding with the above.
3. Combination Ma ps-i. e., lull and ouline.
4. Miscellaneous Ma ps-Physical, Political, 4-c
5. Scripture Geographical Maps and Charts.
6. Historical Charts, &c.
7. Map Projections.
8. Vignette series of Outline Maps.
9. Plain Outline Maps.

III. CHRIsTIAN KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY'S MAPs.

1. Modern Geography.
2. Ancient und Scripture Geography.

A.. 1852.
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GEOGRAPHICAL MAPS.--(Continudl.)

IV. JOHNSTON'S MAPS.

1. Large School Room Maps.
2. Small School Room Naps.
3. Modern Geugraphy.
4. Classical and Scripture Geography.

V. CHAMBER'S MAPS.

VI. WHYTE'S MAPS.

(Published by the Scottish School Book Association.)

VII. PELTON'S OUTLINE MArS, with KEY.
VIII. BLsS' OUTLINE MAPS.

IX. FRENCii EMBOSSED MAPS.

X. VARiouS ASSORTED MAPS.

1. Crutchley's Prince of Wales' Maps.
2. Macphail's Maps; three series, small sizes.
3. Map of Upper Canada by W. H. Smith; with the new county divisions.

Coloured, in sheets, and mounted.

2. OTHER SCHOOL REQUISITES AND APPARATUS.

XI. ATLASES.

1. Physical, Political, and Astronomical.
2. School Geography.

XII. NATIONAL SCHOOL BoOKS.

(Dublin Editions.)
XIII. OBJEcT LESSONS AND PRLNTS.

(Small Type Series.)
1. Natural Historv.
2. Natural l'henomena.
3. Prophetic and Scripture Sites.

(Large Type Series.)
1. Scripture Natural History.
2. Natural History, &c.
3. Scripture Scenes.
4. Scripture Manners and Customs.
5. Scripture Prophetic Sites.
6. Forest Trees.

XIV. ILLUSTRATIONS OF NATURAL HISTORY, ZOOLOGY, &c.

(Chiefly Charts of Animals, <-c. grouped.)
XV. HISToUCAL AND M18cEazoua PRINTS.
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OTHER SCHOOL REQUISITES AND APPARATUS.-(Continued.)

XVI. DIAGRAMS, CHAirrs, AND VARIoUs PICToRJAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

1. Natural Philosophy.
2. Chemistry.
3. Physiology.
4. Various Pictorial Illustrations of Science.

XVII. ASTRONOMY.

(Cliefy Charts and Diagrams.)
XVIII. TADLET READING LESsoNs.

(Alphabets, Reading, Arithmetic, Geography, Grammar.)
XIX. Vocau MUsic.

(lWanuals, 4'c.)
XX. WRTING.

(Manuals, and Copy Lines, Books, 4-c.)

XXI. DRAWING.

(Books and Materials.)
XXII. ScHooL APPARATUS.

XXIII. AGRICULTURAL TEXT .Boos.

XXIV. MISCELLANEOUS.

(Registers, Manuals for Teaching, Gymnastics, 4c.)
ICP For further particulars see Annual Report for 1S50-pp. 361-376, and also

the Descriptive Catalogue, lately published and in the hands of each local superinten-
dent and county clerk, &c..

The following have been prepared and recently published in'Toronto. They are
are for sale at the Depository. videlicet:-

1. Phvsical Training in Schools-in a series of Gymnastic Exercises-Illustrate I
by upwards of 100 engravings of the different positions of the Gymnast. With an
introductory sketch of the Athletic Garnes of antiquity, Svo. pamphlet, pp. 32. Price 74.

2. Common School Teacher's Register, large 4to. in 5 sheets, Is. 3d. cach or 12s.
6d. per dozen-in 10 sheets 2s. 6d. each or £1 5s. per dozen.

3. The Lord's Prayer Each on one large sheet. Price 3d. each, or 2s.
4. The Ten Commandments Gd. per dozen-in gold or copper bronze, 71d each.
5. General Rules for Schools Each on a large sheet. Price 2id. *cach or 2s.
6. Maxims andl Proverbs. per dozen-in gold or copper bronze, 6d each.
7. Map of Upper Canada by W. H. Smith. Compiled from the latest surveys

and from personal observation for "Canada, Past, Present and Future''-with the
new County Divisions. Coloured in sheets and beautifully engraved. Price, in sheets,
2s. 6d. each plain; 3s. 9d., coloured. Ditto on canvas, rollers and coloured, 5s.

3. GENERAL NOTE.
In the Descriptive Catalogue are given the net prices for cash at which the maps

and school requisites enumerated therein may be obtained by public educational
iustitutions, from the depository connected with theEducation Office for Upper Canada.
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In transmitting an order for any of the articles for sale at the depository, care must
be taken to accompany it with the aimount which may be required to pay for the
quantity ordered-and also to give directions as to Ihe node tof transmitting those
articles to the parties sending the order. It will be observed. that the price of the
maps, &c., are much lower than they have ever been procured at in this country,
owing to the satisfactory arrangements which the chietf superintendent of schools bas
been enabled to make. The terns are strictly cash in all cases. The soie object of the
department is to provide facilities for supplying the public scliools of Upper Canada
with approved books, maps, and apparatus, at cost.

Tus foilowing in the provisions of the law auithorizing trustees of common schools to
furnish :he schools under their charge with ail necessary school requisites, &c.
Section XIL of the School Act makes it the duty of trustees:-
Fouit/dy. To do whatever they may judge expedient with regard to the building,

repairing, renting, warming, furnishing and keeping in order ihe section school-house,
and its appendages, wood-house, privies, enclosures. lands, and moveable property,
which shall be held hy thern. and for procuring apparatus and text-books fbr their
schools; also, to rent, repair, furnish, varm, and keep in order a school-house, and its
appendages, if there be no suitable school-house belonging to such section, or if a second
school-house be requireJ.

Fifteent/ly. To see that no unauthorîzed books are used in the school, but that
the pupils are duly supplied with an uniform series of text-hooks, sanctioned and
recommended according to law ; and to procure, annually, for the benefit oftheir school
section, some periodical devoted to education.

XIV. And be it enacted, That no fbreign books in the English branches of educa-
tion shall be usd in anv Model or Common School, with'out the express permission of
the Council of Public Instruction nor shall any pupil in an such school be required
to read or study in or fron any relbgous hook, or join in any exercise of devolion or
religion, which shall be objected to by. his or her parents or guardians: Provided
always, that, within the limitation, pupils shall be allowed to receive such eligious
instruction as their parents or guardins shalil desire, according to the genieral regula-
tions which shall he provided according to law.

By section XVJ. ut the Act it is " the du·y of every tcacher of a Common School"
in Upper Canada,

"Secondly, to keep the daily, weklv and montilv, or gnarter'lv Registers of the
schools ; * * also to keep a Visitur's Book-which ihe trustses sihall cause to be
provided for that purpose."
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APPENDIX G.

Lrs-r of Local Superintendents of Common Schoos, appointed for the year 1852, as
reported to the Educational Department for Upper Canada, with narne of Munici-
pality and Post Oflice Address.

1. UNITED COUNTIES OF STORMONT, DUNDAS AND GLENGARRY.

Municipality. Post Office Address.

1. The Rev. Daniel Clarke..... Charlottenburgh, Cornwall, Martintown.Kenyon & Roxborough..
2. The Rev. Daniel Munro.... Finch...............Finch.
3. Alexander ilcBain........... Lancaster ............ Lancaster.
4. John Murray ................ Lochiel . ..... Alexandria.
5. The Rev. A. Hurlburt.........Matilda ................ Aylmer, C.E.
6. The Rev. James Harris........Mountain .......... .. Mountain.
7. The Rev. J. Charles Quin ..... Osnabruck............Dickinson's Landing.
8. Emerson Ross ............... Williamsburgh ......... Williamsburgh.
9. John J. Ker.................Winchester.............Winchester.

II. UNITED COUNTIES OF PRESCOTT AND RUSSELL.

10. John Pattee.................Alfred and Longueuil .... L'Orignal.
Il. John McMaster..............Caledonia...............Caledonia Springs.
12. Walter Henderson............Cambridge and Russell... Russell.
13. The Rev. John Edwards ...... Clarence ............... Clarence.
14. John Wilson (D.) ............ Cumberland ............ Cumberland.
15. James Gamble............... Hawkesbury, East.......East Hawkesbury.
10. Thomas Higginson ......... Hawkesbury, West ... Vankleek Hill.
17. The Rev. P. McGoughy ..... Plantagenet, North ....... Plantagenet.
18. The Rev. Matthew Elder ..... Plantagenet, South........ Do

19. The Rev.

20. The Rev.
21. The Rev.
22. The Rev.

III. COUNTY OF CARLETON..
Fitzroy, Goulbourn, Gower,

John Flood....... North; Marlborough and Richmond.
Nepean...............

William Lochead....Gloucester and Osgood ... Osgoode.
John Gourley ....... Huntley and March......South March.
Alexander Henderson.Torbolton............... Fitzroy Harbour.

X

A. 1852.

Name.
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IV. UNITED COUNTLES OF LANARK AND RENFREW.

Naine. Municipality. Post Office Addres.

23. Duncan Ferguson ............ Admaston and Bromley... Bromley.
24. William Halliday ............ Bagot and Blithfield......Bagot.

Bathurst, Dalhousie, Dar- 1
25. John A. Murdock .......... ng, SherkeL ar Perth.and Sherbrooke, North

and South............
26. The Rev. James Padfield......Beckwith .............. Franktown.
27. Edward Bvrne .............. Burgess, North.........Perth.
28. The Rev. John Bell Worrell....Elmsley, North........Smith's Falls.
29. The Rev. Simon C. Fraser, A.M.Horton and McNab......White Lake.
30. The Rev. Ebenezer Morris .... Montague ............ Merrickville.
31. John McAdam...............Packenham.............Packenham.
32. Andrew lhving............Pembroke and Stafford... Pembroke.
33. The Rev. John McMorine.....Ramsay................Not reported.
,4. The Rev. Charles Manson.....Ross and Westmeath... . Ross.

V. UNITED COUNTIES OF LEEDS AND GRENVILLE.

35. James Clapperton............Augusta ............... Prescott.
36. Lewis Chipman..............Bastard and Burgess, South.Beverly.
37. The Rev. Mathew Connor.....Crosby, North and South..Newboro.
318. The Rev. James Geggie.......Edwardsburgh ........ Spencerville.
39. Jacob A. Brown ............. Elizabethtown .......... Brockville.
40. Elisha Landon...............Elmsley, South....... .. Smith's Falls.

41. Thomas Vanston......... Escott, Leeds, and La.s Escott.down Front.........
42. The Rev. J. Anderson.........Gower, South.........-ick's Corners.
43. Samuel Graham ............. Kitley ................. Kitley.
44. Henry P. Washburn.......... Leeds and Lansdown, rear.Beverly.
45. The Rev. W. J. Macdowell .... Oxford ................. Kemptville.
46. Thomas Graffe .............. Wolford................Merrickville.
47. The Rev. J. H. Johnson*......Yonge.................Bi ockville.

VI. UNITED COUNTIES OF FRONTENAC, LENNOX AND ADDINGTONJ

48. John J. Watson..............Adolphustown...........Adolphustown.
49. Robert Burleigh ........... Amherst Island........Amherst Island.
50. The Rev. Mathew Connor.....Bedford, Olden, and Oso.. .Newboro.
51. The Rev. Paul Shirley........Camden East and Sheffield.Camden East.
52. Thomas Aishton, M.D......Ernestown............Bath.
53. The Rev. John G. Bull........Fredericksburgh.........Napanee.
54. James J. McDonald........... Hinchinbrooke & Portland.Spike's Corners.
55. The Rev. T. W. Allen.........Kingston...............Portsmouth.
56. Asa Phillips. ............ Loughborough.........Loughborough.
57. The Rev. Henry Brent.......Pittsburgh .... Kingston.

* The Re vend.names.ope hM en app.intedin..plaoe-ofthe ly. J. H. Johnson, resigned. 
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Name. Municipality. Post Office Address.

58. Thomas Chamberlain, M.D.....Richmond .............. Napanee.
59. Bernard Kennedy............Storrington.............Kirngston.
60. Henry Going..............Wolfe Island...........Wolfe Island.

VIL COUNTY OF PRINCE EDWARD.
SAmeliasburgh and So,,,hia-61. Jacob Howell............ eS' Demorestville.

burga............
62. David Leavitt...............Athol..............Cherry Valley.
63. John B. Denton..............Hallowell and Hillier....Bloomfield.
64. Robert Whitly, M.D........Marysburgh............. Milford.

VIII. COUNTY OF HASTINGS.

65. The Rev. Stephen Miles ...... Elzevir and Madoc ...... Madoc.
60. John Johnson................Hungerford.............Tweed.
67. Thomas Baker..... ...... Huntingdon ............ Moira.
68. William Inkster..............Marmora .............. Marmora.
69. Thomas Douglas.............Rawdon .............. Stirling.
70. Thomas D. Farley ........... Sidney................Belleville.
71. Isaac Denike ................ Thurlow .............. Do.
72. The Rev. Andrew Hudson..... Tyendinaga.............Shannonville.

IX. UNJTED COUNTIES OF NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM.

73. The Rev. William Case.......Alnwick .............. Alnwick.
74. Henry Squiers...............Brighton ............... Brighton.
75. The Rev. William Logan.Cartwright and Manvers.. Manvers.
76. The Rev. Samuel Armour.....Cavan.................Cavan.
77. The Rev. William Ormiston, A.B.Clarke................. Clarke.
78. J. P. Powers, M.D............Cramahe...............Colborne.
79. The Rev. John Garnett.......Darlington...........Darlington.
80. The Rev. Daniel Wait......... Haldimand ........... Haldimand.
81. The Rev. J. W. Beck...... .... Hamilton .............. Cobourg.
82. The Rev. James Baird.........Hope..................Port Hope.
83. The Rev. Joseph Horne........Monaghaii, South........South Monaghan.
84. Robert C. Struthers........Murray.............River Trent.
85. George Hart ............. Percy ................ Perey.
86. T. E. Tildesley .............. Seymour ............... Seymour, East.

X. UNITED COUINTIES OF PETERBOROUGH AND VICTORIA.

87. The Rev. Thomas Searight... Asphodel, Belmont, and Norwood.
SDummer ..... ........

88. The Rev. Edward Roberts. .... Douro. Otonabee & Smith.Peterboro.
89. Patrick Sullivan ............. Ennismore ..... ....... Do.
90. Thcmas Fortye..............Monaghan,North........ Do..
91. John Irons, M.D. ... County of Victoría.....Emily.
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XL UNITED COUNTIES OF YORK, ONTARIO AND PEEL.

Name. Mfunicipality. Post Office Address.

92. The Rev. H. B. Osler.......... Albion.................Lloydtown.
(Brock, Georgina, Gwillim-1

bury, North and East: 1
93. Thomas Nixon............. .Mara, Rama, Reach, >Newmarket.

Scugog, Thora,Uxbridge, I
and Whitchurch....... J

94. The Rev. James Campbell .... Caledon................(Cheltenham.
95. The Rev. James Pringle..... Chinguacousy and Gore f Chinuacousey.C Toromto..............
96. David Higgins.............Etobicoke, King, Vaughan Burwick.a gand York ...........
97. The Rev. James Boyd.......Markham & Scarborough.Buttonville.
98. The Rev. A. W. Waddell......Pickering............Pickering.
99. Thomas Studdert.............Toronto.............Streetsville.

100. The Rev. R. H. Thornton......Whitby ................ Oshawa.

XII. COUNTY OF SIMCOE.

101. Patrick Kelly................Adjala................. Adjala.
102. Thomas Drury...............Essit and Tosorontio ..... West Essa.
103. The Rev. Thomas Lowry.... 5Flos, [Inisfil, Sunnidale Barrie.Lo and Vespra...........
104. The Rev. William Fraser......Gwillimbury, West ...... Bond Head.
105. Henry A. Clifford ............ Medonte, Tay and Tiny....Flos.
106. Abraham Martin. ......... Mono..................Mono Mills.
107. The Rev. John Fletcher, A.B.,..Mulmer................ Do.
108. Andrew Jardine ............. Nottawasaga ........... Nottawasaga.
109. The Rev. John Gray..........Orillia and Oro..........Orillia.
110. The Rev. F. L. Osler, A.M..... Tecumseth ............. Bond Head.

XIII. UNITED COUNTIES OF WENTWORTH, HALTON AND BRANT

111. The Rev. J. F. Fayette........Ancaster .............. Ancaster.
112. The Rev. R. N. Merritt, A.... . Barton and Glanlord..... Hamilton.
113. The Rev. John Porteous.......Beverlv.................Kirkwall.
114. The R<ev. Geo ge Cheyne.......Binbroook and Saltfleet ... Stoney Cree.
115. The Rev. Alexander Drummond.Brantford .............. Brantford.
116. The R ev.St.George Caulfield,A.B.Burford ............... urford.
117. The Rev. David Cawr.........Dumfries, South.........Paris.
118. James Lindsay.... ....... Esquesing .............. Esquesing.
119. Andrew Hall..... ........ Flamboro, East ......... East Flamboro.
120. R. H. Cradock...............Flamboro, West.........Dundas.
121. Angus Stewart............ Nassacaweya ......... Nassagaweya.
122. The Rev. Thomas Greene, A.B.. Nelson................. Wel ington Square.
123. The Rev. William Hay........Oakland............ akland.
124. Robert Alger...............Onondaga..............Brantford.
125. John Oakley ...... e........Trafalgar ....... Oakville.
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XIV. UNITED COUNTIES OF LINCOLN AND WELLAND.

Name. MunicipaZity. Posi Office Âddress.

126. John Cronyn, M.D............Bertie.................Fort Erie.
127. James Tisdale...............Caistor ............. Smithvile.
128. The Rev. William Hewson.....Clinton...............Beamsville.
129. Solomon Doan...............Crowland..............Cook's Mills.
130. Jacob Kennedy..............Gainsborough..........Smithville.
131. The Rev. J. E. Ryerson......Grantham. ........... t. Catharines.
132. Jonathan Woolverton, M.D.. Grimsby........-......Grimsby.
133. Owen Fares.................Humberstone ........... Stonehridge.
134. The Rev. Alexander Dixon, A.B.Louth ................. Port Dalhousie.
135. John W. Bal................Niagara ............... Niagara.
136. Dexter D'Everardo...........Pelham and Thorold....Pelham.
137. The Rev. John Russell, D.D.. .. Stamford...............Niagara.
138. Sayres S. Hager.............Wainfleet .............. Wainfleet.
139. The Rev. W. M. Christie......Willoughiby ............ Chippewa.

XV. COUNTY OF HALDIMAND.

140. William J. Coates............Canborough.............Dunnville.
141. William H. Armstrong ........ Cayuga, North..........Cayuga.
142. Abraham Nash...........Cayuga, South...........Dunnville.
143. Joseph Clarke............Dunn............... Do.
144. John Martin................. Moulton and Sherbrooke.. Do.
145. The Rev. Andrew Ferrier, D.D.Oneida ................ Caledonia.
146. William Jones...............Rainham...............Rainham Centre.
147. William Kerrott..............Seneca.................Seneca.
148. John Heasman...............Walpole................ Balmoral.

XVI. COUNTY OF NORFOLK.

149. James Covernton.............Charlotteville ........... Vittoria.
150. Hugh Maginnis..............Houghton.............Houghton.
151. Daniel C. Swayze............Middleton. .......... Vittoria.
152. The Rev. Aaron Slaght, junr.. . . Townsend. ............. Waterford.
153. John A. Backhouse.........Walsingham.........Walsinghan.
154. D. W. Freeman...........Windham... ........ Simeoe.
155. The Rev. Andrew Wilson ..... Woodhouse ............ Port Dover.

XVII. COUNTY OF OXFORD.

156. The Rev. Benjamin Ellison.... Blandford ........... Woodstock.
157. The Rev. W. H. Landon.......Blenheim and Zorra, West. Do.
158. E. V. Bodwell...............Dereham.............Mount Elgin.
15.9. Williàm MeKone.............Nissouri, East ........ Thamesford.
160. John McKee ................ Norwich ............... Norwich.
161. Roderiek Macdonald..........Oxford, North.......... Thamesfordi
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Naine. M1funicipality. Post Office _Address.

162. George Alexander............Oxford, East............Woodstock.
163. The Rev. William Freeman.... Oxford, West.........Ingersoll.
164. The Rev. W. C. Beardsall..... .Zorra, East..........Woodstock.

XVIII. UNITED COUNTIES OF WELLINGTON, WATERLOO A.ND GREY.

Amaranth. Eramosa, Erin,
165. John Kirkland............. Garafraxa, Guelph, and Guelph.

Puslinch.............
Arthur, Maryborough, Min-

166. John Finlayson, M.D........ to, Nichol, Peel, and Pil- Elora.
kington...............

167. James Colquhoun............Dumfries, North..... .. Ayr.
168. Alexander Allan, A.M.........Waterloo and Woolwich. .Preston.
169. The Rev. James Sim ......... Wellesley (English schools) Waterloo.
170. The Rev. Wendlin Schuler.. Wilmot and ýVellesley~ New Hamburg.(German schools) .....
171. The Rev. John McKinnon.....County of Grey ......... Owen's Sound.

XIX. UNITED COUNTIES OF HURON, MIDDLESEX AND ELGIN.

172. William Rath................Counties of Huron & Bruce.Mitchell.
173. James Redford...............County of Perth..........Stratford.

XX. UNITED COUNTIES OF HURON AND BRUCE.

174. Robert Tooth................Adelaide ............... Adelaide.
175. Donald Currie................Aldborough.............Alaboro.
176. The Rev. T. B. Read.........Bayham................Port Burwell.
177. Edward Handy.............Carradoc......... ...... Delaware.
178. Abraham Francis, M.D........Delaware............... Do.
179. The Rev. W. F. Clarke..... Dorchester North, and London.

VvWestminster ..........:180. The Rev. Edmund Sheppard... Dorchester South......Aylmer.
181. Thomas McColil.............. Dunwich............Duniwich.
182. Farquhar McDonald.......... Ekfrid. ................ kfrid.
183. The Rev. James Skinner ...... Lobo and London ....... Elginfield.
184. William P. Jones ............ Malahide. .......... Vienna.
185. J. B. Winlow................Metcalfe ............... Napier.
186. The Rev. W. Sutherland......Mosa..................Wardsville.
187. Charles Hardy...............Nissouri West...........London.
188. Noah Silcox.................Southwold ............ Fingal.
189. The Rev. L. McPherson.......Wilhams.....,.... ...... Williams.
190. James B. Crane..............Yàrmouth..............St. Thomas.
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TR COUNTY OF KENT.

Name. Municipality. Post Office Addre.

191. The Rev. John Gunne ........ Camden and Zone.....Zone Mills.
192. William Griflis,..............Chatham...............Dawn.
193. Thomas W. Smith ........... Dover. East and West.... .Chatham.
194. The Rev. John Fraser.........Harwich............ Do.
195. Charles Grant ............... IHoward ............ Howard.
196. John Stone................... ... Clearville..
197. Tho.mas Cross, M.D........Raleigh........ .... Chatham.
198. Thomas Renwick ............ Ro*mney and Tilbury-East.Romney.

XXI. UNITED COUNTIES OF ESSEX AND LAMBTON.

199. The Rev. Robert Peden........Anderdon and Malden....Amherstburgh.
200. The Rev. F. Gore Elliott......Colchester...........Colchester.

BosnqutPlympton, Sar-)
201. The Rev. John Arimour .. Boandq8 , Warwick. ... Port Sarnia.

202. William Risk................Brooke and Enniskillen...Brooke Mills.
203. Charles Scarlett ........... Dawn..............Zone Mills.
204. The Rev. John Gunne.........Euphemia.............. Do.
205. James King.................Gosfield.............Gosfield.
206. John Murray.................Maidstone..............Maidstone.
207. Jonathan Wigfield ........... Mersea .......... ..... Mersea.
208. The Rev. Geo. J. R. Salter, A.B.Moore ................ Corunna.

2Rochester, Sandwich, and .
209. Joseph A. Vervais, M.D. ... ' ~ Tilbury West.........Sandwich.
210. James Rattray...............Sombra. ............ Sombra.

CITIES.

211. J. B. Boyd ....................... ........ Toronto.
212. C. 0. Counsell ....................... ••...........Hamilton.
213. R. S. Henderson................................•..Kingston.

TOWNS.

214. The Rev. William Gregg.................... ... Belleville.
215. Thomas Leach....................... ...... Brockvilie.
216. Alexander Workman...................................-......Bytown.
217. Benjamin Hayter, R.N........................Cobourg.
218. The Rev. Edward Roberts.............Peterboro.
219. The Rev. Jonathan Short.......................................Port Hope.
220. The Rev. Robert Boyd.......................................Prescott.
221. The Rev. George A. Bull ........ . .......... ,..St. Catharine,
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TOWN MUNICIPALITIES.

Name. Municipality.

222. The Rev. F. Mack, A.M........... .............. Amherstburgh.
223. John Kirkland ....................................................... Guelph.
224. The Rev. William S. Ball..........................................W oodstock.

INCORPORATED VILLAGES.

225. The Rev. W. M. Christie.............................Chippewa.
226. Alexander Allan, A.M. ............ ·................ Galt and Preston.
227. The Rev. R. H. Thornton............................Oshawa.
228. The Rev. David Caw ............................... Paris.
229. The Rev. John Bredin...............................Sr. Thomas.
230. W illiam Beatty....................................Thorold.

The appointment of a local superintendent in the towns of Brantford, Cornwall,
Dundas, Goderich, London, Niagara, Picton, the town municipalities of Chathan'
Perth, Simcoe, and the villages of Ingersoll and Richmond, has not been reported, a
required by law.

QUEBEC: JOBS LOVELL, MOUNTA11q STRZET.
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(Translation.)

BoARD OF EDUCÂTION,
MONTREAL, 25th September, 1852.

The Honorable A. N. MoRiN,
Provincial Secretary,

&c., &c., &c.,
- Quebec.

SiR,- have the honor to transmit herewith, for the information of His Excel-
lency the Governor General and of the Legislature, my Report on Elementary Educa-
tion in Lower Canada, during the school-year 1850-1851.

The Goverment having come to the determination of making no further
amendment to the School Law until every possible advantage should have been de-
rived from the services of the School Inspectors, I have thought proper, in my
Report, to abstain from expressing My opinion concerning the amendments which
might be made to the law in order to facilitate its operation and render it more
certain and more advantageous to youth.

I nevertheless at once state, as my most sincere opinion, that all systems of
public instruction to which the people are called upon o contribute, must be based
on the principle of forced contribution, otherwise they never could ensure universal
success. It was, consequently, with a great degree of satisfaction that I heard the
Government very recently declare in Parliament, their determination to maintain
this principle in force.

The accompanying Report is followed:
1. By a statement of the Schools to which a grant has been made for the last

six months of 1850.
2. By a statement of the Schools to which a grant has been made for the first

six months of 1851.
3. By a copy of the instructions I have had printed, together with the School

Law, for the use of the School Inspectors.
4. By a copy of my recommendation of a work composed for the use of Schools,

entitled, " The Teacher's Guide."
5. By a list of Teachers, to the nurmber of 472, who, having gone through

the examination required by law, before one of the Boards of Examiners, received
their diplorna of capacity. This list is preceded by a few explanatory remarks,
which I have deemed necessary for the purpose of showing more clearly what,
branches of instruction are prescribed in our Schools, and to whose teaching they
are confided.

The whole humbly submitted.

1 have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

(Signed,) J. B. MEILLEUR, S. E..

A. 1852.
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REPORT.

(Translation.)

EDUCATION OFFICE,
MONTREAL, 8th September, 1852.

The Honorable AUG. N. MoRIN,
Provincial Secretary,

&c., &c., &c.,
Quebec.

Si,-In conformity with the 35th clause of the Act 9 Vic., cap. 27, I haye,
the honor to transmit, fôr the information of His Excellency the Governpr General,,
and of the Legislature of this Province, my Report on Education, for the-School year
1850-1851.

My statistical tables are hardly more complete thanthose of ,previousY
the reason is that I have generally been obliged to rely on.the. informationffôrdedý
by the Returns of the School Commissioners, from whom I have always foundjt
difficult to obtain Returns, even with what information they contain,, in.consequene
of their being generally incapable of doing better. I entertain the. hope,, howeer,
of being able, another year, by means of the Reports of the School 'Inspectors, to
give a sufficiently complete statistical account of Education in Lower.Canada.

I have transmitted 'to the Inspectors very extensive tabular forms, which wil.l,
contain all the details one may desire, on the true state. of.Eduçation in this country;
but-they entered upon the exercise of their functions too late to be able, at their first
visit to fill them up. All it was possible for them to do duringthat visitwastotake
a general -view of :thingsn

Seventeen out of their number have -sent me Reports in this sense. I see ,with
much satisfaction that they aillFàgree in bearing testimony to the favorable feeling.
of the people with regard to the law, particularly in the.District of Montreal and in-thát
ofThree Rivers. A part of the,District~of Qtebec and of the District of Three.Riyesp1the southern part principally, still retain somè of their .prejudices against the Shoop
Law ; but the Reports assert that thesé prejudices would. rapidly disappear, were
the Commissioners equal to their trust, and the generality of Schools. of a bette
deséription. People now complain not'so much of Schools in themselves as;ofhei
inferior description, and urge that their children waste their time in attending thern.

The end to which we must now direct our efforts, is to obtain a body of School
Commissioners better able to give a proper direqtion to things, and Teachers
better qualified to take charge of good and proper Schools.

What, in truth, can we expect from Cômmissioners who are absolutely illiterate?
Can they direct properly that which they häve nô knowledge of ? Will they display
the necessary zeal? Will they be in a.position to judge, in the first place, of the
qualifications of the Teacher, and, in the second, of the advancement of the children?
Certainly not.

And it is owing to this want of knowledge on the part of the Commissioners,
and to the absence of all surveillance of the Schools consequent thereon, that there
exists too great a number of the defective Schools that are complained of, particu-
larly at the present time. The Inspectors all agree upon this point.

It is well known that ever sincémy-assuiiptioi of'dffiëèl have been of opinion
that a literary qualification should be required from the School Commissioners, and
I have considered that the requiring a property qualification is opposed to the proper
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operation of the Sehool Law, particularly when no exemption therefrom exists i
favor of the Clergy. And, before the last amendment of the law, no such exemptiòn
did exist.

The property qualification having been fixed at £250, over and above all rents,
charges and hypothecs, I can safely state, that the rate-payers had not, by law, the
liberty of choosing as School Commissioners, as many educated men as they would
have desired. This lias occurred more particularly in the Townships, and in new
settlements, where the value of moveable and immoveable property is seldom very
high.

It is very difficult to find in these Municipalities five educated men possessed
of the -above amount ; and moreover, it may be said, that, generally speaking, thde
who follow the liberal professions, and especially when they are yet young mein
living in the country parts, are not eligible as School Commissioners. These consi-
derations I look upon as necessary, at the present moment, for the interests of public
instruction as well as for the reputation of the country.

We cannot conceal from ourselves that the poor appreciation given to the qualifi-
cations and merit of teachers deserving of commendation, the appointment of such
as are not daly qualified, and the defective Schools kept by them, and, in fact, tiiat
the greater number of difficulties which have retarded, nay prevented, in some parts
of the country, the successful operation of the School Law, have been the result of
incapacity and neglect on the part of the School Commissioners.

I am, nevertheless, very sincerely of opinion, that had not obstacles been thrown
in the way of the School Comrnissioners, by getting up, for one reason or another,
difficulties of every description, often insurmountable, their administration would
have been, in general, more effective, and given greater satisfaction.

At the sane time that they draw attention to the fact above mentioned, the Inr-
spectors are nevertheless tolerably well satisfied with the state of things, and expect
mach good to result frorn tbeir visits, and from the superintendence they intend to
exercise throughout the whole of their respective Districts. They have every where
been received with good wili and cordiality.

All possible information was speedily furnished them. They were afforded access
toregisters, account s, &c., &c. Things were found in a better state than, perhaps,;
ought to have been expected, when it is considered that the School Commissioners
were generally incapable of looking after matters themselves, but had to rely on theii
Secretary-Treasurer. Wherever a defect was found, the Inspectors corrected it, and
prescribed a new method of carrying on affairs with regularity, much to the satis-
faction of the interested parties.

The other inconveniences which the Inspectors bring under notice, are, in a cer-
tain number of cases, the absence of a proper building for holding the School as
also of the other essentials required for the due operation of the law. The irrègulà
attendance of the children at School, and the neglect of parents to provide them with
books, pens, ink and paper,&c., are greatdrawbacksto their advancement. The Inspec-
tors exerted themselves in order to make the parents fully understand how much such
a state of things was calculated to retard the progress of their children, and even to
discourage the master, who would feel how little support was given to his exertions.
On these matters, as weil as on every other, their advice was received wiïh
good will, and promises to conform to it were given.

I hail, consequently, wiith pleasure, the new era which the School Inspectors
are about to begin in Lower Canada. No where was the want of such local
superintendence so keenly felt as it was here.

The giving effect to the law having been confided, in the generality of cases, to
men without education, could it have been expected that they would remove the
prejudices of the people, and that, with a proper understanding of the importance of the
mission they had to fulfil, they would endow their Municipalities with proper Schools,

A. 1852.
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and effectually superintend them. Had they had the will, they had not, in
general, the. capacily to command such results, and more particularly as they were,
by law, charged w'ith the levying of the amount required to sustain the Schools, and
burthened with all the responsibility in money matters,-duties of so delicate and
nature, which, in Upper Canada, alnost exclusively devolve on the Municipal
Councils. But the Inspectors vill understand these matters, and not prove beneatb
their trust; and, with the aid of the good vill of the people, good and efficient
Schools vill be met with everywvhere.

The Teacher will, on his part, also feel stimulated and encouraged by such
surveillance. Knowing that his Sehool will be visited by a person qualified to
judge of the progress made by bis pupils, and to appreciate his exertions, lie will
bend to his task with better courage, certain of receiving, at the Inspector's
visit, the praise lie shall have deserved.

I am happy to be able to announce every year an increase in the number of
Schools, and also in the number of children who frequent them, and moreover an
improvement in the eharacter of the Schools themselves.

By referring to the number of Schools contained in my Report for the first six
months of 1850, it will be found that, taken altogether, viz.: those under the care of
Commissioners with those under the superintendence of dissentient Trustees, they
forin a total of 1,879; whilst, during the following six months, they attain, as
appears by the accompanying tabular statement, the number of 2,005, thereby shew-
ing a difference of 126 in favor of the last six months; or, in other words, the num-
ber of Schools his received an increase of 126 during the latter half year of 1850.

By comparison of the number of children who frequent these Schools, we
equally find an augmentation of tleir number during the latter period of 1850. The
first half of the vear 1850 shews as the number of the children who attended
School during that period, 73,551, which may be ascertained by referring to the
tabular statement annexed to my Report of last year. And the last six months, as
shewn by the statement hereto annexed, attain a figure of 74,857, thereby exhibiting
an increase of 1,306 children attending School during the latter period.

Comparing the number of Schools in operation during the latter half of 1850,
with the number of those existing during the first six months of 1851, we find there
were fourteen more carried on during the second part of 1850, viz: 2,005 during the
above period of 1850, and 1991 during the first part of 1851. The reason of Ihis
slight decrease, independently of that already given, the reduction of the number
of Schools in certain Municipalities, is, that the people are beginning to discover that
it is better to have fewer Schools and to place them on a better footing. This object,
moreover, is one which I cease not to press on all those interested in the different
localities, with the carrying out of the School Law, with whom my position puts
me in relation; and this is the first step towards the improvement which I am happy
to be able to point out. But, although the number of Schools bas diminished, the
same thing cannot be said of the number of children who attended these Schools.
Their number has very satisfactorily increased. Instead of 74,857, we count 79,284,
that is to say, an augmentation of 4,427, a result, I believe, quite as favorable as we
could expect.

If to the above figures we add the number of pupils attending our Colleges and
other Educational Institutions of the country, and who cannot be computed at less
than 10,000, we have a total of about 90,000 pupils who frequent our different
Educational Institutions.

The City of Montreal alone, according to the Inspector's Report, now befor -me,
contains 3,243 Catholic pupils. I have not yet received the Report of the Protestant
Schools and Institutions in operation in Monireal, nor a complete Report of those of
the City of Quebec; I am informed, however, from other sources, that our Colleges,
twelve in number, ten of which are Cathiolie, and two Protestant Institutions, axe-
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more than filled -with pupils, and that, though their buildings are generally very
spacious, they cannot entertain all the applications they receive for the admission of
pupils within their precincts. This fact shewing, as it does, to what extent Educa-
tion is progressing in Lower Canada, promises much for the future, notwith-
standing anything that may be said to the contrary.

Thus, as my different statements will prove to those who refer tothem, the num-
ber of children who attended Elementary Schools bas increased every year.

I must also draw attention to the marked improvement observable in the nature
of the instruction which these Schools afford. Duxing the last two years 'this
improvement has been considerably felt. What people now particularly demand.is
to have good Schools. There is, moreover, a general disposition to pay whatever
sum may be required to secure a proper Teacher.

This desire on the part of the people, addedto the provision of the law requiring
that, after the first of July, of the present year, ail Teachers shall be provided
with a Diploma of capacity, obtained after due examination before one of the Boards
of Examiners, must lead one to augur well of the future.

In tru.th, the above fact, together the administration of the School Inspectors,
offers a guarantee, of the successful operation of the law.

Yes, I urge it with confidence, the greatest difficulties have been overcorne, and
we shall shortly see this section of the country assume, with regard to Education, a
position equal to that of any other section of America. The School Law bas now
very generally become popular. The wish of the people is to possess good and effi-
cient Schools. With such dispositions we cannot help progressing.

There is no lack of young men, with sufficient information, to conduct advan
tageously efficient Schools ; ail they require is a good system of teaching. This
deficiency will be supplied in a few lessons in the Normal School, as soon as organ-
ized, and also by the exertions of the Inspectors, who will, in this respect, follow the
instructions I have giveu them, in addition to the printed instructions foilowing the
School Laws.

The desire of possessing efficient Schools, cannot but create a disposition to
remunerate Teachers more liberally, and, from the moment that an adequate
salary will be attached to the situation, viz: a salary sufficient to place the Teacher
in that position in society, which the discharge of the high functions intrusted
to him entitles him to occupy ; a sufficient number with the necessary qualifications
for all needful purposes, will undoubtedly be found.

With regard to the Teacher's salary, I may say, that I have, at all times, repre-
sented to the Commissioners, and to the parties assessed, that they could not use too
great exertions nor submit to too great sacrifices, in order to raise such salary to an
adequate remuneration.

I have constantly impressed on the parties interested that it is better to have fewer
Schools and to have them efficient; that, to obtain efficient Schools, none but
Teachers perfectly qualified in every respect should be employed ; and moreover, that,
for the purpose of securing the co-operation of the Teachers and stimulating them
in the discharge of their task, it is necessary that their qualifications and merit be duly
appreciated, tiat they receive encouragement in the diseharge of their arduous duties by
being treated with respect and consideration, and by being adequately remuneratedfor
their important services; in a word, that inferior Schools, and Teachers taken at the
lowest offer, are always too dearly paid.

As a proof of viat I here state, I may confidently refer to al my circulars, and- to
the tenor of ail instructions, whether verbal or written, given by me on this subject to
which I have at ail times directed the immediate and constant attention of those intrusted
with the carrying out of the School Law. I further add, that, if, for reasons and causés
above stated, my recommendations on these points were not attended with ail the
success to be desired, they nevertheless, were not without effect. If it be true to say
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that al our Schools are not good, efficient Schools, it is equally true and consoling o
statethat'they ar farfrom being ôf amediocre andmuchless of a worthless descripti9n.

A good number of our Schools can compete, on a ground of equality, with th@
besftSchools i America-several of£ these Schools are located in the District of Montr'al,
al in the Counties of Quebec and Montmorency.

l have, however, reason to believe.that, notwithstanding:the good will of the Com-
missioners andtheir dis position to carry out my recomnendations as faras they deemed
it in their power so todo, they have hardly, during the last two years, increased the
salary of the .Teachers; in many cases they have even reduced it, througha
deficieïicy of.the necessary means caused by the reduction, -from £29,000 to £25,0 0,

f ~the Legislative grant annuallyallotted for the support ofElementary Schools in
lower Canada.

.The people being in general unable to give for the support of Schools, more than
the amount of contribution required by law, the consequence is, that, in order to haye
goodSchools, it is necessary to reduce the number of those zstablished before.the
iminution bf the public'grant, and, notwithstanding what bas been.above said, it wili
follow that a number of children will be left without other means of instruction than
suchl as may bé had at a great' distance :from their homes, and the poor amongst them
wil, in consequence, hardly be able to take advantage of such means of instruction.

As a proof of the tendency to improve, shewn by the Schools, I shall state.that the
number of Model Schools, which, last year, amounted to 64, amount this year
to. 90 and that the superior girls' Schools have increased during the same period from
44 to 63. In addition to the above Schools, in a great number of the Municipalities
are to be .found two or three Schools tcaching rmost of the branches of Education
required to be taught in Model Schools.

Nevertheless, though drawing attention to the progress made in the operation of
the law, I do not bide from myself that there still remains much to be done in this
matter. The number of Schools of a mediocre description is yet much too large.

Al I wish-to establish, is that a sensible improvement bas taken place, and that
we may confidently look to the future ; and, moreover, that the friends of Education
ought to renew their exertions with redoubled vigour, certain, as they ought to be,
that the reatest obstacles have been overcome, and that success now cannot be
doubtful, ' matters are conducted with energy and perseverance.

At the end of this Report will be found the instructions I have thought proper to
address to the School Inspectors, on their entering into office, for the purpose of direct-
ing them in the performance of their task, and of securing uniformity in the carrying
out of the law.

I have had numerous other occasions of conferring and corresponding with them
on this subject, and I cannot but applaud the zeal and good will shewn by all.

Having for a long time felt the importance of obtaining uniformity in the subjects
taught, I published at the end of my circular No. 12, a series of questions on .be
branches of Education prescribed by law, and induced one of our Teachers to
undertake the task of preparing, in answer, a work which, though in a small compass,
contains all that it is necessary to teach in our French Schools. He bas fulfilled his
task in a manner deserving of my unreserved approbation. I have, consequently,
thought fit publicly to recommend the adoption of this work in our Schools. I aunez
to the present Report a copy of my recommendation, so as to place His Excellency and
the Legislature in a position to form an idea of the work as offering a means of instrue-
tion, and securing uniformity of teaching.

The public have since corroborated my judgment of this work. It bas been consi-
dered as well suited to the end for which it was intended, and bas been adopted in thé
generality of our ordinary, and even in several of our academical Schools, so much so
that a third edition of it, which it is endcavored to render still more complete, is in
course of preparation.

s

:A.18@2.
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The same series of questions have been translated into English for the use of the
English Schools, and have been appended to my above mentioned circular; I have further
deemed it my duty to recommend, inthe English Schools, the use of the "National School
"Books," and these are generally made use of, except in the Eastern Townships, where
American School books are still very generally adopted.

I have considered it part of my duty to transmit a list of such Teachers as
have been accepted by the different Boards of Examiners in Lower Canada. This list
will show that we are not wanting in good Teachers to such a degree as it is
sometimes attempted to insinuate, particularly if we add to such list a good number of
persons of the female sex very .weIl qualified to hold.Schools. I ought, incidentally, to
say, that several Inspectors, in their Reports, make mention of having met with a
certain number of these School-mistresses, and, at the same time, testify strongly to the
zeal and good order displayed by them in their Schools.

I, moreover, think it right to give the names of such persons as form the different
Boards of Examiners, so that, seeing how they are composed, every one may convince
himself that they offer a sufficient guarantee that matters are conducted with the care
and attention they deserve.

The friends of Education cannot evince too much gratitude towards the members
of the Boards of Examiners, for the readiness and zealwith which they met al demands
on the part of Teachers desirous of being examined according to law. By the
50th Clause ofthe Act, the Board of Examiners are required to meet but once every three
months; they, nevertheless, for the interests of education, subjected themselves to the
onerous duty of meeting once a month and sometimes oftener.

I wish, at this stage, to have it well understood that, in all that precedes, my
intention has not been to impose in the least degree; very far from it. I most strenu-
ously, and, with all my might, repel sucli an imputation. Ail I have said I declare to
be strictly conscientious on my part. Should there be found any thine incorrect, a fact
which I cannot admit, it must be attributed to error, and never to an fintention of prao-
tising imposition.

No, what I have said is the result of information I have now before me, of the
correspondence had in all parts of the country, and of frequent relations entertained
with persons the best able to judge of the state of things. I make bold to predict that
the Inspectors' Reports, and the statistics I shall thereby be enabled to submit at the
next Session of the Legislature, will substantiate all I now say.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. B. MEILLEUR, S. E.
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SECOND PART-1850.

COUNTY OF BEAUHARNOIS.

= ,,Schools.

Municipalities. I t e

A&nicet, Saint........................... 8 ..... 204
" Dissentient.................... ......... 1 27

Clément, Saint................................ 10 1 618
Dundee................ ......................... 8 ......... 175
Elgin ........................... 5 ......... 143
Godmanchester ................... 11 ......... 390

" Dissentient ............... ......... 1 33
Hemmingford....................... .......... 18 ......... 552
Hinchinbrook.............3.................. 13 22
Martine, Sainte.................... 9 .369

"6 Dissentient................ ......... 1 30
Ormstown............... ..... 14 819

" Dissentient....................... ......... 3 184
Rasselltown..................... 14 1 477

"t D isse int i t..................... ..... 6... .. .........
Timothée, Saint............................ .. 366
Urbain, Saint, first.................... 3 ......... 1 187

Dissentient.......... 2 53

Number of
School-houses

. belongingto
2 ECommissioners.

•<

£ s.
30 8
4 0

66 6
34 7
26 5
57 15
4 17

71 3
40 16
75 il
6 2

71 3
15 16
62 0
4 12

80 13
24 7
6 18

Totals............... 122 10 5049 1 683 7 10

£ s. d.
30 8 4

4 0 6
66 6 5
34 7 2
26 5 6j
57 15 8
4 17 9

71 3 7
40 16 1
75 11 7
6 2 11

71 3 8
15 16 4
62 0 9
4 12 3

80 13 1
24 7 11

6 18 3

683 7 10

9

............

7
6

1
15
10
8

............10

il

3
1

108

............

............

1

1

........ ..

............

............
2

COUNTY OF BELLECHASSE.

Beaumont ........................
Berthier .......................................
Charles, Saint ........... ..............
François, Saint .........................
Gervais, Saint........ ..............
Ls-zare, Saint ........................
Michel, Saint...............................
Michel. Saint, Village of..............
Standon............... ..................
Valier,.Saint.... .......... ................

Totals...............

A. 1852.

3
9
8

13

3
1

43

.... .... .........

......... 108

...... 222
......... 405
......... .........
........ .........

16S
......... 33
.. ...... 186

......... 1372

22 18 1
21 15 0
49 10 3
32 12 6
81 3 0
14 16 7
27 10 4.
16 9 6
4 15 7

40 17 3

312 8 2

..................
21 15 0
49 10 3
32 12 6
8L 3 0

..................

..................
16 9 6?
4 15 7

40 17 3

247 3 1

............
2
8

............9

. ..........
............

20

............

............

......... ..

............

-1-

1
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COUNTY OF BERTHIER.

S ,Number of
-ChOIS ' - - 3School.houses

O belunging to
Commisýsionera.

Municipalities. o

£s. d. £ s. di.
Alp on eSant.................... .............. ....... 12 13 8 ... .............. .................Alphonse, Saint.............-........ *I ** 112 13

Barthélemi, Saint .................. 4 ......... 219 38 17 8 3S 17 8 3 ... ...
Berthier ......................... 9 ......... 470 102 16 5 102 16 5 9 .......
Brandon ................................ ...... 5 ......... 118 22 18 1 22 18 1 ............ . ..........
Cuthbert, Saint .................... 7 ... 228 60 9 5 60 9 5 7 ........ ...
Elizabeth, Sainte ................... 7 ........ 317 61 12 6 61 12 6 6 .......... .
Félix, Saint de Valois ............... 6 ......... 205 36 19 10 36 19 10 6 ......
Isle du Pads .................................. 2 .........1 58 21 18. 4 21 18 4 2 .
Industry......................... 5 ......... 179 36 13 3 36 13 3 1
Kildare .......................... ......... 309 26 19 Il 26 19 11 5 ............

S issentient ....................... 1 42 3 8 2 3 8 2 ............ ............
Lanoraie.... . ................... 4 ........ 120 35 5 3 35 5 3 3
Lavaltrie............... ...... 4 148 30 9 8 30 9 8 3
Daillebout.............. ......... 2 ......... 69 23 16 2 23 16 2 1
Paul, Saint.................................... 4 ......... 137 49 5 4 49 5 4 4 ...........
Thomas, Saint ............................... 2 85 28 il 9 28 il 9 1 .......

Totals............ 66 1 2704 592 15 5 580 1 9 51 ..... ......

COUNTY OF BONAVENTURE.

Carleton ......................... 3 ......... 89 22131 f 22131 2
Cox ............................................. 3 ......... 171 21 16 21 16 8 2
Hamilton ........................ 3 ......... 109 21 0 2 2102
Hope ..........................................2 55 21 110 21110 2
Maria .......................................... 2 ... 97 21 O 2 21 0 2 4
Mann .................................. ......... 8 4 9
Matapédiac....................................1 20 6 il 10 6 il 1O
New-Richmond .............................. . . 66 14 2 4 14 2 4 3

" Dissentient ........ ......... 1 38 8 2 7 8 2 7
Port-Daniel .................................2 44 1696 1696 3
Schoolbred ....................... 4 74 61110 61110 2

23 1 763 167 14 159 10 18 1

COUNTY 0F CHIAMBLY.

Blaifinie ....................... 269 52 4 8 52 4 8 4 ......
Boucherville2..........10.2....4............4 272 581410 581410 3
Bruno. Saint 9 .........................2.. ............
Chambly ........................ 10 435 94 16 6 94 16 6 6 ......
John's, Saint ..................... 6 1 457 72 16 7 72 16 7 8 ............
Longeuil ....................... 10 470 801 8017 8 .............
LucSaint ................................. ... 69 17 5 25 17 5 2 ...........

Totals............ 3 2 2095 400 i 3 40011 3 33 1

A. 1852.
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'COUNTY OF CHAMPLAIN.

Schools. ~Number of
e o ySchool-houses

belonging to
E . Cornmissioners.

MuniciDalities. .. C''se

LZ

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Anne, Sainte, La Pérade ............... 10 276 40 6 4 40 6 4 3 2
Batiscan ...................................... 3 185 18 4 2 18 4 2 1 ............
CaplaMagdeeine...... ............ 2 ....... 125 21 16 8 21 16 8 1 1
Champlain ....................... 5 ........ 178 33 7 4 33 7 4 3 ............
Geneviève, Sainte ........................... 5 ........ 161 38 15 3 38 15 3 1 ............
Maurice, Saint . ............... . 16 9 7 . .....
Prosper, Saint ............. 3 ........ 113 14 6 10 14 6 10 1 ...........
Staislas, Saint ................... 2 ........ 75 41 7 2 41 7 2 1 ..........

Totals............... 3 0  1113 224 13 4 208 3 9 il 3

COUNTY OF TWO MOUNTAINS.

Argenteuil ....................... 17 ......... 636 89 17 8 89 17 8 16 ............
Augustin, Saint ................... .4 ......... 134 41 17 6 41 17 6 3 ............

Dissentient ........... .......... I 18 5 12 6 5 12 6 ........... ............
No.1 ......................2 . 62 7 4 1 7 4 1 .... ....... ............

Benoît, Saint ................................. 8 2 362 72 8 4j 72 8 4 5 .
Chatham ............ ........................ 12 276 50 11 9 50 11 9 12 ............
Columban, Saint .............. 4 127 24 7 8 24 7 8 5 ............
Eustache, Saint .............. 9 ...... 34S 63 7 2 63 7 2 ............ ............

" Dissentient. .................1 21.................. .. ...........
Gore .................. 7 ......... 152 29 19 9 29 19 9 6 1
Grenville ........... ................. ............ . ....
Hermas, Saint ....... ..............5 175 37 17 Il 37 17 11 3
Côte Ste. M arie.............................. 1 ......... 58 6 18 5 6 18 5 ............ ............
Placide, Saint ................................. 5 157 26 13 10 26 13 10 4 ............
Isle Bizarre, South ................. 1 73 10 13 0; 10 13 0 ........ ............
Isle Bizarre, North..... ..................... 1 ......... 50 8 15 10o 8 15 10 ............ ....... .
Scholastique, Sainte........... ............. 12 ......... 400 91 2 5 91 2 5 6

Totals... ........ 88 4 3049 614 17 0 567 7 Il 60 3

COUNTY OF DORCHESTER.

Aubert Gallion .................... 5 ......... 150 25 2 6 25 2 6 1 ............
Anselme, Saint .................... 8 ......... 221 52 12 10 52 12 10 .. ..... ... ............
Bernard, Saint .............................. ......... ......... ......... 13 1 11 .................. . .......... .......... .
Claire, Sainte................................. ......... ......... ......... 51 14 10 ............... .. ............ ............
Cranbourne ............. .................... . ....... ......... ......... 6 1 11 . ................ ............ ...........
Elzéar, Saint ..................... 4 ......... 172 41 12 1 41 12 1 ....... .... ............
Frampton ................................... 11 ........ 301 48 5 7 48 5 7 5 ............
François Saint,.................... 13 ......... 380 51 19 9 51 19 9 3 ....... .
Henri, Saint, ................................. 16 ......... 489 63 12 0 63 12 0 8 1
Isidore, Saint,...... ........... ....... ......... ......... 45 1 4 .................. ............ ............
Jean Chrysostôme, Saint.......... .8 ......... 272 47 5 10 47 5 10 ............ ...... ..
Joseph, Saint,,....................... ........ ......... ......... ... .... 28 1 10 .................. ............ ............
Joseph,Saint.lstrange............. 3 ......... 112 14 5 1 14 5 1 1 ............
Frédéric, Saint .............................. ......... 172 24 19 3 24 19 3 . .......... ............
M arie, Sainte, ............................... ...... .. ........ ......... Il 7 4 .................. ......

"d Village of....................10 292 55 4 0 5540 2
M arguerite, Saintc, ........................ ......... ......... ... ..... 51 13 2 .................. ............ .........
M etgermette ................................. ......... ......... ......... 12 7 2 .................. ...........
Nicolas, Saint................................. 10 ......... 312 58 9 10 58 9 10 8
Point Levi ....................... 14 ......... 508 *79 9 7 79 9 71 6 .........

" Dissentient ................... ......... ......... 45 *Atmount coin prises. ............ ...........
Town of Aubigny ...... . ........... 1 2 94 12 15 10 12 15 10 2 .........

Totals............110 2 3520 795 13 8 575 14 2 36 2

A. 1.8~2.
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COUNTY~OF DRUMMOND.

S s . 8Number of
Schol SSchool-house

Cs .belonging to
G.- Commissioners.

Municipalities. . a.

-. C a. .io o n

£ s.d. £.s.d.
Aston .......................................... 1 ......... 25 5 17 0 5 17 0 ............ ............
Christophe, Saint .......................... 1 ......... 44 12,17 10 . 12 17 10J 3 ...........
Durham ...................................... 11 . ......... 280 42- 0 4 42 0 4 8 5,
Grantham .................................... ......... ......... ......... 23 .9 7 ................. ............ ............
Kingsev ............... 6.. ........ 164 47.10 9 . 47 10 9 5 . ..........
Norbert, Saint ............................. ......... ......... ......... 12 17 10. ............. ............
Stanfold ...................................... 3 ......... 119 23:19 6 23 19 6 3 .........
Tingwick ..................................... . . . ..... 12 12 1 .................. .......... .

" Dissentient ...................... ......... 1 50. 4. 2 5 4 2 5 ............
Upton.................. ........ 4. ........ 246. 25::12 5 25 12 5 3 1
W icham ..................................... ......... ......... ......... 7 14 10 .................. ............ ........

Totals............... 26 1 928. 218 14 8 162 0 3j 22 6

COUNTY OF GASPÉ.

Cap-Chat ................................. ...... 14 14 Il
Cap-Rosier ................................... 2 41 1272 1272 2
Fox and Griffin's Cove, ............... 1 29........ .................. 1
Grand'Riviere ......................... ............ 19 15 5
North Bay of Gaspé ....................... 2:........52 16 9 7 16 9 7 2
South Bay of Gaspé................. 25 12 7 2 12 7 2 2
Magdalen Islands .......................... 8........200 44 3 2 44 3 2 7
Malbaie......................... 34 1416 7 1416 7 .........
Newport......................... ...................... 8 4 9
Douglas ......................... 28 13 3 8 13 3 8 2
Percé .......................................... 1. . . -... 21 8 5 21 8 5 2 2

Totals ............... 1 ........ 474 177 10 10 134 15 9 19 3

COUNTY 0F HUNTTNGDON.

Chateauguay1 4 ............................ 5 248, .............
issentient ......... ......... 1 19 3 4 9 3 1 .........

Constant,Saint .................... 6 268 61 2 8 61 2 8 5 ............
Cyprien, Saint .................... 10.... 549 936 93.6 ...........
Edouard, Saint .................... 4 ... 157 3515 O 35 15 4
Isidore, Saint 9 .. .................. ........... . .......
Jacques,SintMineur 3...............6 . 213 3 8 ............
Pcolle ........................................ 15 . 619 7419 5 74 19.5 2 2

T .............. 11 . 604 7 1 0 97 .1.0 9 3

L'aPigonie......... ...... 5...... 22â. 46..5 .3 _46_.5 .3 5 . ..
Phaippea ................................. 6 ........ 247 625 8 62. 5 8 6

"g Dissentient ............... 1 22........ ..................
Philomène, Sainte . ...... 5.........253 4218 6 .42,18 6 4
Rmi, Saint .......... ................ 7 325 545 8 54.15 8

E a Dissentient .................... 1- 37 6.49 .49 1
VIaentin, Saint ......... ......... 7...........384 58.:-. 8 .. 1 8 6
Sherrington................................... 5.........140- .26-16 Ili 26 16 Ili 3

Totin .......... 96 3 4535 796 3 9 796 39 84

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF KAMOURASKA.

Ch Number of
. .School-houses

belunging to
Commissioners.

Municipalities. Icr 'iL

I --

n c...
>1-o o a.

£s. d. £ s. d.
André. Saint ..... ,...................... 9 ......... 223 69 18 11 69 18 11 1
Annelapocatière, Sainte, No. 1........ 4 ......... 122 31 9 3 31 9 3
Anne Lapocatière, Sainte, No. 2......... ......... ......... ......... 32 19 3 ..................
Denis, Saint ...................... 5 ......... 140 35 3 7 1 35 3 7
Kamouraska ...................... 6 ......... 308 56 10 4 56 10 4 4
Pascal, Saint ..................... 9 ......... 255 67 16 1 67 16 1 3 1
Rlivière Ouelle, No. 1 (a) ............ 5 158 62 13 Il 62 13 11 4
Rivière Ouelle, No. 2................ 1 ......... 58 16 4 7 16 4 7 .......
Hélène,Sainte .............................. 3 78 20 7 0 20 7 0

Totals............ 42 ......... 1342 393 2 Il 360 3 8 12 1-

(a) Report trnsmitted, but grant not yet received, for want of some formalities.

COUNTY OF L'ISLET.

Cap Saint Ignace .......................... ......... 51 9 10
Cyrille, Saint............................. ......... 17 6 0
Crane Island..................................2 ... 128 Il 131I il 13 i
L'Islet ............ ............................6 . 182 5212 il 521211 2
Pierre, Saint, Rivière du Sud............ ......... ......... 26 10 7
Port Joly ..................................... ......... ........ .........
Roch, Saint, des Aulnets ........ ......... ......... 64 13 6
T5om 1Saint .................. 9 ...399 803.3 8033 5 1

Total.......... 17 1 7..... 09 375 7 1 1144 10 1 8 1

COUNTY 0F LEINSTER.

Esprit,Saint .................... ........ 241 41 810 41 810 4 .........
Jacques, Saint .................... 14 637 128 10 5 128 10 5 13
Lachenaie ............ 1212.1.1.2............3 96 16102 16162 2
L'Assomption .................. 10 . .296 51 il 6 51 Il 6 4
L'Assomption, Village of ............. 2 91 28 5 2 28 5 2 1 ..........
Lin, Saint............................. 3 ..... 246 54 125. 54 12 5j 2 .......Dissentient ............ ......... 1 20 8 4 9 8 4 9.....................
Mascouche ...................................6 . 207 80 5 3 80 2 3 5
Rawdon ............... ...... 1 ......... 350 39 142 3914 2 7 ..
Juienne, Sainte .............................. 4 .. ..... 76 4 8 23 4 8 3 .
Répentigny .................................... 4 ......... 192 38 4 6 38 4 6 3
Roch,Saint..................................6 ... 227 51 14 9 51 14 9 4........
Sulpice, Saint .................................3 .105 20 8 8 20 8 8 2 ..........

Totals ............ 6 . 2784 553 4 6 553 4 6 47 .
SupcS it................. 3 ..... 10 0 8 8 2 ....

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF LOTBINIÈRE.-

Schools. ' . Nunber of
.________.g • School-houses be-

longing to
Commissioners.

cec

£S.d £s.d.
Antoine, Saint, de Tilly ............ 11 378 66 13 0 66 13 0 1 ........
Croix, Sainte ..................... 10 . 351 47 0 10 47 0 10 4.
Deschaillons......................3 97 27 15 3 27 15 3
Flavien, Saint .................... 1 18 8 1 5 8 1 5 ........ ........
Giles, Saint ............................ .... .... 27 8 9 ............ 4 ........
Lotbinière........................ 14 575 67 6 2 67 6 2 3 ........
Sylvestre, Saint .................. 14 .... 536 85 13 8 85 13 8 14 ........

Totals,........ 53 .... 1955 329 19 1 302 10 4 26 ........

COUNTY OF MEGANTIC.

Broughton....................... .. 45 5 12 1 5 12 1 ........
Forsyth................................ ...... ...... 7 16 6 ............................
Halifax........................ .... 170 23 9 7 . 23 9 7 6
Inverness ........................................... 30 il 8 ............ ......

Dissentient .............. ...... 1 48 7 17 10 7 17 10 1
Ireland .......................... ...... ............ 19 12 2 ............ ........ ........
Lambton........................ 2 ...... 136 1611 5 1511 2
Leeds ................................. ...... ...... 30 7 0 ............ ................

" Dissentient ....................... 1 30 4 6 8 4 6 8 ........ ........
Somerset ....................... .... 85 23 17 10 23 17 10 2 1
Tring............................2 84 1111 11111 2

Totals,........ 13 2 597 181 1 8 92 14 4 14 1

COUNTY OF MONTMORENCY.

Côte Beaupré ....................
Château Richer ...................
Famille, Sainte....................
Féréol, Saint .....................
François, Saint....................
Jean, Saint ...................
Joachim, Saint ....................
Laurent, Saint ....................
L'Ange Gardien ..................
Pierre, Saint......................

Total,..........

87
132
85

47
166
27

234.
119
131

13
24
17

. 14
10
26
14
.12
14

. 16

13 6 il
24 6 1
17 12 7

...........
10 10 il
26 10 7
14 6 9
12 7 2
14 14 11
16 4 7

1 Ii2

A. 1852.
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3
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COUNTY OF MISSISQUOI.

¤ • 8'tNumber of
Shools. School.houses be.

8 longing to
"a Comuissioners.

Municipalities.%

Ja U

£ s.d. £ s.d.
Dumm ......................... 20 ...... 404 63 10 5 63 10 5 16 . .

Freleighsburg .................... 10 ...... 377 31 il 1 .31 il 1- 9 ..

Philipsburg ............... . 11 ...... 261 34 17 0 34 17 0 9

Sutton .....................•.. 12 ...... 433 37 6 5 37 6 5 . 6'

Stanbridge ......................18 .... 455 66 8 1 66 8 1 .19 ...

Totals,.......... 71 ...... 1930 233 13 0 233 13 0 59

COUNTY OF MONTREAL.

Bout de1'Isle.................... -. 128 18 -0 10 18 0 10 ........ ........
CityCatholics ................ 10 462 193' 8 2 133 8 2 ................
" protestants .................. 3 244 69 15 1 69 15 1 ........ ........

OtedesNeiges.................... 2 ...... 84 27 10 8 27 10 8 1 ........
Visitation...................... 1 ...... 27 3 5 9 3 5- 9'. ..............

Dissentient ................ 1 32' 3 17 9 3 17 9' ........ .....
Gloteau St. Louis .................. 3 ...... 146' 15 13 6- 15 13- 6- 1

St. Pierre................... 2 ...... 103 20 6-11 -20 ' 6 -11 - - 1 - .
Geneviève, Sainte ................. 5 ...... 182 39 2- 8 39- 2- 8 5'
Henri;Saint...................... 2 1· 130· -14 17· 1 -14-17 1 ........
Hochelaga........................2 77 -15 1 11 15- 111 1 .
Lachine ......................... 4 1 209 -- 48- 7 2 -48- 7 2 -3 ..
Laurent, Saint .................... 1 ...... 271' 60 11'1 -60 11- 1 2
Longue Pointe .................... 3 .... 128- -18 19 0 -18-19- 0- 1
Pointe aux Trembles............... 2 ...... 114- 21 18 3 21·-18- 3 • 1 -

Pointe Claire ..................... 6 ...... .1487- 33~9-0 33 9 0 1
Rivière des Prairies ............... 3 118- 17 15 Il -17 15- il' 1 ........
Sault au Récollet ................. 4 166 42 6 11 .42 6 11 3 .

Totals,.......... 61 3 2769 604 7 8 604-7 8 21 1

COUNTY~OF-NICOLET.

Bécancour '....................... 13. ...... 406 .59 6 4 59 6 4 .9-.ve
Blandford....................... . 31 .5 0 6 5.., 6 .2
Gentilly ..................... 8 . .297 .57 10 1 57 10 1 5
Grégoire, Saint ................... 12 683 .78 8 7j .78 8 . 11 .
Momque, Sainte..................................... 44 8 2
Nicolet ........................... 10 371 .. 53 il 0i. . 6 1- . 1
Pierre, Saint, les Becquets.......... 9 ..... 249 .51 8 2 . 51 8 2 .. 3
Gertrude, Sainte .................. ...... . 136 .19 15 6 219 15 6 2

, Totals,, ,........ 57 ...... 12173 369 8 5 .825 0 -8 88 1

A. 1552.
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COUNTY OF OTTAWA.

S a 8 -. Number of
Schools. .: School-houses be-

Commssioners.
Municipalities. E 4j

£s.d. £s.d-
Allumettes.......................1 .... 24 8 1 0 8 1 0 2 ........
Bristol...........................3 64 12 5 6 12 5 6 4 ........
Buckdngham......................1 20 24 2 5 24 2 5 1 ........

"i Dissentient .......... ...... 1 12 1 16 8 1 16 8 1 ........
Clarendon........................ ...... .... .... 29 5 0 ............ ........ ........
Calumet ......................... .... 42 13 8 4 13 8 4 1 ........
Eardly .......................... ...... .... .... 6 5 2 ............ ........ ........
Huli............................. ...... .... .... 46 11 6 ............ ................
Litchfield.........................2 64 8 15 4 8 15 4 2 ........
Lochaber.........................3 65 16 1 3 16 1 3 6 ........
Onslow ............... ......... ...... .... .... 7 10 0 .....................
Petite NLation .................... ...... .... .... 42 18 6 ............................
Templeton........................3 74 il 5 9 il 5 9 . 3
Village of Aylmer ................ 3 156 22 6 0 '22 6 0 1 ........
Village of Waterloo............... 1 .... 51 8 3 1 8 3 1 1 ........
Wakefield........................ 1 .... 25 11 1811 11 18 11 1 ........

Totals,........ 20 1 597 270 14 5 138 4 3 23 .......

COUNTY OF PORTNEUF.

Ancienne Lorette.................. 6 .... 313 41 0 0 41 0 0 1
Augustin, Saint ................... 4 .... 162 26 15 6½ 26 15 6j 3
Basile, Saint............................ .... ...... 16 9 6 ............ ........ ........
Cap Santé........................ .... 294 66 3 2 66 3 2 4 ........
Cap Rouge ....................... 1 46 5 5 11 5 5 11 ........ ........
Casimir, Saint .................... 3 .... 55 16 9 6 16 9 6 ................
Catherine, Ste .......................... .... ...... 43 0 ........ e....2................
Deschambault..................... ... 253 42 6 11 42 6 11 6 ........
Ecureuils ......................... .... 52 10 12 6 10 12 6 ................
Grondines........................5 164 26 7 4 26 7 4 3
Pointe-aux-Trembles................4 204 87 8 1 37 8 1 4 ........
Raimond, Saint ................... 4 .... 140 23 16 3 23 16 3 ........ ........

Totals,........ 41 .... 1683 355 14 10 296 à 2 21 ........

COUNTY OF QUEBEC.

Ambroise,Saint .................. 8 ...... 351 49 7 0 49 7 0 7 ........
Beauport ........................ 6 ...... 283 1 47 0 10 47 0 10 4 .......
City, Catholie .................... 14. .. 1659 288 3 2 288 3 2 .............
" Protestants .................. 4 ...... 153 95 '8 8 95 8 8 1

Charlesbourg.....................5 ..... 280 36 19 10 36 19 10 4
Dunstan, Saint ................... ...... ...... ...... 8 18 2 ............ ........
Foye, Ste.........................2 73 26 4 of 26 4 01 2
Roch, St............................ ...... ...... 23 17 11 ....................
Stadacona................... 30 17 11 .................... 17 >
Stoneham.................... 5 3 10 ............ ........ 3 10

Dissentient .................... 1 46 3 15 10 3 15 10 ........
Valcartier....... ...................... ...... ...... 30 19 8 ............ ........

Totals,........ 39 1 2845 646 16 10 546 19

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF RICHELIEU.

Number of
S s ~School-houses be-

longing to
Commussioners.

Municipalitie-

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Aimé, Saint ...................... 9 ...... 379 73 16 5 73 16 5 4
Bàrnabé,Saint................ 6 ...... 139 31 16 0 31 16 0 1 ........
Boiôughof Sorel ................. 2 ...... 457 47 19 10 47 19 10 2 ........
Charles,Saint.....................4 130 33 4 1 33 4 1 3
Denis, Saint ..................... 10 ..... 417 63 7 1 63 7 1 ........
Jude, Saint ...................... 5 .... 142 31 6 2 31 6 2 5 ........
Ours, Saint.......................6 306 67 7 10 67 7 10 6 ........
Sorel ...........................8 .... 253 57 15 0 57 15 9+ 6 .......

" Dissentient ................ ...... 2 80 11 17 4 11 17 4 1 ........
Victoire, Sainte ................... 3 ...... 92 52 14 6 52 14 6 3 ........

Totals,........ 53 2 2395 471 5 01 471 5 0 32 ........

COUNTY OF RIMOUSKI.

Bie, St.Fabien ................... 3 ...... 89 9 19 2 9 19 2 2
" Ste. Cécile................... 1 ...... 32 7 6 10 7 6 10 ........

Green Island ..................... 7 .... 180 43 3 5 43 3 5 4 ........
Kakouna, St. Arsène .............. 7 ...... 323 48 6 4-r 48 6 4à 5 ........

" St.George............... 6 221 '33 Il 5+ 33 Il 5+ 3 ........
Lessard .......................... . 86 27 12 0 27 12 0 ........ 1
Lepage .......................... ...... ...... ...... 21 3 6 ............ ................
Matane ........................ ...... ...... ...... 11 17 3 ............ ........ .......
M étis............................. ...... ...... ...... 8 6 5 ............ .... .......
R]imous.ld.........................8 214 65 11 7 65 11 7........
Rivière du Loup ................. ...... ...... ...... 47 15 3 .............
Simon, Saint......................6 165 34 15 4 34 15 4 3 1.......
'Trois Pistoles .................... 10 ...... 333 54 5 10 54 5 10 4
Eloi,Saint .......................3 .... 74 26 0 8 26 0 8 3 ........
Village of St.Edouard............. 1 ...... 49 21 12 1 21 12 1 1

Totals,........ 55 ...... 1766 461 72 + 372 4 9 28 1

COUNTY OF ROUVILLE.

Athanase, Saint ................... 14 .... 542 98 19 0 98 19 0 14
" Dissentient.......... ...... 2 46 8 8 0 8 8 0 1 ........

Brigitte,Sainte.................... 5 .... 210 26 13 10 26 13 10 5
Clarenceville ..................... 14 .... 323 27 18 7 27 18 7 9
Foucault......................... 6 .... 167 23 7 11 23 7 11 5
Grégoire, Saint.................... 6 .... 223 51 14 9 51 14 9 5
Henriville.... ................... 13 .... 619 87 11 7 87 11 7 12
Jean Baptiste, Saint ............... 6 .... 223 47 5 9 47 5 9 5
Marie, Sainte, de Monoir ........... 8 .... 833 107 2 1 107 2 1 6
Mathias,Saint.................. ... 5 .... 197 47 6 9 47 6 9 5
Rouville ......................... 5 .... 149 26 14 10 26 14 10 3

Dissentient .............. ...... 1 15 3 2 4 - 3 2 4 .............

Totals,........ 82 3 13547 556 5 5 556 5 5 70 4

'18
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COUNTY OF SAGUENAY.

Sooo ... 2 SNumber of
School-houses

Sbelonging to
Comunssioners.

Municipalities . e E .

£s. d. s d.
Agnès, Sainte .................. 3 ...... 108 24 19 3 24.19 3 .2 .......
Bagot ........................ s ...... 93 12 17 5 12.17 5. .2
Bagotville...................... .... 91 14 6 4 14 6 4 .1 .......
BWaeSt.Paul....................Il ..... 429 76 9 4 75 9 4 9
Chicoutimi ....................... 3 ...... 82 12 7 2 12 7 2 .3 ..
Eboulements ..................... 3 ...... 148 45 17 9 .45 17 9 3 1
Irénée, Saint ..................... 1 ...... 55 19 18 9 19 18 9 1 ........
IsleauxCoudres.................. 4 ...... 118 16 4 7 .16 .4. 7 .4
Malbaie .......................... 7 ...... 203 77 2 3 77 2 3 7 ........
Petite Rivière .................... 1 ...... 44 9 16 1 9 16 1 1 ........
Tadoussae ............................ ............ ........ ........
Urbain,Saint.....................4 .. 67 19 18 9 19 18 9 4 ........

Totals........... 43 ...... 1488 335 7 10 328 17 8 37 1

COUNTY OF ST. HYACINTHE.

Abbottsford..................... ..... 82 7 9 11 .7 9 11 3 ........
Césaire, Saint..................... 17 719 103 9 7 103 9 7 14 3 .
Damase, Saint ................... 10 ... 311 66 1 6 66 1 6 8 ........
Dominique, Saint.................. .4 150 22,13 1 22 13 .1 4
Hugues, Saint .................... 5 ...... 212 35 13 6 35 13 6 5 ........
Hyacinthe, Saint .................. 9 ...... 242 50 5 il 50 5 il 9 ........
Hyacinthe, Saint, Village of ........ 6 ...... 282 42 6 1* .42 6 1 1
Pie, Saint ........................ 13 420 4817 i1 48 17 1 10
Présentation ...................... 4 175 5 3 7 .35 3 7 4
Rosalie, Sainte....................4 135 31 4 6 31 4 6 .2 .......
Simon, Saint......................4 181 33 5 8 33 5 8 8 ........

Totals.......... 79 .... 2909 476 10 5j 476 10 5j 63 3

COUNTY OF ST. MAURICE.

Dumontier ........................ ...... 261 48 19 94 43.19 9j 7 ........
Gatineau ....................... .... 211 3713 0 37. 13 0 4
Maskinongé......... ........ 9 ...... 441 80 16 5 80 16 5 6 . .....
Pointe du Lac .................. .................. 31 1 2.............. .....

Rivière du Loup ................... 9 ...... 329 62 13 11 621311 7
Three Rivers,.................... ..... 128 63 5 6 63 5, 6 ........ ........
Three Rivers, banlieue,............ 3 ...... 99 27 3 9 27 3 9 8 1
Ursule, Sainte .................... 5 ...... 185 39 4 3 39 4 3 4 .. .........
Paulin, Saint .................... .... 106 22 9 11* 22 9 11 1
Yamachiche ...................... 16 62I 79 5 1 79 5 1 4 2

Totale.......... 63 ...... 2381 487 12 10 456 11 8 386 3

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF SHEFFORD.

Sh ol'S Number ofSchools. ... ,. -- g ici . Sehool-houses
belonging to

e o e -oCommi&Ioner.

Municipalities z

£s.d £s.d.
Brome......................... 1 . 481 39 17 6 39 17 6 1 4 .......
Ely ............................. ...... ...... ...... 9 16 1 ............ ........ ........ I

Farnh:u......................... 12 ...... 327 46 11 0 46 11 0 14 1
Granby .......................... lo ..... 394 34 17 0 34 17 0 10 2
Milton........................... 5 ..... 164 14 1 3 14 1 3 4 .......

" Dissentient ................. ...... 4 105 9 0 1 9 0 1 1 ......
Shefford ......................... 15 378 44 3 2 44 3 2 10 1
Stukely ........................................... 22 3 3 ...........................

Totals......... 61 4 1849 220 9 4 188 10 0 43 4

COUNTY OF SHERBROOKE.

,Ascot............................ 15 413 54 9 1 54 9 1 9 ........
Brompton........................ ...... ...... ...... 8 9 9 ............ ........ ........
Bury ........................... 4 ...... 124 28 3 6 28 3 6 3 ........
Compton ......................... 17 869 52 12 10 52 12 10 17 ........
Dudswell ........................ 4 84 10 14 2 10 14 2 4 .......
Eaton.........................--. 12 393 45 9 6 45 9 6 13 ........
Hereford ........................7 ..... 152 16 11 2 16 11 2 1 2
Melbourne........................13 294 35 0 4 35 0 4 12 4.
Shipton.......................... 14 388 51 13 2 51 13 2 17 ........
Windsor ......................... 3 55 5 18 8 5 18 8 2 ........

Totals......... 89 ...... 2772 309 2 2 300 12 5 78 6

COUNTY OF STANSTEAD.

Barnston....................... 23....... 526 62 12 3 62 12 3 19 ........
Bolton .... ........... ..... 12....... 268 28 11 9 28 11 9 Il 1
Hatley ......................... 16 ...... 347 35 15 1½ 35 15 1½ 13 ........
Magog .......................... 6 ...... 139 11 10 8 11 10 8 7 ........
Potton ......................... 12 .... 376 29 14 11 29 11 11 12 ........
St&astead ................. ...... 31 ...... 1044 85 18 7 85 18 7 29 .........

Totals........ 100 ...... 2700 254 3 3ý 254 3 3 91 1

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF TERREBONNE.

Municipalities.

Anne, Sainte des Plaines ...........
Martin Saint, Village of............
Upper part of St. Martin...........
On the bank of the River, ..........
Lower bank,......................
Upper bank......................
Côte Saint Antoine................

" Saint Elzéar................
Lower part of St. Martin ...........
François, Saint, de Sales............
Lacorne..........................
Jérôme, Saint.....................
Jérôme, Saint, No. 4...............
Janvier, Saint .....................
Janvier, Saint, Village of ..........
Janvier, Saint, Village of, No. 2.....
Vincent de Paul, Saint.............
Terrebonne.... ..................
Upper part.....i
Lower..........I
South.........
Village.........
Rivière Cachée.. of Sainte Thérèse.

Côte Blainville..
Dissentient.....J
Mille-Isles ....................
Rose, Sainte .....................
Rose, Sainte, No. 1 and 2............

Totals........

Schools.

.*

4
2
1

4

11
1

3
4

72

3

1
1
5
6
1
1
1

1
1

3
8

65

....

....
.. .

Q '-

-Oc

0.20

O ~O

z-

169
97
52
36
37
25
50

48
60
81

104
215
159
122

81
36

202
220

33
45
35

124
19
37
68

275
121

Oc,

-oec,

>-'- c
O .-~

~i2

£ s. d.
36 5 0
13 14 7
il 5 9
9 1 3
7 18 2

*6 5 9+
5 7 1
8 6 5+
7 16 6

19 8 10
26 15 6
69 9 8½
21 5 11+
14 5 1
10 10 il
5 8 9

45 9 6
37 9 9

............

............

............
62 12 3

7 14 11+
33 14 0
20 13 6

2586 1 480 19 4 480 19 4

COUNTY OF VAUDREUIL.

Coteau du Lae.................... 5 ...... 162 43 3 1 43 3 1 4
Isle Perrot .................... 2 ...... 68 23 1 4 23 1 4 1
Marthe, Sainte................... 5.... 209 26 15 6 26 15 6 5 ........
Newton....................... 2 51 9 6 3 9 6 3 2 .......
New Longueuil ................... 9 ...... 336 56 8 6 56 8 6 7 ........

" Dissentient .................. ...... 1 55 9 4 9 9 4 9 ........ .......
Rigaud ......................... 7 ...... 353 63 17 5 63 17 5 8 ........

" Dissentient ............... ...... 1 42 7 12 10 7 12 10 ........ ........
Clet, Saint ... ................... 4..... ... 139 *25 12 9 25 12 9 4 ........
Soulanges ....................... 5 ...... 222 47 19 0 47 19 0 2 ........
Vaudreuil....................... 8 ...... 346 69 10 8 69 10 8 6 ........
Zotique, Saint .................... 5 ...... 253 27 6 10 27 6 10 4 ........

Dissentient ............ ...... 1 58 6 5 5 6 5 5 . .......

Totals ........ 52 3 2294 416 4 4 416 4 4 43 ......

A. 1852.

Number of
Sehool-housès
belonging to

Commissioners.

.>

<

£s. d.
:;6 5 0
13 14 7
il 5 9

9 1 3
7 18 2
6 5 9½
5 7 1i
8 6 5j
7 16 6

19 8 10
26 15 6
69 9 8
21 5 11
14 5 1
10 10 il
5 8 9

45 9 6
37 9 9

............

............

............
62 12 3

............

............

............
7 14 11

33 14 0
20 13 6

.. .. .
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COUNTY OF VERCHERES.

S s Number of
Sho . School-houses

belonging to
.r o Commssioners.

Muicipalities'-

£ s. d £ s.d.
Antoine, Saint .... ............... 5 1

Beloil ..................... 5 .. ..... 265 43 18 3 43 18 3.
Contreeœur.......................4 220 44 6 6- 44 6 6 4
Marc, Saint.......................3 143 24 9 4 24 9 4 2 ........
Varennes ........................ 9 ..... 372 86 0 3 86 0 3 4 ........
Verchères ....................... 4 ...... 245 51 11 6 51 11 6. 1 j1

Totals.......... 30 ...... 1406 283 19 9 283 19 9 18

COUNTY OF YAMASKA.

Baie du Febvre ................... 9 292 73 18 0 73 18 0 7 ........
David, Saint ......................... .............
François, Saint, du Lac............. 1 405 87 18 1 87 18 1 3 ........
Yamaska........................3 ..... 103 53 16 0 53 16 0 ........ ........
Zphirin, Saint.................. .. ..... 16 14 6 .................... ........

Total..........23 ...... 800 284 8 0 215 12 1 10 ........

A. 1852.
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REcAPITULATIoN for the last six months of the School-year 1850.

8 Num2ber of
School-houses be-

longing to
Commissioners.

Counties. t

Beauharnois....................... 122 10 5049 683 7 10 683 7 10* 108 8
Bellechasse....................... 43 ...... 1372 312 8 2 247 3 2 20 1
Berthier ......................... 66 1 2704 592 15 5 580 1 9 51 0
Bonaventure ...................... 23 1 763 167 14 9 159 10 0 18 1
Chambly ......................... 39 2 -2095 400 11 3 400 11 3 33 i
Champlain........................ 30 ...... 1113 224 13 4 208 3 9 il 3
Two Mountains.................... 88 4 3049 614 17 0 567 7 11 60 3
Dorchester ....................... 110 2 3520 795 13 8 575 14 2 36 2
Druiimnond....................... 26 1 928 218 14 8 162 0 3 22 6
Gaspé ........................... 17 ...... 474 177 10 10 134 15 9 19 3
Huntingdon ....................... 96 3 4535 796 3 9 796 3 9 84 1
Kamouraska ...................... 42 ...... 1342 393 2 11 360 3 8 12 1
lIIslet.......................... 17....... 709 375 7 1 144 10 1 8 1
Leinster .......................... 71 1 2784 553 4 6 553 4 6 47 1
ILotbinière........................ 53 ...... 1955 329 19 1 302 10 4 26 0
Iégintie ......................... 13 2 597 181 1 8 92 14 4 14 1

Montmorenci...................... 21 ...... 1028 164 3 11 150 0 6 16 0
Nissisquoi ....................... 71. ...... 1930 233 13 0 233 13 0 59 0
Xontreal ......................... 61 2 2769 604 7 8 60478 21 
Nicolet .......................... 57.. 2173 369 8 5 325 0 3 38 1
Ottaa .......................... 20 1 597 270 14 5 138 4 3 23 0
Portneuf .......................... 41 ...... 1683 355 14 10. 296 5 2 21 1
Quebee .. ....................... 39 1 2845 646 16 10 546 19 4 18 0
Richelieu......................... 53 2 2395 471 5 0 471 à 0 32 0
Rimousid......................... 55 ...... 1766 461 7 2j 372 4 9 28 1
Rouville ......................... 82 3 3547 556 5 5 556 5 5 70 4
St. Hyacinthe ..................... 79 ...... 2909 476 10 5j 476 10 5 63 3
St. Mauriee ....................... 63 ...... 2381 487 12 10 456 11 8 36 3
Saguenay ........................ 43 ...... 1438 335 7 10 328 17 8 37 1
Shefford .......................... 61 4 1849 220 9 4 188 10 10 43 4
Sherbrooke...................... 89 ...... 2772 309 2 2 300 12 5 78 6
Stanstead ........................ 100 ....... 2700 254 3 3 254 3 3 91 1
Terrebonne ........................ 65 1 2586 480 19 4 480 19 4 51 1
Vaudreuil ........................ 52 3 2294 416 4 4 416 4 4 43 0
Verdières........................ 30. 1406 283 19 9 283 19 Q 18 1
Yamaska ........................ 23.800 284 8 0 215 12 1 10 0

Totals,........ 1961 44 74857 14500 0 0 13064 9 7 1365 60
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FIRST PART OF 1S

COUNTY OF BEAUHARNOIS.

- Number ofSchools. . Sos School-houses be-
Iong ' to

Municialitis. S

~~~~i z._ _ _ __ _ -

s.d £ s. d.
Anieet, Saint .................... 10 ...... 255 30 14 2 30 14 2 9

" Dissentient........... ...... 2 31 3 14 8 3 14 8..............
Clément Saint................... il ...... 589 66 6 5 66 6 5 9 1
Dundee...........................8 171 34 7 2 34 7 2 7 1
Elgin ............................ 5 ...... 158 26 5 6- 26 5 6 6
Godmanchester................... 11 ...... 400 62 13 54 62 13 54 11 .......

"g Dissentient ............... 1 35........... .......... . 1 .......
Hemmingford..................... 16 656 71 3 7 71 3 7 16 .......
Hinebinbrook................... 14 ...... 491 41 16 1 40 16 1 1-
Martine, Sainte .............. 9 ....... 569 77 10 0. 77 30 o; 8 1

"l Dissentient ......... ...... 1 31 4 4 5ý 4 4 5ý ........ .......
Ormstown ....................... 14 702 69 13 6 69 13 6 il .......

" Dissentient ................... 3 182 17 6 6 17 6 6 ............
Russel1town.....................13 ..... 625 62 18 4 62 18 4 1 2

"4 Dissentient ....... .... ...... 1 ...... 3 14 8 3 14 8 .............
Timothée,Saint................... 10 ...... 450 80 13 1 80 13 1 7
Urbain,SaintPremier............. 3 208 25 8 9 25 8 9 3

Dissentient ... ...... 2 48 5 17 5 5 17 5 1 .......

Totals,.......... 124 10 5691 683 7 10 683 7 10 112 5

COUNTY OF BELLECHASSE.

Beaumont ........................
Berthier ..........................
Charles, Saint .................
François, Saint.................
Gervais, Saint ....................
lazarre, Saint .................
Michel, Saint .....................
Michel, Saint Village of,............
Standon..........................
Valier, Saint......................

Totals,........

3

13 •

-6

35

130
275

9 3

34
200

1111

22 18 1
21 15 0
49 10 3
32 12 6
81 3 0O
14 16 7
27 10 4-q
16 9 64
4 15 7

40 17 3

312 8 2

............
21 15 0
49 10 3

............
81 3 0

............

............
16 9 6.;
4 15 7

40 17 3

214 10 7.1-

20

1

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF BERTHIER.

Nu e of
Schools. r .umber of

S -School-b ouses

-hs Sn .2 c belongin g to& é' Commis sioners.

Muiipltis il .. , .

Alphoose, Saint .............................. ............... 1 3 8.. .. ...... ...
Berthier.......................................9 503 10216 5 10216 5 9
Barthélemi, Saint ........................... 4 156 38 17 8 3S 17 8 3
Brandon ...................................... 6 141 2218 1 2218 1
Cuthbert, Saint ............................. ......... 282 60 9 5 60 9 5 7
Elizabeth, Sainte ........................... 6 346 61 12 6 61 12 6 6
Félix, Saint de Valois ...................... 6 179 36 19 10 36 19 10 6
isle du Pads .................................. 2 69 21 18 4 2118 4 2
Industry....................................... 4 174 3613 3 3613 3 1
Kildare ..................................... 394 2733 2733

" Dissentient ................................ 1 47 3 410 3 410
Lanoraie.....................................4 179 35 5 3 35 5 3 3
Lavaltrie.......................................4 116 Ô0 9 8 30 9 8 3
Daillebout................................ .... 3 120 2316 2 2316 2 1
Paul, Saint .................................... 4 176 49 5 4 49 5 4 4 .

.h o m a s , S a i n t ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . .1 1 2 2 8 i l 9 2 l 9 .

T otals ~ .......... 
j

66 1 2994 592 15 5 80

5 1 ... ........

COUNTY 0F BONAVENTURE.

Carleton................................. 3. ........ 93 2213 1 2213 1 2
Cox..................................... ......... 124 21168 21168 2
Hamilton........................................... 0
ope........................................3 ... 1 s 21 1 21110 2

Maria........................... 97 21 0 2 21 0 2 4
Matr ................................... ......... 8 4 9
M pédiac........................... 20 6 Il 10 6 il 10 .
New-Richnond ............................. 4 ......... 110 16 8 6 16 8 6 3

T m Dissentient ..... .................. 1 39 5 16 S 5 16 5
Port-Danel ....................... 1 2.. 16 96 169 6 3............
Schoobred2.......................3 108 6 Il 10 6 i 9 . ........

Totals 3.........23 1 725 16714 9 138 9 10 ............

COUNTY 0F CI{AMBLY.

lairnlie. .................... 5 18 2 8 1 ............
ouhervie ...................... . 254 58 14 10 58 14 10 ...........

Bruno. Saint. ...................... 2 117 15 19 8 15 19 6 6 ...........
Chanly.3........................10 451 94 16 6 94 16 6 6 ...........
Joh's, Saint....2....................6 1 444 72 16 7 72 16 4 2 ............

Longueuil .61....................... 10 3 13 7 1 ............
Luc,4Saint 3............................2 ..... ............

Totals............ 639 2 2178 400 Il 3 400 Il 5 ............

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF CHAMPLAIN.

Shools. Number of
. ' -School-houses

.S s= g.g • belonging to
. Commissioners.

~.
Municipalities. o Co . -

£s.cd. £ s. d.
Anne, Sainte, La Pérade ............... 10 276 40 6 4 40 6 4 3 2
Batiscan .......................... 3 ... ..... 80 18 4 2 18 4 2 1 ......
Cap la Magdeleine...... ....... . 2 ....... 111 21 16 8 21 16 8 1 1
Champlain .................................. 5 92 33 7 4 33 7 4 3 ............
Geneviève, Sainte ........................... 5 ......... 185 38 15 3 38 15 3 2 ............
M aurice, Saint ..... ........... ......... ......... ....... . ......... 16 9 7
Prosper. Saint ............................. 3 . 128 14 6 10 14 6 10 1 ............
Stanislas, Saint .................... 3 . 115 41 7 2 41 7 2 1 ............

Totals............... 31 ......... 987 224 13 4 208 3 9 12 3

COUNTY OF TWO MOUNTAINS.

Argenteuil ....................... 17 ......... 636 89 17 8 89 17 8 16 ............
Augustin, Saint ................... . 4 ......... 134 43 0 2 43 0 2 3 ............

No. 1 ................ 2 ......... 62 7 4 1 7 4 1 ........... ............
Dissentient .......... . ......... 1 14 4 9 10 4 9 10 .... ....... ............

Benoît, Saint ......................... 8 1 353 72 8 4j 72 8 4j 5
Chatham ......... ............... 12 . 258 50 11 9 50 il 9 12 ............
Columban, Saint ... ............. 4 ........ 155 24 7 .8 24 7 8 5 ............
Eustache, Saint ..................... . 8 ......... 394 58 11 6 58 11 6 4 1 •

Dissentient. ............. ......... 1 32 4 15 8 4 15 8 1 ............
G renville ........................... .......... . ......... 47 9 1 .........
Hernmas, Saint ........... .................. 4 ......... 181 37 17 Il 37 17 11 3 2
Gore ................ ......... .... 6 .........: 2141 29 19 9 29 19 9 6 1
Côte Ste. Marie.................... 1 ......... 53 6 18 5 6 18 5 ............ ............
Placide, Saint..................... 3 ......... 68 26 13 10 26 1 10 4 ............
Isle Bizarre, North..... ................ . 1 ......... 50 7 14 9 7 14 9 ............ ............
Lie Bizarre, South ........................ 1 ......... 70 11 14 li Il 14 1 ............ ............
Scholastique, Sainte..... ............. 12 ......... 540 91 2 5 91 2 5 8 ..........

Totals............... 83 3 3214 614 17 0 567 7 Il 67 4

COUNTY OF DORCHESTER.

Aubert Gallion ...................... ....... 5
Anselme, Saint .............................. 11
Bernard, Saint .............................. .........
Claire. Sainte................................ 5
Cranbourne ............. .................... . .......
Elzéar, Saint ................................ 4
Frampton .................................... 10

" Dissentient ..................... .........
Frédéric, Saint .............................. s 5
Henri, Saint, de Lauzon ................ . 16
François Saint, de Beauce ................. 13
Isidore, Saint, de Lauzon .................. .........
Jean Chrysostôme. Saint................. 9
Joseph, Saint, de Beance ......... ........ ........
Joseph, Saint, 1st range.................. .. 3
Marie, Sainte, de Beance ................ ...... ..

" Village of.................... 12
Marguerite, Sainte, de Joliette...........
Metgermette ................................. .........
Nicolas, Saint................................. 10
Point Levi .................................. 14

" Dissentient ................... ....
Town of Aubigny ..... ...... ............. l.
South West Chaudière River.............. 1

Totals............ 110

.. . .. .

.. . .. .

.. . .. .

144
243

148

172
388

31
168
512
380

296

96

340

290
517

27
84
27

3963

25 2 6 25 2 6
52 12 10 52 12 10
13 i l ..................
51 14 10 51 14 10

6 1 11 .............. ..
41 12 1 41 12 1
44 14 2 44 142
311 5 3 11 5

24 19 3 24 19 3
63 12 0 63 12 0
51 19 9 5119 9
45 1 4 ..................
47 5 10 47 5 10
28 1 10 ..................
14 5 1 14 5 1
11 7 4 ..................
55 4 0 55 4 0.
51 13 2 ..................
12 7 2 ..................
58 9 10 58 9 10
72 14 6½ 72 14 6;

6 15 1 6 15 1
12 15 10 12 15 10

*Amount com prised in St.

795 13 8j 627 9 0

A. 1852

1

5
1

8
3

2

8
6

2
Joseph,

37

............

............

............
1......

....... .....

istrange

2
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COUNTY OF DRUMMOND.

Number of
Schools. . School-houses

, . , belongin to
Commissioners.

Municipalities. E - I __®_____-

Aston .......................................... 1 ......... 25 5 1 7 0 ...... ......
Christophe, Saint .......................... 1 ......... 44 1 7 lj 1 7 lý 3 ......
Durham .......... ............................ 11 ......... 319 42 0 4 2 0 4 86
Gramtham .................................... ......... ......... ......... 23 9 7 . ............... ......
Kingsey . ................ ..................... - 9 ......... 219 4 0 9 4 0 9 5 ......
Norbert, Saint ............................... ......... ......... ......... 1 7 1 1 ......... ............
Stanfold ............. ......................... 3 ......... 200 2 9 6 2 9 6 3 ......
Tingwick .................. .................. ......... ......... ......... 1 2 1 ......... ............

" Dissentient .............. ....... ......... 1 76 4 2 5 4 2 5 1 ...
Upton ............................... ........... 4 ......... 241 25 1 5 25 2 5

£E... £ d

Wickham~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1.......... ....................... 7 10 5... 17...... ............ ............

To s........... 9 12 2 1 7 1 0½8 162 1 0 ½ 3 3 ......

42 4 42W 4 8-

C23 9 7 .................. ............ ............
a4 0s 9 7 17 9 5 ............

S, 1int .................... 1. .1. 1.7 1 .. . ............
ra .. .. ... 2................ ... i 6........ ............42 .

orth1 1a2 1 ......................... ...........9.7 ............
S e........... ........ 1........27 2 5 4 2 5 .......... .

im lb ie... ..................... .... 2523 1 12 5 25 12 5 3 1......

Nwor ... .. ....... ......... .................................... 84 ................ ............
Stanold. Totals..............3..29 .1..24 219 648 120 231967

CapgCat ................................................
Cap Rosie . . ...................24

pexcnd in'C............................ 1........241 212 5 212 5 2
Gra v ...... ................... ................ 7 14 1

Notrth. . B of.Gaspé9....................... 2

SouthBat.o.G.sp..............................1 4I
Magdalse Ilads.......................28 32 97 5.

Malra'iv........................................911
NeortB ....... ....................... 2 ........ 9 7.

Dougdlsl............................ ..... 0 2 4

Maibaje........................1 33 117 146

~ewpot.................................50 84

Douglas.........................241 1338 338 2
Percé .................................. 1 7 15 28

To14t4ls1..................488........... ............

9C5U7NT9 507½ 3 ...........

chateauguay ...................
" Dissentient ................

Constant, Saint .............................
Cyprien, Saint .......... ....................
Edouard, Saint ..............................
Isidore, Saint .................................
Jacques, Saint, Mineur .....................
Lacolle ........................................
Laprairie.....................
La Pigeonnière ...... ............
Philippe, Saint ...............................
Philomène, Sainte . .........................
Rémi, Saint ................. ............ .

" Dissentient ................
Shentin, Saint ............................
Sherrington.............. .....................

"6 Dissentient ...............

Totals...............

•.5

6
15
4
4
6

17

5
6
5

6
4

......... 1

.. . ..
1

*1

1

.. . . .

41 17
3 13

61 2
93 6
35 15
49 2
41 17
74 19
97 1
46 5
62 5
42 18
56 16

4 4
58 1
20 3

6 13

4117
3 13

61 2
93 6
35 15
49 2
41 17
74 19
97 1
46 5
62 5
42 18
56 16
4.4

58 1
20 3

6 13

1
1
5

10
4
4
5

15
9
5
6
4
5
1
6
3

101 5391 j 796 3 9 1796 3 9 V 84

A. 1852;

............

............

............

............

............

............

.............. ..................................
............
............

796 3 9 1 84 11
1

101 5391 1796 3 9
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COUNTY OF KAMOURASKA.

Schools. ~Number of
School-houses
belonging to

r;~ ~ ~ cn arominssioners
Municipalities. cem issioner,.

£. S.d £

0 iii.- Z..

André. Saint (a) ............................ 10 ......... 274 69 18 il................
Anne Lapocatière, Sainte, No. 1......... 4 122 31 9 3 i 9 3
Anne Lapocatière, Sainte, No. 2......... 3 51 32 19 3 32 19 3
Denis, Saint .... ......................... ............. 35 3 7
Hélène, Sainte .............................. 3 138 20 7 0 20 7 O
Kamouraska ....................... 315 56104 56104 4
Pascal, Saint ................................ 6 314 6716 1 6716 1 3 
Rivière Ouelle, No. 1 (a) ................ .5.........158 62 13 Il................4
Rière Quelle, No. 2..................... 1 44... ...... 74S

Totals........... 37 ......... 1420 393 2 il 225 6 6 12 1

(a) Ilave transxnitted their B{eturns, but flot yct rcccivcd their grant, some formalities being wantiug.

COUNTY 0F L'ISLET.

Cap Saint Ignace ..................... .............. 51 9 10 .......... ......
Cyrille, Saint............................ ......... 17 6
CraneIsland. .......................2 .. 125 il 13 Il 13 Il
Iset. ...........................10 . . 212 5212 il 5212 il .

Pierre, Saint,Rivière du Sud ........ .................. 26 1 7 ............
Port Jol .......... 11 .................. . ............
Rocli, Saint. des ulnets ... ........ .................. 64 ............ ...........
Thomas,3 int ......................9 .52 8033 8033 5

Ttl........21 1..... 6891375 7 1 144 10 1 8 1

COUNTY 0F LEINSTER.

Esprit,Saint ...................... 7 239 41810 41810 4.........
Jacques, Saint .................... 14 843 128 10 5 128 10 5 13 .............
Lalienie 10.4........................ 3 4 ............
L'Assomption6 167.....................10 . 442 51 11 6 5 1 6 4
L'Assomption, Village of?.............. 2 ..... 9.5 2 5 2 28 5 2 1i ......
Lin, Saint......... ................. .. 3 246 54 12 5ý 54 12 5 ý 2 .....

Dissentient....1.............. 8 4 9...................
Mas.ouche ............ . .... ......... 2 5085 5085 2
Rwdono... ...................... 7 .. 314 39 14 2 39 14 2 
Julienne, Sainte ........................ 4 .. 128 23 4 8 23 4 8 3
Répentigny ................................ 198 38.4.6 3846 3
Roeh, Saint..................................6 ......... 284 5114 9 5114 9 4
upice, Saint.................................2 .. 54 20 8 8 2 8 8 2

Totals ............ 68 1 3212 .5346 55346 47
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COUNTY OF LOTBINIÈRE.

Sh s e 8Number of
S o à C_ : School-houses be-

longing to
•• © ..::Commissioners.

Municipalities, a • __,..___

0 CD

£ s.d. £ s. d.
Antoine, Saint, de Tilly ............ 11 .... 362 66 13 0 66 13 0 1 ........
Croix, Sainte ..................... 10 .... 346 47 0 10 47 0 10 4 ........
Deschaillons......................3 ... 119 27 15 3 27 15 3 ................
Flavien, Saint .................... 1 18 8 1 5 8 1 5 ......... ......
Giles, Saint ........................... .... .... 27 8 9 .............. 4..
Lotbinière......................... 14 527 67 6 2 67 6 2 3 ........
Sylvestre, Saint .................. 11 .... 575 85 13 8 85 13 8 14 ........

Totals,........ 50 .... 1947 329 19 1 302 10 4 26

COUNTY OF MEGANTIC.

Broughton.......................1 .... 40 5 12 1 5 12 1 1
Forsyth.......................... ...... ...... ...... 7 16 6 ..................
Halifax.........................6 .... 176 23 9 7 23 9 7 6
Inverness ........................................ 30 il 8

" Dissentient ..................... 1 58 7 17 10 7 17 10 .
Ireland .......................... ............ ...... 19 12 2 ............ ......
Lambton......................... 2 ...... 135 15 11 5 15 11 5 2
Leeds ........................... 4 ...... 140 28 11 3 28 11 3

" Dissentient ....................... 1 30 6 2 5 6 2 5
Somerset ........................ 3 ...... 129 23 17 10 23 17 10 5 .......
Tring........................... 3 ...... 130 111811 11 18 11 2 .......

Totals,........ 19 2 838 181 1 8 123 1 4 17 .......

COUNTY OF MONTMORENCY.

Côte Beaupré ....................- 2 ...... 79 13 6 11 13 6 11 2 .......
Château Richer ................... 4 ...... .144 24 6 1 24 6 1 2 .......
Famille, Sainte.................... 2 ...... 110 17 12 7 17 12 7 1 .......
Féréol, Saint ..................... ...... ...... ...... 14 3 5 ................
François, Saint....................2 46 10 10 il 10 10 il 2
Jean,Saint .......................3 175 26 10 7 26 10 7 2 .......
Joachim,Saint................... .... 31 14 6 9 14 6 9 1 1-
Laurent, Saint .................... 3 ..... 234 12 7 2 12 7 2 ........ ...
L'Ange Gardien ................. ..... 68 14 14 11 14 14 11 3
Pierre,Saint......................4 171 16 4 7 16 4 7 3

Totals,.......... 24 ...... 1058 164 3 Il 150 0 6 16 1

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF MISSISQUOI.

Number ofSchools. . School-houses be.
ie M4 longin to

-a .2 Commissioners.
Municipalities. C

à m
*d t.E

Dunham.....................
Freleighsbarg .................
Philipsburg ......................
Sutton ...........................
Stanbridge .......................

Totals,..........

20
10
9
12
17

68

432
377
220
344
618

1991

£ s. d.
63 10 5
31 il 1
34 17 0
37 6 5
66 8 1

233 13 0

£ s. d.
63 10 5
31 il 1
34 17 0
37 6 5
66 8 1

233 13 0

18

9
7
19

62

5

1

6

COUNTY OF MONTREAL.

Bout de 1Isle.....................
Oity, Catholics ....................

4 Protestants..................
Oôte des Neiges....................

"'Visitation..................
Disseotient ..........

Coteau St. Louis ..................
" St. Pierre..................

Geneviève, Sainte .................
Henri, Saint ......................
Hochelaga ........................
Laebine .........................
Laurent, Saint ....................
Longue Pointe ....................
Pointe aux Trembles...............
Pointe Claire .....................
Rivière des Prairies ...............
Sault au Récollet .................

Totals,..........

2

23

1
.................

21
5
2
2
4
7
3
2
5
3
4

61

72
553
267

...... 84

...... 27
1 30

...... 114

...... 96
188

1 146
.... .. 77
...... 165
...... 316
...... 85
...... 109
...... 149

113
...... 1 251

2 2842

18 0 10
133 8 2
69 15 1
27 10 8

3 8 0
3 15 6

15 13 6
20 6 11
39 2 8
14 17 1
15 1 il
48 7 2.
60 il 1
18 19 0
21 18 3
33 9 0
17 15 Il
42 6 11

604 7 8

18 0 10
133 8 2

69 15 1
27 10 8
3 8 0
3 15 6

15 13 6
20 6 il
39 2 8
14 17 1
15 1 il
48 7 2
60 11 1
18 19 0
21 18 3
33 9 0
17 15 il
42 6 11

604 7 8

. .. .. . .. . . ... .. .

. . ...... . .......
1 .

2 .1

1..........

211

COUNTY OF NICOLET.

Bécancour ...................... 13 ...... 510 59 6 4 59 6 4 9
Bandford........................2 42 5 0 6 5 0 6 2
Gentilly ......................... 8 356 57 10 1 57 10 1 5 ........

Grégoire, Saint .................. 12 ...... 715 78 8 7* 78 8 7* 1 .
Momque, Sainte.................. ...... ...... ...... 44 8 2 ............ ........ ....
Nicolet .......................... 10 402 53 11 0* 5311 . 6 -1
Gertrude, Sainte .................. 3 156 19 15 6 19 15 6 2
Pierre, Saint, les Becquets.......... 8 ...... 261 51 8 2 51 8 2 3

Totals,.......... 56 ...... 2442 369 8 5 325 0 3 38 1
'l1 I

A. 1l852.
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COUNTY OF OTTAWA.

Sh s Nurnber of
c s . School-houses

-o . belonging to

. - ¶Commi sioners.
Municipalities. -i -

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Allumettes..................... 1 ...... 24 8 1. 0 8 1 0 2 1
Bristol..........................1 32 12 5 6 12 5 6 4 ........
Buckingham. ..................... 2 ..... 58 18 16 5 18 16 5 1 ........

" Dissentient................. 1 23 7 2 8 7 2 8 1 ........
Clarendon........................ ............ ...... 29 5 0 ............ ........ ........
Calumet..........................2 41 13 8 4 13 8 4 . 1 ........
Eardly.................................. ...... ...... 6 5 2 ............................
Hull.................................... ................
Litched........................2 .81 8 15 4 8 15 4 3 ........
Lochaber.........................3 65 16 1 3 16 1 3 6 ........
Onslow.............................. ...... ...... 7 10 ........... ................
Petite Nation ..................... ...... ...... ...... 42 18 6 ........... ................
Templeton.......................2 ..... 47 il 5 9+ il 5 9+ 3 ........
Village of Waterloo.............. 1 .... 64 8 3 1 8 3 1 1 ........
Village of Aylmer ................ 3 ...... 114 22 6 0 22 6 0 1 ........
Wakefield....................... 1 ...... 27 11 1811 11 18 11 1 ........

Totals......... 18 1 576 270 14 5 138 4 3 24

COUNTY OF PORTNEUF.

Ancienne Lorette..................6 291 41 0 0 41 0 0 1 ........
Augustin, Saint................... 4 ...... 215 .26 15 6 26 15 6 3 ........
Basile, Saint...................... ...... ...... ...... 16 9 6 ......................
Cap Santé........................7 296 66 3 2 66 3 2 4 1
Cap Rouge................. 1 .. ..... 46 5 5 10 5 5 1oi .... ,.........
Casimir, Saiut.....................3 55 16 9 6 16 9 6 ................
Catherine, Ste..................... ... 43 0 2 . . - .......
Deschambault..................... 243 42 6 il 6 ........
Eeureils.......................... . 76 10 12 6 10 12 6 ................
Grondines........................ 5 ...... 164 26 7 4 26 7 4 3 ........
Pointe-aur-Trembles............... 4 233 37 8 1 37 8 1 4 ........
Raimond, Saint ................... 3..... 88 23 16 3 23 16 3 ................

Totals........ 39 ...... 16871 355 14 10 296 5 2 21 1

COUNTY OF QUEBEC.

Ambroise, Saint.................... 8 . 31 49 O 49 7 0 .
Beauport......................... 6 307 47 010 47 010 4
City, Catholics................... 15.......1516 288 3 2 288 3 2

" Protestants..................4 .... 153 9588 9588 
Charlesbourg...................... 5 262 361910 361910 4
Dunstan, Saint........................ ............ 8 18 2
Foye, Ste......................... 2 78 26 5 26 4 01 2
Roch, St. of Quebec............ 1 .. 48 23 1i Il 23 17 il
Stadacona.............................. ...... 30 1l il
Stoneham........................ ......
Valcartier.............................. 30 19 8 ........

T.tals.......... 2695 6461610156115 18

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF RICHELIEU.

Schools e .u Number of
School-houses

,i . = belonging to
. . 'ã * 4 2g 5 Commissioners.

M1unicipalities. I '

s. d. £ s. d.
Aimé, Saint ...................... 9 .... .... 374 73 16 5 73 16 5 4 .........
Barnabé, Saint .................... 6 ......... i56 31 16 ·0 31 16 0 1 ...........
Bourg Sorel ...................... 2 ......... 515 47 19 10 47 1910 2 .
Charles, Saint ....... ................. 4 . 142 33 4 1 33 4 1 3 ..........
Denis, Saint ........ ................ 10 ........ 117 63 7 1 63 7 1 1 ......... .
Jnde, Saint ......... ,....................... 5 ... !83 31 6 2 31 6 2 5 ..... .
ours, Saint . ....................... 6 ........ 337 67 7 10 67 7 10 6 ............
Parish of Sorel .......... 8...... . . ... 321 57 15 94 57 15 9j 6 ......

1)issentient................ ......... 3 103 Il 17 4 . 11 17 4 .......
Victoire, Sainte................... 4 .. ...... 173 52 14 6 52 14 6 3 ............

Totals............... 54 3 2721 471 5 0 471 5 0 32 ......... ,,

COUNTY OF RIMOUSKI.

Bic, St. Fabien .............................. 2 52 919 2 919 2 2
"' Ste. Cécile .................... 30 7 610 7 610

Green sland .............................. 7.........186 4335 4335 4
Kakouna, St. Arsène ...................... 5 265 48 6 4 48 6 4ý 5

" St. George ...................... 6 227 33i 5j 33115j 3
Lessard ................................. 3 75 2712 O 2712 0
Lepage ........................................ ..... .3 6
Matane..................................... ..... il 17 3
Nlétis ........................................ 59 8 6 5 8 6 5 3
Rimouski ...................................... 8 275 6511 7 6511 7
livière du Loup.. ............... ........ 4715 .........................
Trois Pistoles............ . .10 3 5......... 10 54 5 10 4
SimonSaint..... ............ ...... 191 34 15 4 34 15 4
Eloi, suint. ........................3 . . 65 26 0 8 26 0 8 3.....
Village of St. Eouard................ 62 21 12 1 21 12 1 1 .

Totas..........55 ......... 197 461 7 2 380 Il 2 31

COUNTY 0F ROUVILLE.

Athanase, Saint ............................. 14 546 95 6 2 95 6 2 14
o S Dissentient .................. . 69 12 010 12 010 1

Briitte, Sainte ............................... 5 167 261310 261310 5
Clarencevilled....................... 9 317 27 18 7 27 18 7 7

9 19.. 2....................... 6 1........ 7 23 7 1 5
Gr7goire, Saint ................... 5 221 5114 9 51 14 9 5

enriville ....................... 16 ......... 675 87 7 87 7 15
Jean Baptiste, Saint................6 192 47 5 9 47 5 9 5 ............
Marie, Sainte, de Mnoir......833 107 2 3 107 2 1 3 ...........
Ma2hias, Saint .................. 5 219 47 6 9 47 6 9 5
Rouville ......................... 4 168 261410 261410 3

Dissentient ...................... 3 2 4 3 2 4 .. ...........

Totals...............78 2 355 556 5 5 556 5 5 73 1

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF SAGUENAY.

Sch'~ls. _Number of

- School-houses
belonging to

Commissioners.

z ~tz
5 o o

£Ls. d. £ sd.
Agnès, Sainte ................... 3 108 24 19 3 24 19 3 2
Bagot ... ,....................... . 3 ...... 95 12 17 5 12 17 5 2 .......
Bagotville ....................... 3 ...... 84 14 6 4- 14 6 4 1 .....
BaieSt.Paul.................... 1 ..... 429 75 9 4 75 9 4 9
Chicoutimi ....................... 3 ...... 77 8 15 9 8 15 9 3
Eboulements ..................... 3 ...... 148 45 17 9 45 17 9 3 1
Irénée, Saint ..................... 1 ...... 59 19 18 9 19 18 9 1 .
Isle aux Coudres ...................4 122 16 4 7 16 4 7 4
Laterrière,........................ 17 3 il 5 3 il 1 ....
Malbaie .................... ,.... 6 ...... 197 77 2 3 77 2 3 7 ...
Petite Rivière .................... 1 . ... 29 9 16 1 9 16 1 1
Tadoussac .............................. ...... ...... 6 10 2 ..........
Urbain,Saint .....................4 .... 67 19 18 9 19 18 9 4....

Totals........... 43 ...... 1441 335 7 10 328 17 8 38 1

COUNTY OF ST. HYACINTH.

Abbottsford..................... ..... 68 7 .9 il 7 9 11 3.
Césaire, Saiat..................... I7768 103 9 7 103 9 7 14 .
Damase, Saint ................... 9 ...... 311 66 1 6 66 1 6 8.
Dominique, Saint.................. 3 ...... 167 22 13 1 22 13 1 4.
Hugues, Saint .................... 6 ...... 225 35 13 6 35 13 6 5.
THyacinth, Saint .................. 9 ...... 260 50 5 il 50 5 il 9
Hyacinth, Saint, Village of ........ 6 ...... 299 42 6 1,1 42 6 ] . 1 .
Pie, Saint........................13 416 48 17 1 48 17 1 10 .
Présentation ...................... 4 197 35 3 7. 35 3 7 4
Rosalie, Sainte.................... 4 163 31 4 6 31 4 6 2 .
&non, Saint......................4 205 33 5 8 33 5 8 8 .

Totals.......... 77 ...... 3097 476 10 5-. 476 10 5i 63 8

COUNTY OF ST. MAURICE.

Dumontier ....................... 8 ...... 299 43 19 9½ 43 19 9 7 1
Gatineau ......................... 6 140 37 13 0 37 13 0 4 ..
Maskinong ................. . 9 ........ 454 80 16 5 80 16 5 6
Pointe du Lac .................................... 31 1 2 ..........
Rivière du Loup .................. 9 .. 385 62 13 11 62 13 il 7
Three Rivers, Town,................ 3 ...... 132 63 5 6 63 5 6 .........
Three Rivers, banlieue,............. 3 ...... 82 27 3 9 27 3 9 3
Ursule, Sainte .................... 6 ...... 211 39 4 3 $9 4 e 4.
Paulin, Saint ..................... 4. 147 22 9 Ilî 22 9 11 1
Yamachiche ..................... 16 ..... 621 49 5 1 79 5 1 2

Totals..........64.......2471 48712 10 456 Il 8 36 4

A, 1'852
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COUNTY OF SHEFFORD.

Number ofSchools. . •-: 0oos. School-houses
belonging to

.rCommissioners.
Mumeipahities... o 0

£ S. d. £
Brome.........................14 ..... 452 39 17 6 39 17 6 4
Ely ............................. ...... ............ 9 16 1 .................... ........
Farnham.........................12 473 4611 0 4611 0 14 I
Granby .......................... 13 487 34 17 0 34 17 0 10 2
]ilton.......................... 4 ...... 117 16 15 4 16 15 4 4

Dissentient ................. ...... 3 44 6 6 0 6 6 0 1
Shefford ..................... .. .... 393 44 3 2 44 3 2 10 1
SEtkely ......................... .................. 2233

Totals......... 56 3 1966 220 9 4 18810 0 43 4

COUNTY OF SHERBROOKE.

Ascot............................14 321 54 9 1 54 9 1 9
Brompton........................ ...... ...... ...... 8 9 9 .................... ........
Bury ...........................5 ..... 132 28' 3 6 28 3 6 3
Compton.........................17 869 52 12 10 52 12 10 17
Dudswell ........................ 5 ...... 186 10 14 2 10 14 2 5 .......
Eaton............................ 13 368 45 9 6 45 9 6 13
Hereford ........................ 8 175 16 11 2 16 11 2 1 2
Melbourne........................13 294 35 0 4 35 0 4 12 4
Shipton..........................16 447 51 13 2 51 13 2 17
Windsor............................. ...... ...... 5 18 8 .............2

Totals......... 91 ...... 2792 309 2 2 294 13 9 79 6

COUNTY OF STANSTEAD.

Barnston......................... 20 ...... 574 62 12 3 62 12 3 19
Bolton........................... 13 ...... 313 28 11 9 28 11 9 il 1
Hatley....................... 13 ...... 398 35 15 1+ 35 15 ij 13
Magog .......................... 7 ...... 159 11 10 8 11 10 8 7
Potton .........................12 ..... 247 29 14 11 29 14 11 12
Stanstead ................. ......31 .... 1044 85 18 7 85 18 7 29

Totals......... 96 ...... 2735 254 3 3ý 254 3 3 91 L

- j

A. 1852.
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COUNTY OF TERREBONNE.

Number of
Schools. School-houses

2_ belonging to
Commaissionerm

Municipalities.

£s. d. S. d.
Anme,Sainte des Plaines ........ 4 .... 171 36 5 0 36 5 0 1 ........
Lacorne....................... .. 4 .... 136 26 15 6 26 15 6 4 ........
Bank of the River St. Martin......... 1 .... 40 9 1 3 9 1 3 1 ........
Lower bank,....................... 1 .... 54 7 18 2 7 18 2 1 ........
Upper bank..................... 1 .... 44 6 5 9% 6 5 9i 1 ........
Côte Saint Elzéar.................. 1 .... 58 8 6 5 8 6 5j 1

" Saint Antoine..-............... 1 .... 50 5 71+ 571 1 ..
Upper Côte,........ ............... 1 .... 50 11 5 9 11 5 9 1 ......
Lower Côte,....................... 1 .... 64 7 16 6 7 16 6 ........
Village, 0£........................ 2 .... 124 13 14 7 13 14 7 1 ........
François, Saint, de Sales............ 3 .... 89 19 8 10 19 8 10 1 ........
Jérôme, Saint..................... 7 .... 226 A9 9 8% 69 9 8j 6 1
Jérôme, Saint, No. 4............... 3 .... 122 21 5 11J 21 5 11J 3 ........
Janvier, Saint ..................... 2 .... 122 14 5 1 14 5 1 2 ........
Janvier, Saint, No. 2 ................ 1 .... 36 5 8 9 5 8 9 1 ........
Janvier, Saint, Village of .......... 1 .... 81 10 10 11 10 10 11 1 ........
Vincent de Paul, Saint............. 5 .... 282 45 9 6 45 9 6 4 ........
Terrebonne...................... 5 .... 231 37 9 9 37 9 9 2 ........
Mille-Isles ........................ 3 .... 90 7 14 11% 7 14 11 3 ........
Rose, Sainte ...................... 5 .... 193 33 14 0 33 14 0 6 ........
Rose, Sainte, No.1 and 2.............2 139 20 13 6 20 13 6 2 ........
Upper......... 1 .... 34 6 15 0 6 16 0 1 ........
Lower .1 .... 32 10 6 3 10 6 2 1 ........
South.......... 1 .... 35 6 6 2 6 6 2 1 ........
Village of. of Sainte Thérèse. 2 .... 145 18 19 10 18 19 10 1 ........
RivièreCachée.. 1 .... 20 3 5 4 3 5 4 1
Dissentient..... . 1 33 10 3 1 10 3 1 1 ........
Côte Blainville...................1 .... 30 616 7 616 7 1

Totals........ 61 1 2731 480 19 4 480 19 4 51

COUNTY OF VAUDREUIL.

Coteau du Lac.................... 5 ...... 199 43 3 1 43 3 1 4
IslePerrot....................... 2 ...... 87 23 1 4 23 1 4 ...
Marthe, Sainte...................5 .... 182 26 15 6 26 15 6 5 ......
Newton.......................... 2 53 9 6 3 9 6 3 2
New Longueuil ................... 8 ...... 344 57 3 8 57 3 8

" Dissentient .................. ...... 1 51 8 9 7 8 9 7 ........
Rigaud ........................... 9........ 380 63 12 10 63 12 10 8 .......

Dissentient ............... ...... 1 47 7 17 5 7 17 5 ........ ........
Clet, Saint ... .................... 4 ...... 128 25 12 9 25 12 9 4 ........
Soulanges........................ ....... .. 237 47 19 0 47 19 0 2 ........
Vaudreuil........................ 9 ...... 400 69 10 8 69 10 8 ô ........
Zotique,Saint..................... ...... 195 29 5 3. 29 5 3 4 ........

" Dissentient ............ ...... i 29 4 7 0 4 7 0 ........

.Totals ........ 53 3 2332 416 4 4 416 4 4 43 ........

35 --
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COUNTY OF VERCHERES.

ShS Number of
Schools. Shool-houses

- belongng to
.. .o o Comnissioneru.

Municipalities.

. d. s -d.

.Antoine, Saint .... ............... 5 ...... 187 33 13 11 Ô3 13 11 2 ....... ,
BelSil ........................... 5 ...... 293 43 18 3 43 18 3 5 ........
00ntrecœur ....................... 4 ...... 254 441 6 6 44 6 6 4 ........
Marc, Saint ....................... 3 ...... 161 24 9 4 24 9 4 2 ........
Varennes ........................ 9 ...... 438 86 0 3 86 0 3 4 ...... ,..
Verchères ....................... 4 ...... 214 51 11 6 51 11 6 1 1

Totals .......... 30 ...... 1547l 283 19 9 283 19 9 18 1

COUNTY OF YAMASKA.

Baie du Febvro ................... 9 ...... 358 73 18 0 73 18 0 7 ........
David, Saint ...................... ...... ...... ...... 1 52 1 5 ............ ........ ........
François, Saint, du Lac............. 11 ...... 456 8i 18 1 87 13 1 3
Yamaska......................... 53 16 0 ............ ........ ........
Zéphirin, S aint.................... ...... ...... ...... 16 14 6 ............ ........ ........

Totals.......... 23 ...... 814 284 8 0 161 16 1 10 ........

A. 1852.
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RECAPITULATION for the first six months of the School-year 1851.

Number ofSchools. Xmeo
School-houses be-

longing to
- Commiesioners.

Counties. e i

Beauharnois....................... 124 10 5691 683 7 10 683 7 10 108 5
Bellechasse....................... 35 ...... 1111 312 8 2 214 10 7- 20 1
Berthier ......................... 66 1 2994 592 15 5 580 1 9 51 .0
Bonaventure ...................... 23 1 725 107 14 9 138 9 10 19 0
Chambly ......................... 39 2 2178 400 11 3 400 il 3 35 0
Champlain........................ 31 ...... 987 224 13 4 208 3 9 12 3
Two Mountains.................... 83 3 3214 614 17 0 567 7 11 67 4
Dorchester ....................... 119 2 3963 795 13 S1 627 9 0 37 2
Drummond....................... 29 1 1124 218 14 8 162 0 31 23 7
Gaspé ........................... 18 ...... 488 177 10 10 134 15 9 20 2
Huntingdon ....................... 101 5 5391 796 3 9 796 3 9 84 1
Kanouraska ....................... 37. . 1420 I 3 1 2 Il 225 6 6 12 1
L'Islet........................... 21. 89 375 7 1 144 10 1 8 1
Leinster ......................... 68 1 3212 553 4 6 553 4 6 47 i
Lotbinière........................ 50 ...... 1947 329 19 1 302 10 4 26 0
Mégnti ........................ 19 2 838 181 1 S 123 1 4 17 0
Montmorenci...................... 24 ...... 1050 104 3 Il 150 0 6 16 1
Missisquoi ......................... 68 ...... 1991 233 13 0 233 13 0 62 6
Montreal ......................... 61 2 2842 604 8 604 7 8
Nicolet ......................... .50 ...... .2443 369 8 5 325 0 3 38 i
Ottawa .......................... 18 1 576 270 14 5 138 4 3 24 1
Portneuf .......................... 39 ...... 1687 355 14 10 296 5 2 21 1
Quebec .. ....................... 41 ...... 2695 646 16 10- 567 1 5 18 O
Richelieu......................... 54 3 2721 471 5 0 471 à 0- 32 0
Rimouski......................... 55 ....... 1797 461 7 2 380 11 2 31 1
Rouville ......................... 78 2 3575 556 5 5 556 5 5 73 1
St. Hvacinthe ..................... 73097 476 10 5 476 10 5 63 8
St. Mfaurice ....................... 64 ...... 2471 487 12 10 456 Il 8 36 4
Saguenay ........................ 43 ...... 1441 335 7 10 328 17 8 38 i
Shefford .......................... 56 3 1966 220 9 4 188 10 0 43 4
Sherbrooke....................... 91 ...... 2792 309 2 2 294 13 9 79 6
Stanstead ........................ 96. .2735 254 3 3 254 3 3 91 i
Terreboune ........................ 61 1 2731 4S0 19 4 480 19 4 51 1
Vaudreuil ........................ 53 3 2332 416 4 4 416 4 4 43 0
Verchères........................ 30 ...... 1547 283 19 9 283 19 9 18 1
Yamaska ......................... 20 ...... 814 ; 284 8 0 161 16 1 10 0

Totals,........ 1948 43 79284 1450 0 0 11226 14 7 1398 62
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INSTRUCTIONS TO INSPECTORS OF SCHOOLS,
Giren fo ther by the Superintenden of Education, agrceablyI to the Act of the 1 Ath

and 15th Vic., cap. 97, and confornably also Io the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Articles of
the 35th Clause of the Act of the Oti Vic., cap. 27.

The School Inspectors, according to the truc intent of the Act 14 and 15 Vie.,
cap. 97, will visit all the Schools in operation in the Sehool Municipalities comprised
within the limits of their respective juridictions, will make 1hemselves acquainted
with the stale of Primary Education, and report thereon in a manner as clear and
precise as possible to the Superintendent of Education, once in every three months.

1. To this end, the Sehool Inspectors, named by virtue of the aforesaid Act,
will carefully ascertain the number of Schools held under the control oi the educa-
tional laws, the number of children attending them, the morality and literary quali-
fications of the Teachers in charge of these Schools, specifying those who have
passed an examination before one of the Boards of Examiners, and those who have
not yet passed this examination ; specifving the Schools which are kept by men,
and those which are kept by women, married or single, specifying also the age, and
the degree of instruction of the Teachers, and the kind of School wvhich they keep.

2. The Inspectors will classify the Schools they visit, according to their kind,
the Teachers according to their qualifications, and the kind of Schools kept by them,
and the children frequenting such Schools, according to their age and proficiency.

3. The Inspectors vill also specify, whether the Schools are held under the
control of the School Commissioners, or under that of the Dissenting Trustees; if
they are Common Schools frequented by children both of Catholic and Protestant
parentage, if they are mixed Schools frequented by children of both sexes, without
distinction either of origin or religion, and if these Schools are purely Elementary
or Superior Schools, such as the Model School and the Girls' School, according to
the law 9 Vie., cap. 27.

4. The Inspectors will examine the Teachers who have not yet undergone an
examination before one of the Boards of Examiners, and ascertain whether they
posscss the qualifications prescribed by tle 3rd and 10th Articles of the 50tli Clause
of the Act 9 Vic., cap. 27, according lo tle two gradations therein mentioned, and
will make special mention of those whom they find in all respects qualified accord-
ing to the provisions of Ihe law, and also of those who are not sufflciently qualified,
and of those who are not at all qualified.

a. Those who are not bound to undergo an examination before one of the
Boards of Examiners, are not on that account to be excmpted from producing these
certificates, and proving these qualifications to the School Commissioners and School
Inspectors on the spot, and it is above all things incumbent upon the latter that they
should peremptorily exact these proofs.

6. The proof of the moralily of Teachers and of their qalifications, as by law
prescribed, is of great importance, since upon that depends greatly the education
and morals of the children who frequent the Schools. It is therefore much to be
regretted that the Sehool Commissioners have been sometimes so grossly deceived
in this respect.

7. Inspectors may give, for a limited lime, for a sufficient purpose, certificates
of capacity to Teachers who, from unavoidable causes, may not have, or may have
been unable to go through the requisite examination within the period prescribed by
the law; but, as they are not by the law specially authorized to do this, they will
only have recourse to this expedient under urgent circumstances, and only in the
well underslood interest of the education of youth, according to the true intent and
meaning of the last part of the 55th Clause of the Act of 9 Vie., cap. 27.

8. The Directors of Academies who receive a Legislative Grant, being forbid-
den, in like manner as the School Commissioners, afier the 1st July, 1852, from

A. 1852.
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choosing for their Teachers any but those who, having submitted -to an examina-
tion before the Board of Examiners, shall be furnished with testimonials of capacity,
the Inspectors must exact, without exception, the requisite certificates and testi-
monials, according to the truc meaning of .the 50th Clause of Act 9, cap. 27, and of
the 29th Clause of the Act 12 Vie., cap. 50.

9. The Inspectors will specify also the branches of instruction taught in eaeh
kind of School, the books which are in use, and the method of instruction followed;
whether mutual instruction, individual or spontaneous.

10. The Inspectors will also inquire into the number of independent Schools,
and, as far as thcy are able, furnish an account of them in the manner above pre-
scribed relative to Schools held under control.

11. In order to place the Department of Publie Instruction in a condition to
render a general statement of the education of the country, the Inspectors will
endeavour to obtain simultancously all possible information respecting the different
institutions which are not subject to the law of Primary Schools. I hope that the
persons who have the direction of those Institutions will cheerfully lend themselves
to the desire I entertain on this head to respond to the expectation of the friends of
education, by giving Inspectors the details necessary to this end. In truth, a general
statement of education in the country could be very satisfactory to the friends of the
cause, and, above all, to the legislative authorities.

12. The Inspectors will ascertain the number of School Districts in each School
Municipality, the number of children who reside in them, and who are of age to
attend these Schools, ihat is to say, of ihose from 7 to 14 years of age, and also from
5 to 15 inclusive.

13. The Inspectors vill also ascertain the manner in which the School Moneys
have been divided between the School Districts.

14. The Inspectors will in all cases examine the Engagement and the Daily
Journal of every Teacher, and the interior arrangement of the Sehool house, and-
will naine that vhich best secures the comfort and health of the children.

15. The Inspectors vill examine the Assessment Roll for the Sehools in each
School Municipality,-the School Funds, both local and legislative, placed at the dis-
posal of the School Secretary-Treasurers,-thcir Account Books,-their Debts, and
tie Engagements which lhey ha ve made wili the School Commissioners, as well
as the amount, and Deed of Surcty.

16. The Inspectors will ascertain the amount of active and passive Debts of the
_,ommissioners of Schools, and of the means they have at their disposal to acquit
the one and call in the other.

17. The Inspectors will specify if the 'Debts contracted by the Commissioners
are due for the salary of Teachers, for the building of School houses, or for any
other object in the intercsts of education.

18. The Inspectors will visit all the School houses built under the control of
the Commissioners of Schools, or of the Dissentient Trustecs, as well as the lands
upon which they are situated; they will specify those lands which are susceptible
of Horticulture, and will give their advice as to the best means of improving their
condition so as to render them as salubrious, agreeable and profitable as possible.

19. To obtain this, the Inspectors will recommend order and cleanliness
thronghout, and the planting of fruit and forest trecs as far as the nature and extent
of the lands will permit.

20. The Inspectors will direct also what buildings shall be erected upon the
School lands for the benefit of the children attending them, and for domestie comfort.

21. The Inspectors -will examine into the causes, if there be any, which might
fetter or obs1rnet the working of the Educational law-s, indicating whether they are
caused by the negligence or the incapacity of the School Commissioners to fulfil the
duties whicl devolve upon them, or if they are caused by the opposition offered to
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the Law, stating also the cause of this opposition, and the best mode to remove for
the future these causes or this opposition.

22. The Inspectors, according to the truc meaning of the 3rd Clause Of the Act
14 and 15 Vic., cap. 97, will take notice of all difliculties existing within the juxis-
diction of the Superiniendent of Education, and will give their final decision upon
them, in virtue of the same powers, and will make a Report of them, as soon as
known, to the Superintcndent of Education, as -well as upon ail'matters above men-
tioned, once in thrce months.

23. The Inspectors must use the greatest circumspection in the discharge of
their various duties, and, especially, in cases where they are called upon to decide
disputes between the School Commissioners and the Secretary-Treasurers, between
the School Commissioners and the Teachers, and, above all, between the School
Commissioners and the Contributors; they inust be guided only by principles of the
strictest cquity, and, whencver it is possible, consult the wishes of the majority in
the well understood interests of Educalion. It would be advisable for ihem also to
consult the Local Visitors of the Schools, and thus to form with themi a species of
tribunal of arbitration.

24. The various duties of the School Inspectors are of a very delicate and
important nature, and, if they are faithfully performed, niuch good must result from
them. Besides thec stalistical information required from lhe Inspectors, lt s expected
that they will do their utmost to rendcer the Law popular. in endcavouring to show
the people the great advantages they cannot fail to derive from it. They will use
every occasion to dispel the prejudices vhiehl yet cxist in certain parts of the country
against the School Law.

25. The most imnportant part of the vork of tle Inspcctor will be to convince
the Sehool Commissioncrs, that fliC Contract Schools which have becn established
in some of the School Municipalities, cause great loss of time to the children who
frequent them, and flie waste of the moncy whiclh hie Governmient and parents pay
to maintain then, for the children can makc no progress in such Schools. Notling,
moreover, contributes so mucl to keep up the prejudices of the contributors against
the School Law. Our children, they say, have been to School for two or three
years, and yet they can neither read nor write, nor do accuralely the simplest sum.
The parents conclude correctly that they have paid all their money for nothing, and
they throw upon the Law all the blame which ought to fail upon tlie School Com-
missioners who have not known how to adiniister it properly.

26. It is better to have fewer Schools and have therm good.
27. It is better also that Ihe childIrcn who reside at a distance, should go less

frequently, and for a shorter time to the Schools which, in order to have them better,
are fewer and more distant from each other, thanu flat Ihey should have Schools
near enough to attend ther constant ly, vhen tlhose Schîools are of such nicdiocrity
that scarcely any progress caa be made in themu.

28. Children always derive sone benefit froma good Schools, rarely from inferior
ones, no matter for what length of time they nay attend ihemnu.

29. The Inspectors thon must insist with the School Coîmmissioncrs, that they
establish good Schools in all the Districts, and endeavour to prove to themu that a
Teacher not fully qualificd is ahrays dearly paid, while they cannot make too great
efforts and sacrifices to remunerate sufficiently good Teachuers, for the progress of
the children more than comupensates for the difference of salary of these Teachers.

30. The Inspectors will endeavour to sec that as much uniformity as possible
be shewn in the method of teaching and in the choice of books, and, among other
methods of imparting instrution, will recommend hie use in the Sclools of the
black board and of maps and globes.

31. As Public Libraries are one of the best means of spreading popular instruc-
tion, it vill be the duty of the Ienpectors to rccommiuuend tlcir establishment every
where, upon as broad and advantageous a plan as possible.

40
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32. The Inspectors must not fail to make known the importance of maintaining
a Model School in all places where the population is large enough to require such a
Sehool, and where the subscribers are able to defray the expenses of it.

33. The Inspcctors will fill up in duplicate the tabular formus hereunto appended,
and will transmit one sheet to this Office, at the least as early as the lst July next,
so as to enable me to make my Report upon Education to the Legislature, in time
for the first Session of the Provincial Parliament.

J. B. MEILLEUR, S. E.
Education Office, Montreal, 20th September, 1851.

( Translation.)

C THE TEACHER'S GUIDE '5-A WORK FOR THE USE OF SCHOOLS IN LOWER CANADA.

Recommendation to Examinùzere, School Comnmissioners, Teachers, and other persons
whose duty it is to assist in working out the provisions of the School Act 9 Vic.,
cap. 27.

GENTLEMEN,-I have perused, -with a good deal of interest, the " Teacher's
Guide," a practical work, for the use of Schools kept under the above cited Act,
and I have great satisfaction in recommending it to you, as a book, the use of which
may contribute essentially to the adoption of a system of method, uniformity and
economy in the teaching of the branches of education prescribed by law.

The author of this work, which has long been wanted, has filled up a great
blank in the catalogue of means requisite in order to impart successfully, and in an
analytical and weil reasoned maniner, the ordinary instruction which it is necessary
for the youth of our country to acquire. It bas the rare merit of enabling one cor-
rectly to understand the different relations and the bearing of the principles of these
different branches of knowledge, and of practically applying them, thus pointing out
to the Teacher an easy and steadily progressive method of proceeding, by Vhich
he may enable his pupils to advance in the study and practice of the various
sciences, to obtain a knowledcge of which they devote themselves.

This concise and methodical work, once introduced into our Schools, will
thus, by the system of method and reasoning which it will enable the teacher more
easily to adopt in giving instruction in his School-ensure him great progress and
success in his teaching.

The accuracy vith which the teacher vill be enabled, by means of this work,
at once to impart both theory and practice to his pupils, will be an earnest, moreover,
to all parties intercsted, of the economy that will be observed both in labor and in the
time atlorded to education, and in the amounts paid for books in use in the Schools.

It is well known that the frequent change of books in the Schools is fraught
with great loss of time to the children, throws them back very much, and subjects the
parents to considerable expense, all which it is most desirable to avoid. Nay more,
tiis retarding of the progress of the children, and the expense which the parents have
to incur i n order to meet the continual change of the various books in the Schools,
often entails upon the former a considerable increase of labor, and effectually dis-
courages both.

This work (the great demand for which will enable the proprietor to sell it at a
moderate price) treats of all the branches of public instruction prescribed by
law, and contains several treatises, forming a complete whole ; so that as these tre-
tises are everywhere and always the same, comprised in one single volume, they
may serve for. the same purposes so long as the interested parties may make the
book last by keeping it with care, and this may be donc no matter who the teacher
is, of whatsoever description his School, or the pupils attending it. As this
work contains these various branches of instruction thus placed together, and syste-
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matically treated upon in one and hIe same volume, it will therefore be of great
advantage for the teachers, the children placed under their care, and the parents of
the latter.

Economy in the purchasing of School-books is an object ceriainly deserving of
the special attention of parents ; but economy as regards time, the course of studies
which they make their children pursue, is still more worthy of their attention, and
requires much more assiduous care and continual surveillance on their part. For,
as the parents are not -generally well off, and consequently require the labor, and
especially the enlightened labor of their children, they cannot make them undergo too
rapid or too lengthened a course of studies. They cannot too soon get their children
to adopt industrious, sober and virtuous habits. I mention sober and virtuous habits
also, because, without these two conditions, the pupils formed in our Schools will
be eithef deficient in a love of labor, or their labor, from its being interrupted and
uncertain, vill not be crowned with the same success.

The liberal professions are generally more than overcrowded with persons, often
of inferior capacity, who spend in idleness, ennui and disgust, precious moments
which the want of labor prevents their employing either for their own advantage or
that of society; while some of the honest branches of industry are almost abandoned,
and a disdain is shewn for honorable employment, the exercise of which would,
nevertheless, prove most useful both to individuals and to society, if our young men
followed thein more. We must then, at an early period, dispose our children to
adopt these various kinds of profitable occupation, and, to that end, prepare them
promptly but efficiently, by impressing upon them the love of industry, and by afford-
ing them such instruction as is best adapted to the vants and circumst.:nces of the
country. Well educated mechanies, manufacturers and farmers, are men wc want in
Lower Canada, and we cannot use too great exertions, nor impose upon ourselves
too great sacrifices, to obtain an increase of their number, by means of our Schools,
and more particularly of our Model-Sehools, and of the course of instruction there
given to the children.

The liberal professions suffer from too large a number of followers, and mechan-
ical pursuits from too small a number; a double evil, which urgently requires a
prompt and effectual remedy. The moral and material interesis of sociely require it.

In affording ta their children Ihe benefit of edncation and instruction, the friends
af the country must not have for their object to render them highly scientific, or,
much less, to render thein vain and thus inspire them with a disregard of parental
authority. Except in cases whcre convincing evidenc. of a particular calling is
given, their efforts must tend principally towards forming moral and industrions
subjects, fond of labor and of virtue, knowing how to appreciate the good, the true,
and the substantial, and able to give to the calling of their fathers' rank, uscfulness
and influence, which, without practical information, it would never, to the same
extent, have acquired amongst the other callings followed by well informed and pru-
dent men. Our duty then, is to create, in the minds of our children, due respect
and a taste for the calling of their parents, and a desire to adopt and fo!!ow it as
speedily as possible, after tley shall have gained the acquirements and dispositions
necessary to ensure success, and secure to themselves a degrce of competency which
they cannot fail to attain, as their father, before them, will have already opened. the
road leading to fortune and happiness.

How many of the lessons of experience have been lost ! how many fortunes
have disappeared! how many wealthy establishments now no more exist! Because
the children of the farmers, the merchants, or the manufacturers, who had created
them, imbued with false notions and with maxims opposed to their own interests,
to thc detriment of their families and of society, despised the humble, but honorable
and lucrative, occupation of their parents,. to adopt another less productive, and
abandon themselves to the deceptive hopes of an inordinate ambition.
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No means, consequently, should be neglected in order to convey to the children
frequenting our Schools the habit of manual labor and a taste for il, and also such
practical instruction as will enable them to follow with advantage evcry kind of
pursuit, mechanical or otherwise. They will thereby learn to act, at a later period,
in what concerns them, with a proper knowledge of circumstances, with prudence
and with certainty, and thus carry on prosperously their affairs, and exercise a suita-
ble degree of influence in their family and in socicty.

These considerations, which at another period might receive further develop-
ment, may, by some, be considered as foreign to the subject now specially engross
ing our attention; but, after a closer examination, it will be found that they are far
from being so.

The little Treatise which bas suggested these considerations forms in itself a
course of practical instruction ; and to render it complete, the Teacher cannot do bet-
ter than instil, in his pupils minds, at an early period, the ideas above expressed. .

Education and practical instruction wili be made to progress together in our
Schools.

I deem it, consequently, my duty to recommend, to all interested in the success-
ful operation of the Scbool laxw, the general use of that Treatise. I feel confident
that experience will prove it to be of great utility to both teacher and pupil.

This work is nevertheless susceptible of improvement, and I have reason to
believe that the author, taking advantage of the experience he will have acquired
by the first edition, and in deference to the advice of persons well able to judge
in the matter, will make sonie slight alterations in certain parts of his book, and
some additions, to geography, gcometry and trigonomctry for instance, in a second
edition of it. I should like to sec added to it an abridged history of Canada.

I have the honor to be, &c.,

(Signed,) J. B. MEILLEUR,
Superintendent of Education.

Act 9 Vic., cap. 27.
Thirdly.-To admit to examination those candidates only who shall be pach

provided with a certificate of good moral character, signed by the Curé or Minister
of his own faith, and by at least three School Commissioners or Trustees of the
locality in which he shall have resided for the last six months, and also with a
certificate of his age, which must be at least eighteen years.

Tenthly.-To require, in the course of the examination, proof of the following
qualifications, namely: For the Teachers of Elementary Schools, such acquirements
as will enable them to teach with success, Reading, Writing, the Elements of Gram-
inar and of Geography, and Arithmetic as far as the Rule'of Three, inclusively; For
the Teachers of Model Schools, in addition to the foregoing, the acquirements requi-
site to enable them to teach Grammar, the Analysis of the parts of speech, Arith-
metie in all its branches, Book-keeping, Geography, the use of the Globes, Linear
Drawing, the elements of Mensuration, and Composition; For the Teachers of
Academies, beside the qualifications required for the above mentioned two classes
of Teachers. all the branches of Classical Education, inasmuch as they are destined
to prepare their scholars for the same.

(Translation.)

Remarks.-Persons of the female sex employed as Teachers, are, by the above
Act, exempted fron undergoing examination before one of the Boards of Examiners,
but not from undergoing examination before thle School Inspectors. We must, in
consequence, wholly rely on the judgnent of the School Inspectors in so far as
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regards ihese ScIool-mistresses' qualifications, which, by law, arc required to be the
same as those of SchopImasters. The latter are bound to give proof of their qualifi-
cations before a Board of Examiners, and also before the Inspectors.

The examination to which Teachers possessing diplomas of capacity, are sub-
jected before the Inspectors, is but an indirect one, and has reference principally to
the mode of discipline and of leaching folowed in the Schools ; and, in all cases,
it is by means of the examination of tlie pupils that the Inspectors are instructed to
ascertain the capacity, diligence and success of Teachers of both sexes, in the per-
formance of lhe duties attached to their important mission.

Without being obliged to it, female Teachers can, if they please, undergo
examination before one of the Boards of Examiners in order to obtain a diplomùa,
and some have taken this course before the Catholic Board at Quebec, and the Pro-
testant Board at Montreal. Several of them also presented themselves before the
Catholic Board of Montreal; but hie number of Schoolnasters at the same time
pressing to be examined, lias, for six or eight nonths, constantly been so great,
that the Board has found it impossible to examine them.

A certain number amongst the School-mistresses were formed at the Normal
School, kept by the religious ladies of the Ursulines of Quebec and Threc Rivers,
parsuant to a temporary law, passed in 1835, for the establislment of Normal Schools
in Lover Canada; and I can say, that such of tliese School-mistresses as I have
met with in the course of my visits, conduct to admiration the Schools confided to
them.

I can say as nuch of the School-mistresses formed at the School of the late Dr.
Jacques Labrie.

We ail know that this virtuous citizen had established, at his own cost, a girls'
School, where the instruction afforded the pupils was of such a high and solid char-
acter, thîat the School was in reality to tlern a Normal School.
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LiST of persons forming the Boards of Examiners.

CATROLIC BOARD FOR THE DISTRICT OF MONTREAL:--

Jacques Viger, Esquire, Chairman, Reverend A. F. Truteau, do.,
Reverend L. V. L. Villeneuve, Seminary of St. Sulpice, P. J. Filiatrault, N. P., Teacher,

J. J. Connolly, do do. F. X. Valade, do do and Secretary of the
Jos. LaRocque, Canon, Board.

PROTESTANT BOARD FOR TUE DISTRICT OF MONTREAL*:-

Reverend A. Mathieson. D. D., Chairman,
" H. Wilkes, D. D., vice do.,
" W. J. Leach, D. C. L., McGill College,
" B. Davis, P. D.,

Reverend J. Flanagan, of Lachine,
William Lunn, Esquire,
Saml. Philips, Academical Professor and Secretary of

the Board.

CATROLIC DOARD FOR THE DISTRICT OF QUEBEC:-

Hon. Justice,Duval, Chairman, Jacq. Crémazie, Esquire, Advocate,
Reverend A. Parant, Superior, Seminary of Quebec, F. X. Toussaint, Teacher,

" Jos. Auclair, curé of Quebec, F. X. Juneau, do.
" J. Nelligan, Pastor St. Patrick's Church. C. Delagrave, Esquire, Advocate, secretary of the Board

PROTESTANT DOARD FOR THE DISTRICT OF QUEBEC

Reverend John Cook, D. D., Chairman,
" D. Wilkie,

D. Marsh,
A. C. Gukie,

Peter Winter, Esquire, J. P.
J. B. F. Painchaud, do.
J. G..Lespérance, do.
Geo. Tanguay, do.
J. Crepault, do.
P. F. Béland, do.
Reverend J. S. Clarke, do.
P. M. Bardy, do.
0. Cimon, do.
J. Morin, do.
P. Hubert, do.
B. Maurault, do.

Reverend Geo. Mackie, official,
John Bonner, Esquire,
Wm. Andrew. Esquire.

LIsT of School Inspectors.

Geo. A. Bourgeois, Es qire, J. P.
M. Child, do.
R. Parmerlee, do.
A. P. L. Consigny, do.
J. V. A. Archambault, do.
M. Lanctôt, do.
A. Jobin, do.
John Bruce, do.
J. S. Roncy, do.
C. Germain, do.
G. Chagnon, do.

LIsT of Teachers admitted by the Catholic Board of Montreal.

Messrs.F. X. Valade, N. P., Model School.
P. J. Filiatrault, N. P., do.
J. E. Labonté, do.
Louis Boldue, do.
Félix Labelle, do.
Jos. Chartrand, do.
Léon J. Kirouac, do.

" Olympe Lefort, do.
Jos. Labelle, do.
L. Birs Desmateaux, do.

" F. J. Tournade, do.
A. Fréchette, do.
P. Hare, do.
C. Fournier, do.
L. Grondin, do.
A. Tétrault, do.
O. H. Leroux, do.
Isaac Giroux, do.
Eugène Talhami, do

Messrs. Dom. St. Cyr, Model School.
" Abraham Dalhaire, do..

Dom. Boudria, do.
" William Doran, do.
" Bruno Gauvreau, do.

H. E. O'Donoughue, senior, do.
H. O'Donoughue, junior, do.
Théophile Michon, do.

" James McElhearne, do.
" C. J. Piché, Elementary School.

H. 0. Dauzais, do.
J. McGinniss, do.
Jos. Archambault, do.

" Pierre Piché, do.
A. J. Giroux, do.

" J. B. Délige, do.
F. X. David, do.
And. Oueuet, do.
Aug. Cadot, do.

A. 1852.
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Messrs. S. Gendron, Elementary School.
Jos. Bernier, do.
D. Bourbonnière, do.

" N. Boulay, do.
E. Lafond, do.
Jacq. Goussé, do.
Et. Gougeon, do.
H. A. Girard, do.
Isaac Benoit, do.

SElie Moineau, do.
Isidore Marcoux, do.
Jos. Jourdannais, do.
F. A. Beauregard, do.
Pierre Beeh. do.
Jos. Green, do.
Frs. Lafond, do.

" R. Chaput, do.
" L. M. Bertrand, do.
" E. St. Jean, do.
" Hercule Perrin, do.

D. Christin dit St. Amour, do.
Léon Mercure, do.

" Louis Molleur, do.
Guillaume Houle, do.

" Isaïe Pellerin, do.
o Ed. Mathe, do.

Jos. Gourd. do.
Louis A. Dupont, do.
L. M. Dupuis, do.
Ant. T. Touchette, do.
Isaae Lynch, do.
Ad. Bouthillier, do.
Hy. Chagnon, do.
Jules Choquet, do.
Ed. Corbeil, do.

" Pierre Perrin, do.
Th. Ethier, do.
Benoît Hoffay, do.
C. Nabases, do.
Simon Jude Leblane, do.
N. St. André, do.

" Samuel Lewis, do.
« Jos. A. Hervieux, do.

Jean M. Thibaudier, do.
Eusèbe Blanchette, do.
J. B. Langlale, do.

" E tienne Filiatrault, do.
Geo. Fred. Singer, do.
Jos. Duget, do.
M. Racicolt, do.
Isidore Manseau, do.
Félii Beaulnes, do.
Antoine Lafleur, do.
H. Seguin, do.
Wm. Kennedy, do.
L. A. Dumeule, do.
F. X. Lebeau, do.
L. Riendeau, do.
H. Fortin, do.
Ed. Dauphin, do.
Médard Emard, do.
Ed. Beaudoin, do.
Jos. Blais, do.
Urgèle Marion, do.
C. Guilbault, do.

U Jos. Bourgoin, do.
Jos. Manet, do.

" M. Martineau, do.
" Pierre Caisse, do.

.I De Coussin, do.
" B. Joassim, do.
4 P. Grenier, do.

46

Messrs. Louis A. Houde, Elementary School.
François Girard, do.
Odilon Legendre, do.
F. X. Payette dit St. Amour, do.
Adolphe Lamni, do.
Jos. Benoit, do.
J. B. Lucier, do.
C. Dufresne, do.
D. Lefebre, do.
H. C. Martineau, do.
B. Gravelle, do.
F. Pelletier, do.
N. Pinard, do.

" Ig. Destroismaisons,do.
William Hearty, do.
Luke Morriss, do.
Ed. Simays, do.
Léon Boucher, do.
John Rogan, do.
Jos. O'Leahy, du.
Jus. Gaudry, do.
Alexis Béique, do.
John MeKercher, do.
J. Bourguignon, do.
P. Fenunigan, do.
Jos. Labonté, do.

" Jesse Lavigne, do.
John MeManus, do.
B. Vannier, do.
Jos. Hebert, do.
Thos. Busher, do.
Pierre Pichette, do.
Urbain Courteau, do.
John Seanlan, do.
F. Beaudry, do.
A. Massé, do.
Louis Leelaire, do.
Louis R. Fortier, do.
Onézime Peltier, do.
Guillaune Robillard, do
Valentin Barrette, do.
N. Laporte, do.
A. A. Moffatt, do.
T. Sauriole, do.
J. Kineham. do.
P.-Ward, do.

" Julien Tremblay, do.
" J. B. Lefebvre, do.
" Jos. Bourdon, do.
" J. B. Gallien, do.
4 Pierre Brisset, do.
" L. A. Derme, do.

D. Bertrand, do.
Jérôme Robillard, do.
J. Nerée Fleury, do.

" B. Lanctôt, do.
J. B. Malbouf, do.
J. Vadeboneour do.
Louis D. Cyr, do.

- François Benoit, do.
" Amable Dalpé, do.

Frs. Hétu, do.
J. L. Brabant, do.
Jos. Marceau, do.
Ed. M. Grossier, do.
Ant. Filiatrault, do.
Odilon Doucet, do.
Dom. M. Lapierre, do.
Ol.Aubry, do.

" L. A. Auger. do.
« J. J. Dagenais, do.

F. Gauvreau, du

A. 1852.
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Messrs. Jos. G. V. Ferrier, Elentary School.
" J. B. Boulet, do.

J. B. Doray, do.
C. A. Wolff, do.
Louis A. Paquet, do.
Ant. N.bostalaire, do.
Pierre Belleriie, do.
François Pâlin, do.
P. Desrosiers, do.
Rémi Chagnon, do.
Isaac Riniguet, do.
Ant. Chrétien, do.
Jos. Sicard, do.
D. Partenais, do.
Jos. Goguet, do.
Louis Riendeau, do.
Benj. Desjarlais, do.
Vin. C. Lamhert, do.
Jos. Bonin, do.
N. St. Germain, do.
Jos. Fournier, do.
John Hughes, do.
John Alpin, do.
A. Chisholm, do.
M. Doin, do.

" Louis Beaudoin, do.
Thos. Dagenais, do.
H. Houle, do.
A. A. Asselin, do.
Jos. Poirier, do.
Ant. Marçant, do.
J. B. Bernardin, do.
J. B. Hétier, do.

" C. Picotte, do.
F. Renault, do.
D. Gareau, do

Messrs. Rousseau, Elementary School.
A. Guilmette, do.
P. Z. Lottinville, do.
Jos. Brien dit Desrochers, do.
Ed. Perry, do.
Etienne Duprat, do.
H. P. Guilbault, do.
C. H. Paquin, do.
J.' B. St. Pierre, do.

" C. Boyer, do.
Isaac Renaud, do.
M. Dagenais, do.
H. Lefebvre, do.
J. B. Philieger, do.
J. L. G. Manseau, do.
A. E. Poisson, do.
Jérémie Sauvé, do.
M. Chapdeleine dit Larivière, do.
P. P. Auger, do.
N. C. Bourck, do.
J. B. Goudreau, do.
P. Ringuet, do.
Théophile Vernet, do.
Léonard S. Desaulniers, do.

Hy. Yon, do.
J. O. Mantelht, do.
P. Kemneur, do.
P. Scannell, do.
P. O. Sullivan, do.
P. Ryan, do.
W. Barrette, do.

" John Ryan, do.
John Martin, do.
Françis McCaffery, do.

LIsT of Teachers admitted by the Montreal Protestant Board.

Messrs. A. Robertson, Academy.
" P. Sheldorn, do.
" Simeon Parmerlee, do.

Saml. Bennett, do.
Thos. Allen, Model SchooL
Thos. Gairdner, do.
H. Arnold, do.
Robt. Morrow, do.
S. M. Logan, do.

"Alex. MeLennan, do.
Wm. Thoipson, ElenentarySehool.
Thos. Payne, do.
Wm. Starke, do.

" Wm. McKay, do.
Saml. Henry, do.
Wm. Colgan, do.
Wm. Scott, do.
D. McCosham, do.
V. E. Bate, do.
W. G. Ross, do.
B. Lanb, do.
J. Walker, do.
W. H. Martin, do.
Wm. Fraser, do.
S. MeKillen, do.

" A. Montgoiery, do.
James Lynth, do.
A. N. Rennie, do.
R. H. Harris, do.

" Wm. Reddie, do.
Frs. Oatt, do.

Messrs. Alex. MeLean, Elementary Sohool.
S. D. Bailey, do.
James Gibb, do.
James Elmslie, -do.
Robert Wright, do.
Thos.J.Freeman,do.
W. MeOwatt, do.

" Wm. MeArthur, do.
Angus McRae, do.
Geo. Kneesham, do.
Jos. Marshall, do.
Dunecan Baine, do.

" John Rutherford,do.
A. McWilliams, do.
S. Logan. do.

" John Smith, do.
" John Burns, do.
" James Garratty, do.
" James Martin," do.

Fred. Blake, do.
Robt. Robertson, do.
D. MeNaughton, do.

" John Aitken, do.
F. MeEwan, do.

Miss. M. A. Cascadden, do.
H. Scriver, do.
Robt. Irvine, do.
D. MeLean, do.
Thos. Strong, do.

" John Abbott, do.
Robt. MacLeod, do.

A. 1852.
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Messrs. Stephen Hunter, Elementary School.
" J. S. Lawlor, do.
" John Darby, do.

.I Cameron, do.
" John Philips, do.
" Sidney Smith, do.

Miss. L A. E Hoyle, do.
" Mary Young, do.
" Jane Nesbit, do.
" Jane Kyle, do.

Messrs. J. B. Carson, do.
J. McCracken, do.
Wm. Smith, do-

" Jos. Anderson, do.
Jos. Watson, do.
James Biscoe, do.

" John Gibson, do.
Richard Allen, do.

« Thos. Parinton, do.

Messrs. John Thomas, Elementary School
" DavidFroste,Jr.,do.
" Thos. Little, do.

Geo. M. Enrick, do.
John Keys, do.
Ed. Scarlett, do.
M. M Mack, do.
Jos. Smith, do.
Wm. Ramsay. do.
Robt. Boyd, do.

" Robt. Hagy, do.
Miss. S.A. Hatch, do.

"E. Woolrick, do.
Jane Kyle, do.
Sarah Kenned, do.
Sarah A. Carbin, do.

97

LiST of Teachers admitted by the Quebec Catholie Board.

Messrs.F. X. Toussaint, Academy.
e B. Marquette, do.

F. E. Juneau, do.
" Jos. Richard, do.
" T. Miville Dechêne, do.

J. C. Lindsay, do.
" M. Hamnel, ModelSehool.
"C. Dion, do.
" J. B. T. Mignault, do.
" Thomas Pelletier, do.
" Isidore Belleau, do.
" Thomas Begin, do.
" Antoine Lemay, do.

F. Moffette, do.
Moise Laplante, do.

" God. Beaudoin, do.
" J. E. 0. Couture, do.
« T. Perrault, do.

Jos. Letourneau, Elementary School.
" P. Connolly, do.
" J. McNamara, do.

Ant. Pâquet, do.
Aug. Vallière, do.
Ed. Dolbec, do.
Frs. Fortin, do.
J. B. Robertson, do.
C. Paget, do.
F. X. Gilbert, do.
Jos. Croteau, do.

" M. Roy dit Desjardins, do.
" C. Pettigrew, do.

J. B. Bélanger, do.
" J. ;1. Lucier, do.

Thos. Tremblay, do.
Ed. Lajeunesse, do.

" M.McKerty, do.
P. B. Bergeron, do.
J. B. Cloutier, do.
L. Pepin dit Lachance, do.

Miss. Rosale Demers, do.
" Délima Turcot, do.

Messrs. J. B.Dugal, do.
F. E Lepme, do.

" Pierre Drolet, do.
C. Huot, do.
H. Sylvain, do.

" P. Querret dit Latulippe, do.
" F. Letourneau, do.

essrs. P. C. Lefrançois, Elementary Sehool.
Aug. Dessin, do.
P. Bedard, do.
J. E. Petit, do.

Miss. A. Gagnon, do.
Miss. Virginie Lortie, do.
Messrs. Vital Tremblay, do.

M. Coulombe, do.
J. C. Pacaud, do.
Paul Mailloux, do.
Geo. Gagnon, do.
Ed. Pageot, do.
A. Réhel, do.
P. Pelletier, do.

" God. Beaudoin, do.
" David Lessard, do.

Thos. Bélanger, do.
Louis Robitaille, do.
A. Z. Gouin, de.
Louis Roy, do.
M. Bernier, do.
Ferd. Savary, do.

" Pierre Rouleau, do.
01. Hamel, do.

" God. Gingras, do.
" Frs. Pineau, do.
" J. M Annet, do.

P. Bouchard, do.
" J. B. Lionnais, do.

Cyrille Juneau, do.
C Fecteau, do.
François Paquet, do.
Elizé Beaudet, do.
Elie Desgagné, do.
Aug. Dorval, do.
Archange Racine, do.
A. E. Tremblay, do.
Ignace Perron, do.

e N. Bitner, do.
" Juste Dufour, do.
" Germain Tremblay, do.
" Abel Gauthier, do.
" William Wilson, do.
" Jean Perrault, do.
" F. C. Peltier, do.
" Pierre Le Marquis, do.

Thos. Desseint dit St. Pierre, do.
Louis Vincent, do.

Miss. Rosalie Durand, do.

A. 1852.
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Mism. A. Banger,
il Eléonore Bia,

Messs.F.Deelereq,
« Louis Tanguay,
a Louis E. Berger

-0. Letellier,
IL V. C. D. Jean
Thos. Croft,
E Fournier
F. X. Picher,

" Louis St. Michel,
Thos. Fradet,
Prudent Fontain

Elementary School.
do.
do.
do.

on, do.
do.

1, do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

e, do.

IMessrs. I. Labreeque, Elementary Sehool.
a Pierre Daston, do.
" Wm. Petty, do.

Dom. Olivier, do.
I « J. B Leclair, do.

R. O'Donnell, do.
Félix Rosier, do.
Jos. Lafrance, do.

•' J. E Desrochers, do.
" Jean Pelletier, do.
« Pierre Bélanger, do.

LST of Teachers admitted by the Quebec Protestant Board.

X A. F. Tielk, Elementary SeheQl.

122

252

Toa... .. 472

A. 1852.
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SUPPLEMENTARY 'REPORT
OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION FOR

LOWER CANADA.

(Translation.)
EDUCATION OFFICE,

MONTREAL, lst Marct, 1853.
SiRn,-1 think it my duty to furnish for the information of His Excellency, of

the two branches 6f the Legislature and of yourself personally, some details which
may contri bute to the success of Popular Education.

A complaint has been made somewhere ihat my Reports to the Legislature
embrace periods of Instruction which had elapsed long before their date. The
principal reasons for this, are:

The difficulty there is in procuring the whole amount of assessment which
the rate payers are required to make up and pay to the Secretary Treasurer of the
School Municipality, the School Commissioners of which, according-to the 27th
Section of the Act 9th Vie., cap. 27, cannot claim their share of the Legislative
School grant, unless the said Secretary Treasurer declares in the School
Return made by them that he has received that amount. Hence it follows that
when any delay occurs in the recovery of that amouni, some delay must necessarily
takie place in the transmission of the School Reiurns to ibis Office, and that a
great portion are only transmitted long after the periods of instruction mentioned
therein.

But the difficulty of raising the amount required by law, does not generally
proceed from the unwillingness of the rate payers, but rather from their poverty.
In consequence of the severiiy of the climate, our yeomen caninot generally so well
afford to pay School taxes as the yeomen of Upper Canada.

There are other reasons why I can only make my Reports to the Legislature
for periods of instruction which have already long elapsed, and these are princi-
pally the difficulties which the working of the Elementary School Law has en-
countered in a great number of School Municipalities; the want of capacity
among the School Commissioners and their lack of zeal ir the performance of
the duties entrusted to them, incapable as they are of understanding all the extent
and importance of those duties. Hence again it happens, that the Returns ôf a
number of the Municipalities are oily transmitted to this office very late, after
the half-year bas expired, and even in the course of the six months next after the
year for which they are made, for the School Commissioners of many Municipali-
ties only make Annual Returns.

As for the current half-year, that is quite, out of the question; the Returns
for that period -will only be transmitted to this office in the course of the ensuing
half-year, and this will only be the case where Municipalities make two Returs
in each year. Those which make only one, will only do so in the manner
above stated.

Hence it follows that i must needs be in arrear eighteenrnonths in my Reporté
to the Legislature, unless I maké them very in'complete, which woôld Iead *to

16 VictoriS. Appendix (J. J.) A. 1852.
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false conclusions with respect to the number of Municipalities in which tlî law
is in operation, as lias already been the case in 1850. The incomplete number to
which i referred in my Report, has been taken for the total number, and it has
becn concluded that the number of Municipalities in which lielaw was in
operation was gradually diminiish ing.

There is, however, reason to hope, that the. assistance of the Inspectors will-
place me in a position Io introduce an improvement in this respect, into my next
Report, and that it will be in my power to bring it down to the first day of
January, 1853.

I would also remark on this subject, that in Upper Canada the Superinten-
dent has always iad local Superintendents, and that uniil lately, I have been
deprived of the aid of similar assistanIs, to enable me to sarmount the
numerous and often inextricable difficulties which political mountebanks have
unccasingly thrown in the way of the Iaw, and these are the men generally
speaking who nov proclaim the unsuccessful efforts of the friends of the law\T.

Doubtless, you perceive what injustice there is in rendering me responsible
for causes over which I have no control.
- At all events, this vant of success is not nearly so general as it is represented
tobe. Of this you may convince vonrself by the table annexed hereto, of thirtv-five
School Municipalities in which the School Law is in operation, or is gradualiy
corming into operation since the periods of instruction mentioned in ny last
Report.

Objections are also raised against the limited qualifications cf the persons
appointed to take charge of our Schools; and, to prove how few there are who are
competent to do so with advanlagc, they base ilcir arguments upon lhe nurnber
of lay teachers who had obtained diplonas at the lime of my last Report. But
since that period fifty-one others have obtained diplonas, and I have reason to
believe iliat at this present lime the Board of Examiners will grant tlhem to twventy-
five or thirty others, who are now undergoing their examinations.

Besides, a number of the Schools are kept by teachers well qualified in
every respect, althiough thcy have hitlierto been unable to procure diplomas on
account of certain difficulties wlich have prevented their examination, arisng from
poverty and from the distances they would have to travel, in order Io )resent them-
selves before the Board,-as for instance, lie leachers residing in the Judical Dis-
tricts of Aylmer, Si. Francis, Kamouraska and Gaspé.

In addition to the number of teachers properly qualified in every respect, there
are also those who belong to religious educational bodies, but who are not bound
to submit to an examination before one of the Boards of Exarniners, because
the Legislature has thought propcr to refer, for al] information with respect to their
qualifications, to the judgment of the Superiors of their respective orders. There
are fifuiy-lwo of these teachers who keep schools subject .to the control of the
School Commissioners, in different parts of Lower Canada, without including
the Brothers of the Christian Doctrine, who teacli all the branches of a good.
practical education to neariv two thousand children, under the control of the Gen-.
tlemen of the Seminary of Montreal.

And now, with respect to the Schoolmistresses who are likewise exempted;:
froi an examination before the Board of Examiners, it is well known.that, in
gencral, they are well qualified in the opinion of the School Inspectors, to whomr
they have to give proof of their qualifications. Now, the n.umber of Schools
taught by females is rather more than one-half of the aggregate number of Sehools.
The reason of this is Ihat their services can be obtained at rates of renaneration
much less burthensome to the rate-payers, and that they are usually more ready
than men to sympathize with the weakness of the children.

2 i
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The excellent service which females can render as teachers, are not appro-
ciated, on this accouni, by Canadians only. In the neighbouring States whére
a taste, a zeal for the education of the people is a national characteristic, where
the means of education and sacrifices for ils success are not wanting to secure
the blessing of instruction to every resident child, females are employed as
teachers during one half of the year; and the practice is generally the sane in
the District of St. Francis, -which is principally inhabited by people of American
extraction.

I have further Io remark that numerous elementary girls' Schools are taught
under the conirol of the School Commissioners, by religious ladies (nuns) who,
independently of such Schools, have also their boarding Schools in which girls
receive in all respects a finished education-an education which is well appreci-
ated by the Commissioners, even by those who are strangers in the clountry.
There are few convents of religious ladies n Lower Canada and even in Mon-
treal, which do not contain an elementary School, conducted under the auspices
Of ihe School Law.

Besides, in my last Report (the second paragraph page 9), I allude to Schools
taught by fernales, and to the lestimony which the Scboôl Inspectors give in
their favour. It is a great mistake therefore to conclude at this time, and from the
Report above cited, that ve have no more than 472. qualified teachers (speaking
generically) for 1991 Schools, the number being considerably increased since
1851 in consequence of the lav being made to work la the Municipalities indi-
cated in the subjoined Table.

I sa bmit ihese facts for the consideralion of His Excellency, for that of the two
branches of the Logislature, and of yourself personally. The details which I bave
just laid before you are a triumphant confutation of the false assertions and thé
unjust conclusions, as unjust as they are injurious to the country, which certain
people deliglt in promulgating for reasons best known to themselves.

I have the honcur to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

'Signed,) J. B. MEILLEUR,
S. E.
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Taura of 35 Municipalities where the School Law is in operation or gradually
coming into operation, since the periods of instruction inentioned in my last
Report of 1850 and 1851.

CoUmES. MUNICIPALITIES.

Berthier .......... St. Alphonse...............
Champlain ....... St Maurice................
Two Mountains .... Grenvile (irregularly)........
Dorchester ....... St. Isidore.................

Do. ........ St. Josephi.................
fx .......... Mitscherrnet ...............

Do.........Ste. ruerite.............
Do. ........ Ste. Marie.................

Drummond........Grantluun.................
Do. ........ St. Christophe..............
Do. ........ St. Norbert (wholly in operation)
Do. ....... Tin.i.. ..................

Gaspé ........... Grand River...............
Islet ............ Pierre, ver du Sud.

Kamouraska...St. André.................
, Do. ........ Ste. Ann Iapocatière, No 1....

Lotbinière.........Ste. Agathe................
Do. ......... St. Giles..................

Nicolet ........... Ste. Mouique...............
Cttawa ........... Eardley...................

Do............ Hull.....................
Do. ........... Petite ation...............
Do. ........... Onslow (wholy in operatio)

Portneuf .......... St. Basile.................
Do. .......... Ste. Catherine..............

Quebec ........... Valeartier.................
Do. ........... St. Rochi..................

Eimouski.........Lepage...................
Do. ........... atano...................
Do. .......... River du Loup..............

86. Maurice ........ Pointe du Lac (coiniug into opera-
tion) ...................

Shefford·..........Stukely (gradually coin înto
Sherbrooke ......................

Brompton.................
yamaka ........ St. David .................

DO. .......... St. Zéphirin (eoming into opera.
rtion ....................

PEILIoDs DUILING WliICH TnIE LAW UAS BEEN
IN OPERATION.

The last6rmonths ofIS51.and is6 G mouths of 1852.
lst and last 6 months of 1852.

Do. do. do.
Ist 6 nonths of 1852.
1st and last 6 nonths of 1852.
Last 6 months 1851, and ist & moiths 18s2.
1st 6 montbs of 1852.

Do. do.
Do. do.

Last 6 mnonths 1851, 1st 6 months of 1852..

Do. do. do. do.
Do. (1o. do. do.

Ist 6 months 1852.
Last 6 ionths 1851, 1st C months 1852.

Do. do. do. do.
Do. do. do. do.

Ist 6 nonths 1852.
Last 6 months 1851, 1st 6 months 1852.

Do. (1. (10. do.
Ist aid last 6 miouths of 1852.
Last 6 nonths 1851. 1st G months of 1852..

Last 6 months 1851, 1st r nonths 1852.
1st anid last 6 montbs of 1852.
Last 6 nonths 1851, 1st 6 munths 1852.

Do. do. do. do.
Do. do. do. do.

Ist and last 6 months of 1852.
Last 6 nouths 1850, 1st 6 montlis 18mL

Tst 6 months of 1852.
Ist and last 6 months of 1852.

Total-35 Municipalities.

(Signed,) J. B. METhLEUR, S. E.
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